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../ P.REFACE -, .,

Of the man reports commissioned by the AUCC,, few have been more eagerly awaited by the Board of the
AsSociatio and by the university community in general than' this Report* of the Commission on Cdnadian Studies.

/- . r ,.
Concei ed in 1970 and launched in 1972., it was not anticipated) at the Commission would be able to do more than

to locate and describe the tip of an iceberg: Instead, in response to e widespread interest and insistence of the
university community, and through the remarkaBle t nacity of he omMissioneer, the iceberg has been charted and

,
analysed to its lowest layers and fullest extent.Th ntire-field f

,
anadian studie>has been studied m depth and in

detail. As a result, the Co mission's report is un edlY the" at significant examination-of Canadianstudies, since the,
Massey. Report.. It.s,in ence on the university c rriculurn Will c rtainly be felt for iany-years to come. .,..-

, \ . ,
The AUCC is very plead to publish immedi tely volumes o Land two of the.four-volume Report." three

-._

and four .wiz folloW shortly.

In his introduction, Professor$y"mon<has eniph\asized the slept of gratitude owed by. the Canidian academic
community to the:-t1 ou;ands Of persons who have contributed to the preparation of this refort, and above all to the
staff of the C tmissiort I should like to add that Professor Symons has himself made an extraordinary persolial
contribu 'on, one which goes well beyond the call of duty sand beyond what has received public acknowledgement. He
emerges in this report as the Student of Canada par excellence.

Larkin Kerwin/,
PreSident -of AUCC

14



Introduction

40

. ..
i .

. 1 1 . CONN IS10:N ON -C',,ANADIAN S 1 ciDI ES. was appointed by 1 he Association 01' Universities and Collegeor
. ca.shith,(Aii.) on 2 June. 1 972. 'to study, report,..and make, reeonunendations upon the, state 5I' teaching and re-.

search in v t.riiotis fields of study relating tooCtinada it.,,,(tinadian universities'. The AUCC invited Prof 1.11.13. .

Symons, who was then completing Ins term Ss' the Ibiunding pr(jsdent of:Ticjit University, to head the Commissio,n, and he
Lommenced his duties as chilituy:inioit I 1oly 197?: Fimineinl support For the Conripission's work was to be provided in large
part by the Canada Council:1.1i addition to.its broad general r6ponsiility to st ti-dy and report upon the-state of teaching and
research in studies 'elating to :anadti, the Corninission was asked to inquire intOlhe following specific matters;

I the number and content or corn ses offered at the rrilt1(:igi ad tune and graduate levels in the..marititis fields of Study ,, / .
i(larlittt to ( anada:, ., ...N.

th.e.locat ion. nature tfild Functrion of plug' ammes and insIntites concerned with. Canatlian.studies;

the loc,it ion and e\tent oldihraly holdings and other resource materials relevant to Canadian studies,and access to
theseinateiRds:

the soinces, Hahne and adequacy of Financial supfrort For the teaching (WC:math:in studies;

5. the opportinuies support it reseal in Canadian stutti(.s.

piesent and 11 inure r«Iiiitements r qualihect.Personnel For teaching and icsearch in Canadian studies;

1 Ihr 1lo ;silt'litits and Wrecks. I 0 1 . 111'W 1)1 Og 1 a 11111 leN and hone (locution in stud iys relatingto Canada at'the university
level: ,

air, ()thei related mat't'es

hi aiiiiiimiLingilieTonimission, 1)1.1.onis l'hilippe ttien president of the All('(', commented that its
appoinlintnt:way pionipt((1 hy' the glownig an'adiall ..,111dic, at Canarlian.univer ssion,' h,e
noted, to ay.ast the di,cn,sIiin and to Iti thr drvolopment of studitr, related to Caliatla by in. viding

1



2 Introdiletina,

accurate information. about the present state of teaching and research in this area, and by directing attention to the
possibilities of and reds for new programmes in the future.'

. . ,

The prop00 eo establish a Commis Sion on Canadian Studies was made at the annual meeting of the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada in Winnipeg in 1970. Recommendations for, or interest in, the appointment df such'a
Commission had also been expressed-by the Canadian Association of University Teachers, by graduate and undeyiraduate
student organizations and by-various educational and scholarly bodies, as well as by many individual members,tif the
academic community and or the wider Canadian R u b I i c . Niunerous articles and books'had pointed to the need for more
a ention to Canadian circumstances' in the curriculum of the country's universities. As further evidence of a growing

t
anx.'ty abut& the state of Canadian studies, public meetings haealso been held in Many parts of the.ebtintry and

--., committees hod been established in some o-ininunit.'sto'discus's this. question. But, for the most part, these discussions
were conducted hi the absence of comprehensive forntatitim,andreliable data. TO What e,xtentare.the universities, in.
fact, engaged in teaching and research about Cat da'. How adequate are tl!e human and.physical resources available to
support Canadian studies'? Wh't are 'the. needs and-.opportunities for Canadian studies in the future'? Almost ,as many

I')
answers were being given to Litt ions of this sort.asthere were people participating in the debate.

:...6.-:..-...$:&... ...,,.,

A ,,
. .

Ini the view olsonie observe`rs, Canadian universities as a Wholewere devot,ing)ess attention to scholarly teaching,
research and study about Canada ti universities in most other countries wej,e=direeting to the needs and conditions of
their own societies. As a result, it was argued, an alarming number of stu-dcdts were graduating from our universities.
kicking even basic knowledge about the.cti ore, history, government, gedgraplry, science and:sOcitil dymimics of their

,
. lomeland..Othi;rs maintained that no suer situation existed or that/1T it did ^exist, there/was n4) cause for alarm because --7,.

knowledge is thriversaland therefore, could not or should not be Cosiered in any particular national context. Not only were
there strong.dillerenceS of opinion about facts, there were also profound differences in the interest's and, backgrounds of Th.
those engaged in this debate. Consetjuently;:edespite prolonged discussion, end eVen. when Much good will was evident a -,-,'- r.

....

.. .il'onsiAntis was rarely Zichjliveil ithoutthe'desirable soltitiMis tt/Major issues. Indeed, it was difficult to finkagreement even '''.',"
. rJA',.a' to wItat" the major issues were.

...--''

The Commission on Canadian Studies was thus 'appointed in response to a very real concern on the part members of
the academic community, and of die public at large, that there should beta. careftil examinat roil to determine whether the
country's universities were paving adequate attention to Canadian conditions and ...circumstances, and to the eels and
problems of this .country, in their pvtfgrammes of teaching and research, While some people clearly felt that tl e Ctimmission
should begin- its activities by a ceremonial burning of the American flag oil the steps of the Parliament. Buildnigs, others at
the other extreme tlenied the need to give any serious attention,at all to the questions that the Commission had. beim asked
to examme..11Ow6-0y, most nittinbets ot.l he .academic'community and of the general public 'who.spoko.out on thd'.subject
indicated their Oish,,for. a thoughtful and thorough inquiry Lao these tuition c, rather Huth can exercise either in, flag.Waving
°or in cults arainnesia,,Ind this is tlie path that the Commission has endeavourtd ici follow throughout its work. .

1 .dt,
2

lhe ConintissiiWs work proceedekl in lour broad phases: the planning and .establishinent of di? necessary office,-
staffing, and adiriinistrative arrangenients;.-the,-glithering of information and viegs from the academic community and from
inteicsied members of the public' through briefs, meetings, public hearings -aird correspondence; staff research; and the
drafting thethe Won't.

4i): ' I he first phastunvolved planning and intprei 'sting the basic :irrangements for the ('oi fission's operation and
recruiting members of the CLimmission stirt,',,,In a Jilition, eiTit university in Canada. was invited, and cite!) agreed, to
appoint ,.1 member of its academic or administrative staff to act as a liaiS01.1)CFM)11 WitilNII61.11 the Commission could

\maintain contact and exclidisige vioys, and through vInfin the ('oninfission could obtain inforniation..about Canadian
studies at "Iris or her ramps,. .,11,,,idvisory Mimd of ilistinguishecl tiChlflars and citizens interested in the: licit! of Camidian
stittlit:s. was also established. An officer was scrim in Petjrbordugh,- Ontario, and other administrat ive'arraiimments were
Completed during this phase of the Commission's stork. i V.

,
...." In the second. or pialCljc, phase of ...its work. the Comuiission i ,v)(eq.biiCKs..110(1 it )lic. lie:yrins;:cimilucted a great

inam,..1/fr'inal and infol'inal consultayions and hantlled a viist an omit ol ,e(Orrespo'nkle ce.,TWse various activities were
l: j [ I 11,./(1 cant :.:plictirreittl,- :Ind each ine.its soine.elaboration ice , /z .'----. -

,P
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Public notices. invpng submissions and).inquilies. to the Commission were placed early in September 1972in N7rersity
ilfpirs and in various other Cia unlian puhlicatiolis and academic joUrnals. The Commission sent out at the same time
letters to the executive heads of every Canodian'university revievi\ing'the Commission's terms or reference and inviting
briefs. 'rho Commission ids() posted public notices on each campus- inviting briefs from interested teachers and . siudents. in
addition the Commission sent out pTonal letters to Ow heads a the learned societies in Canada and to a large number
of public ;issociations and,, organizations that were thought to have an interest in Canadian studies. in all such invitations
the Commission welcon)ed submissions in any form and i".in any topic, or-range of topics, 4.cl-died to its terms of refer'ence.
Writers were asked, however, to be as specific :4pi possible when suggesting recommendations.

Initially, 28 February 1973 was set as the final date for the submission pf bdefs.11oweVer, it soon became clear that a
great many individuals and organizations wished strongly to make representations to the C.o.mmission, but .that, before

o doing so, they requirsd, time to reflect carefully upon the complex-and sensitive issues involved and to prepare their
submissions. -Consequently, the period for the submission of brick; 1. estclided. 11111C41, 1.1112 .Cominission, gladly
receivAl and sttidied with care briefs; informal submissions. letteireptindinquiriesfpom universities, public aiid

private organizations. individual tem.:pers. students and interested citizens up tdthe--J,th of the writing of the ReptVis

''I he response to th public invitation for brit:IS-and submissions was excellent in terms both of nun .ers and of quality..
'I he"Commission rec ivedy in all, over one thousand (del's-anti sub-briefs. In length these Ringed from t ose that were
only a page or t.,:o,.whiyh none the less often cominuniCad useful information and opinion, to those that were much "

more extensive, i some cases running to hundreds of p;iggilQiiding appendices. Most of the submissions were- well
,,tesezircheq, can illy written and Ilniughtfully prepared. 'I he high quality of thcsubmisSiUtirreceived.is-indicated b) the

fact that a nt nber of thetult4ve subsequently been revised and published by their zruthqrs as schoiady articles ;raid still
others ale n)w being made reinty..for publication.

flic,(ommission was, dankly, surprised by' the very wide range of interests and concerns !,attit4; to collodion studies_
'expressed to it. and also b the great divergence of vie4vs contained in the subniisic were rinely repetitive* .

almost
teeiy one added t,..w inkirmation or some new insight to the body of knowledge and...advice availab e to the

Commission for the prepidlitioii of its Report. With few except ions,.the briefs addressed complex -and cottici ious issues:

in a calm and reasonable Zinanner. A great many neople and organizations had gone to considerable'trouble to )repav
their rcpiesentations..an the Commission th6'ilght it only right to take the full dm, required to examineeach-of these
representations with ca a piticess that Wien involved extecsive and detailed col respondence.

-,--' .4

t.l.ollowing the exai iple of a number of reports previously publislied'I) the Alt(fC, the.Co,mmisSion in whit follows has
foistnotett Mei-cm:es to pithIrsliedPiiblic sources. but has inn done so when.quoting from or referring to,,briers and
coirespoudence. In i nundwir of cases..111011y Ill i ty .WaS requested by those conminnicatint\with the Commission and such.
requests trove heel iespeeted. 'the Commission has, of course. exercised its -own judgernenl in deciding. what- weiglit to

-attach to each le resentation ieceive$1.
,

1 he COmini iivii N pilVillnille of ;iet,Otely tet.kinji view;_ and information throinili briefs and othei'written submissions
was supplenici ted by an extensile piogiivinie of public.lie.,ivingsand-lrifornial -visits across Canada. The C'onnuissioner and
meinheis of ylie Commission stall visitei every Province. ailir held public hearings at over forty universities, as well as at 'a
iiiiinbei of ....vinintinity colleges and schools. :I hese visit had several ontectives: to gather information.about present(
or phip,,,,, pli)1:1:1111111ec Of te;ichiiir and iese;11Ch relit nu tier ( ;midi;, 10 solicit views and suggestions-front mentbers of

-the iinivei ity conimunity and of the public upon nrattk'Js that the Commission had been asked to inve,stigate: to priivide
oppoi kW Ne's'ter101 public discussion about.such 'flatlets, and Ii hold informal talkS with individual scholarsdkilowledg,elible
aboti't tho state of Canadian studies, \t he (Cittiesr of several iiiiiveriiies. the ConinriSsisini Madi":!second and even tint*,

-cisits io/theii campuses to pursue its inquii it's fulthei and to uoi'itle ;in additional opportunity For air exchange of views.

1 I'dik:11),Illis, art the public headiws \vrie in nod. indeed uigcd. io"..xpiess' theiAselves in either of Canadzi's two Official
t... ,' 4
, i.rnimages...\ t several of fin. C0111.11-11`,N1011%, 010011111.1NN.11111111;1,110011's 111111S10011 was ilvilliilblv. Nlembers of the Commission

\tat. 'II kepi Jecuids of the discussions at eaLli 1'16..1111r. I ollowinr, man\ it die iikvitiiiirs, the Commissioner 'requested
indivtdual pin ticipants to submit to tht: ( OW1111'4\1011 a N1111111"1,111, 01 111,..ri vi,, y of d.staii.rncnt elaboniting upon them.

.,"4. ... z

,Keqiiiests
of this soot oftcn .led to..switc of ill..' inotf holp.ful written tlniussions 're eived by the Commission.

. 4....

.*. ;..

'
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Introduction

/In atildij,ion to the public hearings hel at universitie. across ('anadt,.tht Commission met with representatiYes of over
two hundred academic societies,educationa organizat ns and othcr4sociations that had expressed an interest in some
a -wet. or aspectKso3 1:41e Commission's work. Many,- those societies and organizationsare identified at appropriate

mots in the n.wef,)ngs involved as few as two or three individuals, usually ivembers.or the executive of the
organization concerned: others attracted as many as one hundred or more participants. like the .public hearings, such
meetings..often stimulated the submission of briefs.'

All told, more than twenty-five hundred people attended the 'Commission's public hearings and meetings across Canada,
and about hall' of then' participated actively-in the disgussions. This progruinn7 of meetings and consultation served as a
major source pi' information and advice for the Writing of the Commission's Report.

--Tle Commission ako received and responded to Agreat manYJetters,-totalling nearly thirty thousand,,from individuals \,
and.grOups at home and abroad, in every region, and crom every cultural group in Canada. A largi: numberof 'these letters
were inquiries and,.requests.i'or assistance.

'in
:',,,,

c . extraordinary response, both from within and from without the academic community0,-to the public phase of the
....,,..

Commission derconstrated in an unmistakable manner the tremendous concern that is fell across the entire country about
the matters uporrehich the Cpmmission has beLM asked to report.(few Canadian COminissions,and perhap none .

concerned with jii4er education, have elicited such a massive response from the university community and from the
,

general public..-

Jr.here urn already, many requests from individuals, institutions and Governmental agencies for permission to consult the
materials assembled or prepared by the ComMission. The various submissions made to the Commission will' he made
available at the Al!CC library. of at the Public Archives, t6 interested members of the public. In addition, al) of the

t
yojmnission's correspondence and working papers' are being preserved and catalogue I for the possible future rise of
interested scholars and ineinber8 of the public. All told, the papers of -the COrmuissit occupy, sonic liftylarge containers.
together, they constitute an extraordinarily interesting and. valuable source. of Opinion and information:about the issues r.
of cpneern to Canadians .ili the first half or. the In riOs, and 'about the way 'in whic4 Canadians perceive_theinselves and
then country at this time. '

nmii-,.., .
,

. , . .

Hie' t hird phase of/the Commission's activities, which .proceeded at the siline time, inVolV1,d 10.reSear land stall work
-,

undertaken by the COmmission itself. The magnitude and complexity of this task merit some conmyr . Although °vet' .

the years public and private bodies have conducted numerous studies and inquiries into ape variety of educational
issues in Cana la; most of 1ir'.1ticstions raised by the Cinumission's terms of, reference had never belore_been the 'subject
of.a majornational study NOr had the ielcvant data and information been previously gathered in any comprehensive or
-thorough. mantle'. Indeed; it became clear early in,thc Commission's investigations that within' the academic community,'
there was no agreeme,nt even on what constituted Canadian studies, let alone on the basic 'data upon which any '
recNiunendations about such studies should be ha.sed. Moreover, the availabl: literature-on- the subiect rhOugh plentiful,

, \vas largely written in the conte\t of a single institution. rri of a single rt!giori or educationkfitfld., rather Hiatt iwille.,
conic \t ( a compiehensive national study. -/ '''. .

..

Mos't otjusr.conimissions have been ahlt., to build -upon a solid base of information and findings presented in precedi-ng
1,epOrts dri0 stud.ies. the Commisibil on Canadian Studies had no fhe ('ommissionss--Lisk, t,hererore's
1\ ',IS very much a ya 1,breaking. e\eicice and, as it soon found out, the trait had many hazards.

linon' lhr Ir,vrds vvas.th0.I,trl. ui COIht.'11sal`, and, curtheiluelill-, ()eh \vim( property.
ciime "Ohio the puisus' of Ihc (0111mtsion's inquiry. Somis.individqals i.unl_proups.vv.'tinted the term '.Canadian studies'
inteipreteil Is:. and reserved for inlettlisLiplinary studies that dial exClusively with Clatiptlian'mattbrsP()drers/>titmly
denied the academic validity. of oven the ts\istence, of Canadian studies. Canadian studies, they insisted. is 'nothing more
than a chimrsra. a Rini11411 Jot! LiNilionatiLror-i:oirroplii,;11 111.11 iplioies 1.11(,^ hi ,, that knovVletll_tt.s.is universal an/t. cannot
he defined ki national idm-al hint,. Still others. a; the opposite e\treim.l, urged the CAutimission to accept'as
Cary:khan sititli..s any 4./ IH,0,11,111 prilolmod by either in Gonads or abroad.

f.

In choo..,in,,, pail, slit' Commission appropriate lit zp4oid in unduly re.strictite-

t8



Introduction-

concept of Canadian studies. At the same time, it was aware Of the mill to keep.'its inquiries within some manageable
limits and to indicate to the public with reasoinible clarity the-Commis n'S broad area of interest. In general, the

1,,COmmission considered as Canadian stMliestleaching or research in any fie that, as one pf its major purposes, promotes
knowledge about Canada by deatinrwith some aspect of the country's cuh ire, social conditions, physical setting, or place
in the world. Within these terms, Canadrim studies would include both wor conducted along traditional disciplinary lines
and work organized around a single theme,,Or subject but drawing upon the knowledge and techniques of several

-----N,...,

The methodology empl d by the Commission varied from one part of its research to another. In each chapter the
Commission explains, the ipproach taken in handling the 'subject .matter'under discussion and. some of the methodological
problems encountered alo the way, In general, the Commission sought to survey a wide range of areas of teaching and
research at Canadian universities with a view to assessing the extent to which each directed attention to Canadian
circumstances or was being approached from a 'Canadian point of view. Essentially, the-Commission was looking for wh
'night he callel'anfawaren ss factor' a sensitivity to the Canadian context or perspective,. The Commission also'sougl
to iderareas in which Canadian studies were perhaps being neglected and to demonstrate the wealth of opportuniti
available in such fields,

. / .

. l'I'd obtain the. information required, the Commission Worked closely with- its- liaison persons at.rt,i141 university. They
proved very helpful in reporting data about individual courses and research programmes at their universities or in putting

\.,
the Commission in touch with those who could provide such information, The Commission also gathered informatioi by
using- questionnaires, by studying- university calendars, reading lists and course 'descriptions, and by surveying publish d
reports and ,articles.And,of course, the Commission relied heavily upon the voluminousreciird of its public hearings,
meetings and eonsultations. The inlormatiCm received from these various sources wls checked,- and rechecked, with the
gtKeroits help of a great number of Authorities. Many bodies, such Statistics Canada,the Canada Council, the Science
Council, he National Research Council, the Nletlical:Research Council, the Cjuncil of Ministers of Education, varisaus
oilier federal and provincial agencies, the Canadian Association of University Teachers, the learned societies and cJRvecsc
professional associations, also provided data, made suggestions and helped to verify or correct facts or interpret, ions,

Based -on such inform lion. research papers were prepared by members of the Cmnmissi'on s staff on the main subjects
of the Commission's inves igation. The advice andassistance consultants and of various members orthe advisory
Nina Proved espeCially impoikt,Lutt at this stage. Several of (110e research papers were prepared in tioncert with; or with /
substantial assistance from, major research bodies. For example, a 'bad:ground study and survey Of Canadian studies- in ilut
community colleges, which forined the basis for,a preliminary draft of the chapter on that subict.', was prepared in
"collaboration with the Canadian Studies Project of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Educatjbn andthe,Association of
Canadian Community Colleges..To cite another example, the Science Council generOnsly priivided sxtensive advice and
assistance with the research for the chapter on 'Science and Technology'. In addition; several knowledgeable individuals
outside the Comnirksion staff were aska to undertake background studies,on particular. subjects.

, i 0

The fourth. phase. of the CommisSion's-work was the actua' writing of t1ie Report. In-writing it. the - Commission atten
found it helplul to draw-upon the mass of statistical informationgathdred. throughout/he 'course of its inquiry. But, as
pointed, out more fully in the introduction to the chapter on Canadian coptent,in'the,,university curriculum, the
Commission resisted the temptation to iwev'ery case to express its findings in- purely quantitative terms or to prOpose
quotas for determining the appropriate amount of Canadian content in any'givek..aftia oNeaching or research. In general,

v.
the complex. questions that the Commission was asked tie investigdte dd not readily lend themselves to sta "sticaf
approaches. Moreover, thi#Commission believes that LK quality of teaching find research being'devoted t Canadian;
matters at home and abroad is as important as the quantity of such work.

'the Report. has been organized into tour volumes. Volume Ont.."contains, in addition to this introduction, a ..statement,
on the rationale for..canadian studies. which an academic framework and philosophical foundation for Canadian
studies. This.tatenient argues limit Canadian studies are in Iheinselves academically valuable and legitimate, and, moreover,
that such studies arc important because they help to meet certaTiiia7its in Canadian society. The rciilainn,g,tfirec chapters.
present all overview of.what is and what is not going on in Canadian studies in selected fields in the university, cii'rricuilum
as a whole, in eience find technology-and. in a cross - section of prolessional-sttidies, respectively',
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Volume- Two begins with a cha )ter On Canadian studies .abroad which discusses problems and opportunities
for (We scholarly study of Canada it universities outside Canada,) as well as the value of studies that shed
light on Canada's cultural links with o ler countries, Successive chapters. survey and analyse'Canadian studies in the
community colleges;emphasizing the it portance of university-community college co-operation in this held; assess the
state. of Canadian archives as the fOundation for Canadian studies; inquire into the quality-and extent of audio-visual
resources and other media support for Cz radian -studies and the current state of access to those resources; and examine
the present and poternitil.role of the privy to donor in helping to promote and develop Canadian studies,

Each of the three chapters in Volume Three deals with Canadian universities as a community. The first
chapter discusses proVems of scholarly con munication in Canada. The second is concerned with the study of the
Canadian university as a distinctive institutin;the point is made that universities in Canada have devoted inadequate
attention to the study of Canadian' higher e oration itself. In.the third chapter the Commission studies the citizenship
andacademic background of teachers anti Stu eels at Canadian Universities. The thapterargues that, given the country's
rich human and 'physical resources, Canada ha an obligation, both-to herself .and to others to become more self-reliant in
meeting her oin needs for qualific pert

____
nnel. ,

Volume Four begins with a chapter of
\ the state of teaching and research, at. Canadian universities-relating. to the

languages, history, et lture and contemponly sit union of tli--eountry's native peoples. Th , a ochapter n Canadian

studies in the dntee itar'y and secondary Sc ool' like the chapter on community colleges emphasizes that education is

a continuum and t at people working in di fer I t parts of the educational system should work closely together on matters
of mutual interest in Canadian studies. The chapter assesses library holdings and other resource materials at Canadian
universities in terns of their capac' y t.6 rl Canadian studies. It is followed by one discussing the subject of
publishing an C.(madian studies an empha zin the need fOr close rapport betWeen Canadian publishers and the
academic cor t unity, The cqnehi 1 g cha er o this-volume emphasizes the value or Canadian cultural -property,
including ar te. hitecture.and artifacts, as -r resource for Canadian studies. ,

/
,.., .

it should c no .ed that many sub cts are dealt with in more than que,section ofthe Report Ocause of their relevance

to sever 1 acre' t aspects of the ConimissiO n s i iquiry. For'example,*.referenges to.second language education occur iiii.1

several et apters Including those on the curriln.dfui , on the professions and on scholarly communication. Similarly, the/

question of not -Canadiaii university teacher and students in Canada is commented upon in a number of chapters,
including thug, on science and technology nd on education for the professions, as well as in -a separate. chapter that..
115141ses entirety on this controversial subj 1.Obkrvations relating to a wide variety of disciplines have been made
throughout the Report. In such cases, th Commis ion has provided cross - references when it seemed helpful to do so, and

\
the eighteen chapters have been as close y related one another as possible. .

'....L.,... .k

...43ccaiiSe of the breadth and numbs Of subjects covered in the Report, some considerable period of time elapsed
between' the completion of research,. tlh' drafting of chapters and the Publieatfoh of the Report. Moreover, drafts Of sonic
chapters were prepared sonic morftlis before others. Itowever, the Commission has taken great care to review and revise

1 -
every chapter so that each remain d as current as possible until ptiblication. Again, many people, including the
Commission's.unkersity liaiSon p rsons and advisory panellists, generously helped the Commission to keep abreast of new' ..

developmehts.

Nevertheless, it has not beefs possible for the Commission to take into account every new development that has
occurred in the rzipidl changing state of Canadian studies. Certain ...reontilendations_may be impleincnted by the time
the Report is release. Indeed, as wilt be pointed, icut more fully in succeediag,paragraphs; the Commission's inttunics and
activity have ,already prOmpted action in a number of areas.and this is encouraging; it is, in part, a:reflection of the
on-going service function that the Commission has performed. -It is clear that, in rnanysituatiogs, the CommiZgioh's
inquiries havelocused.mtention on areas of neglect or or opportunity in Canadian stirdies,.and lent encouragement ko
those interested,in.these fields, with the result that many- of the recornmeridations presented in this report are. already--
being acted upon, oftea with the advice and assistzince of the Commission.

It is also perhaps true that, in 8 few cas'e:s some individuals and institutions have tried to anticipate the Commission's
reeommendations'and to implement them in advance, at the eleventh IA., so that their own, record in Canadian studies
will seem better than it a'etually has been. Unfortunately, in: sonic). of these instances, there is onlY;the appearance-a':

2.0



Introduction 7

action rather that the substance. On the whole, however, the Commission is confident that recent initiatives taken in
response to its prodding or investigation reflect genuine interest and concern, which will be sustained, and that they are
not.simply window-dressn g 'or an exercise in public relations.

,. A further point should bi. 'm c e regarding the Commission's work. When first envisaged, it was anticipated that the
Cominission tnighccomplete its Report in about eighteen months. As the work proceeded, however, it became clear that
the questions rail y the Commission's terms of reference'bweremuch more numerous and complex thin anyone had
originally thought In..('ommission soon came_do realize that its Report would be, incomplete without addressing in.a
thorough and' cattpfu)waY. certain matters that at first might have been considered peripheral or even outside its terms of

...--- -
reference. IrOnical.14 the Commission received the largest number of represe.ntationsvi somebr these matters..Indeed, it
was largely in response ttklueh,representations that in several spheres the,Comm,gioqt.expanded the scope_of its inquiry.
For example, at the outset the Commission had not intended to devote substantial attention to the subject of Canadian
strpes abroad. But witkin the first several months of its existence, more than five hundred letters and submissions were
received from individuals and groups both at home and abroad stressing the urgent need for a more adequate programme
of support and encouragement for this facet of Canadian studies and urging the Coivmigsion tomake thiS question a

- major part of its inquiry. The attention tint! energy devoted to this specific.: question naturally added months to the
('oninlission's schedule. The same was true of many other matters- that required. more cons'deration than hadcbeen/
originally conte;nplated.AV,again,in many of thcsAreas the Commission was en in pioneering work so that "it/v.had to/
proceed with the utmost care and thortnighnesS. ... /-

Throt1gliout its work, the Commission was consulted many times, informally and formally, by a wide 91`iety,of
ulinversities, GO alvernment departments and agencies, organizations and individuals about matters relating,t/O Canadian
st iolies. Although these consultations were helpful in adding to the-commission's knowledge and undeistanding.el needs
and istsues,they added greatly to its workload and to the time required to complete itstask. The commission responded
to requests for advice and assistance. for example, from more than half of the universitiesN Canada, and from several
dozen Universities jii other countries, in-connection with their' plans to introduee'or expand Canadian studies offerings.
There were also numerous requests for information and help from Community colleges, froth school boards, from
Provincial departments of education, and from various'other educational associations anemstitutions. The requests came.
Rohr every Proviii1N.of Canada and from some twenty couhtries'abroad. Frequently, tiniverstiesabroad asked the

'.-Commission for lam-Malibu about such Matters, as reading lists, library materials, and opportunities for cultural exchanges
_in Canadian studies. Some thrity universities located in other countries asked the Commission to help them pursue the

possibility of co-Oprative programmes, for instance. in joint research projects and in "student/faculty exchanges, with
'universities in Canada. /

.. ."----
The +Colmnission was also often asked to review and advise upon proposc 1 Federal and Provincial Government

initiatives to support Canadian stidies in Canada and abroad,. As a case in po nt, the Commission assisted with the
planning to e'stabliSli'a United Kir Boni- Canada Canadian.sttidies exchange 1 lowship programme, and, al the request of
the ALIN and of the Department or External Affairs, the Commisssioner aired a committee to select the first Canadian
participant' in this programme. In- 'addition, the Commission undertook a number of tasks that involved mediation and
arbitration connected with, Canadian studies. In short. throughout its work the COmmission has served actively as a point

-

of reference for many members of both the university community and the general public interested in the scholarly study
of Canada.

_Although the provision of this service added: to the CbmatiSsiottis burdens grid to the time required to complete its
Report, this role was an integral part Ofthe'Work of the Commissidn and it MIS One that was clearly expected of it by
the .aeademic Loam unit. At public hearings lind nieL!tings,antl'in briefs itid letters; the Commission was told repeatedly
that perhaps have done -.as inuctriO promote CailactilM_stuslies by its service function as by-.its .reporting function.
This view was put succinctly by a senior achninistratificial at a university in western Canada: have no doubt that
j.he.vet'y existence of the Commission has had some real'effect in - bringing Ilse Canadian Studies Programme here to
whatever level of excellence it may be said to have reached'. Throug,h these added responsibilities the CommisSion also
gained valuable experience and first-hand knowle.dge.- :Mina many-of the problems encountered by those engaged in
teaching and research in this field. Thus, the Commission believes that it was extremely, worth while to devote this time
to its service (unction.

2 1
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8 Introduction

The Cinnmission has frequently been asked to whorl-I-it' is directing the Report.Perhaps.the/most appropriate answer to
that question simply this: `to whom it may concern'. The Commission has no live powers, nor- fbr the most part,
does, the AUCC, which appointed it. The .Corinniss .1's task Iras"been a n of investigating and drawing attention- to
needs and of putting facts and recommendations fol;war as possible. Any,Thetion upon the Commission's
findings and 'proposals must therefore come from others: Myers' ies, associations; Governments and individuals.' Because
the mandate of the Commission was.to .identifyg-FiTel, al s and opportunities in Canadian studies, rather than tea.

. ,

investigate thestate of these studies at particular cam.. es, the. Report has generally not mentioned individual universities
by name or presumed to 'direct recommendations' specific universities. Certainly, the CommiSsion.hadmo desire, and no
authority, to undertake a witeh-hutit. Its corn its and recornmendatiOns arelliTtilW-to _he supportive and helpful, not
accusatory.or critical. But the'Commissioi lopes that eaili university *might wish to establish. omMittee of its Senate or
othr senior academic body to examin, and to recommend action on, matters in the Report that ar ticularly relevant
to ii own situation. sOther bOdies might also wish to establish colmnittees for the same purpose.

A Timber of briefs; suggested that. a permanent Commission. should be established' to -monitor and make:
recominendations upon the changing state of Canadian studies and to follow uP:the findings and recommendations of this

'\`Commission. An on-going committee appointedhy the Association ofUniversitiesand Colleges ofCanada to -perform this
\.:finiction.was frequently mentioned as a possiblity.. Such suggestions merit careful attention.

..1

The Commission is well aware that many -of-ils_ recommendations, if implemented, would entail large- ependitures of /. .
. .. .. , .

.
-money to remedy the long-standing neglect of Canadian studies, None. the less; it mares these recommend,ations in e

,---_.
firm_ belief that. itwoutd be false economy indeed if,our educationaLsystem were to continue to devote as; little zitten ion---------______
as it has'been doing ,to leaching andresearch-aboutleanada. This'point 13'14 wed 1110r fully in the chapter on the,

it' rationale, for t1Canadiait udies. s noted there, university education will have cos tl Canadian public more' than two and
one-hall Million dollars in 975 97,6. Surely, reason (Relates that an adequate proportion h an .amount be spknt on
helping,( to oil, knowledge about their own county t,

1 . .

, -..-;
, . . -...............1... . . , t

In addition, the CommissiOn'sf.findings point_tomanyareas in wh.ich further expenditures On teachisig ni research
, ..., -___

,relating. to Canada would yield a -goodeconomic return. Moreover, manyi9itiatives in Canadian studies could he taken ...-/
With little or no additional-cost by a re-ordering of"priorities, by More careful academic and budzgetary planning, or by 4,

_ .
developing di different academic approach- Alt any event, the CommissiOn'sinvestigations demonstrated clearly that often
the greatest _obstacle to the development of Canadian studies has not been lack of money, but institutional inertia or
academic snobbery. Whtm legitimate budgetary constraints do haMper yrogress'iti: this field', more active fund-raising
efforts aimed at the private sectoOhould be considered. As the :chapter-`The Private Donor' points out, Canadian
universities are not doing nearly as much as they .could be doing to raise funds foi"their prOgcammes among businesses,-
foimdations and individuals. Canadian stndies is an arca'in which,many private donors could well become interested if an

-effort were made to engage their help. Government, too, has an obligation to give substantially more support to
,1

progrzmunes of research, teaching and publication relating to Canada.,
. r"

. . ,

1't is appropriate at this.point to acknowledge the ciintributin made.to the Commission'by.:many people. From the
time it was established, the Commission consulted. in person or in writing with over ten thousand people, and it wishes to
express appreciation to all of them for their interest and assistanee':Although it is perhaps invidious to do so, the
Commission/Wound like: to record its special indebtedness to a number of particular individuals and organizations: to
Members of the staff 'at the Association of -Universities and Colleges of Canada, especially Miss Joan Rondeau, for their .r

owtedgeihle and conscientious assiltance with administrative matters and, with pubIR,4ti133Airrtmgements;.to-th"e -

c ouMission's university liaison persons -fur Bich' Ignitable wtnk on behalf of the Cdmini,ssion at their respective ,Cainfiltses.;,

to is Commission's advisf )ry panellists for.t.heirwise counsel aiid inlet:Med advice on every (Ilea of the Commissites
,-investigation: to the Depattinent of the SecretaryoLState and the Canada Council 'onerous financial and moral

_,..-----,--
support:1 o:a number of inAvidu'al donors for theirpersonal contributions to support various parts of the CommisAion:s
work: to TmeTit UniverSity fin assistance with accommodation and office arrangements and for many other helpful

.

-_-. courtesies; to t ke-SciiltiCk-141-1-16:1-o1-4-4mada.,_Sliltistics Canada, theDepartment of External Affairs, the Nfitionid Research

Council, the Medie:il Research (0ountil and the Natiqnal Mils-ions or t um til; p wilh-daur collection and-rirettrOdOlogy,
and to many of the leatned<societieS-and Whe- organizationSti'r their thoughtful comments and suggestions pertaining:to
various facets of the _Conunission's,inonirv.
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The greatest debt of all, however, is owed to the.members of the Commission, staff. The Commissioner would like to
eXpress his profound appreciation for their untiring work and knowledgeable. assistance. 'Their sensitive and thoughtful
concern and their :strong.commitment to the tasks of the Commission contributed enormously to every aspect of the-.... ...

Commissiort's_wOrk and made is at all times a pleasure to be associated. with them.

The Commission also wisheS'to express tippreciatiOnto the Commission's secretaries, Mrs Nan Belfry, Mrs Bernice
Bunt and Mrs Marcia Craighead for their indispensable assistance. They ensured that all the various services, without
which no Commission can function,. were,'supplied in a gracious.al d efficient way.

Finally, the CommisSion would like to pay tribute to those tiiichers and scholars in every part of Canada whoke
dedication to Canadian studies over the years marks both their commitment to sound scholarship and their desire to --

foster a fuller knowledge and understanding of this remarkable-country,
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To Know Ourselves:
The Rationale for Canadian Studies

.--
IIROUGHOUT THE COURSEpF ITS INQUIRY, .this -Commission has been forced to confront a fundamental ques-
tion: why be concerned with Canadian studies? Many people with whoin'the Commission communicated took for
granted the value of Canadian studies. But others were either uncertain as to whether such studie's merit scholarly

attention or were openly hostile, to any.suggestion that these studies have .a legitimate place in the. university. It is therefore,
'essential that an answer be provided to the question: why be concerned with. Canadian studies'? Moreover, it is essential thatq

it'isanswer be given at the ()inset of fhe Report for at least two reasons. First, it.'i likely that the assurnptions that have
shaped the ComMisSion's investigations will determine, in,large.measure, the nature of its observations and

----recommendations. Secondly, a failure to clarify those assumptions may lead to cnfusion and, misunderstanding.\ ..,,

. \ )

The Concept of Canadian Identity r..

. Many persons concerned with Canadian studies bring to 'their concern a range of presuppositionV,--which often carry a,
strong emotional charge. A '''si hificant body of thesel presuppositions may be grouped under the general rubric of
`Identity' a concept that equires some attention here. I'. . \

o

,
For a large number of interested CanadianS, whatever their mother the conceptof_tCariadianstpdies' is\

inseparable from the concept of 'Canadian identity'. As one Francophone.correspon#nt put it; `en derniere analyse, votre
_-

_
recltrche.porte sur. la question fondaniontale de l'identite .camdienne'. Many-others appear to share this basic assumption

and'and its various corollaries. Some - believe that-the nature. of the Canadi*identity is not known, and. that it is the principal
purpose Of-Canadian situ:fie-Ito discover it and then to encourage-rfnileed even to inculcate, an acceptance of the
definition thus GteTived-.-OtherS hold- that the nature u the Canadian identity is known and that the primary. purpose f

_
_\

---..
O.

_----Canadian.studies is to Make it, known to others. Ma y members of both these groups agree that the Canadian identity,.-- __---
whether known or not is theatened by certain forces, sonic external-, some internal.; thus, they argue',' the ultimate
purpose of Caria4af"'1------ 'studies is to c'ombat these r es, be theyforces.of imperialism,- continentalisM, regionalism.,
centralization, .federalism, or whatever. Often use who sfait by expressing concern about Canadiansti.iklies finish by
voicing alarm about Canadian sovereignty-. They wish to enlist Canadian studies in a-campaign to prUtect what they

-
perceive to be a fragile and threatened political, economic, cultu'ral.or academic sovereignty:

. , , .
..

. .. , .. .

Such assumptions' about 6se and proper role of Canadiarrstudies-- often ones' most-vigorously attacked by-.
critics of C.anadi 1 stir-des sl ild be understood; but they are not the iissumptions adopted bytbis.Commission as the

'\...,
:....---- 2
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.

,
primary rationale for Canadian studies, however tempting they might appear on firost examination. It 'might, for:example,
have been convenient to rely upon the strong. feelings of nationalism obviously abroad in the land to mobilize opinion, in
supportof,the recommendations of this .Report. But for pragmatic reasons, and for reasons of principle, the Commission
was determined to resist this temptation. Patriotic appeals, to preserve and develop Canadian identity do not constitute, in
practise -or in principle, an adequate rationale for Canadian studies at any leVel of education. For instance, while a large
number ofCaliadians are, undoubtedly concerned about national identity, fly agree upon what that identity is, In fact,

..r many are locked in strong, occasionally violent, disagreement about its nature. Nor are the strongest differences of :

opinion always between, Quebec nationalists and English-speaking Canadian nationalists, as is so often suggested. Equally-.
passionate disagreements about the question of identity-exist between many other groups of Ca adians, for example,n

among rrancophone Quebecois themselves, between Acadiens and Quebecois, between Maritimer\ and 'Upper Canadians',
and between 'Easterners' and 'Westerner's'. Renee, on purely pragmatic grounds, belief in the possibility of indoctrination
in any narrow nationalistic, ideological, or political sense.would indeed be a shaky foundation upon which to base an ..,, any
inquiry of this nature or recommendations of the kind proposed inAis Repori. It simply wbul&not rte posSible- to
achieve a consensus-across Canada on any one perception of the Canadian identity. that could serve as the springboard for

, - v

Canadian studies.

. IP
Beyond these pragmatic objections lie deeper objections of principle. The function of the university is to train the

Critical intellect, not to inculcate belief. It would be ti betrayal of the essential function of universities for them to purvey
or promote a particular perception of the Canadian reality to the e 'elusion of any other. If Canadian studies were-to.--=
proceed from the assumption that a particular perception of the Candan identity is the right one, the only one, and that
this perception must be instilled info the consciousnessof every'Canadian, such studies would not merit a place at any
university. The. university must be a centre in whirl the critical intellect is left free to. arrive at whatever conclusions the
evidence and its own logic tray require. Hence no perception of the Canadian reality may automatically We excluded as a
viewpoint deserving examination.

Although the inculcation of one particular perception of Canadian identity is not, therefore, th,,,e
justification of Canadian studies, the concept of identity'reniains, nevertheless, an important oorisideration in the
rationale. fdr the seholally:study of Canada .hi the Commission's view, however, the nic;Istand rationale for Canadian
studies is not any relationship that such studies may have to the preservation or the p(omotion of national identity, or
national unity, or national overeignty, Ur anything4fR kind. The most Valid and compelling argument for Canadian
studies is the imporLinceo elf-knowledge, the need tV khow and to understand ourselves: who we are where we are in
time and space; Where we e been; where we arcelcing; What we possess; what our responsibilities are to ourselves and-to Others.

But before the quest for such knowledge can begin, an individual or:a nitiSt first be conscious of being
Canadian: Unless Canadians recognize their distinetiveness in time and place, and are sufficiently interested in thernSelv4

and in their society and parit-6/What motivation is there for self2study? The perception of Canadian identity may differ
Markedly from one perSon to another, from one language or culti\ral group to another, apd...frOrn one part of-the country ,

to another:But an awareness of beingfanadian, ainl--an interest it the nature,of that 'condition; -is necessary for the

achievement of-self-knowledge; for what is self-.knoWledge, as'far as\a "anadian is concerned,. if not the knowledge of

one's identity? If one considers identity in terins.of those qualities;id-als, experiences and -institutions that wchave in
common aCanadianS and that distinguish us from non-Canadians, our 'dewily will be made up of mimberless
eomponents,about any one of which' one inaV legitimately disagree. How_ e?, any contribution to oureknowledge of
these components, whether they be cult,uraf, sociological or environmental, could he viewed as part of tile Search for the

diverse elements that Make up thejbial offanadian identity. This Searcirls,.then, but anyxtension of ouroq.uest for

self-knowledge and, as-such, it 's /a legitiMate avenue of scholarly inquiry.

It should be emphasized that we are distinctive as a pco,pleiAlthough:L'ind a highly heterogeneous country --.. .

5.

. . . ,

geOgraphically. climatically, linguistically, culturally, econoiniddly and politically - the total constitutes a,unique entity
.0,

alled Canada. Indeed, this diversity is one of the kej., elements in the couh(ry's distinctive character. It is true, as George
Grant has noted, that.theNast majority of Canadians are zrproduct or western civilization and live within the .forms andt
assumptions of that enterprise.' But in both dramatic and subtle ways.we are distinguishable from other peoples wbio live
within this civilization, including ow' American neighbours with whoa' we lend to be most closely identified by -o t hers
and ofterr*--ounSelves. In case Of Americans, for example, while we Pave much in common, our differences_are,many

. ...
. .....

.ei
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and diverse. Refernee .1,even. a few circunistiinces illustrates this point. Culturally., we face in Ctinadethe large challenge
of bilingualism.and.Aultieulturalism with the declared goal of cUltivating these heritages, whereas the Uni d States faces

-the different Challenge and objeetites'of a melting pot society. Politically, the strengths and WeakneSses of o f form of
federalism, and-of our responsilele parliamentary institutions,. differ markedly from those of the United States with its
written'eonstitircion, separation of powers, and entrenched bill 0f--.rights. Our citiesare generally of a younger in -ustrial
age than those in the United States,-"and there are significant differences in: he nature and qualities of urban life :n the
two countries!

Certain phys`ic'al.characteristicS, separately or _i cimibinatiOn,`are also more significankin the Life of Canada than n 1e"'
.

United Sta'te's or Most other countries..These include, for example, the vast tundra and forested areas,...tlieimpac snow
and ice; enormous freSh water resources, extensIe coastlines On th,ree".oearis"-..and the realities.of long 'dista s' ',mellow
human Population density. Geogyziphical_ geological and climatie"chanicteristies o.f this kind contribut o our .

clistinctiyeness,as do _a variety of special social characteristres, including the linguistic and cultur tversity already.:
mentiied, a -unique_ historical development and the effect of prOXimity to a in'ajor metrop JiCan state combined with
strong and valued ties to older..civilii.ationS in other lands.

.e,-,, ..
.

.

finless our programmes of teaching and research in Canada pay reasonable 'affeiiort..to sncli:'realities, they are likely' to
be substantially irrelevant, or misleading, or. grossly Wrong.:A ctirritutim- in this-country- that toes riot help Canadians in
some way to understand the physical: ind soei,l'envirohment that they 'live end work. in, that -affects so profoundly their .

daily lives and that'tin turn is affected by their actions, canno.1 be justified in either a-cadmic or practical terms. Lt is '-,.
essential from the standpoint both of sound. balanced scholarship and of practicality that studies of the Canadian situation
occupy an II pproffhfre,--place. in (lie curriculum and research interests rof eyery.,uniyersity, in Canada. Ask the.Comptission

. ,,,.,,
ingues-in .chapters- on science and technology and on (.,ducation.for the. professions, this requirement is by no fil'eans.
confined-todisciplines in the humanities and social sciences; it applies,. to a -greater or degree, to nearly every area
c f4icadernic activity.

fusel
.

:.4.:4 lc

Sell Knowledge n.

/`-
The need for seltkliowledge, which is the 'soundest justification or Clinaclian studies, has been a principal tlfemeok
classical and weStern thought since Fleraclitussufirned up Ili philos'ophy with these words: 'I have 'Sought forinyself'
Canadian studies thus constitute one part of a long traqti- n of scholarly"inquiry,'and the questions addressed'by

' Camuliziiistudies are a oni. 'is ancient zinc' as couten4orary asphilosophy itself.

Theil:on cept of.:self-ktiw,vleclge has been,,so central to much of western tliotight, front Plato and Plotinus to Spinoza,. -
Kant, and Fleg'el, that its.evoiution mplirCs.ho detailed review here. It is perhaps sufficient to recall the words, ----
-Cultural historian Ernst Cassirer:.---,

That self - knowledge is the !Ugliest aim of philosophical inqui01ry appears to be generally acknowledged. In all;
conflicts between the different. philoSophical -schools, this objective retrained invariable and ,unshaken: ltri)roved

time Archimedean point, the fixed and immovable center, of all thought.12.:

In our own century the progress and achiCvements °I modern psychology sine Freud and Jung have serve''oly to/broaden and to intensify the Quest lor self-knowledg,e,n6t merely.as the highest aim of culturAltuit as the ndispensable..--
,-,

-condition l'or health' zinc' groWth- in the life of the mind.

An'othorwis.e intellectually alert- per`son Who lacks self-knowledge will be .constantly at-odds with nnrself-J-le. will be
constantly tripping,:;as it were, over' his own feet. Lacking, self-knowledge, he will'inevitahly entertaiiv.a false conception
of himself and rriust try to act, more or lesseltdeumitely, in accord. with that Ase conception. More;over,'his irttermit tot)

..,

act IT a certain manner to comply ,with that conception may change his rut tire justNmoughi to add to the confusion.
Yuccess will apkap to cottritin: I hc Original misconception: failure may weakru his confidence. Thus;lack of
self-knowledp. will lead to -a state of conflict......wit4ii . Tlore is perhaps,naning inherently dangerous in this state
of'discofd. In fact, if Ilu,s---1:1-cfirrr(j. )1 disvnisfaetion thacitprochices leads tot ate to resolve these'eontradictions, it
rats he they.ft<ondil ion to the scruli fora more adequate Sell-know edge. Before One can seek such knowledge, Ire must
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be aware that he does not possess -it and that it is indeed wort eeking."This is the Beginning of true education. But 1
the conflict within the self is not resolved in this manner, it can le to the disintegration of the personality.

is true of an individual, it is 'equally true Of a society or,nation, lf,'for example, the .e4iteriSatiCat Country,
whiih in rt.d.ity is composed of many divert regions and more than one culture, think of it as a homogeneous country
hat can ands uld be governed in a uniforM Manner through centralized institutions,,this idea of the country will ir-

appeaNo receive L dirOtion from the fact that its leaders do attempt to govern in this manner. If the citizens'are not
alive to the contradic ns inherent in this false image of the country;the conflicts Within the country may be
exacerbated'rather than L. ntained or ameliorated. To take another example: if a country looks upon a powerful

...neighbour asAme that can p teet its independence and integrity from potential. external threats, the very idea of a
community interest will be lf-Confirindig.. But if; in fact, the greatest t treat to that independence is posed by' the
sanKpOwerfut nighbottr, a country may unwittingly ios'e its independeri e in its unin armed attempt to defend' it To
take -a third 'example: if a, nation invests faith, hope and'eapital in the evelopmeift of. a vast region within its own
frontiers but, hicks adequate empirical kntwledge. about the ecological s tem of that-region, it runs the risk of damaging
,Or destroying a large pOrtion of its territory and of hurting its own futur . This is selkdestruction through lack of
self-kntde_dge; fa knowledge of the self includes* knowledge of the space within which the self*eS...

-*N,

Self-knOwledge,of tho>individual cannot,be divorce k wledge of the society in which one lives'. The. two kinds .om no
**,,ortnowledge are not only mfr pally dependent, but are ultifnately one and the same, as the main tradition of-Western

thaiight suggests,it was Plato w .tfirst stated clearly, above all in the Republic, that the fulfilment of thesl5elPhic maxim
`Know ThivselF could not be atstaincApy and for an isolated individual, but rather th t the individual' Mind is an
inadesluate focus and. must be magnified, and that man is a social being and can only e known as a member °La society.
While Socrates had,first emphasized that man is 'a part of society, Plato set about a.syStematic formulation of this idea
and its impliLfationi. The quest for self knowledge; now as then, must embrace the study of culture andcommilnity.._

c, .
'.

. ,,,
, . ,

Hence, if a Canadian is to seek the self-knowledge. that i essential for both health and wisdom, he must have access to
a wider Self-kpoWled'ge of his hislorical community, and its contemporary circumstTnces. That is the-answer to the
Commission's question: why be concerned with Canadian studies'? And it is the source of the further question that.'
underlies. this Report,.,:are the universities of Canada 19aking 'an adeqdate and reasonable contribution to the, guest for
natiaiial self-knowledge, which is the indispensable. condition 6findividual self7knowledge? .9,

if 'A.CanaLt6 it studies arettesigned to advance self-knowledge ratherthari performed as an exercise in a narrow type of
tilitiLitalism, some important implications follow. For, one thing. the kncept of self- knowledge (to use 'James Mayor's
phrase) opens witidtTs on, the street of.the world instead of shutting then-rd It links Canlitlian scholarly activity to one of
the inainconcerns of Western 4:olture. But it does more. It makes a knowledge of other-kinds and other times essential to.
our understandineoflour own land .and-Ourselvesflust as an individual cannot hope to know himSelfwithout knowing his
own society and culture, so a society-6r a etilturLi,cannot liope, to know itself-without knowing the other.societies and
,.cultures that slrare. its world, As C.C. Jung has Written:

We always require an outside- point to stand on in order to apply the lever of Criticism .... Flow for example, can
bec6ine conscio44 national peculiadieS if we have (lever had tho opportunity to regard our own nation from

outside'? Regarding it Win outside Means regarding it from the standpoint of another :nation. To do so, we must
' acquire sufficient knowledge of the foreign collective psyche, and in the course of this process Of assimilation we

.',encounter all those inconipatibilitics. which constitute the national bias and the national peculiarity. Everything that

- irritates iis about others can lead .us to an understanding ol'ourselveS.4

0 iously, then, our quest for knowledgeUourselVes cannot rally stteceeQ if accompanied by an unthinking
rence or hostility to non-Canadian. studies. Studies. that dp. not relate to Canada in an immediate and obvious way

May none the less be a Prerequisite to sell-knowledge"What is reqUired iS.. a reasonable balance of thie -two; and if the
impetus for this Commission has been an intuition that the balance has not been reasonable, there is no justification forte
exaggeration in the apposite dir'ection. The judicious spirit required haS been well expressed in, an essay by Desmond

-1)acey:
'2 7
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There is a respectable body of literature which has sprung from our on land our own people, and what is More
natural .tliat that we should read it and enjoy it? To say this is not -to suggest that it 'should supplant the study of
English and Anierican literature'., ... But the first duty of man is to know himself. To knoW oneself' as a-Canadian
of course, necessarily iny,olvesI2owing something oC the roots front which Canadians'sprang, be they English, Irish,
Scots; French, German, or Icelandic. But.to know oneself as a Canadian also means knowing what the human
imagination has been able to make of this .Mtge sprawling land, With itsiviolent extremes of climate and topogtaphy,
and of the society which has evolved here . What one hopes to see, develop in our young people from the study
of our literature, in othej.,,wotds, is not a narrow_ sense of relevance nor a parochial kind of nationalism but rather
an enlarged'awar ,. of themselves as-another imperfect but nevertheless distinct segment of the humali Nee.'

.

The Commission believes that such an 'attitude towards the study of Canadian literature ought to Be extended to the
tntire range 'o Canadian studies.

Professor Macey js.right to speak of 'roots', for theptirsatit of self - knowledge implies a particuhretiltitude towards the.
past. We cannot Ossess the worldof our own vulture except by a constant effort to recapture the 'past through historical
recollection.,,y,- then, we inCanada would seek self-knowledge in tt way that. is helpful both to 'ourselves. and to the wider
international -cOmmimity, we ist ,heed the advice of the father of modern social science, Auguste Comte: 'To knoW
yours'ell, know history'.6. Co 'IlS1011 is Tonvinced that further progress .in ourself-knowINge will depend to a large

,

extent upon the hiStotneal Biniension nadian studies at two levels:.at the level of subject inatter'and at the level of
the evolution of the diseiptines themselves, That is it is irnportatif to know not only what attention is being given, in
both teaelting--and research: 16 Canadian economic history, Canadian legal history or Canadian historical soeiolog, for
example, butalso what attention is being given-to the history of Canadian economic scholarship, of Canadian legal

vt, scholarship and of 'a Tian sqciological,scholarship In other disciplines, such as physics or philosophy, where the subject
matter may-not be.as di tinctively Canadian, the second question becomes especially important. There is hardly-a-
department or field. of study in a Canadian university that can be exempted' from slid] scrutiny and certainly not the
history departments themselves, There is,' afterall, the history of Canadian history.,

The Universities Sint-Society
7 if the concept of Czvidiari,Studies as self- knowledge implies a eerfain .attitude to thepast,..irldso implies an attitude RI

the prNetit and to the future. Since full self-knowledge can be achieved only iii conjunction with knowledge of
community, and if Canadian studies are to,becOrn

.
e niajoritimcern and sespllitsibility of our universities, the universities

will need to re-e \amine their relationships to their surround4 communities.
,

. ,
, The.CoMmission is, of course, well aware that there are as many dangers to bcfeared as-there arc benefits to Be gained

from an openness to the virrent concerns of society. A university must be sufficientlyidetached from its immediate
community to he ible-to subject the Values and institutions of that community to crjacal examination, A university too

preoccupied with local or kunediate _interests and anxieties may not devotb,stfficient attention to que'stions of a more
enduring nature. On the other hand, there is also a danger that, ea' university,tecimies so absorbed by- its own internally
generated concerns, or by those concerns defined by other academic communities, it may forget that it ii a partof4aliving 0,1

ctmuminity, The University III st therefore always remain alert io the fact that it draws much of its strength-from its host
community (he it a co y, /:1-province, a county, city or tow*, and that, in. return, it owes to. that commuty a,
livAiskwe-of 114i-FMAin I. attention and service, both for its own good and for that of the community. ...

\ ,

.,
.

.
. . .

The truth is, the universities are becoming-ahnost the chief institutions of society in terms of both cost and impact.
While universities in Canada arc provincially-chartered institutions for which the Provinceshave carried a major. -:.

'responsibility; they are also institutions riff- national importapce."They are, indeed, one of the country's greatest national
assets,and; as such, they have an important role to play in serving society at all levels. To fulfil such a role effectively,
universities must constantly. seek ways of relating their activities to We needs of the widet4,cornmimity.' As J.A2Corry has
noted, universities everywhere have been at their vital best when they were into mg the felt needs of societ4y.in a ':-

,

- discerning way. 'They .havebeenat their worst and theirMost sterile win, ley have neglected their trut and lust touch
_,--

With the urgeneles of their society. t7

2 8
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In addition, Conakhattunisej4ities of (muse have six! al obli)ationN i(1 the micmatusinal community because kii ledge

can neser be confined to national 1 s. Rut a-,moil in unisersay must also serve its own community because
unisersity grows and develops out (rt. nth community. ,loreover, a university is financially supported by its eommumty. In

s ease, the total ependitures t.in ur isersit .thication by 'all lesels of Gosernme t. and the plivate sector eombnied
in TO 5.197wwill amount to more than two and onehalf hiUittn dollars." I-he social r sponsibilities of a uniserSity, which
are entirely compatible with but not identical to its intellectual responsibilities, calm( reasonably be denied. I his idea
has' long been.tii:eepted in practice by other nations Rut, as OW following, chapters ("t the CommisSjon's Report attempt
to document" the Canadian unisersny has been slower than universities min t;&ity i;tolier countries to respond to its
obligations to educate sttlents, to undert.ike system'atie research and totoster knowledge with the need its own

,society spccitically in mind

following e\tensive tesearch and discussions whit teachers, students and researchers in all parts of Canada, the
Commission beeathe convinced that the principal threat to the integrrly of the universities arises not, front -too great 'a
comae( with the outside community but from-too till`: I o the e \tent that,Cani Jean universities study their own society
they tend to do so is if they were, in the words Of one brier, 'a group of anthropologists, observing,. an antamorottribe iii
the very process of disappearing'. I hey need to be mite inort.1 aware'of,ss hat is going on in the community and world
outside the University. 1 hat is why this Report. n almost esery chapter, asks in what 'ways our universitie.4 are serving,
anAshould serve, their communities, whether bity4.11, provincial, regional, national or international.,Thile are twiny specific
arias in which the universities can and should 1,)).: involved in the affairs of'their Communities, for example, by serving,
cultural aft4Pi-ntellectilal.-centres, as-b(is forAdv:Incvd research into social and economic probloils 'of pa/(ieular, relevance
to Caninfa., sources Or Cipetose in a variety or areas, aystorehouses information,.as training centres rot. manpowerr,
as centrt. for -continuing ;education aq'e\tension teaching and in niany other ways. Mach culture and, comMunity has its s.
own needs, and it should he among the tasks of each university and college to identify what these are and to consider
hose they can best contribute towards them.

Sell-Knowledge and Iroblem-Solving
n

. .
.,

Intense study and investigation of the Canadian phySical, social are essential elements in the seareh

for 'syttAnowrIettge, ['hough intrinsically valuahle, self-knowledge is not sought solely for-iiselk, a high level of knowledge
and.(inderstanding of their society will help to ensure that Canadians respond effectively to practical 10)blents' and needstheir
:is they -,ii Ise.' It is simply'%) matter of prudent housekeeping, or good steward-ship, for Canadians to attend in a. ,

\ conscientious, deliberate and thorough manner to teachingand research related to Canadian problems in whatever field.
As the Piesident-elect of the Canadian' Sociology and Anthropology Association wrote in I07,1, 'a sociologist or
anthlopologist who is not concerned ...itlt the problems relevant to the setting in which he (or she) lives is hardly worth Leis
salt'.`' this-could also he said of au (idemics in other disciplines.

.. _, ...-.-
.....-4.i .

Knowledge' is essentialfy univeisal in'ellinactei. but its nl has strong and often differing implications for the
culture and wellheing of/Cach communtty, I here is an oriligation to ptit knowledge to use in the service of marl. In'
pursuing the obligation, Canadian tiihveisities-slionlit-Observe their particular responsibility tO give service to die people of
their own Conumintty by directing an ;111)101)611ft 111110411t Of attention to the needs and problems of that coimminity./Apart from the matter of social iabtigation. it is only reationable to work on the nearby problems and the problems of
cane's own society. before tackling those that are inTe remote. Who is in a better position to understand and to work on
these problepts. than Canadians7 And Ma will tackle them it svi: do not?

. .,

'fit
:Subsequent chapters or the Report are -teplete with es:Myles of problems and areas of study retain* to Calaada that

ale ciying out for attention by Canadian scholars. Despite their imp(irtalux to Canada. these problems have recei ve I
,iadenquate study or have neglected altogethet. tri.some cases we haVe also failCd to"develop innovative approaches
and solutions nppropC . to our own problems; pielorting, instead to employ so-called 'comparative models'. imported

.
front other societi .N, frig VII iCh We UnC1 itied IlY. 0 \ tract mediocre solutions with, sometimes disastrous results.

.. , 1

the ComMission is not suggesting that universities.stiould hero ie slaves to community needs onto short-term prioritie's
tit theesponse of their primary (unction. %s hut is to preseive, trait and inciose hurlian knowledge, On the othef

,, .-..----
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hand. t.,ut.ttit.uis late 1)10111:111. and s,11.11VIINtalit,eN 11.1,1t 111 1111311,\ tnsl,rntks ate'trot at all identical tai those
othei sountties. st'te ,maple vanitot aftotd, in etthei academic Qit,t.'01101111t: tutus, to ignore tlie1e problems or to adopt
landings and solutions liaNed ant li:Waidt done outsisite sv hen, :IN }0 Ottell happens, they are inapprivriate here,
flits is .ts trite ol sitet,il guraions as it is tit soentiff., stud technical mato,. It would`lie a betrayal of both their'social

..ruiletion and then uttclleetual lumtion it Canadian unis'ositics tailed tot contribute substantially, to an unklerstdorklinr. ;Ind
,iniellot.ition of (`,111.41,°\ diNtimtnt,. ptobleins

Stilt =K no ledge and Ellecti\ e l'ecisK)n-Making
\ knowledge or theft bit'al,onstionnient \sill not 0111 tell Itilidtlak something of 'intim wee about themselses and

enable them to illitletstand than' s.ountty better, it will also citable them to make non mrormed dectsiousabout the
sumilkant issues *lig the cmc , or which they me inmams. SellAnowledge is, in fact, the strongest foundation
lot et deosion making Indeed, without a thorough undostandmg Of the nature or his or. her soc(1ihr,and of its .

plohlems mills Id11,11 h m1,111.1111 ied to brake deesion's affecting, its well:ire. A eiti/en's ptimary duty, Northrop I rye has
suivested, is ''to its to know ss Lit should he chahged in liis society and what conserved') ° I his responsibility cannot be
disehatged nnliT, ,i otimn know jhits countis well,

In ,t moment ol mastm tul undi.iistatement, 1.0Itt 11aldalle once (aged on ate British Go\ernntent that., to the sphere of
pOlies , the sluts- Of in t.'141,111011 and thought, as a pielmunary. to action, mightl,with great advantage be inure

detuniets tecognwesr 11 I lie tuidings ol onuMssion on Cdnathan Studies suggest that this observation might well be
Made of Canada ti")(1,11. I ht, laces el101.111011S 'decisions in the coining decades that Should require of its citi/ens a
'Jinx of msestntation and thought, as a prvtinunary to action': to help us to reach good decisions, Cfniadians must.have
asatijbleIml he able to rely upon. findings and assessments or those engaged in research m(lovernment, m industry and
at the ntuxei'smes Inlormed sit:11(1s comment iind, criticism Lidded at Canadian con'aitions have an important role to play
in the (mutation 01 public polt'L, ut decisionmaking and then in el lective probleinsolving at all levels of government and
in all seetois of soviets. \s one schotat expicissed the point to the Commission, 'we cannot, aN scholars, tell Cautiitrwhat
it ought to do: but as Laurens allot med h> scholardnp. we may seek. to intluence the nation'.

Ih, niatations, of the eonttibution that ieseaw,11. in Caltadlall studies at the (universities might, be expected to make are
Rlentiticd fluoughout the Rtport hot Livimple, the renewal of popular and scientific interest 'lobe Canadian North is
he/els' a Iew yeins old :Ind ..N et the e.muti is I:long to the nnmediate future deipsions Of peal ,consequence relitting to
um thew petiolcurn and lesources deselopment. It'is embariassingly clear that we, are not sufficiently intormecl'abopt thki 3

decisions. l'his is alt area, surely, where the
o

eConoink, social and onstionmentalamplications ()I' sitch public policy I i

«mai s night hash been better seised bs the uniserSity community in anticipation of decisions requiring' research based
upon a lengths pow(' of msestigation MM, 1111011 1.11.01t.l. h.il real and urgent Beet!. in Canada fur well-researched
fulmination. plosided by ieseatch piograntnws that are not tinder the thumbofCioyernment or industry, too little is. '.
asallable, not can such inloimation now be east's assembled, especially in i, *- mit eriod of tintie. Again, in the North and
elsewhere. !flail\ ate beillr, made I'm VaNt ptopiamnres of water diversion and- lydro-electrie development. Not
unexpected's. the 1 dequacs ol the inhumation hase evhi,h decisions relating to such projects may be'takcn has led\
to ,picstioning_,11. eoncetned,Cimadians.

I xtensux, weIrresealchod inImmation and a lengthy beffod of lead-time to digest and asks the implications of such
intoimation ate t.;',.Aitial elements in Meetly(' and rcilit,1vble decisiouNnaking. Meintic.r,t,'Cir theuniversity Cornmunity
have an typo] tilltrIA tev idellt111. the 1011e,-tel In decision) that a tipelet.11111S1'Illake':alta to stork toward an undeistancling-
okthe issues invoked nt.:ItIvamai of the time rot public decision.

Canada's Obligations to i nternational Scholarship.

There is all additionalrationale,(Or Canadian studios, one closely enintected with.the 'conyintition that' universities crab
make to problem-solving and decision-makint;' in Canada. Canadians have an obligadni, \\Anvil the rest of-die world
expects tis to honour. to play the loading tole .in\scholrship relating ;dd.to be especially vealotis at academic
work thaft,Canadians may hr ;ado to do hiller. or iator, readily, than anyone ekeThei..imse it concerns the c=ultural or
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physical wrtilitions of the country in which they live, Other countries lve responsibilities'relating to the? An
oieunistimees, Indeed, lit many instanl.es, if Canadians do not address'the probferns of knowledge. ',rating to

this country, a gap will be left in the knowledge available to thehriletian community that no one ersewill fill, This.,would
he a loss not only scholarship and to Canadian selunderstanding, but to internationar,schglarship as, well.
GeographieallyCanada is one of the 'largest, countries in the world, occupying a vast area of the North AMerican'
coritin6t. What happens in the rest of the world will often influence Canada. But what is done in Canada may also
have a profound and helpful influence elsewhere. By addressing Canadian problems and conditions in our -research and
study, we can help others to understand not only our country and ourselves but also their situation amrthemselve.s. the
maxim 'to know thyself one must know others' applies "equally to all societies.

One letter to the Commission eprec5ed the view that the simplest yet perhaps most)valid itistification for Canadian.
studies is that Canada exists, 'Perhaps,' the letter stated, 'Allis is too like the climber's explithation of why he Wants.to
seal': a mountain, "because it ishere".' surely, such a rationale carries great force...Northrop Frye concluded his final
review of 'Canadian. poetry ror Tetters-in Canada' in the University of T6ronto QUarterly in I960,With the :mark; The
centre of reality. is wherever one Iggfiens to he, and its circumference is whatevey'bne's imagination can make sense or.
Canadians are here aild our -invapfiation starts here. While this imagination reaches out toencompass the heritage of other
times and other places, it isofily natural .that,Canadians should lecl,a pailierilar interest in therstudy of th'eir own .

coMmunity. And it is only` natural that, in the words of Igo MePhersoo,

we want to he reeogniied as a people who It
In win, -We are intelligent,imaginative pf,;.?

c something say to ourselves': and something to say to-the-
c and we wazt ourselves and the world -to enjoy our experience,' V

.

the ancient principlehommi rhjji-fsnin sue is as applicable to the as to any-other.
. .

('anada's -experience is as luscipding and-as legitimate an area foracadernic study as that -of any othc country-;

'Canadian prOble'ins are, or sin) la be, of interest,to us because they are ours. But more than that, Ca .dian problems are
of unfversifland .philosophi: importance, for, while ('anada is a distinctive political and cultural ei ty, this, country is also

t of the historical nv.einstream and issubje.et to difficult social and political problems thin. ofteriPsirnilar to those

fa edfiy other countries. I hus,it is likely thdt innovations, though perhaps dove, ed iii some cases to meet
pi naiifrt inteihal requirements, will be of interest to people in' other lands facing,generaify similar situations. For.the
yiintc reason there is increasing cause studentS abroad to examine the Canadian exPerienee from their perspective.
Canadia1social and. politiill problems arc clearly of intrinsic interest.for all stridents. of ,parliamentary government,
feriel)lishi, nationalism,. Kiltural :political }milk and modern movements, *thC international role of middle
poWers,-the problems of American alliance, -the multinational corporation/and national soverliignty,lo mention only.a
few examples.- the point is, the Canadian experience 'deserves scholAly:ktentjonnot simply, because it is Cann km' hut

because it has value as a subject of intellectual examination,. There,fire many areas of scholarly inquiry. relating t Canada

that offer great opportunity and challenge to the academic corivary. CanadianscholarshiRhas,.thus, a strong-
'internitional obligation to direct appri;prialre energies to teitehing and research about the'prOblems and conditiof s of its

.-own society.

The Growing International Re<ognition of the
Academic VaLue 61 Area.Stildles°

Despite the intrinsic value of Canadian studies, acadeinics' in Canada have too often in the.paSt -viewed Canadian-oriented
,,courses and researelVwiths,cepticism if not with outright disdain. The irony is that IIMiryof these same people haq .

aceepted.without question as valid courses and tcsefirch projects relating to the culture or circumstances of other
) dries' and areas, such.aS those dealing with. Americast literature or the geography of the Sahara, or Geiman idealistic>ir

pladoriciliy or" the lives of aborigines in New Chilli:a. Briefs to the Commission suggested that the fact that many staff
members fit Canadian universities 1111C, or have been, non - Canadian or have been trained outside Canada has tended to

..
. .

Strengthen this attitude. But there- is'abundant evidence drat Canadian-born and Canadian-trained academics themselves are
';frequently leastawAr. of flie scholarly benefits\and th. e valuable insights to be gained by. studying the culture and history

of1'their own societ ; By excluding Canada as a subject of study, often in time name of academie rigour, Canadian teachers
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and rescarchets in tact deo' theinsiiive6yld their students the opportuntity both of knowledge and of a valuable learnin .-..

experiejrce.-Ashas been "O'ointed out, 'ha concept of culture is a lush, important one, perhaps the most germinal idea in
20thZentury scholarship in the social sciences and-humanities') 3 The- chapters of the Commission's Report dealing with
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r,.
so ree and the professions attempt to make clear the imporhane-6,of culture as a concept in many other areas as well.

.j..- '
In recognition of the academic value of area studies, universities around t e globe arc developing courses on this basis.

the ommission's investigations revealed, for e:omple, that no feWer than wenty-nine universities in Great Britain now
offer specific courses of prdgranimes in,European studies, in addition tb le substantial amount of work being done in
the lick! of I.:mope:in studies within the confines of "traditional departrytents. This burgeoning of European studies at
British universities has also been paralleled at polytechnical institutio i` in the United KingdoM. In 19'68 a University''
Association For3cN.itemporary European StPdies was founded to tn. ig together staff and studentS working in this area in
Brilain, hn the tfnited States almost three. hundred universities (no inehliding two-year colleges) now offer courses or
programmes in American studies. Bachelor's degrees in the field, are offered by 180 of these institutions; master's degrees,
by 33',and doc1orates, by 14. The remainder offer courses otv a concentration in American studies as part of their normal-
degree programme.

,1 ,,

.

'there are active centres for American studies..at,a number of universities in including the 'University of Tokyo,
and an American) StudiesToundation has developed, aWide-ranging programme,in that country. MOreOver, a growingin Amber -of -countries and private industries are contributing-to higher education institutions abroad to further teaching and
i search.about their society in other Countries. The Krupp Foundation of West Germany, for example, has contributed
two million dollars to IlarvardUniversity to establish-a new chair in European studies and to support graduate students.
doing research into European problems. The West. German,Government has established a $30 Million dollar fund to
privUote.Europeari studies in the United States. The Government of Japan and various Japanese colpanieS have made a

.sedes of million dolly y gifts, to. American an& British universities as, part of a .programMe to promote. Japanese sifidies
throughout the world. Extensive programmes of ltaliarrAndics are being developed at various universities in Italy and of
Scandinavian studied, in 'Sweden.' Programmes of Airiead-studies are being created in a dozen countries on that continept,
and studies-about Malaysia arp being encouraged in the_univerSities,of that country. Many Other examples of 9hc growing
recognition of the Kahle of area studies outside Canada could be cited.

j. .

Why, then, should the Value-of,Canadiartstudies be questioned? As one correspondent put it, 'the reason for not,
'having Canadian stall:6-.11re much inure curious than the rationale justifying tben',

While it would beonly natural for Canadians to. want to encourage and support scholarly work about Canada-abroad
indeed; in a scpa'ratc chapter, the Commission' argues for such support we must always keep- in mind. that universities
everywhere have limited resource's and therefore cannot study everything. Foreign universities have their own special
interests and.priorities, which their locations and-their relationships to' their own societies. Although it is hoped
that they May devote appropriate attention to Canadian matters, foreign universities are unlikely to make the study of
Canada a matter of top priority for themselves. Canadian universities have the primary.responSibility for Canadian studies,
for the same scholarly and ,practical reasons that; American universities should be concerned witlyAmeri an studies or
British universities with British studies. In many countries this assumption scarcely arises for discussi ; it is so naturally
taken for. granted. The Commission believes that it is high .time that we in Canada, too, recognized Itie common sense of
this assumption.

-5tpdent Interest in Canadian'tudieS
While the Commission encountered indifference, and sometimes even open hostility, towards Canadian studies on the part'
61' many university teachers and iclininistrators.: in every part of.Canada, this attitude was not as prevalent among the
students. On the contrary, At public hearings, in briefs and letters, in personal interviews and in informakubmissions -to
the Commission studentS at all educationallevels,demonstrated a genuine desire for more -and better courses on Canadian
-matter* Our country is an enigMa to many Canadians, and there is a growing wish to .explore this enigma, especially
among the young. This country ,appearslo exist in spite of language, geography and economics, and thoughtful Young
people are curious to know how suds a phenomenon came trbout and what the chances are of its survival in fact
whether its survival is every-wDrttsithe effort that Maybe required. Their interest has, of-course, been OM-Oats:A by the

. 7 .
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. centennial celebrations of Ion?, follmved by 'those of Manitoba, British- Colurtibia, :in) Prince Edward Island, as well as
by events in ()itchei: and l); the grbwing tensions between ['astern and Western Canada ,..

\Cana' da provides a North American alternative to life tinder the Government of the United -States. Canadian studies
providestudents with an opportunity-to examine the significance of this alternative and to assess/its practical effects upon. -
then lists. Many of them have a -vague

?,

feeling of Canadian patriotism,hut are almost eornple-Oely untertain as to whether
or not the sentinient has a raf,ional ha;is. "I hey want an opportunity to t hint( about it. They also want to ..understand,
possible. Why Other Canadians think differently- those who-would prefer to.be'part of the 'Onited States and those
While anxious not to be part a the United States; would prefer'that their 1'401/Ince or region Vould bZeome sovereig
rather than remain part of a federal union, Why is it that, as the power' of the.centrarGoiernMent has ereased in tI
United Slates. thw power of the provinces has increased in Canada? What would be the efrect.of.an effort either to,
reverse or to aceele.ritte this trend'?' What part should.Canada play in internationil affairs? What* is the cNtent of our
resources and should they be developed? What is the potential.Of this country'? Tundanierit41 qprestions of this sort,
touching upon every aspect of the Canadian experience, are being asked by thous'ands of. students across Canada,

L.,
.

. . . .

I n shout, dinadian studies are needed because there is a strong and legitimate student. nterest in them, This.demand is
not being satisfactorily net at most educational institutions in Canada. Students at all levels of education told the .

COmmission that they feel, as one put it, that they have been `shorr-chanted', that they have not learned nor been helped
to learn abOtit themselves. Because of this, anany think that the system I as ,failed them in . undamenrat area of
education, they also ccel,that what there has 'been. of:Canadian studies ' cksg.itts', in the 'Words of another. (Much more -
.colourful langtizige was sometimes used.) They are being urge( , as cy sliould be, to study about the United-States, about

countries in EurOpe.about the Soviet ,Union, and about Latin America in fact, about almost every country and 'society.
bu \t.11'eir own. Ilowever, they should be equally encouraged to study; tljeir own country, It is clear that a great number of

.stude is want a chance to -satisfy.tIteir curiosity abotit. this country' and about 'their pfhee hilt. Canadian studies can
--Satisfy rat cur.iosity ..not by the inculcation of nationalism or by encouraging a conception of Canada isolated, from the
rest a thL World,,but through an acadcanieally rigorous.pursuit of se-lknowledge. In wanting such an oPportunity,.

a,

Canadian st.t. dents ae'grving contemporary expression to the need to know. hyself.

ea,

3
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Canadian Content in the
University Curriculum

How Much Is Enough?
Some Problems of Definition, Methodology And Fact-Finding

< -
N RECENT 'YEARS questions about the appropriate extent: and role of Canadian studies in the university curriculum.
have provoked widespread -discussion, both within and -without: the academic community. In some instancesthe-absence,
of a clearly formulated rationale for 'Canadian studieS an issue addressed in the preceding chapter has limited the.

usefulness of such discussions..The absence of a strong and generally acceptable rationale has also often limited the s

influence of those- urging that more Serious consideration should now -be.given to the development of such studies,
Moreover, pzirties..to this intense, ifnot always productive, debate have been handicapped by 'inadequate and sometimes
erroneous information about what is and what' is not going on in Canadian studies at the present time. The failure to
grasp,thefact that there is some Canadian studies dimension to almost every facetof the-cifirriculunt has further limited
the effectiveness of the discussions.-Su h'questions as 'What degree of Canadian content is appropriate? ' or Is there a

relationship between faculty t itizeriship'and the amount- of teaching -about Canada' ?' have fostered heated arguments,but
hav-e as yet produced few agreed-UponeOnclusions.No coherent answers 'could or should have. been expected to emerge.
from this debate, without much more comprehensive and detailed factual knowledge about the existing 'state of Canadian
studies than has previouSly. been available. Indeed: because of this lack of.even basic information, it Was not altogether
clear that the right questions were being asked, or that people engaged, in fervid debate were talking about the same thing.
Nor were 'senior, university officials always sufficiently sensitive- Co the important issues under consideration.

In order to be able to begin to study . . the state of teaching and research in the various fields of study relating to
i;Canti4ja at Canadian universities' as directed in its terms of reference, the Commission had first to gather information on
the extent lo which. Canadian studies constitute part of the university curriculum. At the saihe time the Commission had

xttso to gither.information about the wide range of research activities and programmes in the Canadian studies field,
especiiilly as these relate to the curriculum. Assembling this data was an essential pre-condition for any Tecurate
assessment and evaluation of the current state of Canadian studies, and for the preparation ofanY valid

recommendations about future developments in this area. This in itself was a complex and.difficult research assignment,
'lhe task involved a careful scrutiny of information available in university Calendars, course_outlines and reading lists. in
relevant articles and books; and in a large array.of public documents. It involved, also, conducting a number of special-

.surveys, checking upon information presented at public meetings and hearings held by the Commission at universities and
elsewhere in every Province of Canada, Consulting With many individuals and groups, and engaging in very considerable
correspondence-! hundreds of briefs submitted to the Commission raised questions relatingeither directly or indirectly to

` theuniversity curriculum and Canadian studies. As noted in the preceding chapter, the Commission found in all these
representations no clear agreement upon the definition of Canadian studies. However, a consensus as to what constitutes
Canadian studies began to emerge as the, Commission proceeded: with its work.
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At the outset of its investigation, the Commission discovered that little information of a researaed and systematic
nature was ayailable to guide its work: Although special studies of a few disciplines have appeared in recent yearstlie\
Comaiission found that,forthe.most part, it was in the position bf breaking.new ground.in attempting to take stockkf
the extent and quality of theat tendon devoted to studies relating to Canada at Canadian universities: The COmmission's
efforts in this respect .correspond to similar inventories now being undertaken in several other countries,- including the
United Kingdom, France and the United States.

The Com mission's research was guided by its initial decision to review a broad range of.disciplinids and-other selected
fields and topics.in which Canadian studies .havecl-place. The subsections' that follow arc not intentled to-be definitive or
exhauStive'statements, nor are they inthded to stand alone. Rather, they should.be appraised as a series of -explorations
of the nature and scope of current activity and interest in Canadian studies in across- section of the. university curriculum.
'fliCominission has sought, pri drily, to examine and discuss major difficulties ati'd'problenis, to illustrate certain.
neglected areas, to identify are s of strength, and to deilionstrate,'Ore'wealth of oppoittinitlut available in the Czinadiaii
studies field. The, approach has );en selective; rather than comprehensive.. None-the- less-, this and succeeding chapters do,
proyide a more comprehensive body of information about the'Statp,,of Canadian studies in marry fields. than has' previously.
been assembled,

I
.

As a first step in gathering its information, the Commission conducted a nuaiber"ol.'surveys in the 1972-1973academic
year, The findings from these surveys have been reviewed, up-dated and added to at periodic intervals during the ensuing
thirty months to the spring of 1975. In this work the Commission received the generous assistance and support of
members of the faculty and/or administrative staff who had been designated as liaison persons at each university. A
preliminary questionnaire, sent to every university, requested detailed lists and brief descriptions of courses having
`Significant direct reference. to Canada. or to Canadian sildiations', together with enrolment figures for these courses and an

of the proportion-of studentS:therein in compariSon with total enrolment bYdiScipline, The Commission
received replies from between forty-eight to fifty-four universities regarding'egarding Their departments of economics; English,
French, history and political-science; from over thirty - five universities regarding departments of geography and sociology;..
from between ten. to twenty regarding departments of anthropology, biology, business. administration, education and fine
arts; and from a large number regarding various other areas of academic interest.

Such surveys yielded a 'great deal of information that was indispensable to the work of the Conunission. However,
bearing in mind the limitations and inconsistencies inherent in some of this data, the Commission pursued its own.
inquiries on Many particular points with care and thoroughness. Course outlines, course descriptions and reading lists were
r+Xie.wed with care. In addition, -the Commission consulted university calendars, published reports, articles and essays
treating Canadian studies and Canadian educatItm from a variety of perspectives, as well as analogous commentaries from
other countries. Information contained kr-numerous briefs and letters aided the COmmission immensely in its research on
curriculum conte -nt. Open discussions and private eXchanges thiring and after the more than forty. fornial public hearings
held by the Commission were also valbable as a source of information and opinion about curriculuni matters. The
Commission' met personallywitb interested facidty menthers from every university in Canada. Representatives of zt large
flambe(' of Canada's learhelf-sOCieliecinade significant contributions to the Commission's investigations. In addition to the
learned societies, such bodiesas the Canada Council, the Social Science 'ReSearch,Council (SSRC); the I lumanities
Research Council (HRC),. the National Research.. Council (NRC), the Science-Council, and the Medical Research Council
(MRC) were of great assistance in providing data and comment about curriculum, as well as about graduate studies andi
research.

Nlany representations, and the Commission's own inquiries. made clear that questions about the state arid role of
Canadian studies at the graduate level arethe subject of as much concern and debate as at the undergraduate level. The.
Commission gathered extensive information and comment oh this subject and does report findings and make
recommendations relating to graduate 'programmes in Canadian studieSr in this and several other chapters.. However, noting
the appointment by the Canada Council of -a Commission, chaired by:Principal Dennis Healy of-Bishop's University, to
inquire into the state of graduate stndiesin the humanities and social sciences, the Commission on Canadian Studies has
dealt in only a preliminary, way with a number of quiestions that would falbmpre appropriately within'the terms of
reference of DrHealy's Commission. These terms of refe'rence are summarized as follows:
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To enquire into and report upon the nature and objectives of Canadian graduate studies in the humanities and social
sciences and, without limiting its general aim, to examine inaparticular the trends and patterns of such graduate
studies in recent years, and to make an assessment of future needs,and prospects in light of: the expeotaticOs of
graduate students: the relationship orgraduate studies to the development of Canadian universities and to advanced
research: the employnient opportunities for students completing prograins °raduate work in the humanities and -
social scieno.s.

Curriculum 25

The Commission on Canadian Studies has been glad to make available to the Healy Commission the briefs that it received,
as well as its complete files and working papers, and the two'Commissions have consulted closely on many poirits.

I he Commission was aware of the difficulties involved in comparing with fairness and aecu'raey the information
supplied about curriculum by different universities. For exaMple, it was evident that the prior assumptions and personal

,

values of respondents to the Commission's inquiries ,might influence their assessments of the Canadian content in the
curriculum at their respective institutions. As one correspondent at a university in the/Atlantic Provinces indicated, 'there
is no agreed formula for decidinr; at what level a course begins to have significant reference to Canada'. No reassuring
limits, or established tlassification systems, could'readily be invoked to eliminate this problem altogether. In some
instvces the prospect of candidly evaluating their own curriculum clearly produced a sense of uneasiness at many
universities. These reflections, for example, came from the Conimission.'s,liaison person at a university in Western Canada:

If quote a figure of 90'.;. Canadian for course at this university, this may mask real deficiencies or problems.
While if I quote .5'; or lair Canadian, I may get public outcries that the university is un-Canadian, or even
anti-Canadian ... I call get either number from the same original data by varying my definitions of Canadian.

.

-Thus, care had to be taken to ascertain that approximately similar standards %-w ere used when course listings w6re-
aggregiql by the Commission.

,1

A.Mated problem was apparent ,in reviewing course titles. Similar titles. can conceal a wide range of variations-ieche
-4Teality of their Canadian content, Furthermore, a course labelled 'Canadian . niay be/only peripherally in-Incidentally

Canadian-oriented; another, although not specifically designated as Canadian, may have substantial Canadian dintensiohs.
Both of these anomalies are evident' when the reading lists and syllabi, which; were often more helpful, were checked
against the formal courSi: title or calendar entry.

1 '

In aggregating the replies to its questionnaires :and in' collating course listings, the Commission was alert,to these and
othepotentia causes.of distortion in the figures supplied to it. In most answers to the questionnaires, however, the,
Commission discerned an effort to view theTtnatter sensibly and to 'cope with it realistically: MoSt,Ybcit not all .

departments, resisted the temptation to exaggerate their `Cariadianness' a quality the Commission had no intention or
measuring or certifying, in any ease.Tlic possibility of occasionally inflated figures remained, however, despite careful

'reviews by the cottimiSsion. Ut close consultation with itsliaison persons. sonic other cases there were also suggestions
that tVigures given NV re far too low to be meaningful. Thus, 'average Canadian content' may be computed from the
survey responses, bui' such itverageS relleet, in uncertain andk.varying proportion-, both-overcknations of Canadian contept.
(obtained by using the broadest definition of cnadizoi studies in order to include courses having little direct relationship
too,Canadu), a d unde'restimatioks (obtained by using the tiarrowest.dc:finition to exclude, courses)pving less than 100 per
cent Canadi a 1. content). In short, this problem,of comParability renders essential sonic caution in using the aggregate.
statistical c ta, even when th4,yt have.been movided by the universities themselves.

Thecommissiori- fottnd instructive the conflictintyVieol those who,on the one hand, argited that charts and tables....
identifying and measuring Catibdian content Wen/all liral. was required of it, and of those who, on the other hand,
expressed reservations about. any attempt to,f,a(line or to quantify Canadian stitches at all. everal noteworthy .Points-were
made in briefs to the Commission by tilostfradvancing the'second viewpoint. It was suggested, for ex-ample:, that 'such
quantificatiob would be inherently dangerous,bc,cause of lift? obvious i-sirrterpretations which could, result if Canadian
studies 'were i'e.dueed to statistical climcnions'. It was also, suggested thal 'evolution and cjiange are occurring so quickly
at the present time, and the quzilitative aspects and proportion of Canadian content are varying, so--widely in individualized

' arezis, that haid twit fast:statistics-on the actual status of-Calladianstudies would seen irrelevant.' Another brief
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c

I
argued that 'the "percentage of Canadian. content" mentality mut. ridt be allowed to stand in'the way of an
autochtlionous Canadian intellectual structure which might conceivably reject the percentage,of content approach as an''
alien and out-of -date .nineteenth-century American concept'. .

//
a The Commission agrees with. those who expressed reservations about quantifyifig-the content of Canadian studies: by

_

itself such numerical data can be of only limited utility. As this Repai enip as/sizes, there is more than astakistical
dimension to Canadian studies. However"; when used in conjunction with; e information derived from the eXtensiVet
hearings, briefs;' correspondence, ConktItationS and research of the Commission, statistical summations. do have some value..
Throughout the preparation of the. report, the ever-present temptationversimply through. quantification had to be
resisted. Some of those awaiting -its publication may have hoped for specific guidelines concerning appropriate percentages

of Canadian _content in' the university curriculum, correponding--to levels. of 'national studies' in other countries or to
' other criteria. Several briefs and numerous oral presentations to. the Commission contained proposals for 'standards' of
Canadian content. Some-called for the recommendation of quantifiable norms, but seldom offered any precise- indication
of what these should he or of. hoW they might be determined or enforced: Persistently, such .suggeStions posed,-,bitt did-
not answer, the questions 'How much is ttthigh? and 'How is Canadian content to be measured? '

The Conunission doubts that it is_possible to provide simple or arbitrary numerical answers to -these questions that
.

would be both workable and.witlely accepted. In any case, such an apprciach would not be very useful since it would be
subject to_confusyng.interpretation and variable'applicability.'In the long run it might, actually. prove harMful. None the
Jess, the observations and 'conclusions that were developed froni.the quantitative assessment did helVihe Commission to
formulate a nurnbtr of recommendations, which are eontained_in this and subsequent thapters..The Commission believes,
however,thal the quality of teaching in Canadian studies,-and the role. of the university in serving the tntellecttaland
practical needs.of its community, must receive primary consideration in determining .whether adequate attentiorizis being- -
given to Canadian studies in the university curriculum.

The extent of thcattention that it is appropriate to devote to Canadian subject matter will Vary considerably...
through the singe adiscipline§in tie- social seieinces and hipitariiiies, the -profession And the pure-Stier-ices. Although in
some areas there will be virtually no reason or occasion to utilize Canadian materials, such instances will be rare. There
are few situations hi which sonic! reco4nition of the particular Canadian orientation or applicability of an academic
discipline would -not'be natural or helpful. Even where the subject matter has-no obvious Canadian content, the Canadian
-context of the classroom is-significant.

Ari additional problem relatingto appropriate levels of Canadian studies was suggested by attemptsto evaluate the
t'anachan content of departmental offerings in the same discipline at universities of different size. For instance, a small
department of Cliglish literature that includes-twotvuEses in Canadian literature among its twenty calendar entries
provides nominally the same percentage of Canadian content as a large department elsewhere that makes availabiie-ten
Canadian literature courses antottg its one hundred offerings. In the latter case more formal opportunities apparently exist
for an iudividuar studentto do-sustained work in Canadian, literary studies.. But some other factors-.warrant .consideration:
are those ten courses regularly taught at the large institution?: are the available library resources necessarily five times as
extensive is the faCulfy equally Accessible?-- In any final assessment these and other considerations- must be taken into
account. When does ten per cent equal ten peaL:ent) Not only the number.of coursessbut also the supporting intellectual
and material resources must be carefully 'assessed.

P
r

In attempting to draw comparisons be'tween institutions by using percentages, some of those 'debating the issues
occasionally mininiiie or overlook such factors, although their efforts may otherwise be very helpful. Raw percentage
coniparisons may be misleading or even mischievous. For all these reasons, then, the Commission has not adOpted the
approach-of proposing statistical `norms' for desirable level of Canadi content.

A more sensitive anct inherently more difficult -1-1 for the Cinniission in evaluating its information was to .assess
-the prevailing attitude' of eacult. istrative personnel toward thel'place of Canadian_ studies in the_university
curriculum. re tow hospitable and suppwrtive the climate of scholarship is for hose students, teachers and

,earche.rS interested in Canadian-stud-tics-may be as or more implant than determit mg the current extent of the-
...-.

Canadian. content offdred: This question attracted the attention of manypf the ComMission's correspondents, who
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i ..

comMented on scholarly traditions, curriculum development, faculty citizenship and other related aspects of the issue.
Foi example, it was often suggested that a.high representation of nonCanadians in the administrative positions of
universities and of individual departments militated against the inclusion of Canadian studies in the curriculum. Typical of -

/the comments to this effect was the statement that 'in this department the administrative power rests with the Americans
who are often unsympathetic to Canadian interests and! contemptuous of Canadian culture'.

After investigating a series of such assertions, the Commission concluded tha srics-tantial.groands for complaints of this
. .

nature existed and continue to exist. In some cases they are the product of accidental Circumstances, but in others
Canadian studies have b.een deliberately ignored or restricted. However, the dearth of Canadian content in the curricula, of
our universities cannot. be attributed solely or even primarily to the influence of non-Canadian professors and ' '
administrators: In many instances Canadian faculty members themselves have neglected or been indifferent to Canadian,..

studies. In fact, the major responsibility for the neglect of, Canadian studies rests with the Canadian members of the
university community in Canada. -Many. Canadian scholars have adopted, or accepted, 'the attitude that Canada is not a
sufficiently interesting subject for study and research, Going further than this, many obviously feel tha_anadian-
problems, events and circUrnstances-are almost by definition of only second.4ate academic impOrtance.ft is no wonder
that it was repeatedly suggested to the CoMmission than the 'big problem is not so _much that of de-Americanization of
our universities as.that o.,-selling Canada to Canadian academics'. The far-reaching imPact of this problem needs only to
be illusapted to be appre'cihted. Because university faculty members can have an important influence on the.attitudes and
interests of their students., they may consciously or unconsciously inculcate in them an attitude of disdain or indifference-
toWards studies that relate directly to Canada. Thus, a patterdof disdain and indifference towards Canadian {studies may ,

be perpetuated in a self-regenerating cycle. The scope of this patter will be extended still further by the fact that many
.

university' graduates subsequently assume teaching responsibilities at the secondary and elementary:levels where they may,
in turn; transina bias -- against Canadian studies to their own students. The pertonal attitude of 'university:teachers thus
assumes a position of pivotal importance in stimulating or discouraging interest in the study of Canadian affairs at all '
levels of the educational system.

The. Commission found, too,_that the habit and the consequences of_applying uncritically to the study of Canadian
situations assumptions and methodologies borrowed from other countries were far more pervasive than anticipated. Onrr o
the many briefs that addressed this issue suggested that:

We have a country that is exceedingly complex (regional, dual, plural, etc.). If our guide (blueprint or map) to .this
.complex machinery was made in the USA or elseWhere, how can we hope to make any sense out of what- we see?
One way, to resolve the inconsistency between the machine and the blueprint is to make the machine match tOle
blueprint; this we are in danger of doing..The other,ls to throw out the present- blueprint and make a new one
based on the machine as* really is; this is what I hope we will be able to do.

What is, required, said one commentator, is `to develop a perspective and a set of tools appropriate to the phenomenon
being investigated'. Whatever their farits as theoretical tools or when applied in the context in which they originated, _

many methodological assumptions and techniques developed to meet the nee 's of other societies are believed by many to,
have only limited relevance or utility in Canada. Most concern with this issue 's found in the soci4sciences.

One'bcief tb the Commission argued that the social science community in nada:has-become fa;passive appendage of
its American counterpar0 by uncritically adopting and copying the perspective' and procedure's of American .universities.
Siniple-substitution olCanadian data and illustrations have left eanadiart so0a1 scientists dependent upon external
guidance. The-write continued:

The dependency is now informally but firmly ingitutionalized and _depend much less on,the numbers of AmeriOns
in general Or in- sensitive departments" in Canadian universities thdn it do s on the intellebtuarhabits and practices
of Canadim4; Because Of the intellectual-organizational weakness of the Ca adian universities individually and

Canadiahadministrators and scholars have come to attach then selves as individuals to American
academic culture, i.e., to the initiatives and models of American universities deve op t .raises issues about
the adequacy for Canada of American approaches to systematic seer l - start ing. particularly, they. raise

-----issues about the comprehensiveness of the scope of the social-scienc indivi ual and jointly as professed in the
American type of university (located in,whatever cou t -and---out theirleneral orientation.
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..
Similar expression of concerti was not uncommon in regard to other academic fields. The'prOblenis that .give rise to

this concern require serious consideration in relation to Canadian. s [dies, both, teaching and research. Questions,Of thisA:
scope do not lenclthernselves to tiny ready resolutions by a Coini ission of t i ature: The problems 'of thethodblogy in
the social scierices; for example', are immensely complicated. I is ti* Commission's entiOn -siMply to draw attention .-t
their 'existe nc e and, to stress the extent to which many 61' ose working in the field of a an studies have expressed.o
their clissiitisfactiori:with current practices. This particular issue will require atensi s 'ati n and careful analysis on (A.,4

the part of those :most closely involved: ,
Ina number of instances even more basic issues4rose. In rep s toits inquiries antin other submissions, the

Commission found a tendency on the part of some academics in C raditin universities to be hesitant or even evasive about
considering the role of Canadian studies. More tliari once, attempts 'We INmade to deny the very Otistenceor ev'erit.lie -.- .. -.
possibility'o-F-eamidia'n -studicsror of arlyother tbrm dfra-cal -6i. nic stud directed-towards a particular solAty' OT TcollIltr)c------
In the eyes of some academicstich questions `did not .ind should not'ar ' y way of justifying tins attitude, it was
suggested, for example.,thlit any research on the.chuman condition is as relevant to the Canadian situation as to the- ..-

situation in any. other country', Whatever itS'ineritst such a contention misses 'the point by suggesting that no society has. ...

discrete and clistinctiy.e .attributes worthy. of inivesiigation. It an attitude of aloofness and indifference to the
Camiditin social and intellectual'envirmi. ment that the. universities cannot. afford and should.not tolealte.

.,

'

r
Other incliviclutlscklimed that they .were simply guided by the canonS6of international schblarShiP, and .that .thisInade

...their lack of interest in and concern for the study of.,Canadairrelevantorimmaterial or evericb.mmendabfe. tnsituations
where such. an orientation .was. involved,. the Commission was often: severely hampered in itSeffortS to obtain and assess
information.. Suck,a posture ,where. it has rcstricted_.the-efforts ofiother--sCholars to engage in legitimate and worthwhile
--tet;cliii;; and.research about Canadar-..;.iccotints for much of the public criticism direct. d recently at theiiniversity
community. TM.. Commission" hasConclOiled, that the conscious and unconscious endorS lent of such attitudes by'Many ..

senior scholars and university ;.idirrinisfrators hasaten prevented our.,,universitiesfrom ful Air* some of their .essentiat. .'
functions .9na, obligations. within.. the .0anadian. community.,Mareover, it is ;.ibuncantly clear that these. attitudes:are the -..-

cause of serimiS discontent both within. the ,universities and ainong many members of the general public.
`.___.,. . -

thus, many f:.ctors, working diverse "patterns in ,the various s and ('n the-different regions of the
ltntry, that have been responsible for origimiting -and perpetuating ;.1 geweral nc ect bf Canadian studies at .Canadian

universities.

... .

To this point in its Report the Ceinmission has attempted to:answer' the question `Why be concerned with-Canadian
studies'? and has suggestel subsequently a series of considerations relating to the issue of"riOw much is enough' ?' .NoW,..
questionsf a different nature relating to the practical probloins of introducing, nourishing and sustaining. Canadian .:
studies in-tlie curriculum must be ',insect A number of these aie'dealt with only generally here twforeshadow snore
tharotIgh 4.4,t4cission later in tkisii`tilit. other chapters. ..

..,,,, ,-7-.

i, In some cases lining(' emphasis .on-Canaclian studies; or the failure to use Canadian materials, luis beeriiettribilted to
,: . ,

a. 4he -lack of suitable '-re4ts4and othiraources.This hasCHrtainly been true in many instances; and the CoMmiSsion is
concerned about the shortage or (Oil coMpleld lackGc(i hadian texts and other leeching materifilS'in -many academic ,,...

fi.. Ids. The.Commissio6's,incfnifies.,,indiCate,tiowever, that even when they are available, Cii.nadian resources have often not
-- bolo utilized They may not li'.i've been .looked for theyTmay Wive been found and I'm.' ind Wanting; they.may have been

found and deliberately disiegarde(\or they may'rol haVe been found at alf.AccOrdingly,.this chapter dcalsin a.
... .,,

.., . .

prelitninapy way with research and plikliShing in relation to curriculum development in Canadian' studies._
-,. ;....

-----. ,
---- Research in Canadian studies is' linked 16. teaching in many ways. Thus, for example, in certain fields difficamIty: in

'obtaining' the results of research in published form has been a factor !hinting the =Omit of attention given to Canadian ,
affairs in-university prOgraninies. Without thorough -research .s and scholarly publishing in Canadian studies ipOssible,
Ti-id texts, scholarly articles and other studies c;.iiinot be- prepa ed for student use. FurthermOre, in a depart-men in which

. ,

.., .,
little Canadian oriented research is carried on studeiftS'are n t likely to receive much stiinulatiOuto_."Studies

.

pertaining to .Canada. This is especially trueif they :ire...given the impression that rib worth-"Atrile an rt int or interesting
work is fieing- clone or needs to be done inCanadian fields. L. the graduatelevel a strong research nterestin Canadian

..

...,_

.
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subjects and .an appreciation of their worth arc essential if faculty inembersare to .perform satisfactorily as the supervisors
of theses in Canadian,, tidies. Obviously, this does not mean that the faculty member should interested -only in1Canaditin.oriented stuclits ' the dangers of Stich a restricted outlook arc clearly el1011 ilstated.t roughout this report.
However, it does in art-that-those supervising. theses in Canadian studies' should haite a' perception of and familiarity. with,
the distinctive features of Cana .. 0-oriented .rese.rirch and considerable experience iii the studY;o:;.f.Canadian .problems.

.

.

. ---...../ -- . ..
Many commentaries

.....

ries received by Commission on the subject of currieultim development in-Canadian studies
referralto- the financial (finalities encountered in establishing new courses and progratilines, especially during the recent
period of rekttivelSi,strablii.0 declining university enrolment; The gap between' needs and resources has been particularly
severe at universities where an increased interest In Canadian studies has been accompanied by decreased university
revenues relative' to costs. In some depart lents at a few .a. these institution's, where new faculty memberi in the Canadian
studies field IRO junior positions withoutletuire, it has occasionally been thought necessary to eliminate Canadian.
content courses and to discontinue tilt mph) went of the young ''.alladian. specialists 'who"teach them, !lithe
ComillisSrolf s judgement, the-importance of 'anacfian studies supports the alternative contention,that every effort, should

. be made to cons-olickile tincl"to maintain illie.'.initiatives already Undertaken, and to expand'thesc,wIrere. possible. There are
several ways to alleviate the financial restrictions Ilitit now Limit Canadian studies activities at sonte,universities, These ,

include-spec' development grants from- varioustlevels andtagencies Of4Government in support of Canadian studies, and a

more active reso AO'(' prite funding; which. is discussed in the chapter. on the.role of the private donor In some-
instanceSit May also he appropriate for a university to revieW)its priorities in th7 allocation of resources in order to give

'greater support tO the purtuit of Canadian studies., .

147

Sonic attempts have- preveousiy been made to .draw- general attentibn_ to the importance of stiniulating.academie activity .....
.in the Crinadian studies field,' In January 1971, for exatimle;a.tnemorandum on the question of Canadian content was

sentl>in the Association of Universities aiid Collegesof Canada-(AUCC) to all of its member institutions:
,. .. ..\- . .

Thi-.1ollowing recommendation initiated at a meeting of the Canadia U ion of Graduate Students was proposed at
the AUCC Annual Meeting in No,eiriber,',441.70 for the colisietation l' the Board (A-Director's-of AUCC:

..

.1

t

0

That .the AUCC urge-on all -curriculum and planning- coniqiittees (4" Lkuiversities to examine the extent of Canadian,
content in appropriate academic fields, and especially in the huniaotties,and-sotial,Sciences, with a view to
increasing \it , it, needed..

The Board commends. this expression of concern about the extent of Canadian content whede it
4

aeriletilit.: offerings 91' Canadian institutions, While thi'§ Matter ills been rerised in sonic quarters as ha g '-:\
. nationalistic overtones., the .13oard commends this resolution to' our attention because it is of the opinion that

C'anadian studies in thi Mummifies and the social sciencos, in particularhave been relatively neglected both in
university curricula and in rescarch.

)

. .

t in the

There is little evidence, however, that such university -wide examinations have occurred. Indeed, scarcely .a handful of
the More than sixty-universities and colleges that belong to the Assueiation took any action on this request. Nor has
much been done to implement the judgement expressed in this memorandum that 'closer attention to,,Canadian-content
Roth,in curricula and-litrescarelt is regarded as being very important for a better understanding of Canadian problemS'.

Suelteffprts as 10-ve..t.iekiti inatleto ',develop Canadian studies within the university curriculum have however3%)duced
-..

couragitig results. More (.
i lust be-taken t(teliiiiiiraly.
intelligent ofic

neglea .9t,
VV

'II undoubtedly Icillow. 13iit where identifiable deficiencies remain, concrete remedial rn assures

theTnt,ftrespolisible and responsive direction 'must lead to th'e prompt. implementation of
longer goOd':tiougli to rely upon some natural, Unguided process of self-correction toretnedy
lies (i's4so platly-htive done' in the past.

In the (

disciplinesoni of
,,development iinct.restm
of teaching,. and \research ais

ing2 pages. Ca

related
in

nadian stud <-1 alum] 'sc", and the current State of Canadian _studies -within a number -of
.

arhs,,,art appraised it - oine -detail:The oPporItmities'and needs for. further curriculum
<

these helds,,avc also beet-reviewed.''Ttleylace Of Canadian studies id otheritimortant areas
amine& in ottitlittPters.
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Formally Desigryted Canadian Studies Programmes
).. .1

As it'tructed in the second of its specific terms or reference, the Commission made inquiries to determine 'the location,
I-na ire, and fuiaction or pro ranfmes-and institute4 concerned with Canadiati. studies'. In this section of the chapter 'N

programmes that are in skin Way, labelled or formally designated as 'Canadian Studies'are discussed, Subsequent .sections
leal with the study of Canada within traditional disciplines and within other related acartresix,ers: /

....\ ,-...
The Commission's preliminary qu,estionnaire asked cacti universi to indicate whether it had a Canadian studies

. programme 'in any form whatever' operating in the academic year 197.. (73. Subsequent inquiries up-dated this '.'

information to the end of the 1974- 1,975 academie year. Hach institution wak.;,(so asked whether, if 'it did not have such
a programme,anY plans lad been made to establish one; or if it did have one, wlether any expansion was contemplated.
After identifying those universities and colleges that had 'Canadian studies programmes, the Commission met with
representatives from each of theSe instituikons. In each case, detaired and frank discussions with the chairman, facility, .-

members and participating-students were of help in assessing the experience of these progratilme in developing a variety
i

,of approiehes- to Canadian studies. The Commission has contiltued to cbrrespond, with these individualsdnd inititutions
and with others; this e.orrespondencehas coaiderably augmented.and refined the information obtained from its surveys -

and .hearings, from briefs.,and faim other sources.
. . ,/:' ', -.

_
,

In responding to.the preliminiry qtrestionnaire, sonic universities clearly, found it din. ieult (or we-re peilizips relnetant)
to ackiloWledge- that theyoffered:no Canadian stodies..prOgranune-in. any form whatever', even when it was obvious thati
there was no such programme: Indeled, the. Commission was treated to some splendid academic eireulnloeutions'bY 'offi4ials
Who were embarrassed to realize, perhaps:or the first time as a. result-of the Commission's ingniry-, how `,little their
institution was doing iti the field of Canactin sniffles. There were. Winn: instances, hoWever, where,the'universities
concerned were obvionsly s.if:Kised and pleasqlto,discover the amount of activity. that. was 3itseady -going on in this field,...
on their campus unbeknoWns'tto the senior and without ii.S...a0ive support or enouragemqnt.

. .
.

in requesting intormatidnattout rot-Shall-1y. designated Canadian studies programmes, the Commission in:Olt:alLi(I that it
:was. referring to programineS specifically labelled 'Canadian Studies', including those that.could be-self-elected by

4.
students with the approval of designated university'officials or of curriculum-committees. Such..programmes can be.
grouped in. one of,three gene?a);categories. The firs. are thoSe in which 'Canadian content courses aiennerely selected from
the-existing curriculum aid listed. separate& for the convertienee of students who wish to concentrate in Canadian studies.
Programnes -or the second sort are tl in which studais.,enrol in one or. more 'Canadian Studies'' courses or 4eminars,,t

s'Aesignated courses from tlfe reg,ulaf\ftepartmentalolkings. In the third category of Canadian studies progrannnes -
there is a prescribed selection of eciursesinsduding sonic spec' leally introduced byfilculty members in order to .
supplementthe Canadian offerings of their departments: In the Wo latter cases students are generally expected to
complete therequirementr fin a degree in their chosen discipline by emplosizinp, Canadian -01 iented courses, Degrees in

ich. programmes soinet blies indicate the emphasis on Canadiawstudies'as, for;exa-iiiple, in BA OiStory (Canadian studies)..
Thelegree BA Canadiail Studies or BA (I Ions.) Canadian Studies;-without 'a specifier .department indicated, is:relatively
ra re

At tithe tinie of the Commission's preliminary survty,', the following universities and eolleges reportetlihttt_lhey sillier
offered;w were. planning to offCr, in one foriteor another, a formally designated Canadian Studies
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Atlantic Provinces

N1ount University`
Mount St. Vincent Urioersity
Saipt...Mary's Vitiersity
University of New Brtivvick.

Quebec

Universite I ayal ,

I ()yob College.(Concordia University)
Mc0-11 Cniorsity.
Uniyersik de, Montreal
Sir ,George Williams University

(Concordia liniversity)
Olivet-Site, du Quebec ii Montreal

\U 5niverkite tin Quebec Trois j(iv ores'
Centrei d'etudes universitaires .5'

,R
..

infouski,,
,

Univefsite de Sherbrooke

Ontario

Carleton University
aVehead, 11 niverlity

Laurentian Univdrsity of Sudtnir
McMaster University
Queen'S University
Royal Military College'
Trent University
University. of Guelph
University of: Ottawa

Currieuturn

ler Erindak College, Un&ersity of Toronto
Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, University of Toronto
Scarborough College, University of
Toronto
University of Toronto
University of Waterloo '-
University of Western Ontario
Wilfrid Laurier University
Universityof Windsor
At kinson College., York University
'Glendon Colkge, York 'University
York University

Western 14;;;iii0s

Le College'de,Saint-Boniface"
'St,. John's College

e;. Paul's C011ege

St. Thomas More College
Simon Fraser University
University 6 Atberta
University of rit'sh Columbia

University-Of-A nito
University.of Ijina
University'of Winnipeg

I

Of the fourteen institutions includethin the. above list that were then considering the establishment of such programmes
about half proposed to create a general ('anadiaj studies programme, The others were pranniing a designated programme in
a special field of studio relating ty Canada, F.antples of this I: tter type of programmealready in existence are the Great
Plains Area Studies programme at tot llniversity of f:pgina, th, Quebec literatu;s4-irograninte Universite. Lily:it and the
French Canada Studies Programme at McGillyniver0.y. A number Of Oleg): proposals have nowheen implemented. Thus,
about half of Canada's universities and-colleges-curretatly o(ier sonic kind of foci ally designated Canadian studies
prograonne,

. In response to the Conunission's survey, nine, institute ns'indicated that they slid not !dye a Canadian*dies ,

.. . . ....

programme or any plans to estalisli one,Five universities Acadia, Bishop's, Calgary, Lethbridge", and St. Francis Xavier
felt that they already provid nough Canadian content courses throughout tlie,cUrriculuin as a whole to enable

students to create their own sll'-selected Caliiidian stuilks programme, One suggested that 'a Canadian studies programmethat
. as such ... (would he) more strictive and .would not accomplish anymore tha.p afie approach presently used'. They

.9 ,. .

argued, then, that with approp 'ate faculty guidance a non- de.ignated Canadian. studies programme may be conducted
effectively as a,form ofindepe dent'study, with'as much or as little. concentratiO6 as the individival desires.

It may he helpful to indicate, by offeffhp, four diverse examples as illustrations,,,bothe wide spectrum of
formally;structured Canadian studies programme's now available, and also sonic Of: the broatler'issnes raised by such
programmes. The followiWobservations were selected from among thc .descriptions submitted to the Commission on
Canadian. Studies by the 'respective institutions:,,' 1

- .
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Curriculum'

aunt Olson University

he stimulus . to introduce a programme :of Canadian studies at the undergraduate level, eanio,with,the
establishmenki 1969 of the Edgar _and Dorothy Davidson Chair of Canadian Studies. The object u Firs chair was
to .brins to Winn Alli-Son a distinguished Canadian scholar in the humanities of social sciences, in order to nit

and eitpand a Canadiairprogramme a 'this university. The initial programme was developenvith the assistance of
the Departments of English, Frenc , Nine Arts and llistory, In the following, years the Departments of Economics,
Geography and Political Science lave also added their contributions to the Programme, and-it. is hoped that the
CoHervatory of Music will do. likewisie,in the ndst year or so. Today the Programme comprises (6 courses, with 12'
participating professors. Successful completion of the .Pogramine leads to a B.A. With Honours in Canadian
Studres.", or a B.A. with concentration in Canadian Studies,, according to the number of Canadian courses, taken and
the standing attained.

At the butset the direction of the-Programme res,ted entirely in the ha'tls of the Edgar and Dorothy Davidson
PrOfeSSor of canadian-Studies,Today the Programme iYadnInistered by a.Committee of nineprofegsors,.'
representing 'each of t participating departments, of whom the Director acts as Chairman. The Director .and
Conunit tee are directly respRnsible to the President. The Committee has no executive afithority..,lt is essentially an-
advisory body. Lt does nof hike a. budget, and works through the' participating departments which participate iii thie
'programme in the matter of library budget. Ad the hiringOf staff. This system was piobably satisfactOry as a means
of getting the Programme under way ... .
Titere,ar, in each of the departments participating in theCanadian Studies progra-mme,at Mount Allison, specialists
in the'canadian field, includingLiteratore, Ein Arts, Ilistory,Gerigraphy,liconomics and Volities, Each of these
professiIrs is not only actively engaged in,teaching,but is activelymfgaged in research in specifically Canadian

PlOjeCtS: .

For the presAr, Mount Allis.On gives special empliilsis to undergradliate teaching, rather than to graduate research,,
ands for this purpose the existing resources are adequate, iacluding astlrey.do., special collections in the field of
Canad,kan literature; history, music and regional histoky. Mount Allison has been fortunate'in receiving in the past
important collections such as the Mary Mellish .collectitin of book on folklore, the Ohthrop Bell collection of
historical material rcla.ttng to the Maritime Provinces,and the anticipated.uvidsom collectioh of eighteenth century
Canadiana. the Owens'Art Gallery has a good permanent. colfec,tion of Works of art,the majority of.which are.
Canadian, is the 'recipient of travelling showselreulatod by the Natrona! Gallerypf Canada, andoriginates
exhibitions of works by .Canadian artists. For teaching purposes, it has an excelleKt collection of coloured slides ainl
good project an facilities. ,-r
The strength of student demand for Canadian studies at. Mount Allisot is illustrated by the,number of Canadian
content, courses which have been added since the establishment of th programme in 1969, In 1968.69, there vas
only one course in English-Canadian literature. In 1974-75, there were three; 1968 -69, there was only half
course in Fronelt Canadian literature, in 1974-75; there were six"; in 1968-69-, t ere were no courses in Canadian

-4;i1noinic Ifstory, there. was onc; in 1968-0, there were no courses in Canadian Politics, iif 1974-75,
then; i,vere.' nee: t 1908-69, there were na courses in the I istory of Ca rt, in 1975-76, there will be one;
in 1968:-69, t re w nO course in Canadian geography, in 1974-75, here were two. At present no courses hi the
History of radian NIL:1Z.! are bfere.d by the Conservatory of Music; it is hoped that such a-.course will he availabl6
within a year or two.

r

The .French Canada Studies Programme, McGill University

oI'he French Canaila'Studies Programme at McGill Uniersity was established well over a decade ago, in 1963. The
Pro' ne has pioneered in the field of interdepartmental and inter - university collaboration in Canadian studies in
oth teaching and research. It has also promOted interest in Canadian studies, with of course particular emphasis on.

French Catiada,niong members of the public by an active programme of conferences, lectures, and publications.
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Laurentian Unive ..ity of Sudbury
.

.The Canadian Studio Programme is designed to provide 'aikalternative to the traditional concentration-continuation
(majornimor) route n, a Bachelor of Arts degree. Instead of specializing in' one .or two disciplines, the graduate of-
this programme will be , le to develop a broad, integrated understanding of Canadian society and culture by viewing
them frOni a vat,Ety of pe 'speetives: economic, historical, political, sociological, geographical, anthropological and
literary; Lrom am Zing the nit, it university departments participating in the programme, the student must select
"Canadian eourses'fronkat. le, st three. In all, he must take at least seven Canadian courses those so designated

C'urriculum 33

hi b 'anadian content ` at east t)0 per cent, On the other hand, to ensure that he receives a. broad, liberal
edneation, and to guard agains a )o.narrowly chauvinistic background, a maxim' ten courVs has been set,

The reasons for es-IA.4461g suOia ramme are not hard to find, First, there has eiv in recent years an
increasing emphasis on interdisciplinity udies, frequently taking the. form of area stu ies. It was only logical that
if a student could.specialize in Asia ti American or African studies, for elA a mple , that aCanadian Studies
Programme would also bc,available. Secom ere has recently been a considerable awakening in the interest which
Canadians and especial)) young Canadians, e demonstrated their own, country its problems and
prospects, its identity and survival: I.I. was only I opei at universities Meet this demand in a more satisfactory way
than. had previi)usly.been (tone.

While 11e;establishincnt of the Laurentian progr(imme esidted from th mend factors, it-possesses a number.of
let features-- The Laurentian programme is unique in being avail ibleln either English or-French or on a.

nlingualTiTiSts..4fiateover, it requires graduates to demonst ite a solid r acting knowledge of both languages. Upon
graduation students nxillitscr-qvialifyl9L' a certificate of bib gualism esting to their fluency in both languages.

.

Oniveisi6r Of Alberta

The Canadian\Studies Nograrnme at the University of Alberta is
courses, selected under the guidance of the Faculty office and the

four year programme, consisting of twenty full
hainirin of the Committee on Canadian Studies.

A minimum or eight run courses with Canadian content pre required, ) chosen from the list of courses approved
by the Comin'ittee. Not more than three Canadian content courses may )e taken from the offerings of'any one
department; for credit against -the eight courses required, At .least one cot se must be 'taken front the flumanitics
and one from the Social Sciences. One of the Canadian -content courses in st be Interdisciplinary Studies 450,
Canadian Studies: this course is taken-in either the third or fourth year of tI programme.

The student must also' choose a prineiparsubjectof concentration as defined h the Faculty for the four-year B.A.
(special). Not less than five courses and not more than eight be taken for cr dif.in.the student's subject of
concent`i'4flion. No, second subject of concentration is required. ,.

A
During the course of his programme, the student must demonstrate an ability to read .'rerich. A French or French,
-Canadian _200 level course will satisfy this requirement.

.

'rite student oust also present one 411 Year oU'.nglish at the 200 level, and two science curses (including an
approved junior laborritory-science-Conditions governing graduation. supplemental exainin ions and length of
prognimme are thosaine as those stand in the University Calendar focthe'13.A.(special).

The prograJmne at present is restricted to th61-undeigiadtiate level.butflierCommitteei-over-Thccourser-Ortlie next
year, will be Studying tfie desirability of Mending the programme to cite Graduate level.

The programnic is administered by/ commit-tee of ON of Arts. Tireluernbers-of the committee are drawn
from departments of the F,Iculty which-have particurr*terest in the-sttity of Crinadaas well as )ne.
representative from the Faculty of,ividucation. The programfile-as presently structured ineorporatescorses-already
being offerell. in the Facolty`t t rts;.consequentlyTh'date it has Itkrequired funding beyond thaUalr ady
provided hy.the Faculty forsuch 'ecnirSes.-NKre Eh/programme to be expanded-MT-the-Graduate level, w tit the
developing of specialized areas of re.Scarch and tefiching, and with greater emphasis upon an interdisciplinary
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.approach, Ken additional funding would be req

These and similar programmes, varying, in 'their formality and complexity, have been developed at More than a score of
universities across the country;They have 'evolved to meet,the specific needs of the individual institutions: In their,

particular context, they are seen as a means ofenhancing the Opportunities for Canadian studies try facilitating.
interdepartmental co-operation, by injecting new courses into the curriculum, by attracting studentstp,Canadian-oriented'
areas of study, or in other ways. However, formally designaied Canadian studies programmes are but-one possihte
approach to the development of Canadian studies. MOreover, the strengths and weaknesses of Phis approach descriie
careful consideration. Strongly divergent Opinions about its value were expressed to the Commission: Some upiversities
indicated their concern that the Commission might see its role as one of lobbying for the introduction of formal Can'adian
studies programmes or for the aidoPtion of a particulai approach to the teaching Of Canadian studies. The (.'ommissicin
had no such tole in mind. Indeed, it recognized from the outset of its work thatthe appropriate approach to Canadian
studies would vary.from university to university, depending upon the particular needs and circumstances ofthe institution
concerned.

iy

As noted above, several universities suggested that their emphasis on Canadian studies within the traditional
departments was already sufficient, and that, in their situation, it was not necessary or desirable to establish a
formally designated Canadian studies programme.. The Commission's research'confirmed that this was in fact the case at a
number of universities that have a strong Canadian orientation in their curriculum but no forial Canadian studies
programme. At some of these universities the creation now of a formally designated Canadian studies psogramme would
add little tothe reality of their work in this field. Indeed, it might even complicate the development ortheir interest in
Canadian studies unnecessarily.

.

It was frequently contended at public hearings and other, Meetings of the Commission that Canadian studies
pargrammes stimulate the development of Canadian course offerings in participating departments' and', more generally,

other.-the university. Against this contention, however, other; protested that such programmes might have exactly
the opposite effect: they might inhibit the maturation ofCanadia studies by-creating justone mote self-contained,
segregated and isolated academic unit in the University. Certainly, if full and free contact with the rest of" the academic
conammity were impeded,.then the intellectual stimulation and consequent rigorous development of those engaged-in
Canadian studies programmes could be restricted or impaired. This Commission would particularly regret such a tendency
if it were also to contribute to the further fragmentation and bureaucratization of the university.

In any attempt to assess these and other merits and weaknesses of formally designated tanadian studies programmes,
the Commission recognized that a very extensive:examination of past and present practices would,be-required. For
example., the suggestion that the establishment of a Canadian studies prbgrainme would lead to an hiere'ase in the level of
Canadian content in the traditional disciplines could only be tested by reviewing the situation over a number of years. If,
over a period of time` the level of overall Canadian content in the university curriculum were fOund to be lower at
institutions with: Canadian studies programmes than at those without such programmes, one might even conclude that a
negative relationship exists that the establishment of Canadian studies progranues may, under some conditions,
actually hamper the development of a niore pervasive Canadian orientation in the total university curriculum. This danger
does- exist. However, it appears to be outweighed by the evidence that at most universities Canadian studies programmes
have been formed because of a genuine concern to stimulate a more widespread interest in Canadian studies. Moreovet,
the evidence also suggests that the general level of Canadian content and of interest in Canadian studies has increased
substantially at nearly all these jristitutioris as a result of the establishment of Canadian studies programmes.

The Commission offers three observations that may be of assistance to those debating the merit or otherwise of
establ'shing' forMally:designatedCanadian studies programmes:

t. /At a few universities the current emphasis on Canadian studies Within.the'traditional departments may already be
large enough to preclude the need for any formally designated programme. In effect, at such institutions where
there already exists ample opportunity and eficourtgement to "pursue the studyOf Canada, it would 'seem
unnecessary to establish a structured Canadian studies ,programme at this time. \

2, Promoting, a Canadian SIIICHOS prOgrainnic without sufficient planning and forethought, or doing so only because it is
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O

.- .
`fashionable', may have dangerous consequences. Each university should- take a careful -look at its obligations and
needs, and ai7t-einpt to design a response that is best suited to its particular situation. Failure to do so may be
Wastefulof both material and human' resources, and may stifle the initiatives that really-ought to be undertaken

. and that, migItt. otherwise be forthcoming.

3. In a somewhat similar vein, establishing a token `Canadian Studies Programme' merely to blunt public or student or
. faculty criticism of the university's larger failure to recognize Canadian needs and circumstances in all appropriate
areas of its curriodnin is deplorable, This seems to have .hapPened in several instances. It Constitutes a thdToughly
reprehensible `cop -out', Such intellectual- dishonesty is unconscionably irresponsible and in the end it will surely,be
detrimental to the best interests of any university that engages in such practice.

Seridus turd extended research, and critical thought, must be devoted to the development of appropriate curriculum. for
Canadian studies by institutions now engaged in this academic field, as well as by those prOposing to.emer it. Moreover,
there is an 'urgent- need for research in tick area at the national and regional levels, as well as by individual institutions:.
Such research., at all three levels, should include an exantiyation of alternative approaches to Canadian studies. Different

.

possibilities in regard to course content, programme orientaltefi-rtfacItingmethdds and organizationalframework should
all be explored. 12-!search on curriculum development at the regional and national levels should lead-to the, design of a
ran'geof specific prrrp6sal.that would be of assistance to* increasing number of institutions' and individual teachers
working in this field. Useful work on curriculum development forCanadian'studies is being done for the secondary and
elementary levels of education by.the da Studies FoundatiOn, by a number of faculties of education, by'some
provincial departments of education, and by the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada. However, very little has yet
been done in. this field at the post-secondar

The,COmmisSion recommends di. the Department of the Secretary of State and the Council of Ministers of Education
encourage and assist tht Association for Canadian Studies to convene a series of small working groups, in each region of
the countrO-to-e%aine curricidum 'needs in Canadian studies, This step-should be followed by the convening of a
national conference and the establishment of arrangements for sonic continuing research on curriculum development at
the post-secondary level for Canadian studies, Such research should also then be supported by the Council of Ministers
and the Department of the Secretary of State, The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada is already on record
as feeling concern:about the lack of attention being devoted to Canadian studies. It should, therefore, give fictive support
to these and similar measures desi4d to advance the place of Canadian studies in the university curriculum.

The Cominission iras interested to note the Wide variety of Canadian studies programmes that have been
'enthusiastically endorsed by their respective proponents'. Given the nature and relative newness of the field, the extent of
this variety is somewhat surprising. It is also encouraging. The-commission regards with sonic reservations the strongly
entrenched positions that some participants haveadopted abd4the rightness of one particular approach to Canadian
studies. The Commission believes, rather, that continuing reas§essinent and exploration, and not proselytizing for a
specific fbrmat, are required if Canadian studies are to continue to be developed effectively. It certainly never the
intention of this Connnission to formulate or prescribe rigid guidelines fora conformist or monolithic approach to
Canadian studies, and nothing it has encountered in the course of its inquiries has suggested that it would be either
possible or desirable to do so.

It is clear that no one approach to Canadian studies is uniformly applicable; nor is it desirable. Conditions within each
university in Canada v try considerably, depending in part upon the age arid size of the institution `upon the region in
which it is located and the local conmiunity it directly serves, upon its academic traditions and upon the strengths and
weaknesses of faculty ar library reso ces. Consequently, the needs of each institution will also differ. Sonic will be best

- served by a formal prograi me of Can idian studies, while others will find non-designated clusters and informal
combinations of courses rela , to Caliada more 'relevant to their circumstances. For sonic: in dependent rather than
interdepartmental organii,ation will be desirable, and-for o iers the Opposite will be true. Interdisciplinary or
non-disciplinary courses May be useful atone institution while another.may have.gtiod.reasons to retain the- traditional
disciplinary sub-diVisions; All indications are that such variety.is appropriate, and indeed necessary.

In'addition to such purely practical considerations, the Commission is.strongly of the opinion that the diversity
41,4,
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-t.-
'eharacterislic,of Canada's universities and colleges is one of' the great assets of our system of education and one
that distinguishes this system from that ofmany other eountri S. It would be unfortunate it', in Canadian studies or in
other fields, our universities were to seek uniformity in their pproach to educational matters. Thus, the COminiSsion
cannot support those who urged upon it the establishment f formally designated Canadian studies programmes at every
university in Canada. Still less can-it support those who recommended that such programmes should have identical
structures aid curricula.

Much .has already been clone by our universities and colleges to utilize formally designated Canadian studies
programmes to develop the opportunities for study relating to this country. The Commission recommends. that these .

efforts tit; continued as each institution explores its needs andits potential courses of action. In several cases it would'
appear that consolidation -and refinement, rather than major new initiatives, are now in -order to ensurethat the
programmes offered will be of the highest quality, and suited to the particular needs a the institutions concerned. .

In conjunction with theirevieW of curriculum, each university must also examine objectively the degree of openness
and hospitality to the study of Canada' within its various departments and disciplines. Indeed, thiS is perhaps as
fundamental a concerti as the more obvious questions about the extent of Canadian content in the curriculum. The degree
of sensitivity and of' receptivity to Canadian`tudies will shape the context in which any further decisions must be taken
on whether or not formal Canadian studies programmes should be established or expanded. TheCom.mission has kept this
point in mind in itsxamination, in the pages that follow, of the place of Canadian studies in a number of selected
disciplines.

Canadian Studies in Selected, Disciplines

The Cominittee on \Canadian Studies at One university in Western Canada urged this Conimission to 'encourage the
attitude within Canadian universities that the study of Canadian society and Canadian culture are'kalid academic pursuits
and that the validity of Canadian content courses should be assumed'. Tlfe Commission on Canadian Studies-shares these
sentiments, provided that the courses concerned are of an appropriate academic standatd, and it concurs, on the basis of

I
its investigations, in the propriety of' inviting Canada's universities and colleges to db likewise. Indeed, thisis a principal
aim of this Report. 4t,

To this end the Commission felt it would be useful to examine and discuss t e current state of Canadian.studies ina
number of selected disciplines. It hoped, also, in thiS discussion to draw atte 10(1 to the vide scope and many
opportunities for the pursuit of Canadian studies that exist in each of' these disciplines. The disciplines selected for
discussion have been chosen on one or more of several grounds. In sonic instances they have been- the focus of intense

idebate about whether or not reasonable attention is being given to Canadian problenis and content i : university
curriculum. InOther instances teaching and research in the discipline concerned ore already reflectin a thoughtful
knowledge and awareness of the important Canadian dimensions of its subject matter. In part, too, the 'Commission's
selection of disciplines for discussion was guided by the nature and extent of the information available to it While few
academic disciplines in Canada have made any serious examination of the extent or adequacy of the-attention that their
members are devoting to Canadian concerns, some have aLleast begun- to do so. The Commission worked closely with
appropriate kitties. in these discipltrieSt,and drew upon their findings in support of its work. In its selection.ofAsciplines
for analysisand comment, theCommission also had in mind the fact that a number of them are widely regarded as being'
culturally sensitive, or particularly vultic:able, to domination by external yalues.and influences. For this reason the . ...
discipline's examined here ate drawn primarily from the hunianitie.s and the social sciences. HoWevei, the Commission's
findings.indicated that similar concerns are often applicable in other academic areas. It therefore examines these concerns
in the context of science and technology, the professions, the study of Canadian higher education itself, and studies .

. .
pertaining to the native peoples in subsequent chapters: .

In dealing with such a broad rage of disciplines; th Commission has been continually' mindful l of debate among
.,

academics regarding the very nature of their particular disciplines:The- CommiSSion. is only too aware of the limitations of.
its knowledge in. the various disciplines under review,- and of the faet that it may understandably be-viewed as a
meddlesomootitsider by scholars in these fields NevertheleA, it remains conscious of its obligation to. offer, to the best of...
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its ability, informed contnent on the current state of Canadian studies, and to suggest some possible directions for future
action. Sensitive judgement, based 'on the best available information, together with a degree of real and thoughtful
.connnitient, will be required by those engaged- in each discipline at each university in ordei to bring about changes.that
will,be effective and appropriate to that disciplie at that particular institution. In the Commisssion'S view, changes are
clearly desirable in the content and orientation of course offerings in most disciplines at most universities in order to give
appropriate attention to the Canadian content. and to the Canadian context of both teaching and research. Moreover, it is

also clear that there will be increasing, pressure upon the universities from many concerned students and-faculty members,
and from concerned members of the public, -until such redress is effected. The following' discussions are offeredto.
suggest, discipline by diseipline, the scope and ilintension of some of the inhovations and improvements that vhuld
enhance both study relatingp Canada, and, ultimately, the ability of our universities to 'serve their communities and the
nation,

Canadian Art History

Briefs to the Coiri4ssion on Canadian Studies emphasized the relatively recent and still rather limited interest of
Canadian univers4ies in art history. It was only in the late 1930s, with the assistance of the Carnegie Corporation, that.
the first university departments of art history were established in this country. The study of Canadian art as a part of the
university'ekuricutum has been a still more recent phenoMenon. Academic research and the publication of scholarly
studies in this field have been similarly slow to develop. In spite of the efforts of a number olgiftedscholars and
tee dim, and of groups like the Universities Art. Association of Canada2, which have assumed .a responsibility to foster the

itolarship of Canadian art, and the promising appearance of some new publications including the Journal of Cdriadiail
rt History: Studies in Canadian Art, Architecture and the Decorative Arts3 , the full development of Canadian art history

. ,
.studies and their integration into the university curriculum remain tasks for the future. The study of Canadian art history
zg an academic discipline is still in its infancy. There is sonic danger, in fact, that the child may he permanently retarded.
if it is not soon given more serious and sustained attention thanit has so far received"from universities and from the
supporting' agencies of Government.

The.,current situation was described by the director of one department or fine arts in realistic, if severe, terms:

4 Most of Our Canadian universities presently offer at lease one or twoundeigraduate-cou ses in the history of art A
few institutions, in fact, have quite elaborate art history programmes wherein students who are interested can study

*/the art of Italy, France, Germany, SpainShina, the_United States, or almost any other count you may care to .

mention, In this scheme of. things the Major exception istanada, both nationally and provincially. Most schools do
not deal at all-with Canadian art in any depth, and at the present time there is alMost no place where the serious

V student can undertake speCialized and intensive studies in this field. There is probably no other country which has
paid and still pays so little attention to the study, documentation, and practiceof 'its own art and artists. In the
light of necessity, it seems clear that this omission should be remedied as soon as possible, for there is no doubt
that it has-become aAnatter of both real and serious urgency. .

,a,. '
...

. . . .
.

.

:In .support of thiS view, the Commission's inqUiries inilicated that although virtually all institutions that have art
history programmes now provide some opportunity for undergraddate studies in Canadian art history, none do so in a
contprehensive way. Despite some attempts to remedythissituation, oillj, a.very 'few universities offer any substantial
Opportunity to study the history of Canadian art at theundergradUate level:Th;programme at the University de..
Montreal is more extensive than,,most, containing four undergraduate courses, including Les arts coloniaux, L'iconographie
de l'Indien du Canada dans b cartographic et- les livres illustres europeens du Xyle au XVIII siecle,-and 'Histoire de la
peiiture comet-I-moraine canadienne. Most art history departments, which usually offer from twelve to thirty courses, list

; '-. only one or two courses on Canadian'art and/or architecture. Other.courses with_such7general titles are The Art of NOrth .

America and Canadian and American Art, which were frequently reported, also suggested 8oni6 Canadian content, Among
the quite limited number of more specialized courses available,in addition to those, mentioned above, the CoMmission
noted The Social .Flistory vf Canadian Art offered at Queen's University:f his course- was /described as a 'study of the
changing forms of ;painting, sculpture, andarchitectur 'i .Canada from colonial times-t. the present, within the context
of social, political, and econoinic history .. , '. A si Ulu course is available at.Laurelitian University of Sudbury. Courses
such as Canadian Art and Canadian,ScnIpture and Architecture were reported at Carleton and Concordia-(Sir George

..4i
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Williams) universities, respectively, and both these and somc,other universities have shown a lively interest in the subject.
It is,however, painfully clear- that there is considerable scope for the expansion of undergraduate study .of Canadian art
history.

There is, moreover, evidence of substantial and increasing student interest in the study of Canadian art history. At
Trent University, for exaniple, a course on thehistory of art and architecture was introduced in 1973 as part of the
Canadian Studies Programme. Enrolment was so large that ,additional seminars had to be.-scheduled. A similar response has
been experienced by other universities that have experimented with such courses.

O

This interest in Canadian art is not confined to studentS irldlie fine arts. It is shared b.y many'students in other
academic fields, WhO would welcome an opportunity to learn more about their artistic heritage. Many students would also
welcome an opportunity to study the inter-relation of Canadian art with social history, literature, economic and political
events and other fields of activity. In planning programmes in the history of Canadian art, it is important to recognize the
interest and needs both-of those majoring in the fine arts and those enrolled in other fields. Such courses can play an
important role in the study of Canadian social, cultural and intellectual affairs. Moreover, they provide rich and rewarding
opportu ities. for comparative studies with the artistic and cultural history of other countries. This is an approach to \
Canadia i studies that is vital-to our self-understanding; more discussion is directed to it in the chapter on Canadidn

li

studies abroad.
/ .,

..

The Cothinission noted with interest the activities of the Canadian Studies Croup at the Ontario College of Art-..A...
. .

sense that students were not given adequatApportunity and encouragement _to examine their country through visual .

expressions unique to Canada originally prompted the formation of this group. The Canadian Studies Group. has fostered
. p

an, artistic examination of such diverse topics as missionary activity, Canadian business, the 'vertical mosaic' of Canadian
society, and the Canadian farM. The programme has recognized, the intellectual and social importante, as well as the
aesthetic value, of the work*of Canadian artists. --

Similarly, at the graduate level there is need; and opportunity, for more attention to Canadian art history. A survey of
'Present and Proposed_CanadianGraduate Programmes in Art and Related Fields'4 reported fifteen such programmes,
sonic emphasizing studio Work or conservatioiOnly seven of these programmes led to degrees in art history and none of
these placed any specta-I emphasis on Canadian art history. Fortunately, this need has been recognized by at least two or
three- institutions now seeking support for new graduate programmes in this field. A senior scholar at one of these

,institutions indicated to the Colmnission, in graphic terms, the reasons that he and his colleagues were pressing for the
establishment of a graduate programme in 'Canadian art history:

We'felt that a real need 4.x.ists.for somt5 university to concentrate on graduate art history in the Canadian area. This
vMuld serve frs a basic training background for those wanting to eater the art gallery, museum, art criticism, mass,
Media, Inciting and other. fields where they would work with-Canadian content.. Museums and art galleries seldom
hire staff who have dealt with the Canadian /sphere in more than a passing way in courses; in Tact, much of their life
will be spent with Canadian material This. country, has -produced scarcely a single Critic of stature despite the fact_
that -constructive crit-iismcatrAl--tereal role in the advancement of art. The-level of writing of most commercially
Pr iced books with Canadian art content is pedestrian in the extreme. There seems no.excuse for a major

Canadian gallery to hire_a student from Texas to-direct their art education programme. A major Canadian gallery
recently published a catalogue of a Canadiat-exliibitioh which contained at least ten -forgeries, and similar major

.

mistakes can be pointed out in several galleries across the country. A convicted art forger of Canadian painting's

disposed 800,000 worth' of fraudulent' art works a few years ago because of an uninformed Canadian public.
Thin traffic continues. On the -wider sphere, Canadians need to know more about themselves. These are only a feW

of many reasons why we felt that this prodra,mine was a logical- development.

The need for more research-and graduate work in -Canadian art history is also indieated by the remarkably small
number of graduate theses that have so far been completed in this field. The Public Archives of Canada's Register of
Post-Graduate Dissertatiohs lib Progress in Histol:v and Related Subjects, No. 8, 1973, lists a mere half dozen thesis titles
on Canadian art. Similarly, the `Fine Arts' section of Canadian MesesIThesesCanadiennes, published by the National

library, for the five-year -period 1965-70,T,ives little indication of graduate level activity in Canadian art history apart from
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several studies of the Group of Sewn. Three interesting exceptions night be noted.:.W.W: Thorn's 'The Eine Arts in
Vancouver 188671930: an historical survey' (1113C, MA 1969); D.E. Warker's.`The Treattnent of Nature in Canadian Art
since the tune of the Group of Seven' (UBC, MA 1969); and M.A. Halvarso!'s 'A Study of the_Educational Programmes
or Canadian Museums and ArrGalleries'(Alberta, MEd., 1967).

.

Additional resources, both financial arid material, are required to Support. teaching', research:and:publication in
Canadian art history. It is new -time .for.L,rnajor expansion of academic work in this field to- meet the interest, and need'at
both the undergraduate. and gradkuitelevels. Such a development is desirable also in terms of the broader public interest.
To support this development the universities, Government agencies, and private institutions and donors-Will need to work
together closely. Canadian art history is at this point only a partially explored area of studies in which extensive work
must be done at all levels. Primary research is required into-archival materials that have never been examined. The-
information available about many of our painters, scut rs,-woodcarvers, craftsmen and architects is of a most superficial
nature. The use of certain materials and themes, fo example in folk art .and in church art; has in many instances never
been exaidned. Regional -and community studies of art history have scacely been begun. Evaluative and interpretive
Studies in Canadian art are nearly -non-exist6(.!FaMiliarity has often caused us to overlook the study of treasures at hand
and of indigenous artistic achievements.

th a 'few notahle except ions it is only in recetnt years that a serious beginning has been Made on the task of
skudyingand doctiThentingthe work of artists in Canada, and of examining this work with. the resources and-techniques
of scholarly criticism. Consequently, no extensive body of literature has yet been developed to assist stiidents_,Qd teachers
in the field of Canadian art" history. Books of and otr basic source documents are urgently needed, as are biographies,
b'ibliographies and .critical ,and historical. studies. More. financial support for research' is, in turn:necessary ts enable
scholars to pursue this work. Funds for research in Canadian art history and criticism have_been particularly limited.
Without adequate grants, m ty talented teachers and researchers have been severely handicapped in, or prevented
altogether front, carrying o t the research required in this field.

Very little has been published on the bibliography of-Canadian art and architecture. indeed, the Bibliography of.
Canadian Bibliographies lists,only sixteen items under art, artists; painting and related headings, and nothing at all under .

architect ure.5 Moreover, many of these works were cnmpiled by, library school students twenty, thirty or forty years ago
and some of them. are now Unavailable. A more recent study indicates that, in total, only twenty-nine bibliographies have
been compiled and published in the whole field of Canadian art and architecture, each of them limited to a narrow 'aspect
of the subject.6 No complete bibliography.of the material already in print has ever been attempted. Such a comprehensive
bibliography covering Canadian art and architecture would be tremendously helpful to those who are teaching, studying
or conducting research in this important area of Canadian cultural life. Similarly, there is an immediate need for
bibliographies f monographs, e.,x )ition catalogues and periodical literature in this field. Bibliographies are indispensable
tools of scl irs4ip in art an architec tire, as in other zireas of study. The Commission urges the Canada Council, and
other public a'id private donors, in co isultation with the National Gallery and other appropriate bodies, to provide the
'financiaLsuppo t required to make possible the compilation of this basic information. ,

The problem, for teachers and students arising from the lack of published materials in'Canadian art history are
compounded by fact that only a few universities have assembled even partial'collectionS.of the, materials that have
been published. The long-term building of comprehensive library holdings is an indispensable step in the strengthening of
Canadian art histbry studies. Those universities developing a concentration in this area must acquire as full a collection as
possible of the book and periodical literature; as well as of catalogues and related published and unpublished materials.
Every Canadian university should have available in its library at, least a strong basic collection about the art of this
country;

The Commission notes that this country has never set up a Canadian art archives that is truly national in its scope. The
result haVibectr twofold; first, the loss or destruction of -much useful material that might have been preserved; second, the
assembly in many .differ location of often unrelated conglomerations of art manuscript material. The Commission
recommends'tothe Departs -nt of the Secretary of State that a Canadian Art Archives be established under the joint
auspices of the Public Archives of Canada and the National Gallery. The-Commission also recommends that support be

_provided through the. Depart ent or its agencies for the preparation of an index to manuscript collections across the5;1.
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country. S9011 an index would beof great assistance to scholars and artists, and to writers, publishers; lib arians and
`wrchivists-, Support should also be provided for a'sYsteniatic and sustained national programme to caialogu public
collections of Canadian art. St ch docuikientation ts essential for study and research in Canadian art history.

Briefs to the Commission noted that the lack of representative slides ,of p1intings, architectural monuments, sculpture
and -the decorative arts poses problems for students-and teachers of Canadian arthistory. A few universities have developed
slide collections that are comparatively adequate for undergraditate.,studyi some public and ,private galleries have prepared,
slides of Canadiarart that are for sale; and a very few public galleries have -large, loan collections that may be borrowed
by university lnstructors. However, none of, these arrangenients provides students or researchers in the university'dmtext.
with an adequate opportunity to Work, over extended periods of time with-fully representative collections of slides of
Canadian art. Moreover, this ad hoc approach is wasteful of time, effort' and 'money that-could well be applied to other
purposes. There is a, strong argument in favour cifthe-planning_and prepartiOn of basic collections of representative slides
of Canadian art in a nation'oide perspective. The planning and selection for these collections should, be done by
competent art historians and teachers, and the project conducted4onder the sponsorship of the Council of Ministers of
Education and the Department of the Secretary of State. Basle Collec'tions of such-Materials should be developed for
secondar' schoot use; collections fol. undergraduate use should be expanded; and even more specialized collections-should'
be arranged for ost-graddate,study at a number of locations. Representative collections of this kind would not, of
course, adequately replace the vaine of direct access to the Originals.'None the less, they are a necessary complement to
any effective prograninte:'-Of teaching and study in Canadian art history. Similarly, collections olbOth slides ande.the,
originals..,are vital to the study of handicrafts, folk arts, and design in the Canadian context. TheSe and related points are.
.discussed further in subsequent chapters dealing with the study and conservation a Canadian cultural property, archives,.
and audio-visual resources.

The Commission urges the universities and colleges of Cnada to give much moreotiention to the study of Canadian
art history and to the role that art plays as an interpreter of,society. A better knowledge and understanding of the art of
this country, in its many forms, is essential to o it self-knowledge as Canadians. The Commission would emphasize that,- in
this area the universities have an opportunit to makp a significant contribution, and reeommendsthat they dd so.

Canadian. Literature and Linguistics (.English)

In an essay first-published twenty-five years. ago, Desmond Pacey discussed the responsibilities of the universities to
Canadian liter ite noted that

there are, hOwever, two respects in which the universities have fallen short of their maximum potential service to
our literature: they have been too reluctant to accord it a significant plat the .formal undergraduate and
post-graduate curriculum, and they have not performed adeqUat l unction which they alone are fitted to
perform, namely the scholarly investigation of our literary histor

This assessment still holds true and the fact that it does is both a-reproach and a challenge to our universities.
V .

r, ......___.. . .

In surveys conducted in 1972 -1973, which were updated in 19734974 and again in 1974-1915,, the forty-nine
departments of English literature that supplied information to this Commission reported that they offered approximately
fourteen hundred undergraduate courses.,Only 115, or about 8 per cent of these courses dealt directly in any substantial
way with Canadian literature in: English, whether prose, poetry or drama. A survey conducted by PrOfessor .Dawn Aspinall
for the Committee for Resources in Canadian Literature of the Association of Canadian and Quebec.- Literature provides
comparable figures with detailed commentary fox the academic year 1273-1974.8 The literature of French Canada,-in ..

translation, is sometimes included in the curricula of these departments; occasionally, suchcourses ate taught by-members
othe department t French, but the credits are awarded by the department ofEnglish. Atthe time of its survey,the.

:Commission found fitit'approximately 11,700 students were enrolled in thee 115 Canadian literature courses,
. 'constituting 13 per Lent of the total enrolment in all courses offered- by departments' of English. .

The number of rses offered in Canadian literature in English varied from inns tution.to institution. llowever, with a
few exceptions:'such courses constituted alelatively constant proportion (6')-10%) of departmental offerings. This was

a
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generally true whether the university was Anglophone, Francophone, o; bilingual. On the other hAnd-"the liropostion of
students enrolled in Canadian literature courses, relative tothe total numbers enrolled in all ish literature courses,
varied considerably. At bilingual institutions, 25 per cent of -the 'students enrolled-iri s ocourseffered by departments of
English were in Canadian literature courses. This was significantly higher than the comparable leVels of 12 per cent and 7
per cent found at English-language and French-language _universities, respectively.

There have.beens-uggestions that student interest in Canadian literature in English has been temporarily inflated, to
reach even the modest levels indicated above, by factors that `have little to do with the merit of that literature Anipni-
the explanations advanced to account for this increasing student interest were 'nationalistic entbusiasWjand the belief
that 'Catlin is a soft option'. To the extent that such factors are significant and there is so e evidence to suggest they
occasionally are the Commission is disturbed: legitimate, indeed Compelling, scholarly reason exist for the study of
Canadian literature.

, The Commission does not intend to contribute to the debate on the relative literary merits of Canadian writing other .
than to suggest academic evaluation might more properly follOw than precede thorough study,. No one, who has
observed this debate eln fail to have noticed that those who mould dismiss Canadian literature ds a'fieldounWorthy°of
academic stully.hav&-seldOM made any serious stiielyfof it themselves: The Commission is prepared; however, to argue that

,
there is now a""subsiantial body of Canadian literature that "merits such study for its own sake. Furthermore, the ,,,-=''
Conunissibri wishes to empliasie that a thorough knowledge of Canadian literature is impoi-tantc-and even essential, to'ap

.

,, /. \. ,
understanding of Canada. `H is obvious that Canadian literature, whatever its inherent.merits, is.an indispethble aid to
the kinowrge of Canada/It'records what the Canadian imagination has reaeted.to, and it tells us things about this -

.... .

environth ntthat nothing else will tell us.' The point Is*NOrthro e;s19 SiMilar Observations have: been made by Hugp/
McPherson: . / ..,,

ofir early literature. s not -of 'great account, and critics who have compared Carman with Shelley, or-Lanipman with
,

Keats aredoing exercises in, fantasy. What'is iniportant, however, is-that4Our literaturefis an accurate recerd or what-
, i,

Canadians felt:and thought in those and INT should knoW about it, however-g6Od or bad it was We have'`,
become interested in our social history. We want to knoW somethingabout Canadian cultural antecedents. We want
a senseof ourselves .... to ---

- A
It is in this context that Dr Claude Bissell has suggested that literature is near the heart of cultural history, which he ..

defined as 'the study of the deVeloprnent.Of attitudes, sentiments, and ideas upon which we formulate the way we order '.
our lives in society'. The cultural historia,n,,he.observeeis not interested in `determining a scale of values, elevating a fewscale
and depressing the many'. Dr Bissell, noted that three kinds of cultural hist- ry are now being written about this'country.
Historians use literature as documentation for ideas. In addition, literary sch lars utilize their medium"for cultural ,
history in two other ways:`the first. an examination of thc.way in which the Work of art deals with political and social
events and ideas,a process that can illuminate both the work and the actual-world; the second an 'examination of
dominant themes and images in the literature that may be related to the political and social environment but that become ,
dominating concepts in their own right, andhave a generalizing-and Unifying effect_acrois the- whole range, Of national
life'. ' f

Titus eulturaEltistorians, and to. some degree scholars in a number of other diseipl es, who often lack for al training
in literature and literary inquiry, can and do make use of_Catadian writing in 's ays to bring new insigh s ofheir
work. These academics, and their students, would benefit immensely from the i creased rticipation in their woiy of
specialists in Canadian literature. The fact that the assistance. of schOlars experience in the field of Canadian literature
would be helpful to teadiers and researchers in many academic fields underlines 'the need-for, and desirability of;

CI

tanSdisciplinary co-Operation- in C:Madian studies.

r
The current leverof Canadian studies content in the curricula of departments cf English is the outcome of a relatively.

brief, and uneven, period of growth during-which Borne of the values :referred. to a&rve have been recognized and accepted
in a-nutriber of departments. While the. Commission welcomes the a vances that ar being madein expanding the .

opportunities for ,teaching and research in Canadian literature, it notes that furth development of these opportunities is
still needed in Many areas of study .acid at many universities. This is true at both the undergraduate and post-graduate

3
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1.,..:.
levels. At one large university, for example; of forty-one-frill courses Offered, only, two deal specifically with Canadian

1. k
literature.. Of the thirty-six half-courses offered at the same univerr ity,,.only, two pre concerit6d with Canadian literature

1...
. . s.....,

Neglect of,Canadian literature has been particularly pronounced at the post.graduatelevel, where a,number of the
long-estabtisliM universities Stem to have made it almost a point Of honour to avoid offering courses in this field. One

, university, winch has been offering over sixturaduate,,colirses f&ir several years, includM only one course in Clhadian
liter,atpre among them. Recently, largely iy response- to pressure from students and younger faculty mernbers,a second
course haS.beet'oadded and corisidcration 13-n6)k:being given to a third. Sinniaily, until just a year ago, another university
was offering some forty graduate courses without including even one.option in Canadian littrature Still another university
was offering nearly thirty graduate courses; none of which dealt-with literature. In- ach o these cases; there has

. .

--been some slight improvement in response to studitnt- facultr;anp_1_ible., pressure. l-lowev
__- -------

t another. arge university,
with a well-established graduate programme, liere are still on wci courses offered in Can* n literature and only one
doctorate has beeirawarde-d-in this fielOn, the last -tie Steal's.. -- ....

. ._ ..
.

The neglect of graduate stud "in Canadian literature during the great pc4ibd of ,unit/ sity expansion in t 1960s can
. - -

also be cicterinlife-d-frorrran exdminzition. or the annual volumes of Canadian ThesesITIuses cana teiines.whi
publishNational LiOry of Canada began to -on a regular basis in 1960. These volione heseS, at 'b 11- the Master

of (doctorate'doctorate levels, acapted,by Can't-Khan 4144etrsities. Th relevant infOrmation siminiiiii?,e(Pit the following
table-,-which lists the Inn ier of theses accepted in the bur literary,areas'in the" ten acad c ye s7.frorn I. 601961 to... -
1969-1970, In e.cicli.of the our columns tic. -first figuri;liS tl number of universities ac eptingthases in 14 area. The

.
second figure is the total number of theses accepted, and it is followed- arenttreses, by the' number Of those og,ich

0-were doctoral theses. 0.i.

Academic
Year

Theses in "'hews in "INises in.
Canadian . Br. iiAther. French
Literature Literature Literature

in Comp:Or:Office
lure and other

attires

7460:6 i 7 : 26(5) 16 : 81(17) 8 : 36(7)( 11 ; 38(9)

961-62 6': 16(1 ) 12 : 62(7) 8 : 36(2) . 5 :.32(7)

962-63 8 : .!'l (2)
.

...

18 : 86(1Q). I I' : 44(3) 13 : 31(5)

963-64 7 : 26(1)
..._ .

16 : 11i(7), 10 :'48(6)
. ..

.8 1.44(7) .

, -

9t4 -65 9.: 23(3) , 19 : 110(167), 10 : 45,(6)' ' 13 : 65(8) '

965-66' ,. 9 : 3(0) 19 t 147(13) .- 12 : 47(11). 12- ;-68(9)
-,c

966-6,7

9,67.68/

14 : 29(2)
-, t

17 157115) 14 : -73(11 ) 12 : IZI(7)
i.--

, .

. _r1 :'27(1)
.

22 :* 177(21.)
.....,. .. .

IS : n(5) . 16.: 86(9)-
v..
f

96869

969-70,

._
15 42(3)

-.27111f:58(61

e ..

24 1931241 ^ 17 80(I5) ' 19;

---2-7 : 241) 16 : loa(17)
4

ly , 90(13)
Q. '
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The ta41 Makes obvioniat the post-gradriatestiklY of Canadian literature during the I960sdid.not -keep pace with the
expansion .6f,graduate'stUdies in Other fields of 'literature, which took place as a part of the general university expansion
throughout that decade. While 41ie [lumber of theSe3 accepted in the field of English litgrature nearly trebled, the number
in Canadian literature.Warely.dotibleth.MoreaVer, there was very' little increase in the number of doctoral degrees awarded.
in Canadian literature in English, dltbough the do.ctorate is often a-prerequisite fora university teaching appointment.'
Five (1rtaral degrees in ('anadian literature were grantedli? 1960.1961; that figurp,,was not' surpassed until 1969-1970;
although tI4 rionber of doctoratq conferred byCanadia universities in other fields of English literatureoubled 'during.

, .
n ers

,.,the sank petit:W.,
,
,,,,.

1 .,.... ,
. . . .

A more et' Bed e.\e'aininition of. altradiatt ,77teses177teses eattudienhes -reveals:thal most of the graduate work done
Canadian' 'keratin Wtt conducted at a relatively small number of universities..4mongst these, it,isPerhaps not out r f

- . -kplacetotiote,-in p. 'titular, titre remarkable contribution` made by the University of New Brunswick. It may also not. e.out'of place tti.note at, in general:111e universities of-Ontario did not make'a contribution that was,"by any stretch di.f \ . 1,the iniagittiition, itt.keeping,with their and sesburces, Indeed, as oneNbrief commented, their negle , *it e

. exception of work done: at CWti--ok three institutions, 'amounts to an almdst complete abdidation of he responsibility to
.support _serious research iii tile'fielti..o-Canadan...literature',

. _

./ - ,
4,'

:.
cs"Almot froin,",the beginning of its 'investigation, tit > mmission received briefs and correspondence from facility

..-, mcnifiers in deparments of English' at many un:rversitioS su ting that the general attitude and atmosphere prevailing in
. some:departments towafd the stri..Of anadiarttiterature wasp ourable.. It was repeate.dly repOrted to the

Conunission.that sonic scholars,hive ex erienced great difficulty in ga ing deprirtmental approval to,introduce new
..

`-.:Carintliati .literdture coliises, dr even to nject appropriate Canadian works into'such.existing course's as Thy Modern Novel-
VI- Children's Liter'attire,in English. In me departments, the Commission was told, curricultim and.planning committees
have been dominated bY non-C7anadia iho either were not interested in Canadian literature or made it evident that they
regarded it as unwOrtiry:of serious Sit ly, 1n doing so, they.often revealed in their attitude a humanistic equiValent of
economic ctzntinentalism. Other irita icesowerc cited where. senior Canadian scholars alsolgdicated:to younger members
of the faculty that attempts to emphasize Canadian literature in their courses or to develop additional competence in this

`. field would.be detrintental lo their prospects. for advrincetient. within the profession. Several scholars (Krtictilarly,'but
7
oat .exclusively,. younger, tines) remarked thati erapersonalr ptheel interest, in Canadian literature was 'actively discouraged by

-,.._suettpressure.from their colleagues. Graduate students cited-similar experiences.

...-"I`lie Commission's iiictuiries did bear out the charge that students who want to study Canadian .literatiire,ond faculty
. . . .... .. . ..

lileili(lprs. who want to teach, it are often given little enc3urager1ent to do so. Bey6nd this it also seems clear that on
,,Many Occasitins lliey have -been actively discouraged, or even warned away,' from pursuing their interest in this field. It
.mace indeed apperto be true, as one correspondent suggested, that 'Until very ,recently, in most institutions, Canadian
literature has beelPlienigrated ..:. as a swamp into Which a serious scholar ventured at his (economic) peril'. Briefs and
other represimtations to -the Commission frequently related this situation to the high proportilOn'of non-Canadian faculty.,,

. ,mid,further, tiNtlie fact' that non-Canadians often hold senior- poSitions in some departments of English literature. One
correspOndent rep

1

i'teth fOr example, that to Canadian teaching in this department is- ikely-to find ttimself obliged to
speak def6isively an .pplogetieally about his own. country and culture'. Another commented that In this department tlie'.

.._..

adininistrative'power rest :With Aniqricans wf are often unsympathetic to Canadian interests and contemptuous of...,
Canadian. eulturer:Anostlie not tqliat over ha tlie members of his departricent4ere on-Canadians and that of the five ...

major stftliding committees r the department the clrairman of only one was citizen of ibis country. Consequently,
. when the department 'undertook a revisiotid---itkciirricultlin, the committee at was responsible did not have a single

,......_ --,..,:..Canadian on it. . .-.-,,, ..I
Canadian literature, therefdre, scorned to be a non-issue:There was already one course taught; that Was enough. It-

.Was only by long.arguing,'often with nationalistic prejudices-being .airetl,,with a gre'it deal of bitterness being
generated, tIP-St anOther Canadian literalture course Was forced into 'the curriculum.

. .

n 16 7'
Questions relating to faculty citizenship re explored further in a subsequent chapter of this Report. However, it is

ne"cessary.to hot() here the extent .of,the le, lings and tensions that have been artiused by these questions among many of
.those IOC, teach and study in the field ols, .Canadian likeratbre, On a number, of occdsibnsthe Commission was asked to

1

,
/
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'mediate Situations that threatened to erupt into destructive battles, unit in several istances, with the permission or at Ike .

request of those involved, the Commission drew to the .attention of university adm tistrations problems.of which they
Were unaware.

Rightly or wrongly, many young faculty members feel that theiraances of iployment, of tenure and of promotion
.

will all he jeopardized ifthey push-too hard or too openly .for an expansio of teaching and research, in Caltadian st,

literature. This fear is also'shared by many promising post-graduate st uden . The Commission is deeply concerned by the
extent to which thi'vkew is held. Moreover, it seems beyond reasonable ubt that there has been at least some
foundation for such a fear in sonic instances-, The Commission draws t,hi situation to the attention fo the universjty .
'community, as a .ma .er requiring serious and ,sensitivC-examination at maKinstitutions and often ip-manyrher
.

departnients in add t ni to English literature.
...- .

... :.

,ehc coninission was also distill-bed to find evidence to support the.contentiOn thatsome recently,develOped courses in
...

Cartadian literatOre have been little more than superficial surveys s,Ql.the" field; sometimes desighed hastily in response to a
student interest that had trot been anticipated and was'notTeonspictously weleome. In a number, of instances, it was clear

\that such,courses werit.'aeceptable' to the department concerned only because they could not be avoided. With the.
grOwitgAittutt2er of High schools now offering courses.inCnnadian literature,-the inadequacy of survey courses as

,
the only',

or principal approach to the teaching of this subject at university level should be self- evident. Such courses, by
themselves, are. certainly an insufficient preparation for graduate studyin Canadian literature and yet that is the extent. of
the opportunity now-available to many inter'ested and promisiitg undergraduates who wish to pursue studies in this field
at the post-graduate level. a?t

Oh the other hand, the -Commission has noted several innovative curricula Proposals in Canadian literattire that have
peen implemented recently at several universities. These include a number of more specialized undergraduate courses, for
example, Western Canadian Literature, Quebec Literature in English: Montreal Novels, Commonwealth Literature:-
Canada-Apstralia,,an'd he Literature of Allantic.Canatla.

'to accelerate curriculum development in this field and to Promote the effective exchange of ideas_about the teaching
a of Canadian literature in English, the C.onmiission. recommends that a series of regional workshops be held 'to bring

together interested faculty. WOrkshops of this nature should he preceded by the publication and distribution, simply in-
mimeographed form, of existing course outlines and reading lists, in order that the information contained therein may be
readily available for discussion. Serious consideration should also be given to the possibility of fOrmulating and financing
facility exchange programmes to enable menibtirs of staff -to broaden their experience and to develop *ociations Willi

,
scholars and writers in other parts. of the co\mtry: Stich faculty exchange- programmes would have the added benefit of
providing students with more opportunities' to study under teachers with a variety of views and interests in this field.

Several briefs to the Commission discussed the role ofcomparative. literarystudiesiin which Canadian lature in both '
English anal French are'examined.One correspondent suggested that the -linguistic and departmental division of writing
and scholarship. in Canada may in part have been responsible for the limited emphasis on Canadian literature in the
curriculum:-

The ltudy.of literary, texts is normliy divided among departments on linguistic, lines, so that the study of Canadian
literature- is- divided between two departments, English and French,:in-neither,as a major interest, Sonic attempts
have been made to co-ordinate the study of-Canadian literalmre in both English\and French, such. as the Canadian. .'

'\ Institute at Carleton University and the comparative Canadian literature programMe\ at the UniVersity of Sherbrooke,-
, .

hot these are obviously not the whole. answer. ..-

The Commission commends such efforts to co- ordinate the study of Canadian fiterature.in English French, and urges
thattonsideration be given at all universities to thef need forsuch co-ordination in the teaehing of Canadian literature.
This is an e.-xcellent example of fine way .1 which the,university can respond creatively to the academic mess inherent

s. in the diverSity, of this couutry. Although s).nie measures need to he taken to provide suitable translations for u in .

comparative literature programmes; students multi be ghien, eVery encouragement to .develop-their own language sk
enable them to, read'original works and crcisii in either of ,1 Officiai lnguages..
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With an eye os the bilingual nature of Canadian literature as well as the past neglect of this subje.ct, it was suggested
rd'the.Conunission that ,the time has come

full and creative scholarly examination, conservation,' and -re-interpretation-of the
(--- literature of this );ountoi. While the Commission is not prewred,to make such a recommendation, it believes that the
stiggestion'hasrnerit. P therefore urges that 'one or two universities give consideration to the possibility of establishing
sue,hatiTartinent or(prgrarnine on an experimental basis.

lc facto that, the past, has hampered the teaching of courses in Canadian literature itrEnglish has been the lack'
.

tiT su. able mat rials tinA.I tools forits sttidy. Many readers will be familiar with the observations of Professor Carl F.
Klinck, t hiS intvduction to 'The Literar Ilistbry Canfkla: Ctinadian Literature' in English:

`Pie -programme for basic research,into the literature in English which led to this hook. has taken six Yearsto
complete and has been carried Out by many hands. From the beginning, the task of survey and assessment was seen'
-to be beyond the scope of any one man..., . Canadian literary history and criticism'(in English) has been provided
with a much narrower base of 'authenticated information,The amount of primary resiarch needed to establish a
foundation for liis° work, especially with refe'i'ence to all periods before 1920, haS been untisua4. large for a subject
of such national §ignificance,' \

Since. the publication of this study adecade ago, the number. of critical works and thematic analyses available has
increased substantially, and a revised edition of'die volume is now in preparation-.-Nevertheless,ti very considerable effort

..-___

and more financial sdpport are still required'to provide the resources needed to-----ailqw ;i-ii-d'ent 4s._:21:01inadiai, literature in, ---,
English to explore their interests as fully as "-s-iiissible, As one of the leading scholars inr.:tit7ffielsb-hassuggp5ted:

..

w' I . ..
So far we Juive done the easy. things -the impressionistic critical essays, the tract ...of image iattcrris.; The

.

exploration of dominant. theinps. Virttially all the hard scholarly labour biographical i id-bibli9griphic:i research,
the ,cditing or texts; manuscripts and letters remains to he done, The.last two detarles haveseek.a great 'upsurge-

--...,. ---..\, ..in.interest in Canadian literature, but so far this irderes,1 has not drawn forth anything like ----art approTate measure
of scholzirly response. Perhaps Canadian literature ha' of age in tile post:war peri0d, but Canadian literary.,.

scholarship is still in a state of juvenility. I shall know .that our literary schohnship has reached maturity warn
definitive biographies and definitive editions begin to roll frolic the presses, mist I hope and predict that this will
happen in the)*next quartercentury." Ai'

,

.. ,

The current shortcomings in the supportive material for the study of Canadian literature are being offset in several
ways. One .npansused to suppiepient institutional academic-resources is to rely on the author's lecture circuit; another is
to sponsor the visiting authorTini-residence. Useful as t nilar arrangements may heAn the .short term, and;as a
supplement, the --' Wert eCittstIttite in -tiler selves a cry sa is actory method of studying the broad field or Canadian

, \
literature. An tuna r q.n.S:tenotneno , apparel.' developing at sonic universities, is the tendency to encourige graduates
students in Calladam t ertiture-to-,..chiose7pnly recent and contempondy`writers as subjects for'their theses. Such a
restrictive einpluisis may nM ctive --,---titiliye:Ttheliinited energy now available in the field nor provide a'satist'actriry'

-.-------. ... --perspective for a proper undastan. n ..,,:o.(_-(ttitiditialiteri-Ore-in_English, TheCommission.hopes that. in existing graduate
--.------,progr mulles in Canadian liter iture,-an tniTtlie..A7.m.14tuiertt.Ofz-sucli dew programmes agliave been, ptoposcd, for example-, ,_. _.\ at Carletori.(11hDy, SlieShrooes(PhD), and- Wesce6I--t-M11), prplieinsiiiiis nature will be given increased attention. In.X \, partjeular, thtiCommission ages consideration tifql,te recoMmendatitilAT thesecent National Confeience on the State of '

. . -----:---'Canadian Bibliography that gradu.iite departmenfi-of-Tinglish in Canadian. universities accept and encourage .bibliographic
studies in Canadian literature as thesis topics,

,
As oneyarticiimirit,in the National Conferencyioted of the present state and f&ture.4"equirements of Canadian

bibljograpit-y, 1:dr-tke held of kinarli:in literature in English one canay that while a great deal of work has been done
there is a virtually endless list of projects:to he initiated and completed.,14 Canadian author writing if'Enilrsh has yet
received full descriptive bibliographical treatment. In fact, the're is an alinbst complete abseke of author bibliogritphics.

Ilowever,.'evcr1 more remarkable thifn tie neglJet of author bibliographies liaS\,been the neglect oftbe world.
CanAillan authors by our university depfirtnientsof English. Those teachers of English iterature who lOok-soostrentiously

\
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down 11.9 it at Canadian literature while"preaiiing the American .novel, should perhaps be reminded' that courses in
/Mihail literature *ere'also once (lewd as a jOke So indeed were the first courses about the English novel.

. ft rating from literary.studies to linguistics, as a discipl le, theCommission was dismayed to discover how few students
are b ing introduced to this tibject, As'one correspondent lamented, 'I do think-,,i1 incredible that students can go

0 throughmost Canadian.tniversities even up to the doctolate without knowing. anything about Canadian English'.-The.
pub I leaf ion in 1967 oral Dictionary of Canadianisms on Historical Principles, andksubsequently bi A Concise Dictionary
of ( nadtanistas,. were important steps in drawing attention and support to a major and neglected area oT research and
t 1 ,: e! < ling. As Professor N1.11. Scargill -remarked in the preface to the latter volume, 'Canadian schools and universities are
now Seeing in our distinctive Canadian vocabulary a reword of the history and sources of'theilculture'.'' It.is not a

'..... moment too hoop. Canadians have been slow to recogni/e the. substantial distinctiveness of their English languag are---)449

realiit how much the study of linguistisCs can tell usahout ourselves. -,

I he vocabulary distinefive. of Canada las developed along lines characteristic of linguistic groups whiCh.become
separated from tl.eir motherland th ough emigration to distant and strange shores. The stock of words brought with
these emigrants Will change as th conic. into close contact with speakers of other languages as they encounter
novelties of aniinat life, vegetatit n and topography, as they adopt or devise different ways of coping with-Their new .
enOronmenta0 is they work. lit new ways of organifing their political, economic and social life.' 6o

Piolessor Scargilfs re,cenfhook .oir Modem Canadian English Usage, a _study of linguistic change and reconstruction
based 'upon the survey of Canaifian English undertaken by time Canadian Council of Teachers of English, illustrates the
changes that are occurring fr6in oiic generation to another, in the forms of English usage in this country.'7 This and other,
studies, for example, the scholarly publications emanating from the Departments of English, Folklore, and Linguisti

. Memorial <University, indicate- also the importance of regional language studies in ,Canada. Thiire is, as well, much
he done in the comparative study of Canadian iniglisb, AnStralian British English, American English

..formes of

Course Offerings in Canadian linguistics were reported to the Commission by only half a_doten of the n
universities and colleges of Canada. The Commission wishes to draw attention to the opportunity, and nee
teaching and res'earch in this significant area of'Canadian 'studies. The science. of linguistics, with its import.
methOdology and techniques in the computer era, can contribute greatly to research in a bomber of disci' mnes, as we
to acadeinicvvork in many transdisciplinary areas. Its value for Canadian studies, given Canada's distinctive linguistic
heritage and diverse cultural composition, should he readily apparent.

re

d

ork to
other

tan sixty
'pore
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Canadian Literature and Linguistres (French)

The long-standing and often. notable tradition of belles-lettres in French-speaking Canada has propteed a very substantial
body of literature that merits Audy, both.. for its intrinsic worth and tar the'important .contriblition it can make to an
understanding of this country. Moreover, this older and continuing tradition of' Canadian literature in French has been
greatly enlarged in sciwe and depth by the tremendous increase in the production of literary works in Quebec since- 1960.
The past deciiile alone. haiseen an approximate tripling in the rate of appearance of.new titles, This expansion in the `

volume. and range of CanNtian literature' in French has tit once reflected, and stimulated a new self-awareness amongst
French-speaking Canadians and 'an increasing Interest in the literature of French Canada among other Canadians and
people elsewhere. The Commission: found understrdable .conce,rn, among French-Telaking and English-speaking Canadians
alike, that adequate attention_ should he devoted at universities, in b6th tongues, to the study of this significant and
rapidly growing body of literature, In.particular, it was widely rccogniied that. one cannot underStand a people or a
society _Without havidg some tninintal leVel of knowledge of its literature-and language.

In a subsequent section of this chapter, dealing with the needs an0 opportunities for the study of Canada's official
languages, the Commission makes extensive reconmiendations- for a national programme designed-to promote a working
proficiency in our two offk:ial languages at the university level. TheSe recommendations deal with such matters -as faculty
and student exchanges; summer language programmes: fellOwships, scholarships, btirsaries and travel grants.; curriculum_
content and requirements; teacher education; language research; post-graduate studies; special projects; institutional

5s.
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bilmguali5ici; adult education; the needs of minority.langtige education and second-language instruction in both
universities, and community collegesand,t broad topic-of- federal-provincial 60Toperation to support bilingualism in
post-secondary education. Other, often rep rted',--reommendations are. also put forward in another section of the chapter
dealing with interpretation and translation, liny of theserecontmendations relate closely to the study of Canadian
literature and linguistics in Fr-eneli. For the sake f revity they are not repeated here and it is hoped that readers. will
refer to the sections mentioned.

1 he growing interest in Canadian literature in French is reflected in the steady rise in thenumber of universities and
colleges offering courses in this field, A survey made in 1970 found that such courses were offered at thirty-five
universities in Canada.'8 In 19721973. fifty-two institutions reported such, courses in their undergraduate curricula. In
J974.1975 alMost cveryunk}ersity in Canada offeged courses in C'anadi'an literature in French. Moreover, the
Commission's findings revealed. that the proportion of courses dealing with Canadian literature offered by departments of
Trench is more than double the proportion of courseti dealing with Canadian literature offered'by departments of English,
ANro \irnately,17 per cent of the literature coursesoffered by departme'nts of French'are ..Canadian-Oriented, whereas
wily some Iiper cent of the courses offered by departments of EngliSit are concerned"( 'reCtly with Canadian. literature. In
departments'o( French at Francophone and bilingual universities, the proportia e 24 per cent and 31 per cent,
respetively. AlthOugh this figure drops tO about I 3'per cent at Anglophone universities; this_is still well above. the
proportiOn of courses concerned with Canadian literature offered in departments of English,

the work of a few universities., in .'some instances extending Mack over many years, is largely responsible for the fact
that a substantial foundation has now been laid, for the manly of Canadian literature in French at the post-secondary level.
I he exumsive and pioneering work done in this field at the University of Ottawa may'fairly be.said to deserve particular
notice, the early tradititki of interest and scholarship in French- Canadian studies 'at that. University found lasting
expession in the. work offr Le Jeime (1857-1935), which culminated. in thee- publication of his monume.ntal Diction/wire
gCnChil.de biographic, histoirc,liWruture, agriculture, commerce,-indnstrie arts, sciences moeurs, coutumes,.
institutions ',obliques et rcligienscs du Omuta, deux vols. (Ottawa .1933). ThiS interest led, in due course, to the
establishment of the Centre de '1m:herdic en civilisation cahadienne-francaise, The Centre has provided it focus. for research
and writing about. Canadian literature in French that has generated and suppcsr'ted activity throughout many other
elenunts of the Canadian acadenik-comntunity, The inspiring collection of studies issued by -the Centre under the series.
tithe` :tn./Jiro' des lettres capudiewies,for exaMple,Thas been indicative of the new spiteof Frenclh:Camidian literary.
scholarship andHent, authority to academic work in this field) 9

It was lumped that a numbei: of undergraduate and graduate courses would grow out -of, and complement, the research
efforts of the Centre, and.:this has indeed happened. SeventeenYol the fifty-seven courses now Offered by the Department
des lettres franyaises.ut the University of Ottawa arc related tol.,'reneh-Canadian literature,

'Based ufion the efforts of Camille Roy, Finite Chvtier and others, a similar expansion of the study of Canadian
literature and linguistics in French has occurred at Universitt: Laval, UniversitEde Montrial and elsewhere. There has been,
for example, a notable'deyelopment in the comparative.study of Eriglish-Canadian and French-Canadian literature at
UniversW de Sherbrooke, and Unive'sitc de Moncton and Laurentian University havedeveloped some emphases on
Acadian and Franco- Onta.rian lirerature, respectively.

the University of Toronto haS not been-conspicdusy'or its attention to Canadian literature' in French, with the
\VeptiOn of, the work of a very few distinguished scholx<the University ofToronto Quarterly has published annually,
ince-1937, it French section-or -etters m Catich is the longest 'continuously published-annual survey of

French-Canadian writing. At McGill UdiversitynjarlyAMe-quarter of the course offerings in the Department of French
have deal( .With.Cartadian literature. in French in 4the work of the Departntnt has been, complemented by the activities
of the French Canada StudiCsPrograime,-w teri.has offei:ed courses in such subjects as the Cultural 'History of Quebec,
Books and Quebec Society, und ComparatiVe FraneopliOnc. Literature of Quebec, the Antilles, and Africa. The French',
Canada Stu(N-sar-Aramme has also fosteredextensive research in literary,studies and criticism, and sponsored or
participated in conferences and colloquia apiirt.,(ahadiari literature in French. One-third of the courses in .Frepth

--,literature at the Yniversity of.Reginti have Tor'4ony.:tittitt been conedned with the literature of French 'Cytatia-ind, more
reeentlY, tihout one - quarter of the courses plferod at GlendonCollege of York University have sharecLyhiS emphasis,
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us have a strong proportion of such courses at the University of Windsor. The University of Alberta has also created a
strong programme in, French-Canadian-language and .literature, which is contained within the Department. of Romance
Languages but separate front French language and literature. From being an almost despised marginal subject, Canadian
literature in French, has now Tound a respected place in the curriculuM of many Francophone and Anglophone universities
across Canada.

1 he Commission also noted 'that more space is being devoted to French-Canadian literature in both new and old
periodicals; books and theses in this field are more frequent; bibliographies are more extensive and reliable, ribrary
collections dealing with the subject are strong at several universities, and are at least passably.serViceable at half a dc.lr
mora: In teaching, in research and in publication there has been a steady, substantial and scholarly development in the
attention given to Canadian literature in French by the university community in recent years..

flowever, it would be wrong to conclude from this review of sonic favourable developments that adequate attention is
now being given to the study of Canadian literature in French, First, most of these developments are of comparatively
recent origin. As one scholar 'noted; as late as 1968, the field of French - Canadian letters vvas-'un champ a explorer,
neglige till lien irtout an Canada, mettle au Quebec'," Consequently, much remains to be done in the development of
appropriate curricula; as Well as in research, publication and the preparation of teaching materials,

Second, despite the developments noted above, most universities are still giving thissubject less than the attention it
deserves in their undergraduate Curriculum; post-graduate work in the field is still very limited; and many .scholars' can
fin [little support or,eficouragement to pursue their research interests in this ,academic area. Indeed, one recent critique of
then c of French-Canadian studies concluded that 'the present average of French-Canadian offerings in French
dcpartmet of English-Canadian universities is a disgrace'.2' The continuing apparent indifference of some of even. the
major Canadia universities to French-*Canadian literature lends substance to this charge. A large university in the .

Maritimes, for example, includes only one undergraduate course in French-Canadian litertitUreamong the twenty-five,it
offers in French literature. In Central Canada four universities vVith extensive programmes in French literature include in
them only a small proportion of courses dealing with the literature of French-Canada: four out of forty-five, five out of

four,out of forty-three and three out of twenty-seven. Similarly, in Western Canada three of the 'universities
with substantial programmes in French. literature include in them few courses in French-Canadian literature: obe out of
twenty-two, two out of twenty -two, and two out of twenty-seven. Moreover, in many instances these courses are
restaleted to students in the honours programme or in senior years, with-the result, that many. students, have only a limited
opportunity, or none at all, to take courses in this field. Beyond this,the ComMission encountered a number of situations
in which students were evidently beim, discouraged from pursuing their interest. in the litehtnre of Fret-kt-Canada-on the
grounds- that it was not worth 'serious attention. The arguments used by some faculty members to support this, view
closely parallel those used to discourage students from enrolling in courses in the literature of English:speaking Canada.

Student interest in the literature of French-Canada haji; indeed, often outpaced theinterest of faculty members jp this
subject and their willingness or ability to provide undergraduate eourseS or graduate supervision in the nett!. Even .0hen

that'd is a real wish On the pat t of a department of French to. came to grips with the need for relevant and academically
sound course ofringS in Canadian studies, there arc major difficulties to be overcome. Some'of these difficulties were
frankly noted in the brief submitted to the Commission by one department:

M any of our efforts have already led to great disappointments, which have been doubly frustrating because of:the
time urgency which elearly exists. Our major problems seem to he threef013. There is first a Shortage of money.
Without adequate budget provisions front the tiniversity our program cannot remain viable, The constant threat of
further cutbacks is extremely demoralizing, particularly since thennunbers of students interested in Frenchand
Canadian studies are not declining, Money for special projects. if such could be ma& available, .Would allow us to
dt.) research in the effective developtitcnt or courses and programs, Our second Major constraint is imposed by,
administrative officials. whether at the university 01 pi:Livid-Jr-tit level. The time losin meeting bureaucratic
requirements. playing politics and trying to overcome blanket embargos,sueh as that imposed on all graduate studies
in Frenth- could be batter utilized in a constructive way. In the present Canadian situation it isinost unfortunate that
officials are tiots, inSiead, enerauraging, study'and dialogue to teltive greater understanding of the French fact. Our
third diffieulty-ts one or space, space to bring together people arid materials in a creative and constructive way. .
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The status of courses in FrenchCanadiaji literature appears to be, in tlje words orone,brief, 'extremely delicate' at
several universities because of 'present or proposed' cut -hacks in facrilty. The brief noted that at one university 'three
faculty members whose contracts were not renewed this spring, due solely to budgetary restrictions, are active hi the
French-Canadian area', and that

instructors in CanadiairStudid are particularly vulnerable to this kind of short-sighted finapcial logic, since. general
interest in Canadian material is-fairly recent and many of those involved in research are young and unestablished. As
universities are forced to control faculty numbers these yoUng,scholars are the first to be sacrificed.

The Commission's own inquiries confirmed the suggestion that promising younger scholars with a special -interst in
Canadian literature in French have in several instances-, been let go and their courses discontinued. hrother instances the
rumoured possibility that this would occur has had a disheartening effect on their teaching and research work. A policy
of laying-plf young scholars with a competence in this or any other area of Canadian studies is not 'in the best interest of
the Canadian community or of the universities.' It will widen the gap between the universities and their society,
discouraging. promising teachers froi'il developing their scholarly interest in Canada and deny to Canadian students the
opportunity to study their own country.

Far fr;tit cut-backs, or threats of .cut-backs, in the teaching of French-Canadian literature, more opportunities. for study
in this field are required. The Commission draws attention to the need for a considerable expansion- int he attention given
totrench,Canadian 'studies n the curriculum a-departments. of French at (most Can:adian universities. This might well be
accompanied by.jhe introduction of rriore-offering,s relating to French Canada in other .departinents, such as political
science history and socioloi.,y. An interdisciplinaiy approach to the study of French Canada, ih which an examination of
Canadian literature in French plays a key part,.will often be appropriate. Whether offered within the department of
French alone, or on an interdisciplinary basis involving several departments, courses in the-literature of French Canada
should be placed iv the broad context of a study of the civilization and thought of French-Calladian-stciety.

The CoMmission wishes, hoWever, to cautionsagainst the introduction of superficial civilization -type courses,-whipped
up on short notice, with little thought, to meetapopular demand. PreSsure to respond to an awakening public interest,
and to rumblings of conscience about past neglect, by the establishment of light-weight, token civilization courses Can_ be
strong, and, unfortunately, they have not always been successfuHy resisted. hedevelopment. of a genuine. knowledge and
understanding of Canadian literature in Fren-ch and of the historiccivilization of French-Canada will not be achieved by a
superficial approach. It may, indeed, be made more difficult by it. As one brief observed, 'What trust be avoided is the
five-and-thinc.store specialist who, because; he has read a few of the latest novels in French-Canada literature and has, for
the last lour or live years, taken' an interest in the not.so-quiet revolution, and has a fairly good collectiOn of chansonnier
records, now thinks himself to be a specialist in Quebec affairs'. 'Flue literature and civilization of French-speaking, Canada
merit serious and sustained academie study, ihh programmes of leaching and research that have been carefully considered
and prepared.

For the most part, this points to the need for universities to develop their courSe offerings in Canadian literature in
Fren`ch with painstaking thoroughness and integrity, placing academie brick on academic brick, nitriter to build a
programme within the .framework department and institution that will C.:ormiland confidence and respect..Tlowever,
some maersities should seize the wopport unity presented by a ;rowing awareness of themselves and of their heritage
among Canadians to develop radically new programmes in the study of trench - Canadian. literature and civilization.
Administrative structures. for example, should be Made flexible, to encourage co:operation between different departments
and faculties and to allow students to cross traditionally disciplinary boundaries as they work towards a degree in this
field.

'traditional methods of presentation will ()Him be. unsuited to the teaching of French-Canadian literature and
civilization because so much of the material is-not readily available, or has not yet 'solidified' into published books and
articles or appeared in textbook form. 'Much of the instructor's time 4'ind effort must, therefore,-he directed to developing
courses and collecting materild lo'be used in place of the traditional textbook.. Unfortunately, as the brief from one
de.partment of French reported., this fact has often gone unrecognized:
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Despite pr'olestationsio the contrary, universities continne to reward.research and publication done in the traditibnal
manner, with no allowance made for new needs. Too often time spent preparing scripts for language laboratory
tapes or brochures for classroom use, seeking out r4leyant articles, poems, songs or films;a11 of which does not
figure on one's curriculum vitae, is seen by those evaluating a faculty member's contribution to university life as

,being of negligible significance. The development 'of such course material will often lead to the, publication of a

textbook. I lowever, before the usefulness of the time invested is recognized, long periods of experimentation are
usually necessary.

The Commission urges that the need to assemble and make use of diVerse teaching materials to support the study of
French-Canadian literature and civilization, and to illustrate French as a language of Cahada, be more adequately
recognized, both by universities and by granting agencies-,Ilistorical and contemporary material such as newspapers,
journal and magazine articles, books of topical interest, pamphlets, brochures, political documents, audio-visual resources
and art and artifacts,as well as major literary works, will all contribute usefully to knowledge and understanding of the
subject. Unfortunately, several departments of French have been forced to defer, or to- drop altogether, plans for courses
making use_of such material because of lack of money, or scepticism about their value on the part of colleagues in other
departments or in the university administration.

There is clearly a need for more translations, both of French-Canadian literature into English .and of English-Canadian
literature into French. This po'int is developed in subsequent sections of the.chapter dealing with interpretation and
translation and with the needs and opportunities of post-secondary bilingualism. It may be appropriate here, howeier, to
emphasize the importance of .quality in such translations and to note that the transl,atiOn of literary works at-a high
standard is both an art in itself and extraordinarily difficult and demanding work, Inaccurate or. insensitive translation can
do grave injustice to the original.and the products of poor work in translation should not be used. for educational
purposes. Given the seed for translations of many current and earlier Canadian literary works;-the Cdrrunission
recommends that ...universities and donor agencies extend more encouragement and 'support to this activity and that its
public service and aclidemie value be more fully recognized.

Many departments of both French acid English could make greater use of literary works in translation, by introducing
or expanding upon courses of French-Canadian, or Englisli-Canadian, literature in translation. Consideration should also be
given to courses for students who are not majoring in' French in which, for example, the literature of French Canada is
read in the original French, but taught in -English with the assignments also being done in English. Courses of -ihiskind
will often be of pa iiicular interest and assistance to students of English literature, of history, of politics and sociology,
and to others with an interest in cOmparative studies: A:number of-universities have already developed such courses with-
favourable results, and the Commission commends this.approach to the attention of other institutions,

In these and other aspects of their work there will be frequent situations in which departmentsof French and English
have much to gain by working closely together in planning curriculum, assembling or developing teaching materials,
recruiting faculty and conducting classes. At the post-graduate level there is room for at least a number of universities to
establish a master of arts programme, in'Canadian literature, offered jointly-by the departments of trench ana. English.
The Commission was diSappointed to lean That plans for such a programme were recently shelved at one university for
financial and administrative reasons. The t reposed programme, which had been carefully developed through consultation
within and between the departments of F glish and French, Was to include courses taken in each of the departments, as
well as a course in civilization to be given jointly by the two departments.

\_

The need for much more extensive exchange programmes iii Canada at the university level, for both students and
faculty, has been pointed out elsewhere in this Report. The part4cular importance of _such exchanges for those-eng d in
the study of Canadian literatine in French and in Fnglish should be underlined here. The Commission believes that it

.shoufd be a requirement for English-speaking students majoring in French to spend a year wt. a Francophone university
and, ,similarly, for-Frencli-speaking students majoring in English to spend a year at an Anglophone university. Funding to
make. possible this and other related developments should be provided through federal-provincial agreement to support a
national approach to the study of Canada's two. official languages at the post-secondary level.Proposals for a substantial
national programme to promote a working prOficiency -among university graduates in both official languages are outlined
in the section of this chapter dealing with needs and opportunities for the study of Canada's official languages at the
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`.......;/-
iVersity level. Tile distani:Testill to he travelled to atta this goal is indi tat by the fact, for example, that it was onlya

in 1974 that the French department .at, one large Altgloph 7e univerS with a strong French literature -programme, at
---1 j--:-last= -rfaLlied the point of even recommending to its students hat they take the third year of their programme at a.

Era C-Oph-One' university. Moreover, as the department obsi:rrve o the Commissi\On,
.,

Although such a programme promises to provide the student with invaluable knowledge and experience, the actual
implementatibn of it is working to the financial disadvantage of both the individual student and the Department of
French. A t minisitative logic,'instead of facilitating work in the area of Canadian studies, is actually causing further
difficUlties .. The bureaucratic stumbling blockS ahead of us are one more example of the'difficulties involvedin

(
...

'" making :offerings Lelevlint to the Canadian scene ...and pose very fundamental questiOos regardhig the attitudes of
----prOVinelakinitkpities to the study of -Fiend]. No doubt they wish to assure the quality of programmes and to avoid

____( up ica ion. Yet the results-of current policies suggest. priorities do not he in encouraging bilingualism aid_I --14
---------plomoting understanding of the French in'Canatla

4

The - Commission was glad to fib(' that the desirability of attracting French- Canadian scholarS to teach at Anglophone
universities is at last -being recognized by academic, and public flicia' or example, one,univeriity,pfesident from
Ontario acknowledged that 'there should be greater attention paid )O both a French- Canadian presence in our French
department and (to) offerings in the field Of 4:rench-Canadian guage and literature'. lloweyer, he also acknowledged-a
disinclination on the part of many of his .colleagas to pursyre!thiS objective-with any great .perseverance. Even the
;presence of French-Canadia scholars will not,.guzirelhat more or better attention is paid to the literature and -.
language of French Cana& . As another university president reported, with regret, the department of French at his
institution included fou rancopho)te-Cain'idians, 'yet it has done no work on the local French Whatsoever..'The
Conimission f6und thaLsiatilaisituations exist at a surprising number of Anglophone universities.

English-language universities reported considerable difficulty in .overcoming the understandable relu ance-o
French-speaking scholars o leave a-Francophone or bilingual academic milieu,ThevCominission n s that sometimes is

reflects the failure of the A glophone-universities themselves to provide a receptive atmosphere or suitable facilities for
suchperons. Moreover, faculty exchange programmes designed to facilitatb the development at Anglophoneuniversities
of a Frenchl-Canadia41 preseilL4in literature and language studies do not seem tb have had a ver 4 high academic or
budgetary priority. The Commission believes that a special effort is required to Create a hospitable climate for
French- speaking. (15-nadians at the English-language universities of this cotintry, and that programn s to achieve this
objective should be given a high priority. .

As indicated in the chapter .on Canadian studies abroad, there is also a substantial and growing interest, in Canadian
literature in both Fi.eneh and 1..nglish outside Canada. !fence, consideration should also be given to additional

.

internationarevchange prograMines in -the field of Canadian literature.

Faculty and student exchanges among those pursuing the study of French-Canadian language and literature will do
much to facilitate the development of a fuller bilingual competence at the university level, and the Commission has-,
stressedelsewhere the need for a national programme to promote a working proficiency in our two offidial languages at
post secondary institutions. It is important, however, that the desirable goalof a' more. widespread oral bilingualism should
not be pursued >the' cost ()La deterioration' in the study and comprehensionof the literature and written language of
French Canada. Th s need not be the case. The objectives of increased oral fluency and of an expanded knowledge of
Canadian literature. iu Drench must be kept in balance and pursued together. Unfortunately, there is some evidence that

recent progress In he e \pansion of verbal competence hag been accompanied by a decline in the ability to read and write
French. As the wirinan of a department of French. at one Anglophone university noted, 'Ten years ago if was frequently
alleged. and LISMI y true, that our schools taught French like a dead language: nOw.they _seem to be dOing French the
honour OT teahing It like an -illiterate language'. The (.0nm-fission shares this concern and believes. it is essential for-those
engaged in university studies to develop their reading knowledge of-French as well as their Oral competence in.the
language.. Indeed, lot many students it will be 'more important to develop their comprehension of the .written and spoken
word at university, than to concentrate upon the acquisition of' a wobbly verbal fluency. A variety of courses, offering
different emphases and approaches to French language studies;are required to awe( realistically the differing needs of
students, depending upon their field of study, language skills, geographical location and other circumstances. Full cultural.
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/"---communication between French and English-speaking C'anadians will not be achieved by verbal fluency alone, ,

It is, ilOile the Jess, encouraging to note -the progress that has been made in some aspects of the enlargement of
bilingual competence At- the university level. In particular, there has been a welcbme change in earlier tendencies among'
some teachers at Anglophone universities to regard the language of French-Canada as a poor cousin of the.language of
France and to treat it as nothing more than an unfortunate corrupficin of a pure tongue. There are,, however, stillafew
departments of French, in both -French-speaking.and English-stieaking Canada, where some teachers, spend what little time
they devote to such matters in deriding and denouncing the literature and language 6.f 'French Canada, rather than
examining it with the same scholarly care they bring to their other work.

Despite the great expansion of scholarly activity in this field in recent years, there is scope and need for far more
research in almost every aspect of the literature and language of French Canada. Critical studies are required o( material
and information which is-alreaq available, and additional materials await discoVery and assembly for examination.
Technical work is needed on many- highly specialized topics, and this must be accompanied by the exploration of wider.
perSpectives. Broad studies are needed of themes in the culture-and history of French Canada, kith in Quebec and in
other regions of the cnintry. Remarkably little study of an historical-and factual nature has as yet been devoted, for
example, to the culture and experience of the Francophone minorities outside of Quebec.

Extensive research is needed into the theoretical and methodological. aspects of language education, including stugies of
.motivation to learn a language and to learn about the culture and civilization to which it gives expression.-

More scholarly energies must be directed to scientific linguistics and to a serious examination of tbe French language in

Canada. Academic studies are needed of 'linguistic phenomena. Significant research-in phonetics is already underway and .

must be contjnued. Composition and stylistics require more attention. There is still little study or teaching of commercial--.-

or scientific French. The number and range orkuniversity courses in language and linguistics is_stilllimited.-A-s-nOVA in
regard to Canadian linguistics and literature in 1.,nglish, the importance of language usage and, linguistic analysis in French

in Canada has genVally received insufficient attention and emphasis.

Notwithstanding the extensive al f often distinguished bibliographicalwork that has been'done in the field of

French-Canadian literature, whicl rofessor'David Ilayne- recently review d for the National Conference on the State f .-

Canadian Bibliography, large ar arc still almost untouched. More support must be found for bibliograilhical research
and publication as a vital conco -Want to the study of the literature.-and language of French CAnada. Unfortunately, as

Professor I layne has noted, it va lay of-obstacles have impeded bibliographical research:

,-' .,

The. haphazard conservation methods zinc' cataloguing 'practices of most krench-Canadian libraries until recent years;
.

the lack of published, catalogues of the important French-Canadian collections at Laval UniVersity,.the Universi,ty-..of

'Montreal, the Bibliotheque nationaledit 066,bec,.and.the University of Toronto; the confusion that persiSts with

respect to the application -of the Library of Congress, classification to Canadiana; the lack of consensus. among
J

French-speaking authorities iibout questions of bibliographical description and printer's) `style "; relatively late
appearance (1973) of a French translation of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules;these and other difficulties

r including, of course, the Canada Council's reluctance until recently to assist bibliographical research have made,

and continue to make, bibliographical inquiries in French-Canadian litilature afrustrating,.tiMe-consuming and

expensive pastime.2, 2
,

In summary, although there has been substantial progress in teaching; in research, and in publication, in Canadian
literature and linguistics in French, there is both -need and opportunity for greater .activity in this field at uniyersities'in

every part of Canada.

Economics

For a variety of reasons, not -always evident to the Commission, the survey responses concerning departments Of

economics were often unhelpful with the task of preparing aggregate statistical data about the real extent of Canadian

studies in this discipline There are niarked differences of opinion among university economists 'about'the proportion of

their current teaching curriculum tliat is Canadian-oriented. Some, for example; wished to inefude in this category courses



dealig Primarily with theoretical concepts on the grounds that such knowledge' could by applied as readily in Canada as
_elsewhere, Others, far precisely the_saine reason, wished to exclude such courses, arguing that 'theory has no .nationality',
In the intensity of thei(drgdinents about this point, neither Of theSe groups showed much awareness of the fact that there
are sound acadeinic and poetical reasons for examining the particular circumstances and conditions to which theory and
analysis will be applied in Canada and for reviewing the means of applying and testing such theory and analysis in the
light of these circumstances and conditions. .^

.

'Fortunately, the Commission's -sutv information was supplemented by extensive In rmation obtained through its
. additional sources, including briefs an2 other submissions, oral repi-tent ions at the public hearings, correspondence

conducted with many -specialists in the field eurreritliterature on the state of the discipline and a study of university
calendars, reading lists and other documents. An examination of these diverse materials pointed to numerous areas in
which there were both 'need and opportumity for much more attention to Canadian probleMs.andeonditions in the
economics curriculum.

The Commission's inquiries disclosed, for example, that indequate attention -is being paid to resource: economics,
despite the enormous impOrtance of this field ta Canada. Although there has been some increase in,recerit' years in the
attention given to this subject, as indicated by additions to calendar listings, Most courses. dealing wi h this aspect of
economics are still primarily oriented towards the efficient extraction and commercial management o natural resources.-
Instifficiept-emphasit? is given lip the problems of assessing the costs and benefits of resource develop lent to the national
economy. Social and environmental considerations often receive scant consideration in teaching.andresearch about

).-esOtievelopinent activities and 'proposals,

To underpin good` courses in. resource econoinh.k, and indeed to provide an essential basis for the formulation of sound'
public polity, far more research is needetlin the economics of resource development and management. Studies. are
required on an industry by industry basis; the role of Many individual corporations needs independenheXamiriation; the `1/4

-relationships of Governthent and the resourceeindustries should receive continuing study; the interrelationships of resource
developmFrit and other major fields of national activity, such as transportation, need attention; the impact of resource
policies and programmes on the overall economy requires critical study. .

Som6 beginnings have been made on.this task. At the University of Calgary, for example, courses are offered on
,Petroleum in the North American Economy and Petroleum in the World .Economy. Clearly, the' study of the economic
aspects of 'petroleum and other energy sources is of immense importance to this country. Scholarly attention must be
given, to the role of the petroleum industry in Canada, with its ini7plicationsTor manufacturing, eeorionne growth,
interregional' relations, transportation costs and social and environmental conditions.'

The field of resource econatincs offers a tremendous challenge to Canadian economists. In responifing to this challenge,
they can build on a distinguished earlier tradition of Canadian scholarly interst--,itrthis_field-tharls'perhaps most notably
express-NI in the work of Ilarold Innis on the fisheries, the fur trade", the railway and copmfUnications. The research and
the teaching of tkis'remarkable man reflected an understanding of the flindamental-iniportance-of-reionrce economics to
the entire life of this-country. Howei/er, the'great promise and high standardafthiseirrlie'r'tradition of scholarship in
Canadian economies have not always been sustained.

agrciatural economics is a field of obvious and large importance to tl s country that hai received much less
attention than it merits in both teaching and research. Sonic coursesd-'e offered)] various aspects of this field at a

Artimber of universities across the country by de mutt ent-s-a. ecouotmcs,°by faculties 6F agriculture, or salt the University
of Manitoba, by the Deparprerrt---of- g ultural Economics. Yet!Ibe Commission was advised' by the Agricultural
Economics Research Council .thatito un versitsoffers-a-eoliise in grain marketing,in spite of th-Significance of wheat
and other grains to the (\ti±!...it an eLonotny". attention to this particular gap, the CoMmission is not suggesting
that this one area of the 42,flcultural economics curriculum is ail essential component of t17- curricula of all' university
ecoiTainiCs departments iniVari'ada. The. University of Guelph-does]lpw.e, for example, an/extensive programme in
agricultural maileting,Angh not a specific course on grain`marketing. However, this;1.a subjectof such particular
importance to this coratlry that one may remark With` surprise that it hay been ithnost uniformly neglected by ,Canadian
universities.
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The Agricultural Economics Research Council also drew -the Commission1s attention to the lack of educational
.i.

materials, at bath the graduate and undergraduate levels, for the study ofC-anada'slnique aide ulttiral marketing c,

institution. Indeed, the-Cominissi in's inquiries point to theneed for more textbooks and scholarly published work
relating,to almost every aspect of .anadiaivagricultural economics. These and other related'qpeStions are examined
further in subsequent chapters. deal ng with the Canadian component in education for the professions and With publishing.

\

Courses focusing on Canada in tli relativCly neow fields of urban economics and the economics of communications
IL

have d.,egemer inI-ctiith transportation economics,' at.noniy a handful Of 'Universities; all three areas requiieink- conjunction. with
increasingly detailed research and examination, which would provide additional resource materials for teaching. Health
care economies and the economic's of education,' both emphasizing the Canadian situation with iti,provincial.variants, are
of6red at the undergraduate level-at only a few universities. Labour economics, sometimes described as the economics Of

. ,,

human resources,- is taught at less than'a dozen.-institutions. Only a few,'.scattered courses on environmental economics are
Offered at universities across the. country. In course work and in research, the economic aspects of federalprovincial
relationS itICanada deserve far more extensive, and consistent attention'thanj;'now accorded -to them. Further micro- and

4
macro- economic analysis ofwould be o value in arty all of the above amtafr.

The Commission belieVes, as well, that the acaden ic validity of regiona economic studies, and the gthwing need for
such studies, should be recognized. Students arc often ahead of the 'faculty in perceiving etlie' importance of these stadies,
and in sCeking opportunities to pursue them.

41.

The need for more attenti i to the teaching of Canadian economic history; and kir the study of economic
development in Canada, s'regularly mentioned to the Commission in briefs and at public. hearings. The particular
importance of econon histOry in a young and developing country was noted by Harold Innis in his essay' "Fhe'Teaching
of Economic Histo in Canada':

The central position must of course always be accorded to economic theory, but economic-history is always an
attempt to test the validity -of principles. of economic theory and to 'Suggest necessary emendations. A new country
presents certain .definite problems which appear to be more or less insoluble from the standpoint of the application
ofeconomic theory as worked out in the older higlily industrialized countries. Economic history consequently
becomes more important as a tool by which the economic theory of the old countries can be amended. On the
other hand, the fashioning of this tool requires skill of a high order and, in a new country superabundant energy_
because of the immediate and heavy demands of teaching or of giving expert advice in the solving of practical

.probrems of a pecuniary character.23

Canadian economic history should be distinguished from North American, economic history. As one correspondent
suggested, 'Canadian economic history is more than U.S. economic history/with snow on it'. As an important aspect of
Canadian.studies within the social sciences, pconoinic history should b/e/offered b epartments of economics and/or
departments of history at every university in Canada. While the subject may be ap roached with-varying degrees of
sophistication from within a general' analytical framework, it was,uggested -to the Commission that Canadian economic
history should be made available to undergraduates at not, later than,,the second-year level. In this way interested students
from other disciplines could more readilyparticipide: formal prerequisites should be minimal. The provision of 'courses in
economic history in the early years of the undergraduate curriculum. and even at the high school level, woad la; the
groundwork for more advanced courses in Canadian economic history at the senior undergradu)te level. ,

Without labouring a point that this Report discusses elsewhere, the CommiSsion notes the need for special
considera '6'n of the unique Canada-United States relationship in economics as in many other fields. The importance Of
this relat nship for Canada's economic, political and social development.has received a good' deal of fiublic"attention

'recently, this has had as yet only a limited influence in the teaching of economics. The implications of foreign
'Thwncrship and of multi-national criterpriscin Canada, for example, need more eXtensive.and rigorous examination in the

university curriculum.

. . .

Undergraduates, especia 1*.! from outside the discipline of economics wh4 may take only one or two introductory
courses in economics, need to be (and. ought to be) provided with a clear appraisal Of the economic world in which they
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,will soon, be seeking td make their livelihood. Tye Commission recommends that, where it is appropriate to do so,,
departrnents of economics acknowledge more explicitly the signilicanRe of the social and political implications, in the
-Canadian context, of various aspects of economic issues,. are! make suitable provisions to introduce these to their teaching.
programmes.Invildition to such obvious -areas for co-operation as,-economie history, economic geography-and political

.economy, there are important relationships between economics afftlii professional and pcilicy studies-fields that should also
be developed furthey.as areas of study in university leaching and research.

The Commission found that as in other disciplines, university departments of economics staffed substantially 'with
- Canadian's tend to devote more attention to Canadian studies thtin do those staffed substantially;wtth non-Canadians: e

fact that almost 40 per cent of full-time economics, teachers in Canadian universities'..in1973-1974were citizens of other
countries may thus eXelain in-piirt why somany area of teaching. and research imporpnt to .Canada have been neglected
iii economics. 'In' that Year SinoSt lialfof the full -time university.economiesteachersin the.Atlantie Provinces, for

Curriculum

- 7
instance, were nonCanadian. in the Western Provinces of Canada almost one-quaroter of thefulltfine university k,,i,;"t economics teachers ware citize f the United States. This situation is a subject ofinuch.concern ainong many people-
who communicated with 4 ComMis ion. An economics student in the Maritimes, for ekamplei posed thefollowing

AM
rhetorical question at a Commission hearingheld in that part of Canada: . ,,,

' 0
...

Flow can one reasonably expect Canadianstudies to flourish in the department cif economics(at mY university)
molten out of a total of thirteen faculty members, only.two.can be saictbe at air knowlectgeable abodtCanadiari
conditions. The others we're, born and raised in other countries and/or obtained their advanced training abroad and,
as far as rcan determine, have acquired very .little interest in. Cahadiati economic questions.

I

JA.notlier issue frequCntly.raised in briefs and at public hearings is the need to increas knowledge abdut Canadian
economic Matters aniong''students at the high school level in Canada. The view was exe over and over again that
saidentsin the countr-i's schools receive inadequate: nstruction in economies,and that Most students graduating. from high
'school today possess. virtually. no understanding:of even elementary econqmie,principles. This-view appears to have Ken

I

confirmed by a 1973' national survey designed to determine the level of economic educationin schools at the elementary,
the junior and the senior high school levels .in Cahada.,Set up and fitiandedby the gnSup responsi le .for organizing the
Canadian Fonndationfor Economic Education (C1--EE), the survey invobad interviews' with a wide variety of individuals
and groups active in edacation-including Deputy Ministers, supervisors, teachers and librarians, 24 questiOnnaire
prepared for studentk in grades ten, eleven ands twelve wa's.altio used. Eighty per cent of the,teache s interviewed said that
gra'clutitos from Canadian high schools are `economically illiterate'. Following this survey, the CITE distrib.uted another
questionnaire to a total-of 1,59 eachers'across the country. OC the 292 teachers who responded, nly 58 bad ever taken
any courses in teaching econom About seventy-five- of the teachers who responded to the questio s thought that their
students' knowledge and unders anding of.the discipline of economics was in the poor to fair range.

A

,The Conmiission believes strongly that students at the secondary school level,. particularly those in endingto ptirsue
university work, should be required to have sdnie minimal level of economic literacy.before graduating. If is a serious
weakness in our ethicaaonaVsystem that the teaching of economics is so .badly neglected in the school curriculum.
Whether taught as part of the social studies curriculum or as a separate .subject, economics should receive much more
attention in the school curriculum tha it has in the past, and greater effOrts shotdd be made topreparesehool teachers
to- provide instruction in thiS field. Evt. high sehool,graduate should be equipped with at least a rudimentary .
comprehension of basic economic concepts, such as demand- supply -price relationships, and of their §pedific application in

.

Canadian society, The present neglect of this subject in the schools is. forcing univer'sity economics teachers toSpend a
Idisproportionate part, of their teaching tinte,introd tieing.. students -to concepts-and information they shot!! d dha earned at

an earlier stage in their education. University teachers, however, must accept some of the resPonsibility r is s nation
because of their own failure, with just a few exceptions, to establish and maintain close working and pro es
vith the teaching profession at the secondary level.

a

ional tie

Earlier in this section mention was made of the lack of published studies and of other educational, materials relating t®
a number of areas of Canadian economics. The. Canunission wishes to, acknowledge, however, that a substantial amount of
good rcseareil and writing pertaining to Canada has been done in many other areas of economics by individuals an
groups in universities; in Government agencies and departments and in the private setter. It is appropriate to
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'acknowledge, liar instance, the valuable contribution that the .13e,onoi2.11,.. 'o----tineil of Canada has mad over the past dozen
years to the' bodybody of infdrmation and- literature.available On:icle5yariety of Canadian econorniequestions. Since the'.
Council was ereatedin. I 963,nearly half a million'copies of the Council's publications hayeb n sold or-otherwise .

distributed. Even a le(v exaniples-of the-projects recently completed or nowunderWay at le Economic Connell make .

clear the 'scope and diversity of its research interests: Relation of Trade to Canada's ernational Political. Interests; 461"
Historical DevelOpment of TheCana"dian Tariff; Canada'SCornmercial PolicY.--Opijions: Economic:Implications;.Canada's.
Adjustment. Assistance Programmes; The Importance:of Asia for th .Eo Qn_ne. Farre, of Canada; Governmentse___..C.InL---erlil

.
Progrimnies;

. ..

as Customers; Construttion Manpower Quebec; mid various paper's on recent .nadiin e nomic performance. Such
....---

Work has prOvidedr a .rich source of -research and backgrOund material...forth use of s arsand students interested in,
Canadian. 'economic matter's, What '.is. just as :important, the tidies have been a cans of involVing Cariadian economists.; .
...
both within and without the Cotincil,-in it great deal worth -while rese -c about this country and of supporting and
,encouraging their interest 'in Canadian-studies.. ,0,:

L.-.-,-...":'''.-.+

In .eoticludhis this section, 1-id Commission Avisites, to note,, and to welcome, the launching rhis_past year of Ec/id, a ,-

newsletter.prepired by the-Canadian Ec6noi.nics.Assoiation as a means of improving.commurfication among its niemberS.,
Tile editors have.delibertitely refrainc41.fioni shiping this newsletter into any set mould in orderAo allowitto evolYe in ..,.
response to the uses the members wish to make of 4., Yet it is alreadYclear that Echo will play an increasiii#y!:.helpful
role in promoting scholarly communication, within theAssociation and among economists across the country. -The

(..Commission hopes that as it developS, this newsletter will among OtherfunctiOns, serve to make association members
. ...

more conscious of economics in-Canada as a discipline havingCanadian dimensions worthy of scholarly attention, The r'

eStitbkimien t of similar newsletters by .other actulemicidisciplines would do Much to promote a better scholarly ,
coMm.unication in Canada. r-4.

. ts

.a

Geography
. . .. . . .

Geography is an important field for Canadians and-di-lc:that should be of natural and particular 'Merest to this,eifuntry
giveil the immensity:and diversity of our territory. I eed, because-..of this -country's great size and loW population
density, Canadians tire, collectively, among tl largest tete:Lite 'owners' in the. wad. Although this situation presents--;(0

many advantages -- for example, ample bre thing fcace ii I extensive resources - it also gives, to Canadians substantial.-
management responsibilities for this vast erritory.and its environment. As a matter both of prudent housekecping-arisl
good stewardship, the study of Canadian geoirtiphovIvId be given adequate attention m the .currieultini,o-
..universities in order.thatour' citizens will be able to cope satisfactorily, with this- responsibility and tstAiv.e.a proper
understandingof certain major characteristics of their own country. '

. , .. 1, .

/ Yet geography aptpe'ars to be iincgleeted.diseipline at a surprising number of Cantidian'tativersities. For example, there
.....- ,.

. is not ti tingle well-developed deOrtment of geographyin. the. Maritimes. indeed; until just a few years. ago there was not
even a single course offered in geography at Imy.cif the universities of this entire region. At many universities in other

. ,
. parts of Canada, geography is still in underdeyeijped study and its. importance to an understanding of our country is not

-yet fully recognized by many of those responsible for. thevanning of curriculum. and research,policy;..
K 7 I

' . , s .

. - --.,--, --
One of the many unfortunate consequences orthis neglect is the fact. that a

considerable,'o

number of university
grad rates find themselves.teaching geography tit, the school level without ever having had- ai*opportunitytoostudy
geography as zip academicsiihject it university. Tle- ComMission leirraed of Amens of schools inCiniada where-not-a--
single geography teacher ltaSt aken even an .introductory course in. ge4-1kphy since gradeinne.-It should. not be surer' if-1g,,
therefore. that geograpily in'inany schools is taught in 'the most primitive and antiquated way', as one brie,fesp sed th

pt.4int. .
.

. . 1 3

The Conmil'Ssion's inquiries revealed that, beyond- the neglect'olgeography gencrally.s.s '- quarter of the
undergraduate courses Offered by university departi ems of geograpliy7aeross Cana( .--,fre.01-je, ed to the.study'of
Canadian geographical circumstances mid problems. S mo'universities tINt of instruction in geography iqlude alm6st
no courses concerned with Canada in their curriculum. hers .provideft es abOur-the geogripliy of this-country that
tire of scarcely more than a token nature., offering a once-05 lightl , irycy in the subject or 'dealing witii-it': faithfully if
shallowly. as a footnote in the study of geography of }he' Unite( hes. At several universities more intensive study is

..- .
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.
,; devoted to (ht.."'-,geography of areas of and ('cotral and South America than to the g-eography of Canada. By
.comparison, the eirr' riculuniof geOgraphy departments auniversitie; in, for example, France, Bri)o-inRussia, tlic United.
IStates, lull and Sweeletytfttn devote,s far-more idtention to geographical study of the countlyirovriich the University is

. located,
;,. .- t

, . ..

Alt lough lesS thaeone-quarter of undergraduate comics in geography at our universities are Canadian-oriented, the
conun's(4it's inquiries indicated that nearl.pone-third of the Student enrolment in till geography programmes is in these
'courses. This' fact, and infonnation 'provided in briefs and in other,repreSentations to the Commission., suggest that there .

is an increasing and- tively student itOrest inllie subject. Retresentations to ghe Coumiission atso,Make clear that this..
° increasing interest among students is paralleled by a rising public interest' among Canadians in the geography of their

country,onntry, For these reasons, and because Of the Mir.lisle in) ntanee'of the subject., the ConunissiOn 'urges that more
attention be:ilevoled'to the geography of Canada 1 the -trnivdr:s.ity:Jurrienhim. Some courses on the geography 'of Canada

.,

should now.be.offered at cyery university' in th' county, and 6pportun4 to pursue amore intensive study of this
subject. should bedeveloped further at selec institutions in each Province '?:r' region .of Canada, Courses in. Canadian

. .
geography wOuld.iie of 'value not only,, students wishintto.study this subject aS--a spdcialty, but also to ..tuden,ts,

specializing leniany .ot.her,,ineas ofka6tion studies. Toeite just one exampleIdstork-without, geography is
.

. - , --,

inconceivable; geokaphy is woven into .the- very ;fabric of history. It. would not be unreasOnablet,o expect, perhaps even
to requite, aly.sanfidiateli14oly'hopoursand graduate students\to bike at least an introductory coirre in Canadian

:geography. ' ,..
1 .

.

,

The 254 pages ornizips graphs, table. and.roteS.Of the new National Atlas of Canada demonstrate :siiperbVthe vital
,contribution the studydf geogr,iphy Can mitik.eld our perception and underAtanding of t4is country.25 Beyond this, they
'mike clear the role that can be played by geogrziphical- studies iii prOVidingti,objeci*infoliinationesse g,essential for making,
plops find%deciskins in many ai'eaS'of public policy yt tll level or both national: and loyal, affairs. As e editor:in-chief. Mr
Gerfild Fryinlin, has noted. in his thoughtful, brefa'ce, ti national atlas-/in iddition to its 61.tie for decisiop-n4k,ing_and 1017
scientific purposes, canlidvance,the, cultural. AiilOpinent`Otffeouptry by refining and extending the reader's perc lion,
ol the nation and thus contributing,. to .nationtrisylrtmareneSs and self-knowledge. Vor thesefeasbns, the Coniulission

44

hopes;that the'f.'anadian 'Government will now adopt a policy\-6fitioviding the fiqaneial means to il'&e possible the
production of a nebJ Rtition--61 the National Atlas every ten yearsirmid-decade,-based 4)11 fresh information from the
ei.snsus 4,n/ducted at the beginning of each decade: Because adequatercsources were not made .available to the project,
much of the' information and most of the !rums rcltiting td'peOple "(ii the 1974 edition of the atlas were prepared from

-1461 census data,, As "tr resat, those aspect's of the volume were substantially out of date even at the -bile of publication. -

The potential educational,aud practical value of a national atlas is as great as that of any otheCovernment publication,
t;'hat lull value_i:Qi be .obtainjd From it, Tlw Atlas. of Canada should he brought up to date with. revised

editions at regular intervals.
. I ., ,

- .11,,, iniport,i6ce of geographical knowJedge--andof rnapwork for public education and fox/decision-Making is clearly -
-..

reflected in the attention Pat has been given ftround the. world to the PrePZMIti911 ornational. aliases. Canada has at. ..-... . . ,

tinies.phiyed a leading'role in this enterprise, At other tinies.,:however:It'hasfallined badly. Canada's first national atlas.
.

wItich was the-se ond in the Nvoild,.Vati published. in 190(on1k.seven ye'llrs afterthe publication of the Atlas of ;Wand
. , ,

kin 1899. Silly:cr th( ii soma fifty countries have produced oil); or more. editiRS of national . fithises. that if011ow the prineijiltks,. -.
of tile -original l'innisili and Canzidixn eSzimples..A..seedlid edition of the Canadian fithisliPpeared, in '1!)15, but the

,, .., . -6. -----

---....

.Programine hipsed badly tilltrr thin and over forty years passed before the appetirance.uf tIle third edition in .1958. The -...

)1:art! ee sixteen years later in 1971:1 of the ,current, fourth edition Iris helped to fill a serious gap in the pUblished and"-,-..
fici.essi efn'tograpItic inforintitibu about. our country. Indeed, prior to the appearance of the fourth edition the most

. .

techidet y fidVItu-ed and up;:to-date maps .of Carititiviir a number ol. fields, including certain aspeets.of geology, had been
prep; red in otlier min s-; inelu ling the Soviet 1r11.1011 11'10 liongary. The record of'canadian support for work on -the

.geo of Cariada iS't..11tiS ti:ni\ d s )rte one of both cOnsiderable-aehieveinent and surprising neglect.
'.,

.'":.-----...:
T e iniportanec.or codsOgualiliy is receiving ilieeing..reeognition, and this is an area of geographical studies iii -Which

substa ally more teaching and research cOuld14----L....fiiitidiall universitie's.-Maps generally,containmucli more
.infi.i111:, it)11111111.1 most 1)COW Iilliir. IIIC locat.ional.acciira'` )1 many older -maps, r instance, is low, TIM they often
contain/a wealdi of informatit'm on in.lier topics. I or .ilifner4r.ts; Bile country, the illy literary source 6( Iiistoricat

. . *.
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information is map?. Onc Canadian geographer with whom the Commission cor 'spoil& I illustrated whaTOICI inaps can
reveal about Canada:

Lally maps of Calinla reflect the ex.pkyrer's !Milted knowledge and unique-perception of t r land. Information
'written on such maps describeS both the land and events and features observed. When. Southern Canada'became
more populatedlo-the nineteenth century; maps nulde at the time contained pJace4anies and other features that
reflect the cultural variety or the settlers and the close coMmunity life that once existed,and has largely di§appeared

Because of the special role of maps and map- making in the historical development and present managementeofCan4da,
the Commission helieves strongly that the arts and sciences of map.maling and ritap utilization should be fostered; and
that existing nap resources thank! be inure carefully conserved and more fully .utifize -than they have been in the past.
Research and pulylicatioil roust he supPiniel. to meet the need for current. cartographic information, The demand for new
maps extends. from Studies of densely populated- urban_ centres to the rapidly developing fnintier' regions of the Canadian
North. Teaching and ;research in the fields of aerial photography andair photo int.erpreft0ion, as well as in cOonection.
with other remote sensing,, programmes, should be sustained arid expanded to maintain th..\important contribution Canada
has already.maktothe- development of this tylie of 'mapping. More work is also needed in the areas of Canadian

.historical geography and .toponymy. The 'kiss to foreign collectors of Canadian maps of history al should he
checked, and steps should he -taken to..acCluire copies and, where possible, the originals of inapheld outside Canada that
relate ha the history of this,country.

.
A greater nun Jer of good, comprehens'ive nitip c lkietions should be es'tablished at universities and colleges and

.exjyting,colle.ctioi should he strengthened. There s ould be, several major delias.itories for -current maps'And one..for'
historical maps'; universitieS.in each of the region. of Canada. Stich collections should, develop regional antUthematic
specialties ,appropriate to the location and academi strengths of the universities in which they are located; Universities

,...cinyprt,tvitle ii valuable serv'ee to their respective coi-ontioities, wind' is entirely in keeping with their academic role, by
serving as centre's for cart >graphic intOrmation'about their own particular regiOns, as well tislibuikling-up other special
collections. A real effOrt should be rnade to develop. the arctic sections' in major !nap collections across t.hv country. The'--

,..SOmmission was surprised to mite that onlytwoluni,versities in Canada claimed to specialize' in Arctic 111;11) holdings in
`.response to a recent survey!'

,

.... , -Information about their nap collemionssand ;Motu At-- potential usefulness of these .collections should he made inure
Widely 'known- by universities to t-Iteir students and Leaching stall, and to Other ethic; moat institutions in the coon:nullity.

.-

'I he scope of maps as resource materials lOr Canadian studies at all levels of weducation Lind in a W.variety of .disciplines
should beiemphaslied. Instrtiction in the use of maps should be included.in'teileher Gining'plogriimmes and system:die
eqllectiints of -maps shOuld.bc.ile:volOped in .every high school as a' noilnal element tifathe school library.

I. 4,
,.... . ..,,, . .,`,''-'-- . -. -

--.

Cootitl..-q) colle.ctions-are, 11-anything.-more difficti10u develop and maintain, than good collections of books Map
- ,'" 4collections sItOirld, therefore. ina'ile the respon-srhArty of trained personnel Who are familiar both with library practice-

,,and with the ac:identic disciplines served by such ehllections 10 this end the place oUnitip librarianship should lie further
- recogiiiitAl by schools of libr;iry scicnce, anti time pioneering wairk of the UniverSity.of l'OrOnto in training map tihraiians

_ should h'e. taken as an e\amplefoi the dckelopment..ol similar 'courses 'elsewhere, Universities- could also help io stinitilate
so cut inteiest, in the professions of cartography and map librarianship through courses in geography and in many other

pines: including history . economics,'politics, sociology. anthropology and enyironmental studies, in which the'-
nseltilitcss of maps and odic, cartographic documents i,: demonstrated. , .

...
. .

.
, .

.. 'fire Commission observed a nuniber of trends and developments'in the teaching a geoppphy at ('Imadian universities
tliSt-I,o_tild have significant implications lor Canadian studies in this field. When it began its investigation, lor.e \ample. the

,---..
Comniission W,is advised to.epcct a t_rentlaway from 'regional geography', the mode of teaching that gives great
attention to tie particular locale, under exiiniiitationand that; therefore, Is Itiglity-iGanadian-oriented when this country
or its regions are thy locus Of analysis. It was suggestedthatincreasing emphasis would he given instead to .. - .

.

problemoricaled and ,,ysteinatit or theoretical studics,all which Canadian SillgiliOnS would serve printarily as illustrative
.....--e-xamples ratherUan as subjc-ct.. for study. 'I voine 'degree this trend is! already eviderit, and there has been a swing. .
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towards qu.mtitative, mathematical technique and a preoccupation with behavioural ideas borrowed from psychology and
the social sciences. As a result', the atterdion,dewted directly to the study of Canadian geogrdphical problems and
circumstances has diminished- at "several universities and 'nay; apparently, dimillish still further.'

,

Indeed, perhaps the must striking thing to.an outside Observer about the present state of:geography at Canadian-
untve ibex is the absence, lew honourable exceptions, of any real teams who cancel-dr* on Canada as an entity.
to their reaction-aiaMst theArthodoxy he 'post-win' years, when Griffith Taylor in Toronto and Raoul Blanchard: in

Montreal made strrffraTtegioriallaidics in general 'and Canadian studies in. particular Wereat the core of the. curriculum,
many of ihes current faculty members,rieirealpstudies--and regional synthesis as if they properly belonged to Walt. Disney
or Nehemiah. 'Nose who have this outlook do dot often see Canadian studies :IS-a-central, or even legitintate, part of
their academic work. If they treat Canadian problems at 'all; it is within 'a framewdrk and an ideology .established
elsewhere.An.additional reason for the neglect of regional courses in- geograny ittay,he that teaching them -requires a'.
highaZvt,c_122 exRcrienec and breadtirof understanding on-the lecturer's part. Region-al "coirres when, reall
taught are not so -h technical. as they are liberal. and 'philosophical. t is demanding work.

Noting, this trend, the Commission .urges the need to-retain-a reasonable balance in the geography cu'rrictiluth, one
that Will allow sufficient attention to the geographic problems and-cireurnstauces of this country. In addition to brOadox
eotyes examining Canadian qqstions, the Commission recommends thht each geography department should offer at least

`one course concerned with the specific province or region in which die univers;itY is located, There are dozens of
'important, often urgent, geographical topics to be explored in every.region of this country, ranging from questions.of
land use and demographic siudies.totproblems of resource development and environmental 'conditions. It is rubbish to say,
as some do, that teaching and research about tliee domestic.situations will lack academic valUe and rigour.

ft was frequendy suggested to the ConnnisSion that the-lack hostilityeven,towards Canadian studies in
sonic univ5 0ity geography departments is-related to the fact that a vqy high proportion of their faculty member.s are not
Canadia s and. that the interests of many of these non-Canadians.are relhted to the problems and' circumstances of'..other
.so-ciaties,Ahe Cinmnission noted sonic grounds .for this belief. In..1973-I.74..nettrly one-half (over-4W.) of thl\l'ull-thne,
staff members teaching geography at Canadian universities were cititens'of other citintries. In One region, the Westerii-

...Provinces, well over one-half of the fidl-time faculty in geography were nor-Canadian.
'it

I lle'Nnialn\SiOn was glad to obsery a number of areas in which increasing attention is now being given to the
Ctinadian -1tttlies aspects of ge4\tpliy. In cobrses'in hide icti aptly attention is often given to -the evolution and
exploration iii, the.Canadion-landse*, to settlement patterns:to the developurent of transportation networks, to the
hoeing of linkages:and to the migrations of ethnic and %her socio-economic groups, Recreational geography has attracted
increased emphasis'in recent yeais, paralleling the enormously epiinded importance of recreation itself. Recreation
considered frOm varionperspectives, including its et:611°1111e, sociological and regional implications.. The use and
management of outdoor ree'rra. iOnal lands. including parks and. parks policy, are, studied separately in certain departments
of ,geography. In many courses in rl vsical geography, 'where the study sa,ch natural resources as vvtir arid energy
sources is stressed, and in some courses otiented towards selected ,Canadian regions, signil'Acant Canadian 'content is also
naturally included:

4

At some universities courses of a geographical rture ate being taught by various tither academic departments.
Departinents of economics, for example, may ofter.a course 114 economic geography Similarly, various facets of human
reogiaphy, such as population udies,emography and urban.studies, ar=e often explored in courses offered by
dem tinents of sociolo"-. it such instances the Commission did note an increasing, tendency ,to stress the theoretical
dunensions'olgeogiaphy. rather. titan the facts ad. itgiven problem or situation, This approach, again, tended to eliminate
Canadian content or to reduce .11 to an illustrative role, which ".oinetintes was littlemore than an after-thought. Thus, for.
e\ample, references to flalifav Winnipeg. Holmium, Montreal or Toronto may soinerimes be found only in the context
uJ lase studies of Mneiican' urban devel6pmetit The Conmrission would not wish in any way to disparage ellorts at '
comparative analysis. On the contrary. it believes flute -ap areas of Canadian-studies should include comparative studies of
situations in other countries. Moreover, it notes.with pleasure that urban planning experts froni the United Stales often
cite and rely upon such studies-conducted in Canada and' recommend Canadian practiceX rind policies.Ilowever:the.

"Commission does feel that a reasonable proportion of studies of this kind-should .focus primarily on the distinctiVe
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features of Canadian urban development and as elated problems. This particular need was highlighted'at. a synmositiwon
"'Canadian Public land use in Perspective' ponsored by the-Social Science Research Council in-October 1973. A
commentator responding to one pr the formal papers felt. that the contribution of Canadian social scientists toShestudy

of urban land problems Rrd been singularly inadequate:

, .

Academie analysis of urban land, city by city is virtually non-existent in Canada a situation which is a disservice
to this urban itittion and is acutely felt,by the iolicy-makers who do, and dius.t;.- makefrequentiomplieated, hard
decisions affecting limil.27

Geographers might usefully assume a leadirt role in correcting this deficiency.

Another deficiency requiring'the attention of Canadian geographers is in the arca of bibliography Asa recent paper On
this subject boted,.'Onehis only.to--look'at the bibliographic coverage available to -the researcher on similar Americart-or
liritisiCriroblemS to be aware of the paucity of similar Canadian material',2There is curtently410-bibliography published

either in a monograph. or as a regular series, that covers all aspects otigeographY. The gibiiograpliie
ipraphique`in eina tioayle , an -annual published.in Paris since 18-95-,-las a Canadian- section that does cover all areas, but

It is very-Slow. in tippeilfi 144. 1 ht most receid volume, published in 1972, covers publications of.1970 so it is now-at least
five yLUs out of date. Moreover, there is no bibliographical series or volume covering all aspects of the various sub-fields

tfier piry'lcaLgeography orionnan geography in Canada. There is,. dins, an acute need for. an annual comprehensiN ve

nut systematic bibliography of Canadian,geography. There is also a lack of specific Canadian topical bibliographies pn
such diverse subjects as city planning, in Canada, historical and CeCfnOtiliC geography,and.Canadiaripopulation geography.

theft is at present no system for. listing the many !naps put out by companies and other private organisations
that they can he readily identified by scholars and acquired by 'librarians. The same problem exists with a substantial.

amount of publishetind'semi-published Federal Glvernment documents related to Canadian geographic research, The
Commission- urges the Department of 'F.Orgy,.Mind_and Resources, through the Surveys and Mapping Branch, to work
lastly with the Canadian Association of Geographers; the National Library, the Departme.nt of the linviroirment and

other interested geographers and .organitatiOns to find solutions to these problems,

It is also essential, that inure -archiyal work be done in the field of geography. More active prbgrammesboth to collect
and to, catalogue maps are required.In particular, there is a need for a comprehenSive-, natiOnal catalogue of' maps that
N .111 piovide to all researchers in the social and physical scicnces,.in one place, if knowledge of what is available
ihrringliout Canada. Fortunately,,tlie projected Natiiinaltinron Catalogue of Maps, which is being prepared under the

Inc direction of the Associatiqn of Canadian Map.Libracies and the Puhlic Archives of' Canada, will meet this
ement. Ilowev'er, prop CS.ti in the creation of the National Union CatalOgue of Maps has been. slow. primarily because

or lack money. The Catalogue has, in fact, been under discussion since .1967 and muter preparation since 1973. The
Commission urges the Can-adion Government to prOvide the funds needed to complete tlirralportant project at ian early
date.

rho Commission was glad to note that participation in field trips is often a recirrireintYnt of geography programmes at r
anadranpiriversities While sonic courses have included trav'el to parts 6r the.11nited States or-elsewhere, most field -trips

provide' go,Vroppottunities for students to visit unfamiliar parts or Canada in order to make first -hand observations
telated to pAbleins under investigation. Hie Commission draws to the attention of private donors, as well as of
Goeinment, the practical and academic value of this aspect pr Canadian geographical studies and the need to support it ,
dtth adequate4funding.

the Commission also noted with interest that some departments of geography that allow or .require a thesis for the
bat:helm:\ degree tend to suggest Canadian topics-for these theses. This is a welcome development, which would
oiovide an opportunity for inteiested.stildents to explore such topics .in more depth than Might otherwise be possible.

e
I he Commission found that some geographers ale playing an important role in Canadian studies through their

participation in environmental studies programmes and in formally-designated Canadian studies programmes,, especially
when these are in spccilic fields related to their own area of interest. The Boreal Institute for Northern .Studies of the
l'niversity of-Alberta. for e \ample, conducts an in Sill/ Arctic summer school, which has a strong geographical
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component. Similarly, p,tographers assOciated_witir the Arctic Institute of North America have Blade very significant
eontnbutions to the study of the Arctic and to fOstering interdisciplinary co-operation and communication in this vitally
impoitant_area of Canada. The lustitute has developed one of-the best Arctic libraries in the world, It publishes one of

ithe'lew journals, that is l'J.)etised on the polar region; produces the Arctic Bibliography, a major reference series;
and sponsors a variety of.other Publications on the North that are of interest to people in many fieldsof research, The
Commission urges-universities->Tr<ncourageand support such. efforts to enhance interdisciplinary co-operation between
geographers and scholars iii other fields\Lit01 co-operative activities will, amongst their owls advantages, help to draw
increasing numbers of students to study the geography of Canada..and to heighten their awareness of the importance of
such. study to an understanding of this country.

The-Commission believes that geography needs to he developed in the curriculum, and to be a part of..lhe,curriculum
at more. universities: The'country needs'inore people trained as geographers, in a variety of specialties, and more people
wititIrknowledgesof Canadian geography, to help our society to deal constructively With the vastness and complexity of
its inheritance.

History

Although 'selectt:d aspects of Canada's past had been studied td Universitt:.LavalA5i:sOine time previously, it was not until.
nearly the end of the min th Cinnury, with the work of George m, wrotig and Charles W. Colby in the Departments
of I listory at the Uuiversity j Form u and McGill University, respectively, that discrete courses in Canadian history Were
first introduced to the curricula English-llifig,frage universities of' Canada. Continuous expansion has Occurred since
then in the teaching of tusk r- in the universities of,hoth English-speaking ant, French-speaking Canada, Replies
from fifty -four. universities to the -Commission's preliminary qu6tionnaire, whichwere supported.. and amplified by\
supplementary inquiries, revealed that inure Canadian-oriented courses are found in history than in any other discipline.
Roughly rani hundred of the nearly two thousand undergraduate course offerings in history departments across the
country,,foeus-on.Canadian,history.Based on detailed inform:114in supplied by fifty institutions, the Comtnis'sion-
determined that zitiout nineteen. thousand students are enrolled in history courses relating to Canada. This figure is higher
than tliat for any other discipline, and it amounts to,approximately 3-I per cent of the total number of students
enrolled in all history tourists.

the diserepaney between the percentageof,student enrolment. in Canadian history courses (34',7) and the percentage of
courses in Canadian history among the totalThumber offered (20';-) suggests that, in this field us in many others, student
interest is well ahead of the course structure. ft alSo suggests that there- maylie an imbalance in the distribution of
faculty vOrkloads among those Ceaching Canadian and non-Canadian history'conrses. This would be a matter of concern if'
such an imbalance could be shown to work severe distidvantages upon teachers of Caruidian history courses. I lowever,
the Commission's inquiries on this point indicated that, in Most instances, student-faculty ratios. in Canadian history
courses are Out out of line with those- in other history courses because or the tendency for certain high - enrols ent courses
in Canadian -history to he taught by several faculty members, or, at some institutions, with the aid of graduatestudents.
llowever, where this is not the ease, facultymeniters teaching Canadian history courses often faee,much higher ,

student-faculty ratios than their code-agues. hi these,sitdations, the Commission recommends that thedepartate.ats
concerned take steps to reduce or eliminate the hnbida TICC.

I he Commission's fnijuiries also roVe-iiTedtha- c'siie oldie university has relatively little impact on the proportion of
Canadian-content courses among departnieutal offerings I 'story. Nordoes the- size`of a university appear to affect in
any consistent pattern the pr,intion of students curl-died in ( anadian-oriented history; courses relative to total cnrohne
in history. In general, howevet, smaller univMitieshave both the highest proportibn of Canadian history courses, abou
30 per ay.:and the highest proportion of students enrolled in these courses. nearly 50 per cent. lio,vreTier, the range
not,:very, large when all institutioryare compared, and shLeh discrepancies may often he caused by factors other than

title.

The Commission was glad to find that there is a growing, tendency. to` provide an early introduction to th.e hi
Canada the undergraduate curriculum. A common practice now is for an introductory course in Canadian h.
(generally in the first or second year) to be sitherded more specialited courses, seminars and reading pro

3
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subsequent years. Introductory courses are fitipiently described as 'A survey of Canadian history, emphasVing political,
economic and social developments to the present day'. The Commission is of the opinion that a,substantial introductory
course in C'ana'dian history should be available to all students entering university in this country, whether or not they
propose to take a major in the\disoipline. It is concerned that at several universities there is no Opportunity for the study
of C:inadian.historyat the first-Year level. Even where the primary goal set by the department of history is to introduce

students to the nature of the discipline in its firtyear programme, praision should be made to ensure that Canadian
materials are included in such an introduction.

Upper-year course offerings in history generally include 'period' or 'topical' studies, allowing a more...thorough
examination of political, economic and social development than is available iri.theintroductory survey mong, these, the
Commission was glad to find that French'Canada is the specific subject of Q01.i'rti.eS offered at most En , i-language
universities. It rePommends. that such courses be made available at all English-language institutions,
opportunities should be made available at all French-language universities for students to.acquire a knowledge of the
history 'and traditions of English. Canada. Because the historians of French Canada and of English Canada do not, for a
variety of reasons, share the same historiographical traditions, it is especially important that this dimension of Canada's'
history-be given adequate attention. Indeed, the Commission believes that historiography should receive increased
recognition in all courses in Canadian history,

Regional studies are of particular itirportance to a country as large and diverse as Canada. Because .of this, the
Commission was glad to find, that courses in 'regional history are now, ffered at a number. of universities across the
country. IlOwever, therc IS'roolti for inure attention to this aspect of historical work, including comparative regional
history studies as well as courses focusing on the region 'Which a particular university is located. Several recently
published bibliographies should provide valuable assistance in obtaining resource materials for such courses. The

Commission. makes further recommendtrtions on this subject in a subsequent section of this chapter dealing with regional
105stud ies.

llistory courses have long been accorded a central 'place in the undergraduate curriculum of Canada's universities. This
is so in ,p,irt because of the important role they play as 'background' Ors'ervice' courses for students whose interests arc

'centred in other disciplines such as literature, sociology, economics and politics, and for sonic students in the sciences and
in pre-professional programmes. In many instances, or course, this service is reciprocated when students majoring in
history enrol in courses offered by other departments. 'FheCommission believes that Canadian history courses can provide
a par icularly iinpdrtant service function to complement the work of other departments. With the growing interest in
Canad an studies, it will be increasingly desirable for departments of history to reeogni4e their responsibilities in this
regard nd for other university departments to draw upon their serkices. The study of history should provide Canadian

_:'-:--tindergiadmites, whether mzijoring.in.,this field or in other disciplines, with an integr,ited view of their society and of its
deYelopnent, The enrichment of Canadian history -studies With the addition of new areas of social and cultural history
will, pert aps, further stimulate sithlat--interest in the subject.

Courses in Canadian urban history, in economic, business, labour and military history. in intellectual history,. iethe
history of native peoples and in the history of Canada's international relations should he irielhded in the undergraduate
c studyCo a greater extent theta is now the case at many universities. While tita opportunity to study guch topics is
sometimes available to 'undergraduates through special seminars and reading courses,' they 'are infrequeptly found in
calendar listings. Fortunately; studieS of this nature are 'being undertaken more frequently at the graduate level, where a
iiihnber of valuable theseS these areas have recently been completed or are d101'si hi progress,29

Although a few universities howoffer specific courses in Canadian'Social history, and some consideration nay be given
to social history studies within other regional and period-oriented courses, this aspect of Canadian history is still
comparatively neglected. The Cominission 'wiShesTo stress (lie importance dr Courses in social history as patt of a .
well-rounded undergraduate history programme. For example, the history of religious thought in Canada and the role of
religion in social development should wiistitute a significant part of such studies; even though current research and
publication in this area are still limited.

A number of briefs received by the Commission suggested that there is a need for a better understanding of the role
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played in the history of Canada by education, by science and technology, by medicine, by law and by events and
developments in other professional fields.1 he need for study of history of these aspects of Canadian society has only
recently been recognized by sonic historians, and there arc still Lilly who assiduously ignore them in their teaching and
research. While. there havi.';been.s.ome-recent, though still limited, iniliatives in research in these areas, such themes are
only just b(5.ginning to be introduced into the undergraduate curriculum. The University of Wester; Ontario, for example,
now otters a course on 'the deVelopMent of scientific and medical activities in Canada from aboriginal. times to the
present day'. Ceriaili medical faculties for sonic time have had members.interested in the history of medicine, as, for
exaniple, is the ease at the..University of British Columbia;The Commission welcomes the announcement that Jason A.
Hannah ChairS in The !history of Medical and Related Sciences are to be established at several Ontario universities.
,Similarly, interested faculty members in schodls of law, as well as in departments of history, are beginning to offer a n
S111:1111111111ber of courses in Canadian legal history. A growing numberof universities are now placing sonic emphasis on.
the history of Canadian education. Courses are at last being .offered at several Universities on various aspects of the history
of sport and recreatipn in Canada, a belated recognition of the important role of. these activities in the life of this
country.

Margaret Cowing, in her inaugural lecture as Professor of the tlistory of Science at Oxford University, pointed to the
.ieed for both science and history undergraduates to study the' political and social history,of science as an integral part of
their cOur.s.. curriculum. As she noted, some of the most -agoniiing problems and significant consequences arising from
modern science have been essentially historical, social and political in their nature, not technical or scientific. Yet it is
difficult to 'recognise the enormous part science and technology have played. in the development of Canada from an
examination (i`f the .11.story syllabuses of our universities. It should by now be clear that the history of science and
technology is not marginal to the study of Canadian history. Indeed, it is central to it. These and other related questions
are eXplored more fully in subsequent chapters dealing with science and technology and the Canadian component in
education for the professions.

Vidence of tygroWing interest in Canadian business history studies is found in thesis and research listings, in periodical
publications and in several map. works that Itave appeared in recent years. The Sunnner 1973 issue of The Business
llistotT Rcric published by the Ilarvard Uinversity Graduate Sehool of ljusiness Administration, for example, was
entirely devoted to Canadian afars, including an analysis of trends in Canadian business and economic history. A number
of related articles on. the study of business history in Canada are- found in the collection of essays edited- by D' 'd S.D
Macmillan in. Cuntidiiiii Business lilslog: Selected Studies, 1497-1971 (Toronto, 1072). These include 'Canadit i Business
Ihstory Apprriaches and Publications to 1970' by Frederick H. Armstrong, 'Problems and Traditions of Business !history:
,paSt 1Ixamples and Canadian Prospects' by Alan Wilson and a review of 'Business. Records: The Canadian Scienc' by John
ii._ Archer.

the tone of Much of thiSwriting reflects a welcome confidence that a small but growing number of prole sional
scholars will continue to contribute their talents to the field of Canadian business history. however, it also reflects their
concern that the importance and potehtial of business history. studies have not. yet been ftilty perceived this country.
As one historian has observed.

Business. history, long recognized in other countries as a field.of study in its own right, languished in Canada until
the .1970s from lack of interest by historians and businessmen. Consequently a survey of what needs to be done in
Canadian economic and business history there is no history of Cadidian manufacturing, no satisfactory'surveY of
postConlederation economic history, no readable 'work on a wide range. of industries and companies, etc.,'etc,
might be as longor longer than an article on the existing literature.3°

None the less. there are grounds for restrained optimism lib° the prospects for advancing business history in Canada in a
manner that will coilinue to be helpful to scholars in such associated fields as urban studies, social and economic history,
transportation, and public pOlicy research. A iteed'persisi, however, to persuade. Cantidiartlmsinesses of the importance of

. business history research and to encourage them tosupPc rt it by instituting effective recorg-management progranunes
and archival policies. This,subject and related questions are xamined more fully in the chapter on archives.

There has been a parallel expansion of interest in the study of the history. of labgur. in Canada. Scholarly work in
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Canadian labour history is reflected in a growing volume of publications. The Public Archives of Canada is actively
involved in the collection of'records of historical significance ,relating to the Canadian labour movement, which invite
scholarly examination. A limited number of research Organizations, including the Regroupement de .chercheurs en Ilistoire.
des Travailletirs quebecois, are.conducting programmes to promote information exchange in selected areas of Canadian
labour history.

There is much work to be done in both teaching and research about the history of many of the ethnior minority
groups in Canada, including the native peoples, the French-speaking minorities outside of Quebec. and the English-speaking
minority within Quebec, in addition to the many other diverse cultural groups that have made their home in Canada. The
particular need for nfore'scholarly attention to these subjects; and to the role of women in Canadian history and
contemporary society, is explored in subsequent sections of this chapter.

Canadian historians have already made a notable contribution it e field of biography and this is an area in which
scholarly interest and activity are clearly being maintained. However, definitNe biographies, are still lacking of many of the
major figures in.Canadian history. Moreover, little more than a start has been made on the biographical study of the work
of many other Canadians who, though secondary figures in our history, none, the less made significant contributions to
the life and affairs of this country. Much of the biographical work done to date--has been concerned with those who were
active in the political arena,. There is, consequently, a particular need for mOrc. biographies of Canadians who have made
their contribution in other fields, including the arts and letters, religious affairs, education and scholarship:Science and
the professions,- labour and.commerce, conservation and sport and recreation. The. influence Dictiona ry of Canadian
Biography in stimulating, interest, research and revision in Canadian-biographical studies must belieknowtedged with
appreciation,

Briefs and representations, and the Commission's own inquiries, indicated that Canadian military history is also a
subject Theriting.further development and support. War and military institutions, for good or ill,have played a major role

.tin the formation of modern societies, and Canada has been no exception. Canadian involvement in twentieth century wars
the Bo'Cr War, the First and Second World Wars, and the Korean War as well as the country's arrangements for

defence in peacetime, have _profoundly influenced Canada's development and have had-an impact not only upon external
relations but

tt
upon the internal fabric of Canadian society as well. Historians, sociologists and political scientists, though in

United numbers, have rightly concerned themselves with various aspects of Canada's military experience.

Various activities withii1 the scholarly community reflecit an increasing interest in the field of military affairs, and a
growing realization of the significant part played by these affairs in our history. For example, Chairs of Strategic Studies
have been esrablished atseven Canadian universities since 1967, and in 1971 a military history committee was formed
within the Canadian IlistoriCal Association to organize sessions on military history and to bring together scholars pursuing
studies in this field. However, 111101.still 'needs to be done to support and encourage teaching and research in this-subject.
For example,. inure study is needed of the impact of military institutions on Canadian society. Many'a;pecisortanadian

,\Military policy between the two world wars and during the Second World War have ydt to be investigated by scholars,
'Detailed case studies have yet to be done on the einployment of our armed forces in peacetime and on the influence of
the armed forces on national policy in both peace and war. While there is a growing volume of regimental and army corps
histories, few naval and air units:have been- the subject of similar studies. There has, indbed, been a tendency 'to treat

\' naval and air force history as an antiquarian pastime: 1'11c entire field of Canadian naval history in particular has been
neglected. The Francophone aspeetS.of Canadian military History deserve much more attention than they have received,.
Thei.e is no-wish to detract from the outstanding work done by a small band of scholars in ,dri,Ving attention to the need
lot Illore work in these told other areas of Canadian military history.

The 'work of the Directorate of History at National Defence I headquarters in futhert , the study of Canadian military
history merits special mention, Through its sponsorship and support of reset ch and studies in this field, the' Directorate
has made an extraordinarily valuable contiibution to many aspects of Canad4 1 historica scholarship. The Commission
recommends to the Department of National Defence that the Directoratebe.given incr ,ased financial support to enable it
to contribute even inure fu 14 y to this work. In particular, the Commission' urges that funds be .provided to establish within
the Directorate a section devoted to the Francophone aspects of Canadian military history. In addition, Ihe,Commission
recommetAls the establishment of a programme of grants to enable students and scholars to make fuller use of the
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Directorate's resources and facilities. Such a programme should Mclude grants to enable visiting professors and
post-doctoral fellows to undertake research on Major themes in Canadian military history, and provision for summer.
students to gain experience .working on various projects'at the Directorate.. More support is also required for the
organization of and partiCipation m national and international meetings concerned With military historical studies. in
field of military archives, it. is often a race against. time to find and preserve materials before they are scattered or
destroyed. Resources should be provided for the Public Archives and the Directorate of Defence to.prepare'a national

. inventory of sources for the study of Canadian military history.

While intellectual history has recently gained-some momentum in Canada, the Commission notes with regret that there
is still little activity among Canadian academic historians in the field.olcultural historY, The proposal of the Royal
Society of Canada to mark its -one hundredth anniversary in-1982 by the preparation of'a four volurne Cultural History
of Canada is therefore 'particularly welcome. 'rile series is intended to be a critical and evaluative study of Canadian
culture made up of contributions from a variety of scholars and embracing thearts and humanities, the social sciences,
technology, sport and recreation, the physical and life sciences, professions and occupations, and external influences. To
lyce tine Royal Society from anxiety about the ultimate costs of the Cultural History of Canada, and so that the project
can be launched with vigour and assurance, indications of substantial financial support are now required from both the
public and the private sectors. The Conunission hopes, that such support will be found for this commendable undertaking.

A

In concluding this section; the Commission notes the need for more bibliographical work in many areas of Canadian
history, A recent examination of the field points to the need, among others, for more annotated bibliographies of local
and regioik history and of minority groups and Cultures.3! More specialized subject biblio6aphies are also required., as
arc bibliographical facilities in many areas of audio-visual record, including film, radio, mpisic and oral history.' here is, as
well, a real need for detailed indexes in many areas including nineteenth and early twentieth Century Canadian s
publications and representative newspapers: There is still, too, need for a complete and consoated bibliography o
Canadian historical bibliographies.

19/4

Political Science3 2

The Commission's inquiries among teachers and students alike at all levels of the educational system revealed that most
students graduating from high school today lack basic knowlAge about Canadian political. matters. Moreover, unless they
go on to major in political studies at university, their knowledge of the political institutions and public affairs of this
country-will not likely have expanded appreciably by the time they complete an undergraduate degree, Indeed, in some
instances, even if they do major in political studies at university, their knoWledge of Canadian political matters may not
he much greater because of the comparative neglect of this subject in.the curriculum oQ some_political science
departments. The problem begins at the school level. But itlis reinforced and compounded by policies and attitudes that.
arc often prevalent at the university level 'of our:educational system.

For the most part, the provincial school,systems in Canada do not provide students with adequate:/opportunities to
learn about !tow their political system works, how it differs in theory and in practice from that of other countries, how it
has developed, and wlia-tits.strengths and weaknesses are in terms of meeting Canadian needs. The nature of ourzfederal
system.of government, the operation of l'afliament, the role of the country's political parties.and the distinetiwfs.between
them, the distinguishing features of Canada's political culture, the political ramifications of certain important factors in .

Canadian, society', for example, bilingualism, multiculturalism, and regional economic disparities. all such questions arc
being almost totally neglected in the school curriculum. Despistt%y the.enormous importance of. the foie p threat institutions
and processes will play in the lives of their students, most schools do not offer a single course dealing peCifi'eally with
Canadian polities. Nor do other parts of the curriculum, for example history, deal adequately with t is subject.

While lacking adequate opportunities to learn about their own political system,' Canadian stud its are subjected by the
media to a mass of information about the American political system. By the time they enter uu versity, in fact', many. of'
them have_been conditioned to think almost complotcly in terms of American political ideals, erminology.,,,inStitutions
and practices. They have simply no" learned that the Canadian political system differs substa Gaily froM that of the
United -States or, indeed, of any 'other country. University teachers in every part of Canada told the Commission that
even some of their final year students do not know the distinction, for example, between he'Canadian parliamentary
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system and the American congressional system, between the role and responsibilities of the Prime Minister of Canada and
those of the President of the United States, between the powers of a Chadian Provincial Lieutenant-Governor and those
fan American State Governor,. between the general responsibilities of a Canadian Senator and those of an American
Senator,,,between Canadian federalism with its strong Provincial Governments a ecietalism with its relatively
strong ceritraLatathority, and betwee e ve y different j,udicial systems in the two countrIer-A one brief from a
professorof enliropmental studies put it,

I have become increasingly concerned to find that the Arts studeti cr 'Who ta are very confused, in their
-

essays, about the difference between the Canadian and the -American mental systerns. They write about the
Secretary for the Interior for Canada, or the Environmental.Protection Agency in Canada, and so forth. The basic
reason appears to be that they are simply swamped-with American literaWe.,and with references to Anietcasp--
material in the newspapers and. in the o,o.1.-74 . equerrt y, they find it very difficult not to think in
American terms and with Ameriean ideas. . .

,,, ,e,--'----
The Commission. believes strongly that the political syStem plays such an important role in Canadian life,;and is so,

pervz;sive in its influence, that no student should be permitted to graduate from high 01001, and still less from university,
without certain !nisi:mum levels of knowledge about the political institutions and pals al culture of this country.
Provincial s "riSiStemS that do not now offer a subject on the Canadian political System should seriously consider \
doing so, an , in of the school curriculum,,,no e attention should be given to Canadian political matters. Tr-
question is further explored in a subsequent c iapter of the rep in with Canadiaw.studies.in-the-selrnols. .

At the university level students no't majoring in olitical science, including those enrolled in 13-17.o-g:a-n7n-ies in the.

\

physical and life sciences, should be encouraged to ake at least one course in Canadian politics. Moreover, Canadian-
content in the political science curriculum should e substantially increased at many universities'

On the basis of the responses to its preliminary questionnaire- ndof the submissions it rk ived, as well as of its
inquiries among many:university teachers and a careful examinant n of university cafe rs and reading lists, the
:Commission estlimates that Some 28 per cent -of the undergraduate c uses off y departments of political science in
Canada are Canadian-orieitted. This finding corresponds fairly closely to INC iducted for the..
Canadian Political Scienee Association (CPSA) by a Committee on Canadiai ntent, chaired by Profes Paul Fox,
which concluded that 'about, one-third (30.5) .of all the courses we irely or:predominantly Canadian i r

.content'.33 In Ontario and in the Weste i rokinces, where the Commission found Canadian course offerings in. olitical
thee to be approXimately 29 per cent d 2Fper cent respectively, the figures closely parallel those of the CPSA

sury A.discrepancy occurs tri the data for the Atlantic region,.Where thekommission's inquiries indicated that only 25iii
per ceir those courses were Canadian- oriented, while the CPSA Report concluded that 31 Per cent *the-courses in-
political science in that region were Canadian- oriented 34

Both the Commission's own findings and the data presented in the Fox Report point to significanctvariatioris in the
amount of attention devoted to Canadian Matters in the political science curriculum in English-speaking and
French-speaking Canada. At the. sindergraduatelevel sonic 27. per Ortt of political science courses are Canadian-oriented at
English - language universities, whereas over 37 per cent' of political science courses are entirely or predominantly oriented

.1\
to Canadian.matters;at French-language...universities. This difference in emphasis upon the Canadian aspects of .political
science between Anglophone and Francophone institutions becohies even more pronounced at the ,post-graduate.level.
Nearly 42 per cent orthe.politicalsclence'Courses taught t tie graduate level at -Fiench-language universities are entirely.
or predominantly Canadian- oriented, in contrast to appro ima ly twenty-eight per cent of these courses ;Which are
Canadian-oriented at English-language universities.

Variations in the amount attentiodevoted to Car adian subject matter in political science courses - between the
different regions of Ciinada alsp become more pronOm ed at the post-graduate level..The..Commission's findings bore-Out

thenof the Fox Report that only-17_pe_enAf grac ses in political science in Western Canada deal' primarily
with Canadiansubject matter-;'as.op sed to- nearly 42 per cent French Canada, 44 per cent in the Atlantic region and
30 per cent in Ontario..

Similar studies tcate that the large- and faster- growing untver Ines have, generally, a lower proportion of Canadian
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courses and a much 'higher. proportion of ion-Canadian courses, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, than have
those universities of smaller s'1.I, or those that have expanded less quickly.

. Despite these marked variations by region, by language of study and by university size and ?ate of growth in the
amount of attention devoted to,Canadian subject matter by political science departments, one factor is common to every'
situation. In a41 regions, in both. language) groups, and at nearly-every university, the proporti6n of students enrolling in "
Canadian-oriented political science'coursesrelative to the total enrolment in.political science is'significantly higher than
the proportion of Canadian-oriented -courses relative to the total number of courses offered by departments of political
science. This i 'pecially noticeable in Ontario, where nearly 50 per cent of the tool undergsaduate enrolment in

politic c is-in Canadian-oreinied courses. It is clear that, in' many situation's, Canadian undergraduates are rnOre
n learning-about thepoliticaHnstitutions a-0 processes of their country than faculty-rwinbers are in leaching -

ern. In"fact, Many, students ineveryregiarrlif Canada were sharply critical-of thelimited attention given to
tan subject matter in the political science curriculum at both the'grachutte-and undergraduate levels, and of the

isequent restriction upon their opportunity to .pursue intensive studies in.this field. Nor were such spokesmen,always
Cajuul'ians",-A surprising number of studenis from other countries madeknoWri to the CommissiOn their puzzlement and
disappointment that it was difficult for them to pursue intensive. studios of Canadian political institutions and Canadian
political culture while attending some Canadian universities. Sonic other foreig students, however, took a different tack,,
and audiences at public hearings.listened in uncomfortable 'silence-on' more than-one'accasion while-well-meaning students _-
from the'United St;iteg assured the Commission that they Celt completely at home at their respective Canadian
universities so many good teachers from the States arid with so many courses focused on American politics and
political beliaviour'..

. .

"The,,('onimitteeon Canadian Content of the Canadian. Political Rience AssoCiation rendc d vIduable service by
___..

gathering data about the Canadian content of the teaching of political science in Canadian universities. However, tree. -/. Committee's mandate was limited by the curious instructions given to it to report iipon- faCts only, and not to attempt to
comment on findings, to interPret, to explain, to.draw conclusions or to make- any recommendations. These liinitations
on the maiaate of zi very capable Committee are themselves symptomatic of'flic_cleep diVisions within the discipline on
the questions-under'study and of the unwillingness, or inability, of the,prolessiOn to address-the issues involved. In the
stimulation of its Report, the Fox iCommittee noted the need for `much more research to be done-on the nature of
political science courses being offered at,Canadian tiniversdies',,andjhat this would require `a more intensive qualitative
(rather than quantitative) analysis'.35 The Coninatee then ventured to make. its one recomMendation to the Association: '

that further research -and analysis-ollhe course C'ontent'in political scien'ee'should be conducted. The Commission on
4Canadian Studies warmly Supports this rectcinniendation ;aid legrets-thift,....in_the-two years since it was mada, the CPSA

.i.
has so.far made little progress inits implementation. The Commission does,,however, wish to.conimend the Association ...

upon its initiative. in establishing the original FOX. C6111illItteC to inquire into Canadian content .in.the political science
curriculum arid for its continuing interest in this c -' ri: Whatever the limitations upbn its achievements to date incontinuing

,

...

investigating the nature:aii-trextefiftif.the att - tionsgiven to Canadian subject matter, the Canadian Political Science
.

o
Association has at least tirade' a seriotis beginning on rhe task and it is one toLtlic few disciplines that has done so:.

..,

..A number of-briefs and rei'lresentations, as well as the eTurrent literature and information availably to the Commissio
.

from other sources, make' it clear that both teachers and students are to some extent dissatisfied With current,prio ies

and directions iti.arizitlian political studies: The view Lis expressed over and ,over again to th '.. -'ominission tl ;partly as
a result of efforts to make their discipline as 'scientific' and `value-free' as. possible, too r, y political .scientists. in Canada

, .. .

have been ign'oring-tfie political in Canadian RoliticS,..AS one brief pied 'Canadian students-arc exposed to a political
Science in which the .iin ijor questions raised in political life. are, for 'the .inost...part--, left unexamined'. Another noted.that,...-.-
Canadians, today, are debating issues Ofimmense significance to their country, inclUding questions about political and
cultural sovereignty, economic nationalism, separatism, regional.-tlispi and. external relationships. Yert
surprisingly little of the vigorous public discussion ofthaselarge-miestic ns is reflected in the political seiericce curricidurn

-at sonic universities. -
. -

,V numberi, of observers have,linked the-discussion about the current state of Canadian political science to the- question "
of American influence. in Canada. For example, in a recent ar`ticlt exaMiningthe appropriate relationship between political

in Canada and i'n the United States, Alan Cairns notes that 'the exclusive American pOssesthin of superpower
... ..... ,. .
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status in the international system 'of national political science communities` has had, and continues*to have, a profound
impact upon the development of the discipline around-,the world, and perhaps especially in Canada. Fie points.out,that._
"pro_ximity to the Llitited Statesti common language for English - speaking Canadians, the extensive resort to. American
graduate schools, widesilread use of American texts, and the pfesence of American faculty' are factors that many critics
view as capable of bringing.about 'a'unidirectional integration of political science and other social sciences on both sides
of the 49th parader.'"

/.
Professor Denis Smith has expressed a similar conttrn that the recent development of political science in Canada is./

fundamentally imitative, reflecting"witli a time lag the interests and approaches of American pol.itical Science',37 46th

Professor Cairns and Profsshr Smith, like many Other u,itics of the tendency towards an uncritical copying 'of, American
political science at Canadian universities, acknowledge. that students of Canadian political science would be unWistto
ignore the rich andvolinninotis liteiature,produc.e.dby American political scientists or toeSchew.tools dranalysr .;

, developed by that community when these can bea'pplied appropriately in the Canadian setting: What they have argued,'
well, is/that the political system of any country can only be understood in hecontext of the history,.

-5----------rgeography, culture and institutions of that country. The political..eultare of a society -e Ives in the, context of that
society and in respOose to its particular circumstances. Thepolitical system of eanada.d ffers in obvious and significzint
ways from that of the United States: institutionally,-historically and. culturally. Because of these'_ differences, -the polities
of the two countries frequently - pose different questions for investigation and different models,:for study;Effective
analysis of the Canadian political system requires, therefore, a knowledge and underst ing ot ttionstorical development .

,

. of-Canadian society, of its cern-Ion-lie circumstances and of its distinctive political forms.-For these reaSon§, as Professor
...0"Cairns- has- noted, 'The study oltanada will be badly done to the-extent. that it is unduly influenced by the. large,

powerful,- Capable-, and aggressive:neighbouring community,. of sOiolars deeply immersed .in their own 'SoCiety'.34 Indeed;
prolohged failure _aclto`le.cogniZe this danger could onl too easily resultritt-long-terin__ everscopseg.uenees. far_ Canadian
political science: +./

It requires. ittle inia_ginimort to visuariz,e-a pc 1- ii Jic-stenallo. in which inadequa attention is paid to the
differences'in tlfe g'dbject matter-stUdi-id.

._----
rji.O.oVand.borro-wer, and in wit' h students of Canadian politics,...

participate in a continental-div'si n of,.,Iiihdurnit-_-Which..,they exhaust themselve trying to- apply the latest;
ever - changing modelt.-app ache or,tiedgeloped..by The bulk of the wOrl s political scientists-who live in the
United States<.3-°'

:1
,-,---

, __>-----Jb.e.--pessiin str scerrfwiaflat Professor Cairns suggests could easily be visualiZed has in fact already been realized in -a
_

.------
--large II nber ofOolitical science departments in Canada, where AMAmerican prioritiesand methodologies have substantially

Js carped the-4:fitiliacter not only of` research programmes but of undergraduate and graduate course offerings as well. In part,
-at kealsti,---this development .nuSt be related to the. large number ofpolitical scientists in Canada who are not Canadians,

----and particularly to Many- of tkise who are citizens of the United States and/or obtained much of their academic training--
in that coin r-y-:-Flic _lostiecent figures available from Statistics Canada indicate that more than one-third (35.6%) of the
full -tin - aculty_meaers teaching political science in Canadian universities in 19_73=674 were non-Canadians, and that
thc!,'Iargest group of non-Canadians in that year,as in the Pre_7iOus two years-,-.-were American citizens, whO filled about 22 ,

,....

...-

per cent, of the full-time positions' in politica,lseience-irCanadian..0-iiKeiSilies. These Statistics Canada figures are almost
identicarto those reported4iy- the Fox-X-biiinittee for .the preceding academic yeari, 1972-1973.4° An earlier survey of
the political science prof- .". , conducted by Professor W.H.N. Hull in 1971, found that nearly one-half of the political:,i
scientists in Carat a were non-Canadians by birth,,-i),yith,Americans, then at 19 per cent, constituting the I. rgest group.4-

,__ott-t-o-r a total of 397 respondents to Professork l's survey,c5ty-109 political scientists in Canada ha
highest degree in this country, while F79 had obtained their-highes4 degree inthe United States.

obtained their

examination ofIthe citizenshi ( of faculty members of political:science departnients at Canadian universities by
region and by language group reveals significant variations. The Statistics Canada data for.1973-1974 indicates, for
example, that only just over one-half (53(:;) or the full-thne faculty teaching political science) universities in Western
Canada were (anadian, and that over 30 per cent of these faculty.members in thatjegion'w re citizens of the United
States, Indeed; the Moir Report says that over two.-thirds (67%) of the .political scientists. i Alberta were

Report
,

non -Caned
I Similarly, t Rthe findingsof the Fox point to a sharp difference b tween English speaking and

Frenchisi,ieakinOniversities in the proportion of political science:; teachers who-are Cal adian. The }proportion of
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Canadian citizens among political scientists in the linglislit'speakini.universities for whom returns were provided was
approximately 62 per cent, while the proportion of Canadian citizenvin.French-speaking universities-Tvas 20 per cent

. x Ahigher, at 82 per, cent. .:/ .,

.. . . .

r.The.Fox Report also notes some interesting features.and'variations in university hiring practices in the discipline of
,7political science during the period 1967 -1973. In particular, it notes that the larger and faster-growing universities liired'a

,..'
'smaller percentage Of "Canadians than,:clid the smallerand less rapidly growing institutions. Roughly 54 per cent of the
political scientists appointed by Canadian universitieSin-thiS six -year period were Canadians.. However,. only 2.1 er cent of
the new appointments at the rank .of associate professor went to Canadians, who received ,a highei proportion f the
appointments made at the more junior, levels offlecturer and assistant profes r.

.

. .

The implications of these statistics are far4eaching. The findings of the F ox Report tiakp.clear,.for example:that .there
. .

is a direct relationship between flip amount of attention paid to Canadian object matter by political science, departments-
and the proportion of their faculty members who are.Canadians. The .0 iittee's data shows that, as one Might expect,'t ,

., 90' per cent of the C'anadian-Oriented political sci,ene-a- courses are taught by Canadian staff members and that few .

non - Canadians teach such courses. Conversely, over one-half of the politicalikierice courses that are not Canadiarr-oriented
are taught by non - Canadians. Manynon-Canadian,political scientists have, of course., taken a Thoughtfulinterestin,
Canadian political studies and made almost helpful ''contribution.to research and teaching about the political institutions
add prOcesses of this country. However, many others have franjdy little concern for,' interest in Or understanding of the

--.

political and institutions of Canada. tt is not surprising that, on balance, the amoutit of attention.given tq,
Canadian politic.al studies, in both 'teaching andzreSearch, relates ,k.i r I y closely to the proportion.of-Canadiaits -who:hold-

e,---
unkiersity teaclaing appointments in political sOence- 7.'

,

:- ....---------
, .

Similarly, at the post graduate level, the findings d.the7 F: k. Report showthattherCiSTI close. relationship between
, . .

citizenship a graduate students in political science and-tlfel-proportion-'orgTrtiduatt-\work done in Canadian studies:
the

\ ...-

aoughly502-Per cent of all Ph.D..students in our returns are Canadians. Roughly half the lih..D. students are
primarily! interested in Canadian studies. Roughly,threquarters of .all'Canzidian Ph.D. students in our returns major
in studies. Roljghl}% threeaciwirters of all non- Canadian students have a primary interest in-studies other,- ...
than Canadian.4 3.

° .

. .
. . ._

Yet a great deal of basic research,,muCh of. which could be initiatethin conjunction with graduate work, is required in
..:-

t,
iihnost every area of study relating to awl political institutions and political.culture of this country. But research decisions'....

4. ,
and research priorities, if they,are to contribute to ;Sur khowleqge.and understanding Of Canadian political institutions and

.

processe4, must` be made in the light of a full knowledge of Canadian needs and circumstances. if such decisions are made;
as they-now often sewn to be, in the light of American knowledge of the_Americairpolitical system, and in terms of the
current suite and interests of,potitical science in the United States, they will not serve very well toladVarice our
understanding of the distinctive political culture of this country. '' .

..

. . .
. .

. . ..
With these problems in Mind, Professor Donald Sin ey has arguedcogently in a recent paper that Canadian political

\sc.ience, Which he defines as 'the academic enterpris of studying Canadian government and politics', must Have 9high
degree of intellectualatitonomy Irani the American manifestations of that discipline''. " The-Commission :shares his view
that he conception of Canadian political science IS simply a. miniature !repIrca of American pontical science is 'a formula
for inadequate scholarship'. The interests and perceptions of olitical'scientists in the Unit9c1 States are conditioned by 1"

le explicit -environment and experiencesoftliat country. Moreover, the sheer size, wealth and Consequent specialization
of tlle discipline of 'political science in the United States, combined with the'enrrent preoccupation of its members N,/itli
American domestic and foreign concerns, inakC inappropriate the application of its standards; procedures and values -to..
thefidifferent circuniStances of. Canada. -

.° /
Professor Smiley calls for Canadian political science to rediseover its roots iii the earlietraditions'ofpolitical and

social. inquiry that Were established in the formative years between the two world vars-rWhen Canadian scholarship began
--to escape from its almost total dependence 411 that of the United King'dom;aiisl:E trope and to concern itself with studies
in the particular historical and physical context,of Cariadvino manne'r tharaten transcended the boundaries of academic

5
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,,
disciplines. In this he shares common ground with Profess44 C.B,Macpherscin, who has pointed to the unrealized "

possibilities in the distinctive Canadian tradition of political ecOnomy.4 S Expressed, for, example, In the work of such
scholars-as H.A,Innfg', S.D, Chnk, Alexander Brady, Macgregor Dawson, W.A. Mackintosh, J.A..Corry, Donald
Creighton, aneA.G, Bailey the tradition of politic- social and econo ic inquiry rooted in Canadian circumstances has
made an enormous contribution to our knowled e and understanding of the distinctive political culture oethis country.-

VP Moreoy,e'r, this approach to political investiga n, which is sUbstantiaRy a Canadian development.and one that ikalroost
totally foreign to American political inquir , has made a signifi nt contribution to political science as a true international
disciplui drawing upon the -scholarshipof all countries. There ar fortu ely; a number of scholais who have continued
to build upon.this Canadian tradition of. teaching and research in ical,icience at universities in every part..+A the.
country. However, their work often receives less than recognition iOlieserves from many of their colleagues who-are /1,
oriented in their work to the current interests methodologies of/prolitical science-in the United States. ,..7--';-

I. / -.4

...,,-- / ...

. .{;Briefs and representations to theCommission generafly-confipfned- the concerns. expressed by Cairns, Macphetson,
.. - Siniley Smith and others.aboyrthe need for priorities and/ap4Sroachesin Canadian political science that relate to''

_Canadian conditions. These submissions -frequently citekpartibular areas of research and teaching where attption to- -..
;Canadian matters has beeti.neglected, and they often ,attribnied this neglect in large part to an'and-ue preoccupation in .--

7. , "./ the Canadian political science community with American research prIoritieS andwith. methods of analysis that are 6..

/ inappropriate in the Canadian setting: In particular, such feoesentations pOintedto the. striking decline in instltutional,'-
n' constitutional, econonfi, historiCal and legal studies."Within the framework Of Canadian npolitical science, There has also

been-some turning- away from deseriptiye studies,eventhough a great many; are still needed for various- aspects of the
Canadian political situation. An examination of past'and current issues of the Canadian Journal of Pblitical Science; and
als0 of the programmes of the annual meetings oftheleanadiad Political Science Association,oVer a number of years, gives
some measure of this decline. In its place,- theie has .been a dramatic increase in quir4itative mid empirical studies. A great

al of this research is of a high standard and sornelpf it contributes. appreciably to-Our knowledge and understanding of
Canadian political institutions and processes. Howeikr,:nmeh of it co'uld just as readily have been conducled by politica
scientists in the United Statesor in any other country as by those ' Canada, This shift in research interests has,-in 'rn,

e
been reflected in the content and emphasis of the teaching currier no.

.. .

, .
,

. ,

'It-score, and need., for more research:graduate--w.ork tuidleacl iting on Canadian topics and themes political science
, ...--

is indicated by the fact, that there is still no.f4isingle academic book on the Canadian Liberal Party yen though that' .

Party has held /office at the federal level forithirty-fiveof the last foyty Years.4, Indeed,-thor. tidies are.neededof all
the major political parties in Canada,bothiin broad canvas and in d'etailed monographs mining articular events and
policies. The need for studies of political/parties, and events, and measures is just ute at the-provr al level; And the,_,
political study .of Canadian municipal 'affairs has scarcely begun at all. At, all hese levels', there aced for more j.
political biography and for a searchingelnination of the real processes political action.

, .
. r

Studies of government in :Creads have shifted-markedly in cent times' from a concern with..ce ral 'civern.ment

institutions such as Parliament and. its agenciesio an inte t in the systems' of politic,--especially:el to al,behaVrour. ....
. .

Again, this reflects in part a shift-aw-Iy"from the earl tradition of Canadian 'political inquiry and analyst While111e
,concern- with institutions alone was obviously ina grate, the .penduluin does seem to Ilktve swung rather,fa to the other
side.,In fact, institutions and processes..arc in, arable, and politiCal behaviour' isconditioned by the institutions through
which pedple operate just as the ittstitutio are influenced by' the actions and attitudes of those who, use them, In a
federal system such as Canada's, with grOwing and increasingly elaborate relationships developing between all levels of
Goveitinient,. federal; provincial and municipal, there is an essential need to examine tile nature of this complex
interrelationship...and to understand its -effects on political behaviour and on.-Canada'S'social and economic systems.
Federalism rind intergovernmental relations in aepuntry like Canada deserve much more attention in research and i the

curriculum than die-university community has thus far given to them, , ,-/ . I - 4
A-4....k.

The Commission noted some concern, 'expressed in submissinns and at Wits public ,hearings, with the widesprea
tentto-isolate the study of contemporary political activity from the study of-its develop tent andeve

Context.TiCcornmends for consideration thq...a?roach suggesfe,d- by two 'courses -designed to
.-

the evolution .of,Canadian. political tictivity...-4 tefirst;'ilthird.,year course -itdCarletotc lin ve
Thought is. des(ribed as follows: ..Aii-e-567nination of the de '1Opment. of. Canadian idei/// /4

e r anding of
tty ip Canadian P lineal
their relationship/to Canadian
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pohocal 'minion)l and piiliciest l he outline for thiS-eourse suggests that some attention ill be given TO--al_aspect-of
Canadianapoliticat studies which, in the opinion:of the Commission and several of its corres ondents,:have bece412ected,,

similar approach is taken in-POlities Ip t' ova ScOtia since Confederation, a course off;cred t University.
Courses arc also needed that will relate politieal.,studies more closely to the 'contcsxtof geo why and physical
environment. a

._ ...,

Public administration, inclaing the techniques,and instruments of policy fOrmulation, s another area of political- ""-a-- ,t. ,,
education that deserves more attention in its Canadian context.. With the-growing importage ot:a..overnment in almost

.. ever of our livesevely cifiren has a :vital stake in the quality of leadership and of S rvic provided by our public
institu 1 this situation the universities which are primarily responsible for 'advanced Ira tig, in our society havems.

spec ()ppm tun'ityand obligation to prepare graduate's who are equipped to, serve this public interes

Sk .
6 .. 7.

1 \
\ . . .

,

I e role of-low and the administration of justice in Canadil are more, adequately represented in the currienla of
. political science deptironents than of history departm.ents.---44, at a number of centres, more attention needs to be given

Co. legtilstudies w:itliin the framework -of'of political -science. Briefssuggested the need for special attention in both research
t ..,

and. teaching to such aceas x,, human rights anti liberties; the i:onstitutiOnal role of the courts, aboriginal rights, arctic
sovereignty and law of die sett. Such studies could, its turn, benefit 'frau the different, and differing, perspectiQes.of___

ipoliticai science. . ' . , ..

! ._ . . . ,
N....

Although sonic valuable work has been done by political scientists on the implications of this cmiliCtry's cultural
pluralism for its .political processes,.this is still not oftell reflected in'the university curriculum, Canadian politics clearly
has a 'distinctive quality. in part because of the cultural and linguistic diversity'of the Canadian people. This fact should
he c \amnia tir:i part of the teaching progra-rnmeooffcred by every department of political science in :Canada. There are,
however, row that deal with ii directly, as is done,Tor e'xamplc, in a course ht Laurentian University'on The Politics of
..thnic Pluralism. . -

'ie need for more attentikan to international relations as a Canadian Vudy i5 explored in a Biter seetioi.of this
chapter. I lowever.,it is appropriate to note here that political scientists in Canada have so far devoted little attention to
CanadianAmerican relations in time context of international politics and OLCanadian external relations..Ihir is this
enormously iniportant subject always de'alt with adequately in courses oft j%)licy formation'and decision-making, which-
L11:1Y, be intended to examine the mai& factors inruencing theSe decisions. The foreign policy and international relations'

'section of the 1073.1074 annual supplement to Tiros in Canadian Political 'curt es contains only four titles specifically
[elated to Canada:et relations' with the united State?. The study of Canadian - American relations needs grealer:empliasiS in

'the curriculum:and-in research than it now receives. Professor Stephen Clarkson has argued that the normal ,categoiies of
irtleinaticxlal relations analysis are unable to provide'an adeclalate understanding of the unique Canadian-Amerlean
relationship, Ile suggests that 'the most etying need for the development of serious teaching and study of this area is a
satisfactory theoretical strtiettae that will coneeptuidite the issues zindgenerate hypotheses that can be 'examined'.1.7

..TY

, There is also. room, and necit.for many more comparative studies relating and comparing tht: C in idi mu ,political
\pericllce Ica that of other societies with sonic iii,their political institutions, traditions Or ciretimstancp,

including, for extupple, other parliamentary democracies, other federal states, outer multi- lingual and nitild-cultural
societies, other examples of small power-big power 'relationships, other polities where regional inequalities haVe been of

.

longstanding concern, and other, primary.producing countries that are also heavily dependeN on trade:: The opportunity
TOr-such compttrative\ studies is explored further in a subsequent chapter on Canadian studies'abroad.\

.

hi all these areas, and`in many (litters that could be cited, a. great aeal of work needs to be done by schorirs informed
bv. Canadian experience arit sensitive to the distinctive features, of the Canadian policy. The eurriCnt neglect of such wilirk

- is a loss :.tot only to Canadtan self-kliowledge.and Canadian selGawareness, but to"the politicatscience discipline
everywheile and to international scholarship as n whole.

Sociolgy arid Anthropology

The Commsionls'decision to trearsociohogy Itid anthropology toge 1Qr waS not comely a !natter of Onvenienee: the

401P "7,
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historical jTatteria of ,disciplinary development, including the joint. departments at many Cinadian universities,. and the
oostingorganitational links, inelbiling_the Can'adran SOi,-.1adtigy and Anthropology Associatioi (CSAA), invite such

-L--simultalicOndiscussios. Moreover, the two Ilisciplines share, a-number of problem's and op-porfunilies. In some ways,
sociology"andutflropology have growireloser together at the same lime thayhey \Inkve. gone their own Ways as separate
disciplines. .For eXanyle. it is now nrotil.common than ii once was for tintlircTologists'-to,examine such topics as urban
neighbourhoods, ethnic. group cultur es, ,ari3.(3conoinistemS or exchange relations in intlotrial societies. In these- new
area~ of scholarship, the disfinctionbetween.cOmparatiVe'sociologists and anthropologists is'ruainly one of tradition. Their
needs in terms of research tools and information are often the same. There are, of course, Manyxother areas of special and

-s. distinct interest Co each or these disciplines, in the case or anthromilogy including for-example, somesubjects such as
archaeology and etjmohigy which are discussed.elsewhere in this Report.

Substantial der'itirtiikents or schatals of sociology ink anthropology did not begin to develop at .Canadian universities
until die late 1950s, and these were Inn providing graduate-studies on any large scale or employing any significant
rfundicr of Canadians until the late l960s. The -lateness and `sloWnessof this development may account in large part for
th remarkirble disinterest that these two diciplines have shown until reeetatly,, with a few notable exceptions, hi teaching
a d research, aliou,t. Canada.as a distiMitive society' and culture, Prior to 1960 only one university in Canada had awarded
any PhDs in sociology. 13y J970 thirteen universities had doctoral progranunes in the subject.-No,ne the less, from :the
time when the' first Canadian PhD in sociology was conferred in 19T3-3-7intil 1970 less than thirtykdoctoiates were awarded
ih Canada in this discipline. Advanced gradnate work in anthropology WI's-similarly ufiderdeveloped,in Canada. '

!".
The nuni'ber and site-of departments of sociology and anthropology in Canadian Universities grew rapidly dunnglite.

1960s. Between 1950:1957 aril 1967 -1968 the number of sociologists with university appointments increased front 3 I to
274,-,an increase (1,1 over 700. per cent. 8 By 1973.1974 the first. Guide to Departments of Sociology and An IhroPolOg.t. in
Canadian wurersities. listed. over 1.75- anthropologists at those institutipns,wit11 discrete depart merits' of anthropology."`' .

1 his very rapid rate.of growth reflected both the growing university recognit,ion'-of the need for pore academic work in
these,impottant social sciences-and mounting student demand that more courses should he availhle in 'these fields.

1 he dramatic rate of expansion ..cquired the recruitment of a large number-of non-Canadians, many of whom came,
from Me United States to teach in ( anada.-Indilled, by 1970 many sociology and anthropology departments across the-
country were almost wholly stallCcr byAmericans. The results of this influX are-still evident in the Most recent data
available .-fronuStatistieS Canada: In 197.3 =1974 nearly 60 per cent of thil full-time faculty in anthropology at. Canadian
universities were tionjCanadians, American faculty inenthers actually out = numbered tlw Ctmadiads in this discipline. Only
dl per cent were Canadians/. whereas 46 per cent were American citizens-. In the'Atlantic region only 18 per cent

faculty members i1t anthropolgy were Canadians. O3 per cent were -citizens -of the United Sates. in sociology, in
1973..1974, 45 per cent of full-time fa culty members were non-Canaditins; 27- per cent. were-American citizens. In the
Western Provileeest 55 per cirri of th.-e full time Itietilty members in sociology, were non-Canadians; .3,6 per cent were
citizens:01 the United States:10 fact, the Moir Report poiilted out that nearly three-quarters of the sociologists'zind
anthropologists'at universitieSni Alberta were non- Canadians, and only 27 pe'r cent were citizens-of this country.s,° In .

_few other areas of the humanities and social sciences has there been such a heavy dependence upon recruiting staff from

r.

outside the country,- r
WhethCx.it was really ueeessary to rely- so completelytiponth<portation or Id-reign faculty tomeet the expanding

reqUirenients of Canadian universities in these two disciplines-is a moot point, More..nnOit have been done to develop our
graduate, programmes sooner: -and-ftister. In many instances. appointments -bri,4a trial basis\inight have been given 'la,
-promising :voting Canadians', rather than teacher from outside the country witkmore inThiressive academic

.-qualilications tint] a longer list of publications to his 6r-lier 'eredif., No doubt both academic snobbery and the old boy
network- playell a part in events, as many submissions suggested, The ti'ii*`--polity--of_the Canada Connell may also have
beeh tat fault, supporthig and encouraging youlig ittke their graduate work in the United-States at the cost ,f
slowing in the -Clevehipment or Canadian graduate-schools in these fields and cOnsequenj. failure to

also

into graduate
study sliciology.and.anthropology. larger number of able Canadian undergraduates. Mortriniklit -also have been done
tof ecinit fitculty membersIrmin a variety of htic-kgroiinds overseas, :rather than relying so heavily on those who were most
readily avilitabie in the country next door. Ali these, and many other relitted points, are the subject of keen debate and
strong lectingS. "Fht, Commission Plicves that thew is sonic vitlidity in each -of the points mentioned, and also, that it
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woOktx" proiltdble.tol some university leaders and students ol,Linatlianitigher elucation to cKantine the events and the"
Net: What. may levied loin this eXperient Flo vet`, -the Commission's concern is with tile. present and

..s.1.)..,44.1m-m,Arlwe. rather ()wit wit() attempting to assess responsibility or blame for 'the past.
IT

.

"5:11.110 1-AtINt and euture4:t onsequences ol the nuissive ininston Qf nonCanadian faculty niembers into the depattinett(s Of
sociph,*,aiici,apthrop()iiigs. at Cumidian onevkiNsities, and particularly of suclClarge numbers from just, one other country,.

.,..regiViU1,..sptiygt`lintsideratktpv.,It should be ;lenpwledged at once ti it this country has an obligation, which it must
',10liort. 91..'r0,11):co$t:I'w4yp'c:Iliii; keit :it, its, ii:94141 to help to meet the need fo'r More univeisity teachers in these disciplines

1 #(i. k. iiie of.rapnrcii$inision..-It slibuttl alokhe.teknowledged that a great. many of these scholars front other eountries
l'iivit nitiitte an invaluable contrilnition ',tofartadian higher cducaqon and, in many instances, to the Canadian studies
usl)ects of their thwiplines. however, the tact remains that in many departments of sociology and anthropology Canadian
teachers are 'tit a Minority. Often, too, tli4 bold the more junioi positions in their tlepartMents.with faculty members.
limn other.counteies occupying the senior departmental academie, administrative and planning positions.

.....
the. IrsCsnehlanguage universities ate a notable- exception-exception to -this situation. In F9731974, in the universities of Quebec,

7. per cent of the Init.:lime laCulty members: in anthropology and 1.1 pet cent of those in sociology were Canadians.
.Illese ligitrorSinclude the data from several higlish-speaking universities in. Quebec. and omit, the. data ifeini a number of
l'ienchspeaking universities and colleges outside ()I' Quebec. '1'1w percentage of Canadi'an faculty for the Fncophone
universities as .a group would be still higher. Assdeiated with the higher prapturion of ranadians on the stalls of the ,

Frenclitipeaking universities is .1 inueli lasher degree ofsattention to Canadian subject matter. in the currieulnin in both
sociology aalantloopology. Indeed. the Commission heard sontecompelling arguments that it lhas been'only at these
universities that serious and sustained attentlion has been devoted to some or the nitlor Canadian,Nneerns in sociology

-I
and anthropology.. -, ,

. .
. . 1,

\ .
Met. it matter thateanadian faculty knetubers are aten in a mimirity:or in the junio'r riosi(ions, of so [limy

departments of sociology and anthropology at the Firglish language universities'? It appears that it pes in at least sonic. .

instances..The Commission heard arguments,; and carefully examined several cases,in which it seemed clear that course
content. and,Or 'hiring practices were affected by this Situation. Often unconsciously. but sometimesIperlraps consciously,
the policies of deivartments in Wiljell Canadian faculty inenibtsrs "v. the minority or in junior positions,..showed an
apparent bias zig'ainst luring Cana Ilan scholars or including ', radial- nurses in the curriculum. As one correspondent
noted; 'it was Clear that they \V" lied felloW Nmericans, with publi ations ill the American tradition'. Another commented,
'you nisi, try to convince the America() SOCiOlOONiii presently ileie I in Canada is worth studying'. Some American
sociologists were even forthright enOugh to tell the Commission that would not hire CanadiansforjtheiC,
depaktmeals beCause 'once one hires "a few then they will be-pushing 1, more and more:. It is no wonder that Ow
Conunission encountered Canadian sociologists and anthropoltgists e- ployed at Canadian uniyersitiCswho reported that-
they w(\re made to ttsel foreigners in their own land. More often than i however, it was not that there was any plot to
keep oufxCaiuttlialls or to downgrade deliberately conrses orieilte.:to Canadian concerns. Rattier, it was that good scholars
trained in 'One mitnin,i1 tradition wore blinded to the 'possible merit of scholars raised in another tradition with acadCnlic
interests thatAelated to their own country.

. . v

tale
... . , ,In a number of instances. when itjreould do so with the permjssion- of the indiviurrats involved, and when the facts

-scenic.] vow:want such action, the tz'ommission drew the ailttnrion of university of to:some of these situations,
".

. Som.ctimess with favourable results. Ilowtsver: it woultfurgvey' -y university administf, - 0 to look carefully to see
whOlier sil'Oli abuses are occurring on its own campu/rmus berecognized. hpweyer, it i often 11-cuit, r'or e-Vell

, ,, ,

the Brost senior university officers to deal effectiv5.1-y widi these-prollenis at .ti time when dei r.(fQ(fri many

universities have asS'unietl virtually total control/6ver their own hiring policies and over le planning-orr lum. In
`'many *these Situations, the existing. personnel-at the departmental level' are in apositio to perpetuate tlii2.fr-ov MIL_
and"thtsir own prOgramnics, almost regardless, iii the wishes elf the ,university, And they- are doing so.

----.,

The Commissions mitqlies syikorted A,ariatis,;tildies. and indeed the common sense observation, that in sociology and
Anthropology, as in 0 lice fields, C,&iaoscliolars are, oil bitl.:ince;.inorcli<cly to be knowledgeable about-and interested
in Canadiiin subject imitter are la( uliv<menlbers win) are eitiaris or other countries. Onesuch study, cleating with the

ql \ 1,
h SOQicil sciences but Ibt:tiSinp, 0 . r01111a 1.1r:70--.---191. example, there are noJahle. differences ..iNhe academic interests'

).,
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and professional orientation of Canadian and American sociologists holding appointments,at.Canadiatt'universities.'' In
N, !,k10 :\ nit,11(,in woologws favour the highly 'scientific', 'tnitintitative and 'empirical' specialties, whereas Canadian

sociologists :ire inore likely to indicate a special interest in institutioinfl- and social organizational analysis; and social
problems, s hich may suggest a greater attention on the part of Canadian 'sociologists to systemic problems in Canadian
-sooety. the study also tumid that probably more than :20,per cent of the American- sociologists at Canadian universities
belong ei.lusively to American professional bodies, suggesting that their orienttltion is "continentalise,in nature in that
their principal to attics remain with their native American professional organizations. Understandably, many American
teachers

continuo to orient themselves to the labour market in the linked States and presumably some are merely Waiting
tor the most proppious-moment to return' to it this being the case, they tend not to concern themselves with
(',madian history/or thought, nor to orient 'themselves to. the value system.which has,evolved, in this country,"

Ole problems posed for Canadian studies in.,§aciology and tinthropol5)gy by the .higher proportion .of,non-Canadian
faculty members, in particular Americans, holding, positions, in these, disciplines at Canadian .universities are often
compounded by the; fact that so very many of the Canadian faculty members teaching .these subjects also took. all orrnOst
of their post-graduate studies in the United States. A survey of sociologists and anthropologists conducted in i970by the
Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association revealed that most:of the full -time faculty. menibers in these Iwo'
disciplines in Canadian universities obtained their highest degree in the United States. Sixty -one per cent were An

and only 18 per cent were Cargdiari grained. The Commission's own inquiries indicated that: the situation has not
changed markedly since the ('SAA survey'was conducted.As the AssOciation pointed out in its extensive brief to the
tynneau-Corry Commission, where an individual obtains his or her post - graduate 'training will substantially, influence his
research inthests and also the kinds of presuppositions and methodological biases he will, bring to bear, on, both his
research and teaching. '

.

"-A.
. .

Ile will transmit cultural influences along with disciplinary ones. Ile will, conceptualize Iiis4esearelfProblents,
organize his endeavours, train his students, and relate to his local society in 'ways that -will be strongly and -

pervasively influenced by his own experience of becoming"professionalized"..in graduate school. `Re models of
acadetnic, administrative, and social behaviour presented to inin in Nis graduate school wiltfequently 'be the kinds
Of models he will seek to impose upon his own work situation and Ais colleagues. It is thus of, critical importance to
know where our scholars receive their higher training."

i-Ai'' in Canada
.,

Many of these Canadian students have returned to university appointo s in Canada fr i their ppst-graduatet tudics,
in the United States i:14.-nrcd with -an American approach -tdand conception of sociology and anthropology,.which they
proceed, in turn, to inculcate in their awn students, In doing so,!they are 'seldoin intending to propagate a partiedlar and
limited concept of these disciplines that is Ameriean ii itsits liature.-On the- contrary believing that the social sciences are
indeed sciences; they. are proceeding to tench about and to search for the universal

t
rinciples of social organization and

social behaviour tha't they letirnetrabout in the United States.. TheyhaYe been taught that social science 'knows no,.
national boundaries, and it follows, therefore, that -file-approaches and values, and research Rriorities; that.theylearned-..
are of :riniversal validity. What this assumption ignores ikthat the-Se-disciplines are highly- sensitive to theparticular society. ..

in which they are located, particularly Atfien that society is large, seTcoinained and preoccu0e-d--with- its own-affairs.-
.Their-cicveloprilA in the United States has beenNno excdption to this rule. As 'alistinguishedCanadiatt,schular in this' i

field, Professor S.D.Chirk has pointed out 'what tlezelopcd in the Ui.d States y,as an`,Arngrican sociology' etmeerned.. ,.
with and shaped by the experience and' ..roblerns of that specific society. Indeed!, it American. that.
gave to 'sociology in the .United States,its,great strength; just European 'and . ritish sociology have their distinctive
chasieteristies. and estrengtrisr,- The consequence of this is that inany American and e.-Lican-trained faculty members at
Canadiad'universities,"while claiming to toe4-a sociology and ri...an.thropology that kn w no national boundaries, e in
practice teaching American 'sociology and anYhrapology. As'ProfeSser.Clark has pointed oil 4' .,.

, ..., (3, i,
1,

SOciology cannot he taught simply in te'rmS'ofabstract principles. its teaching involves talking 'about sociely.ss,
..... IN

. .

nd Are society about. which irlany of these faculty members are teaching is tliat of the Unifeck States T.

.
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There is nothing sfonigeor undesirable..aboUt s provided that -the reality of wh'ts occurrittg is recognized.:
Sociology and anthropology are often, in ti'speetal sense,. concerned with thevery el dracter of the society in which we
live. They have a responsibility to speak about society to society, The Commis n' concern is simply that concepts,

to he univers111(1 'adopted uncritically by fli-e'se discipline& in 'Canada, that'ther sh`ould be an open-7opportunity for
peibrities, MethOdologies atid'intere\Sts-in_wciology and .anthropology that are se tially American should notbe assumed

Canadiati-concepts,, riorities, methodologies and interests to be developed, in tl se fields, and that .a reasonable degree of
attention would be di 'tett to Canadian needs and circumstances in,teachihg- hd research about
universities, The Commission not suggesting that Canadian sociology and a tlftopelogy departments should erect
barricades against foreign cultural r LICI1CCS. On the contrary, in'these disciplines asin others,',_Scholarship and-teaching in
Canada have much to gain from the rich demic traditions of-other coin tries. The'commi,ssion is-suggesting, however,
that We trust not adopt as our own the acadet tradition of any one o ter country on the. grounds' thatit. is the only
one deserving of attention or that .our own is not wo t1Ldeveloping.

Nfany briefs, and .representations, and the Commission's .own inquiries, indicated that there is at present often a studied
citort on the part of many sociolOgists and anthropologisis at Cana ,universities to avoid types of Study, and subjects /'
for study, that do not appear to ilt readily into*the American framewofkL these disciplines. The results are often

relations-, Canadian multi- culturalism, and the,,trative peoples of this country and fOc inifead on analyses of race and

.

irreongruous and even absurd.. Some courses on race relations Lind. cultural pluralisn ,.for_example, ignore French-English

ethnic relations in the UnitedStates. Other courses on urban and rural sociology, on t family, on industrial relations,
1) on demography and migration patterns and even on regional studies rely alrilost exclus4/6 upon American literature and

American examples.

It is not surprising that the Commission encountered a groWing concern in many parts of Cana both in 'the academic

community And among the general public, that sociology and anthropology as taught at many of our niversities are not
sufficiently attuned to Canadian conditions and problems. This concern has been well summarized in went editorial' by
Raymond Breton in the Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology, which lists the main criticisms of those who..
feel that these disciplines asreflected in the contents of the Review ane not making their proper contribution to an
understanding of Canadian society. The charges are made, for example, that scholarly writings in these fields a/Canadian
universities are uninspired by the niajor problemsof our age, arc in.l relevant to the social issues' We face in our own
society, do not.contribute to an 'understanding of the dynamics of our institutions, ignore regional variations in the
wollure and social structure of thiseotuitry and contribute little to the study of rtion- building and of coactive identity.
-formation in Canada.

For an ethnically differentiated society, in which ethnic issues have .rtieen almost.continuously at the centre of
\political' and social life, there is little to. contribute to the .analysis of multiethnic societies. For a rejonalized sociely

there is little scatty Cif regional inequalities and of societal integration. For a society with regions different in' thdir
.eeology,,,cuLturc, and history, there is little attention, pidd to comparative social structure. Foi a rapidly changing
society, tt...e is little on the study of the evoltition.andchange of social institutions, patterns of power
relationships:In4 demographic irtnds. Fora .society that has in many ways 'a distinctive historY. and a distinctive
combinrition of economic, cultural, ecological, and -demographic conditions, there is little . .. that is distinctively

Canadian.5 6 /
. .5, 'J

. The Cominission's inquiries revealed that many of thesexttitieisins are well-fo'unded. At most of-the English- language
universities.of Canada,-in particular, it would be-appropriate for more attention he directed in sociology and .

zint.k.opology to Caaadian''.4'ubject matter in both teaching and research. As the Cana an Sociology and,"Anthropology
.Association has itself noted, theft is a need.'to substantially increase research' that dealA 1 Canadian socio-economic

II. G.',
and cultural .history and present circumstances, aid which proyides IQonjp,arati've perspectivd">) 'Canadian society'..57:

:. -

.., , --___. - .
. _----.

....-

.

Sociology and anthropology in this 'country do`..rreed to beconte,more,firinly rooted in Canada, more concerned with

thc..titany regions and .r/ople ol.Cana'da 40(.1 more Anznitted to.the study; of Canadian,socie.ty-than they have been. in the .

past, There should he a...stronger emphasis in these disciplines upon many- specifically .C.,inadian matters, such as studies of

federal', provincial and niuttielpkorganization, tell ting and research about culoturaldiversity and conflict within Canada , -
,,

Nantrthe examination of eormininities artieulat ethnic .groups, particular occupatiOnal arrangemere ands
. .

87
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particular problems of Canadian cities and rural areas. Without many more studies of these kinds, our knowledge and-
understanding of Canada will be incomplete. A study of the traditional cultures, the historical role and the contemporary
situation o'f the'indigenous peoples (Indian and Inuit), for example, is essential to an understanding of Canadian society
and of Canada as a nation, although this fact is still little recognized.'There is a great need for research on the Canadian

Little has yet been done to explore the sociology of science and technology' in Canadian society:, A greater effort
sliould also be made to provide Canadians with a view of their society in its international context, indicating the parallels
and dissimilarities between this and other societies, and the relatiqnships between the cultural and social structures of
Canada and those ofother countries.

The Royal Commission on.Bilingualism and Biculturalism pointed to the needrfor'far more research concerning eve&
aspect o(Canadian cultural pluralism. The Commissioners reported that -`a striking fact whiclf emerged from our research
into cultural groups °di" than the, British and French in Canadian society is that so little'is known about the subject'
Theyytherefore, urged Canadian scholars and learned societies to give high priority to research concerning, for example,
immigration and ethnic relations and tlicir effects upon our social, economic, political and, cultural life. The
Commissioners observed bluntly:

.

As far. as a sociology of ethnic relations exists, it,is mainly. American. Although much can le learned from research
carried out in the United States, the 'conclusions reached are frequently not applicable to Canada:59 `

directions in sociological and anthropological research in Canada should go hand in hand with major reforms in
the sociology and anthropology curriculum, The Commission's examination of Canadian university calendars and 'reading
lists, together with information provided at the Commission's public hearings and in briefs, made it clear that many
courses in these. l'sciplineS almost completely ignore Canadian questions and illustrations. As noted earlier, courses on
race and ell relations,. for example, will often refer:only indirectly or by analogy to the problems of French and
Englishrelatinns-in Canada, yet they will investigate with some thoroughness race and ethnic relations in the United
States. Similarly, courses Tht kinship, societal integration, urban sociology, demographic trends and diverse'cultural studies
will often examine situations in the United StatCs at length while Canadian problems and circumstances are neglected.

In a provocative study of the role of national courses in the, teae ing and development of sociology in Canada, .

Professors R.A. Hedley and T.R. Warburton, noted that courscs in Cat dian society typically appear to be 'a recently
introduced second or third year elective with a moderate chrolment'.6 6. f forty departments /replying t; the-authors'
questionAiretwenty-seven were then offering or had previously, offered course on Canqian society..All.bnt seVen'of
these courses were introdtteed after 1965: In only rare instances Was a Canadian society course found to be ativobligatory
part.of a 'Major programme: Generally; it was utterly outnumbered by the array of other courses offered in most -. ,,,I,

C- iadian 'sociology.department0.Consequently this course had 'a low potentiaFfor overwhilming,impact oil the'kind/of,-
o ocioNlogy graduates we produce'.6,,,' The Commission discovered little evidence to indicate that there had been much '

change in this regard since the Hedley-Warburton study was done" ir/ .
. ---- , ,,

Professors Hedley and Warburton were 'themselves of two different opinions as to whetherarriotcourse's ori Canadian
society' are of value.11owevier, the Cominission notes that similar courses dealing with their respecti societies are offered
at universities in the United States, 'Britain and Australia, in the belief on the part ofthe faculty involved that there js
merit in students of sociology knowing the structure and development of their own 'society. The Commission shares this
view and would,therefore,.recommend that such purses be continued at those CanadianuniVersities that have them and
introduced lt those universities that do not, Perhaps more important than the need for specific courses dealing with
Canadian society, however, is the need for a pervasive awareness of the Canadian context throughout the curriculum. The
Commission notes that there has so far been little academic study of the develOpment,and current nature of the sociology
curriculum in Canada., It believes that such studies would now he timely and helpful.

Numerous submissions-to the Commission urged the need for courses, at both the undergraduate and graddate levels in
such interdisciplinary areas as the process and structure of industrial organizations; the relationships between industrialize
andunderdeVeloped-nations:\the cultural and political effects of economic de-penderice; ethnic,and regional relations; the
impact on 4,2.41 situations of large-scale changes resulting froth transportation and reSourcedevelopment; and the position
of the-Qtive peoples in Canada, 8 8
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1.

The availability in spciology arttl_anihropology ofpublished,materials-dealing with Canadian questions and
circumstances will' play a central role in determining the amount and kind of attention deV'oted to the Canadian.
experie,nce in courses in these disciplines in future years. Professor' Patricia Marchak has compentedupon. the scarcity of
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such' materials in a recent paper:

Cultural and social studies of Canada have, a short biblioaaphy. The short-bibliography appears o havetwo causes:
one is the paucity of material, and the other is the inadeqqacy of referencg material in covering what does exist.62

Fortunately, studies of Quebec and to a'lesser extent of other parts of French Canada have been more extensive_ than
of the_ country in general and this is reflected in the state of the literature on-this subject. The litelature on -

French Canada as well as being mote developed is also often more readily accessible through Such journals as .R&herehes
Sociokratfitiques and Sociologic' et,Societes..Such publications and a Amber oexcellent bibliographies have greatly
facilitated °the study_of French Canadian society. Similarly, research, on the sociologyof native peoples has-been both
cumulative and prolific and th has, in turn, led to extensive publication and to the preparation of substantial _.

bibliographic materials. Ilbwever, studies of Anglo-Canadian institutions and culture, and ethnic group research, have
developed More slowly, and there is an acute need for more research and publication in these broad fields.

Briefs and letters received by the Conlinission-have.referred to the gradual increase in the amount of Canadian-
literature available in sociology, noting in particular the fields of deviance urban sociology, stratification and population.
Most emphasize, howevei,Thiat this literature is still often Canadian in subjeat matter only ---notin perspective or- style or
analysis. Again, it is clear that much more must be done to ensure That research tools and techniques fit the need's of the
distinctive society and conditions under examination iaCanada. The CommisSion.believes that greater effortrare required
to develop -and utilize Canadian materials in socidlogy,andin anthropology. Increased attention should also be paid to
bibliographical work in tlicSe disciplines, and especially to ensuring that Canadian-oriented materials publighedl. for
exaMple, in American 'periodicals, can be more readily identified as being Canadian and thereby more readily utilized by
Canadian students. The current system or classifying publications in the fields of sociology, and, to a 'lesser extent,
anthrbpology makes it difficult tb identify Canadian research materials. Many of .the Canadian case studies, that have been
published have appeared in American or British joun'ials, or produced by American book publishers, so that they are
easily. missed in'compiling a bibliography of Canadian-materials.

Recarch, and bibliOgrapilic work, are needed in the main institutional areas of the disciplines, inchiding,kinship and
family; inillt.try and econOm ; law and juridical ,institutions;politics;smedia; eduCation,'and religion. In addition, work is
needed in such ar as m graphy';group and regional sttulies.;social hiSto'ry; sochil philosophy; history of theory;

.finguistics; myt and folkloristici; criminology and deviance; znid.class or stratification, as well as in other areas already
Mentioned. Wo k has'.'scarcely begun onthe great task of identifying and making use of the mess of Primary sources
available to sup oil sesearch,and teachiinlein the Sociology and-anthropology of Canada. '

To maximiu the contribution of the research efforts'ofsociologists and anthropologists in Canada, the Canadian
Sociology and Anthropology Association- bas noted the usefulnesseof preparing sonic 'delineation of research areas of high -

,priority'.,In its response to.the Bonneau-Corry Report, the Association has called specifically for intense study of areas
such as method in the social sciences, value systems-, social pturalism and minority problems, social mcwements and,'
the concepts and implications of progress and development. Much basic data and analysis-to support research on these and
other themes may be provided by the CensUs ResVarch Programme jointly organized by StatiSticsCandda and the Social
Science Researcli,Council of Canada. The RCC's Statistics Committee has begtin consultations Mal Statistics Canada on
research needs related t6 1-981 census plan 1 . Sociologists, anthropologists and other social scientists have been
encouraged to participate through the SSRCC it making known to Statistics Canada theirneeds'in the.area of- :census
data. , .

An increase in the attention deyotdd to Canadian subject inatterptthe sociology'and antlitopolOgycurriculum at
Canallian universities will 'depend largely`tmon the success-of efforts to encourage scholarly research and publication
relating to Canadian concerns in these disciplines.:Still more it will depend upon the continuing-rectiiilinent of faculty
members who are sensitie to the academic and culktral environment of Canadian society, who are interested in and
knowledgeable about the prohlems and issues of this society and who wish.7t6.foster learning. about Caliadian sociological

0114.)
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and anthropOlogical matters.

A number of leading Canadian sociplogiSts expressed the view to the Commission that their profession was-noW -so

totally alienated from Canadian concerns and values that it was time to consider re-inventingSociology as a discipline at

one or two selected universities in Ci'nada. If this could he done, they suggested..it_wouldprovide a fresh chance to
develop at least a few major centres of Canadian sociology. Having looked closely' at the situation in stit.i6logy at many of
our.uniVersitieS.7an ,,,,,,,,,, carefully into a good many of the problems and circumstances- described to.it.,. the
Commission understands-very-weti.theconditions that cause so many able, and often younger., Canadian sociologists to
share the sentiments.contained'in such irslig-gcstion-.4144reisiindeed, a real danger that sociology,/and perhaps to'll lesser

extent anthropology, as fields of scholarship,in Canada Will become so oriented to American 'interests, values,

methodologies and research priorities that they-can no longer effecti.yely,serve the academic and ocial interests of this

o country. In this situation it would'make sense fo,r.a number of universities to develop a role as dcntres for Canadian

studies inthese fields.

The Commission believes, however,.that in all the universities of this country both' teaching and research it1, sociology

and anthropology, should contribute h an understanding of the culture and social structure of Canadian society anti of
'thC' variOns. regions:communities, culturo and family units that comprise it. An appropriate emphasis on the study

1,

of.
significant issues in the institutional and cultural experience of this society need not imply a lack ,of attention to the

study of other societies, Nor should it iniply any exclusion of comparative research. On the contrary, it should maie

possible the development-of much more effective comparative analyses. There-As no contradiction or lure }itab e conflict.

involved- in 'fostering a Canadian discipline and in .contributing to incC universality in the sticittf-nenees..AsTrofessor '-

Raymond 'Breton has noted, the opposite is the case: theory can only benefit frolit confrontations with studies of

distinctive cx0rienees societal, institutional; jnclividual occurring in specific sociohistoriclal ankeCologieal contexts.;:63,
Some Other Areas of Opportunity and Need for Canadian
Studies in Curriculum Development
In addition to the foreggin observations, which relate primart y to some °f the traditional disciplines with which

Canadian studics are most commonly associated
'work inCanadian studies i% already taking place o
studies. It may he helpful, by way of itlustration,
number of these'areas.

at
Environmental Studies

ere are many other areas of stddy iii which'a significant' in-mount of

notable opportunities exist f6r the development of-Canadian
eitiote brichyOtere the oppOrtunity. and need for Canadian studies in a

:The Commission received many submissions pointing to the inereasnig interest in and importance of environmental

studies, and to the need to direct more attention to Canadian problems apd conditions in thii,field in both teaching and

The Commission shares the concern expressed in these representations. It notes and welcomes the-fact that there

has been a substantial growth in the amount 9f attention devoted to environmental studies at Canadian universities. None

the less, it believes that far more support must be given to academic activity concerned with this.critiCally important

subject, by Government, by donors, and by the universities themselves. In particular, the Commission wishes,to draw

attention to the. obligation that Canadians have both to themselves and to others, to gather and study the facts, to

examine the issues and to address the proliletlis- directly concerned with the environment in rthi's country. en in many of

the co-operative, internatibrialiirOgritnimes to alleviate world-environmental problems, Cana`cliznit will often b able, to

make their most helpful contribution by focusing on circumstances and conditions that can most readily be stu ied and,-

dealt with.in or from their own country.

The need for more work on Canadian environmental problems is discussed. more fully and specifically in the t o

Isuceading chapters of this,report, which deal. with the sciences and the professions. However; it is appropriate refer ,

brie o this subject here because of the growing recognition Mat, in, order to be effective, the study of environmental

issues lust embrace anany disciplines in the luinanities- and social sciences, as well as in the sciences and professions: The

environment can be and should be-studied from the varied viewpoints of the biologist and the sociologist, the chemist and

the political scientist, the geographer and the economist, the physicist- and the historian, the anthropologist and the

lawyer and many others. Aspects of each of their .disciplines relate to Canada's environmental concerns. It is, therefore,

90
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inwrtant-to draw upon the contribution each discipline can snake to our understanding of environmental probleMs and
to the fesolittion of these problems,

Although recognizing that die tofial dimensions of many erliiironmental issues will have and should have a, most
cant influence 'on curriculum development and research in this field, the eommissir believes that environmental
s 'in Canada must have a major Canadian studies component, The Nast land and water surfaces of this country, the

mar ne crivironment tif three surrounding oceans and the diverse ecosystems of Canada offer major challenges to
ronmental researchers. Canadians are becoming more and more 'aware of their cultural identity.in some instances
e has perhaps lice.n some straining to discover component of our culture and situation uniquely or
icularly Cariadian. But, as.thc brief from one universit culty of environmental stu; 'no exaggeration is

fired to point out the distinctiveness of marry ofthe. ysical and biological propertie, of Canada. The environmental
idies'curriculum at Canadian universities must be sensitive to both the particular physica stances and the
articular pictterns of social and economic! development in Canada,(hat will ofte.n poses environmen I problems not only

distinct from tliose in other countries but also different 'from one region of this country to anothe Canada's grelt`
diversity may be a complicatiA factor in the development of'erwironmental studies programmes, so o which are
already evolving regional specialization: Ultimately, however..such variety is a valuable asset. '-

Marked expansion has been experienced in the field of eirvironniental' Oldies in the last half decade. Programme
been developed that combine traditional courses in new ways. New cOurses*have been:designed that deal' specifically
environmental matters. Faculty members from a variety of disciplines have come togetherto pursuq their common
interest in the subject,At several universities a 'broad internal division has been adopted between work in environmental
sciences and in environmental studies, the latter definedto include examination of the complex social, economic, political
and legal factors affecting the. human, response to the environment.'The/anadian dimension is particularly apparent in the.

-soeial aspects of environmental issues,' and representations to 'theCommi!sion lamented the shortage of Cariadian-authoted
materials needed to deinonstratethis point effectively to students:

r"

The rapid development of environmental studies programmes has not occurred. without controi?ersy. Vigorous debate-,.
for example, about the appropriate relationship between environmental studies programme's and existing departments has %.

resulted in a wide range or different approaches that emphasize the traditional disciplines to varying degrees...Similarly;
the're has been:lively!disputation about whether programmes in environmental 'studies should be developed at the

'undergraduate level, o7only,in post-graduate studies. Many scholars who corresponded with the Commissionon this
subject were agreed tflat although the capacity lo synthesize knowledge iRitheenvironmental field-is"one ultimate goal in
training student': that goal may often best be realized by prdviding a' specialized eaucatibm in one
environmentally-qpienied dipline,at the undergraduate level. llowever, the importance of interdisciplinary co- operation
in analysis and=problelpisoliting, was also emphasized, particularly at the graduate-level. This point,of view has been
strong! tigirecl n an article by ProfeSSOr George R. Francis of the Faculty of kimiironmerital Studies at the University of

-- Waterloo
: .

I would contend that an iovironmental education programine should be very wide in scope and encompass
"envirorirrienr" from all of its Many definitions and aspects. The studies encouraged by it wouldirange over the
complex interrelations of Man with thelftdphysical socio-economic and Man-made physical ertvironmentsiA its
attempts to understand better the niain fe.attires,,of these systems Within which Man operates, and this would be in
no way limited by the conventional anti arbitrary boundries set'by the established academic disciplines64'

4 t,

On a similar theme Dr Patrick McTaggart-Cowan has urged that;zin addition to specialists, Canada requires generalists

trained to synthesize knoNVIedge about' tg.enyironmerit rn the 6Oint of: view of a 'number of disciplines, `people, who

can apply thiS knowledge to whole ecosystems'.

rs
if, for example; I want to explore WC alternatives to'platinum as a catalyst forIlle exhaust problem in automobiles;

- .

I am gding to depend on Aomebody who is at the cutting edge of knoWledge in gas-treatment or in the design of,

automobile engines.... But w en I am talking about the "Conserver Society" and about how to bring it into focus
war-it that specialist, I want him. working on the combustion engine. 1 need aor the whole of society, I doc

snthesizer who will take an holistic view -olit and put the. webs,together in an understandingway. But-we are not
1. .

9.1.
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1.

!,

turning them out, weare not training them. You can noLgel_ti research grant. in (. nada for that type of
synthesis, .. :

. /........

3--, (--- .01 , ,..

I think. this isa side of the coin that we re-ally need Co look at and perhaps that is one of the reasons why all Of us

are unhappy about 'the quality of *or environmental, social, cultural and,ec000mic impact .analyses.°s
- ,

.
'. It is clear that impact analysis is one, field among many in. which there will be a greater.and greater demandfor people

with both -specialized knokledge and a.broadly -based backgroiend in environmentalqudieS. 'Technology assessment% as it .

is sometimes called, may in fact become one of the most important means of guarding our quality of life aainst the' '
unintended but detrimental effects of plan's own inventions. Too often in the past;- vie in Canada, like 'people- in other
countries, have been careful 1r assess only thes..'primary effects of a particular technology,hat is, those results that. the
invention was designed to produce. We have not been givirig enough thought town invention's second, third or even
higher order effects that may render it dangerous or harmful to the envirbnment. Because.so.mtich technology used in
Canada is imported, we lack control over its development, andweare limited in our ability to bring about ciesired..

. modificatiOns:Moreover, we'are frequently without the backgrou-nd information required to evaluate specific products
and- processes in the Canadian context. Transportation, communications and northern"pipeline.construction- are just some

... of the-majoi areas in which the Canadian. data base is often too meagre to allow for the safe and effective ititioduction of
new technology. There- is an urgent need to develop:Canadian:standards and procedures for technology assessment
through the active: co-operation of itichist; ciovemniCnt.aiidthe,university community. Canada will need to train. large
numbers of qualified technology aSsessorsb-=a6ise legislatbrs, piiblic andditiiiservants; thejudiciary,,,the buSiness
community and others .i.:;ho. may be involveil with the application of such standards and6procedures.

t...., . ..
.. . .

. A

Outside formally-designated programmes in envIronmentalltudies the Commission was pleased. to ote that, in a
. number of unive sities, courses on the economics-and politics of the environment, n Canada are offered by departments

i disciplines as history, philosophy .and 'sociolOgy. At the same time the amount of attention
of ecollornics ' I pollieal science.,. respectively. Canadian environmental sstudies are also beginning to receive attention in

.; the cirrriculunl ,of sue
directed to these studiei In biology and geography has increased. Inlinl these.areas, however, commentators stressed the
clear and immediate'need for more research arid. scholarly publication to support teaching. Other submissions noted
the need for greater awareness of environmental factors in most programnies of .enginee.ring, commerce, urban-studies,

,architecture, transportatiori.rmedieine and law, and the need for the teaching'materialsto support this development.
. . .

. . . . . ... .
.

In view of the growing interest of the general public in questions about the environment, and the importance of a
balanced perspective in responding, to expressed concerns, !natty submissions nrged-that unlversrtiesshould more,.i.
frequently offer non-credit information courses, or at least public lecture series, on topics relating to.Canadian,

i-0 environmental problems. The Commission, warmly ;supports this suggestion. Individuals and groups active in environmental
_

both
, ,

projects, in both the-Public and private sectors should be asked to`participate in such course's or lectures. Dr :
McTaggart-Cowan spoke for many others when he placed strong 'empTiasis on this aspect of 'the need for environmental

Fthe c
- i

education, noting confusion and frustration of general public on environs ental matters:
-,

.

5 .., think triey desperately want some^ help. They are confrised, they arc frustrated, they:a're angry ... those of us who
are in. the...fickl[shoutc11- get Out tolbe public and talk about the piOblems arid our knowledge. Give them -theActs.
instead-of concealing theitn .-, . if we make a concentrated effort to move the -facts to the pubtic,- to move-the.. , ..,
interpretation to the public , . . we cart make a lot of progress. We can, in Canada. give our whole pnfiromental
condern the kind of focus that is now lacking.

.

-
.' Specific topics. that could usefully be discussed in this manner to increase public awareness and ,knowledge :about' .

environmental matters include.theimplementation of the environmental impact assessment procedures already mentioned,
environmental rights, energy conservation, andresouree ptilicy. Indeed, each of these topics could appropriately form
the-subject of major national research conferences Modelled in some respects upon the-Government-sponsored-se lunar on
guidelines for'scieptific activities in Northern Canada held at. Mont Gabriel, Quebec in 1972.66 A major programi e of
conferences bringing together representatives of Government, industry.and the university community could help to duce

our reliance on 'what some observers have described"as the `crisis approach' 'to environmental studiCs which has been
likenec'iO -firefighting. The crisis approach, which often means too little,and too late, makes a minimal contribution to an
inipred understanding of the principles underlying environmental effects.. ' .

,

9
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etirrespondence,tirging increased 'research into environmental Conditions consistently argued the need to sfi±erss the
importance of thorough documentation and long-term investigation.-The Commission was 'advised that greater support is
needed for work in basic ecology to allow,the development of more adequate ecological theory, and that, for example,
comprehensive and _planned long-term studies are needed for estuarine ecology, soil erosion and the impact of diversion
and river impoundments. Basic;SUiveys of plant and animal life in many areas are,ifeeclett to-improve the predictive
papacity of Canadian environmental science. A great deaf of fundamentaL data is needed on tile, subject of water supply to
rivers and the area of in- channel, water, energy, and sedin'ient relationships. Permafrost basin studies are required in order
to provide information on sub-surface conditiohs, winter strearnflow, and relationships between rainfall and run-off.

A

The need - _for such basic and lohg-tertnstudies.is one further illustration of the impo rtance of substantial and sustained
tancial support for the research into Canadian problems and conditions that the Commission has stressed elsewhere.- _ o

Ethnic. Studies aud, Canadian' Cultural pluralism .

Canada is unique iii,the extent and nature-a its ethnic diversity. Given the important role- that culturatpluralism-has
played, and continues to play, in Canadian affairs; kt Should be clear that ethnic studies have a. vital ,contribution to make.'
to a knowledge and understanding of Canada. Yet, as the'Royal.Commission on Bilingtialistm,and fliculturalism*has
observed; 'the-vast opportunitieS'fo research that our populatioit provides have hardly been tOuched'.6 7 Similarly, the
curriculum of our educational systeni, at all levels, still. shows little recognitionOf die multicultural character of Canada :,,'

As an area of academic work, ethnic studies encompasses diverse field's of inquiry and over -flows the boundaries of
traditional disciplines. Professor Cornelius Jaeneti. has pointed to the scope for such studies: ,

'I woukt, include within the coi4assof ethnic studies such socially disdernible and hist
.., -.

) eRperiences as immigration hist , inter-group relations, race lations, aboriginal histT
individual ethnic groul)s. It flow olter) into the dicplines' of soCology, political 'science, Slavic studies, linguistics,
demography, psychology, litunan geo0a hy, ethnofogyi anthropology, law and the fine arts.68 - .

,

rically-documented
, as well as the study of

Ethnic studies-is indeed an integral par. nstudies and its implications pervade almost every aspect of the
study of Canadian,society. Ethnicity is., -Mai (twine in the history, literature, politics and sociology of our country..To
alarge, extsnt it is the-particular fel res of our cultural pluralism that give .distinetiiie chlracter to Canada.This point has

.,

Canadian
,

been noted by Andrew Gregorovitch, the bibliogeapher.of Canadian ethnic gtouPs:
% . , 1., ., , .\, ..

A 'study or ealnic groups, where Ilicy,sottled and the characteristics they have contributed to tl
much clearer idea Ofwhilt is Cluadiag. Our ethnic elements,are somewhat similar to those of otter nations, but our

--unique composiiionaild.the history of these ethnic elements sets our nation apart from the United'States, AuStralia
and 13ritain: As a distinctive Canadian culture grows, it is our distinctive ethnic' composition': including our French
heritage;. which will Ontinue to set us apait from the American nation69,..

area, gives us a

Ethnic Studies aid aaot oi4 important to a knowledge, told u rstanding_of Canada. T hsights gained froth an
examinatibnof the role -rind relationshps of cultural grourA in this ountry; can nialce a gulf-leant contribution to a'wider

Iginderstanding of inter-ethnic relations' in the modern Ethnic, studies is therefore, an area in which the study of.the
.canadia'n experience may well yid14. something of value to the internati nal corimulnity. The potential Usefulness of
comparative studies between ethnicity. in Canada and in other §Ocieges2 or example, the 'Uni ed States, was pointed out
by the 'Royal,. (-!ominissiotr on Bilingualism, and 'Biculturalism: ;

Canadian society diffqrs fronrAmerican society in a nunitieT of respects that are of direct importance to immigrants
a and cultural grotips. Among these are the greater social role of government, the existence of two linguistic

cbminunities, theidea of a cultural mosaic instead of a "melting pot'', the.fact that large-scale immigration till.,
Canada continued after the United "States' policy became restrictionist, She low density of our Populationand
Canada's proximity to, a more populated and more highly developed country. By studying the effects of-these
factors, scholars could make distinctive contributions to.social science; and also help to develop- the underStanding
which must underlie-sound social policy in Canada. Since Canada is one of the most technologically advanced of the

- ,
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highly pluralist' societies, research on the Canadian experience uld also offer other countries more understanding
Irkomplex cieties.7°

Although ethnic Mottles were recently, a mud ne cted areadanadianstudies, eFii-a.conside able
expansion in the academic and public interest in this act half410zeri years. Building on thesubstantial
pioneering contribution made to the study of null ism -in -Canada by such collectors, writers and -publi
administrators as John Murray Gibbon, Dr Wa irkconnell and- Dr V.J. Kaye, a growing number of sch are now
teaching'and-cesearching in the field of et udies, The Canadian Ethnic Studies Association, found in 1971, is
developing an active progranime and ha rawn together many of those who share an interest' in. tl drea.,71 The broad

range of their interests is refleet_e___. the contents of C'entlian ,E dude. Studies, first published i 969 as the bulletin of
the Research Centre for C tan Ethnic Studies at the University of Calgary and more rec y expanded as, the official
journal of the Canadian Antic Studies Association,72.Seeking 'to promote singly and co ctive4 the interests and
aspirations-of all ethnic groops comprising the Canadian cultural Mosaic, and to help e cot. greater understanding on the
part of these groups of...the/diverse problems and perspectives of each', the jouriial t- es an interdisciplinary approach..
ltublished biannually, it contains articles, reIiiews,,translatigns.fromsignificant pri dry sources, oral histories inprint and'
bibliographic information. In addition to life; journal, the C-anadian-Ethnic Study'Association pqblishes a quarterly
13ulletith in both official languages, from its office at the University of Ottawa frt an effort to-acquaint scholars with
.-research in ,progressin the various discipline areas relating to ethnicity. . ..._

There have also been important developments in ethnic studies at the .gional,level in several parts of Canada. For
. "example, the-Canadian Plains Research Centre at the University of Itegi dis acting. as a clearing house for information on

.e.thnic,Studies in Western Canada to assist the newly formed western nadian -ethnic research association.
g.,

.,/
Both. the ,Federal Government and several Provincial Governmer s have given substantial support to.multicultural

activities, including teaching and research. A major initiative in t. -field of Canadian ethnic
.example,

was-undertaken, for
.eample, in the creation' of the ,ethnic history series, following ePrime Minister's speedh 'on. the subjeet of .

. multienIturalisin to the House of Commons, 8Oct6ber 1971.; cholarly studies of some twenty 'ethnic groups have ten'
commissioned by the DePartment of the Secretary of State... lie 'writing of these volumes has, in most instances, been .
undertaken by individual academics, However, teams of re archers are also being assisted to cover:a broad range of topics
relating to each ethnic group, including the historical ba !ground; social caUses 6f immigration, settlement.
patterns, population growth; education, religion, values associations, occupations, family, accurfuration, recreation, ar
and. letters,and the pre.ssfuld other Media. In additio. scholarly attention is being, devoted to the attitudeS of-eat "group
toward inter-group relations,\and i,levelopnients in t ir original.homeland-, as well ay to an examination of-st , ,415-edial

topics tis political behaviour, economic crcuinstancs, social mobility, and culture retention. ....,-------
.

.

/ .. .
. __----i,------

.-.- -- .

.. isitany other actions, although often still of tentative or _preliminary nature,-have been undertaken by the Federal
____--.

','Gov\ernmelit. to support ethnic stmlies cis part of itslindfickiltural. prograrnine, Conferenees.aal wiarkshopS have been
....

;sponsored, research and pu,blica,tiortraSsist 1- and' the fOrination or further development of societies encouraged. Through
both its regular grants tri'id awards, find means Of the Exploration Prop-tint,' the .CanadaCouncil,has.given strong
suppOrt to inany apects of ethnic stk. ides. ThcNa-tional Museurns'of Canada have developed special collecOons and
prOgrammes relating to our multieu ural heritage.. The PublicArchivCs of Canada has established a National Ethnic
ArchiveS to encourage Canada's i; any`cultural communitiesto record their ljeritage.and to prose e.' all types. of archival
documents.-.-f he National Library is 'developing its own collections in thii field and ane .u4ng and assisting others to do
SO. db

The activity of -some of the Proyinces w suppo of -ethnie-sludies also deserves'comment. For example, Ontario,
Manitoba and Alberta have each sponsored Large co nferences, aS',Well.as research and publication, in this field.

None Bib less,..as die- _first annual rept the Canadian Consultative Council:on Multiculturalism has emphasized,

Psupmoremor is needed for almost eveee, ct Oft:thine studies, both to make up for,past neglect and because of.the

pervasive importance- o , 'dies to ir understfulcling of historical and contemporary Canadian Scleiety.71 :Purthei
research is rewired concerning,-every g irriiii4it4ht In 'some jnsrtinces, indpd, sachiresearch hasisdarcely begun.,,
The remarkable Celtic contributioirto the lift; of this country, for:examMillast_little dttention. The CommissiOn .

--s. -
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comments elsewhere upon the neglect of studies relating, to the Indian and Inuit peoples, and also upon the need for
more studies'Aealing with the French-speaking minorities outside. of Quebec, and with the English-'Speaking minority in
that Province, in addition to the other ethnic groups. The British or Abg, lo-Canadian heritage is in danger of being taken

v
for grante'd and ignored by scholars who may fail to perceive that it too, is a pat,of the Canadian Cultural mosaic.

To help make available the results of scholarship,'more,support is needed for jubljcation in the field of ethnic studies
. ..

and for the translation of both source materials and academic writing. Few Canadian university librariehave as yet
developed strong collerctionS in ethnic studies. The Commission recommends)that,given the importance of th*e subject to
this country, every, university library sotild build up a basic collection in this field and that appropriate universities in

-,'
each region shoulddgelop_special collections. Extensive bibliographical worlc/is required. Bibliographies do not appear to
have been prepared aket even for such major groups as the Scottish, Irish; German, Dutch Or Welsh, despite their long

. and substantial role in. Canadian Affairs. There is at present no complete/gUide to the ethnic peril dicalpress in Cana_da. A
vigorous prograrnme of archival collecting, in which universities can play a useful part, is required- to secure .

. , /materials. of value before they are lost.or deStroy,ed. There is 'also much work to be done in recording oral histOry, and
there is urgency that this be dohewhile those, who could contribnte to our knowledge in this way are still available for
interview. To help supporl and cti ordinate theSe and other activities, it.maybe desirable to establish a Na,tional Institute
for Canadian.Ethnic Studies. The COmmission recommends that-this possibility be explored by the Dejartment of the.

,---
Secretary of State, in. consultation with the Council of Ministers of Eddcation, the Canadian Ethnic Studies Association,

--y and the AssoCiation of Universities and Colleges of- Canada: . , ,. .

. .

t,- . . . .,
.... . . ' ----' .

..,
The results of such activity in research-and publicution would bring 'necessary support to teaching in. Canadian eth,pic -

studies, and would mak' possible an- enlargement of the place of ethnic studies in-'the university curriculum in 'keeping
with the role of etlinpi and Cultural2plinalism in our society. Such an enlargement should occur both-through-thet )

-c- .
.

expansion of ethnic stt ' s programmes at selected institutions.'and through. an increaSild awareness of the ethnic studies

' factor in the teaching,s;f traditional .disciplines. In additioh, the Commission has argued elseWliere in-this chapter the great
value to Canada; "as well as to the individuals concerned, of th. p ny non-.official languages. that are spoken in ,this

,,

country, and has recommended that more effort and resouites be evelted to the suppqrt oflcaehing and researeh in the
non-official languages y the Provincial and Federal Governments, by the universities ad by other levels-of the . ..

educational system. A recent study has indicated that in the five cities of Montreal,- Toronto, Winnipe,`,Edmonto,p and
D ,

. Vancouver nearly one million people amongst the ethnic groups surveyed support the concept of non- official language
retention and would welcome expandededucational opportunities to assist those whO wish to retain or develop their .

language skills. The COMMiSSit)11 has also noted clsewhere the need for interpreters arid translators familiar with the
non-official languages and has recommended that this need he bOrne in mind in the future deVelopment of schools of

.,.

'interpretation and translation at Canadian universities. The burgeoning growth of ethnic studies in the school systeins.of
thecountry, too, .will have ,implications for the universitieSwith their responsibilities for-teacher education.

.
.. . . .

Finally, the Commission notes the particular tiger! for contemporary. studies relating'to current problems and -
1 circumstances involving Canadian cuituralpluralism..Many questi,ons of public policy .foreZample:, in such areas as- .

, hu6ian. rights, .iminigration,'educatiOn,social. welfare and external affairs -,- are cloely telated. hi. therethnic.-diveriity.Of
t

this country.
..-

tk

' °

Folklore,
. - t

The Cimitnission wishes to draw a nttentio to the comparative-neglecit of folklore studies at Canadian universities,
. ',

particularly in English-speaking Canada, and ,fo urge that greater emphasis be placed on both teaching and research in
field. At the present time only two of theinore than sixty universities and colleges f Cannily hive we stablished.
folklore departments: Universite Laval in/Quebec add'Meinorial University in NeWfoundland. 'In 4 Luc Lacourciere
wasasked to offer,folklore coursesnd/to organizeites'Archiyes de Folklore at Lav In I 3 Herbert Halpert joiriesd ttie....,
staff at Memorial University and a fe?/, years later organized its folklOre depacimeti -Both these universities. now offer":":9
post-graduate coursesleading to MA/i.ind.,P-111)- degrees in. folklore, but theYI e-the only' institutions in Canada w. . .
specialization is46ssible. il .' . ''

/ --\ ) '
-.

The lack of" undergraduate courses'in:this' field ve lore conspicuous. Until just' fouryears ago;.when Edith Fowke-
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joined -the staff of York University, no folklore courses were offered on a regular basis, in the undergraduate ,eurriculumof
any^English-language university in Canada, outside of Newfoundland: Unde4graduate instructidn in folklore is still available
at OnlYtwo English-language universities other than Memorial York and Winnipeg .t although some consideration is
now being given to the possibility of adding courses to the currieulumht this subjectat one or: two' Other universities.

/Among the French - language universities, in addition to Laval, valuable collecting andresearch work in fOlklore are being.
done by the Centre for Acadian Studies at-the Universite de Moncton and by the Centre for Franco-Otitarian Studies at
the University of SudbUry of Laurentian Uni'verSity, where much is owed to the personal dedication of" Fattier Germain
Lemieux. . .

'Infontrascto this negkct *Canada, f;4Iklore has become an increasingly impo,rtant academic:subject in the United .
t .

Status, as it Ifas long' been in many of the universities of Europe:A survey conducted several ybars ago showed that___

'nearly every American-college and university of any size, offers or has plans to offeratleast a couhe in folklore'." The
'Survey listed 170 institutions that were then'offering folklore courses in the United States.

The value arid, in fact, the ncademic legitiMacy of folklore studies -have not been wiaely understood in Canadnby
inany university administrators and by some schdlars in otlier-fieldswho have questioned the serioulnegS, 'Utility and Merit'
of such studies. This attitude, was summed Up in the comment of one university president who felt. that'if was 'extremely i
hard t6 do research in folklore that is.inore than. stamp. collecting'. A different, and more realistic, assessment of the value
of folklore-studies.has been expre'ssed,by Professor.Tristam Coffin:

.., . ,

Folk literature is;the only literature that a vast percentage of the world has ever. known ...... It is the base from
which all other literatures have grown. Besides needing it to know thoroughly histOry,'Inguage, literature,
anthropolOgy, psychology, sociology,.and all studies thosedisciplines suggest, one needs it for no other reason than
to ,understand Ills or another''§ culture.'b ' , - B -

.
. * -, .

.
1

In part thest;ep.ticisimabout the-validity of folklore studies as a field of schOrlarshib, which appears sill to be widely
:.,,cL)revalcnt at some Canadian universities; may arise frOm-the'fact.that much folklore researclihas-a natural regional
..coinlintment:This has apparently left some impression that Such Studies are simply of an,;antiquarian or curio nature,-57
which .1tlive'little relevaticeor interest.' outiitte 'a very localized setting. One brief to the.6cirrdnisSion refuted this-view. fr.
forthrigTh terms, arguing that to restrict the cJn,cepticin of folklore to _,,,,/- . .

.

. ...---- ,
_ .

.tine cliinension locale ou reponale, c'est-eu ignoYer--tricomplexite et retelidue. Au depart, le folklore se penche sur.
°des pe#sonnes, desgroupes ou des regio ;s0-16qui out mieux que d',Inktres conserve. les traditions populaires. Si
ratude qu'on en faisait s'arretait 1-', e 'ne serail que regionale."Mais hi des'eription'localisee.avec sources precises

te--aux temoignagesvus ecen ndus; constitue des points.siirs. de comparaison avec les regions voislnes, les provinces
limitgophes, le ys adjacent , voire Ws continents on l'o,n retrouve des paralleles anciens ou actuels des memes

v
z" phe nines. Le fpfklate deyient alors Ulie etude comparative. 1-4

,..c.

. ___...--,- ... ,,,.

....---.-.
.

Similarly, there has been sonic misunderstanding of',the value offthe collect4ons gathered by folklorists:and of their
.

importance as a,vital NO of our national inheritance. The edutationaNalue of even, the process of collecting has been
pointed.ou' by Professors I lalpert and.Rosenherg: - - / . .

. .-..- % .... ,,.. ,

,.. What is important about these collections is n_ ot iiidely that they-are significant contributions to the. preservation of
:

an old culture which is changing, but that in the process of making these collections'students have bridged The
modern:generation gap. Once mores as in the past, they have renewed-the natural contract between thd yoling and 'i .

the-old. They have gone back to die'older people in their:I:communities-and learned what life was like in the
.4Newfoundland of the past. In other words, they4ave begtin to'find then' own roots and. to learn thaethe older

people, despite their frequent lack of schooling, have haUlaverY rich and viable Whine. 'Ale -knowledge of and
pride in- their own culture tbat,these,young people 'develOp is:fre true-justification-of the work of-theaDepartment
of Folklore.' 7 f 41'

it], more work needs to be.' one in the field of folklore "studies in Canada. Fortuhately,,Univerilt Laval has earned
ion dirt shout the' world as a leader in folklore collection <iii-k1 reseateh; andMemorial University. is becoming.

iv
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widely known for its work in preserving and analyZing the folklore of Newfoundland. But throughout. the other eight
Provinces of Caitada no work on a comparab le scale is yet being done in the university community. The National Museum' -

of Man in Ottawa, however, has recognize0 the importance of folklore by establishing the Canadian Centre for Folk
Culture and by expanding the programme for folklore: collecting in which it has now been engaged for'more than half a
century.

Undergraduate courses, graduate work, research.and publication are needed M such oleo as the folktale, folksong,
place names, traditional costume, folk arts, and occupational folklore pertaining to forestry, farming, the' rrsheries, the
domestic arts and other vocations. Comparative studies, regiobal and community studies, broad studies of the folklore and
myths of.Canailian peoples and studies of Canadian literature in relationship to folklore are all required. Bibliographies are
needed in many areas, including the folklore of va&ous regions and cultural groups in Canada. Specialized courses are
required to prepare students for collecting, transcribing, identifying and classifying materials.

Because of the lack ofvfolklore courses at Canadian universities, the Director of the Centre for FolkTulture.now has
to go outside Canada to find scholars to carry on irr the desired fields of investigation.. In the summer f 1972, for
example, folklorists from the, Universities of Utah, Indiana, California, Pennsylvania, Texas, Northern !lino's, and Norfolk
State College in Virginia, as well as from the Ethnological Museum in Haifa and University College Dublin, were
engaged to conduct varithis types of research among Canada's ethnic groups.

There is still no Canadian Folklore Society to draw together scholars from across the count with a common interest
in this/field. Nor is there a Canadian folklore journal. Difficulties, Ala)/ financial, have also en experienced,in
arranging for conferences or workshops about folklore on a national basis. Such meetings, and' a national society and a
professional journal, are needed to stimulate more widespread interest in folklore and to assist its development in Canada
as an. area of teaching and research. The Commission recommends that the Department of e Secretary of State, including
representatiyes of the Canada Council and the National Museums, explore with leading fo lore.scholars in the universit§
community ways and means to help to initiate a Canadian Folklore Society and a Cana an Folklore Journal. The first
step might be to convene a national conference of 'folklorists 'to consider these and oth r questions.

The value of folklore studies as an approach to the examination of total regional/Cultures has been, demonstrated
convincingly by the work done at Memorial University. Similarly, the analytic inventory of French folk traditions in
North America, on whic0a-group Of scholars at University Laval is now engaged /illustrates the importance of folklore
studies to an understanding of total linguistic cultures.

It time that Canadian universitieilecognized folklore as a legitiniate. ae4demic study that has much to tell us about
our cultural heritage..

International Relations

As this report emphasizes elsewhere in this chapter and in a sub"- quent chapter on Canadian studies abroad, Canada's
political traditions, economic development and cultural herita e have been and continue to be intimately related to
developments in other parts of the world.. It is, therefore, sential for Canadians to devote adequate attention and
resources to the study of this interaction between our entry and the rest of the world. The study of international
relations and of foreign policy is not, as some people gave suggested, peripheral or external to-the study of Canada. On
the contrary, it is a central and indispensable part Canadian studies. To know themselves, Canadians must have a
knowledge and understanding of the internatio context in which their country has developed and exists. This involves
the study both of historic antecedents, ties d influences and of contemporary cirCiiMstances and events. To know
ourselves we must know others and he able to see ourselves'in relation to others. Thus, the sillily of Canada's
international relations, and of international relations viewed-from a Canadian standpoint, constitute a key ingredient in
Canadian studies. v r

There are, in addition, urgent current reasons for encouraging the development of Canadian seholarihip in international
relations to meet the needs in Canada for information and for expertise in the various facets of this field of study. The
availability (f an adequate number of citizens who are well informed about international relations from a Canadian
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perspective is Of obvious importance to our Government and its many agencies. This is true not only in the field of
foreign policy but also in the many other areas of Governmental concern that have international ramtlications such as
trade and commerce, defence, energy arftl resource policy, foreign aid, science policy and cultural actiJities. Provtncial
Governments and many of their ageoxies have, also-, ik growing requirement for such expert assistance with the aspects
their activity that frequently involve dealing with Jurisdictions outside Canada. Similarly, the increasing needs'in this field
of the Canadian business cominunity,' and of many groups andassociations, as well as the desirability of improving public
knowledge as a part of the democratic process, point to the necessity orstrengthening the attention and suppOrt being
given to teaching and research in international relations. Business, industry, labour, agriculture, science and education are
all increasingly concerned with conditions outside Canada'and, like Government, have a,groWing need for informed advice
about external events and situations, More broadly still, many representations to the Commission drew attention to the
importance of fostering, through education and research, more knowledgeable reporting and analysis by the media of
international events and the implications of these events for Candthans.

Despite these interests and needs, however, the study of intetpational relations end Canadian foreign policy have
rei!eived little emphasis in the university curriculum. At both the graduate and undergraduate levels, the natural-
opportunities for such studies in history, economics, political science and geography have.seldom been adequately
developed. Nor have the avenues of cooperative teaching and research in this field among these and other disciplines been
fully explored. Given the importance of this subject to Canada, the extent of the neglect of such studies at the
undergraduate level is both puzzling and startling. Although the situation is somewhat better at the graduate level, there,
too, the amount of attention directed to international relations .and foreign policy studies is still well below the needsof
our society. Several centres, including those at Dalhousie University, university Laval, Carleton University, the University
of Toronto, York University and the University of British Columbia do offer facilities for graduate studycand research in
international relations. At these, and a handful of other universities, work of considerable distinction indicates the value
of the potential Canadian contribution in this subject. Moreover, a number of new initiatives in this field are encouraging,.
At Dalhousie University, for example, where a Centre for Foreign Policy Studies was created in 1971, studies about the
formation of foreign policy and factors affecting it are stressed. York University and the University of Toronto are
cooperating in a joint programme in modern Last Asian studies in which a special emphasis will he given to the areas that
arc of most direct concern to Canadian foreign policy, particularly in the Pacific. The continuing development of the
programme of the Centre for Russian and last uropean Studies at the University of Toronto has made possible a
significant enlargement in the work done in this important field, as have developments at a number of other Canadian
universities. Scholars at McGill University arc making a valuable and particular contribution to our knowledge of the
Islamic world. The growth of Pacific studies at the University of British Columbia is, similarly, adding to our connections
with and understanding of many countries on the Pacific rim.

Ilowever, the fact remains Mat nothing like adequate attentiowis yet being devoted to the study of interriational
relations at Canadian universities. Mo cover, teaching and research about Canadian foreign policy and aboUt international
affairs from a Canadian perspective 1 ve- been particularly neglected. There are, for example, no textbooks written by
Canadians for Canadian students in the field of international relations at the university or college level. NM are there any
textbooks spLific'ally directed to the teaching of Canadian foreign policy. The production of high quality textual
material. in both our offical languages, to support undergraduate courses about foreign policy in the Canadian context
must be given a high priority. More support is also needed for scholarly research and publication in the field. Several
representations to the Commission urged, in addition, the Osirability of now establishing a bilingual academic journal
devoted to Canadian studies in foreign policy and international relations,

Much of the research and writing that has been done on Canadian inte\ihational relations and foreign policy has been
historical and descriptive in its nature. Fat more research and publication of this kind are still required to cover even the
principal themes and events in the field. IloNvever, there is also a need tOr systematic analysis of the determinants of
foreign policy behaviour. There is, for example, little data'about Canadian public opinion on foreign policy issues,.apart

ti)from scattered polls. Canadian attitudes to international political issues dealt)/ exhi it distinctive features, which influence
the character of Canada's participation in international affairs. Comparative analyses of these attitudes with those of, for' P
instance, British, American and French' publics would prove helpful to our understanding both of Canadian affairs-and of
Canadian policies and actions in international affairs. 9 8 ---.
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. Behavioural techniques can also he applied tothe study of policy consequences. Noting this, one brief to the
Comimssion argued that more effort should be made to conceptualize and solve the problem of what difference a certain
policy made, thus enabling tougher evaluations of the success or 'failure of Government actions:

Here, too, there is a need. for the development of theory, that is more directly relevant to the Canadian experience.
Integration theory, for example, which is presently the polftieal scientist's chief tool for predicting the political
evolution of the CanadianAmerican relationship, has been largely developed around strategies-for european
urte non diet were first put forward by men like Robert Schumann and Jean Monnet. Pt may not offer the best

means 0 gating the more subleyrocess of "absorption", which many Canadians feel-is the appropriate wayto
characterize wha cappening to their national community.

A substantial part of Canada's foreign-Telittions-lieinot in military or political security issues; but.in the functional
areas of trade and the economy, social policy, resource policytural affairs, science policy, and the eaironment.
Unfoihnately, little scholarship of either a conceptual or empirical nature has' been developed in these areas by Chadian
academics. this fact,in turn, is reflected in the undergraduate 'curriculum, where courses even in such obvious areas of

important functional interations as Canadian-American relations,,are rare.

Nor has there been much research and teaching in the area of Canadian foreign economic policy. Apart from a number
of often narrowly focuSed economic studies, carried out by certainpublic and private agencies, there has been a paucity
Of research on, for example; the Canadian performance in trade negotiation's. Canadian interests are increasingly bound up,
with the outcome of negotiations of this kind, and there is an urgent- need to exiininesuch factors as strategy and
bargaining techniques.

this country also reCiirirt,s...substantially more research on the political role. of multinational companies 'and
internationakunions and on the foreign policy role of-Provincial Go rnmeuts and private associations. The increasing
involvemerrtof various regulatory,Sgencres in Canadian international rc ions should be explored. In practice, a large part
of Canada's foreign policy is copductcd by bodies like the Natkinal Energy Board. What are the substantive policy effects
of funnelling certain external 'transactions truotigh this kind, of institutional-mechanism rather than ihrough the foreign
policy bureaucracy, or through the legislative pr(Uress'' The,coinparative freedom of universities from political control
gives to them an opportunity, and perhaps also an obligation, to investigate these and similar questions.

Area studies about specific countries or regions in the world 'are now being offered at an increasing number of
Canadian universities. However, Canada's relations with a number of countries and regions with which ittasclose
political, historical, ecoin or cultural ties still receive little attention in research or teauhihgin many instances, in light-

of Canada's developing interest in the countries of the Pacific riin and Latin America, for example, it is astonishing that
there arc so few teaching and research programmes dealing with our economic and political relations with these countries.
Moreover. Canada's political, cultural and trading links with the European continent provide many compelling reasons for
Canadian universities to make European studies'a more prominent part of the university curriculum than they are at
present. Al those universities where such programmes are flourishing, they are often -directed, towards cultural, historical

and linguistic studies, while political and economic analysis is neglected.

The study of Canada's relationships with bOth the Commonwealth and the international FranCophone.community have

also been strangely neglecte'd. There. is scope for a wide range of co-operative and comparative studies that might often

involve a joint approach by 'Canadian seholarsvrking with scholars at universities in some of the other countries whichL
make up these two historic families of nations. The absence of courses that examine Canadian-American relations of all
hut :t few Canadian- universities is also puzzling. This relationship is now of such fundamental importance to Canadians

that it should he the subject of searching academic scrutiny at the universities of this country, both in the classroom and

in research.

In view of the lack of attention that international relations in general, and Canadian foreign policy studies in

particular. have received in both teaching and research at Canadian universities, it should not be surprising that there are

sd few'expettsTn- these fieldsin Canada. In Government, in the the private sectUr and in the univers

'consequences of this situation are both serious and, at times, absurd. For example, at the re'd6B ete7Li 'onferenee
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in Caracas, Canada adopted a position independent from that of the United States, but still had to rely upon the United
States for a great deal of the technical data and advice required to support this position. earlier, when the Nixon
administration in the United States introduced its DISC programme, a senior official of the Canadian Department of
Finance was reported tcf have commented on the inability of the Canadian Government to assess, with any exactitude, the
impact of this programme on Canada because of .the unavailability of Canadian advisers with adequate knowledge of the
prevailing United States tax structure.

,The general neglect of international relations and foreign policy studies by our universities is compounded by the fact
that much of the teaching that has been conducted in this field' in Canada has becn heavily dependent upon the use of
methodologies apd assumptions developed in the American Context whiCh are often inappropriate to the Canadian
experience. The problems inherent in this situation have been noted and discussed on a number of occasions, but little
has yet been done to remedy this situation." In particular, few university libraries have yet assembled even tt a basic
collection of-materials that are required to support instruction and research in this field. The excellent bibliography
prepared by Professor Donald M. Page, which was published two years ago by the Canadian Institute of International
Affairs, indicates that over six thousand books, pamphlets, articles Sand dissertions dealing with Canadian foreign relations
were published in the Period from 1945 to r970.79

More fundamental, however, than the failure to make full use of available Canadian materials, is the failure to give
adequte financial support and encouragement to Canadian scholars working in this field, whose research will in due time

o
produif the publications that are sti badly needed. There are serious psychological as well as financial barriers to be
overcOme in order that appropriate attention and support can be given to this important aspect of Canadian studies. The
Commission encountered, more than once, senior scholais and administrators who scarcely troubled to disguise their view
that CaRada's international relations were at best a minor subject for university study and that they should stay that way.

A more consistent effort must be made to approach international studies from a Canadian perspective, using Canadian
sources and respecting Canadian values. Looking at international affairs only or primarily through the experience,of other
nations. or studying it only in terms of the historical and political framework of other countries, does a disservice .to

1;Canadian students and to the Canadian public. By following such an approach, as many now are, Canada's universities are
not meeting their obligations either to this society or to the international academic community. The Conrimission
recommendssin the strongest terms that enhanced-support be available for research, publication and curriculum
development in the field of Canadian international relations.

Interpretation and Translation

The particular importance of interpretation and translation in a bilingual country should be self-evident. But, from the
neglect of these subjects at all levels of our educational system, it is clear that such is not tie case. Canadian universities
have an importaii nribution to rnalce in this area in teaching and research and in the training of highly qualified .

practitioners. -

University programmes in translation and/or interpretation in Canada are now provided at Laurentian University,
Universite Laval, Universite de Moncton, Universite de Montreal, Universite d'Otrawa, University of Toronto and Queen's
University. The training programmes vary in nature and include a twp-year MA in interpreting at Universite Laval, and a four-year
undergraduate programme leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Language at Laurentian University's School of
Translators and Interpreters. The special field programme' in French Language, Translation, and French Canadian Studies
at Quail's University, which was established in 1974, is a fourteen course concentration combining a primary emphasis
on French with background studies in French - Canadian literature, civilization and institutions.

These programmes are largely of recent origin and, with one exception, are located at Francophone or bilingual
institutions. Even when they are working to their full _capacity, the existing schools will be far from able to meet

an needs for qualified interpreters and translators. More programmes of training, and research in these fields_are
urt, eided, at universities, in community colleges_ and in conjunction, with various aspects of professional education.
There is an ac lortage of skilled Canadians in both interpretation and translation. Consequently, it has been. necessary
fo cr er ion-C-anadians for positions in these fields onto depend upon international schools,
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pridcipally in Europe, for the training of Canadians wishing to pursue careers in this work. The scarcity of Canadians with
formal academic qualifications as interpreters and translators is iperhaps.illustrated by the fact that nine of the fifteen
trained interpreters serving the Parliament of Canada are non-Canadians." Four of the remaining six were trained outside
of Canada in Switzerland, Argentina, Great Britain and the United States. Only one ofthe fifteen was born and trained
in this country. Indeed, because of the shortage of qualified Canadian interpreters, well over half (59%) of the freelance
interpreters employed by or for the Government of Canada on a fairly regular basis. are'European or British. This is surely
a ludicrous situation in a country faced with the challenge and opportunities of bilingualism.

Provincial, local and municipal Govern ments face similar problems arising from the shortage of qualified Canadians to
meet their diverse needs for'interpretation and translation services. Indeed, in their case the problem is often still,more ';
acute because they are frequently less able than the Federal Government to attract skilled interpreters and translatOrs
from other countries. Associations, corporations and institutions in the private sector also face growing needs fOr the
services of interpreters and translators. It is in fact, clear that the acute shortage of qualified inte.r*eters and translators
poses a major problem of national dimensions.

t .

The Commission's own inquiries, as well as many strong representations that it received, indicted the urgency of this
problem. It is c16rly in the national interest, on a dozen counts, that steps be taken to meet the continuing need for
qualified translators and interpreters in Canada. The Commission urges the Federal Government, the Council of Ministers
of Education and the universities and community colleges to work together to develop an overall national programme
designed to meet this need. Suet a programme should include increased support for existing schools, the establishment of
additional schools and programmes at selected institutions, expanded research in this field and measures to encourage and
assist interested Canadians to develop their skills and qualifications as interpreters and translators.

A national programme of this kind should also include measures to encourage and support the translation of literary
and^scholarly works, and of textbooks, manuals and other teaching materials. In this regard, the Commission welcomes
the initiative of the Canada Council in recognizing the significance of fine literary translation by reatin annual award
for the best translation of,Canadian literary work from French to English and from English to rench. e need for
many more translations of primary and secondary works for use in the undergraduate curricu um has al ady been noted
elsewhere in this Report: In the absence of larger numbers of effectively bilingual students, this will ain an important
practical function that improved programmes in translation can fulfil. It is a sad comment that t ecent publication in
English of the major body of writing on the 1949 strike at Asbestos, Quebec, comes twenty- we years after it originally
appearethid French." In part this testifies to the "relative indifference that has heretofore been shown to the use of
translations in the curriculum of Canadian universities.

Some particular attention should he4rected to the preparation of interpreters and translators for service in commerce
and industry. The curent standard of translation for comlercial purposes is remarkably low. Indeed, .as one brief to the
Commissiok noted, 'virtually every package on the market contains grammatical errors of the worst type'. This situation
spreads arid perpetuates the misuse of both our official languages, and often contributes to misunderstandings between
Frenchspe:aging and English-speaking Canadians based upon the faulty use of the language.

ft

The Commission recommends that a job market centre should be set up, as a special,unit within the Department of
anpo.vvex, to gather information about specific needs and opportunitleyfor employment in interpretation and translati pin '

in botIrThvernmental and private fields of activity. Such information should be cicculated in good time to all interested
institutions so that students and their teachers can be made aware of vacancies. The centre might also keep a national
register of qualified interpreters and translators to which potential employers could be referred.

The 'Cointnission recommends that the Department of the Secretary of ,State encourage and support the establishment
of a Word Bank in Canada at a university to be selected in consultation with the Council of Ministers of Education and
representatives of the academic community. The word bank should be developed as a national resource that could supply,
by computecin a matter of seconds, all the specialized vocabulary on any given subject, for example, atomic reactors,
arctic ntining,, steel smelting, art forms, political 'institutions and educational concepts. This country would serge both its
own interests'and the interests of the international community by investing in such a project. It is an obvious and natural
area for pioneering initiatives by Canadians.
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It is not Only in English and French that translation and interpretation skills make valuable contributions to Canadian
studies. The-Pommission has noted on a number of occasions in this Report the important contribution a knowledge of
other languages can make to teaching and research in the social sciences, as well as in such special areas as ethnic studies,
native studies and- Canadian studies, abroad. There is room in Canada, especially at Anglophone institutions, for schools of
interpretation anil translation that, in addition to offering instruction in English and French, would also call upon local
representatives a ethnic cultures to engage in translation and research and to assist with the training of translators and

11. interpreters insome of the other languages that share in the Canadian cu tural mosaic.

Canada has a unique position in the world; having English and French
this the advantages of access to other languages through the cultural dive
sho-uld be one of the objectives of our educational system to provide wo
and techniques for the training of interpretersond translators.

Native Studies

Until recently, no aspect of Canadian studies has beLn so neglected by th
this reason the Commission felt that it was desirable to devote a separate
exist in this important field. It contains an extensive examination of nati
community colleges. Additional Comment found throughout the Report c
studies and other areas of Canadian studies, including art, 'anthropology a
psychology, northern studies and religious studies. Some particular oppor
to the native peoples are ,also noted in chapters on science and technolog

Northern Studies

The first phase of a study on The Uniresity and the Canadian North, co

funding from the Ford Foundation and the department of Indian and N
contains a useful inventory of university programmes of instruction, resea
service). As stated in the introduction, the study was originally intended
universities in education and research in the North, in order to discover t
being met, and to recommend desirable extensions of the programmes in
Canadian universities and extension division services were assessed, in ord
university programmes and the development of post - secondary education
noted, 'programmes sponsored by southern-based universities in the North
when these universities come under financial and political stress',83 Elsew
Studies has addressed the question of educational development in norther
at both the university and community college level. It is the intention of
discussion, however, to emphasize the need for Canadians not living in the
of Canada, its particular needs. and the extraordinary opportunities and res
section the Commission Will also suggest some of the -ways in which both r
be more fully ,developed.

as its two official languages and combining with
sity of its peoples. In keeping with this fact, it
Id leadership in the development of programmes

university community as native studies. For
chapter to the needs and opportunities that
e studies curriculum in universities and
fers discussion of_the relation between native
d sociology, education, history, philosophy,
unities and needs for studies and action relating
and on the professions.

missioned by the AUCC in May 1972, with
them Affairs, was completed in 1973 82 It
ch and special prdjects (including lic
o survey present programmes of anadian

needs of northern people that dr not now
uture'. Both the on-campas curriculum of

to COnsicier the relationship between existing
am. about northern Canada. As the study

are the first ti4 suffer.and to be discontinued
-1 its report, the Commission on Canadian
da, recommending additional programmes

e commission in the following :brief
to appreciate and understand this area

ilities it poses for our society. In this
and research on northern Canada should

ere i
Can

C

ort
onsi
adin

The Mange and volume of work on northern Canada, itemized in The lin
some thirty universities, are considerable. However, the study also makes i
which there is.need for more intensive work than is now being conducted.
undergraduate studies of the Canadian North seems particuffrl appropriate
interest in northern affairs and of the importance to this country of such c
rights of native peoples and questions relating to energy and the environmen

and the Canadian North's discussion of
aiisi le to identify areas of neglect or in
n exipansion of the opportunities for
t this time, in view of the widespread public
rent issues as-sovereignty in the Arctic, the

There are, for example, substantial gpportunities for an expansion of nort em \tudies in Canadian university
departments of anthropology, biology and geography. In other areas, such as istoty, political science, psychology,
sociology and economics, course development and research relating to the N th have been even more limited. The
inadequacy of studies on northern economic conditions and on the national plications of current proposals for northern
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economic development, for example, should be cause for'serious concern. As noted elsewhere in the Report, there is --

enormous scope and need for additional research and teaching about the scientific and environmental aspects of n ern
Canada. For example, apart from broad analyses, most of the envirorutental assessmsnt work on both current d
proposed pipeline projects in Canada's North remains to be done. Such programmes of research and assessment .will now
require both time and generous financial support from all appropriate authorities if they are to provide the quality of
inforniation that is required. Discussion of archaeological investigations,'which face particular diffictilties in theNorth, is
found in a later chapter dealing with the study and conservation of Canadian cultural property-.

.

Substantially more research is needed about certain patterns of disease and health lems that are more prevalent in
the Nofth than in other pars of the country. rlt has been found, for example, tha skimos are twice as prone to cancer as
other Canadiank that over the age of twenty-five men have 72 times and wont, 1 1 times the chance' of-dying- of cancerdi
of the salivary Ands and 155 nd151 times, as much chance of dying pf c Cer o the nose and throat,84 It ilk not
known, however, whether or o what extent the vulnerability of Eski to cancer is caused by their exposure to North
American lifestyles and their co equencas, including heavy smoki , chronic bronchitis, potentially dangerous air ,.

pollutants, radiation from ov -g rund nuclear tesling and other possible factors. Such questions cry out for rosearch by
universities and by researcl encie in both the, public and private sectors. Other needs and'opportuffilics for research
relating to the North in th medical nd health fields are examined further in subsequent chapters on science and_,.
technology and on the profession's.

Mention should also be made of the cessity for a stepped-up programme of research, aimed at improving the planning
.

of frontier communities in the far northe areas of Canada. The Commission was,told over and over again, in briefs and
at its public hearings, that these communit s are now too often designed by 'Southern Canadian' planners who htipose
their ideas of community design on the Nora without taking adequately into account its special conditions. Design as a
vital facet of Canadian studies is dealt with ire fully in relevant sections of the chapter ,on the professions.

1

Although much research and teaching about tie North is centred in traditional departments anthropology, biology,
geography and, to a lesser extent, sociology, fore ample a large part of university ,interest in the Canadian North is
concentrated at resear h institutes, or in the work f study groups involving several disciplines, which are listed in the
AUCC study on The Ut ,ersity and the Canadian rth. These centres often prbvide an effective, focal point for scholars
from several universities and from diverse academic d partments to work together in the area of northern studies. In
doing so, they encourage the development of co-opera 'ye, transdisciplinary and interinstitutional projects which are of
great importance. In such areas as native studies, environmental studies, and transportation, several university programmes
have now established a strong northern focus. At,the Ca 'adian Institute of Guided Ground Transportation at Queen's
University, for example, much emphasis has been placed s a comprehensive analysis of the issues associated with a
possible Arctic railway as an alternative to petroleum trans ission by pipeline., Q:

Several additional organizations are heavily engaged in northern research and publication programmes or in related
studies. The Arctic Institute of North America, an internationa research institute originally based at McGill University
and recently relocated in Calgary. has made an outstanding cont 'bution ho northern studies throUgli its multi-volume
Arctic Bibliography of ir blished materials related to all northern egions of the world. The Arctic Bibliography, which
has been in compilation since 1947, now extends to sixteen volum s containing some 108,000 annotated Bettis with
subject-geographic index. It is now being fully automated to impro substantially its ability to serve as a data base of
information on the North and as a facility for the quick retrieval of formation. The process, which previously produced
.a printed volume has now been improved to produce in addition to t printed volume, machine-readable tapes_containing
the same information. These tapes could be used to increase the resou 'es of any library or research..pentre.

To cite another example, through the work of the International Biolog al Programme, scientific panels have examined
certain northern problems and have devoted partiddar attention to the tas of identifying representative and unique sites
suitable for ecologidal,,reserves. The Commission believes that the creation o an extensive system of ecological reserves in

..the North and in other regions of the country should be actively pursued by overnment authorities. Ecological reserves
have an important .long -term role to play in preserving selected areas for scienti research in Canada. Thisquestion is
further discussed and specific recommendations are made, in the ensuing chapter on science and technology.

1 0
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Other northern research needs and a number of major deficiences in our knowledge of Canada's northern regiops were

a. identified in the 1972>lcint Gabriel, seminar on guidelines for scientific activities in Northern Canada."

A Major 'deficiency in the state of Canadian ncietheon studies is in the area of publishing. Published studies dealing with
many important aspects of Northern Canada are, in fact, still rare. No study has yet been done, for instance, on the
history of transportation and communication in the Arctic. It is often not realized that this aspeet,of the history of our
country is a long and exciting one, embracing indigenous means of transport in the Arctic, Elizabethan exploration, such
developments as the attempted use of steam to reach Boothia by sea in 1834 and the successful use of it to reach Melville
Island in 1852 vas well ieth cenlury developments like the employment and effects of broadcasting, aviation and
the snowmobile. The p esent neglect of the history nsportation and communication in the Canadian Aictic

. .

represents a substantia gap in scholarship about C

Moreover, undergrad e and graduate students do not always have ready access to many of the published materials,
which appear in specializ journals, in monograph series, or in Government documents. This problem is compounded by
the fact that 'so far very lit le bibliographic work has been done exclusively on the Canadia North', although some
useful bibliograph s have bed compiled for specific sub-regions of the1North.66 Furth , as noted in the next, c pier,

research findings atisti and related information, prepared both by Governor nt departments and by industries

' operating inNorthern C. sad have too often not been made readily available to the academic community or, indeed, to
the CanAlian public. This c. cealment of information has often caused a wasteful duplication of effort and an
unnecessary loss of time and money.

r

. t
Increased attention should be given to northern studies in all the relevant disciplines, as well as by the further

development of reseal h institutes and transdisciplinary programmes. The northern reaches oKanada are of such vast
prportions, and t it irnport>i rce in the life of our country is correspondingly so great, that the universities and colleges
of Canada should make every provision to ensure that they are suitably treated in the curriculum and that knowledge
about the region is steadily enlarged through/strong programmes of research and publication.

..,-

i 0

obtaining 'infotmation about university courses; research and other act ities relating to
important field which inchides drama, ballet, modern dance, music, opera and theatre arts

t shared by many of those. who.are responsible, or nominally responsible, for such activities at 1

ties. Only a few replies to the preliminary survey were received, and few universities, at the official lev
dealt with fills subject in their briefs and representations, despite repeated an-d-preising invitations to do so. This f

intern in Canadian studies in the performing arts in particular. The plain fact is that many senior administrators and ,,,,.

i,gdin'itself y something about the problems faced at our universities by the performing arts in general and by those
intern
facidty members are antipathetic to the performing arts as anything extra-curricular activity. It-there-alte jany--"'
members f the university community, who still regard the perfrnS varts as unworthy oftrue'Veadernic la , the

viiiott-alor

number of those,who doubt that eanadian dimensions of the performing arts merit a demic attention even higher. .
artists, f Ltity-

erforming arts
reading lists, as well,as

is field.

The Performing Arts

The Commission's interest
Canadian studies in thi
was unfortunately
Canada's unive

Fortunately, some excellent briefs and other thoughtful representations were redly
members and students, which provided valuable insights itatti the present st
in,the university 'context. The Commission's review_ofiini,,:irs4ey'
of currentliterature, also provided help,fsd;infb niatinita

It is surprising that so man eaders,inthe
o tlf_..jet_:lerforming arts in the univer,sify

programmes of study in one or
research, mictice and creativ
example, ihe number o
increasing, an4
to qual

rom individu
Canadian studi

dars, course description
university activities and

.
needs in

-

.

,---------10-0.
a t emic,,,nortiffiThity, should skyawailitni a erio i

, . he role

ricaldiii, Since about half skealada's universities and colleges r;.
Ihese areas. Moreover,,,interest in the performing arts as an ar of study,

is growing rapidly,aK1nadian universities. In the field of t tre and drama, for
.,;;.... iver,sitr's first year undergraduate registration i eatre has been

,
Y"

II i say of Toronto's Gr date Centre- for the Study of Drama has 6 forced to refuse admission 'ig

applicants because of limited ources and facilities..Similarlyniiiiirrdaff , sc

servatories of music in every regiop f Canada face serious over-crowding. In gen al,.repor cross

Canadalfidicate that in a time of,ability or of some decline in enrolments in. many othe as
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Undergraduate and gradual& enrolment in the performing arts is rising and will continue to rise.
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Thegrowing public interest in all areas of the performing arts, and the .burgeoning development of these arts in

Canada: can only serve to spur demands for university level wo3k. Moreover, if the universities give the amount of
exposure to Canadian artists music groups, dance ensembles, theatre groups, opera companies, as well as individuals
that it is appropriate they should do, they will in turn contribute toilhis rising public interest. Student interest in the
performing,,arts is eflected in the large attendance at artistic functions arranged on campus. Over 5,000 students at
Queen's University, for mple, attended one or more of the performances arranged as part of the performing.arts

,,
programme in. 1974 75. The interest of the mmunity in the performing arts is also reflected in, and 4

stimulated by, farge public attendance at of e performing arts events arranged by the universities. Universities
ican make .articularly valu&ble contribution to the ltural life of their respective communities by sponsoring activities
open the public in the performing arts, and man of thentare doing so.

1

The greater exposure of Canadian artists in the university milieu that is now occurring should also aid in the
development of the,capacity for critical appreciation onthe part of audiences, which would in due course enhance the
quality of Canadian performing arts. Again, this development would be reinforced if co-ordinated courses on artistic
appreciation, open to university students and the general public alike, were offered in conjunction with the performing
'arts programme. In connection with the desirability of encouraging a critical audience appreciation of the performing arts,
the Commission commends the initiative of the Canada Council in instituting d`qavelling theatre critic' award designed to
foster a more closely-knit Canadian theatre community;to provide information about various theatre groups in Canada
and to encourage a broader and more national outlook among drama critics across the country., The idea is a good one
and it might well he extended to music and other fields in the performing arts.

Despite the, widespread public interest and student interest in the performing as,Qn Canada, universities have been .

slim reluctant eveil to develop plogrammes'of teacliing,and of, research in this field. Moreover, there appears often to
have been a particulafreluctance to foiter research and teaching about Canadian artists, productions, events, problems,
achievements and circumstances in the performing arts. llelmut Kallmann has noted, for instance, the curio' s
contradiction that for years music faculties at Canadiail universities 'employed many of the count '-s-inajor composers but
paid, almost no attention to Canadian composition, and music history as subjects of research instruction'.8 7 Similarly;
briefs have drawn torthe Commission's attention the tendency at some universities to inset a token Canadian play or.
opera or ballet in courses dealing with.these subjects, much like the token Canadi novel to be found in some courses on
the modern novel.

This indifference towards Canadian studies-in the performing arts on the part of tnany'senior teachers and
administrators has been reflected in the university curriculum:In music, for example, as the head of one university
department of music observed to the Commission,

Very few Canadian universities offer cousset in Canadian music. Some, but not many, include Canadian music In
other'.courses (e.g. "Music of the_Twentieth Century", "Musico(North America") .... As a result, the student
ghiduating with either a major orinor interest in music from a Canadian university at the present time:does not
hale a significant backgrou in the musical literature of his own country. The situation has improved somewhat in

the)iast five years but is far from what it should be.

This assessment was confirmed by several other music scholars, one.of whom commented to the Commission, that, 'it is
painfully evident that the large majority of graduating Canadian mtitic students know little or riotit about the musical,
developments in their own country, past or eser4_,,, JLantLassturae-therefote.,that-thrs*-ure--insigtirffeant and of no
importance'. It is regrettable, and inexcusable, that this is the case. The Commission believes that studies of Canadian
nuisnrshould be, to greater or-lesser extent, a normal part of the acadeinic experience of every .Canadian music student.
Si, y, in each of the'other areas of the performing art; a reasonable attention should be devoted in the curriculum to
Canadian studies in.the performing art concerned: to its history, literature, problernOlerformers and accomplisflments in
the Canadian context.

1

To this end the Commission encourages thos?1lesponsible at Canadian universities for programmes, departments or
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faculties of the performing arts to add to the curriculum courses dealing with the Canadian experience arid context of
these arts. Such courses will contribute to knowledge about this cintry, as well as to knowledge of the discipline. Often,
too, courses examining particular themes or subjects will be of interest and assistance to scholars and students in other
disciplines. An examination of the music,of the native peoples of Canada, for example, will cast light on the work of
anthropologists. A study of the role of musical traditions in a'bilingual and multicultural/society will be of interest to
historians, political scientists and sociologists. Other courses and studies concerning the performing arts in Canada will bey
of interest to students of fdlklore, literature, languages, psychology, religion`and.many other fields-2C in the
performing arts are, thus, required to assist specialists in related areas, as well as.those who are majoring in the ar.forthilig
arts in preparation for professional careers in one or another of these arts or as teachers, critics, administrators and
researchers.

In addition, many more `appeciation courses' are required for tho wish to learn something about the,
performMg arts but not to,rnier in the field:. The value of such cou es to the performing arts, as well as to tile

.individual enrolled in 'them, it often forgotten. The performing arts in Cana a requii:e well trained audiences as..mueh as
well - train performers. Indeed, it is the former who will frequently spell success or failure for the latter.-It is,,therefore,
important ducate Canadian audiences as '611 as Canadian performers.

,
There are substanti ortunities for the development of credit and non-credit courses to promote a greater public

awareness of the Canadian per orming arts, to encourage their scholarly examination and to prepare graduates for
professional careers in this field. There is also a particular need to ensure that those who are preparing to becOme teacheri
M the elementary and secondary schools of this country acquire at least some familiarity with past and present Canadian
activities in the performing arts.

In addition to the problems of attitude already noted there appear to be nitmerous other factors contributing to the
neglect of the Canadian performing arts at the post-secondary level. These include Oroblerils in staffing, the lack of
Canadian textbooks and of scholarly publications dealing with Canadian themes and experience, inadequate library and
archival-holdings, and-, at many universities, the lack of facilities in which performances can be presented in a suitable
professional atmosphere.

""

The problems Of staffing are particularly acute. There is i pressing need for more anck;'often, better qualified Canadian
professionals to perform, teach, write, research, plan and administer in the performing arts. The prisent Canadian
university-programmes are far from graduating sufficient numbers to meet this need. In addition, many promising or
successful Canadian performing artists go to other countries. For example, as a recent report noted, many Canadian
specialists n theatre arts, `enjoy arhigh intematiooal reputation and are often-wooed away by the qportunity to further
their careers the established (undergraduate and) graduate schools of south of the border'.88 Ironically, such potential
teachers may be laced by noCanadian professionals, who cannot be expected, at least initially, to be familiar with
Canadian playwrigrIts, erformers and designers, and their work. None.the less, some of the 'non-Canadian professionals
have formed a strong corn fitment to the Calkadian performing arts and contributed subs tially to their progress. It
must be noted, too-, that man Canadian faculty members in the performing arts have not made the effort to acquaint
themselves with Canadian work in these fields.

The universities haye an important role to play,in the performing arts by helping to proyiide thenecessary training for
4

students and the opportunity for people of established talent to transmit their knowledge to.others. Much depends on the
attitude of each particular university,One correspondent suggested that older universities were `inore hidebound in their
attitude to the creative arts', while some of the newer ones were 'generally more hospitable'. Alth there may be some
truth in this suggestion, such a distinction between the attitudes of older and newer universities to t performing arts
and to Canadian studies in these arts is not uniforMly applicable. Moreover, even in those universities here such
appreciation is evident, practical responsibility frequently rests with just a few interested individuals who, performing
admirably with the best of intentions and with great energy and enthusiasm, are still unable to meet all needs. In order
that our universities can draw fully on the. went available to assist with their work in'the performing arts, it is essential
that administrators and faculty members recognize the potential contribution of professional artists in the university
setting. Whether or not such. artists have formal academic qualifications should not be the principal consideration.
Sometimes it should not be a consideration at all/What is of far more importance is whether they haVe the knowlfdge,
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- The.questiodof.nationality in the educational background of those responsible for teaching the performing arts is only
one element in a larger issue. What is more important is the need to resist the temptation, to assume that, be9use
Canadian artistic interests, values, and performances` differ from those, elsewhere, they are necessarily' inferi r(Too often,
perhaps, teachers trained in another society may bring with them all *kinds of Unquestioned criteria methodologies, _
which are then knowingly or unknowingly transmitted to their students as if they were sacrosanct nd inviolableThe
application of foreign anodels and standards to the exclusion of indigenous traditions can seriously delay, deter or prevent
altogether the development of an effective critical appreciation ofCanadiaeapproaches to the performing arts. As ones
musician c6mmented to the Commission, ,

I have noted with wonder and horror how our own creative artists have been ignored by our "scholarly"
institutions.'They find its reasonable to study, analyze, annotate, the works of contemporary American, Engli p

French, Russian etc. composers, butinot our own. Is that being Canadian, or just fooliih? ... Maybe our mposers
are not yet masters. Maybe they don't deserve to be iconized and tr(rned into heros. But, irso, let our university,
scholars be among those who tell us so. They study our music in Arkansas.but not in Ontario,

To meet the urgent need for many more Canadians with an advanced knowledge of the performing arts, a special
effort is required to expand the opportunities for graduate study in this field at Canadian universities. Because of the
present lack of such opportunities in- Canada, many Canadian post-graduate students who wish to do their graduate work
on Candian subjects in the performing arts are attempting to do so at American universities. Yet, as the submission to the ,
Commission from the chairman of a university departnient of music education noted; 'it is-unlikely that their faculty
advisers have any special interest or expertise in Canadian topics and the library-resources in these Anierican institutions
are probably not adequately, equipped for many studies which are of interest .to Canadians'.

Curriculum 95

experience and talents required to teach st/ents'in these special fields. Some continuing rel lance on the part of the
university community. to acknowledge that many-performing artists possess those alternativ qualifications has held back
the development of the performing arts as an integral part, of Canadian higher iducation. ndeed, because of their bias in
favour of the academic kind of getalifications with which they are familiar, our universities, instead of hiring professionals
in the performing arts, have often hiredacademics who are in fact amateurs in thee very subject they profess. to teach.

The gro*th of Canadian studies in the performing arts is further complicated by another factor: many of the
professionals who combine experience and a university degree and who are. available to teacyn this field in Canada are
citizens of other countries, in particular" the. United S6te.s, or are Canadians who have acquirtd their qualifications and
experience elsewhere and not maintained contact with events in this country. The most cent data available from
Statistics Canada indicates that, in1973-1974, of the full-time faculty teaching in the ne and applied arts at Canadian
universities, less than 60 percent were Canadian citizens. 0%;er one-quarter (26.3%) ere citizens of the United States.
Only 28 per cent of.the full-time faculty had taken :their highest degree/n Canad , whereas over 50 per cent had done so
in the United States.

In the development of graduate pro comes in the performing arts the Commission hopes that the need, for generalists
as well as specialists will be borne mind. The Commission notes also, the desirability of relating plans, for graduate'
work in one area of the performing arts to the plans for other areas this field. It commendsithe approach being

lowed.by Queen'S University, which has recently undertaken an integrated review of plans (or graduate work in the
Depar 'ents of Drama, Film Studies, Art and Musit.

,

As an interim ure to meet the need for more Canadian unilfersity teachers in the *performing arts. in additiog. to
calling upon the help of erienced professionals who may not have academic qualifications' the-Commission suggests
that some promising young Can .:'.n graduates, who may have no more than their bachelor's deglee, be hired, given early
leave to pursue their speCialty at anot stitution or in professional practice, and then brought back to teach. Flexible
and innovatl've arrangements of this sort are re ed both to encourage the development of Canadian interest in
university work in this field and to offset the built-in ntage that applicants from the United States now have in
seeking university appointments in the performing arts in Canad&because of the earlier-established American programmes
of graduate work in these arts.
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It is perhaps true, as noted earlier,, that the libraries of American universities are not well equipped to support those ,'

who may wish to study Cypdian topics in the performing aits. However, at many Canadian universities the libraries are
not much better equipped for this purpose. For example, an examination of the holdings of one university library, which
has strong collections 'relating to Canadian stushes in otherfields, revealed only three books dealing with Canadian music
and less than a dozen all told dealing with the...performing arts in Canada. The literature on the Canadian performing arts
is not large, and this is all the more reason that ever;- university library in Canada should have at least a basic collection
of `the publICations that are available relatin&fo this important aspect of Canadian life. In addition, at least one university
library in each Province, or region should seek to develop as comprehensive a affection as possible of publitations and
other materials about the performing arts in Canada in order to serve as a ma r centre for graduate work and researchbin

this field. Another possibility is that unive ties in the same region might a ee upon some division of the areas in the
performing arts, in which each Would the specialize in acquiring researc aterials in order to avoid duplication of effort

,:
and expenditures. , s-

Undergraduate study, as well as graduatetrese
presently available materials concerning the Canadi

is severely hint the inadequacy of library collections of,;the
ing ar s. some instances this inadequacyis due to lack of

interest or knowledge the part -of, the litirary or teaching staff, more,,; it is the result of the 'imitations in
budget and staff which obhie the libraries in the task of locating; acquiring and cataloguing materials in this field. None
the less, in some areas, such as Canadian theatre and drama, a number of university libraries are making an excellent start

on collections of such material.89 .

. .

Many of the textbooks used by teachearof the pepforming arts at Canadian universities ,have been written in other 1.

countries. Consequently, and understandably, they tend to reflect the interests, priorities, methodologies and criteria of
those countries. It is importaiilko.have some textbooks that are -written from the perspective of other societies But it is

also essential to hive textbooks and scholarly publicAtions that are
Asensitive to the particular,tharacter, history,

circumstances and needs of the perforriing arts in our own society. h is clear that irr every area of the Canadian
performing arts scholarly publication and textbooks are required that dealiwith the problerns, priorities and Condition of

these arts in the context of this country.

- . 's
The 4urrent lack of published material about the Canadian performing arts is a serious factor-inhibiting the growth Of

undergraduate courses' in this aeld. Hislorical Ouches of the Canadian theatre, for e ample,; are still so scarce, and often of
such limited value, that students in one undergraduate course on the DeveloPinen of Canadian Theatre, Radio and:
Television reported to the Commission that they must make dp, for the most p rt, with such scraps'of primary. material
as they can find. This is not in itself a bad thing. Indeed, the experience of working with primary sources at the
underg duate level can be invaluable to the student, provided that prirriarysource materials are in fact readily available,
in suffici t supply and of a quality genuinely worth study. Too often some or all of these qualifications are absent. For
example, suc rimary sources as Canadian plays, musicals, operas; balletand radio,and film scripts are frequently
unpublished;,o t of print or not available in sufficient quantities for classroom use For qample, not one Canadian
musical, not even Anne of Green Gables, is available in print!4$Ssme assistance_ and encouragement must.,be given to.those
who maybe prepared to undertake the collecting, editing, publishingand reprinting of such material. Ike results of a
programme to make these and'similar materials_rnore-teadilyavailable would be of assistance to scholars in other related
fields of Canadian study, includiugh and Frerifh literature, history, soeiolOgy, folklore, anthropology, ethnic studies
and political science, as -well a§ to all students ,of the performing arts in°C.anada. a

. /
Books about (canadian music, too, areatill.few in number, SS the author of a recent paper on Canadian music

bibliography har pointed out 'There/are a dgzen biographies, a doien or so essay volumes or histories, jid a small

number ofharoks 'about non:Canadian aspects of music by Canadian anthors.'96,.1t is now fifteen years since Helmut or

Kali n's admirable briok; A History.of Music in Callada 1534-1914, appeared'and no one has yet attem ed the task pf .

Taring a companion history of Canadian music for the critical years following 1914. While there havelpe some useful

essays and collections of essays about music in this country, it is now tyienty years since the volume of ssa sMusic in
Canada examined in broad perspective and in many areas ffthe state of in our societ9.9% The pr ems rising.froT a (
the scarcity of hooks dealing specifically with Canadian music and musicians are compounded by the fact that the genera i
histories of Canada devote little space to 'the 'arts and, in most of them, music is seldom given so much as a f note. Yet
there "I be little understanding of Canadian historical and contemporary society Without some serious examin Lion of its

A

.,
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cultural life and of the part played in this life by the performing arts.

Fortunately, more attention is now being directed to the history of Canadian music and to the scholarly study of its
role in our society. A recent book, for example, examines music in Canada over the two centuries from 1600 to 1800,92
Monographs, are also in preparatiow on many specific; subjects, dealing with both the'cultivated aftd the '*macular in
Canadian music. In particular, Bib Encyclopediq of Music in Canada which is now being prepared should add greatly to
our knowlefige of this subject and meet the long-felt need for a comprehensive work of reference in this field. The
encyclopedia will contain some thirty-six hundred articles;',including biographies, institutional studies and examination of
Such themes as Icelandic music in Canada and Indian'music of the Eastern Woodlands. 4

,-
. For all such research and writing, in all of the Canadian performing arts, the indispensable prO-condition is extensive

.
work on the identification., preservation, collection and,cataloguing of primary source materials. Thi important- ,.task has

. only 'just been begun. There is still, for example, no theatre museum in Canada, and no properly sustained programme
lias yet, been developed to asqUire and preserve materials that record and illustrate the history of theatre in this country.

,s

Such private collections of memorabilia or photOgraphs or objects of historical interest as are assembled tend to disappear
...4,

till too quickly once the original collector parts with them. Furthermore, some of the public institutions that should be
active in this field are much.less active and helpful thari they should be in maintaining archival records Concerning

I 'Canadiali.artistic endeavours. A comparison between the condition, and the accessibility, of the CBC's archives for the
. arts and the completeness and accessitfilw of those of the BBC, for instance, makes only too clear how much more some

',. of our public institutions could be doing kisupport and assist the performing arts. in Canada. It is essential thit steps be
taken to rectify this and similar situations. The performing arts are, in part, ephemeral, but their residual material, for
example,.scripts, prompt-books, scores, set designs, lightingand costuming. plots, are notnor are the business records and
''audio-visual recordings of the, performance. .

. . ' N,,

- .-. As noted in the subsequent chapter on archives, it is a serious di!service- to both teachers and performers that
lecordings of bt o a d tiot ing tapes and films are so difficult to obtain for classroom use. The head of one department of
music reported to the Commission, for.eXample, that only twenty-five of an approximate total of one hundred and
fifty-five of the ('BC International Service recordings of Canadian music are presently available in Canada'. The
omniission's inquiries confirmed this correspondent's suggestion that it is easier for a- radio station in New York or an

embassy in the Far East' to obtain recordings of Canadian music from the CB(' than it is for a Canadian university or an
individual student of Canadian music..

C. ,

Fortunately; a nuMbar of other private institutions have been much more more helpful in their activities to support
the study and advancement of the performing arts in Canada. The Public Archives, the National Gallery, the National
Musetun of Man and the .N4tional 1.ibrary have all made important and welcome contributions in this regard. The Music
Division of the National Library.,for example, has already, in its first half-dozen years, made an extraordinary helpful'
contribution to scholarship in the performing arts by its active olle ing of musical Canadiana. By means of this
collection, and b drawing also on the resources in its other divisions, to National Library is giving fundamental support
to graduate studie

\
and in the following areas of Canadian musi studies: music history, tormance of music,

biography, bibliography, poplar music, compositions of certain composers, sound recording hist ricbthe music trade #

including publishing and instrument building. It is also providing some:assistance to scholars interested in contemporary
music, church music, folk Music and music education. The Music Division now houses the personal papers of'some of the
best-known Canadian composers (autograph scores, correspondent, memorabilia ett.), as. well as of several associations. -Psi

In view of the dearth of books and published materials dealing MI Canadian music, the National Library has been ...
,particularly generous

4.1;

in e li.as, extdnded to undergraduates and to high school students.
. ..,-.

., . 'e M1

Tie Canadian. Music Centre has, also played an important role in support of the study of Canadian music.93 The
.Centre etas acted ."as a central repository for Canadian compositipirS since its establishment in 1959. Its library now .
contains .approximately 4,000 publiShed and unpublished manuscript scores and some 1,500 recordings of Canadian
works. The 'Centre is. however. much more than an archive, useful though itsVrvice in this capacity has been. Its main
service has an as an active 'promotional agent, encouraging and facilitating the performance of Canadian music by
providing scores on a loan basis without charge, both in Canada and abroad. The Centrealso publishes monographs on
individual Canadian composers and on other aspects of.the creation, performance and teaching.of music in Canada. The
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role the Canadian Music Centre has already played suggests the possibility that individual university music libraries might
be developed to some extent as parts of a total system,.each serving as a resource centre for its campus and community
withlts own essential reference materials, and with the Canadian Music Centre fulfilling a national role as the PrDnIbtional
agent and research centre that could be called upon for more detailed documentation. The Music Centse has already
assisted with the development of 'mini-centres' at various universities, notably. Mount Allison, Montreal, Queen's and
Toronto.

A great deal remains to be done in research on the performing arts in Canada in each of the
music. However, there have been several recent developments that are encouraging, particularly
history, although most work is still of a general or introductory nature. Ike significance of the
Canada initiated by the Royal Society, for example, has been mentioned earlier in this chapter.
Nineteenth Century Canadian Theatre History has been proposed for the University of Calgary.
pursuing research on the 'theatre history of French Canada. Indeed, a new study on Le Theatre
preparation.

other areas is well as in
in regard to theatre
Cultural History of
An Institute of Z.
Several scholars have been
au Canada francais is in

A five-year research proposJ on Canadian th tre history has.recently been put forward by a group of, scholars centred
around the Graduate Centre for the Study of Dra a at the University of Toronto. Recognizing that the steady increase in
interest in all aspects of Canadian culture has not b en accompanied by the develbpment of scholarly publishing in the
field of Canadian theatre history, the proposal enta. s a comprehensive assessment Of research resources and a carefully
prepared programMe of investigation and publication. The collection and preservation of information and materials on
Canadian theatre history will require a large-scale, co-operative effort involving the participation of many people. It is
hoped that in time the accumulation of. data would allow the preparation oanencyclopedia or companion to Canadian
theatre, and a series of papers, articles and monographs on such topics as The history of a particular theatre group, a
study of regional theatrical activity or analysis of some representative periods. At the end of the five-year period, the
research proposal's formulators intend to produce a comprehensive history of Canadian theatre. The Commission regards
the preparation of a substantial research proposal of this kind as an encouraging initiative in the study of the history of
the performing arts in Canada, and strongly hopes that it will /receive sufficient financial support to be carried through to
completion.

There has been a notable strengthening in the attention devoted to the study of the Canadian performing arts at
universities in recent years. However, many representations expressed concern that more has not beep done and the hope.
thatuniversities would now expand their work in thitrititrIrr-4444 teaching and research. The Commission shares this
hope. In speaking of the performing arts, we are not talking about an educational frill or some fringe benefit, as some still\
seem to think, but about the very heart-beat of our culture and communications. Moreover, the performing arts have-a
role of speCial significance to play in a bilingual and multicultural country. We can come to luiow ourselves better
through the mirror of the performing arts. We can also, through these arts, come to know one another.

A postscript to one of the submissions received by, the Commission summed up the feeling of many of the
,representations concerned with the performing arts:

If our universities and community colleges are to train the Canadian artists, leachers,critics and scholars of the
future ... they must be given the resources to do so. These resources are both new and expensive, and the need for
them cannot be met by adapting existing classroom space or using "pretend" equipment. The challenge is presented
by a society increasingly conscious that the arts offer a positive alternative to traditional educational subjects,
conventional careers, and orthodox livelihoods. It is 'now clear (or should be) that Canada has both a special
opportunity and a special need in this regard, as it is through our arts that we define ourselves. This special
opportunity and special need must be recognized by giving the creative arts a much higher priority in our
educational system than they have had. They are not the fringe, but the core.

The Commission 0;0s the universities, the Provincial and Federal Governments and other granting agencies to give greater
-recbgnition to the capital and operating costs entailed in supporting an adequate programme in the performing arts at the
,post-secondary level in Canada.
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The open-ended nature of the Cominission's preliminary questidnnaire proved advantageous in part because of the degree'
to which it puilluced positiVe responses from academic disciplines and areas not generally regarded as lying within
ambit of Canadian studies. Philosophy was one of a number of disciplines that, it was initially' suggested by the sponso
of this Commission; lay outside the scope of an inquiry concerned with Canadian studies. On the contrary, however,
numerous briefs as well as strong oral representations confirmed the Commission's own instinct that philosophy has a vital
and distinct contribution tO prakeo the scholarly study of Canada.

In response to the Commission's inquiries, eight universities identified some degree of dian content in philosophy
coilpes with such titles as Contemporary Social Issues. Other'courses, such as 'philosophie quebecoise' at the Universite
de Montreal and The University and Canadian Society at the University of. Toronto, focus on more' specific philosop
problems relating to Canada. Canadian issues were also reported to be particular subjects of study in a nutp.r courses
on Philosophy of Education.

It is not the Commission's intention to argue that there exists a 'distinctly Canadian-school or tradition of philosophy',
although some of the briefs submitted to it have dOne'so with conviction. None the less, there is now a substantial body
of philosophical literature written by Canadians. Much of this literature Is highly regarded by the academic 'communities
of other countries. Sometimes unfortunately, it appears to be better known and more highly regarded abroad than i
home. Moreover, through the years distinguished and gifted Canadian philosphers liave developed distinctive roaches
and areas of particular interest, both in teaching ancin research'', which -have thus come to be identi with Canadian
scholarship in this discipline. Some dominant areas of concern have certainly been manifest philosophical work,lhat
has gone on itrahis country during the past century. These have included, for exam' e philosophy of religion, the
philosophy of history, the history of ideas, the revivaLoof interest in mediaev osophy and scholasticism and, in recent .

\years, analytic philosophy in which a number of Canadians have made ortant contributions to what is now often
called 'action theory'.

There is too, a history of philosophy in Canadalhat is distinct from the history of the subject anywhere else.,lt has, -

to some extent, been 'studied and written about by Canadian philosophers, such as the late J.A. Irving, and has formed
the subject-matter of courses at sevsral universities. The history of philosophy in Canada is in itself an important aspect
of Canadian studies, which merits attention and more encouragement and financial support than it has been receiving. The
study and writing of this history requires the collection and preservation of the personal papers and manuscripts of those
who have worked,inrihe discipline in Canada in a more systematic way than is now occurring. The Commission was
dismayedy-fifid that one outstanding collection of published, unpublished and out-of-print materials documenting the
history-61 Canadian philosophy has, in fact, recently left the country because the owner was unable to obtain here the
financial support necessary to maintain and develop it and to pursue his scholarly work in this field. This is by no means
an isolated case. The Commission learned of other instances in which research material of special interest to the histdry of
philosophy in Canadahas been taken from the country because of the indiffeitnce shown to this subject here and also
because of 16 greater insight and enterprise shown in these situations by scholars, librarians and archivists in the United
States and elsewhere.

In addition to the need to direct more attention to the hi
produced by Canadian scholars, what, if any, Canadian conten
the universities of this country? In attempting to suggest some answers to tops question, it would, first, be helpful'to
know what philosophyis presently concerned with at Canadian universities. However, a- recent survey and report on this
subject, prepared for the Canadian Philosophical Association, reached the conclusion that, 'it is clear that we do not have
enough information to decide what philosophy is in Canada'.94 The report noted, none the less, that across Canada the
majority of university- departments, if they gave an answer to all, said they emphasized analytical philosophy. The surly,
although helpful in other ways, was able to cast little light on the research interests and curriculum content of philosophy
in Canada.

-t

ory of philosophy in Canada, and to the body of literature
or orientation is appropriate to the study of philosophy in

It may well be, as several representations to the Commission affirmed, that philosophy has no national conten it
properly deals only with questions that are universal. that it transcends the borders created by politics, h
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In this spirit, the chairman of one department told the Commission, 'there is no Canadian philosophy as such'.
, he later spoke at length and in hushed tones about the glories of 'American philosophy',,'British philosophy',

an philosophy'.

It is, ourse, true that philosophy should deal with iglobal wisdom, with ultimate realities\ , with -general causes and
with the principles of things. But philosophical reflection dkaws upon the concrete and the temporal, as well as upon the
iibstract and' lie non-temporal. There is a certain organic unity between the thinker and his environment, and this unity
may inspirs of influence his thought and interests even. When theSe transcend his time and place. In this Sense,
philosophers, li e other thinkers, belong to their milieu. Whether they wish it or not, their roots are in their own time

. and place. As e philosopher, Hegel, observed: .,i
- ti;

tatever happens, every individual is a child of his time; so philosophy too is its own time apprehended in
thoughts. It is just as absurd to fancy that, a philosophy can transcend its contemporary world as it is to fandy that

. an individual can overleap his own age, jump over Rhodes.",

The organic unity of phhosopher and environment may be something the philosopher will seek to ignore, or from
which he will seek to emancipate himself. But for many it will be a source of strength, informing their senses, enhancing
their knowledge and stimulating their thoughi. Universal principles and general causes' may be approached and examined
in the light of one's own experience and in the context of the experience of One's own society. As the Davies Report'
noted, .(or example, 'the \kignificance of the intellectual tradition clearly comes out in examining the Laval department and
in an important respect thlsocial milieu of Quebec is fed.directly into the -departmental preoccupations'.96

Such considerations were reflected in the presidential address of Professor Jerzy Wojciechowski to the Canadian
Philosophitl Association:

4
ravelling from coast to coast and visiting the campuses spread in a thin line between the vast emptiness of the .

N. h and the American border, I have been repeatedly asking myself whether the fact of our living here and,now
in th, context of Canadian reality has any effect ,on our thinking,whether it influences our teaching or writing,r
is refle 'ted in-the curriculum, of philosophy departments.97

There is muc' to stimulate, and to challenge, pltilosopherS in the cultural and physical envir nments of Canada. The
remarkable divers ty of these environments provides, within one countrya multiplicity of peiCSpectives that should i

tc°mparisons,star n perceptions and bring philosophy closet to reality. The very complexity o our country h its
linguistic and cu ral pluralism, federal structures and geographical variety creates an array of quern ripe for
philosophical reflection. In fact, as Professor Wojciechowski has suggested, 'Canada is -a paradise f e philosopher , .

interested in social, political and cultural problems'. However, as he added,. 'the sad fact is as far'as philosophy is
".concerned it remains very much an unexplored paradise'.

'k-- In short, this country in its own circumstances poses problems of glo nterest f udents orPolitical, social and
moral philosophy and of the philosophy of culture. In thinking thy:4'1h' and mg tb find wise solutions for some of
these problerns philosophers in Canada will be contributing d pa gating in the universal concerns of their
discipline as well as the more immediate concerns of t iety. By exploring, amongst other questions, the
problems placed before us in this country, philos plfrs attract, and involve in their work, able young minds. By)
helping their students to think in terms.of t ms that most preocttyy them and that best express the reality of
their ,existence, teachers of philosopher ten stimulate the emergence of original thinkers. In doing this, they will
also help to create a 'Climate mo re. rabic to the development of philosophy in Canada.

Philosophical work coi4d does acquire a-Canadian orientation when the concepts and principles of particular
diVisions such as tical and social philosophy, philosophy of education, and ethics, among others, are applied to
concrete su cts and issues specific to Canada. Examples that come to mind are the studies by Professors Irving and
Macy son of Social Credit philosophy and practiCe inAlberta,98 and studies undertaken in recent(years by

Bench- Canadian philosophers of the changing cultural scene in Quebec. This point is also demonstrated by the
extraordinarily perceptive and imaginative writing of George Grant, and more recently of Lionel Rubinoff and others, on -
the philosophical issues of Canadian identity and Canadian pationality.
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Several briefsulid a number of comments at the Commission's public hearings made strong arguments for the role of
philosophy in Canadian studies. The essence of these statements waE that 'philosophical contributions-to Canadian studies
programmes Are essential if such programmes are to achieve the depth of inquiry that must be attained to give them
significance'."The Commission concurs in this view and is conVinced that philosophy can and should play an important
role in Canadian studies. Discussions of-Canadian art and literature, interpretations of Canadian history and, political
affairs, the moral issues raised by racial or cultural conflict in a unique Canadian setting,.will all be rendered more -
prefitable by the participation- of philosophers of art, of history, of politics, of morals. Perhaps the most important way
in which philosophers might contribute to the development of intellectualstrength in Canadian studiekis through the
philosophical analysis of concepts, somruniversalAome particularly relevant to the Canadian -context. However, different
philosophical procedures and traditions have-each a particular and helpful contribution to make to The scholarly study of
this country and its society. -

, .

Among the topics that might stimulate, and Profit from, philosophical reflection are studies of the nature of Canadian
federalism, identity, community and wilderness. The philosophic foundations of the beliefs of many of the cultural and
religious groups in Canada merit study: The culture of the native peoples constitutes a rich heritage, which has so far had
little attention from Canadian philosophers. More attention should also be directed to the philosophical roots and
conceptual framework of political Movements in this country. Other areas of research that relate to Canadian studies
include social philosophy in the context, for example, of Canada's attempt to cope with the influence of Americati.,
technology, the presuppositions of Canadian history writing, and the philosophy of education with specific' reference to
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the Canadian context.

,

Many vital, current issues in the field °fp ublic policy raise moral questions that would benefit from philosophical
analyst* and reflection. Genetic engineering, crime control, capital punishment, abortir, euthanasia,,socia4conditions and

. , -
the quality of-life, resource !"and energy policy and many other aspects of the activity of the State pose questions that
rewire uch examination. With these in mind, some representations to the Commissionsuggested the need for special.

'*graduate programmes designed to explore moral issues.

Historical and'cultural circumstances suggest that Canada might be a natural location for comparative studies of.
cultural,,,and philosophical traditions; and perhaps in particular of those of the French-speaking and English-speaking _-

peoples. As Professor David Braybrooke has observed, an opportunity,, distinctive of'tanada,,to invigorate and multiply
sponses by anglophoite philosophers to current problems offers itself in the co-presence of francophone philosophy:.99

tick studies might also illuminate somwf the distinctive differences between Canadian and American culture hy-
.xamining the consequences for political and religious philosophy in this country of the fact that both the French,a4d

the British cultures in Canada kept a deeper relatio with their roots in Europe than did the major cultures in the United-
States. More broadly still, Canada provides a unique portunity for the-examination of the transference of differesnt
kinds of philosophy from their original cultural milieu to new environments. - 9

The failure of philosophy departme4ts to address themselves to these questions has left an opportunity, and a need,
for interested scholars in other,disciplinet to do so. There are now'an increasing number of examples of, the application of
serious philosophical thinking to Canadian problems by academics in other disciplines.1 7 Indeed., of the handful of those
who have addressed themselves to Canadian issues in a genuinely philosophical manner, only two or three are members of
academic departments of philosophy. In these circumstances, there is a real possibility t at a growing amount of
philosophical inquiry'relating in particular to Canadian questions will be .conducted e the departments of
-philoscrehr.-There-is, in fact, a good deal of disappointment among those interested in Canadian studies in other
disciplines that so little interest has been taken in these questions by those who are teaching philosophy in the universities
of Canada.-

Many submissions_tp the Commission attributed the neglect of Canadian content, problems and approaches in
philos'ophy to the no4.-Canadian background and interests of a large .proportion of the faculty in this field. This may be
phrt of the explanation. In 1973-1974 over 40 per cent of the. full-time faculty,members teachingThilosophy at Canadian
universities were citizens of other countries. Over one-quarter of the full-time faculty in the discipline were citizens of the
United States. At several Canadian universities, the departments of philosophy were almost wholly staffed by Americans..
hi the W,Vrn Provinces nearly 38 per cent Were American citizens. In Ontario 50 per cent of the philosophy faculty

,
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members were non-Canadians. However, other factors have also clearly contributed to the neglect of Canadian studies in

hpilosophy, ecluding the simple ones of academic snobbery`, reluctance to deal with the obvious and the near-at-hand and

deference to the priorities of prestigious scholars in large metropolitan societies.

In spite of th) importance of philosophy to so many aspects of Canadian studies, course offerins,s..jiphilosophy-----
relating specifically to Canadian themes; issues and context are still few in number and limited in scope. Moreover, the
published resources tivailable to support and sustain the now marginal position of philosophy in the field of Canadian
studies are extremely limited, There is an ihnediate need, for example, for a bibliography of relevant materials. TOToster

the systematic and sustained research and scholarly publication required in. this field, the Commission supports those who

have reeomnatnded that Centres for the Study of Canadian Philosophy should be established at one or twoselected

universities in Canada. The creation of such a centre has, for example, been proposed at the University of Ottawa.Ste,psSte

should also be "taken to deNlop strong, comprehensive collections of works by Canadian philosophers at a number of
j.instituti;cms. At the same time, the Commission's inquiries indicated, that. many universities need to take steps to insure

that their libraries7have at leas# a basic eollection'of writings published by Canadians in the field of philosophy. Proposals

for the re-publicatiorkof important earlier works by Canadian philosophers and the development of a series of critical and

interpretative monowaplis on the.work of Canada's philosophers, which have been put forward by the University of
Ottawa and by the Canadian Ascsoclatior1 fOr Publishing in Philosophy located at the University of Guelph, deserve

support. More support is.also netded to encourage and assist the publication of new philosophical writing in Canada. If
there were greater:opportunities foF the piiblicationlf their" scholarly work in this country, Canadian philosophers might

ha more inclined to,reflect upon and to write about problems that relate fo the Canadian experience and feel less pressed

to elpress' themselves ita 'terms familiar to the potential market in other societies.

More support is required, as well, for Seminars and conferences on philosophy in Canada, to complement increased

activity in teaching, graduate studies and research in thrs' field.

The Commission hopes that these and other initiatives will serve to stimulate further efforts aimed at understanding,

the development of philosophy.in Canada and serve, as well, to encourage the application of serious philosphical thinking

to Canadian problems and conditions. PhilosopItylias an important role to play in Canadian studies. It is essential that
philosophers Wake their significant contribution to the scholarly study and analysis of the..society, environment, culture,

institutions, traditions and experienC;e of this large and cetnplex country.

Psychology

When., the Commission first initiated its.ifiquiries about Canadian studies in psychology, it was frequently rebuked by

some of those working in this discipline and by others who asked, often with some acerbity: what possible role has

psychology in the field of Canadian studN? Following its inquiries, the Commission has no hesitation in replying to this
question that psychology has;a very important role to play in teaching and research about life and behaviour in this

country.

'While psychology as a pure science may have little to contribute to Canadian studies. psychology as an applied science
has a great deal to offer in,This field. As a theoretical and empirical study of hunran behaviour, psychology in Canada is,

Of course, an integral part of international science, and it has made a first-class contribution to it. However, as an applied.

science concerned with gtticonditions and goats, psychology in Canada has the opportunityt and responsibility, to
direct its attention to the y o6some 'relatively special, and in some instances unique, environmental, social and

behavioural variables. There are many special features about this country that might profitably be the subject omore
extensive psychological inquiry. As a brief to the Commission noted:

6

Canada covers a massive area of land and water, entirely within the Arctic and North Temperate climate zones. It

is occupied by a relatively sniall number of persons of extremely varied ethnic backgrOunds, who have arrived over a

Icing time span, and who have tended to settle in regionally distinct groups. All this is o vious but on the whole and
with very few eueptions the consequences of these facts for the psychological function' and well-being of

Canadians haye only recently become the subject of systematic enquiry.
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The special features of the Canadian environment, and hence of the beha;ioural setting of Can dians, offer extensive
opportunities for study and research by psychologists, which should, in turn, be reflected to a grea r extent than they
now are in the university courricullun and also in scholarly publication. Three broad aspects of this be vioural setting,
among others, invite attention: studies of the North and of other regional features of the country; stu ies of Canada's
cultural, social and linguistic duality; and studies of the cultural pluralism that characterizes so much o this country. 4

-617:111E-NurthMul of CarLjaAan_regionalism,for example, the influence of such factors asjimate, great variations in
population density, isolation, difficulties- of transportation and-communication, the consequences of socio-political

gr-frrileirtation, and other geographic and demographic factrof-life in ada require examination. Many avects of
bilingualism and of French-English relationships merit .psychological r . imilarly, the concept of cultural pluralism,
and'its attitudinal and behavioural implications, are topics of far-reaching inte and concernif Interpersonal and
intergroup relations in the ethnically complex areas of Canada must.be better understood, and studies of the'attitudes and
problems of many groups are also urgently required. In each of these areas, as well as in many others, applied psychology
has much to contribute to our knowledge and understanding of Canadian affairs. Through the work of such branches of
applied psychology as social, clinical and work psychology, valuable insights can be gained into the nature and problems
of our society.

With the thoughtful assistance of a subcommittee of the Scientific Affairs Committee, of the Canadian Psychological
Assoc' iation, the Commission has identified nine specific areas for psychological inquiry that m indicate something of
the enormous scope that exists for future research and teaching in psychology relating to Canadian s tidies:

1. The relationship between isolation, low population density and social behaviour is of major current interest in view of
national policies directed at 'northern development'. This topic is also of interest as a'contrast to the present concern
about the consequences of overcrowding in our southern cities. Alienation and attitudes toward federal-regional
relations are also topics of significance in our dispersed and discontinuous population.

2. Studies of bilingualism and of French-English stereotypes, attitudes and relations are of obvious importance. Despite
sound work on the part of,a few investigators, Canadian scholars have barely begun to study these topics.

3. The acceptance of the cultural pluralism policy by the 'third force'. and by the 'larger society' is an urgent topic for
research. So, too, are studies of multiple intergroup-relations in ethnically complex areas of the Prairies and northern
Ontario. Studies of Indian and Eskimo aspirations, anti °f their attitudes toward the majority of the,population (and
vice-versa), are also urgently needed.

, 4. The psychological effects of isolation (for example, stress and breakdown) need to be studied, especially in the context
'of extreme temperatures and plural ethnicity.

5. The problems of bicultural persons who may be in an ethnically 'marginal' situation deserve research attention.
Bilingual persons: too, may manifest conflict that may be associated with stress.

' p. The mental health of migrants,'both in stable regional communities and in the larger cities, is a topic that requires
study in this country, where cultural supports are deliberately provided.

"-`

/1. Many questions relating to the selection and training of personnel for northern posts require extensive andsuslained
study. The acceptance orisolation and the ability to'inieract with the native population, for example, niaY be
incompatible. The design of congenial and safe accommodation (both privatepd work) for the Nortg is also
important.

8. Selection processes may pose special difficulties in some Canadian situations in which dual, sets of criteria and norms
must be considered. Psychologists are only begirming to study the problems of bilingual communication and second
language learning in industrial settings and iriThe civil service.

9. The matching of job rolestto culturally-based patterns of ability, especially for native peoples and for migrant workers,
is urgently needed.

1 1
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Indeed, the range and number of topics that could profitably be the subject o study by.applied psychology in Canada,
is large and open- ended. Many of these topics have been studied systematically a d it is, in fact, difficult to claim that
there is-as-yet a substantial bbdy of tested knowledge about any one of them. So e of the topics are of broad,
international concern. Others, however, are primarily of national interest and conc6, and they may lend themselves
particularly well to study in the natural laboratory provided by the specialfeatureS of this country. In some instances,
Canadian conditions p se research problems unique to this country, and in many cases it is urgent that solutions be
found.

There is, thus, a potential role of great importance for psychology in Canadian studies. While the discipline is
international, its applications often require local or national analyses. The particular needs and special features of the
Canadian physical and social environment merit greater attention from applied piychplogy in both teaching and research.

Regional Studies

A growing recognition of the regional dimensions of Canadian studies is evident at many universities across the country.
The Commission's inquiries, including an examination Of university calendars, of course outlines, and of reading lists,
revealed that political science, history, geography and anthropology show the strongest interest in regional studies. There
is also an increasing awareness of the important opportunities and obligations for both teaching and research in this area
in Canadian literature, economics and sociology, and in certain of the natural sciences, particularly environmental studies
and biology. The Commission welcomes the growing attention being given to regional studies, both in discrete disciplines
and in interdisciplinary programmes.

Nevertheless, the development of regional studies at the post-secondary level is being held back at many institutions by
a lingering conviction that such studies are, by their nature, parochial or antiquarian and lacking in intellectual rigour.
Their growth has been handicapped by an impression, still fairly widely held, that the sulfject,matter of regional studies,
because it is local and near at hand, is, almost by definition, less significant and less worthy of scholarly attention than
the material dealt with in the study-of broader themes and more distant evtnts. This view ignores the fact that it is often
necessary to, study events at their roots in order to understand the broader picture. It groisly underestimates the potential
value of local-and regionalstudies as a legitimate and important area of teaching and research.

Regional studies have a particularly important part to'play in teachhig and research about this commtmity. Because of
Canada's varied cultural andsocial composition, its economic and geographical diversity, and the differing phases in the
settlemegt and historical development of its diverse regions, our understanding of the country and of Canadians must be
derived very largely from the study of local and regional circumstances. Regional studies are, therefore, a vital constituent
element in Canadian studies. They have a great deal to contribute to our knowledge of larger Canadian themes and issues.
Indeed, it is cloilbtful that these larger themes and issues can ever be fully fathomed without a serious prior examination
of the factors involved at the local and regional level that, together, buffet and shape national policies and events.

Given the particular importance of studies to a knowledge and understanding of Canada, it is regrettable that their
introduction into the university curriculum has been so long delayed and that, at many institutions, the attention given to
this aspect of academic work is still very limited. Regional stttdies should be recognized as a proper and, indeed, essential
element in the university curriculum. In making this recommendation the Commission has in mind both,the Ossibility of
special programmes and courses in regional studies and the need to inject some consideration of the regional dimensions
of a subject into many other courses where this is now absent. Each university should undertake some teaching and
research about the area in which it is located. Indeed, each university has an _obligation to give such service to the
community that sustains it. This activity" will, in turn, improve communication between the university and the community
and strengthen their co-operative relationship. It will also often lead to productive scholarship that will add to the
knowledge and understanding of both local and large issues.

In addition to a concern with the study of their own locale, universities should ensure that some realistic attention is
given in appropriate disciplines to the dAnctive features of other regions of Canada. Hard knowledge, rooted in the facts
of local and regional circumstances, .sileeded to give substance to academie theorizing about national events and
situations. Moreover, a great deal ay be learned from comparative regional studies in which common themes can be
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examined in t context of the different experiences of two or more regions of the country. Regional stu es should
involve more th the study of one particular region. It should also involve the study of that region in relat on to other
region's, and in elation to the whole. The various regions of Canada need to study ald-to-knewlmore about one another.
At the present ti e, for example, it sometimes seems that the East and the West share only a suspicion of the centre and
an ignorance of o another.

Noting that regio alism is the legitimate offspring of the marriage of space and time, Professor George F.G. St
pointed to the signi i ance of regional studies in Canadian history.

The regional app oach to Canadian history is a legitimate and a valuable one. Valuable because it is based upon
frank recognition .f the regional realities of Canadian life; valuable because it acknowledges the inter-relationship or
physical environm nt and the:complexities of cultural and economic arrangements within a given area; valuable
because it ptovidesn empirically verifiable interpretation of our national history.

ey has

Professor Stanley cautioned, however, that regional history should be carefully conceived as part of more broadly based
/ study and research.

It should neither be w
poorest regional histori
look outwards from th
the origin, development
importance. That is its j
antiqbarians "1

tten nor read in complete isolation. It is, after all, but one stone in the national matrix. The
s are those which confine themselves purely tolorovincial boundaries; the best, those that *

province to the region; and from the region to the nation. Thus, as an aid in understanding1
present problems and future policy of Canada, regional history is of the greatest
stification; that is its claim to the attention of historians as distinct from

Other observers have expressed similar views about the vital role of regional studies in a great variety of academic
diciplines, including langtrages, literature, economics, political science, sociology, anfilropologye-geographyreligion, the
fine and performing arts, and many aspects of the sciences, technology; and the professions. Numerous briefs and
representations to the Commission have shared the view, expressed in one submission, that for a country characterized by
an essentially mosaic pattern, we are singularly ignorant of our provincial and regional life.

The development of regional studies will require a development of library and archival resources and of publication in
thii field. Fortunately, there are many signs that such development is now well underway. A number of library
collections, for example, the Newfoundland Folk and Langtiage Archive at Memorial University, the southwestern Ontario
regional collection at the University of Western Ontario's. D.13, Weldon Library and the Loyalist Source Material
microfilming project at the University of New Brunswick, indicate interest in the acquisition of supporting material for
regionally-oriented scholarship, as do similar developments at universities in Quebec and in Western Canada. Scholarship
relating to regional and local affairs now appears in .a growing variety of ptiblications' representing'several disciplines.

,Acadiensis: Journal of the -History of the Atlantic Region, and B.C. Studies are examples.

Some information on the scope of recent research and publishing activity in regionalstudies in, history is given by
Professor Carl Berger in his introduction to the survey of 'History Studiesin English' for the Supplement to the Oxford--
Companion-to Canadian History and Literatu're. While referring readers to provincial historical periodiCals for local history
studies, Professor Berger notes, of studies published since 1967, that 'in regional terms there are appioxim-Itet9
twenty,five books on the Maritime provinces, about half on the period before, 1800; severity-On Quebec and French
Canada, almost half on the years before 1783; around seventy on Upper Canada, and Ontario; about 100._on_the prairie
provinces and British Columbia; and twenty or so on the north and the arctic'. 102

A brief survey of selected courses now being offered at the undergraduate level als6 gives an indication of some of the
Cirrentapproaches to regional studies that are being developed at universities across Canada.

Universities In the Atlantic Provinces have developed or are seeking to initiate, extensive opportunities for the study of
the Atlantic region. Representative courses currently offered include: The Development of the Maritime Provinces,,The
Nova Scotia Experience, the Politics and Government of Nova Scotia, Economic Problems of the Atlantic Region,
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Newfoundland Culture and Societ', and History of Prince Edward Island. The Universite de Moncton is developing a
significant progranupe of Acadian studies, and several other universities are also showing a lively interest insuchstadies
and m examining patterns of culture and society in the Atlantic region. Courses in science, technology, and the
professions are also showing a greater awareness of regional needs and opportunities, for example, in forestry, engineering,
marine studies and biology. It would be appropriate if further opportunities for student exchange, with acceptable
arrangements for the transfer of credits, could be developed to complement' the diversity of these offerings.

.
However, much remains to be done to enlarge knowledge about Atlantic Canada, both in_that region and, still more,

elseWhere in this country: The remarkable extent of Canadian ignorance about the Atlantic region was identified by the
Newfoundland-Labrador Project team in its research for the Canadian Studies Foundation. A simple q stionnaire, based
on a grade five Newfoundland textbook, was completed by a represen Live sample of students from de four to
fifth-year university across Canada. The results revealed an almost otal ignorance of Labrador. Not one student at any
level of the educational system in any part of Canada passed the examination.

In examininrregional studies within the Atlantic Provinces, the work and objectives of the Atlantic Canada Institute.
merit some attention. The Institute was founded in 1971:1972 by a number of professors to stimulate interest in studies
in and of the AtlantfC region and to provide a foetis Jor Canadian studies in this area. To this nd the Institute has
arranged annual summer schools on Canadian and iigional topics. The first these, held a t. Francis Xavier University
in 1973, included sessions on such subjects as the Arcadians, Nova Scotia Scots, .Atlantic iterature, regional Arts and
Crafts, Cape Breton Labour History, Indians of Nova Scotia.; and Nova Scotia YeSter y and Today. In 1974 and 1975 ,
the summer school was held in Charlottetown at the University of Prince Edward Is and. Non-credit courses were..given on
such topics as facets of Maritime identity, the, historical geography of the Atlantic Provinces, regional ecology, the
Atlantic fishery, ships ind tfi sea, the Acadi-ins,Avriting in the iktlantic area, art and artists of the region and Atlantic
architecture and anticifies. e Institute has also encouraged Canadian'studies in the schools and in programmes for the
education of teachers. I is proposing to hold a colloquium on Atlantic Provinces Literature in 1976. Unfortiinately, the
Institute has had cliff ulty in finding the financial support necessary to carry out its programme. It is now operating on a
shoestring budget and through the personl sacrifice of individual scholars who are deeply interested in its objectives. In
these circumstances there is some uncertainty -that it will be able to continue its valuable work. The Commission believes
that there is great value in the programme of summer school and other related activities conducted by the .Atlantic
Canada Institute and that similar summer schools focusing'on regional studies should be initiated in other regions of the
country. Such programmes deserve strong support from the Provinces concerned, from the Fedeial Government, from
universities and from private donors.

In the Province of Quebec regional studies constitute a significant part of the curriculum-at both French-language aid,
English-language institutions. For example, at the Universite de Sherbrooke the course 'Les Cantons de l'Est, and another,
'Quebec', are offered by the Department of Geography and the course Histoire de Sherbrooke et des Cantons de l'Est is
offered by the Department of History. In addition, the University's Centre d'etude des litteratures d'expression francaise
encourages comparative studies of French-Canadian literature in conjunction with its research and publication programme.
In the Department of Economics at the UMAsite du Quebec rois-Rivieres, `certains cours sont orientes vers les
problemes de l'economie regionale, la region de Trois-Riviere etant consideree comme economiquement faible', while
social, economiC;intellectual and religious history courses elated to the region are offered by the Departmentof History.
There is, as well,' a full programme in litterature queb 'oise that comprises over forty courses. Courses offered at
Universite Laval focus on the economics, politics, ore, history, literature, archaeology, sociology and education of the
Province, as well as upon the northern regions, cology and natural resources of Quebec. Undergraduate courses in some
of these subjects as well as in other regional studies, such as urban problems and transportation, are offered-at each of the
other universities in the province. The attention devoted to Trench-Canadian studies at McGdUniversity, for example, is
making an important contribution.both to regionalfstudies and to the examination of larger Canadian themes.

S Ontario scholars lave been accused for many years of passing off as national interpretations what scholars in other
Provinces have sometimes regarded as local Ontario mythology. The other side of this coin is he fact that scholars in
Ontario have perhaps devoted inadequate attention to the study of the particular qualiti and problems of their own
Province. There are, however, many indications that regional studies in Ontari and out Ontario are noVv receiving
increasing recognition in the curriculum of a number of universities.
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_ __Course's in Ontario history, for example, are taught at a number of Ontario universities including J3uelph, Laurentian,
McMaster, WiffridLaurier, Western and York. The Canadian Studies Programme at Trent University shows considerable
interest'in Ontario studies. The Lakehead University Calendar states that the geography programme at Lakehead
University finis at capitalizing on the campus' position in Canada's mid-north. Illustrative-Material for geographical theory
is drawn from' the area. Alihonour graduates are encouraged to direct their dissertations towards topics related to
problems of northern living'. The University of,Ottawa and Laurentian University are showing increasing interest in
Franco-Ontarian studies. Courses in science and for the professions at several universities reflect a new awareness of
regional opportunities and needs. These are simply illustrations of a widespread, though by o means universal or
fully-developed, desire to increase attention to regional studies of Ontario.

At the same time, some Ontario universities apriTervi<iffering undergraduate courses in Maritime and Acadian history,
Quebec studies, studies of the literature, politics and history ofWestern Canada, and northern studies. The Commission
particularly welcomes this attention to the study of other regions when it is combined with a study of the university's
own region. ---)

In Ontario, as in each of the other regions of C'ula, more research and more Scholarly publi tion are needed in .

every aspect of regional studies. Indled, in som- elds it is difficult to conduct undergraduate ourses because of the -lack
of even theoost basic publications on the ect. However, thi situation is improving. In addition to the work of
established scholars, research by gradu students is now making a notable contribution to knowledge about Ontario in a
dozen fields. Several recently co ted graduate theses on Ontario politics and society, for example, may.ultimately
serveas the bases for yttblica s that will increase the resources available to support instruction in university courses
about the Ontario COMM y.

The outstandi work of the Ontario Historical Studies Series des ves special mention in any discussion of 'regional
studies in C a.1°3The Series was established by the Govemm t of Ontario inI971*.to facilitate research o'n the lives
and tim the Premiers of Ontario and related aspec4:Of 011ario history. Under the leadership of an independent

and the direction of a distinguished editor- in -chie and associate editor, the Series has already arranged for able
sc lars to undertake the biographies of the principal P iers. The Ontario Historical Studies Series has also prepared a
road research design to encourage and support the publl tion of monographs dealing with the social, economic, political

and cultural history of the Province from its foundation until the present. Work on thiOmportant Series is already well
advanced, and it promises to add almost a new dimensionto the study of Canadian history through its demonstration of
the importance' of a scholarly and systematic examination of the regional experience. Several other Provincial
Governments have given welcome support to regional studies, for example Quebec and Alberta. However, no other
Province had yetIstablished a programme of the scope of the Ontario Historical Studies Series. The Commission
recommends to-the Govenmentof each rovince that it give consideration to establisIng and funding an, independent
board to commission and direct a comprehensive programme of research and publication about the history of the
Province. The ComMission notes the possibility that, in some instances, two or more Provinces might wish to join

r, together to establish such a board and programme for a' wider region than one Province. In other instances, two or more
- Provinces might wish to consider jointly funding a particular research and publication project relating to a subject of

common'interest. ConsideratiOn might also be give n\ to supporting studies of a cultural, geographical or scientific nature
that relate specifically to the provincial or regional c text.

In Water Canada, too, changes in the curriculum, reflect the growing interest in regional affairs. At the University of
. British Colum ,' for example, courses are available in Regional Economics, the History of the Canadian West, British

Columbia in Con ration, and British Columbia: Government and Politics. Several courses in geography and
anthropology also emphasize provincial and regional studies, as do some courses in agriculture, forestry, biology and
geography, and several other' areas of science and the professions.

At the University of Regina, the Great Plains Area Studies Prograi e constitutes one of the most extensive and
promising approaches to regional studies in this country. Aimed at'a broad contextual und'er'standing of the Canadian
Plains region, the progranime brings together faculty members from the Departments of Anthropology, Art History,
Biology, Economics, English, Geography, History, French, Political, Science, Psychology, Social Studies and Sociology.
Undergrailuate'major and honours programmes are available. The latter involves an interdisciplinary seminar at the
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fourth-year level, Canadian Plains Study, in which 'selected regiOnal problems are examined. In February 1974 a Canadian
Plains Research Centre was also opened on the Regina campus under the direction of DrzW.D. Stewart; its publication
programme has already attracted considerable attention, Most recently, the Centre bpb4ri publishing Prairie Fonon, an
interdisciplinary journal intended to serve as an outlet for research relating to the-Canadian prairie region. In theyasr
research on this region has frequently been fragmented because it has been conducted on a provincial basis without
adequate reference to: questions common to the three Prairie Provinces as a whole. The journal's focus, which is
essentially a regional one, is aimed at meeting the need for knowledge about the Prairie as a signifitant unit in, the fabric
of Canada. The editors welcome submissions embracing a wide variety of academic disciplines but united through the
common theme or man's activities on the Prairies.'"

Papers on,urbandevelopment, Eskimo art, immigration, labour and the historiograph of Western Canada presented at
the University of Calgary's Western danadian.Studies Conference in March 1973 aroused siderable interest. Recent -
articles reviewing developments in the historiography of Western Canada also indicate the growing activity and interest in
regional studies.'05 , .

Thus, the foundations for strong local and regional studies are now being laid in all sections of the c ntry. The past
neglect in the universities of this approach to Canadian studies is in process of being remedied` as th result of a new
perception that region-building has been and is as 'significant a theme in the life of our country As nation-building. Much,
however, remains to be done. By way of illustration, it may be suggested that studies of the,Arlantic region and of
Ontario need further consideration in the curricula of universities in Western Canada; in the Francophone universities more
attention could be directed to the study` of many aspects of the history and society oVEnglish-speaking Canada; despite
recent encouraging developments, more attention could usefully be devoted to studies about Quebec and Francophone
Canada in every region of the country; universities in Ontario have a particular, opportunity to remedy past neglect by
initiating studies of their own region. More broadly, the overall need has yet to be met for systematic, sustained and
scholarly studies of all the regions that make up Canada.

The importance of northern studies, and of such other areas as ethnic studies and native studies, which also have
strong regional application, has been noted elsewhere in this chapter and throughout the Report.

The Study of Religion in Canada

The study of the role played by religion in the life of this country, both past and present, is an integral and important
Part of Canadian studies. Indeed, no real understanding of the forms and values of Canadian society is possible without a
knowledge - of the diverse religious convictions, organizations and experience that have substantially shaped this society. s

one submission to the Commission noted:

one simply cannot grasp the social, political, e cational, and cultural development of this country,unless one knows
something of the many faiths represented in 'ts history, the accomplishments and conflicts they brought, and their
multitudinous effects.

-

Religion has, in fact, played such an important role in the deyeloping history of Canada that any failure to take the
religious factor in its full dimensions into account in Canadian studies would distort such studies beyond recognition. If .

we are to know ourselves, we must be familiar with the nature and background of the Canadian religious experience. We
must examine the Integra) relationship between this experience and the historic and contemporary fabric of our society_
The strength and peivasiveness of this relationship, in the not too- distant past, hai been commented upon by one scholar
in these terms:

There was a time, not long ago in some places, when religion was a major and even decisive factor in the lives of
Canadian individuals and communities. This statement, pregnant with content to older members of the society, may
seem to some of the young either a projection of nostalgic fantasy or a truism that can only be stated but no
'longer imagined in concrete detail. This aspect of our past was forcibly recalled to me. the other day, however, asI
read a booklet in which a former history teacher of mine reflects on the meaning of his life. He states that among _

the Presbyterians in the neighbourhood of Perth, OntariO, he was brought up to believe not "that (religion) 'was the
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ost inikortant thing,in life but that it was th . only important thing." He describes at one point how his father
gave up at great financial sacrifice a positio that required working on Sunday and observes that: he ,did sb not.-With
any sense of heroic self-denial but simp because to a man of his convictions no othertcourse was open. This .

almost, automatic conformity to the demands. of religion is part of the background of almost every Canadian,
however much the actual demands may have varied from one-comn;ilmity to another.'" z,

Yet, despite the significant part it has played in Canadian affairs, the academic study of %ion in Canada is still in
scum senses in its infancy.. It was ()My' a decade ago that Canadian unicfersit , other th dthe theological colleges, began
to recognize its Validity as an independent field or discipline...of study. Mfireover, mi ebnceptions and prejudices still
hamper the growth of such studies and restrict the support given to scholarly w in this field. None the less, there is
substantial and welcome evidence of growing interest in the study of religion Cana a and'Of en increasing realization
by the academic community of the value and legitimacy of such study. T s develop lent is reflected, for example, in the
information and activities of the Canadian Society for the Study of igion, in the remarkablerowth of student interest
in this field, and in the establishment of the Corporation for the lication of Acadentic Studies in Religion in Canada,
which has, since 1971 supported a new journal, SR: Studies I eligionlScience, Religieuses,v whIch succeeded the
Canadian Journal of Theology. The growing volume of book and periodical publication, and of graduate theses, also
attests to this development. Some of these publications, such as Richard Allen's study of 'religion and social reform in
Canada between 1.914 and 1928, are exploring 'the relationships between religion and other,aspects of Canadian life.'°7

The steady increase in recent years in the numbef and range of undergraduate cr urses dealing with religion in Canada
is ably documented in the successiyeeditions of Professor Charles Anderson's Guide to Religious .Studies in Canada.108,
Such courses are offered both in the growing number of academic departments of religion in universities across Canada
and in the curriculum of many other university departments. Courses deal; specifically with the anthropology, sociology
and, history of religion in Canada as well as with its diverse philosophic cal and theological characteristici.

.y
By way of illustiatiop, some of the Canadian content courses n offered include Religion and Society in Canada,

Phenomlgne religieux dans le milieu acaclien, Religion in North erica, Religion in Canada, The Sociology I Religion,
Canadian Church History, Religion in Canada: the Sociologic "Literature, Social Ideals of Canadian Reli ion, Histoire du
catholicisme au Quebec and Les Origines du Christianisme anadien. At several faculties or departments of canon Jaw,
courses (leafing with Canadian particular law examine juridical status of the church in,this country andpilentents of
canon law proper to Canada'. ,

The development of research centres for
the Laboratoire d'histon'e religieuse, bot
Saint Paul University, also pciint to t
promotes studies in general Cana
publications, and by organizi
tgo Canadian scholarship
bibliography of Cana
subject. °

study eligion in Canadp, such as the Centre de sociologie religieux and
t Universite Laval, and the Research Centre in Religious History of Canadvat--

growing interest in this field. The Centre at Saint Paul University, for example,
nchurch hi by collecting historical documents, by sponsoring research and

inter inational seminars. The Centre is making a particularly iniportant contribution
preparation of a guide to the collections of religious archives in this country and a

n religious history, as well as by its support for the publication of a series of voluines on this

It rent aifis true, however, that the aralitmic task has scarcely been begun of. trying to assess the fluence exerted by
manyand various religious traditions on the development of Canada. The contribution of religion to r national life, in

geographic region and in every field of endeavour, deserves considerably more attention in both t aching and °
search. Numerous briefs and representations, as well as the CommissiOn's own inquiries, point 9d to past negItct of

academic studies in this field and to the challenge and the opportunities that it offers to Canadian scholars. Such
representationS and inquiries pointed, also, to the need for more financial support from both Government and private
donors to make possible a further.development of the study of religion in Canada. More research is required,. for e ple,
into the social, economic and political implications of religious movements and attitudes, into the influence-o eligiOn on
our educational systems and into the part played by religion in the settlemedt patterns of this countiy, earch into
these and other topics should, in turn, be reflected in the curriculum by the offering of new cours-4 boththe graduate
and undergra4te levels and by the inclusion of such material in appropriate existing cours

Reference has been made in a subsequent chapter; dealing with Canadian studies abroad, to the very extensiv
'
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in-the Vatican Archives that rel te directly to Canadian affairs over many centuries, as well as to the substantial ,

collections of documents in France and the United Kingdom pertaining to the history of religion in Canada. Archival
materials that are essential to the study of-religion, in Canada are alszto be found in many other countries whose peoples
and beliefs have contributed tope diverse nature of tli Canadian religious experience. The identification, preservation,
cataloguing and examination of such materials constifute-an important aspect of the study of religion in Canada.

Most of the attention that has so far been directed to religion in Canada has been focused on the role- of the larger
churches and religious movements. While these subjects are far from -being fully explored= there is need als&far attention
to-the signifkant part played by many of the smaller religious groups, by the interrelationships between religion and
population-migrations, and by religious attitudes and events at the local aid regional level. Little scholarly. attention, for
exatige, has yet been devoted to a study of",the religiods and spiritual beliefs and practices of the natives peoples oft

- da. Many siihmissions to the Commission advocated a greater emphasis on this subject in the university curriculum
such areasas 'hi-Story, philosophy, ethnics, economics, sociology,tanthropology, politics and environmental stUdies, aswell
as in ttriprogrammes of departiner40 of religion: Among the very limited number of university courses dealing directly
with the religious beliefs and practices of the Aative peoples is a cotfrse on Amerindian Studies offeied by the Department'

Religious Studies at Laurentian University which is described as: .

An appreciation ?f Indian religion with its social and cultural expressions and of the fatt of European-Indian
confrontation with consequent contemporary problems. Study is-made of then relevance of Indian animist'
to present ecOlogical needs and the relation of thisto the futre of the Indian people.

As Itne brief to .the CommissiVioted:

'Significant work in this area has been done by ar*ists andvanthropOlogists but in the emerging p o r s m/fiative
studies in Canada the field of religion has.been neglected. Specialists in this area are:to be fo n, and the

U.S.A. but this-is obviously an area which deserves study at the graduate level by Canadi eligion.

Another brief saw Canada-, with its emerging plural0 of religious and-cultutal-expreSsio as a r`heiiiistic device' that
offered unique opportunities for_theistudy of religion and its interrelationship's with cu re and society. Others pointed
to the need for more study of the antece.dents and links Of religion in Canada with i gion in other'countries, and for
comparative studies of the Canadian religiabs experience with the exPerience of a r societies. Comparative studies of' ..,V

/..,-

religion in Canada arld, thev.,'United States, for example, would add greagy to Our nderstanding of both difference's arid
similarities in the traditions and outlook of the two-Countries:

Canadian religious traditions were already in ptocess of formation whe /the first Europeans stepped; ashotell
. settlers inevitably brought with them religious beliefs and practices th had been in the making since time im morial.
However, the particular circumstances of this country affected tlicse beliefs and practices just a they.; in (urn, /affected
their Canadian environment. Because religiorhas played such a b is and pervasive role thlto tit Canadian history, it
constitutes inescapablyan integral and vital part of Canadian stn les: Universities and thei orters must recognize this
fact and provide adequately for teaching- and research about the very significant role pla e y religion' in past and --
present Canadian society. In doing so they need not fear a conflict between the stu religion in/this historical and
geographical community, atid the study of religion in its ider and universal cont t. The two studies will illuminate and
support one another. There is no reason that they can t proceed tether i creative academic p'artnership.
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Recertt search in disciplines ranging from law to literature has helped draw attention to the neglected state of women's
studies in the university curriculum. The growing international interest in this subject has been at least paralleled by some
increasing reatiization in Canada of our own past neglect of such studies. Unfortunately, however, by no stretch of the
imagination could the Canadian university community be described as being on or near the leading edge of social and
academic reform in this field of scholarship. None the less, the dedicated work of a few scholars both women and men, is

/achieving results, which are beginning to be reflected in The curriculum and in some programmes of research and
publication.

About a dozenCanadian imiversities $w offer courses on the role of women in contemporary society and in history,
some of which focus directly on the Canadian situation. At the University of,Alberta, for example, a course is offered on
the Sociology of Women. Oriented toward examining the social position of women in Canadian society, the course also

. .

examines the cultural tradition of Canadian women and, the socialization of sex roles._ InnisColrege at.the_iiniversity of
Toronto has become a centre for thoseinterested in women's studies. An introductorycOurse is offered on Women:
OpPressior and- Liberation, which draws won. selected materials from such disciplines as sociology, history, psychology,
economics, literature and anthropology. The disciplines are linked by exploring a variety of themes, including images of
women, socialization, family, work and' work force participation, sexuality, and social change. Use is made of films,
novels, poetry and political and histork!al documents. At the University of WaterloO, a number of courses on women are
available, giving greater or lesser attention to women in Canada. These courses include:

Sex Roles in Anthropology; Women Writers of the Twentieth Century; Women in Literature; Men, Women and
Families in ML,idern History; Political ParticipatiOn: the Case of Canadian Wonien; Psychology of WoMen Today; Theo
1.1ehavioural Ddelopment of Women: Suciology'of 'Sex Rcles; Seminar on the Impact of Sex ,Factors on Sociological
Theory; Women in Social Work. ti

Such a range of opportunities at one university inCanada, however, is exceptional. Where they exist at all, courses on
.women's studies are most commonly found within the programmes of sociology departments. Only a few courses, such as.
Perspectives on Women at .Mount St. Vincent University, are interdisciplinary in nature. graduate level Work on women's
Studies in canada is extremely limited. With Pa few .notable exceptions, almost no attention has been directed to.wOme.n's
studiesin the Francophone universities or in the universities in the Atlantic region. Even a 'c ursory examination of the

errant curriculum in such subjects as political science, economics, history and even sociology,.risiwell as many of the
sciences and professions. reveals the extent towhich the,important contribution and role of women has been overlooked
in bOth teaching and research by .the Canadian academic community. ..,

The neglect. of women's studies at Canadian universities is in Marked contrast to developments in this field at many
universities in the United States. In the 1974-1975 academic year 917 institutions or higher education in the United
StateS offered a .total of 4.980 courses in women's studies. Many of these courses are given as part of the regular offerings
of established, departments. However, more than one hundred institutions have setup separate programmes in women's
studici that-often leni. to a degree in this subject. the State University of New York in'Etinghampton,
offers a PhD in women', ancLthe National Humanities Institute of the United,tates is at:p4iesent.gupporting,.
research ak Yale, Universityon the plarinidg of a model humanities curriculum organized around `gender in society'.

Wiimen's- studies, properly developed, can provide, valuable new irfsights into our society and assist with the sharpening
ot- enticaT scholarly analysis in Canada. 1-or example: as one scholar in the field has argued: ..

Women ha%4: been traditionally employed within the-family to preserve preferred types of social behaviour. It is the
womenfolk, confined in the physical and psychological bonds of domesticity rather than in their more mobile
menfolk, that the forces of historical'continuity should 'be most evident .... by examining what society demands of
women we may more accurately judge the nature of the Canadian experience and the validity of various historical
models.I° 9

Many fundainental questions concerning the role of.women in Canada await scholarly investigation in such areas as
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intellectual, cultural and social history, business and labour history, econont(cs, political studies, the arts and letters, social
class and mobility, religion, vocations and professions, childhood and the family, legal status and property rights, and
local and regional patterns of behaviour. The part played in Canadian affairs by .a vast array pf women's organizations, at
both the community and the national levels has yet to be examined; More biographical studies are needed of leading
women in every field. To ensure that such studies will be posiible, care must be taken by universities, and by the
provindlial and federal archives, to collect, catalogue and preserve the personal papers of women who have made a
particular contribution to Canadian life, as well as the papers of many of the women's associations and organizations that
have both characterized and influenced the life of this country.

The growing interest in women's studies in Canada is already reflected, in a rising tide of publication. Fortunately, this
increase in the literature has been accompanied,by the appearance of several helpful bibliographies and more are in
preparation." ° These and other works of reference are listed and discussed in the Canadian Newsletter of Research on
Women. The Newsletter, which is now in its fifth year of publication, provides a useful commentary on all aspects of
women's studies in Canada." 1_,

The moil suitable approaih to the development of women's studies in the Canadian university curriculum has been the
-subject of much debate. Some have argued strongly for the creation of separate courses and programmes in the field of
women's studies. Others have been indifferent or hostile to this suggestion, and have argued, instead, that more material
abdut the contribution of women in Canada Should be- ntegratedinto the existing curriculum. The Commission believes
that, to make up. for past neglect,, both of these approaches are valid, and-that either or both may be necessary,
depending upon the individual circumstances of each university: The Commission therefore ,.recommends. that, ip.addition
to considering the introduction of some course that would focus -on women in Canada, those responsible for curriculuni-
review in Canadian studies at each universi ine all existing courses in relevant academic areas with a view to -ttvailari
increasing to an appropriate leVer the amount of ttention devoted in _them .to the role of women in Canadian society and
in the,,development of-this country. Universities and research support agencies must become more cognizant both of the

'opportunities and of their own responsibilities in this field. Each needs to identifY the area in which, from their particular..
situation, they can best contribute to such work.

Needs .and Opportunities for the Study of Canada's Official Languages

Reference is made to the need to teach, to research, and to study Canada's two official languages more actively and
extensively in almost evey chapter of this Report. In some chapters, such as those ccoacerned with education for the
professions, with the, schools and with the problems of scholarly comfnunication in Canada, as well as in some other
sections of this chapter, this subject is quite fully discussed in a variety of particular contexts. None the less, the subject
is so important, and so baSic-to Canadian studies, that it may be useful to comment here more broadly upon some of the
needs and opportunities for atre study of our official languages at the university level.

The Commission received a great many representations on this subject, written and verbal, formal and informal, from
both French-speaking and,English-speaking Canadians. Nearly every brief touched upon it to a greater or lesser extent, as
did much i3rthe correspondence directed to the Commission. It was a major topic of discussion at all of the public
hearings and at nearly all of the meetings held with representatives of educational, scholarly and professional bodies. Both
the representations and the Commission's own inquiries made clear that the question of how best to promote a working
proficiency in our two official languages is now a matter of profound concern to members of the academic community in
everifiettuf-study and in every -region- of-C-anada:-it was -repeatedly noted-that the country- has committed itself to
recognize and to support the historical and constitutional reality of bilingualism, and that universities and colleges must

.provide leadership and service in this field in keeping with their position in the educational,system and with their
responsibilities to the society that support them and that they are a part of. ThCommission found a remarkable identity
of views in all parts of the country on this point. But this was, often coupled with uncertainty about how best 'to
proceid,aad,with anxiety that a failure by the universities to respond adequately to the challenge of bilingualism might
handicap their graduates and contribute to the problems of scholarly communication and of national disunitylthat already
beset Canadian society. 124
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In the light of the circumstances and of the views and qUeStI0115 that it encountered, the Commission believes that it is
time for the Canadian university community, working closely with the Provincial and Federal Governments, to think
through and then to implement a substantial national programme designed to promote a working proficiency in our two
official languages amongst university graduates, teachers and administrators. This programme should include, in addition,
arrangements to enable universities, as an important part of their work in part-time, codtinuing and adulreducation, to
assist interested members of the public to develop their secou'd language proficiency. Although universities and
Governments have in the last few years expanded their activities in the field of bilingualism, and done so in a very
promising way, these activities still bear little relationship to the needs and opportunities that exist in this country for the
study of our two official languages. Concerted action is required, by the universities and the Provincial and Federal
Governments, to develop post-secondary programmes on a scale that can begin to meet the needs of Canadian society.

There are many cogent reasons for Canadians to develop a working proficiency in our two official languages. At the
level of university education, these reasons are so compelling they place both the individual and the institution under an
obligation to work towards this bbjective. Historical circumstances have created within this country a rare opportunity to
study two of the world's great international languages and tb benefit from the access that such study gives to the
literature, thought and achievements of all those who share and have shared in these cultures in many parts of the globe.
This fact presents to Canadian universities, and to their students, an intellectual and academic challenge paralleled in only'
a few other countries of theAworld.

There are, in addition, immediate and very practical reasons for Canadian university students to develop some Working
proficiency in our two official languages. It is clear, for example, that university graduates who are equipped with a
working knowledge of both of the country's two official languages will be able to participate more fully in Canadian

'affairs and- to contribute more widely and usefully to the life of the country. They will be able.to share in, and benefit
more readily' from the culture and experience of their fellow citizens, of the other official languige group. They will be
able to contribute more effectively to and to draw from the common pool of knowledge available-in Canada, Moreover,
it is already clear that graduates.who haVe Some proficiency in-the two official languages,wilLinereasingly find this an
advantage in seeking employnient in Government and in many areas of the private_sector.'Conversely, it is also clear that
graduates who do not have this facility will be under an increasing personal handicap'in the years ahead. Beyond these
personal considerations, however,- should, be a recognition of the fact that at least some degree of proficiency in both our
official languages has become a pre-condition to any real understanding of Canada.

FOr these reasons the Commission believes that it should be a basic objective -of the.Canadian 'system of higher
education, to.cnsure that graduates have at least a working knowledge of both our official languages. That is, they should
be able to understand the two languages when either IS Written 'or spoken and have some ability. to converse in thezSeeond
language. To this end the Commission recommends tharthe teaching programme of every university in Canada inclUde
provision for courses that will assist their students to develop aAvorking proficiency itrboth official languages. Federal
and provincial support for second language instruction at the post - secondary level must be broadened and greatly
strengthened to make passible the development of these'sourses. The creation of such a progratiiirte,on a national scale,
is not beyi'ind the wit or means of the Canadian; cademic.community, provided that it is -de-veloped with the full
cooperation and support of the Piovincial and Federal Governments. Nor is a programme of thiskind incompatible with
the freedom of the universities and the nature and purpoSes of higher education in this country.

Despite the obvious and compelling reasons for extensive university programmes to assist graduates to develop a
working proficiency in the country's two official languageS, a review of university curricula across Canada makes only too
'elearhow tittle is in fact being done, to meet this need. Indeed, the proportion of university students, at both the
undergraduate andpost-graduatelevels, who are taking courses in the second official language, whether English or French,
has declined sharply in recent yeSrs. The principal cause Of this decline has been described in trenchant terms by Dr Keith
Spicer, the Commissioner of Official Languages, as the chicken-hearted anr1 anti,liumanist attitude of most Canadian
universities'.

Far toumany- of these institutions of higItetrjearning, in the dash for per capita student grants, have dropped any
knowledge of-a.sec.ond official language a§,a prerequisite for admittance. Basic Income Units (BIU's), as university
students are now poetically known, are presumed by taxpaying parents to be getting h more broadly cultivated
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minds and a realistic training for today's, if not tomorrow's, world. With academic bureaucrats fretting more over
budgets than burgeoning minds, students are being ripped off on both counts. At the very least, and it is
embarrassing even to have to note this, some passing acquaintance with both our official languages should be a
requirement for passing out ofhigh school into any Canadian university.' i 2

As Dr Spicer his noted, this'ghange in policy at the university level in regard to second language requireihents has both
contributed to and been supported by developments at the secondary level where .rampant optionalism on the part of
departments of education' has 'allowed 13-year-olds to choke on a smorgasbord of academic choices, leaving many, at age.
18, illiterate not only in Canada's history and other official language but even in their mother tongue' One result of this
rampant optionalism is that the high school enrolment in French,as a second language has dropped nearly 21 per cent in
the five years since 1970. It has, however, increased approximately 20 per cent in the same five-year period in the
elementary schools. The significance of these figures is discussed in a subsequent chapter on Canadian studies in the
schools.

Even at the post-graduate level many Canadian universities have now stropped the requirement fora second language.
This fact has drawn understandablecomment from the Secretary of State: '40

I cannot resist the temptation, however, to voice my puzzlement at the fact that the traditional requirement for a
second language has been abandoned in post-graduate studies. Indeed -I find it difficult to believe that, at precisely
this moment in our national life, it would have been unfair to'insist that graduates of our schools of ad6nced
Jearnint be proficient at least in English and in French.' 13

The consequences of these changes in university policy have been particularly unfortunate in the area of Canadian'
studies, where students are now often attempting, and being allowed, to-examine Canadian issues and eventsin various
fields without even a good reading knowledge of the second official Inguaise of the country. As one brief to the
Commission gently noted, 'looking at various aspects of Canadian society without knowing the language of a large part of

''.,-that society seems simply inadequate'. Yet universities are now gianting advanced degrees, in the social sciences, for
example, to people who cannotUikddfftalnt what is-going on in. a large part of. Canadian society nor even read the
material being written about this society by social scientists writing in the other official language, of the. Country.

It is one ironic measure of the failure of our English-speaking universities io develop adequate programmes for
French-language instruction that a far higher percentage of university graduates in the United Kingdom have a working
proficiency, in French than is the case in Canada. However, there is no particular reason to think that the job of teacking
English at the French-language universities of Canada is being any better done. Yet there are many signs that mote
French-Canadian students, including man)) who espouse separatism, want and need a working knowled4e of English both
as an intellectual tool and as a means of communication than are now being served by the limited range of courses
available. .. '

There ate no qUick or easy solutions to the complex problems involved in theApromotion of a widespread Wbrking
proffaiency in our two official languages, even at the university level. These, pr lems would hot be solved, for example,
byrahrediCt requirimeall-university departments of Fieheh and of Englith to devote. 40 to *per cent, or even 100 per ,

cent, of their time to this task, as a number of submissions suggested. In the long run it vioud_do a profound disservice
to the quality and status of our two official.languages if any arbitrary action,Lif this sort were to be taken, for it would
hinder theability of these departments to meet Their responsibilities 'for scholaTIrresearch and study of the great body of
literature and culture associated with these two language's. Moreover, such suggestions,.by focusing on the departments of
language and literature, miss the point that working proficiency in the ,official languages is a matter ofvital 'concern to
every department and field of study in .Canada. All disciplines share in this concern and all must share in the . .

responsibility for developing adequate programmes,of instruction to meet this broaeneed. A total university approach is
therefore required, although the language. departments 'would naturally play a special role in the planning and directiontof
whatever programme is developed. d

Nor will the challenge of developing a wideipread working Proficiency, in the twolanguages be met by .a Wholesale
abandonment of the study of grammar and literature, as some have come dangerously close to suggesting: if is. tree .mat
many university departiregts of French and English were very slow to recognize the importance of oral fluency and to:'
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I
plaee adequate emphasis upon cultivating in their students the ability to speak the language and to make use of it in its
living context. However, there has been appreciable. sTogress in this aspect of their work, which has been fairly
acknowledged by the Commissioner of Official Languages:

' Whereas ten years ago, most English-Canadian university French departments regarded a student's enthusiasm for the
"spoken language as prima facie evidence of intellectual shallowness, they no longer consider language laboratories as
electronic limbos for the lame brained, After for so.long accusing .the nation's Freneh departments of linguistic
dinusanrism, th*CoMmissioner is happy to pay tribute to this developing awareness that lithature and language
share more than a few pages in a syllabus. So too the departments of English in Frerith-Canadian universities
appear to be stressing higher oral fluency:114 . .

At the level of university education, emphasis on oral fluency, if it is not accompanied by adequate study of the
language and literature, will only add' to the problems of bilingualism. There.is nothing to be gained by teaching English
and French as though theY'were illiterate tongues. Yet there is alrethly some evidence, at all three levels of the
educational system,That the gains being made in promoting oral competence have been at the cost of a serious de_.,cline in

the ability to read and write the language. The ability to talk a language is indeed important. But it .may be Still more
important to develop reading and comprehension skills. For many university graduates, perhaps most a reading knowledge
of the other official language, combined with an ability, to understand it when it is spoken, will be more useful than an
oral fluency purchased at the cost of a, kind of linguistic.illiteracy. Certainly, for those engaged seriously in Canadian
studies a reading knowledge of the two official languages is indispensable. A varlet.), of approaches to the development of a
working proficiency in the two languages is required to accommodate the diverse.needs and capabilities of those engaged .

in this study. A

It will not be possible for the universities of Canada to initiate the kind of broad programme of second language
instruction that is required Without much more substantiaksupport for this purpose From the Provinciaf and Federal,
Governments. As the dean of one graduate faculty in Western Canada obser'ved, 'unless such support forthcoming, wecando nothing but tool around with ad hoc 'thangements which touch an insignificant,proportion of the student
generation: Fortunately, the foundations have already been. laid for a- strong co-operative approach by the Provincial and
Federal Governments to support such an undertaking. A commendable federal-provincial programme on bilingualism in

' education was initiated in Septernber 1976, and an agreement -was reachFd by the Federal and the ten Provincial'
Governments toreneW this Programme for a furtherfiVe years, as OrApril 1974. The objectives' of. the programme are
twofold: to en ire that,-M,Sofar as it, is feasible, Canallians.pf either official language have the opportunity to educate
their children i their own languag, and that Canadian students have the opportunity to learn, as a second language, the
other ufficial Ian uage of-Canada'.' '5 Unde. this prcigramme the Federal Government is providitg funds to assist the
Provinces to maintain and improve theeducalional facilities avaitable in the minority official. language and to improve.the
teaching of the second official language in the educational systems of Canada. To this endthe Federal Government is
providing funds tonvist the Pruvinces with the supplementary costs of providing minority language education and sgcond.

..language.instruction,'
4/{

At the post-setokary- Pevel thelederal-provincial agreeinent-has.ted tokthe'lreation of knumber of imaginative and.
A,

extraordinarily usefUlrogranunes. These include- support for bursaries, scholarships, fellowships, travel grants,
interprOvincial student exchange.i; language training centres, teaCher-training institutions, special projectvind some degree
Qf federal help with the costs of minority 1pguage education and of teaching in the second official-language.,One Of the
most piomising .of These programMesis the interprovincial Seco-rid-Language Monitor Programme. The programme, which
is financed by the Department bithe Secretary Of Stliteaird administered by the Provinces in liaison With the Council of

...Ministers of Education. is aimed at pronibtingthe learning and use of the official languages through the interprovincial
exchange of students who will at as second-language monitors. Through thiS prograinme.a number of post-secondary
students receive dp to $3,000 per year towards the costs Of studying on-a full-time baiis.in another Province in return for
working part-time as second - language monitors. The Federal Government also pays the moni'tor's travel costs, up to a.-
maximum of 5300, for one trip from the monitor's home to the host Province and return. Specifically, a participating
student muss, enrol full time for the academic year in a post-secondary institution in' a Province other than his or tier
Province or residence -and work' an average of six to eight hours per week as a secorid-language monitor under the
direction of a regular second-langoge teacher. A English-speaking student, for example, will study forty,ar in a
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'French-language milieu and, 411i le there, will assist 'a teacher of English as a second language. Similarly, a French-speaking
student will study for a year'in an English-languige milieu and, while there, assist a teacher' cl French as a second
language. The monitor's duties will mainly involve helping the teacher to provide students wit a good basis in the
auraloral,aspects of the language, particularly conversation and pronunciation, by means-of supplementary non-teaching
activities conducted under the supervision of a second-language teacher. The departmerVt of education of the host Province
is responsible for placing monitors in education institutions. The levels at which they are placed (elementary, secondary,
or university) depends upon the needs of the Province and thus may vary from one Province to another.

The potential significance of this programme has been noted by the Commissioner' of Official Languages who has
expressed the hope that

within two or three years, a vastly expanded programme will at least enable our country to exploit, with the
realism and spontaneity only young native speakers can bring, the living linguistic hbritage which has so tragically
escaped most of our classrooms. The programme is not a cure-all; but it should, make real to thousands of young
Canadians for the first time the dream that most of Canada's adult population may some day express itself; however
haltingly, through two world-girdling tongues. And, at least as important, it should help young people reject old
prejudices about their countrymen speaking the other official language by allowing them to meet face-to-face,

)agree, debate or disagree, within their normal place 9f academic work.' 6-

The social and cultural values of the Interprovincial Second-Language Monitor Programme are, indeed, fully as
important: as the contribution tharit is making to second-language tWning. On each of these counts the prbgramme has
now proven its worth. The Commission believes that the time has collie for a major expansion of the programme. It
therefore recommends that the programme be established on a permanent, long-term basis, and that arrangements be
made for the number of students participating in it to increase steadily in each succeeding year. Four hundred monittasc
are being sponsored under this programme in 1975-1976. The Commission suggests that this number be doubled in the
1976-1977 academic year and that a goal of 5,000 student participants in the Interprovincial Second-Language Monitor
Programme be set for 1980.

The federal-provincial agreement also provides for fellowships to enable full-time past-seco4try students. to .spend a
year studying in their second.official language. This programme,. too, has proven its value and the Commission

recommends- that it be pla.eedon a permanent basis and expanded-in each., succeeding year.. In 1975-19.76; 630 fellowships
worth up to $2,000 are being provided. The Commission suggests that this number be increased to 1,000 in the academie
year 1976.1977, and that a target of 2,000 fello ips be set for 1980.

Under the Summer Language Bursary 'Programme, established through the federal-provincial agreement, some 5,000-
titusaries, valued to a maximum of $650, were made available in 1975 for students enrolled in six-week French or,Engliih
immersion courses at accredited institutions across Canada. This programme, too, is funded by the Department of ,the
Secretary of. State and administered by the provincial departments of education, or other provincial depirtments
responsible for post-secondary education, in liaison with the Council of Ministers of Education. Despite the demonstrable
interest and need, all the bursaries offered underthis programme have not always been.taken up, in part because of
Itiadeiffuate advance,publicity and also because of the loss of summer income for participating students. Moreover, the
entire bursary is paid directly to the institutions' offering the course and there is no direct assistance to the student with
the costs of transportation and other: expenses. None.the less, this programme is making a most valuable contribution to
the two official languages. The Commisiion therefore recommends that the number of /bursaries offered be increased
three-fold, to a total of-15,900, over the next two academic years. The Commission also recommends that the value of .

--the bursary be increased. to .compensate the participants to at least some extent for the loss of summer income and for
theicosts of transportation and other expenses. To this end a portion of the bursary should be paid directly to the
stu ent. Steps should also be taken to publicize the programme More widely and at an earlier date in the preceding
academic year.

The federal- ial agreement provides for short-term federal support, up to a maximum of $100,000 per year for ,
each Province, for the es shment rimprovement of language training centres. SuCh centres are essentially designed to
improve the language training ities available in teachers colleges, although ,their resources may also be available to
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other groups and to the general public. The Commission recommends that the amount of the federal support ior the
development of these centres be increased, and that this pitgramnre be continued after 1975-1976, its present date of
termination. the Commission notes, with regret, that two Provinces have still not taken advantage of the assistance
available through this programme and urges that they do so without further delay.

The programme of travel grants to enable minority-language students who are unable to study in their own language in
their own Province to travel to other parts of Canada where they can do so should be maintained.

The p gramme of bursaries to enable second-language and minority-language teachers to improve their skills through
short-te training sessions and refresher courses should also,be maintained. However, this programme should be
expanded d more extensively publicized. It may also be time to review the value of these bursaries, which, at their
present leve of $300 for tuition and $300 for travel costs, may not be adequate to support the recipients in many
situations.

The importance of supporting innovative and experimental measures in minority-language education and second-languge
instruction is also recognised in the federal-provincial agreement; which makes provision for continuing shared-cost
projects designed to meet such needs at any level of the educational system. Unfortunately, comparatively little advantage
has yet been taken of this aspect of the agreement at the post-secondary level. In particular, the natural' opportunities for
university research and pilot projects in bilingualism, which might be initiated under this plan, remain still largely
untouched.

In addition to these and some,other measures, the federal-provincial agreement on bilingualism in education provides
for the Provincial Governments to receive from the Federal Government a partial reimbursement of 10 per cent of the
operating grankthat`they make to bilingual or minority-language post-secondary institutions. A small allowance is also
made for capital expenditures amounting, in each case, to 8.5 per cat of this federal contribution. This supplementary
financial support from. the Federal Government has been of great help to eligible universities and colleges teaching in the
minority language. Ilut such institutions are still very hard-pressed to make ends meet because of the heavy and pervasive
additional costs involved in operating in the minority language. The Commission recommends that Provincial Governments
extend to bilingual and minority-language institutions financial support that recognizes more realistically the special costs
involved in their operation. The Commission. further recommends that the Federal -Government encourage and assist the
Provinces to give this added support by increasing its own rate of reimbursement to the Provinces as the Provinces
increase their special-grants to these institutions.

In all these activities the Federal Government, through the Department of the Secretary of State, has demonstrated _a

commendable leadership, in keeping with its commitment to bilingualism and its responsibilities for the direction of
national affairs. Its actions have oftenserved as the calalyst required to bring into being constructive and workman-like
new programmes to promote minority-language education and second- anguage instruction. The ProVincial Governments,
and the Council of Ministers of Education, also deserve great credit for the growhig financial and administrative support
that they have given to 'these programmes, for their Co-oPerative yarticipation with oneanother and with the Federal'
6overnment in,these undertakings and for their own frequently innovative endeavours in this field...Through both their
disparate programmes and their concerted activities, the Provincial and Federal Governments have achieved some
significant improvements in minority-language and second-language education at the post-secondary level. Moreover, these
improvements have beenverymuch in the spirit 'and in'the directions indicated by the Dunton-haurendeau Commission in
their perceptive volume on education.11

None the less, both the Provincial and Federal Governments need to do far more, at the post-secondary level as well as
at other levels, to support their declared goals for bilingualism in education. Despite the many worth-while programmes
noted above, we have not yet achieved in Canada, even at the university level, a real quality of opportunity in the .

language of education for the two official language groups. Beyond this, more effective and comprehensive programmes
are needed to improve the .teaching of the second official language at post-secondary institutions throughout the country.
The Commissioner of Official Languages has assessed the situation in succinct terms in his most recent report, 'Our
country, in teaching second official languages, continues to offer .. :bilingual band-aids instead of the required doses of
linguistic vitamins'.''
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The initial federal-provincial agreement on bilingualism in education provided for federal contritrutions averaging some
$70 million annually during the period from 1970 to 1974. The renewal of the agreement in April of 1974 anticipates
thah.t.federal funding will continue at much the same level as at present for mpst elements of the programme'. It assumes
federal contributions averaging some $80 million a year over-the five-year period to 1979, although federal support in
related fields may raise. this total.' 9 Thus, there is little or no provision for federal support for new programmes or for

any significant expansion of existing programmes. The level-of federal financial support for bilingualism in education will
be much the same at the end of the decade of the 1970s as it was at its beginning. Indeed, in real terms it may be less

unless better provision is made to offset the effects of inflation-.

Ironically, although it is officially a unilingual country, the United States is spending as much or more on bilingual
programmes in education than is Canada, even though ours is historically and officially a bilingual country. The United
States Office of Education is this year funding some three hundred projects in bilingual education, reaching nearly a
quarter of a million students in thirty states and in twenty-eight languages. Approximately $70 million was budgeted for
the direct activities of the United States bilingualism programme in 1974.1975, and,,,,this amount was substantially

supplemented by the related expenditures of other federal deparknents.

At the post-secondary level the most obvious gap in the federal-provincial agreement on bilingualism in education is 'the
lack of a comprehensive programme designed to promote among university and college students a working proficiency in

Canada's two official languages. A broad national programme, conimensurate with the needs, resources and opportunities
of this country, is required to re-establish second-language education as a basic component in university education. The
planning and operation of such a programme will require the close cooperation of the universities, the Provinces and the
Federal Government.

Careful research into costs, methods and needs is still necessary before a major plan of such proportions can be
implemented. Indeed, more research is needed into almost every aspect of language education in Canada. Most of the'
Provinces, the Federal Government and a number of universities are now supporting such research. But, in general, this
field of, research, despite its obvious importance for Canadians, has only recently begun to, receive any extersive attention
and the amount of attention being directed to.it still bears little relationship to the close relevance of this subject to the

fundamental needs Aa bilingual country.

`The establish ent of a language research committee, in conjunction with the Secretary of State's office and with

equal provincial nd federal meMbership, . for the purpose of promoting bilingualism in Canada' was approved by the
provincial 'mini ters of education several years agO.'2,0 However, this committee has still not been formally established,
and this fact i reflected in the comparatively minor part played by organized and sustained re`tearchjn the activities
sponsored un er the federal-provincial agreement.

Additional research is urgently required into the theoretical and methodological aspects of second-language teaching.
Indeed, this is a field of research in which it would be natural for Canidians to provide world leadership. With a few

notre exceptions, however, this is now far from being the ease.

In support of research into.second-language d minority-language epeation, it would be helpful if Statistics- Canada
vy,,ould collect and publish data at regular intervals about enrolment in such programmes at the poit-secondary level, as
they have for some time at the elementaryiand secondary levels. Statistics Canada does hot at!present compile-such -1

data and has apparently, never had a request to do so. The availability of statistical information about enrolment and
'trends in mi ority-language and second-language university programmes is indispensable to the determination of needs and

costs. The Commission therefore recommends that Statistics Canada explore with appropriate bodies the steps necessary
to make possible the compilation of these data, and that it be given the support and cooperation needed in order to

and publish this information.

More information is also needed about the past and present contribution of Canadian universities to bilingualism. A

scholarly-and comprehensive report on this subject was preliared for the Department of the Secretary of State in 1970. It

reviewed in a thorough manner the extent of the current activities of Canadian universities in support-of bilingualism and
explored the possibilities for co-operation between the universities and Government in this field. It is regrettable, indeed
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shocking, that this useful document has never teen made public. The information and suggestions it contained could have
been invaluable to those bearing responsibilities for the planning and conduct of bilingual university programmes across.
CanadS. The Commission urges that, even at this late date, this excellent report be made public. Five years, have elapsed,
however, since its preparation. The Commission believes that it would now be helpful to have a new report on the present
state of the contribution 6f Cahadian universities to bilingualism and it therefore recommends that the Secretary of State,
in consultation and cooperation with the Council of Ministers of Education, request the. Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada to undertake the preparation of such a report. The Commission further noteatat, given the
importance and immediacy of developments in this field, it may be desirable to plan for a ,serits of such survey reports on
university activities in bilingualism, to be conducted at three or four-year intervals over the next dozen years.

life information yielded by such surveys would refute the charge that Canadian universities have done nothing to
further bilingual coihpetence. However, these surveys would also help to identify areas of need and neglect, and point to
opportuhities for more extensive university activity in this field. Many of these needs and opportunities have been noted
earlier in this section, but it may be helpful to suggest a few other areas'irk which universities could do more to assist
with the development of bilingual competence, both within the academic community and among the general public.

Within the universities and colleges themselves steps should be taken to encourage and assist members of the faculty
and administration to develop their working proficiericy in our second official language. A few universities do now offer:
second-language courses for interested members of their staff, and where this has been done great interest has been -
showd. The Commission recommends that every university arrange a programme of courses and related activities designed
to assist interested members of their faculty and administration to develop their proficiency in the second official
language. Financial support for these programme should, be provided under the federal - provincial agreement on

:t bilingualism in education.

Universities need, also, to give more consideration to the possibilities and problems of institutional bilingualism.
Anglophone institutions, for example, frequently complained to the Commission that they were unable to prevail upon
French-speaking scholars to accept even highly-paid visiting appointments. The reluctance of Francophone schojirs is
understandable and, in part at least, it relates to the fact that few universities in English-speaking Canada have yet made
any sustained attempt to enable Francophone teachers and students to function within the university in their own
language. The requirement, or at least the assumption, is almost always that members of the minority-language grchip will
do all their 'official' business with the university in English only, including correspondence, interviews, telephone
conversations, examinations, work assignments, orals and remarks at committee meetings. it is not a welcoming prospect
and is is not surpiising that many teachers and students of the minority tongue are deterred by it. The extent to which a
functional bilingualism is possible will vary from one university to another, depending upon their individual circumstances.
None the less, the Commission would urge each university to review its administrative procedures with two objectives:
first, to remove any prohibition there may now be upon the use of'either of the country's official languages in the
"university'S official business; and, second, to develop its capacity to deal with members of the faculty, student body and
general public in both of Canada's official languages.

The Commission commends to the attention of tilt university community the Regulation on Bilingualism adopted by
the University of Ottawa.. 21. While the Regulation relates closely' to the official bilingual status of the University of
Ottawa, and to the university's special responsibility and opportunity to preserve- and develop the Fxjch language and
culture in Ontario, it indicates many of the practical. ways in which Canadian universities could move towards a more
effective functional bilingualism. The Commission believes that this Regulation may prove to be animportant document
in the history of Canadian higher education. It provides a set of working definitions of language terms that could usefully ti
be adopted by the Canadian, post-secondary community, which has not as yet deVeloped a set of agreed terms upon which
to base its discussions and actions about such matters. Further, the Regulation provides a welcome statement of goals,
and of procedures to achieve these goals, which could be of help. to many other universities in Canada to varying degrees
depending upon whk may be appropriate to their circumstances.

Many of the learned societies and other voluntary associations concerned with research and education should also
review their operating policy'in terms of bilingualism. Patterns and habits, developed intearlier years, of conducting
meetings, correspondence and other official transactions in one language will often no longer be appropriate. The
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Commission ommends to others the example of the Association of the Scientific, Engineering and Technological

,Community ci Canada, which has made tre formulation.of an appropriate operating policy on bilingualism a matter of
priority and h recently adopted such policy o a basis. The Commission commends, also, the example of the
Royal Society Canada, which has n respect for the two official languages in the conduct of its affairs.
Among the offi al agencies of Go ment, the Canada Council hai established an admirable record of punctilious respect
for the two offi languages in almost every aspect of its work.

The Associatio of Universities and Colleges of Canada has worked steadily, often in the face of some scepticism, to
develop its bilingua capacity and services. It is, of course, essential that the. national association of universities in this
country should be,a le to function in both official languages. The Commission notes with appreciation the work of the
Executive Director a d staff of the AUCC in providing important bilingual services to the university community, and
recommends that the ssociation continue to develop its 13* ingual capacity.

Many of the c s and recommendations discussed in this section apply to the community colleges as wjell'as to the
universities. The Comm sion is glad to note that several programmes under the federal-provincial agreerne on

bilingualism in educatio' assist the community colleges to support minority - language education and - atlguage

instruction. However, it rges an enlargement of support, from both' the Provinces and the Federal Government, for
courses and programmes esigned to foster the development of a working proficiency in the two official-languages in the
curriculum of the commu ity colleges. There are many opportunities to develop broad bilingual ::rammes that can be
of common service to all st-secondary 'institutions.

As a recent study has 41 ed, 'the-key to improvement in the teaching of French
of competent, creative, dev ed teachers'.' 2 With their responsibilities for teacher
opportunity, and obligation, o insure that the current and future needs of this
well-qualified teachers of Eng ish and French. Every indication Points to bo
more teachers who are fluent n the two official languages. In Ontario al
one thousapd additional Fran iphone school teachers will be require
and schools continue to grow ver the next few years.' 23 The u

Federal Government will need o work closely together to dev
scale.

(o nglish) is the continued provision
aining, universities have a particular

ountry are met for adequate numbers of
an immediate and a long-term need for

e, for example,, it is anticipated that-more than
as the size and number of Vrench-language classes

ersities, provincial departments of education and the
p programmes that can meet requirements on this large

. . .

The Commission shares the p izzloment expressed the Secretary of State that the traditional requirement for a _

second language has been aband ned in post-gradua e studies at precisely this moment in our national life. It believes that
the graduates of our schools of a vanced higher education should have at least a working proficiency in the 'two official
limpages of the country. The Cr' nmission therefore recommends that the development, or dertionstration, of such a
proficiency be established* as one f the requirements for a post-graddate degree. The introffgon (in many instances,
re-introduction) of this requirem t should be accompanied by theprovision of appropriate courses of instruction for
post-graduate students in the two fficial languages. Such courses shOuld be funded by the Department of the. Secretary of
State, in consultation with the, Co ncil of Ministers of Education and the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada, as a major step in the dev lopment of a national programme designed to promote a working proficiency in our
two official languages among unive city graduates.

1

The Commission also rccomme
proficiency in the two official lang
to spend one of their undergraduat
French-speaking students majoring
has long been a customary require

the'country whose language the7- /comprehensively, into the cprricul
-/ practice and few provide, in'ternall

for such arrangements. Canadian w
academically,-by the introduction
astonishing that this practice has n

s, as-an early step in the development of a nationat programme to promote a working
ages, that it be maeCo.. requirement for English-speaking students majoring in French
years, usually the tfilid, at a Francophone university and, similarly, for

n English to spend a year at an Anglophone university. The Commission notes that it
ent at many British and European universities that language students spend one year
are studying. It is high time that this useful custom was incorporated, formally and

n of Canadian universities. Few countries in the world have more to-gain by this
as well as through their external connections, such ready and natural opportunities
iversity students will be informed and enriculturally- and socially, as well as
f this time-honoured practice, Indeed, given the nature and needs'of this country, it is
t been a customary Part of the university scene long before this in Canada. Asimilar
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ould also be made for all students majoring in Canadian studies, and for many students in. other selected
udy including, for example, aspects of history, political science and sociology. Funds should be provided by the

rtment of the Secretary of State to support this programme, in consultation and cooperation with the university
ommunity and the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada.

More brpadly, the Commission notes thkdesirability of much more extensive programmes ofeducational and cultural
exchange between universities opetating irte two official languages. More exchanges' should be arranged in every field of
study and each of the undergraddate, post-graduate, and faculty levels: Exchanges -of this sort conducted, for example, -
betwee t e University of Guelph and Universite de Sherbiooke, and between Universite Laval and-lhe University of
We or Ontario, have already proven their value. What is now required is a massive, national approacpeltUdent and

culty exchanges that will begin to do the job of putting young Canadians, and their prbfeSsors, into touch with one
another and give to Francophones and Anglophones alike some better-exposure to the milieu of the other official
language group,

The Commission has nod that nearly all the programmes and activities sponsored by the Federal and Provincial -
Governments, and by t e-universities, to prorripte bilingualism are now aimed at public servants or those already involved
in the educational stem. Little has been done to encourage and assist the priiate citizen to develop his or her -

proficiency in the official languages. Canadian universities,shoUld consider what role they can best play in serving the
needs of their respective communities in this regard. Similarly, the Federal and Provincial Goveminents should re-examine
their current programmes and priorities with k view to providing adequate support for %courses and programmes, which
will often be based in the universities, designed' to assist interested citizens to improve their working knowledge of the
country's two official languages. The Commissioner of,Official Languages has suggested, for example, that the Federal
Government could offer 1,000 full scholarships a year to mature adults for accredited study of a second official language.

- Unfortunately, there is no evidence so far that this suggestion is receiving attention from either provincial or federal
agencies.

Many submisSions to the Commission remarked upon the need for ajob-listing and teacher-placement, agency to-assist
language instructors to identify available positions and to help educational institutions to recruit qualified language -

instructors. As one knowledgeable correspondent noted:

I know of many cap atle language teachers who cannot find jobs, or, who simply do not know how to go about,
finding jobs. I imagine that there are institutions, on the other hand, looking for good language teachers. An agency
which could bring them together could be highly useful.

.1The Commission's inquiries supported this assessment. It therefore recommends the establishment of such an agency by
the Department of Manpower, acting in consultation and co:operation with the university community and the Council of
Ministers of Education. .

In a- section dealing with the two official languages of Canada it may also be appropriate-to note again the value and
,importance of the many non-official languages that are spoken in this country. The Commission has commented elsewhere
in this chapter and at several other points in its Report, upon the cultural significance of thenon-official languages,
including those of the native peoples.. The Commission believes that the presence of these languages, and of the diverse
cultures they represent, is 4 source of strength for Canada and that such linguistic diversity, within, the country's
framework of official-bilingualism, enhances both the cultural heritage and the cultural freedom of Canadians. If the
reality of Canadian cultural pluralism is to survive and thrive, more effort and resources will have to be devoted to the
support of teaching and reserach in the non-official languages by the Provincial and Federal Governments, by the
universities and by other levels of the educational system.

4

. Finally, in this discussion of the needs and opportunities for more study of Canada's official languages at the uhiversity
level, the Commission must observe that it is difficult., for people to teach or to learn a second lanivage when they do not
have an adequate knowledge of their own first language. There is, unfortunately, abundant evidkce of near-illiteracy
among many university students, even in their Mother 'tongue. The Commisiion received numerous representations upon
this subject, commenting upon the lack of practice in reading

3

and writing of many high school graduates. A recent study,
-,v trA
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at one Canadian university, for example, concluded that 'there are a number of ..tive English-speaking students-witme
ability to write prose is so poor that it is hardly possible to understand wh they are trying to say'. At another
university nearly 40 per cent of the students in a first-year English cop e failed a fairly elementary test in composition. '
At another" several of the professional faculties have found it nece diy to require students to take a remediafEnglish
courses. Indeed, more than a dozen universities, both Anglophe e and Francophone, have been moved to provide their
students with written guides to basic composition and/or establish clinics to teach rudimentary composition.

Research conducted in the U ited States, for e ple by the Carnegie Foundation, has documented a similar problem
in that country. Findings have es ablished that any students do not have an adequate, background in reading and in the
use .of the English language to ma'ntain the 'ace of instruction appropriate to universitywork. It has also been noted that
many verbally gifted students can of or ize their thoughts in writing. The executive secretary of the Modem Language
Association has commented blunt! t t on a national level we have failed and continue to fail to meet the
challenge of illiteracy among students'.' 24 Part,of the problem, in this country as in the United States, may
lie with the fact that many la age teachers, at both the school and university levels, have themselves had little writing
experience and little or,no instructio' in the teaching ofsompositi

TheCommission's own inquiries confirmed such as meets and point to the f quinlneed fo ore courses in both
English and French composition at the \ianiversi evel in Canada, as wel 'n the school systein. It is also essential that
there should be closer consultatiOn in m instances betvieeli_the-tniversities and provincial 'departments of education-in
planning curriculum, and'a closer wo ng relationship b en faculty members in university departments of English and
French and their counterparts l e school sys ome university teachers have given generously of their time to
develop a professionapelaf ship wit_hirthecolleagues in the school system. But, in general, the universities and their
faculty members have n content stand aloof from the consideration of curriculum and teaching methods at
pre-university, eve and gerrto criticize and complain about the shortcomings they encounter in the knowledge of
students. who .me t- them from the schools. The ComMission believes that it is essential- that'more attention'be directed

sto-th-e de,,. _niatttlie reading and writing skills in the first language:of Canadians, bginh because of th'e!inherent value of
such s and because their possession is-a precondition to the acquisition of a 'working proficiency in the second.,official
language.

Part-Time and Continuing. Education and Canadian Studies

Part-time and continuing education already constitute a. large and important aspect of higher education in Canada.
Moreover, there is every indication that the importance of this aspect of university work will continue to grow; in terms-
both of the range of academic studies included and of the proportions and total number of students involved. Changing
employment patterns, inoseasing population mobility, the recently identified phenomenon of 'stopping out', and more
leisure time than ever before to pursue independent study; combined with the knowledge explosion and a greater
emphasis on educational Qualifications, all suggest that the present trend' to paft-time and continuing education will
continue. Some universities have 'f-1661 sceptical of the reality or permanence of this deVelopment and brave been slow, or
reluctant, to adapt their, rogrammes to meet the oppbrtunitiesjand nee& created by ittlowever, the statistical picture
seems clear.' 2 5

Statistics-Canada estimates an increase of nearly 20 per cent in the total number of part-time university students in
Canada, from 153,800 to 183,600, in the five-year period from 1972-1973 to 1976-19.77. At the undergraduate level the
number of part-time stUdents'more than trebled in the-decade from 1962 to 1972 and it is Continuing to rise steadily,
from 133,000 in 1972:1973 to a projected 155,000 by 1976-1977, reflecting'a current growt1-1 rate of between 3 and 5
per cent annually. Current and projected increases in the numbers of part-time sraduate,Students are even more striking.
It is anticipated that the number of part -time graduate students will hate increased more than 40 per cent in the five-year
period from 1972-1973 to. 1976- 1977,iising from- 20,500 to approximately 29,000indicating a growth rate of between 7- t

and 12 per cent annually. As noted by Statistics Canada, this marked increase in part-time enrolment at the graduate level
is" in contrast to full-time graduate enrolment, which appears to have stabilized in many areas.

As a percentage .of the total enrolment at Canadian universities, the proportion made up of students enrolled on a
part-time basis has. risen, sharply in recent years at all degree levels and in almost every academic field.,The number of
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undergraduates who are enrolled on a part-time basis has increased,from 25 per cent in 1970:1971 to over 11 Per cent in
1973-1974, the most recent year for which figures are available from Statistics Canada. At the master's degree level, the
proportion of part-time students increased from 33 per cent in 1970-1971 to over .45 per cent of the total student
enrolment in 1973-1974. At the,doctoral level the number of part-time students has risen from 19 per cent of the total
enrolmsokin 1970-1971 to nearly. 30 per cent in 1973-1974. There has also been a remarkable increase in the total
number of students enrolled in part-time non-credit courses at Canadian universities, which rose more than 65 per cent,
from 128,847 to 206,855, in the four -year period 1970-1971 to 1973-1974.

Part-time students thus comprise a significant and growing constituency whose needs must be carefully considered in
curriculum planning and university budgeting. Since this is true not only of universities, but of community colleges and
high sc Ti as well, the Commission believes that close consultation about part-time and continuing edu ation--armW

e three elements of the edubational system is desirable. In particular, the Commission notes- need for these
institutions to devote much more attention than they have in the past to the dev_eloprmirt of the Canadian component in
education for part-time students. Thia applies with particular force topniverlities, for, as one brief put it,

.-----
. .

Many of those now engaged in part-time and confirming education at university received very little exposure to
Canadian studies in earlier years when these-stiidies usually received little attention. If universities in Canada do not
now ensure that part-time and continuing education offerings.are adequately related to the Canadian context, a
substantial part of thi student iOpulation in this country will be denied an opportunity of ever gaining, through

.

participation in formal academic studies, a knowledge and understafiding of their own country. Canadjan studies are _______---k,

just as'importint for part-time students as for full-time students-rand this fact needs to be taken into aseoulrt by
university administrators and university teachers alilceie....----:

Whether part-time students are coming to university for the fifst time or are returning after a period of absence, th
educational experience should,include the opportunity to take courses that WkIl broaden their know e and--;
understanding of the society in which they live. Throughout the, Commission's Report the po' f is made that-universities
have important obligations to their wider co munity for part-time and continuing education and for ensuring that the
Canadian component is not neglected in this pe of education. It is encouraging that so many universities. in Canada are
now taking seriqusly their responsibility for th se aspects of higher education. However, t_e-Commission-expresses the
hope that, as more students Oro' in pad-time nd continuing education courses programmes, pniversities will make
greater efforts to 'maintain consistently high qu lity in these courses and programmes and also to ensure that they include a

adequate provision ftir studies relating to Canada.

In the two succeeding chapters the Coihmission points to the need for more attention to CaPadian studies in science
and technology and in the professions. Part of this need can,and should be met by the developinent of appropriate
part-time courses and prOgrammes oriented to Canadian Nenditions and conceals. Submissions repeatedly demonstrated-to
the Commission the need to eui. es with a.'better knowledge of-cdntempotary and historical
Canadian s - armed programmes in part-tim4nd continuing education should enable interested 'Science
graduates to study- the histor0i5filutions and social and culturaivframework of#01.,,sOciety Withift/wIkk they live and to
examine also the role o 4he scientist in, thirsociety. Conversely, part-time and continuing education programmes should
provide an opportunity for non-scientists to a644-ttire-1-,etter knowledge and undeittanding of the4riti4lly important role
played by science and technology in our culture and society.

Similarly, par - irrm courses and continuing education programmes should provide opportunities r university.graduates
in eve ofessional field to add to their knowledge and understanding of the society in which thiy eir
professional skills. In order to beable to makd their best contribution, by applying t .

training -in the most effective ways, members of the professions in Canada- must ountek, well, and understand
Its particular environment, history, culture, institutions, problems and re u' en

ris

In both the sciences and the professions greatly expander programmes of continuing education are needed to meet a
two-fold objective: to enable university graddates to bri up to date their knowledge ofdevelopments in their field and
to help them tVelate their work to the changing problems and Conditions of Canadian society. To this end new types of
continuing education programmes that will focus on current Canadian issues and circumstances in the scientific and
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professional fields are reqUired in many areas. §-rich programmes should also include courses that examine the cial
dimensions of the scientific and professional problems under study. Far more attention must be devoted by ducatorsto
the challenge of re-education in the sciences and in the professions

University graduates, and teachers, in many fields indicated to, the Commission,their strong interest in the development
of continoingeducation programmes that would provide opportunities (a pursue studies relating to Canada. Graduates
from many disciplines in the humanities and social sciences would welcome programmes to advance, refresh and .up-date.
their knowledge about such subjects as Canadian literature, politics; history, economics, the fine and performing arts and .

sociology. Graduates in the sciences expressed interest in the possibility of continuing education courses in which they
could examine environmental questions and the' application of technology and of scientific knowledge\ to local, regional' ,,%"
and national problems. Graduates in such professions as agriculture, architecture, business admirOtration, engirteering,,_,------'''-..
forestry, the ealth Sciences,'1aN4 and social work expressed concern. that there were not more opOrtunities.to study new)
developments in their field in Canada and tO relate their work to the changing needs and circumstances of this country. e

0 . '. , , '',.

The Commission was particularly interested to note the large numbers of teachers in elementary and secondary schools
.

who made clear their interest in taking' Canadian-oriented university courses to supplement and update their previous
educational experience. Iii some ProVinces assistance and incentives are available to teachers:who-wish to undertake such'
studies. The Commission Juges that every Province extend help and encouragementrto teachers who Want to take courses
to add' to their knowledge of Canada. Increased opportunities for teacher training in Canadian studies are issentiaLif
teachers are to be prepared adequately and in sufficient numbers for the introdoction of more substantial work in.,
canadian studies at the elementary,and secondary' SChbol leitel:The commission was aid glad to mite the Mterest'of
many librarians in the deVelopMent of continuing education programmes relating tolhe "study of Canada for their.
profession. Both teachers and libinrians. have a doublyortant contribution to make to 'the extension of Canadian
Studies because of the role Which they play, in turn, inPfte education of others. III these fields, as in many. others, there
are abundant indications that there will be a strong and positive responie to the introduitioo of continuing education
programmes4Illch will.enlarge the opportunities or studies relating to Canada'.

t
The importance of providing more part -time our es.and continuing education programMes relating to'Canadian needs

and circumstances is further underlined ,by the fact atmany graduates subsequently switch from the field in which they
did theitundergtadtrate or professional studies. Mo studies and' statistical information about this phenome and its

t,consequences are required in Canada!' However, of recent study by the College Placement Council in the U ed States
found almost half of the total number of 1965 and.1970 college graduates, in that country are not in the occupations , ,

they planned, to enter whe ey were ih their last year of university. Four-fifths of those now engaged in teaching, forh--,
example, did not major in Such figures point to the need to provide courses that will enable graduates to/
acquire theknowledge that they will require about.,their society and the place of their new Occupation in that society.

In'addition to continuing education programmes and pact-time courses.for credit towards a university degree, many
ntpre non-cretlit'eourses arid programmes should be of,ferfdby uniVorsities,in Canadian stPies. Such courses
Make a wekOnie.VOilVinion to the community ircwhiclitlie university is lOcated,-aakadd tOifie financial resources of
the institutiorrcraiia rol, provide occasions for teachers to develop a particular idea or interest. The recent report of a
Special Committee on Non4redit Continuing Education of the Council of Ontario,UniJersitiesids argued that universities.
have as much responsibility for non-pedit as for credit education and has stressed the need --to ensure that the quality, of:
non-credit ,courses is carefully maintained. The Special ComMittee also urged that an appropriate method of public

.funding should be establishedlor non - credit courses, akin to the publics so:pint now provided to universities for credit'
. instruction. While this.proposal raises serious acadernic, administrative and:financial questions, it ads point to the
growing and potential, importance of part-time non- credit university instruction.

0

A

Thereis, indeed, scope for extqnsiveuniversity prograinmes of public educltidn:in many areas of Canadian etu.diesAs
noted in Me chapter on professional-education, for example, the Chief Justice of Canadathas commented on. the need for
a more widespread knowledge among Canadians abbot the laws and legal institutions o country and about the ways

In which theyfbperate. Because legal education has an importance that extends fir bey ndtherofessional law faculties
to every citizen, the Commission recomMonds in that ehaptiq'that thetqaculties con uct more active programmes of
extension education, designed to inform interested members of the general publitrabout the Catiadian legal system.
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SiMilarly, in the same chapter, the Commission draws attention to the conclusion expressed by Dr H. Rocke Robertson
and his colleagues in the special study Health Care in.Canada that the greatest .potential for improving the health of the
Canadian people may well lie in better programmes of public health,education related to Cana 11111 needs, rather than in
research arid professional training, important though these are. Similar arguments about the im ortance of public 1

education could be advanced for almost every area of educational endeavour in Canada and, in each case, the opportunity
and responsibility of the universities to play a leading part through non-credit programmes of-instruction might fairly be
noted.

Fortunately, many universities across Canada have already recognized the need to-provide More courses, both credit
and non-credit, oriented to Canadian concerns in part-time and continuing education. At York thiiversity's,Atkinson
College,for,example, there is. a Canadian studies option in the Liberal Studies Programme. The Continuing Education
Programme at the University of Toronto offers such diverse courses as Book Publishing in Canada, Contemporary
Canadian Literature, and Urban Adjustment of Canadian Indians. A Canadian Studies programme offered by the Centre
for Continuing Education at McGill University, and the Programme d'etudes quebecoises Offered * the-Service
d'education permanents at the University de Montreal Kirks to:

permettre a l'etudiant adulte de saisir !Interaction et la complexite 'des phenomenes sociaux, politiques,
economiques et culture's propres au Quebec; lui permettre d'envisager les multiples facettes d'une question et
d'effectuer-sa propre synthese du plienomene quebecois. Des le debut, on a retenu la der arche chroncyfogique dans
la mesure on les realites actuelles trouvent,leurs racines dans le passe.

Summer session programmes in the field of Canadian studies have.also been held. For example, e Division of
Continuing Education at the University of Calgary has several times organized a summer session Instil e on Canadian
Society, which included courses at both the graduate and undergraduate levels designed to permit study f various aspects
of Canadian society. Moreover, the programme emphasized,the utility of an interdisciplinary approach and the need to
integrate practical experience with formstucty. Ino preceding section of this.-chapter, dealing with reloonal studies, the
Commission has commented upon the value of the summer programme conducted by the Atlantic Canada Institute, and
recommended that similar srimmer.programmes focusing on Canasdian and regibnal studies be initiated by universities in
other regions of-the country.

The CoMmission has been glad to note that a number of universities, and professions and businesses, have taken steps
to facilitate public participation in part-time and continuing education. The University of Princ,e Edward Wand, for
example, in 1973 introduced free tuition for senior citizens who enrolled in courses at that university. Several other
Canadian universities have now followed this example and decided to waive tuition fees for senior citizens. An increasing
number of professions are making provision to encourage and assist their members to take refresher courses as a means of
keeping up withnew developments in- their field and relating their work more closely to the changing character and
requirements of the Canadian community. The Commission WelCdmes this trend and- trges that the universities and
professional bodies work together to ensure that appropriate continuing education programmes are ,made available in every
professional field. The Commission further suggests that the:business community and Government take similar steps to
encourage their staff members to participate in part-time continuing education.

Universities right across Canada tow arrange 0 hold the great majority of their extension and part-time studies courses
,in the evening. This arrangement was rtural in -the early days of university extension work and it will continue to be
useful for a substantial proportion of/these courses. However, as work patterns change and becoMe more flexible, and as '
shorter work weeks become more widespread, it is likely that more people will be able to attend-tlasses scheduled at all
times of the day. Some businesses and Government agencies are now allowing employees to take advantage of appropriate
part-time and continuing education* opportunities during traditional working hours and more should do so. The-Canadian
Manufacturers' Association hat-recognized the" impbrtance of such study,and expressed at least guarded approval Of
treating participation in such programmes as a regular part of the working day. Again, part-time and continuing education
*offerings, if appropriately plannedcan help fill the gap in the education of those who have not preiriously had flinch
opportunity, to pursue formal stridies..about their own country. The Commission believes, moreover, that the increased
diversity of classroom composition that would result from the integration of more part-time students into the regular
cufriculpm would often be beneficial to all concerned, bringing to the undergraduate classroom the perspectives,.%
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baCkground and experience of more mature students and giving to these older students the opportunity of expo ure to
young and livery minds. Universities should be more open and active in recruiting.mature'students. The growin., interest of
mature students in university study provides Canadian higher education with a rare and welcome opportunity Nr both
academic and financial development.

,
Given the number, nature and special needs of students whoenrcil in part,time and continuing' education, the

universities and colleges of Canada have a usponsibility to ensure that the Canadian "dimensions of such studies are not
neglected. This applies both to courses and programmes designed specifically for pari-times nts and to he content of
course offerings in the regular university curriculum that are, or could be made, available to such dent Meeting these

obligations effectively can produce social and intellectual benefits of great value to the universities an the community
as well as to the many individuals concerned. On botft counts the Commission welcomes the initiatives t a ve already

been undertaken to extend the opportunities for Canadian studies in part-time and continuing educatio , and looks
forward to further developments in this field in all parts of Canada.

Pali Canadian Studies
, .

.

The Commission's research and inquiries support entirely the' iew expressed in many briefs that there is a need for a
much greater exchange of students and teachers between universities in Canada, particularly betv;een universities in
different parts of the country. In various sections of the Report specific ret-mnmendations are made to help meet this
need. Here the Commission wishes to stress the desirability of establishing a major national programme designed to help
interested Canadian university students to increase their icnowledge of people, places and conditibns, and of different
aca ic approaches; in other parts of. Canada through a system that not only allows but encourages them to pursue their
studies a9everal institutions in a number of regions, The Commission believes that it shoidd be possible for interested
students in appropriate fields of study, at. both the undergraduate and, graduate levels, to complete their degree
requirements by taking courses at several universities, provided that the courses are-selected to constitute a properly
balanced academic programme. The academic community and the wider Canadian community, as.well as the individual
students concerned,would.benefit from arrangements that woUld"allow and assist students to move ore freely between

universities and between diffrentNparts of the country, in pursuit of their academic interests,

The Commission therefore recommends that the ASsociation,of Universities and Colleges of Canada, with th*e. port

'of did Department boT the Secretary of State, foster arrangements for a national approach to cross:registration betwee he

universities of this country thaCwill enable sttidentsin appropriate academic fields to move betWeen institutions much

more readily than is now possible, Detailed studies and specific agreements for the-transfer of academic credits and of

tuition fe s must be developed. There are substantial financial and administrative problems to be worked out. Moreover,

there is a st inertia surrounding this matter to be overcome. HoWever, these problems cap and should be resolved.

,t
,1

There are w countries in the world in which so many difficulties are put in the way of students who wish to transfer

iron; one university to another. Indeed, the Commission's inquiries indicated that it is often easier fa students attending
university in one of the twenty countries in Western Europe to transfer their credits to a university in another of-these
countries than it is Tor a student to transfer credits from one university to another in Canada.

The Commission welconies the initiative of the Conference of Rectorrand Principals of Quebec Universities in
establishing an agreement for cross-registration between universities in that Province. Under this agreement students
registered in one university in Quebec can now register at the same time for academic credit at any other upiversity in the
Province up to a -maximum of six credits per,academic year. Provision is Made fbr the transfer ofcredit and of tuctioh
fees between the institutionsconcerned..The agreement, which was implemented following ksuctessful two-year pilot
project among the universities in Montreal, is now in its third year of operation. During the academic year ,1074-1975

more an six hundred stUdents took advantage of the scheme by taking courses at Quebec universities other than the one .

in which were foribally moiled. The Commission recommends that similar agreements to facilitate'cross-registsation

be developed universities in the other Provinces, or regional groupings - of Provinces, is a first step towards a national'
agreement to.facilit cross-registration by students extending beyond provincial and regional, boundaries.

A national programme, to facilltateithe transfer of credits would produce many benefits, in addition to promoting a
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wider knowledge of Canada and better communication within the Canadian academic community. It wSrlti open up to..,0
students a broader selection of courses than is available at any single university. It would contribute to s a
rationalization Of the university curriculum and of university exp nditures by red ring the pressures to duplicate all
courses at every institution. It should also assist and encourage niversities to elop their special strengths in selected
academic fields. This should, in turn, contribute to the overall lance ength of the Canadian university system.

The increased mobility for students that would result fro the development of arrangements for a readier transfer of
credits between Canadian universities would often have partidularly useful consequences for thOse interested ih Canadian
studies. It would make it possible for students to itudyclifferifig circumstances and perspeetives.at first hand, and to plan.
programmes of study that would enable them to draw upon the diverse talent and experience available at several
universities in their field of academic interest. The study, for,exampla, of Canadian literature and languages, histOry,
politics, tkon4omics, business, geography, sociology, anthropology, and the fine and performing arts, as well as many
aspects of science and the professions, would be enhanced by this opportunity.

Beyond the general advantages that this arrangemenewould open up for st teld df study relating
directly to ranadian problems and conditions, it would make possible the establish of a more formal Pan-Canadian
Studies'Programme established jointly by a number of universities for the specific p rp se of providing students with kn..,

. opportunity to participatein a plannekprograrnme of studies abotit Canada by attending universities lqtated in several
differeni regions of dui, country. Such jot-prograirunes for the'study of Canada have already beekestablished bycxeveral
groups of universities in the United States, in New England, in New York State andin California, fOr example, and
considerafion is now, being given to establishing a-co-operative Cadadida studies prOgram'rpe by several no rsities in the
United Kingdom. It is surely time that .a Pan-Canadian Studies Programme was established by pniversities in da itself.
In addition to the Canadian students who would no doubt wish to participate in such a programme, there,*, man
indications that students from other countries would also welcothe an opportunity to take a degree in Canadian studies in
a six dr nine semester, programme that would take them to Universities in-each of the main regions of .this.county.

The commission recommends t tfie Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada,. in consultation with the
Association for Canadian Studies, and 'al the support of the Department of the Secretary of State, invite -interested .

universities to attend a meeting to initiate the planning and arrangements for, a Pan-Canadian programme through which ;it
interested ktudent,5 will be able to pursue Canadian studies at a network of p'hrticipating institntions.

Conclusion and General commendations I

In this chapter the Commission hasaimed at examining problems, illustrating certain neglected areas, identifying areas of
strength and demonstrating the wealth of oppinrtunities available in the Canadian studies field throughout the university
curriculum. Every section of the chapter contains numerous conclusions, findings and specific recommendations and
suggestions intendedto encourage the.progress that is bring made in Canadian studies at universities across Canada and to
bring about orderly improvements in this field where these' have appeared to be needed. More than five If tiZIred specific
recommendations.and suggestions pertainingto trdividual disciplines and to related areas bf\academic inquity can be
found in the body of the text, The general recommendations listed below have beeriselected for their importance in a
wi range of situations. Neither the specific recommendations in 0e text nor the general Ncomniendationslistedbelow ,

Shouldbe-wed as a comprehensive set, of propOsals.slt is hoped, however, that they will servo highlight many of the
existing deficiencies in teaching and research about Canadat at Canadian universities and to suggest.possible.appfoaches for
dealing with these deficiencies. In addition, many, of the recommendations in other chaptert-of the Report have direa or,
indirect implications for Canadian content in the university curriculum,' -

s , , _.,
The Commislibis inquiries made clear that the 'state of both teaching and research i* the various fields Of study

relating to Canada at Canadian universities leaves a great deal to be desired. Many factors, wor4ng In diverse patterns in -
the various disciplines and in the difkent regions of the country, have been responsible for originating and perpetuating a
general neglect of Canadian studies at tart-Alan universities. Our universities have often been reluctant to accord to such
studies a significant place in the curriculum. Moreover, in many acadeniic areas-Universities have not yet assumed to any

. ,
adequate extent the function of schblarly investigation of Canadian problems and circumstances which they are uniquely

°
,.
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qualified to undertake.

. Despite some general improvement* in the quality and amount of attention devoted to Canadian studies be past few
years, Canadian questions and cdnditivns are still almost completely ignoredin'many courses in which it would be natural
and helpful for them to be included.lsome situations the interest shbwn by students and by younger, faculty members
in Canadian studies has been rbufied, or even actively discouraged, by the attitude of indifference.9r hostility towards
such studies adopted by some members of the faculty and administration. Indeed, in some disciplines the amount of
attention directed to Canadian cbncems has actually dimniished at many universities, and it maybe reduced still further
unless appropriate actions are taken by the institutions Snd disciplines concerned.

,
As things now stand, there are few other countries in the world with a developed post-secondary educational system

that pay so little attention to theitudy of their own culture, problems and circumstances in the university curriculum.
While all our universities provide same opportunities to study Canadian questions, few provide sufficient opportunities
within their curriculum for such studies to be pursued in a comprehensive or substantial way,. Despite recent ., ...

improvements Canadian subject matter continues to receive less'than the attention ifrequiresor deservain the
undergraduate chrriculifin. Postgraduate work in most of the.fields relating directly to Canada'is'alsostill very.limited. tt

. . ."'Y'", l'. ' ..

. .

,Many scholars, both graduate students and faculty members,,expeiience difficulty in obtaining supports or'.
encouragement to pursue theii research interests in the field of Canadianstudies. Yet there is scope and need tor far more '. ...
research in almost every area of study relating to Canada. Critical studie's and.issessMents iare requitid of mateiar and -

. information,lhats already available. Additional' materials and new knowledge await discovetY and examination:Technical
work is needed on many highly specialized topics, and this must be accompanied by the exploration of wider . .

.
perspectives. Blood and co-operative tiansdisciplinary studies that will-help to,syngitsize obiknOwledge and
understanding of this country; its culiurq, society resources.are also required.

. . , . , .-.. ' . ..4,

There are legitimate, indeed compelling,'scholarly reasons for the study of Canada. The cultural heritage and physiCal. ,

..
environment of this country merit study. for their own sake. In addition, universities have an important contribution to.,
make to the,stUdy and resolution of the problems that confront our society. Yet, in many acadeniic areas such study is..,

t , not leaking pined and universities arenot making their proper contribution' II : . arginvour knowledge and understanding
ocCanadian society. Tab often' the-content of the curriculum reflects little atrapnes the majbr problems and
opportunities that con ont us as a society, nor does it give adequate recognition to the nee' ekamine the partiCular

istory, institutions and ci stances of this society: In mdny diiciplines the' university curriculum i of sufficiently_

..att to the Canadian context hich it is being taught. 1 *'... .r:.V. 7' ' .
.1 ..

.
. P.,.

Teaching and r in most fields need to 111Q more Manly rooted In Canada, More concerned with the
-. pafticular problems and conditions of this 'country and, more committed to the study of the ganadian cultural and

physic vironmentethan they have been in past. Unless' tips happens, our.knOwledge and understanding of our own
society will be dangerously incomplete, and we Will fail also in our obligalion to contribute .knowledge drawn from ow
expsrience and circuinstances.to the cdmmon pool of international scholaribip. A , .. .. .. . ,.

'"...* . '.
range

, :. ./ . . I
..i The Commission makes no argument for impeding the range ancefreedOrn ofacademic inquiry or fo building .*

---
I . -educational barricades against the cultural and reseateVathieveinents of other landi:00 the contr warns against the-.,..

c lingers of intellectual xenophobia, and urges the importance Oka full and icfanded`Canadia* anticipation in international
-Scholarly activity. W.hat,fre Commilsion does argue foisis the need-for.a ieasonabk balance i the,curriculurnahaewill
aildw.gufficient attention to be given to the particular problems and circumstances bf.tbs eo ntry. A university ,

curriculurn that-does not helpkanaclians to kribw Ind-understand the cultural and physical environments that they live-
and work in, that affect so profoundly their. daily life, and that in turn are. tai:ectedby theiractions, cannot befjustified
in either educational or practical terms.'It is essential from the standpointhotif of sound and balanced scliolarshirra
practicality" that studies of Canadian-sitdation.,occOpy an i'ppropriute.placip 410 curriculum and in. the researc

' interests of every university in Canada.' To ihis'end, ilethe Commission's view, changes, ark clearly delirable in the 'conten
and orientation of course offerings in most disciplines at most universities in order tiiiiveApptopriate attention to the

. ,. ... ; 4
Canadian 'content- and td the Canadian conteAt.of both teaching and research, Moreover; ifris also clear that there'will by

....

, . increasing pressure upon the universities from marry-doncerned students-and faculty members, and from concerned , ' ''' ... I . ...
. . - ' -, to , r,

.F .
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members of the public, until such redress has been effected -and there is, a reasonable balance in the curriculum that
allows sufficient attention to be directed to Canadian academic interests.

t, In making this point, the Commission does not advocate any one approach to the teaching of Canadian studies, It
suggests that it will be desirable for many different approaches to be explored. Varying degrees of emphasis qn Canadian
problems,, circumstances and material, and the development of strengths in different fields of Canadian studies, will be
appropriate in different disciplines at different' institutions Nor does the Commission propose statistical norms for the
desirable level of Canadian content. Any attempt to impose arbitrary percentages for Canadiencontent in the curriculum.
would be unworkable and unacceptable. Any simple across-the-board approach to the questions of Canadian content ; it
ignores the larger question of quality, as well;, as the great diversity in disciplinary and institutional circumstances. The .

'extent and nature of the ttention it is approp?iaie to devote to Canadian subject matter will vary considerably through,
.

. te range of disciOnesin the social Sciences and humanities, the professions and-the pure sciences. Although in'-some
areas thkre- will be little reason or occasion Co make use of Canadian materials,such instances will be rare. There are few
situations in the university' curricultall'irt-.1144ich some recognition of the particular Canadian dimensions or applicability of
en'aOadernic discipline wo6lefnot be nathral or ,helpful. Even where the subject matter has-no obvious Canadian content,
the Canddien cotekt of the ciassroom is sigttificant...

4 lir

IV - .

,x ..':'.:,,,....%.......4... -
.

.i. There is.mch to stimulate and to challenge students, teachers and researchers in the cultural and physical
circumstances of Canada. !Lis essential now to' give adequate encotiragementeandjupport to acadOntic activity in*Canadian*. _

studies. Failure to do so will widen-the gap,between the universities and theDsociety, dikearage promising tgacherrand
-researchers frim developing theirscliolarly interest in Canada and Canadian students the opportunity, to study .

. Men- own country in at more thbrough and substantial way. Iris essejitial, too, to foster more research, teaching and
seriou's critical thinking about Canficlian-,problems and conditions. It is a matter both of prudentflousekeeping and of

. gotier stewardship that-C-anadian studies should.be given adequate-attention the curriculum of our universities in order
that our citizens wilt be able to cope satisfactorily with their resporisiblities, for thi wise- management of their extensiye
and complex physical and cultural inheritance. ,
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A substantial foundation has been laithin, recent years forCanadia studies in many academic areas. HoWever, there is
both need and,opportunity for ireater activity in this field at universities in every part of Canada. It is now time, for a
Major expansion in the attention given to Canadian studiesJo meet the interest and The needs erbokthe undergraduate
and giaduate levels. In the Commission's judgemoir, deliberate action by the universities, by,flnding agencies, by learned
societies and associations, as well as by individual spholars and sttidents, will be required to ensure that adequate and
sustained attention is given in the university curriculum to subjects Of particular-Cahadian interest. It is no longer good
enough tip rely upon some nAtural unguided process -of self-correction to remedy.the neglect of Canadian studies as so

.many have done in the past.

9
I. The Commission recommends a major expansion in tht attention given to Canadian studies in the university
. curriculum in -many academic areas at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

-

2. ,Th,c Commission recommends that universities, funding agencies and academic and educatio 1 associations and bodies
take deliberate action to ensure that appropriate attention is'given in all courses to the Canadian dimensions of the
subject matter and to the Canadian contest of the classroom.

3. The CoMinission recommends that each university and college establish a committee of its Senate or other senior
academic bodY"to review, and to propose action on, the findings and recommendations in this Report that are
relevant tolls own-situation. Other institutions, agencies and bodies involved intducation, including community
colleges, departments of education and of higher education, schools and school boards, research centres, public and
private funding bodies, learnedsocieties and educational associations should also consider establishing committees for
the,samp purpose. -,

. The Conimission rey.ommends that in every university and college, curriculum review and planning bodies, at both the
departme ntal and faculty level, should Carefully evaluate what is being and What can be done to enhance the scope.
and quality of the opportunities provided in their curriculum for study relating to Canada.
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5. The Commission recommends that the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada establish a standin
committee to follow up the findings and recommendations of this Report and to monitor and make
recommendations upon the changing state of Canadian studies. 4000.0IE

6. The Commission urges each university to ensure that courses and programmes in Canadian studies have been carefully
planned and prepared before approving their introduction. The Commission cautions against the introduction of
superficial, token or ill-prepared programmes of teaching and research in response to the awakening public interest in
Canadian studies a or to rumblings of conscience about the past neglect of this field.

7. Serious and extended research, and critical thought, must be devoted to the development of appropriate curriculum
for Canadian studies at the national and'regional levels, as well as by individual institutions. Such research, at all
Three levels should include an examination of alternative approaches to Canadian stildies. Different possiblities in

4 - regard to course content, programme orientation, teaching methods and' organizational framework should all be
explored,. Research on curriculum development at the regional and national levels should lead to the design'of a range
of specific proposals that would be of assistance to the increasing number of institutions and individual teachers
workinF.in this field..To this end the commission recommends that: the Department of the Secretary of State and the
Council of Ministers of Education,, Canada, encourage 'and assist the Association for Canadian Studies to convene a .

series of small working gcoupi, in each region of the country, to examine curriculum needs iliCaftadian.studies;

This step sho'uld be followed by the convening of a national conference and the establishment of arrangements for
some continuing research on curriculum development. for Canadian studies at the post-secondary level;

Such research should also then be supported iiy the Council of Ministers and the Department of the Secretary of
State;

The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada should give active support tb the and similar measures
designed to advance the place of Canadian studies in the university curriculum.

8, The Commission recommends that a variety of approaches be followed in the development of Canadian studies,
.depending upon the needs and circumstances of individual disciplines and institutions, and in keeping with the
diversity characteristic of the universities and colleges of this country, which is one of the strengths of the Canadian
system of higher education.

9. The Commission was struck by the fact that few of the learned societies representing an academic discipline in
Canada have made any serious examination of the extent or adequacy of the attention being devoted by their
members to Canadian subject.matter and concerns. Indeed, little infOrmation of any tort, aggregated on a national or
regional basis, is available abbut the nature of the courses being offered in most disciplines at Canadian universities.
The Commission is impressed by' the usefulness of the nation=wide curriculum review being carried out, for example,
by the Committee on Canadian Content of the Canadian Political Science Association and recommends that the
.learned societies representing other appropriate disciplines examine the report of this Committee with a view to
undertaking similar studies to meet their oWn needs. Each learned sOciety should consider establishing a special,--:
committee on Canadian studies to gather data on a national and regional basis about the Canadian content in the
courses offcred in the discipline concerned at bath the undergraduate and graduate levels. Such nationals curriculum
review committees should be asked not only to report upon facts, but also to c ment' on their findings, to drawm

conclusions and to make recommendations regarding the nature and extent of e attention given to Canadian subject
matter in the discipline concerned. The Commissioh believes that such national curriculum reviews, on a discipline'by .,

discipline basis; will point t the wide scope and many opportunities for the pursuit of Canadian studies existing in
many academic are s. Inth Commission's view, changes are clearly desirable in the content and orientation of course
offerings in most disci s at most universities In order to give appropriate attention to the Canadian content and to
the Canadian context of both' teaching and research.

10. The Conirnission is grateful to the Education, Science and Culture Division of Statistics Canada for the information,
. analyses and advice that have been helpful in formulating many of the conclusions and recommendations in this and
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succeeding chapters. It believes, however, that more data and analyses, which would be of great assistance'to those
engaged in academic planning, as well as to individual scholars and students, could ofter;.be provided by Statistics
Canada if it had increased staff and. resources. The promptvailability of statistical information and analyses required
for academic planning and decision-making would frequentry make possible savings in time and eliminate duplication
of effort, which would more than offset the costs to the public of some expansion in the service provided by
Statistics Canada. The COmmission therefore recommends to the Federal Government that' increased resources be
provided to Statistics Canada to support Some expansion of the work of the Education, Science and Culture Division.

11 The Commission recommends that Statistics Canada prepare, in co-operation with the Association for Canadian
Studies and the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, an annual publication providing statistical
information and analysis about Canadian studies at the post-secondary level. The publication should survey and list all
courses and programmes in Canadian studies, the academic level at which'they are-offered, the universities that offer,
them, the total numbers of students and faculty involved, and the degrees awarded. The publication should also
provide Information about research activities and about financial-grants and awards made in this field to students and
faculty members.

)'12. The Commission recommends that Statistics Canada', working in close co-opera lloti7witti the Canada Council and the
appropriatelearned societies, prepare aeregular intervals statistical surveys.of each of the major academic disciplines.
Such surveys should provide information on a national and' regional basis about student enrolments, faculty numbers
and qualifications, courses and programmes, grants and awards and research activity. The lireient.lack!Of
comprehensive, detailed and reliable information about the state of individual academic disciplines in Canada poses
serious problems.

13. The Commission has notedwith regret some instances in which surveys, reports and research findings prepared for of
by Government departments and agencies; both federal and provincial, have been withheld from the public even when
these docuinents would clearly be'of direct assistance to universities in their academic planning and to the work of
individual teachers and researchers. The information' contained in such surveys, reports and research findings is
frequently of particular interest to those engaged in Canadian studies. The concealment or non-publication by
Government of potentially Useful reports and data is a disservice to the academic community that can impede both
reseal-eh and good plannineand lead to unnecessary expenditures and duplication of effort. The Cominission
therefore recommends that the results of all studies undertaken by or for Government that are relevant to the work
of the academic community be made' public within a ritznable time following their completion.

.
14. The Commission recommends that Government departments and agencies, both federal and provincial, adopt an-open

- door policy to the fullest extent possible to assist those engaged inresearch. Readier access teGovernMent libraries,
archives, research facilities and support services would greatly facilitate the work of scholars in many areas of
Canadian studies.

15. The Commission recommends that the particular social and educational needs of the community local, regional
and national be # ecognized as significantsonsiderations in the future development of university curricula in ,

Canada. *
. -

16. The. Commission draws attention to the potential value of local and regional studies as a legitimate and important
area of teaching and research, which is worth while in itself add has much to contribute to our knowledge and
undekttanding of broader:Canadian themes and issues. Systematic and sustained scholarly studies'are needed of all the
regions that make up Canada. Commundy and regional studies should be recognized as a proper and, indeed, essential
eleinent in the university cirriculum. In making this recommendation, the Commission has in mind both the
possibility of special programmes and courses in local and regional studies and the need to inject some consideration
of the 'Community nd regional dimensions of a subject into many existing courses where this is now absent.

17. Each university in Canada'should engage in soine,stFaching and research about the area in which it is. located.

-.
18. In addition to a concern with the study of their own locale, universities should ensure that, some realistic attention is

14.3
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given in appropriate disciplines to the distinctive features of other regions of Canada. Hard knowledge, rooted in the
facts of local and regional circumstances, is needed to give substance to academic theorizing about national events
and situations. Moreover, a great deal may be learned from comparative regional studies in which common themes
can be examined in the context of the different experiences of two or more 'regions of the country. Regional studies
should involve more than. the study of one particular region. It should also involve the study of that region in
relation to'other regions, and in relation to the whole. The various-regions of Canada need to study and to know
more about one another.

19. The Commission recommends to the Government of each Province Plat it give consideration to establishing and i
funding an independent board to commission and direct a comprehensive programme of research and publication
about the historical and contemporary life of the Province. The Commission notes the possibility that, in some
instances, two or more Provinces might wish to join together to establish such a bo id and piogramme fora wider
region than one Province. In other'initances, two or more Provinces might wish to consider jointly funding a .

particular research and publication project relating to a subject of common intere t. Consideration might also be given
to supporting studies of a cultural, geographical or scientific nature that relate s cifically to the provincial or
regional context.

20. The Commission recommends that increased attention be devoted to the peed opportunities for Canadian studies
in such. new or developing areas of academic work as ethnic studies, area studies, environmental studies and women's
studies, as well as in the traditional academic disciplines.

21. The Commission recommends that more attention be devoted,, in all appropriate areas of the university curriculum, to
study of the cultural life of Canada.

22. The Commission- recommends to ProvinCial and Federal Governments, to other granting agencies and to private
donors that support be increased for programmes of teaching and research in the 'fine and performing arts. It
recommends to universities that increased attention be devoted to Canadian studies in the curriculum of the fine and
performing arts.

23., The Commission's inquiries point to a remarkable lack of even basic knowledge about Canadian political institutions,
processes and events among many Canadian university students and graduates. In view of the fundamental importance
of the political process in -the life of this country, the Commission recommends that students enrolled, in all
university programmes be allowed and encouraged to take at least one credit course dealing with the p itical
institutions and politicat,6ulture of Canada. The Commission also recommends that Canadian content the political
science curriculum be substantially increased at many universities. The Commission notes, also, th ed for more
research and graduate work concerned with Canadian matters in political science.

24. T6 Commission recommends that universities take more deliberate action to encourage the study and, investigation
of particular 'and specific Canadianproblems in their programmes of teaching and research. Searching study of both
contemporary issues and longer-term questions is required. Issues of immense significance confront this country in
every area of public policy. Mo ttention should be devoted to these questions in the curriculum and research
activities of Canadian univers les.

14.

25. The Commission has noted with concern the extent to which the curriculum of Canadian universities is being shaped
by the teaching interests and research priorities of the academic communities of other countries, particularly the
United States. Because of this tendency, course content is often unduly limited or oriented to subject matter that is
primarily of interest to the American academic tommunity. Canadian questions and illustrations are almost
completely ignor&I in some courses in which it would be natural for them to be examined, and subjects for study
that do not appear to fit readily into the American framework of many disCiplines are frequently overlooked or
avoided with results that are often incongruous or even absurd. The Commission recommends that Canadian
universities plan their curriculum and course content in the light of the particular academic needs, and the teaching
and' research interests, of this country.
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26. The Commission cautions that methodologies, techniques and research tools that have been developed to meet the
needs of the academic community of another country should not be assumed to be universally applicable or adopted

.uncritically by academic ,disciplines in Canada. Canadian universities should give high priority to creating an
atmosphere in which methodologies, appriiiches, techniques and research tools can be developed to fit the needs of
the distinctive society and conditions that-are under examination in Canada.

(
27. Academic studies of a theoretical nature are properly universal in their scope an/ d should not be restricted by national

boundaries and considerations. However, there are sound academic and ptactical reasons fin scholars' at Canadian
universities to examine, in both teaching and research, the particular circumstances and conditions to which academic
theory will be applied in Canada_and to review the means of applying and.testing such theory in the light of these
circumstances and conditions. It will often be useful to test the validity of certain theories: hypotheses and principles
by examining their possible application in the Canadian context,The educational significance and the acadefnic
validityof the use of Canadian materials, case studies, examples ancOillusirations should also be more clearly
-recognized in theoreticaritudies. .

28. The Commission recommends that more orthe applied workcin the social sciences be directed to the study and
investigation of Canadian conditions and problems.

29. Scholarship and teaching in Canada have much to gain Trom the rich acadeinic traditions of other cbuntfies. However,
we should not adopt SS otu own the academic tradition of any other country in the misplaced belief that it is the
only one deserving of attention or that our own is not worth developing. The Commission recommends that the
Canadian academic community sustain and develop its own scholarly traditions and notes that in many fields there is
already a distinguished ',Canadian tradition of scholafship and academic inquiry on which to build.

30. The Commisiion has found that tite,neglectof Canadian studies in the curriculum is.frequently a reflection of the --
indifference, or even antipathy, shown toward suchstudiesty many senior scholars and university administrators.
Many scholars and administrators' at Canadian universities have adopted, Or accepted', the attitude that Canada is not
a sufficiently interesting subject for study and research. Going further than this, some obviously feel that Canadian
problems, events and circumstances. are, almost by definition, of only second-rate.academic importance. Indeed, the
Commission encountered` more than once senior scholars and administrators who scarcely troubled to disguise their
view that studies relating to Canada were at best a very minor area for university work and that they should be kept
that way.

There are clear! erious psychological barriers and problems of attitude to be overcome before appropriate attention
can be giYen to Ca Ian studies in.the teaching and research programmes of Canadian universities. Academic
snobbery, relpctance,t deal with the obvious and excessive deference to the priorities of prestigious scholars and
institutions in larger Metropolitan+ societies have eachtontributed to.the neglect of Canadian studies. So, alsor has the
assumption, which is still held by many acadeinics and administrators, that,when Canadian academic interests,
priorities and values differ from those elsewhere, they are necessarily inferior.

The Commission recommends that, in conjunction with review of curriculum, each university examine the degree
of Openness and hospitality extended to the study of Canada within its various depa?tments and disciplines. It is at .
least as important to ensurelthat the climate of scholIrship.is hospitable -and supportive for those students, teachers
and researchers interested in Canadian,obdies as it is to determine the current extent of the Canadian content
offered. The'Commission further recommends that senior university officials, including department chairmen, deans
and executive beads, encourage the attitude within:their universities that the study of Canadian society, culture,
circumstances and conditions constitutes a valid and important area of academic work, and that Canadian content
courses should have a pr inent place in the university curriculum.

31. The Commission has foutatliat, rightly or wrongly, many young faculty members believe their chances of
employment. pf tenure and of promotion will all be jeopardized if they push too hard or too openly for an
expansion of teaching and research relating to Canada. This fear is also shared by mariy promising postgraduate
students who believe thaakey have been discouraged, or even warned away, from pursuing their interest in some
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aspect of Canadian studies. The Commission is deeply concerned by the extent to which this .view ig held. Moreo ,

it seems beyond reasonable doubt that there has been at least some 'foundation for such alear in some instancesAT 1e
Commission draws this situation to the attention of the university community, as a matter requiring careful and
sensitive examination at many institutions and often in many departments.

32. Efforts to promote Canadian studies in the university curriculum should include the recruitment of faculty meMbers
who are sensitive' to the academic and cultural environment of Canadian society, who are interested in and
knowledgeable about the conditions of this society.and who wish to foster learning about Canadian matters.

33. The Commission recommends an expansion of post-graduate programmes in many areas of Canadian studies identified
in the text in order to meet the needs of Cantdian society, including the universities, for more graduates with
research experience who are knowledgeable about and interested in the study of this country.

"

34. The Commission recommends that a particular effort be made by universities in the field of teacher educutio
ensure that future- teachers in the elementary and secondary schools of this country are given greater opportunit to '-

acquire a fuller knowledge of Canadian society, culture, institutions and circumstances than is now often provided in
the curriculum of teacher education programmes. ,

35. There is an urgent need to develop Canadian standards and procedures for technology assessment-through the active
co-operation of industry, Government and the university`comnlubity. Canada will need to train huge numbers of
qualified technology assessors to advise legislators, public and civil servants, the judiciary, the business community
and others that may ',be 4nvolved with the poplication of such standards and procedures.

6. The Commissidn, has found that student interest and 'enrolment...in Canaditt-oriented courses in 'many -academic fields!
is appleciably kigherAiain the propor-tipri tif..canadian-oriented courses available in .the curriculunt*ConsectuentlY, the
workload at faculty membeis teaching Capadiarf.orientedcourses awn unusually heavy and students Sn these
courses frequently, seceive less individual atiention than can' be giver1 to students in 4esg crOWded courges. The .--,
Commission therefore recommends that appropriate university departments review their arrangements to' ensure that
there is'h reasonable balaitce.betweeh the faCulty workloads of those teaching Canadian courses and those teaching, --

other courses; and'ago to ensure thgt equitable, attention 4:an be given.by faculty members to students enrolled in
courses with a,Canadiaa orientation.
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37. More extensive research is required in almost every area of study relating to Canada. DecisiOns about research
priorities must be made constantly by"universities and by funding agencies as well as by individual scholars; In
making such decisions, due consideration should be given to Canadian needs and cirenmstances.'Phe'adoOtion by
Canadian universities, funding agencies, and scholars of the research priorities currently pievailing in other countries
will often miliffite against the ailivestigation of subjects andquestions of particular interest to this country.

38. Some Canadian-oriented research should be conducted in every university department in appropriate*ademic
disciplines. Such research isiteeded for its own-sake. In addition, -the Commission notes that students are not likely
to receive much stimulation to pursue studies pertiining to Canada.in.departments"which ignore Canadian-oriented
research.

39. Faculty m embers supervising theses in Canadian stddies should have a perception of, and familiarity with, the
', distinctive features of Canadian oriented research and experience in the scholarly study of Canadian problems.

40. The Commission commen4. the practice followed by some university departments o_ f encouraging students to
choose Canadian topicg for undergraduate or graduate these

.
s.

,a.

41. The Commission recommends a mare ex4nsive and imaginative use of field work in Carilidian studies'courses and
many other courses in which it Nyould be helpful to study Canadian situations at first hand.

42. Further efforts must be made tO increase and strengthen scholarly communication about Canadian studies and
among those engaged in such studies. guchefforts should include, for example:,

increased publicity about current programmes and resources;

support for newsletters, journals, schol ly publications, and bibliographic studies;
,

a series of regio,naiwo"rcsliops on the
- - , ,

p,rogrammes, for example coursy, out
departmehts; a.

aching,of Canadian Studies courses in which information on existing
nes and itading lists, could be discussed 1:w faculty in participating

*:

. ..

faculty, exuWanges,in the field of-Canadian studies to enable members of staff to broaden their experiepce and
to develop associations with'scholars and teachers in other parts of the country;

4- (e) 4reater efforts' to arrange and finance information-sharing anti exchange programmes and workshops as a.
'7. 'means of'fostering curriculum detelopment .40a lanning,and of avoiding unnecessary duplication;

(.1), the de'velopment_of a strong and active Association. for Canadian studies.
r

'' 43. There should nlso be increased communication andcOnsultation betWeen those interested in- Canadian studies at all'
. . .

lektels of tle'educational system, for example between high school, community eollfge, and university teachers,, and,

between these theinbert of teaching profession aid departrt;ents-and boaqls of education. Such communication
5'

should-seek to bring about sofne,coordinition in. thedev'elo,pment of curricula for:Canadian studies throughout the

educational systent, from the primary grades to posiiradua,te studies. InforMatIOn about research findings and

teaching experiments,in'the Canaian studies fickrshOuld* madr,known Chore widely and readily, 013portunities.
for-co-operative projects'in teaching, research,40 publication, involving Several levels of the educational system,

' should be explored,Univasity teachers inter red to Canadian studies should estahlish and maintain closer working
,!. . , - *,*

and professional ties. with thosetllo share these inlerests'at the,other,lev els of the educational system. * ,

.. -, : . ' ' .- i ., .

4.4., The Comniission recommends Ihe development orCloseinterdepaitniental cd-operationiatthe teaching of Canadian'
. - 4.

studils. Univeriity deparpnients shoo ,.consult w ;th other interested departments in the planning of courses with a
- t:

- Canadian orieritation.-Oppoquni4s.-nhOuld*Atevelapeckosstudy.the inter-relationships of various aspects of

. Cahadian studiA. For example, the interielaticrn. sh.ipsOf Canadian art with the physical environment, the literiture,

the social and political histofy, and, the Eollomic cOndition,eiof this-country should be explored. To this 'end, frish

Material and, differenf prspectiveS Should orte:ribe introdited,d to established courses. In addition, new progrimmes
Shduld by developed that rcolnbirfe.existing,orses-from 'several disciplines, and new courses should bemdesigned to

... . ,.

iaeal with'ar4s of tran'sclisciblitarrintereft. 'Faculty members and studentfrotka variety of diSciplines should-he

bri;yught- together to share andltirsue their' common interests in tile Canadian studies field.
t

% ,:, %. .s.,;' .1 .
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Programmes and-courses in Canadian studies should pe constructed with the need for generalists, as well as for"45. ..

...,
a spec:lalists, in mind. Generalists are urgently required with a trained capacity to synthesize knowledge alitht the

country and with the broad' experience and ability to prOVide the critical linkages between tAariotis fields of stlicly
,

relatiijg to Canada. , li
fa

46. Increased transdisciplinary and interdepartmental co-operahon are also required in research for the study and
. .

. resolution of Canadian problems. It is important to' draw,upon the contribution each discipline can make in
addressing these problems. For example, the knowledge and expertise of lawyers, anthropologists,-political'Scientist_os
economists, historians, sociologists and scholars in other fields, as well as of scientists, should be brought. to bear Olt
problems of the environnient. , . - q

so

47 The most striking thing,to many outside viewers about the pretnt state of Canadian studies is the absence', wit14.
just a few exceptioiii; or any real teams of university sdholars Who concentrate on Canada as an entity.'The
Commission urges universities, funding agencies; and individual scholars to examine the need and3opportunitieffor ,

research teams in Canadian studies both:within and between university departments Suchusearch teams should
also often include members from more than one university and from outside the university cominunity. In making
this recommendation, the Commission is not intending to detracarom the (uncrarrferital ihYportance of individual

,a, .. , . ,

research. Both individual treiearch and team research are required in Canadian studies. ,
.

-07
% - .

-; ..., ,
. . , .

'48. The Commission believes that it will oftv.be helpful to relhte plans for graduate programnies, M one area of
9, Canadian studies to such programmes in other post-graduate fields. It therefore recommends that universities

conduc-t,integrated-reviewsof the current arrangemen*and future plans for graduate *grammes in Canadian ,
: , ., 1.studies in related disciplines. ' ..

4...49. To meet the need
..

for close and regular communication among those engaged in Canadian studies in a number of ."4.

disciplines in the humanities arid sqcial sciences, and between these and members ofthigscientifie.401 professionnal
.

faculties with-related interests, the Commission recommends that each university should have a standing
6 S ,0 co-ordinating committee on Canadian studies to facilitate, the exchange of information about curriculum changes

and proposals and to promote co-operation and co-ordiantion of activifieS in Ibis field.

,

50,. The Commission not Itistoripl and gedgraphical'circumstances have Made Canada a natural centre for
comParatide, co-operative, nd connectional studies in many,academic fields. It recommends that uhitersitiesi,
funditiriVate noes, and individual scholars examine the opportunities for such studies in programmes.

. .
of teaching and research' relating to Canada.

134B

51.,- The CiMunission recommends to federal and piovincialiunding agencies that strong support be provided to enable
active participation by Canadian scholars and universities in international academic activities. The yaltiable
contribution many Canadians have made to the international.schplarly community :through their participation in the
work of learned societies and educational associations should be sustained and developed. .

52. The Commissi9n recommends that the support of, teaching and research in Canadian studies should, be clearly
identified as a major part of the mandate of.the federal granting agencies, and th4t additional resources should be
provided to these agencies by thgoverftment to enable them to give greater financial support to work in this field.

s.

53 The Commission recommends that each proVincial.government take into tonside ation.the particulaneed to' make
up for past neglect of Canadian studies lir its grants and other programmes of as istance to tn.. ji-veisities.

. I

4, .

Concerted action is required by the'universities and by the provincial and federal- governments: to develop university
programmes in the field of bilingualisin on a scale which can begin to meet the needs orGanadian society,. The
Commission recommends that the Association or Universities,an&Capes of. Canada, the Department of the
Secretary of State, and the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada; work.tlOsely together. to preOre and
implement a substantial' national programme designed to,,,promote,a working pfoficienty in the two official
languages-6f Canada amonguniversity students, graduates, teicheri,tanCadministittO4..tretailet1 recommendations,,
for such a programme are contained in the text. The financial support reviled ict implement this programme -
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should be provided through an extension of the oxisting federal-provincial agreement on bilingualism in education.
`-...._,

55. The Commission urges each university to review its administrative procedures with an eye to removing any
prohibition there may \ow be upon the use of either of the country's official languages-in the-university's official
bdsiness, and to developing their capacity to deg with members of the faculty, student body, and general public in

.., _

both Canada's official languages. . _ -.---
. . gN A

56. Many of the learned societies and other organizations toncerned with researchand-education should review their
..,1.--

0. 'operating policy in terms of bilingualipn an ere necessary, take "Steps to develop their bilingual capacity.

57,, The Commission believes that a special effort is required to create a hospitable climate for French-speaking
Canadiana at the English-language-universities of this country, and vice versa, and recommends that programmes to
achieve this objective be given a high priority.

58. j'he CoMmission his commented in the text on the iniPortanceand the cultural valtie and significance of the many
non-official-languages that are spoken in this country It believes that the presence of Altese langwiges, and Of the
diverse cultures they represent, a source of-strength fooXanada and that such linguistic diversity, within the r.

country4s framework of official bilingualism, enhances both the cultural-heritage and the cultural freedom of
Canadians. In order that the reality of Canadian cultural pluralism can survive and thrive, it recommends that more

6, effort and resources should `hei devoted to the support of teaching and research in the non-official languages by he
provincial and federal governments, bythe universities, and by other levels of the ancational systen.

59. Tomet the urgent and continuing need for,qualified traitslators and interpreters in Crada, the Commission urges
th--,.

, .
e federal government, the Council of Ministers, of Education, and the universities an community

a

colleges to work,
together to deVelop comprehensive national programme which would increased support.10 existing .

schools; file establishment of additional schools and programmes at selected institutions, expanded reseatch intthis
field, and measures to encourage, and assist interested Canadians to,develop their skills and qualifications as t;,.
interpreters. nd 'translators. ,., 74 , .-

, : II,- ,
,. , ,,,

. .,..

60. The Commission recommends that-the Association of Universities and Colleges_ of Canada,..with,the.stipportsofthe
Department of the Secretary of State, and of the Council of Ministers oftWrication, initiate arrangementi for "a

national -approach to cross- registration between the universities of Canada which will enable students in ,appropriate
academic fields to move between institutions much more readilysthan is now possible. A major national;pitgramme
should be established to help interested Canadian university students to increase their knowledge of people',. places,,

and, conilitions, and of different academie approaches, in other parts of Ca'nada through a syitem of,croSs-registration
that-not only allows but encourages them to pursue their studies at several institutions in a number of.regions. The
Commission believes that it should be possible for interested students' in appropriate fields of-Study, atlbot`h the -'
undergraduate and graduate levels, to complete their degree requirements by taking courses at several uoiversitim:':,
provided that the courses are selected 4o constitute a properly, balanced academicprogrErintei-The academic :-',

. ,

community and the wider. Canadian community, as well as the individual students concerned, would benefit from
arrangetnents that would allow and assist.students'to move more freely between tutiversitieSInd between different

. .
parts of the country in pursuit of theii:academic interests; =

.

'''' ,I
4

61. The Commission recommends that.a Pan-Canadian Studies Programmes be eaggisied jointly' by a nurnbera
universities to provide students withthe opportunity _to participate ih a planned ,progratnme ofstudies about Canada

' -

'by.atteciding universities Iodated in several different regiOns ofthe country. The AssociationOf Universities-and---
., Colleges,or Canada, consul-dhotiwith the Associatian'for Canadian Studies andwith the support of the -

-.- -Department of the Secietary af-.S*tate, should indite representaiiveS,of rested universities to attend a meeting to .

initiate, the planning* Ali Orrangefnents for well a programme.- .

,..

.
.

,,,' J5 , . .4 4.
,

62. ,,T.he Commission recoinmendsta substantial expaniion
,
in the x.pportunities for Canadiilii studies in the part-time and

, . cpntinuing ein;:ation work of Universities. ' . - .'- , .
....',-, ; 1 ,. ,.. . 1 -49

. -- The Connissioq.urges:the Conada,COuncil, and other.public and private donors, in consultation wIh appropriate
--, ,
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authoriffe; .in the academic community, and with the advice and assistance of die National Library, to provide the (
Ats-

finauciatgupport required to mat t possible the compilation of basic- bibliographical information in the many areas
of Canadiarystudies.that currently lack such information. The Commission drauis attention to the recommendations

41.and findings presented at, the National Conference on'the State of Canadian Oibliography 1,,ld in Ma' 1974 at the
4$University of British Columbia. 1,
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Science-Technology,
and Canadian. Studies°

4
URING THE PAST DECADE, THE ROLE OF SCIENCE IN CANADA has been the subject of numerous major
studies by both public and private agencies. Indeed, science policy in Canada, or at least, aspects of is in dangei
of becoming 'studied to death'. While in no sense wishing to add unn essarily to the on-going debate on science

policy., nor pretending to any special knowledge in this field, the Commission bell es rofighr*at a .Report on Canadian
studies would be incomplete if it did not at least addss..the importint question- of whether teaching and research in
science and technology at Canadian universities are related-sufficiently to-Canaciiiat 'rcumstaices, To omit a discUssion
on science would be to ignore oneef the most important inflttences shaping the character of Canadian, life.

For the purpose of this chapter, the Commission will use the term 'science' to embrace both pure science and applied
science or technology, although it recognizes that Canadian concerns or dimensions in science tend to be more
pronounced and more readily identifiable in the latter than in the former. When it makes use of the term science in a
More limited sense, the Commission has in mind that branch of knowledge concerned with the life sciences and the

"physical sciences, and with the development of systematized knowledge in these fields derived from observation, stady
and experimentation. By technology the Commission means the application of scientific knowledge to practical purposes.

.
I

. In this chapter the Commission will argue that, although science is international in 'scope, there are aspects of both
science a inolog re articularly pertinent to GThe chipter will cite examples of areas of science that
are of special inter o Canada,,because e country's characteristics and physicalresources, or because Canadian
traditions, insights and talent-1- are P-artiettfarly well suited to deal with such areas. Subsequently, it will discuss some of

special problems, and oppOrtunities confronting the development ofindigenous teaching and research M science in
ded will be a disc ssion of the,,character of scientific textbooks presently in, use at Canadian' universities and

of the ... ti mg in the field of science and technology in Canada. The chaptex will comment upon the
need to develop and support scientific research and 'conservation and to encourage and assist Canadian
scientific, organizations. It-will also'ernphasizelte-seopereater attention.no tiansdisciplinary research and teaching in
science, with particular reference to Canadian studies, and the necessity of directing more attention to the history Of
science and technology in Canada. It will draw attention to th need o 'roved anroved communication within and between
the sciences, and, also, between the sciences and other discip es. Finally, 'thellapter will discuss recant trends in
Government funding of university research in the sciences an the implications of These trends for Canadian studies.
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142 Science and Technology.

In preparing this chapter, the Commission met and/or corresponded extensively with representatives of more than fifty
scientific associations'across Canada. TheCommission was also 'fortunate to receive at first hand the views of some five

o hundred scientists, who participated front coast to coast in its various public hearings. In addition, many.scientists, and
others interested in science-related issue;,.sent hrieft and made informal submissions to the Commission on subjects as
widely diverse as circumpolar research and unidentified flying objects.

Is here Canadian Science?
Throughout the Commission's work, particularly at the outset, some scientists vigprously rejected the notion that science,
has any relevance for Canadian studies. They often expressed to the Commission the views that the term 'Canadian
studies' ought to be applied exclusively to the arts and letters, or to human and socio-economic questions; that, because
of the universal basis of science, it is inappropriate to speak of 'Canadian science'; that science transcends all cultural-and
national boundaries and consequently cannot be national in character. The following excerpt from one brief typifies the
response of many scientists to the Commission's initial inquiries:

... our programme can, in no way, be considered to fall within the ambit of [the Commissiotio, n Canadian
Studies]. "There. is, we believe, a catholicity about a health sciences .programme such as the one we mount which
totally transcends any national interest or boundary. Thefact that we educate and train Canadian students, we treat
Canadian patients, and we investigate chem 1 cal problems in a Canadian setting is purply an accident of:geography.'

Another brief expressed a similar opinion in'ntore graphic terms:

A professor who fs'not a Canadian is studying the cellular biology of a non-Catiadian frog with Canadian fund. His
research is helping us to understand the process of fertilization. Would it alter[the Commission's-judgement] if he
--wt-Th-Red On a Canadian frog? Or if he, himself, were a Canadian?

Science, of course, is international in character. The underlying certainty that there is a general and perhaps knowable
order in the universe is a prevailing belief of many scientists. fVfotivated by this belief, the scientist constructs disciplines
each of which endeavours to "approach as clear an understanding of that universal order as possible. The systematized
knowledge of the physical world, obtained and tested by scientists, in ptirsuit Of,this belief, lias led to the discovery of
general laws that are basic to our entire way of life and to our understanding. of the world and of the universe. None the
less, the Conuilission believes that it is misleading to suggest tIlia because science is universal, it does not hare'a national
or cultural dimension. The fact is, science is not just 'a set of jaws. As one writer has pointed out, science,is

an activity which involves people, attitudes, aims and processes..As.such, it is as much a part of the cultural fabric
_

of a nation as it is a pillar if technology ....Scie'ntific laws may be universal but scientific practice is not.2

Schence is, thus, very much a part of the culture of_a country. Indeed, as another writer has pointed out:

Science is the most important element in the culture of our time. It hal more that is new to tell us about who and
why and what we are than has any other contemporary,branth of human knowledge.3

To know ourselves we must have an understanding. and appreciation of the enormously important tole played by
sciencrin our lives and in the formulation of our values and"viewpointi. Science inevitably plays a large part in shaping"
the character of any modern state. This is so much the case that those who say that thtijr are not interested in the science
policy of a'colintry. or even in itsscience,are saying, in effect, that they are not interested in the characteristics of that
country Or of its, ways of. life. Science:and science policy have affected and will affect all our lives. Science is a-key

ingredient in the cultural fabric of our society.

Because science, is so much an integral part of the culture of a country it-is not surprising that It should have some
national dimensions, and perspectives, in addition to its essential international arid universalcharacteristics..All science is ,
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p
dependent upon the questions that researchers pose and the subjects that they choose to study. Their choices are, in turn,
partly dependent upon the cultural environment within which they live. The interests, practices and values of scientists
are very much influenced by the society in which they live, just as that society is, in turn, profoundly influenced by their
activities and the results of their work. It is this fact that creates the ties between culture and science. In this way
national perspectives do play a role in science. Moreover, it is not a bad thing that, consciously and unconsciously,
scientists draw upon the unique national experience and circumstances of their society as a means of gaining an insight
into the workings of nature, as long as any hypothesis, once proposed, is testable and as long as the scrutiny of
world-wide science bears out the conclusions.

Are there, then, Canadian perspectives, Canadian applications, Canadian motivations or Canadian approaches to science
that could be described accurately as Canadian studies? The answer is emphatically yes. Moreover, Canadian studies in
science and technology are not incompatible with the universal nature of science or with the international responsibilities
of the scientist. .

In two major and compatible ways Canadian studies in science and technology, as an important part of our overall
scientific endeavours, can, do and should serve both national and universal ends. First, the nature and circumstancesof
this country present to scientists the challenge and opportunity of addressing many questions and problems that require
attention. Canadians haxe a responsibility to themselves to see that these questions and problems should be addressed.
Second, as/custodians of this large and diverse portion of the globe, Canadiansalso have a responsibility within and to the
international community to investigate and deal with the questions and problems that our land poses for science and
technology. In responding to this challenge, and in -sharing the knowledge and experience derived from doing so, scientists

-in Canada will be making a particular and appropriate contribution to the work of the international scientific community.
These two responsibilities, to the national community and to the international community, are thus complenientary.

There is, thertfore, a uble onus upon Canadians to investigate and learn about this country, in 'science and
technology as in other fields 'o study,,Many Canadians do not fully appreciate that our country's physical and biological
Characteristics, individually or in combinalfon;--pose_sertain prOblems for Canada that are shared by few other countries.
Sonie of these characteristics, individually or in combination, create circumstances that are, in fact, unique to Canada, for
example, the sheer vastness of this country coupled with the sparseness of its population. With much less than one per
cent Of the world's population, Canada is the second largest country in the -wer-libracing some 3.56 million square.
miles of land surface, 290,000 square- miles of fresh water surface and about 2 million square miles of shelf areas.

Other circumstances of scientific interest relate to the remarkable diversity or pronounced character of Canada's
physical features. For example, more than half the country is underlain by continuous or discontinuous permafrost and/or
muskeg. This:condition poses special problems for building, transportation, mining, forestry, agriculture, waste disposal,
the provision of water supplies and many other endeavours. On occasion Canadian-scientists and technologists have failed
to take such physical conditions adequately into account, or the country has imported technology without critical
analysis of its applicability to Canadian needs. The result has been enormously inefficient and costly mistakes haire been
made for exAiple, suburban areas designed with no provisions for snow removal, trains incapableof operating in the
Canadian winter, buildings unnecessarily expensive to heat in winter and to cool in summer, waste_ disposal systems that
function inefficiently for half the year, and highways that disintegrate or disappear altogether.

Briefs to the ComMission argued strongly that part of the problem in such cases originated With the failure of some
teachers at Canadian universities to relate their teaching sufficiently to the actual characteristics and needs of this

, -'country. Consequently, their students lack a realistic understanding of the implications for their work of Canada's
; _ distinctive environment and physical features. Briefs suggested that the problem als4 lies, in part, with the reluctance of

the Canadian public to accept Canadian technology, or, indeed, to recognize the worth of Canadian science. Industry and
Goveininent. the Commission was told repeatedly, often give preference to foreign consultants even when better qualified
Canadians are available. The Commission's inquiries confirmed that this:was indeed often the case.

. in short, then, science in Canada can be both,international aikrtanadian in the 'sense that it is approached from a
Canadian viewpoint, it fulfils a particular Canadian need, or it is related to a particular Canadian interest aroused by
location, geography, climate or by some other distinct feature of the country. As one brief put it:
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Science is highly dependent on both the local environment and the problems that it permits or obliges to be
studied, and also, but even more important, the questions that researchers decide to study. Whether in the physical
or social sciences, it is the researcher who determines what problems in the environment' will be
studied ... :onsidered in this fashion, there definitely, is, could;or should 'be (depending on one's beliefs) a
Canadian science. .. .

.
. i t

1
, . .. . . .

. . .,
.

Another brief made the point.that.'everyone expectrthat Canadian scientists.will'be especially zealOds'at jabs that
Canadians happen to be able to do better than anyone else'. For examPle, ope of the Most disturbed parts of thdupper
atmosphere ,lies Over northern' Canada, which is q,lso'the location of theInagnetic-pole. Hence, Canadians haveLti special
opportunity, an obligation even, to make a partieulir contribution ,,ta scientific kinaWledge through studyof the -, -

interaction between the upper atmosphere and the earth's magnetiCitield. Many Canadian scientists have recognized thig . ..,

oppoihunity, and 'obligation; and this is 'reflected in the rfroposed etioadiaLpi articipation
r
in the International', ...

Magnetospheric Study ,scheduled: to ;lin fiotp.1976 to 1978. Canada is in a liiiiqu in the proper sense of
term; to contribute to this impoitant intematiOnal project on two Counts. First, the Mei-nation os heriegtudy. .

..
will require a network of iimind-based'observation stations and only Canada can'provide solid ground for this II 1 i .Z.

A

right up to the north magnetic !MP, gedondtCanada is,k a key location fbr,this stuily becauie the zone of-maximum .-.

occurrence of the phenomena to be studied lies adossthe north 'of this country. Indeed, one of the phenomena; the'red
aurora, has so far been observed only.inbCnnada and adjacent Greenland. The knowledge.and experience. gained from this
stud . will be valuable' to Canadian.an scientists: It will contribute to the understanding of environmental conditions and --,

t.... ..,othe- circumstances ,that zi,r6 of iMpOrtance to a large..arita-,Ofthis.cOuntry. fit, thesinte 4ime it will &institute a significant -
.,card an con*ibuti6n.to the pool

,

bf international scientific knOWTedge-. - r
,

. - .
ft is s' pie 4nntriotr sense that wejn Canada shoUld Want-to study what, irat hand, in:ansarea for which. we haYe the-

resporisibi ties orgovernment, and that we should poi ability tar render useful sirviee;,both to ourselves and tot ;_
others, in inp so.:1-P;ctfe another exItriple 'Canada isgthe largeg.arette country and,the see, nd-lFgestsub;arctic conlitiy, .
in terms Of I od area neat-the poferonseglienty, Canadians should, and to_soine ektent does essnortherti Science.' hi,

,----,-.
the words of ne, brief: *.-.:. , ' . .
.... ..

. . ,7, . . . . . . . . . . .

e Canadd so eratei at;ou,t'qek of the,IvOrld!s research and develtiptitent activity; and,;sinee this activity ii.responsible
for thei,pro liCtion of icientific7and teCilnicallrifortnation,. Canada liaslan international obligation., over and above
her dbitiesticreasons.,to pr9videfret Aare of information to the inteinationaltbody of knowledge, stressing'. those

. . , .

"fields witty wI IA she,is especially equipped to deal.
<.

,

adada can make valttgble contribution to international science, and to manyother:stUdiet; as.4ell.as to the solutto.n
of internadmial,proble is,, by studying among other matters our oWri incredibly rich environment and by finding solutions

to our own pibBlemS:. A we learn todtalwith those things that we have'the'best- chance of understanding, we may well
illumine the way ior:Oth rs to 'follow. Canaddis a very large part of the world. The'Catiadian terrain, and environment .' =

have, many distinctive attr utes. What - happens. in the rest of the would will'often'influence Canada. But!whatis dondin 44-....

Canada May also have a p ound and helpful - influence' elsewhere.' Recognizing this,Who,could possibly nbe:ni a better,..: .;.00°.- ,

'position tb study this Vast c untry-in its a/most:infinite variety than Canadians'? Nile is rOore, if Canada's owrt, scientist;''''
do not address themselves to anadian situations and problems, who _will? , ,

..,
... , . ....

. .. .

In these and other Ways, ther ate Canadian studies'4imehsions to scienise in Canda,that are entirety. with
.

the universal nature and obligatio s 'of science.,It may not always be Clear whether a scientific' actiYity has a'Canach477 -..
.,

studies dimension. Rather it may b a matter of, judgentant_intapietation, attitude or degree.'It may also be a snatierrof
..

flavour: In the words of a 'brief fron , one univeiiity.department:'. .. - .

,

The criterion by which one iden ties this Canadian flavour is not readily_dermable but reatily'recu&nizabte..
The research being conducted is g erally interuation4I is its,application but has been approached from -a Canadian
viewpoint, to fulfil a particular Can dean need, or is related to a partjetiiai Canadian by availability,.

or location.

common sense criterion by which to judge the` relevance of a science.project for Canadian studI:e4:AIth-ough re_search
, In correspondence with the t. ommissiori, one scientist, wse0 the example of the polar bear aiialhe camel to suggest 4

1 5 9 _

."

..,
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polar hears nay be undertaken without any recognition of the fact that they live in Canada, such research should still he
regarded as an aspect of Canadian studies. But similar work done on camels; of course, would normally be less likely to
fall within the ambit of Canadian studies'.24 The Commission found this criterion useful in assessing,in the following
sections of this chapter, the extent to which scientific and technological matters of special interest to Canada are the
subject of research and teaching at Canadian universities.

74j " Research and Teaching in the Sciendes at Canadian Universities

., .
4.4anada has established a World-Wide reputation for leadership in a number of important yeptifie ,fields including,.for
etainple:Ireih, Wafer biolti.gy research; nuclear physics; physical cliemistry;'aerial mappin& and surveying; the development

.

of ophysical methods and instrumentation; computer icience;lesearch into the upper atmosphere; and.certain aspects of
teseTeli in efigineering, forestry. agrieulfurg,, and the, health sciences. University scientists have contributed significantly to
the country's aelii4evenis and internaiionat reputation in such fields. Much iif this research Has been retated directly to '
Canada's physical conditions- 'Node -the less:mall)/ stientists expressed to the Commission greaconcern that immense' - arcaas science, of special relevanue to this country and to it's, physical conditions remain unexplored.
.... -.

. . . . .

Lynn Trainor has stated the challenge succinctly:.
' . ., Y, '. ,

.
. b

Canada has certain. meteor'olOgical .a_h_d_geophysical features which make kuniqdc. We have by far the world's
greatest continental shilveg.(We ought to be,the world's leading oceanographer's, but we, are not...We ought to excel

(.' in arctic researn, buCwe do"tioi. Possessidpis we do,one of the world's greatest storehouses of mineral wealth', we
ongrit-to material Feint-ion...and' mretallurgy,.but we do pot. We have some strength- in these fields, to be

, .
.A.,_:-2--'-", lure,. but we-do._not excel in'tfienwin-the way w.le-.5liciuld....,:!----'- - '

-Briefs totheCommission urged thatuniversitycientists have an opportunity and an obligation to help to meet this
challenge: -both asteachers and as researchers. It was fleqUentli-noted tha sufficient attentio11 is being devoted.by
setentilSin appropriate fields, to research matters relating.t6Ca adtrieir teaching will also reflect an appropriate

' degree of attention IQ Canadian problems and circin nces.

A , , , ° -----
-

..
.......,_ .

Unfortunately, the Conunission's inquiries revealed that7scienfiett research and science teaching at many of the
cotifitry'g iiiiyersitie-s'-still, often tend to neglect.Canadian problems anificanadian subject matter,, The limited resources
available tO.the Commission -prevented, it frod.pttiluinga conaogrietisive inventory of topics andquestionS that are
receiving inadequate attention; or that aro, being-neglecterraltogether; despite the importance of -such 'fields to Canada.

. IlOwever, the -Commis:skin believed that it would be helpful to -cite some examples fropiamong' the substantial number
-brought to its attention.

Many of the eNaniples relate to the failure. of sonic scientists to take ec'efinlateand
seagOrfal cliangeg.:Oneleadibg Canadian scientist and science admini A resged.to the-Commission the_ view t

.educatiynal sy0ein in.Cimada is producing people:who are 7.piefeorolOgiy.zilly,illiterate et w 'NWT.
". lyakuntryjying entirely north,of the fyrrieth parallel and therefore having major climatic and meteorotogi ,coneerns.,He

that it would be bothpractical.afid. desirable to bring.some meteorology and climatplogy:ylft the undergrfiduate,
4.prporain4w of otostuniversities. for science and other students alike: . .

" ,
...

, .. . ,.. . -.,
-,- 'If such a policy were folloAied,ranada would be cOnstatity,,j4d(ing for ways to take advantage of meteorological

. .
,...

and cliniatologicar facrots, rather thah 'trying to impbri unrealisticTen176173rPthrgignert.for,-*-warrilerrtirtiffearid
then VOondering: why it doesref-.work. '' ,p . ' . w -

.

0, ,

0

2 qThe Conimision's.fiindings support the-view that There is scope,' and need, for substantially more anent to
ntetec, ology.and climatology in the undergraduate curriculum. At the same time, it wishes to note h ue of Canadian :.--.-"'

research in this' area,.' and to commend the, National -ReSearch.Coubcil-(NRCI'for its efforts to deV p, through awards . .,.,;;;....L,,,:-
and encourageniet mberof firstclass research groups-in, these fields. In collaboration the At eric - .'""--....4
Environt ices,, f ha 1IRc , also participates-n the internatidnal Global At cmearch
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Briefs to the Commission also pointed out that, despite the fact that Canada has the, largest storage of fresh water in
the world, there is nothing even resembling a school of aquaculture at any university It is clear that a major expansion
in University activity relating to fresh water studies is necessary to meet the special opportunities, and obligations,that
Canada -has in this ala of study. This point has been effectively made in several reports and' studies prepared by, both the
Science Council and the former Sci ce Secretariat of the Prig Council, as well as by many indifiduel. scholars:

Our voter problems are pectiliarly our own - those of a vast land with Superabubdance in many parts patic!ty,

in a few. We should tailor- our policy to our conditions. We need not repeal the Investigations of less fort
countries whose difficult circumstances have already forced them. to do much research on purifying waste water_and."
on generating fresh water from saline.'We should rather.concentxate'research upon obi Own problems which concerti
the wisest methods of using the wealth of freshwater that is out heritage.6 .'.

.

-
.

is
.,.. .,

,A unique feature of Canadian water resources s the abundance of fresh surface.ivater in lakes; lakes -surfaces ,
comprise about 8 percent of the total'area of the country ',an area greater than the total area.of the province or
Alberta. The Canadian portion of the Great Lakes along,'with a surface area of 36,000 square miles, contains.
roughly 9 percent of the wad's 'total volume of fresh water in takes. Angther eleven lakes"14ite surface areas in , ,/,;-

excess of 1,000 square miles each Wheb one considers Canada's river water, an estimated 2.5 million eubic feet per
second of average discharge Ls about percent of the estinoteil total average 'discharge of the world's rivers (40 .,
million cfs). .

° P 0 '.. P \ .. a.
i

... Various estimates, ranging, from, 20 to as high as 50 percent, have been made of the "Canadian shale" of the
. iz4,-.

world's 'fresh water supply. In reality, knowledge of the extent pf our Water resources is %Ude litnited, exceptIrt-oilr
highly developed regions.' '

. . ... .. ..., ...
. r. . , .

The fact that we do not yet know even the extent of our fresh watex resources is one the need for
attention to this Subject. It is now time for Sovrealistic fUnding to be'made available frOm Gdvernment sources to enable the

. . -
academic community to undertake its share of 'this task.

4,
;. . ,

.___
.,

_ -. -0
I

Similarly, although our continental shelf equals about,40 per cent of our land Mass, until very recently Only a fetv.-'Ai guniversities had developed co-or nated programmes in marine sciences; and Governments have not yet-seen t to fund '. o''

university scientists to the cx t required to,enable them to mount inajot reSearch progranintes concerned-V-0h bask *if -

scientific desc,OptiOns of our ocean boundaries. Consequently, efforts to produce fundamental informatidn relating to such .:.-',
mattars.ocean floor topography; major currents, ice distribution,,and weather forecasting at sea have been almost 4

'- totally neglected. Because some -ofVfeleToPies:involveygpfety way of .routine data gathering than academic research, r*
,..

they have traditionally been assigned as areas oflesearch .ttrt-o-Veirunent departmenti,rather than to university research
componentscientists. The result has been e code-emphasizing of the research andmaniower training aspects of this

important work:' / , . . -

,-,

University studies in oceanography could be greatly,enhanced if Government' departments would take positive steps,to
,'.piake their ships and other logistic support more freely available to,universiiy researchers. Sikh an open door policy '
should alSo apply in other areas of research activity such as fisheries and agriculture. Indeed, the large investment

'''"--tO9nnient departments in major facilities should be made more reely available to university' researchers as a positive
,

°hey. Such .a policy would do .rhuch to facilitate and encourage research, bath disciplinary and transdiciplinary, in our
universities.. In. particular,, it `Would bring, aluable support to reseTtCh oriented towards Canadian' questions, such

- Government.iZsearch facilities haVe usually been developed specifically to meet Canadian needs and problems.
7. .

As' citizens ountry with so much ocean' coastline- and such. vast continental shelves, Canadians have good reason
to be ealtrested in the maintenance of a healthy marine environmenr and in research that will make possible thP -,

from.renewable and non7renewable resources the adjaCent seas. It is natural, therefore, that Canadian
.

tiveS have esu-0-0.ive in recent years M many international meetings and conferences concerned with maritime
,..-- .

and Oka assutn d a position OP some wOrld leadership at the Third Law of the Sea Conference held in 1974.
.

...:-.-- . .
s -.
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*
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However, the expertise thal has given (o this country such respecsid international status has come from just a handful of
'dellicated people: It is clear that in the future we will require an army of experts to meet this country's need for

.

knowledgeable people in the marine. sciences. '4' '

.. . .
the Much.heraldea programme for a scientific study of the Gulf of S. Lawrence and the Strait of Georgiahas.,.

apparently'at last been Approved by the, Federal after many delayiTheTn-Oject, sponkored by Environinent .
Canada, is the first major research programme to bp established under the Government's oceans policy, which was

, announced 41.1903:T11e prOgrarprne;which will include chemical, physical, biologiCal, meteorological, geological,
econorniC:and soCtological studies, sill require the co-operation,of Federal and Provincial Government dePartments and -'"-,. . ,

.

agPncies,'univOttities andkindlistrY. designed to 13"i:wide-thud-I.-needed new knowledge abbot tkeilattlip did the' -;-

management of resources over two large 'areas of the Continental shelf, it hould prOvide the kind oCinformation4C Ida
will require to meet its national, and scienliticiresponsibilities -forthese ar`PaS.. However, t ', okrarnme is only a. ginning
tttlie task:O.:developing the'scientific and technologieakknoWleds4 e 4: Jiable, this countiTiligtprotectyntanage_-- ----"i4r---..

. and develop the.vast mai-6 fesourdes,of it§ continent sheet . ' -:, . .... ..'.. ,;''' -----
'',,, ,:,* , . . .

. I

" '0

. . li , ^ .. ,:.. 7--

The Commission receivell,numeroas-wbmisSions commenting upon the nerd.for-UniVersities to devote,:inore.attentiori,''*: .., . , .,

in hoth teaching and researat to questions relating_to fanada's al:Minie land masi; As with iklarge,continental shelves,
-,1,

the poSsessito ot. thisp,great 141 mass places a leiponsibility upun.this country,:oth to its f-tile :
, ... .. . .

communtty,-to'condtiptAhe ,research required for its conservation; Management and d sopmehtvapEi to provide ...,:-.'s

graduates` with'. the requisite knowledge_and skills-ntquIfil this responsibility -So representationslo,the'COmthiSSion;-
, .,

o
.went so far, as ti5 argue that if-We are not, as a country, preparedio face it o this responsibility,,yedoula get cut of. r.the manger. .. . 04 , - t ts'u

%I .' '' '. ,
,. -,

. ... . ,.
. . .

N - Sufi t cluestions aS froW tcy.achieve rhsonable standards of enYironmental and of,SOCial- life in a country With areas both .,,
of growing PoPulatiOn c.ongestiOn and oriparsc-2settlemerit, how best t'o-deYelop so much space, how tcfmtAinfain
adequate control Mier. it and how rd.:spread the consequences of great, size fairlytover 4 comparatively -41 population

. , ,

.. , :relitain largely,unasked. and unanswered. The Answers'to questions of thiskind"arenOt alwayst found excluSively,in. ,
,i, science,,. but sciencelias.an essential role to plavVy ,prOyiding relevalitigsights and the kn edge" that is an, indispensable

' ... prerequisite 'for infoinied.decision:itiaking: Yet; apart from a handful ot.cteticatedpionpers,,in thiS field,It.is only recertily
__----thal. sirientistshave.ykiroted much aftention'iOtprobleins relating to'Canada'; gigantic size. Nbr,'with lust-a few 't ,.4------.. . ..,exo4itions,-haye they received, much encouragement to do so from the Government or from their Universities. .

. , ^ . ...- t - ".

-. ' A.knowiedge atirt understanding of the-geology of the 'Country is, a vital' Pre.condition.tOintelligent planninglor the
,' Ile-l`elopment crCanada, bY;public and private sector's alikeGenlOgical,eircupigtances are often the main d,etermiliant of

our environmentwhether natural or developed , Yet geology might well be :described aStheneglected science terms of ,
, ,

the'amount of attentionfit is receiving when contrasted with its 'importance tolliis,cointry. Although it is his e toil) .A.A .'',
physical planning, itis rarely included in the Curriculitm of our,gchools:of anihitecture and is often neglecter?' even in the

.

deaching'of'applied.science and engineering. An enormous anioruit.'of'geological research remains to be done (ieftire
", .responsible decisions can be madeabout approptiatepbliciesktor the present ,and -fnture 'development a our-ciltintry',..rt

was .not until 1969 that a comprehensive 'set of geological and geophysicaftnaps of; Canada was issued Therethad been no
geological map of any kind` of the whole island of Newfoundland ptiblished.priQr to 'I967-t IrOniailly, geologists at
Canadian universities hadlong before then. done sorne.exceilent iork of this type-fri Africa, Peru, the Caribbean and

w

many othc.r regions of the globe: - ,
. -I.

.- . , ... .
.. I I' ,

.

tecgraphy;too, is an important field of.study 'foil canadinns.'One that should be of natural Orticular interest giVen

, ;Th imMensity and'diversity of Or territory. The 254partes.:of maps, kraphs, tables and notes of the-new National:Adds
,,of Canada demonstrate superbly the, vital contribution'Aeography can make to-otif:perception and understanding of this

..,' country.. Yet geographjialsO appears to be a neglected discipline,at a surprising- number of Canadian universities; or, -
,,

example, there iSnot.h singlewell-deyelopeddepartmen(of-geography ilt the Maritimes; Indeed; until just a few yeas Ago'
there was noCeve4 aSirigle: course offered in.geography at any of the universities of thkentire region. At Many ' ', -; .

universities in titlier parts of canacia gpograptiy is,,sli11:,an underdeveloped study and its importance' to an undeistanding
or our country is not yet fully re6:igniied by-t.hc4 responsible. for the planning of Curriculum and reFarchliolicy.8 '-

. . , . e .. .

1 2 . .
. .

6 .
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In zoology little research haSpeen done on most Canadian mammals, despite an upsurge of activity in this field in
recent years. Although some Canadian species, such as the ciribouohave been studied in depth, others haVereceived ant
attention and others virtually, none at all. In fact, as recent stukhas Pointed out, 'little is known about our native
mammals, virtually, no research at all has been done on some spe:ild, and the work on other groups has not been
integrated'.° Yet, as another[comnientatl has noted, 'Ii' we haves any preten§kins to a national identity, which I believe
essential, surely we must have an understanding of the an and plants orthe Canadian environment'.' °

.-
.

The chapter an the Canadian component in education for the.professions outlines in some detail underdeveloped
aspects of scientific research and Teaching related to Canada in.a number of professional fields at Canadian universities. It,-.

.points out for example: that despite the great econOmic:iinporfante of forests to Canada, only recently has graduate
Araining in forestry been available at Canadian ainiversities and basic research requirements in this field are still not being

tnet;, that tinging in Canada, at Moth the undergraduate dnd graduate levels, continues to rely almost exclusively upon
1,extbooks and supplementary literature published in the United States; that medical education in Canada has yet to
develop a majornational program Of teaching, research and service relating to'tfre specialltealth care problems of .

. .

Canada's remote areas and tho resulting from Canada's maritime `exposure'; that there is antelccessive reliance upon
imported techniques (314: ent in many branches of strch professional science progtammes as agriculture, engineering, and
architecture and bui g sciences; an4I that,in many professional scientific fields, there is a serious lack of trained .

personnellfOi,eldmple, marine scientists and marine engineers) to -deal with problems of special interest to Canada.

Briefs to the Commission lainented the lack of priority given by university science researchers and teachers to problems
relating, to environment, to resource management and'esppcially: to conditions resulting from Canada's northern location.
Such briefs'offen argued. that Canada is failing torrnanage,her resources properly because many orthose responsi, le for
resource mariagenient have been!trained in- techniques developed in other countries with warmer climates. Andth brief
slated that almost -all. Canada's university-level comes on scology, on resolyceimadagement and on organisms are based
on course materials originating,in-the South. 'Ilya! Canadian u erilties I know of only three, courses are dedicated
entirely to,boreal or northern ecology.' The Commission w surprised to-discover that,only a few universities are--,
conddcting.serious research into permafrost or ice. Probl s of snow loadi,ng on roofs and other effects of snow have also
received-almost ikiart0fltion by Canadian university sc. ntists, although tire-National Research. Council has done excellent
work in this area._ The Commission leaned 'of one instance in which a promising student who did undertake thesis in
this" field only thfee years ago found, as did his supervisor, that he had to work almost entirely with Russian and-'
Scarftliruivian literikkint; Unfortunately, his knowledge and talent were then lost to Canada when°,)ipon the tpletion of
iu thesis, heyia§Thired as Zeorisoliant bythe,S,nowtice and Permafrost Research Establishmot of She- ted States
it rip , , .

. <
4.

'Research and teaching.Conecriring Canalia:sNorth remains one' lithe iniist fertile fields for,Clnadian studies. What is
more the.fitture ofthe'people of the.NOrth and...of their environment is,becoming increasingly. dependent upon the ..

availabilitY'Of good scientific kn6ikleflge.aboultlie-North and of people of tively trained in ifs use A recent report
pr pared for ,tho'NRC makes Nery,clear the, need for much more-sCientifi search in many different fields relating to the
Canadian report .make's ,very-tle.ar, too,:ftheOrgencY that th, research 'be done before man proceedk, further
wtfh development i.kojec this vast region without knowing what maybe the environmental and ecological
'consequences of his acti ns. Unfortunately, as the report notes:

, .

'Ttri date, Arctic:en ifOinnental studies alw'ays follOwed the ecologfcAl harm; as such usual practice/has
inearitthat the cause bf a phenomenon hastinly been researched after' the face 2

r .
The Eedy Report documents with page after'pageof specific.examples:, the need for more basic scientifie research

'concerning utmost every aspect of the Canadian Arctic. The report, also illustrates the.necessityof having extensive impact
studtesIltat precede, not follow, deyelOpinerrialpr'ojegts. Numerous briefs and representations to th cmimission also..

.
° uniferline.d.these'points-In a thorough and.compellnig,,hianner..It is surely not only legitimate, hu essential, to examihe . .,

, the possible-iatipact- of man -mode projects on the'.ecOlogy1 the envirdniiient,and the.rreopleof a.yeginti before-proceeding
with thorn:. Stith -cinestions.as'whatwill be the consequences'for the 'streams, rivers an akes? for the water table itself?
for aqinitic plants...and animals? 'foribirds and mammals? for vegetation for the am? for adjacent salt-water
'shorelines, f s t oitties; and seabeds ?' and fpr thc, htininti populatiou?; most..all.b consideredand answered. .__:.,,,---"--

.
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Despite its present and potential importance for theVanaditui Arctic, few impact studies have been published
concerning -the mining industry. Nor have the.serioUs'prOblems ornorthernwaste dispoSal under northern conditions yetfrbeen

* adequately researcheddespit,e many indicatignS that this may prove to be one of greatest problems ofthe Arctic in .

the future. Although there 11 evidence that 'file Arctic environment is favourable for the long survival,or disease" producing
organisms',' 3. fai too tittle is known about"Arctic ecology-to make any 'broad, general statements about the possible
effects of pollution. )The research iodate of thoSe scientists who have examined this problem, however, does'stiggest,that
man's activities could have 'a much worse impact on the Arctic ecosystem, and inmuch less time than it has taken in any
of the other regions-or the mid.'" Nnd'YeT, s tine scientist has remarked,`the beaches of some of our host remote -.

Arctic Islands are litter with plastic bag5 putuan excrement grounded ashore after drifting from so e northern
outpost hf our cull ..t 5

z' ...

,Thus in-both applied and basic research a great deal of attentionxeedS to be devotodaOthe C nadian Arctic. The
situation presents an enormous.challenge CO the Canadian scientific community, in which univer Ay-based scientists vtill, ts

have a very large ,part to play. Moreover, university scientists may well find that they will oft have a special role. to play '
in establishing the facts. in cifcumstanees'in Which the research findings of private corpor4tio s and Government studies
are frequently at odds, and sot, (lines are -not publish41 at all or only after long delays!T e problem of concealrpent of
data and of research .findin as been commented upon in it characteristically fotthright ay liy the Executivp Director

. Orthe Science Council 4 C nada: .--. le

41 think there is ore concealment of facts going, our now than at any previo time in my life, but I do not know
whether government Or industry arc the biggest culprits "They are both blaek as the ace of spades.' 6 ..

The problems caused by restrictio ns imposed on the distribution of data, ollected by m any scientific groups in the.
Arctic have also.,beep noted by the YnvironmentProtection Board and by many scientists conducting research inthis
region.' 7 Secrecy and sloWness inllublishing scientific data have often ad unfortunate consequences, including the..
unnecessary repetition of many experiments. It is surely both irresponsible and Wasteful to withhold for long the findings
of scientific research, unless fOr very good cause.'The Commission wouldnrge tl-hesults of scientific studies
sponsored both by Government and by private 'corporations, in the No an.d eiservI4e, be made accessible to others in `
tt scientific community, and indeed to, the public, much sooner t n now often case.

A fuller participation by universityAba5ed scientists in research relating to t aaadian.North will require both greater:
tlovernatent financial support and encouragement and more recognition of the Importance of such workty the university
community. Until recentLy most university seientilie work.relating'taCanada's North/has been the product of,short,rerrn,
slimmer-time visit's' by academics and graduate students, who ha \re thus be-en expiriencing thd Arctic in the least typical
part of the year While many types Of work (forgexample,lowe aspects of biological research)..6ri be done in the
stimmer, these are large areas of study and research requiring year-round investigation experience. The
need now for-longer-term rescarchyrojeets, rather than three months in 'a Canoe. AdvancePlanning ancrsute'funding
are,essentialin order that such ,projectS can be sustained :over a period of time. They will often be on a largb scale and
involve the participation, several *Part tents or jostifutions. In additibn to theresearch accomplished, such activity will
often provide new and/ eXpanded oppo
undergraduate studies, .

,/./

mities for,graduete studies and for field work and new credit courses in

The Arctie,Reseatch and tra*ing Cetit/re (ARTC) at Rankin)nlet in the Nuirthw
yirle,-td.nicel..the need forint the spot year-found
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It has, thus,_been a major goat of the Centre ,`to encoura esearch which, while being' academically respectable and
of-Ingh quality, can at the same time make some contribiltion to the north, of the country! as a-Whole'. The Centre has

the integration and co,o(dination of studies seeking, where possible, to accumulate a sound body of
table knowledge about, the ARTC has encouraged interest and Participation in itswork by;..

hose who have now taken advantage ttfiliis welcoming polidy,
om Many other countritcs, kndicates the lively interest in the

. .

d physical facilities suggested,by the Arctic Research and
ontething of the scope for expanded research'and teaching in
the Sciences- dselated fields this list includes: research in

ional sttidie ?of the Keeviatin-ferritiiry; sdcial, economic,
; &Irak, designed and_exe,uted-sturfles in cultural.

serio y both to the body of knowledge in these fields
41\a to the creatio of constructive pnblic'policies; further do tnentation and analysis in the appropiiate biological
sciences; intend e multi-disciplinary ecological studies; envirO ntental studies; the, provision of meteorological services to a,
variety. of res' eh disciplines and an ongoing climatological ,ectirding programme;pure and applied research in
psychology a education; and more on the spot research in ittedicine, genetics, nutritionrespiratory and gastro-intestinal'
diseases, Men al illness, stress and opiderniology. ID all these areas it is rtecessarylo inyolve,the,Eskimo people more
actively in as isting%With.tlie research. Indeed, they should be encouraged to indicate what they perceive to be the

- 'research need and 'priorities.

also w ed towar
analy*ally nterre
scholars'from °the, universities.' The large numbers o
coming from-nearly mry,university n Canada as well as
approach the Centre has adopted..

The-long list of needs for research, training, operations,
.1-jainingCentre in its brief to theNComtnission may indicate
and about the Canadian North at the postsecondary level. In

. geograph?, transporratiote and communications; integrated re
demographic and logistic analyses on alegional and afeabasi
anthropology, sociology and psychology that could contribut

The Arctic esearch and Training Centre.has already accomplished a great deal and it hai done so on a finanCial .

shoestringAt needs and 'deserves substantially increased public suppbrt,Thdth because of the intriiiiic scientific and social
, value of the work' that it is doing and because' of the importance, of this work to the Canadian community. For the same

?, reasons, the important activities dinditcted by-1.; parent body, \the Institute of Northern Studies, and ,by.several othe4
'university.instirutes, centres and programmes off northern studies merit and require 'additional financial support from the

public purse and frpm private donors. These others'-include: the Boreal Institute forNorthern Studies at the University of
Alberti.'.the Centre d'etudes norsliqnes de l'Universite Laval, theCentre de recherche du Moyen -Nord de./fUniversito du
Quebec a Chicoutimi, fhe extensive northern studies programmeS at McGill University and the Uncversite de Montreal, and
the developing programme.of studies concerned with northern Newfoundland and.Fabrador.at Memorial University.

The establishmeidol the ARTCin 1966 'recognized thi! serious need for university-basedprogramme of research.and
teaching permanently lo'cated in the Canadian Arctic, However, nearly a decide later,,it is still the only permanent cfntre
with .a teaching component operating at' the post-secondary, leyei in the Canadian `North; The interest it has aroused And

its remarkable success to date, as well' as the obvious needs for far- more teaching'and research relating tIo-the North', point
to the 'desirability and feasibility of now taking Smite further, definito,steps expand academic resources in the ;North on

elOngterm and,,coin 'oinuing basis. In the chapter community colleges the Commission has suggesteethe desirability of
establishing one or more conmtuntty colleges in the. North!. perhaps one below the treeline ota one above the tree line in

, .
Eskimo 'country, and' it wishes to repeat e suggestion'in the context of4sischagier.

. , . .
. - f. .. .-

ie.,' Beyond this'the Cothmission recommends'that serious consideration be given to the establishment Of the. nucleus of a
univetsity.,iit the North. lin Mating this-recommendatfon: the Commission does not Have in mind the 'instant creation of a
university with extensive physical platit7 Wbr does it propose that 'ittelt dnniversity should necessarily b lanned,in the
tradition-al form and pattern-of.sucl institutions iti:the South. Th&ConitnissiOn is suggesting thatnow is th ime to

,

. , . .

.establish, in die North, on a' pennanem basis, a limited university programme` of- and] research addpted meet
. , , /

the aistinctive needs al the region. Theiprogratinne, for etamplel should serve and give expression to the culturei of
, .... .

original pecfplei of the Nifrili in additiOn to providing base for teaching,atrdistudy,relating lo other northern needi an
,

circumstances. The,emphasis in the planning for such a yiniversity,tiucletis might Well be On an iinaginative and extensive
use of-the. technology of vommunications.1.8 lt,is clear (hat, through the exploitaion of naturakresoarces, substantial
wealth 's about to .betremoved from the Nortit, it seems easonable, and prudent, that somesinall part of this wealth be.

.

tapped to serve the longtenn educatIonal requilements Of those living in this region. ./ 4
, S
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Against this,. it will be arguied that there is no( yet the population, in the North to support such an institution.
However, such arguments were also ,used some sixty years ago by those who thought then that it was nonsense to
estatilith'the nucleus of a unixersity in Alaska. In retrospect, it. seems clear that,the right decision was taken by those who
looked beyond these arguments and proceeded to lay the foundaticins for a University of Alaska in 1917. The fact that
the nucleus of this University was established theh, when the population of Alaska was similar,to the present population -
of Canada's northern territoriesmeant that it_ could grow. With the State, responding to'its, needs, and playing a vital role
in its development.

. ,
In addition, and perhaps as an immediate step towards the eventual establishment of a university in,the North, the '

Commission recommends that one or two Universities open extension depaiktments in some of the far northern
communities, to help provide their inhabitants withle.arning and training o ji poriunities not otherwise accessible -to them;

in conjunction .witilisuch developments in the North, much more should be done to provide students at the existing
Canadian universities in the South with a knowledge, awareness and underst riding of their northern heritage and of its

It implications for this country and for their lives: Just how far, this is from 'rig done now is indicated by the estimate, of
a departmental chairman at one university, which h'as had a long tradition.o northern invbement, that 'only About 1%

111\

of our students get ens:nigh exposure -to develop any sort of consciousness'() the north'. He, and others, emphasized to
the Commission the necessity of giving more attention to the Canadian Nort in appropriate areas of the sciences
curriculum, as well as in the social sciences and humanities. The need for mo e travel and research funds to enable

- graduate students to 'work in the North was often noted. It was also frequent y suggested t at irwolild be useful to
'arrange for those undergraduates pursuing a major interest relating to this regi n to be able spend a period of time there.
in their senior years; as part of theii'regular academic programme. They have ce now only if they succeed in

obtaininea summer job. .

At the secondary level of education, it should be noted that the Youth Sci ec Foundation Summer Science Prograin
isalready making a useful contribution to increasing knowledge and awareness of Canadian scientific concerns among"

promising stu,dents. Under the auspices of the Foundation, thirty Of the bright t- Grade 11 and 12 students in Canada
spend four weeks in tbe summer diScussing_and studying the various disciplines involved in identifying and solving
environmental problems. The aim is to develop within the student; originality and independence of thought and a critical
approach to problem-solving. The environmental theIne introduces these future leaders of science in Canada to he
interdiscipliApproach to complex problem-solving and to some of the urgent environmental problems facing Canada.
All students are on scholarship. The total cost`ot approxiniately$25,000 is borne by the Federal Goverrunent and.by
various private sources. The trograni is a small but significant investment: in our youth, and in the future 'of Canadian
science; it 'deserves support. It might, indeed, he desirable to assist. and encourage the Youth Science Foundation 1,0*
eplarge its activities to include several of these special science seminars each summer, perhaps to be held in different_regions
of the country.

The'Conimission,received many comments and subinisiion"s concerning science inthe.undergraduate curriculum. But no
subject concerning curriculum received more comment than the need to equip science.stuaents wish a better Isnowledge
of 'contemporary and historical Canadian society, and the Parallel. need to equip non-science students with abetter
knowledge and understanding of the important part played by science inOur society:To take the second point first: as.

:matters now stand, universities in Canada are producing each year thousapds.of graduates whose kn'owledge and
understanding of the role played by science in our total culture and,intheir lives is minimal to zero. The point has been
put clearly and Itintly by Dr James Guillet in his observation that 'the vast. majority. of university and college (arts)
graduates a - entifically illiterate! 19 This situation is perpetuated as, many of these graduates, in turn, become
teachers and/or parents. For students in non-science courses the ;Problem, essentially, ;is that not enough attention is being
given at the postsecondary level tothe provision of general education concerning the sciences; virtually all university
science courses are designed only for students specializing in one of the scientific disciplines. As 6. r point out, a
satisfactory way has yet to be foumj to maintain the traditions of excellence in the specialist discipline 'while prOviding
for the needs of studtnts fur whom a science course is a peripheral subject, either because they are majoring in a different '

branch of science or because they are not majoring in the sciences at ail. Moreover, most textbooks suitable for use in -

such, general science courses are published in the United States and deal mith Artiertcan themes.
. rt.

The Comnussion is encouraged by recent initiatives in this regard undertaken by the chemical Education Division ofundertaken

1 6(3. s ,
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.the Chemical Institute oP.Canatia-,::Flie.Executive of,tlid Diviskin has devoted a great deal of attention to the mead for .

b'asic evidses for studbins in the ruipsciences that cair provide both academic rigour and a non-Specialized approach to the
. study of scientike..concepts ilia-.pplications,.witli ,Specific emphasis on Conadianrproblems. Thwards-this end, dims
solicited,the'help 81; all inteteste.d members of the Chemical:Institute. of Canada-ineroviding informatiop for an
evaluation of existing cthirses and textual material and in suggesting topics of special relevance to chemistry in Canada.

- The Institute, sponsored a symposium to explote thivubject in 1974.. ..
A . - ' r.:'

The'Commi mssioic comend; the cligitjal Institute of Canada for these initiatives, encourages other scientific -A
A

e
associatititts, univeilities, colleges and awarti-gianting councifs to place higher priority upon the ,need for general science"
courses and for textbooks suitable for use in such edurses. There is astrong cap to be made for requiring all university

students to fake An introdu.ctory course in the'sciences that would give to them some basic knowledge and understanding
of the part science plays in ourculture and society. At the least, such a course, well-planned and of a good academic
stit4-,$.1ard, should he available at eyeiy university as an option open to students.nOrmajoring rn - science.

. . .- - .-. ..'..
The converse is also tale. It inaywell be time to, require students majoring in the sciences to take courses that will

provide.thein with'atleasta-basicInowledge and understanding of the society within which they live. Tile Commission
received iiiimerons briers .and reiartisei*iinsrfrom scientists and non-scientists alike, urging this point. The dean of one
graduate acuity ih the scie ces reportedthiat niany Canadran,,students, even at the post,graduate level', have little or no

... ,
knowledge of thisLAti or of, its ,nstitutio In his view, it is difficult, and even dangerous, for such students to
proceed to farther academic or pro sional qtiaii IL 'ons without'stime better understanding of the society within . which
they will he applying their spedialized knowledge.

. . . .
, .

Wei find a general, lack of a3vareness 'often bordering on ignorance among students entering this prOgrainnie, of
contemporary and historical Canadian society. They have too,:ljttle understanding of whatI call "the social dynamic
of Canadian society" and.tylefittle understanding of the structure.of our society, including itsinstitutions and the
nature of functions, pearled.

.

The C, Ommission recommends' that cottrses he available, at least,as an option, that' would 'enable all'science students to
study the history. institutions, and social and gijItoral flathework of their societyoand also to examine the role of the. -
scientist in this society. . - .

.i
. ., .

.

14.wily hriefs and representations to the, Conimigsion reflected the growing interest in science policy As a sullject in itself
for study and debate. This is. indeed, an important area now requiting the same kind of sustained research and-3tiention '
that has long been given by the academic community tooiher aS'pects of public policy. As the Senate Special Committee.
onScience Policy has observed. 'the standard and quality of life' in (his country will be largely determined ti the way in
which the people and their institutions respond to thi: prospects and perils of the apulic'ation al' science and
teAnology..?° The, Commisiion recothmends that teaching..and research in' thtrfield of'scienee policy he more fully
recognized as an appropriate element in the academic curriculum and in universityresearch activities, both in the sciences
arid in the social sciences. . l .J

A

g

, e

The fommission must also report 'that it reeeived many representations exricessing concern' at the large numbers of
foreign tacultyymembasholding position's in teaching and research the sciences it.Canadian universities. This issue is
fully, examined in the chapter on human resourees -anti recinnmendations ire -matte there din this subject. However, it
shoujd be noted hew, that such representations Ofteii argued 'that the is a close relationship betveen the citizenship pr
academic background person and his likely, interests in teaching and researchAM the basis of this argument. it was
frequently suggested that the lack of attentitin to Canadian cireunistaLes and problems in.the science curriculum and in
research programmes resulted. in part at least. from the Patt that-min-Canadian faculty'members are often not interested
in Canadian' questions. One brief. for 'example, changed that 'a sizable scandaJoin Caliadian universities is the number of
faculty members in' the Natural Scie4A whose dine piolessional interests lit: in other continents'.

. , -
. .

, . .
. .

It is difficult.to l'irt'ive or disprov,d slittli charges. or even to identify anti acquire bran dato-upon which Some reasonable
judgement could be Made. However. it inaa he helpful to make two obsefvid)ons hete. First; the numbeLof.

. ,

non-Canadians lioftlitig full-time teaching Vositions in'tlit sciences is indeed lai*,!although not- as large as is the 'case in
., . .

many fields in the liunianit and socia4ciences.,Data.gathered fiy Statistics Canada for .1973-1974 indicates. for
:.1 - . ,..

, . ' * ;
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- example, that of university faculty members holding full-ti appointments in t year at Caniclian universities over forty
per cent, were non-Canadians in geography - (46.3%) and mathem cs (42,750:and o thirty -per cent were non-Canadians
in such fields as biology (34.2V ), chemistry (33,69L4eology (33.6, 'hysics (30.7%),., zoology (38.6%), In
engineering just under thirty per cent (27,4%) are non-Canadians. The fig ware even mol-es ing when examined on a
regional basis. For example, well overhalf of the full-time faculty membecs in`geography in *este anada in that year

, were non-Canadians and very nearly one-quarter (23.9%) were citizens of the United States. Similarly, in mathematics,
. more than half of the full-time faculty members. in Western Canada were non-Canadians and over one-fifth (21.6% were

American citizens. In biology noitCanadians comprised more than 40 per cent of the faculty members in both the
Atlantic and the Western Provinces. In zoology 60 per cent of the full-time faculty members in'the Atlantic Provinces
were non-Canadians. The Commission's research indicated that no other country in the world had numbers of full:time
foreign faculty in the sciences that even remotely approached these high proportions.,

-Second, it seems reasonab.le td.suggest that the responsibilities of a university teacher to his students include some
obligation to relate to them effectively as a teacher, To do 'this a teacher must'know and understand what jkinds of
'knowledge and experience, his students bring with them into the lecture hall or laboratory from their homenvironment
and previous schooling in order-that he can relate what is taught and its manner of teaching to these conditions. Thus he
can ensure that his students ate-equipt)ed, amongst other things, with the knowledge that will help them to live and work
effectittely in their own particular socielit,-this obligation applies to Canadian and non-Canadian faculty members alike.

.

The 'remark's made by the Commission-sv- ar in this chapter are not intended to suggest that Canadian problems br
conditions are heing ignored in research and teac i the'sciences-throughout the university system. However, it is clear
that in many 'instances studies that deal with the Cariklians__ in often reCe-we---littleigiority, and iha anyTareas of
research and teaching in the sciences of special importance to---Canida late--beiri_. neeectect-Many unhersity'sc. fists, and
in some cases entire university science departments, are devoting an enormous am firMe and'effort to science
interests that have important Canadian dimensions. But many others emphasize what one brief referred to as
'conventrtmal problems research and teaching interests which often are barely distinguishable from those to be found in
the tlnitv4 States or Europe, which are well worked over, and from which the benefits to Canada in terms of meeting
Canadian priorities and objectives. are not necessarily _significant'.

...
The Commission hastens to add that these short - comings are by no means all the result of neglect by the'university

community. In many of the neglected areas, particularlY in....research, it' haappireri4 been difficult if not impossible to
obtain funding from Canadian agencies. In otters the money made available was insufficient for the purpose. In still other
cases' Government laboratories had a virtual r onopoly and were not about to share it. An additional prOblem, as noted
earlier in this chapter, is that many university scientists are understandziblyjeluctant to involve themselves in the study of
problems and phenomena .relating specifically, to Canada if they know thatygood deal of Information of great
importance to their study will not .be available to them, .but will be reserved for the private consideration of Government

'analysts and private corporations. The Commission's investigations indicated that there are indeed, af any given time, great
masses of researched scientific data in of- Government departments and private corporations of ,which-
independent university-based scientists may not he awary,.or to which they may not be-.given access. This withholding or
conciting.of researched -scientific findings poses serious problems for the independent academic scholar.2,1

4-
On thellaS 'is of the representations received and of its own inquiries, the Commission concluded that what Is needed 1.

now is a much greater conscious emphasis upon Canadian aspects of scientific activity arCanadian universities, a stronger
willingness to discover ways in which university research and teaching in sciences can be related to..Canadian,problems and
opportunities; and a recognition Covernnftt, and the public that universities cannot meet this Challenge without,
substantial additional financial support. In itresenting 'this conclilsion, the Commission wishes to stress that it is-not trying
to doWngrade scientific research or leaching that may have little or no specific relevance for Canada. On the contrary, the
Commission warns against the dangers of over-stressing national interests in science. Just as Canadian art is not limited to
painting Canadian .sjibjects, Catiadian.vienci5 is not, :Ina should not, he limited to themes with specific or immediate
Canadian relev'ance. All scientific. work should lit; or universal interest apd, often, of universal application. As already
noted, Canadian scientists have made great progress ire' achieving, international recognition for their contributions both to
the development of fundathental knowledge and to its application. The experience of a number of countries that have
!Milled their scientific efforts to matters of immediate national importance are vivid remirkers of how real the dangers of

16.8
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setting such limits can be. Several countries that orice were in the forefront in scientific research are no longer leaders,.at
least'in part because Goverhment insisted that their science by, unduly restricted and directed towards national concerns as
perceived and defined by politicians. The expansion of research in areas of Scientific insuirkof direcrand immediate
relevance to Canada should not take place at the expense of the (fee and unrestricted basic research that is the key to

.fundamental scientific knowledge.--

s

,

Nor should such expansioh take place at the expense of fielping Cdnadians to keep abrast of scientific advances in
other countries. It is, of course, essential that Canadian scientists be, able-tb take advantage of, or take itito account,
scientific initiatives outside the country, even when these may not appear to be of specific relevance to Canada. Moreover,
opportunities for Canadian scientists to join with scientists of other-countries in co-operative and comparative studies

`"------ ,,deserve strong support.23 The resolution of many Canaditn problems 'rests on research that would be classified as
< ivteinat'val. however, such research will often more readily benefit Canada if it is done in,this country.

.

Transdisciplinary and Cooperative i1/46_iyprdache
Canadian Studies,in the Sciences
In_both teaching and research in Canadian studies in the sciences, it will often, be helpful to make.use of apprakchesthat
cut across disciplinary lines and involve chose co=operation between various departments within a university, or between

- several universities, or between universities and Government.andindustry. The-slow development, Atli very recently, of
transdisciplinary and co-operative approaches in the sciences in Canada may, indeed, have been factor in the lack of
attention accorded to some areas of scientific study of 'particular interests to Canadians. In comparison with Gankda, such
approaches appear to be more- advanced in the United State's, in the United Kingdom.and in several tithe!' countries,
where a good many scholars have appreciated, for some'yeal-snvw that,.with rapid deyelopmentiin knowledge and
teclfology, it is increasingly difficult for one,person, working within the confines of one, discipline, to tackle certain
kinds of problems without the assistance of other scientists working-in various other disciplines and fields.

This theme was-effectively developed by br Alexander King, the uhairman-of the,International Federation of Institutes
of Advanced Research. when he delivered the annual Science Policy Foundation lecture recently-in' London. Dr King
called for a fuller participation..by the-scientific comniunity in the attack on important social )Problems and argued thilt it
was often essential that research directed towards these problemshouldbe genuinely transdistiplinary. Dr King noted
that much lip service is.paid to die need for multidisciplinary Of transdisciplinary research and.co-operation, but_that,the

reality is still unimpressive, with the, current levels of such research far 6(4w-the critical threshold eequired to°make any.
significant impact,. In his view a transdisciplinary attack on intejlectuAl and .material problerils was nevessaryfor both the
penetration into areas of huMan, ignorance and the solution of the "probletitsoecontiinporary society. Faced withthe-
groWing.and increasingly complex problems of energy, the environment, and the 'food-health.popiliation' situation, the
scientist working on his own, Dr King suggested, was impotent: as wits.tbe ciigiFlCer, the'economistothe politician; Each .
could propose only fractional solutions.. If this is true2science.policy.canItardly be conceived or implemented.ili
isolation. but ,must be, evolved in articulation with economic, soCiat. education5I and otherpolicies:, he concluded..

' , .
. Schlars from iliaerent disciplines can co-Op3rate on a project in a number of ways. the-if co-operati'ori,may range

from 'the contriumication of ideas- to the mutual-integration of organising conceliks,.mdthodologyi. procedures,
epistemology. terminology and data and the joint .organization of research and educational undertakings93.'1n any case; a

`number of scientists strjssed. both-in briefs and letters* tolhe Commission and al its public hearings, brat, in the years.
'ahead. Ciinadian scientists will be faced nine and more with problems requiring co- operative 'research ekorts toachieve

. solutions. Several pointed out that upiversities are particularly suited to undertake such co- operative research endeavours.

For example. huge development projects like the protmsed.Mackenzie Valley Pipeline and the James Bay Ilydtoelec'tric
Project' provide challenges that Will require the closest co-operation between natural scientists, social scientists and
jhumanists to ensure that these -projects serve the public interest in envlromitenial, econornic.and sociarterms. As one brief *
.....,,

. pot...,it: ,
.. .

. .

No one will quarrel with BIZ-fact that our technology has an enormous impaction our.economic 'turd social life. All
too Often recently'we have come up against stumbling blocks --, the energy crisis, piiilution; etc. The broad:

. , 1 09
., .
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opportunity for inferdisciplinary and somewhat more reflective silIdy makes the university an ideal setting o take a
long look, at the choices which confront Canada..ln sortie ways these long looks from the university can 'e
mire dispassionate and broad& in their sensitivities than that government departments usually charged' rth ,their
implementation.

N

Neverttteless)here was some feeling that university scientists may be ill-prepared to addregthernselves to these
problems because of the traditional preoccupation of the university system with the importan of the individual scholar
or student working in isolation. The same view was expressed colourfully in a reboot article y Professor J.R. Vallentytie. .

. . , . .

Our educational system is almost exclusively devoted to teaching and assessing individuals on the. basis of work_ .

conducted in isolation. It is as though we have been training players for individual roles on football teams without
ever subjecting them to experience in cooperative play, creating soloists 'for.a world in which orchestration is the
rule, soliloquists for an audience that prefers Shakespearian drama. I believe the selective barriers to group activities
in our educational system should be modified not only to permit, but to actively encourage, the development of
co- operative work undertaken, jointly on a group-survival basis by two or more individuals with 'different disciplinary
backgroudds.24 ___

.,_ .---
---.---,-- ,

. _..--
Parr ofoithe prohlem may arise from the extent ch recognition, status and advancement irnhe_Sciences ar _highly.,

,b 41

discipline- oriented and largely dependent upon peer .evaluation ne, particular discipline. A scientist collaborating
in a team effort 'with other scientists on problems bearing directly on Canadian conditions or society will often find that

,.such co-operative research is slower to yield publishable results, and thatthese results when they come may perhaps,, be
less likely to impress colleagties in the field who will be deciding his or her future than would have been the case if he
had chosen to work alone on research Within his own discipline. But; as 'Dr King pointed out in his Science Policy
Fourt.edlition lecture, the rigid system tif the classification of the sciences in neat little boxes marked chemistry, physics,
zoology, etc., as laid.dOwn a century-And a 'h,alf ago no. longer corresponds to the ,unified fabric of knowledge'.

----..,,,.., ,

The bias agai transdiscipliry,and co-ope'rative approaches in scientific research,extends to teaching as well. It is
embodied, for exan yzE. l,,: _customs f evaluating students solely on the basis of their individual performance. A
number of briefs, while iwit-qUestioning the Illness orsucha process of evaluation, questioned whether it was by
itself, adequate to produce graduates" ble of dealing with the future needs of Canadian society. They suggested that
some greater emphasis should b placed upon Linvc2lvement in groUp projects in which_ stukrits fulfil their
academic requirements through: tu- ation in co-operative en' s, as well as on the basis of theirindividual:__
initiatives. One brief ath/anced tit idea, for-eka.mple, that co-oRerative sty to : I experiments for wl ,

recognition would be given to 'co operants as melnbers of a spdtific unit' should be enco' gedat both the
undergraduate andgraduate levels, --r,

.
.,

----.4...

' The rigidity of some federalltinding'palicies,atad procedures, and especially the reluctance to make funds'available fop .
:,, .

itilegrativ,g, work in the sciences, are allied obstacles to the deyeloptnent of transdisciplinary and co-operative approaches
.., .to (Larizidiait,saidies in the sciences. Currently, a substantial amount of good transdisciplinary work tends to be ineligible

for. gran -t from federal award-qanting agenCies because ttiC' granting policies of these agencies are oriented towards
supporting work4n-t_parflcular diseiplines rather than,in areas that cross disciplinary lines. This situation has been. ---, . ------,...".iggravated by the fact that recent restrictions on the fun& available have tended to force the granting councils to place

._
giVtest emphasis on the preservation of Core aspects-4_06f rqearch support responsibilities. -'

t 7 , , ti. ,
, .-

Certain new trends in federal fundfng policies relating to the-seierices -at universities alaiSscourage transdisciplinary
.

----------w*. 'These trends will -be discussed, in more detail later, -in the chapter-. It may-be noted here, however, thatone such
trend- is rds discontinuing block funding in favourof research contracted by Government departments, thereby -;----

redudngor>efirnina financial assistance to many transdisciplinary programmes, a problem compounddd by geneyal
huttgetcutting efforts in post-seconeducation. In such circumstances, individual' departments, because they are older
and. more established. genefally are better ank-,10-;sitrvive than arelransdisciplinary programmes and centres.

,

he unfottunate plight`of tilt Centre for Settlement Studirs at the University of Manitoba illustrates the serious
diffit.suittes that arc already being encountered by some of the early-established programthes or centres of transdisciplinary

.

7 '
e
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research. Despite the excellent work it has beep doing, and despite its development over the past seven years as a major
centre for transdisciplinary work in several area of 'Canadian studies, the Centre has been 'forced to terminate most of its
activity because its initial block grant from a federal agency has run out and not been replaced by other financial support.,
The experience Of this Centre points to the need for continuity and stability in Government financial support for such
.transdisciplinary work. It also- demonstrates the way in which changing trends in federal research funding practices can
have severe consequences for the university coniMunity.

Despite these and other obstacles, there has been some real progress with the introduction of transdisciplinary and
' co-operative approaches in Canadian studies in the sciences-in both' teaching and research. In recent years, for example,

several universitieszhave 94dertalten innovative teaching programmes involving close co- operation between students and
Factilty.in,the nattirakifid social sciences and the humanities. Many programmes of this kind are concerned prinlarily with
the social diiiiiriloi*otscietice and technology and particularly with the cultural and environmental impact of scientific
change-.-One highti_regarded eicarnple-is the introductory survey course 'Collaborative Studies in Scielice and Human

Ktfairs' offered/jointly by McGill and Concordia universitie'i. Originally designed by a historian of science at Concordia
and a biologist at McGill, the course hasbeen given for five years. Students may enrol-at their home univeNity and eath
institution fund'Land addlinisters the course as if only its own students were involved; However, all resources, including ._

library and audiia-visual facilities, are shared. The Commission believes that the McGill/Concordia course_ provides a useful,
mOdel for joint ventures of this type at other universities.2S

4

A crinintn Method by which ckadiap universities have forged links between various disciplines in the study of the
country's problems Pas been to establish transdisciplinary centres or programmes"or institutes. For example, in recent
years nineteen universities have sqf up such institutes in -environmental studies, and more are planned. Another case in
point- is the Joint Programme in Transportation at,the Univer'sity of Toronto and York University, which was established

- .in.1970,to coordinate and pion-tote .transdisciplinary research'and teaching in transportation with the assistance of a
four7yeaegrant from the Canadian Transportation COmmission. The Programme has involved faculty and students from
both universities and from such diverse disciplines as civil, chemical and industrial engineering, geography, political
science, aerospace. studies and I3W.. The.activities of the Institute of Guided Ground Transport and of the Centre for
.Resotiice Studies at Queen'sqfitiyersity also illustrate thsignificant progress now being made in the Canadian university
community in degelophig more' ransdisciplinary research focused on Canadian problems and circumstances.

The-Huntsman Mar* Laboratory, Situated at St. Andrews", New Brunswick, provides another example of the
application cif both transdisciplinary and co-operative interor wizational approaches to Canadian studies in'the sciences.

.

The Laboratory is'"avconsortium of twenty-one universities and '*veral Government and non-Government organizations, ..

'neluding the federal Department of the finviconment the New Brunswick Department of Fisheries and Environment, the
epartment_of .Fisheries of Newfoundland and LaPrador, the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, the International

Atlantic SalMon,,Foundation and Ave Canadian fishing companies. Its primary concern is the promotion of teaching and
research in tItt marine sciences. One of its present research programmes is to try to restore kiit.pOpulations of Atlantic

,.._
salnion-in-selected rivers in Atlantic catiada-and 'cCrtain of the New England States. The universities are co-operating in

,
this_,programine wjth.enthusiasm, as are Governments in both the United States and Canada. In addition, The private -
sector is contributing substantial fUnds. The programme is, therefore, a truly co-operative one. Furthermore, it is Of
considerable' regional economic importance. Yet it is not lacking in scientific challenge.

The co-operative. introrganizational approach embodied in the 'Huntsman 'Marine 'Laboratory could well set a pattern
for future prolileni-solving in Canada. Many urgent problems in this country lend themselves to such an approach, which
requires a strong input from' the scientific community combined with the contribution That can be made by Government
and industry. In his Presidential,,address to the Canadian Society of Zoologists in 1974,Dr John Anderson argued
strongly that thriVt--the-applicaVion of this concept of interorganization co- operation, we can vastly improve the
operating effectiveriesg.of,fhe'scieptific community in Canada'.2 6

, : Unfortunately, while academic attitudes are gradually becoming indre favourable towards transdisciplinary and
eo-operative approaches to teaching and research in Canadian studies in the sciences; some financial and organizational

- arrangements. both internal and external hr the universities, seem to he becoming less advantageous to many such
projects. The planned re- organisation of the major awarkl-gianting councils of the Federal Government, which will be
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discussed later in this chapter, may possibly he of help to transdisciplinary studies by placing less emp sis on individual
disciplines in funding research. But what is really needed is a means to ensure adequate funding of re earch that lies
across.and between disciplines and that therefore cannot be readily identified as the particular responsibility of any of the
granting councils.. At the moment it would seem logical for this to become one of the prescribed responsibilities Orthe
Inter-Council Co-ordinating Committee that is to link the activities of the several federal granting councils under the
proposed new arrangements. Thus, this Inter- Council Co-ordinating Committee would itself become a granting agency in
the one area of transdisciplinary and co-operative studies.

Needed, too, is an immediate inventory and assessment of existing transdisciplinary research centres and institutes in
Canada. Such an inventory would provide a useful overall picture, which is now lacking, of developments in this field
across the country. It would be helpful in drawing attention to areas of neglect and of opportunity for additional
transdisciplinary work. And it would be of assistance to federal and provincial agencies, and to private donors, in making
decisions about the support to be extended to this'area of university activity. The preparation of such art inventory
should he undertaken by the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC) in co-operation with the Federal
Government. Because transdisciplinary research often tends to relate to specific regional or provincial interests, the AUCC,
in undertaking the proposed review, Should also work closely with appropriate provincial authorities.

117
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The Commission believes that tranWisciplinary work in the sciences deserves more 'support than it has been getting,
both- because of the value of such work to.science in Canada and because of the important contribution this approach can
often make to the solution,of problems of 'a broader nature. One of the many advantages of transdiscipliriary studies is
that students ani1 researchers can interact with, and gain knowledge of, disciplines outside their field of particular interest
or specialty. Transdi4:iplinary studies also serve to introduce scientists to problems faced by others in their work.
Moreover, they help the non-scientist to understand the impact of science on Canadian society. And they encourage
scientists to he more aware of the general milieu in which they work and of the needs of the society that supports them.

The Commission recognizes. of course, that many professors, including some of those most active'in transdisciplinary
work, belies/4;111m the usefulness of such work Must not he overstated. For example, there is a danger that
transaisciplinarity, carried tun far, can produce generalists who are to remote from particular problems to evaluate

"thelpful lines of research. ur to generate appropriate responses from within a specific discipline.' The
'information- explosion' has of course rendered this an increasingly serious problem. Consequently, some professors think
it may he a mistake, to expose an undergraduate to too wide a range of disciplines. According to this view, it is preferable
to equip"a student, at the undergraduate level, with a ttiorough grounding in only one discipline and then subsequently, ".

at the -graduate level, to 'expose the student to work involving a variety of disciplines. III noting this widely iield view,
however, one must also acknowledge again the counter-view that too many science students are entering graduate school
with a general lack of awareness,. bordering on ignoriince, of contemporary and historical Canadian society and, indeed,
with disturbingly limited knowledge of the sciences outside of their own field of interest. By the same token, most arts
students arc entering graduate school bliSsfully ignorant of even the main headings of current scientific endeavour and of
the important part that science Will play in their lives.

On balance, it would seem essential that students at the post-graduate leve s iou d be given some-c-xpe-rienee-wittrthe .--
transdisciplinary approach to research. Moreover, at least sonic exposure to transdisciplinary work at the undergraduate

often help the student to obtain a broader perspective both 4)f...science and of Canadian society, which can
contribute. tcl his ur her preparedness for graduate work later. A recent Science Coiiii-etfstudy _ofhonours chemistry and
physics graduates indicated many-honours graduates felt that the traditional early specialization was too infTekible:2 7
They would have preferred to combine their specialty with courses in the humanities and social sciences. It must also be
remendieredthat mail)/ science students do not goon-to graduate study and that there is an obligation.on the university
to consider their 'needs, as well, in shaping the u;ndergraduate curriculum. For this larke group of students, it is just not
good enough to-say that limitations and defects in the undergraduate programme will be made up at the post-graduate
level. ,

The Commissioni'believes, therefore, that universities should encourage flexibility and variety at the undergraduate level
to enable. science student to gain sonic experience of the transdisciplinary and ur-operative approach, and to combine,
where appropriate, science and nun science studies. Similarly. students in-non-science courses should have the opportunity
to combine some study' of the-sciences,with their work.
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In concluding this section, the Commission emphasizes that t ie comments and suggestions that it has made about the
need and scope for a fuller use of transdisciplinary and co-operarve approaches to Canidian studies in the sciences are
not meant to depreciate research or teaching that is disciplinary i nature. The latter is, of course; indispensable, and it

needs and deserves increased support. The ommission's objective is simply to draw attention to the'increasing
importance of transdisciplinary and co- operas work in the sciences and to the contribution that such work can make to
Canadian studies.

Publishing in Science and Technology in Can da

The frequent unavailability of suitable textbooks and of other academ c public'ations with Canadian content is.another

major obstacle to the development of Canadian studies in many aleas i if science and technology.28 Similarly, the
difficulty of arranging for publication in Canada of their research findings and scholarly work poses serious problems for
many Canadian scientists. That this is the case was amply borne out both by the. Commission's own inquiries and by a
careful examination of the very large number of submissions that it received on this subject.

The following excerpt from a brief submitted by a university teacher of environmental studies summarizes the situation
succinctly and typifies many of the representations received on this topic: ,

411 4
The publication of teictbooks concerns me considerably. On 2ny shelves, have 64 books which have been given to
Me by publishers in birdelito encourage me .to recommend them as texts for my class. Of these 64, only 5
(8.3s; ), of the books are published in Canada and deal with Canadian material; 55 (85%) of the books have been
published in the United States and deal with American issues, and the ;remaining 4 (6,7%) are from the United
Kingdom. This flood of U.S. books means that, if a student goes to the library to look up.anything at all in the
area of environmental studies, the book he uses will almost certainly be an Arnirican book, dealing with the
American governmental system and agencies and with environmental condi6,prinnd problems as they exist in the
United*States.

The brief goes on to suggest that, after some weeks, the student in-such.a citcums nee
thinking as an American-, and 'only the very strong-willed, or the very knowledgeable,, s it

and use the examples in a Canadian context'. Becausehe is reading in the subject al tho.

student 'cores to think like an American and.-te believe that it is ppoper that he should d

to indicate the nature and scope of-the problem, ,.
.

.

is lulled into reading and
cliout the American content
h he were an American, the
so. A few examples may serve

A hrif from an- authority in the field of health care delivery systems in Canada noted how 'unfortunate it is that se
many texts and references. in the health services are based on foreign' experience rather than on ur own'. The
Commission was told by forestry scientists, in briefs and at public hearings, that intiany areas o their field there were no
really good Canadian texts available and that primary material often is 'not in very good shape'. ench-Canadian scholars

, lamented to-the--Commission the dearth of appropriate French4afiguage texts in both the physical:a d social sciences.
They further noted that the English-language texts that must consequerdiy be used in such fields as otology are often
from the United States and oriented to theliterests and prohlerwef that country. Other briers note that nursing

science in Canada, at both the undergraduate and graduate le s, is dependent almost entirely,npon th United States for

textbooks and reference materials. The same point was de concerning university courses /(in resource anagement...
.

An Alberta profqsor of design education ed that 'the most serious gap prelenting 'any informed aw eness of wh'at
is happening in Canada in the field of d gn is, in my opinion, the total absence of any regular publication on design'.

Another brief pointed out that alts igh more material on Canadian aspects of environmental problems is be oming
available in boas, papery, r srts and in other forms, there is still a serious lacleo iuhlished Canadian schola ly

materials in this impor t field. The brief argued that this 'tnakos the'instructor and the students dependent o material

!elated to the and tends to inculcate 4 U.S, bias on problems, achievements and aspirations'.

=Brief's from geographers expressed concern about the 4aLk of geography texts dealing with Canada: One geographkr said
that he regretted having to make such extensive use of American texts, but that the Canadian material wasoften 'either
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unavailable or of such poor quality thdf the Atnerican variety is preferable, even given' the disadvftntage of not bAnte''
topical'. The commission also learned that there.is,iif many areas h lack of good.; quality engineering textbooksthat treat
the Canadian situation. As one engineer expressed, it to the COmmissiort, `mostly pile tbakes do'with AtpAriCan textbooks.
In some cases this is of little consequene, but hi such areas as geology and geotscheology, where,didaisstiln of*Canadian
conditions is paramouht, it is a serious deficiency:,

_ .

Nay-

An excellent example of the textbooks that can be 'produced for Canadian stddieein the sciences is the Canadian
Building Series. Sponsored by the Division of Building Research of the National Research Council, the series consists of
four volumes, with another planned and still others in prospect, 'The volumes already put0- t
contribution to the teaching and application of science and engineering in Canada. They deal with the History ;' r

in Canada, The Performance of Concrete, Muskeg Engineering Handbook, and Permafrost in Canada, Several science-.
teachers expressed to the Commission the view that the series, in the words.of one, `should be compulsory reading for
those in any Way connected with the economic, social, environmental and physical development of the north'.

. .
...

The Science Council has also' made an outstandihg contribution to the development of scientific literature .directly
pertaining to'Cariada through its extensive prograirinieof research and publication...The steadyfloN 'Or reports and speCial
studies producedjSy the Council has added enoodiously to our knowledge and understandingAethe state Of the sciences ".'

in Canada, The full extent and usefulness of this material are perhaps not yet sufficiently<knoWn or recognized by many
, . 3 , ,university teachers. .. , .--.

it a. .

While there is a lack of good textbooks and scholarly volumes pertaining to Canadiarr circumstances in many e ds of
science, Canadian science seems to be better served in terms of journals and periodicalliterature. The Institilleifor .

lo!;kientific Information, Philadelphia. in its survey of 19,740 science journals throughourihe world, ra eight of die -.
eleven journals published by the National Research Council among the top 2.5 per cent of all seienti ic journals" published
,in terms of theb impact.7° By the same measure, seven other Canadian scientific journals rank among the top'Cpet cent
of the world's scientific 'periodicals.3°

', . ,' 7
,

The'se and other indkatbrs provide striking evidence that many important areasof Canadian science are noWlsestved-by. '
journals of a quality and reputation that may be surprisingly high to many Canadians, including some meinbers"of_the .

scientific. Nniniunity. In addition, several good publications concentrate on popular articles, for example. Science
,

Onansion. Quebcc,Sch;lice and Canadian Research and Development, while Science Forum has'played a useful role' by
,,

focusing upon science policy. , .

.. ,
Nevertheless, scholars 'in, some scientific disciplines lack opportunities for publishing in Canadian journals. :

Representata ins o_the--Comtiiission, for example, cited the need to expand the'opportunities for the publication of
scholarly articfes in Canadian journals in such fields as urban sttidies, architecture, environmental studies and' building
scietiees. In most of these fields, and in various,. other areas of science and technology, there is still no .first-class scholarly
journal in Canada. .

,

. . . ,t, ,

Despite'; the tremendous interest and importance of.civil engineering to this country, it was.only a year ago that the first
issue appeared of a Canadian scholarly journal devoted to this subject.3' Papers published by this new journal will
'normally be expected,to demonstrate a clear association with or relevance to Canadian civil engineering problems or-
practice'. Prior to this, except for the ea/Lathan Geo/Min/cot ./c`itirnat, there had been no significant outlet for Canadian
civil Qugineering.research other than llnited States and European journals. .,.

J

Mention has already been made of the high quality of the Canadian Medical Association Journal flowever,.it is,the --
oniv really scientific general medical publication in.Canada. The journal of the Royal College of Physicians. and Surgeons ,

and the Canadian Journal of Surgery carry only material of clinical work. A large,- proportiOp of the clinical investigation
.141ti-teseatch undertaken in Canada is published in journals eased in other countries' Represeins-lo.the Commission:-

urged the need for a Canadian journal of clinical investigation.

The Canadian urse,. the.publication the Canadian Nurses Association, deals,primarily, h rticles of general
interest. Very little space is devoted to scholarly, writing and research, except for pUblicati of abstracts of research-
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,

completed by Canadian nurses. Of necessity, the. Canadian nursing profeSsio,n relies heayily bpdn Nursing Research, a
journal Ilevoied to !research in nursing published in tbigAlnited'States.

There are a number of reasons for the dearth in various fields of science of Canadian printed materialO suitable for
teaching arid also for". the lithitations on the opportunity for Cariadian,sCientists to publish their scholarly Work. For the
most part, these reasca)s- relate to the general difficulties that surround publishing in Canada; and They are discutsed iff
more detilf in the chapter on publishing and Canadian studies. 'There are, hoWeVer; several reasons that have particular, it .

not thchisive, relevonee for the sciences". One of these concerns the attitude of scientists themselves, both to writing .

erials for teaching purposes and to publishing in Canadian forums.t, , . - .

--

The Commission found that among many scientists at Canadian universities there is still a lingeringdoubt about
Whetheiwritipg:textbooks and helping to prepare other teaching materials is a legitimate area of university activityThis
T10-firm arose at the public hearings of the'commission in every region' of the country. It was clear from the discussions
'drat many university sciatistS*Who would like to contribute in thii-important and useful way are sharply discouraged
from -doing so" by..theatMide of some Of their Colleagues, who believe that suck aetivity:4 not academically respettable".
The poiat was also clearly made in various briefs and printed materiala'submilfed to-the Commission.. For example:.

. . . , '

If we "are.not prepareritO,Write textboOks,'hoW are she teachers going, to teach? And why have.we nrit got "tile.
textbooks? :Because thote of us who call ourselves scientists look down our long'floses at our peers. who 'deign to

- . "waste their time Writing elementaiy textbooks. We say among ourselves "that. is what old menldo after they con .

not cut thIplystard in frontier researetii.2 ,- : 0 .
, 0

. , .. .
/ By tit; same toketr many scientists 'still view publishing in; Canadian journalsas an act-of charity rather. han `as a

particidady worth-w ile scholarly accomplishment or contribution,.As one brief expressed it, the Paucity of writing
'Some eatiadihn"sc)e' ists in'Canadianjourrials-pl'obably relates more directly to.the "pull" d'fOreign journals and tp,th
;leaden-lit reward's in. Canadian universities whicfr are associated, with publishing in, those journals'. Thisyroblem-has been
commented upon by Site Edifor-in-Chief of Research rournOla of the National Research Council who _noted that despite
the bighquality-and repuratiOn of Many Canadian scie'ritif,ic journals, "

. . .. , .
. --!!3 ' t !

., .,
, .

there. is difficulty ", int a!feW fields,. in attracting' the best., work-that,ts .done,,in the country:. A variety of reasons have
been;offered.for this state araffairs but probab the most valid is the national inforimity complex that because
something is CanadianIticannot he as good a somethingiprOduced.eNewbeie. Canadiat Scientific journals can

.
0 . .

.

suppor an scientistsbecome as good as any in the Wald, 'sOlite read; bit only- with the support, Canadiientits 3 3
y are;

,

. It is (Atha that thepublication in Canada More textbooks 'scientific articlekand.scholarly Volumes Will require both

.; ,....a 'changeof attitude on the part of-,scmie lAtists and an adjustilrent in the MilveYsity rewards system to, give appropriate
. . .

'.. recOgnition to such actiyity.; , - -. 4 ' .' .:., .' ' . * :.' 1 . .

.

a
.I' r

. 0.

In regard, to' the puhricalion of ientifje lig6ks, Many Inithors reported to. the Conuffission a lack Of ',both sufficient ,

oppOrturnIy and.sufficient enc.° agement tos.publishOri C'anada.,There appear to be two major aspects to thisprot3lent
many university !presses m nd.nthel. publishers pr.efer,Ninderstanilably,to devote their atention to scholarly books:

that can he subsidized iron' ederalor.provinial funds.While sociA2snentis.tsand humanists are eligible for such subsidies,
for their books,(fOrexar le. fronffile ("titiarla ('6Opell; froty.the,frinnanitiesaiirlSocial.Scien& ReSearch Cotincikand.
from various provincif agencies), nothing like 'Comparable support is available t,?!, assist" the publication of scholarly biooks
in the Sciences:. ;IA tif ,s9bsitli/ support can have, particularly adverse 'ctuisequenc0,fpr antliorsAn the sciences, and,.
for their publist s, because fhe Canadian markerfoc and therefore the potential profit, on scientific booksis small/

. . . .
.

To me this problein, the Commission prop6Ses that,the' Ministry' o'f-gtaie. for Seionee) and Technolo'gy (MOSST)
establi a Working initniince, With api;ropriaterepresentatiOn from the sientifi'l: :ciuriumnity.'to! review' tbe need fOr a,

Ina r Programine to subsidize andlOcipport in Other ways Uthe pi of scientific bOok§ and to recommend to tl)e
ederal vei-ument appropriate ways arid means to haul stroll a programme. The Commission hopes that this prOgramme
, . . .

.w d support the publican& of scholarly volumes, reference-works, textbooks and learning materials, and alSo serious
works for a mOre general audien.Ce on-asocts of science and teelm9logy affecting E'anadian society; The programme
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'shOuld also support the translation and publication by Canadians in Canada; in either or both of out",dfficial biriguages; of 41,

textbooks and other materials published outside Canada th,ara-redirectly relevant to Canadian science. and technology,
including, for example, scholarly works dealing'with research on scientific questions relating toArctic conditions, Such a.
programme would not only help to provide the InpriS' for more Canadian scientific work to be published; it would also

z.

help to reduce the cost of books to students.atfd others, thereb . making them more widely available. y

A second majorobstacle facing aspiring authors in the sciences i the fact that most Canadian puhlisheks are apparently
not much interested-intopics relating to science and technology. Nu 'erous briefs and representations to the Commission

_ underlined and"documented this fact. Onescientist; for example, descr .ed to the Commission his coMPlete failure to
interest any Canfidian publisher in the _finished manuscript of, a book on n important scientific' opic of potential interest
and relevance to Canadians. Some. Canadian ptiblishers returned the manu ript obviously unread: The book- was
eventually published in the United States and the demand for it was so hi that there was a second printing within ten
months of publication, Second and third books,by this wrifer.met with an id ntica response from Canadian publishers,
and these two subsequent books have also sold well after publication in the 1f ited States. The same author wrote to the
Commission:

r.?

%.4.1

.. currently I can go to any Major American or European publisher, and can s n an excellent contract for anew
hook on the basis of only a one-page outline, and yet I cannot get a book pupil hed in Canada even when dl have a '

completed manuscript. In addition, I get four to six requests a year from. variOus American, and European publishers .!

to write for them. However, I have yet to be approached even once by a Canadia publisher.
d

The Commission learned of many other such experiences. ConSequently, it does not `\l elieve that this` particular author's
.

experience is at .a11.-unique.

In fairness to Canadian publishers. as noted earlier itt_this chapter, Canadian content in he science curriculum has not
:''been strong. This has, in turn, adVersely.'affected the"market fUr Canadian scientific books, texts and reference materiarg::

Moreover, while some ,university teaCheis andlihraries have responded whole-heartedly to available Canadian publications,
many hate not preferring to stick with American and European pu,blications with which they are already familiar. As one
brief to .the CoMmission expressed it:

.0 ..

: "The whole situation,recallsthechicken and egg"controv.ersy.Plainly, universities and -coil :es face difficulties in
establishing new courses in,Canadian studies unless they know that- su. ble student texts an reference books are
available.Tirblishers, on the' other 'hand, have suffered enough pro ins over stocks of unsold ooks to make them
cautious about heavy investment in spore titles without reassu cc in the shape of courses on river sity calendars

-
'and students taking those courses. So, which comes-first, the course or the hook'?

Flaving acknowledged this Point of view, however, the Commission' stresses that part of The reason for the lack of
response from university teachers and libraries toCanadian scientific publications is that Canadian publish s often have
done too little to promote their .hoOks. It seems clear that canadian publishers could be more active both i soliciting and.
in promoting books in the sciences.

Finally, mention should he made of 'the problem thatfailadian 'scientific and other journals face as a result of the last
,

increases in this country's postal rates. The costs to the Ca. radian Medical Association Journal, for example, rose
..--- .. .

_---$170,000, nearly putting it out of business. Many Other learned journals had -the_sturre experience. The CMA JOurnal'has,
.

. survived only by'alloiving advertising ivithin.the.scientific and ediforial'PageS:which terfcled both, to diminish its
hard - earned international prestige and to reduce the space available. for schOlarly reportin'g'. At the'same time; some 'of the
'throw-away' commercial publicatioUsi were classified differently and were not subject to, thcsame increase in rates., e

Commission believes that,'beciuSe o'fthe 'puhric tiervice that the Feted, journals provide, and because of the irpporta ce
of this service tp research and 46 scholarly coimmi,Mrcation in'Caninla, the Pbst Offic,e:stotild review its rates for niail4

,

this kind With an eye to reducing them to it,M91A, favoiirable level. '''
_

When all is said about the problems of Canadian-publishing jn the sciences,. one paramount consideration remains: the
market in Canada for learned-publications is limited hicause of the country's relativeli., small. and scattered population.
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metallurgy, rdrigeration,agriculture, transportation,.comintinications tind nuclear reactor technology. The..inventive
.q! contribution of such men as Frederick Newton.Gisborne in developing -undersea telegraphic-cable sYsteMs in the I8,50s .

'and 1.1.V.ilelava in -developing the analytical. plotter, a revolutionary instrument that ushered. in a new era ininapAnaking-,
'surveying, and satellite 'photography Yi the I-960s. is little.krrown. So, toO,isthe Cariadir'seientifidachievement involved
in the deyelopmenaf. the cobalt bomb,' the 'aviation crash .indicator, the variable depth sonar and the. antigravity suit.34

Subsidies, proniotional ctimpaigns, more advantageoUs po'gtaf rates and gimitar rneasures will undOubtedly help. But What is
,

-especially needed is an effort -to drganize effectively the small, market .that does exist.oThe Commission has M mind the
kind of ,approach recently pursued by, the foresters of Canada. HelpZd by the Science Council oT Canada,the deans of
faculties of forestry moat among other matters,hoW,besktci organize the small market for tektbOoks'and
supplemeotary materials relating to their..field. Similar meetings in Other,fields, on a large scale and perhaps involving
academics as wellagpolicylnakers, could do much to bring about strongermechinisms and policies to suppprt the
publication and Marketing of Canadian educational materials in the sciences. Drawing upon.thyxperience of the
Council, the ti4inistry -of Stat6 POr Sciehee.ari0 Technology should now convene a seriespf such meetings, with the ce
and assistance.of representatives.-of the acadeinic and scientific community, of the, publishing industry, of the fedral and
provincial departnients:invOkd in specific fields,f"and)af such bodies as the AUCC, tlf&Association or the Scientific,
Engineering and Technological Community of Canada -(ScItEC),- thy Royal Society of Canada and the various

.

.discipline-oriented scientific organilations in Canada:,

Thq I-fistory of Scierice and jechnologrin Canada
.-

Underdevelopinent of Canadian.publaing.in the sciences, and consequent heavy dependence upon imported
scientifictextbooks, have a number of.!cultural imphetions.. Among them is the Komotion among Canadians of the
inipresgion that this.country Contributes minithAkto-itience, that Canadian science has no history, and, indeed, that ours
is a second-rate scientific comirrimity..,,p,ttik President of the Royal, Society of Canada, Dr Claude. Fortier, suggested 'Co

.. the Conimisgion there is,_:'ai4larining lack of higtoriCaPperspective in.:4,h6 teaching of science M Canada'. The'toMmission'
agrees with this view,and .shar4s.the co'neern that it implies. The -Corrunission's inquiries indicated clearly
large, scientific developments-are being' presented in the lecture fiall'and Classioom,as though they emerged fronrnothirigif"
without struggle,. appearing hell grown. The-result of this rootless approach 'a form of illiteracy' among university,o'

students in regard To seientific,achievernents and the processes that led to them.'
.

If this Illiteracy' -exists to a stRileing degree; amongst science student's as it does it is even more widespread
a-inongst students' in the humanities and social sciences. Most Canadians" do learn at least something about Saunders'
wheat. Banting-and Best's insulin, and the engineering and applied science feats involved in the building of Win liorne's.'"-
Canadian Pacific Ritilway. However-, ever highly educated Canadians are almOSt wholly ignorant of many other important:
Canadian achievements in scierli3e. There is little appreciation, for example, dr the very' significant rolo that Canadian
scientists and technologists have played in the development of many aspects of oil technology, electricalengineering;"

Nor do Canadians appreciate the part played by scientific break-throughs, hoth at home and abroad; in stlaping.,and,
making possible 14 development.of this country. Not everyone will wish; or be able, to fathoth the arcane complexities
of modern teCIrilgy. But many aspects of the history of science that could tell a greatdeal about Canada would he of
interest to most.Cairadlans. For example, the timely invention'of Bessemer's steel and Nobel's dynamite.had great
significance for the )iettlement of the CatilldianWeseend for the development of the country's railway systeM; and the
discovery of tick uses for nickel 'and' copper made it practical for Canada to: develop these resources and to become,a
world leader in theirmoduction. .

' l'nforttinately. few Canadians.eveh at the level. okiniversity education, learn about 'suchimprirtant.tacets of their
country's histOry. Canadian seiriol children le',Ini of the acconTlishmentS ar0.,impact..of science in other countries, such

,---.

as the \polio flights and S,putnik, but they learn virtually nothilip. about the accomplishinets.S.....and impact of science in

- their own country. And the reason is that they are not being, taught sue)" matters.

.

...,'
... li

Indeed. whole are-is in the 'history of t'anadian science ,remain ninesearched Ad ainwititten.Aside from historical,.
material on.a.fem., industrial,d,evelopinent,biographical inatyrial mra few outstanding scientists and s2me. studies-of,

,,,,i
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Government-depar cents or agencies the list 6f readily available bOoks on general aspects of the history of science and /
technology in Canada is much-too small.

Research, publication and teinihing in the history of the scieLes is, in fact,*ons-of the most underdeveloped fields of
scholarship in Canada. However, potentially it is one of the most interesting and illuminating. As one reef to
the commission pointed out:

In engineering and technology, as in science, a relatively moast effort in historical resealich would certainly produce.
useful, interesting and illuminating infOrmation about Canada and,Canidians.. Quite apart rom the major and
glamorous miles'tones of modern technology, -it is clear enough that the v of history and life in Canada

.........

have been profoundly affected by the hnologies.
.....

.

.....Appreciating the iiiniortande of the , field, several unit/ rsiiies have recently4troduce9.,. udies relating to the history of".
in Canada. In 968 the U rsity of Toront-6:eStablished an lnstitille for theAl:story and Philosophy of Science /

and Technology(.'Friei Institu i ducts research andisupervises,..gradiratestudies-dri such diverse Ryles as the history of/
Canadian technology in a ni eleentlinnyeritury, early steantingine builders'Of York, petroleum technology in Ontario/
during-the I 860i,.mining to mology/aPd-soi:ial,rhange.-in Northern ;Ontario betweei 890 and 1940 and the history cif,
operationalreS'earch in C nada. The Universite de Montreal reeentlwestablished, at the graduate level;rhe Institut

bt de sociopfnitique des Sciences. Whereas the.,,Institute at.TorontoceinCentrates on what might be.ealled the
'`core of the I 'tory and philosophyvf science, the'-,litstitute at Montreal is concerned more with the general field of

Science' and -soc ty.

I-. At

course
undergraduate level virtually aul teaching in the history 'of science id Canada isr,done as,Viirt of general history

. HoweVer, last University of Western Ontario introduced for un,,ergraduates a half-course .ou the history1,,,,,,p,
ience and medic& 'n 'anada, dealing with the development of Sciientific i medical activities in Canhi from

original times to the present. Worth 'noting, too, is the fact that Jason. A, Hannah Chairs in the.,,History of Medical-and
Related /etences are now being established at aviumber of Caiitulian univOsities. The Chairs are designed to promote
tindergraduate teaching, gradUate studieSA,research, publications, imprOveMents in library resources, and interdisciplinary
links relating to the history and eiliiloSophy of medical sciences. .

In addition to these courses and:.programpn the Ministry of Sfie for Science. and Technology, has started a
prOgrpinilie that helps studetilsbr recent gradnates from journalism programmes across Canada t.;'eonduct research and
write during the summer aboutsCanlidian advances in science. Some of their -articles have appeared in the two volumes of

- a MOSSI.,pubhcatiiin*The Mirrored Speetriiiii. As it continues; this programme will undoubtedly help.Canadians to
appre.ciatemore fully the important work and achievements ofCanadianscience: and the impact that -these have upon
their lives and sociAy. The tfrogramme will also help a number -'of young Canadians to develop proficiency in writing
about scientific matters.

The recently established Canadian Society for the Study of the. History and Philosophy of Science also holds promise
for CanadiaP studies. At, present however. the. Society's indexed directory indicates that only about 15 percent of s

members are interested ,specifically in Canadian concerns. This is reflected in the topics dealt with at its .last annua,
meeting:, only about .15 per cent of them were directly flilated to Canadian subjects.

.

Undoubtedly, such developiiients will do much to fill the many gapS that still exist in teaching and writing about the-, .... .

history. of science in Canada. Nevertheless, several Obstacles ndln the:-.0ay of historical studies in Canadian science.
First, and perhaps foremost, is the difficulty of fin a 'home' the university community for this field of academic
work;beither.historians nor scientists have..qui e Welcomed." accepted . The plain fact is that too few history,and

Iscience departments have b&n.w Iling,..tbiecognize thip.signiticance the history of Canadian science,or to accept the
academic validity' of teaching an re.search in this.fireld. MOreo , historians and scientists have.heen- reluctant to

1,
recognile each other's work in this area. A c..liange of attjti i e on both sides is needed at 14ny universities in order to .
open the way -forwell-planned and properly -sustaincd-prograninits of teaching and research in the history of science,
including proVisiop for adeAuate attention to science- iirCanada. The Commission. notes that several universitiesnhaye
resolved some,of-these difficulties by makipg joint teaching appointments between the departMent of htory and,a
particular department of science. TheCoin" Mission comme,nds such an arrangeMent to other universities.
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A second major obstacle to the development of historical studies in Canadian science is the lack of finIncial support
for work in this field, particTari for critical analyses of the development and impact of science in Canada, To help meet
this difficulty4he Commission mt. amends that the Science C6uncil hi:* given additional funds to enable it to expand its
prograMme of gathering and dissenting `nginfprination about scientific and technological developments ill anada, In

' addition, the Science Council itself sh old consider coimissioning,historical studies 6( science in Canada, At the same
time, universities that do not now offer course on the history of science in Canada should, consider introducing such'a
coy*, in order.to provide' students with lb ,pportunity* to learn, about Canadian scientific accomplishments and their-
efrkt on the.country.s development. 1

lo

Facilities feyCanadian_Studi es in .the Sciences

In addition to universities, there are many other institutions and agencies that provide essential supirt,for Canadian
studies in the sciences and that can also do a great deal to help Canadians learn about and appreciate the-i* of science
and technology in their country's devtlopment. In this section the Commiision will.discUss a number of these, rely,
science.thoseums,.botanical gardens, arboreta, Parks; wilderness areas attil zoological preserves.. The Commission is we
aware thatnany other facilities and atientiies, Rio, hive eclevance for Canadian studies in the .sciences. Indeed, their
relevance is often of t more obviotis.:atid readily appre6ated nature, klowelier, the indispAsable ittCariadian.science
of laboratories, computers.. field surveys of or kinds, -communicatiolt networks, space research facilities, 'satellites,
oceanographic stations and similaroperationsjtas already received a good deal of attention in both.public and
private stuaies. The Commission believes, therefore, that it:would be performing-a greater service by concentrating, in this
section, on some Of those science facilities whose relevance and iinportance for Canadian studies are not often widely and
fully appreciated.

Our country's Museums are unquestionably educational institution's of enormous iinportance. Yet the full significance
of then resources and potential educative role is still only dimly ,perceived by much of the public, including many
members of the academic profession. Moreover, they constitute an extraordinarily impdrtant resource for Canadian studies.
This filet is well expressed in the National Museums Act that describes the purposes of the National Museums as being 'to
demonstrate the products of nature and the works of than, with special but not exclusive referende to Canada, so as to
pronnite interest therein 'throughout Canada and to disseminate knowledge thereo1.35 To carry out this mandate, the
National Museums gatl-r2.r, house, study and exhibit growing collections of national significance, provide demonstrations,
undertake -travelling exhibitions, sponsor lectures and support extensive research and publication.

.t.
,

' 'The general subject of museums and Canadian studies is more fully examined in
N
the chapter on tbe conservation and..

study of Canadian viral property.. However, it is appropriate to mite here their particular importane for Canadian
studies in the sciences. In every part of_the country federiil, provincial and locally-supported museums,s well as a

.k

number of private museums.and intiseui collections, are contributing to the work .of the Canadian scientific community
..

and to our understanding...Pof its achRements and the contribution to our society. In Saskatoon, for '.

example, the museum demonstrates.sUperbly not only the evolution of Canadian farm machine mad ,techniques, but
also the importance ollechnoloe in the development of the Prairies_ IN Nova Scotia the,Alexan ,I. Graham; -Bell Museum

4.4

and the ft.-Pners' Museum preserve and illdstrate particular facets of Canadian science and technology;. The new- Ontario
Science Centre is undwtaking .a valuable educational role, and the science departments of the long-established Rom!
Ontario Museum continue to provide services and to engage in, research at a level that has broughfinternittional

.,
recognition to this large and important institution.

It is not possible in the space available to make a .comprehenSive examination of the work of the science museums
across Canada."But the "importance of this work to Canadian studies may be illustrated by reference to the National
Museums of Canada aitd, within this Corporation, to the National Muscum.of Natural Sciences. It should be noted,
however, that another01111e National Museums, the National Museum of Science and Technology, is also totally
concerned with science,. and that a third, the-National Museum of Man, has a very'substantial science 'component.

ThetNational Museum of Natural Sciences condocts. research in zoology, botany. palaeontology and mineralogy. The
Museum also carries out research of a more general nature. An emimple of this is the comprehensive study of the Arctic
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environment, centred around the Museum's field station op Bathurst Island. At present the Museum's scientists are
involved in the conduct of no fewer than eightyone research projects.

In addition to its own research work, and its exhibits', the Musoinp serves the-Canadian scientific community in many
Other direct ways. Studies of the taxonomy, systematics and distribution t?f organisms are a major concern-. Because these
studies are a necessary hiqis for the understanding betcosysteink, they/are of interest and service to all agencies and
trulividnals carrying out research on the environment and its quality condition. The work of systematists and taxonomists
depends on the availability of (he comprehensive collections that only museums are equipped to maintain; this lends a

character of special importance to museums of natural history in this sphere of activity.

nit. Museum's scientists and curators are called vonto identify specimens for cesearehers in Canada and abroad. For
example, the identified more than six tholisand specimens in 1973-1974, at/the request of a number of
researchers. The, Museum's Canadian Oceanographic Identification Centre (COIL) sorts and identifies the biological
material collected in the course of marine and freshwater studios, at the request of the investigators. In 1973-1974, for
example, tilie (01C identified 1920 lots of specimens for more than a hundred agencies; one task required the
estahhshment of a temporary unit at Halifax, to support during seven months the studies undertaken by the Bedford
Institute in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Similarly, the Museum's Zooarchaeological Identification Centre assists.arehaeologists
by identifying the bony material that they unearth. '

Hie Museum co-operates with the university community in a variety of helpful ways. Many professqrs and students are
offered contracts to carry out research projects.j+e Museum's staff supervises and counsels graduate -students. For, . example. thirteen graduates at nine universities were supervised by the Museum's zoologists in 1973-1974, Many members
of the Museum's staff teach universitY courscis and sonic are loaned by the Museum to universities for extensive periods.
One amst recently spent rime months at Simon Fraser University. another is,spending the 1974-1975 academic year
teaching at versirei.aval. The Chief toologist spent 'six months in Quebee,City in 1972, advising a groisp.of three
universities (McGi .aval and 'Montreal) on the planning of a long-term joint study of the St. Lawrence estuary.

s
the Museum each year accepts three post-graduate fellows selected with the assistance of the National Research

Council. Most fellows are Canadian. liut ui the Iasi three years sonic have conic from Japan,Australia, Finland and the
United States. s " ,

A large number of scientific publications arc authored each year by Museum staff members. In *1973.1974, for
example, Museutu zoologists completed 38 manuscripts totalling 95cages, and published 21 papers totalling 713 printedot
pages. In addition, many.manuscripts.from outside authors arc reit:reed upon request by Museum staff members. In
1973-1974, no fewer than 152 manuscripts, totalling more than -3,000 pages, were -referred for comment and assessment
to membors of the Museum'S zoology staff. , 4

The Museum alsolkiblishes sVorks of a popular nature. Examples are Birds of Canada. A Guide to the Freshwater
Sport Fishes of CiMado, The Rocky .1Iouotain 114/c/ Anvers and The Mammals of Canada.

.

From this brief description, it can he seen that the National Museum of Natural Sciences is makinra most important
contribution to Cana-Wan studies in the scienCes, and that in doing.su it is serving and supporting-the worlof the
universities verysubstantially. Unfortunately, however, like Many science museums in 'the Museum, despite the

4very good work that it is doing, lacks the funds needed to enable it to serve the 'public fully. Increased Ismaili:la! resources
would make poSsible a useful expansion in the Museum's work and services in a wide range of Can4dian studies in the
sciences. In light nit' its responsibilities to 'the whole of Canada as a study.'area, the Museum is meagerly equipped with
curatorial staff'. Indeed, considering the diversity andlextent of Canadian ecosystems, flora and fauna, it is clear that it,
can hardly .function as a National Museum, fulfilling, the purposes with which it is publicly charged. To put it bluntly, a
doubling of the curatorial staff is needed, as a start, and thiy will in turn 'entail' additional support staff, accommodation,
and equipment.

'Sgientific Staff are needed to study areas that the Museum is having to ignore a presents piirticularly in, invertebrate
zoology. The demand from research scientists all across Canada in the fields of zoology, botany and archaeology for
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4

.
assistance from the various identification services of the Museum is far in excess of what it can now reasonably he

expected to provide. The Museum's Canadian Oceanographic Identification Centre needs additional specialists in marine
and freshwater organisms. In zoology and botaily generalists are required in each area to carry trot the more routine types
of identification. In tooarchaeology an export is needed to assist with the identification of bony material.

The allocation of stud it assistants to the Museum has unfortunately decreased from thirty-five to ten, because of
other Government prloritie's.'ll could easily make use ,of forty student, assistants during the summer season. Similarly,,the

Museu could usefully double its number of post-doctoral fellows.

The Museum's annual publications budget, which is now approximately.$65',000, would have to be tripled to, be
- adequate to support the publication of even one half of th'e worth-while manuscripts submitted to it each year. At the

present time, it most turn away many promising manuscripts concerning the natural sciences, most of which are sento it

by university scientists. The gre, majority of the manuscripts refer d to the Museum deal directly with the flora, fauna
and mineralogy of Canada. yt is a national loss that their publication 'ther -dues' nor take Ce or is so long delayed.

In-terms of equipment and facilitieS the Museum needs a vivarium. and
..computer systems for the storage and retrieval of catalogue information ih
natural sciences as well its to its own staff. Expensive duplicationin fie
on thestatns of existing collections was readily available. For Thest"reasons it
good sense to expedite the development of the MtlKIllif§Computer systems.

.

reenlrouses. It is in e process of developing
Will be Useful to uni ersity researchers in the

ting could also be a ided if information
uld make both econ ic and academic

The Museunis alreidy 'making a nosartflc.contribution to Arctic research through t station it operates Bathurst

Island: However, the needs arc such that it could usefully maintain two more stations, in ther Arctic localitie

Finally, it is evident that the Museum 'could serve the Canadian scientific community, inclu the universities,

more effectively if it had regional stations or bases. on the cast and west coalts of Canada and rairieregion.

The National Museum of Natural Sciences a%
ithweve'r, require substantially increased resourc
by universities; by the scientific community, byy, t
done in-the natural sciences in Canada. In this the

ganizatibn is, thus, deeply involved in Canadian studie1:14.,does,

eet.the legitimate demands being placed upon it by Cbvernineritd-'
ic, and by the need and opportunity for much mor'e work it be--

reflects the posititm or-all the museums. across Canada'

uch

concerned with thesciences.The educational significance ortheir work needs fuller recognition, and the importance of

this Rork merits more support: Specific recommendations to is-effect are contained in the chapter on the study and
_.,,.

censer ion of Canadian cultUral property. In that chapter the ommisSion-makes recommendations for a wore effective

Canada-Wide system of museums. Here it wishes to stress the imp° tnce of the science-museums within a national system.
_.....

of museums and their need for greater financial assistance. .,, ..

4,

. . ._..

While the science museurns'play a very impottant"role in Canadtarr studies,Ifieir energies are principally directed to

collecting, conserving, studying Aid exhibiting non-livingthings uprooted 'from their...natural etting. Botanical gardens,

zoological preservesond arboreta are therefore necessary 1p. make possible 'the cowl:vat-ion; study anitex.hibitiowof
Canada's-living plants and animals in their natifralhabitat:,13a, as many briefs taithe..ComMisiimpliointed out ;-tacilities,

of this kind are grossly ,deficient in.Canadif. Existilig garde"ns And arboretalack,suppd'rt aneencoi4asient, and Canada ;. ,-

shiruld he Voing.nfacii moreto'conserve-thecountry
,
s,vaited ecological systeiris and,fb, facilitate resCarchielatertto theni.

'The Commission learned witCuxince'rn. for 4ample, that one of it .je.,i/eckriotyltigicalgfirdenl-Wthe' country is in danger-of....
.

country
._....,

,closing Tritcause of lacjt !it provincial ,support: More than *96 fief sugke Sted tljat there only one-arboretum i 'Canada

° worthy of'the,,name, wirdeas there'lltruld be atleast c in.eacli of tirg4geegraPhic regions Orthe nation. In 'vie of the

importance 0141t4festry tv'stviarty par,6 of.the co ry. ii'Caliad4-vvidc system- of ,arboreta.is essential if the coin ,-tO ' ft

...: heiiifrquately eliellpPekl for teaching, and resear in':this field. Towards tiaisend, thtoininission mom 7 A

r '.... : FeSilikland ProvinZial Goveriphents co, opera with tunversiticsN-lliatlop athoreta inI,S'trategie Luca rts across ranhda.
, ' ,---

,, ..., . ..-. * - ' ,

r': i
'-'Nbr is MCA anything resembling a tonal liotpieal gardexns system.S'anadirins concerne the, orderly

deve.lopment and management.abo nical'Ordens litid .isso54ted activities have submitte tailed proposal Tor such a

. ..
system ,tit the Nlinistry of Stine Science anil Teekintilog. The propdspl,callsitir a f botanical gardens in the.

.... '. , .
.

,

,

:*
;
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ta.

major climatic and ecological regions of ( anada in, order to conserve and protect the country's valuable vegetation.
Because mdustrialh ation. land clearing and draining, and general environmental pollution arc fast destroying Much of
Canada's most important vegetati,n. the Commission believes that MOSS! should act immediately upon the proposal.

the adequacy and condition of the.national and provincial parks also urgently need examination from the point of
view of their contribution to the conservation, study and illustration of the natural sciences in Canada. Despite sonic
recent espansnm. many of these parks are still (Jr from ademtateto meet the heavy demands of public use.
Consequentl their natural characteristics are threatened with destruction. Additional parklands, with strong and skilful
management, are required to ensure that the nation's parks can serve effectively as areas for ecological conservation and
research, and for historical studies and display as well as for recreation, for the use of present and future generations of
anadians..

Moreovei, wilderness rea, and ecological preserves are necessary in all regions of the country. The impending loss of
the Cast maim. tract of grussland in Canada. at Suffield. Alberta, is but one indication that this country is not doing nearly
enough to Piotc.7l areas of representative ecosystems. By the smile token, there should he greater protectio; of ancient .

camp sites and historiccapoe routes., since much of our history is intimately linked to the natural environment and much'
of the archaeology of the ,country a act unstudied. Additiiihal comments awl specific recommendations on this subject'
are jolitained in-the chapter' on .ritiservation and stud; of.Canadian cultural property. .. , . _ 4,-,

Studies by butt rederak aiul Provincial Governments have already idefilified areas of Canada that possess particular or
even unique Int4logical and environmental value.- -rho Commission believes that the.Federal Goveriinent, in concert .with' .
the:Provinces, should now establish a national system of-environinental reserves. Such a system would ensureIlle. t

conservation of important areas needed for scientific research and provide valuable indicators of the ecology of at, Least
some relatively undisturbed specific ecosystems in Canada. Under wellcontrolled conditiims soma-oLthese.environmental
reserves 'night also be made available for limited public recreational use.

... ....4 .

WO' , Careful thought and sufficient financing 'Mist be given to the developmeiThof the knowledge, and.expertise required for
, .

- ,,.' --"the' effeoive manageinjtit,orthe country's varied ecosystems. I'IiisoiS a fieklan which an interdiSciplinary background is
. .. often helpful one in which universities can'inakea' major contrdnition h`olh thro4gh research and the educall)on'of

graduates with appiopniate knowledge and skills.. '. iii .
.- . .

. S, s. ; . . f .
, ,

In the case of each of the kinds of facilities discussed in this section science muscuifis and -eollanitms,:ar#Orcta,
bot.imcal g,i\idens, ioologicarpre;etves. parklands and environntermil reserves,'; there,is sqope for ffuitful collalArat10
between the universities and the institutions or agencies concerned. To vtgying'iegiCes, such 001.1alitiralre600w. existk , 7.

However, it .equld often be molt mote productive latotam university eoilfriumfly.were more aware of the potentiA valtiVof ,,,
. hr,collabor.!tion and more willing to seek it out It is an approach that ,would-Open up significant new oppurtUnitiq for ,! ,'

Cana( studies in the sciences.

4 .

Recent Trends in
As noted ai the outset of this chaPtei, 'the Comm does not believe thiat itwould he performing a service by adding

- . unduly to the esteiruvepublic discussion that has taken place :Khan science policy. NeverthelCss, in recent years
many Changes hive hies proposed..ind some-liaVe occurred,. in. the policies Li -hanisms by whichscienktille activities

acre ".;upport41...ind tundedin Can:ida. SorW of these changes Itave had and others might tap nd implications for
`i'anadain studies in the scy.i.ces. 1 or this reason.theVOinmission feels that it should comment y upon:a numter of -

the piovosak in this area of public policy.

Support' for SCientific Research kn Canada

. l.i. ., ,.
.

,-Of particular.interestand concern is tlie in.nor -emphasis that the'Canadian Government is now placing upon, the
.

'support ol',,scientil.,c-t.tivity, that whites directky to mitionalpaIs and priorities., Tliedeilared 'objective of the Ministry of
,

'.. 'S-t aft for Science a-pd.1-i.tdiiiologys. for eskanijd..:,-h; assure the tiptittlitill, use of sc.' nce and. technOlogy, in support of
national. oblectives.'`1 As part of- this policy, the Goicernment has beenspending dur gtlie past five or six years

.... . . .

proportionatel't., les, Money on research zind inari. op inission-oriented.applied re'seakch. Moreover it has been
., 7,

moving away, from Making laigcbloc'Is grants Iiir reseqrch to universities in;favoilr'erf -erititracts-and agreements to.promote
. ' ,
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Z

university research that is-directly relevant to lederht departmental objesakives. The Government halso proptged a
. reorganization of the award-granting councils in whichamung other things, support for the natural sciences and
engineering would be separated fconi the laboratoriA of The National Research Council.

. i, . fl
The Commission readjly concurs in tire approprfiXtenessoof the Govern Ment's stated policy tolmigase support for .

research that isielevaq to Coadian.goals. Indeed, the need for such a thrust in Canadian science is a central' theme of
this chapter. At qte,saniettee, tftexunniission believes thAt Government need not; and should not, be the only'
interpreter of wlitit10.,totulitry;g scientific goals should be. The university cdmmunity should also have a role to`plaY in
defining:and prontuqui such goals, afiii its capacity to play its part in this role nay in fact be hindered by certain current

' trptus.m.o0vetotnent.poijeY refilling to the sciences. .
... , i ri,

- A
Ir.

', Thee*
.4 . '- . .

Minh ISM ts concerned, for examplt:: that the Government's growing ,emphasis upon mission-oriented research, ... . ,_ .,4.-

. apedrienMand eviribratts'may threaten the autonomy of universities. talt freedom of inquiry and their ability to
,

.. pronabte tne. lit:st..in knowledgc.ft. may also lead universities to emphalize unduly scientific work concerned with
' .,. *,.. r immediatracadsheorttirm probtems1 to the, detriment of Canadian science in.the future. No doubt, as Government

:.;;,. .departmiits'are encouraged to have their research and development done by universities and er non - Government
- .i. z .

.--Jgctitc.igS flyough-.044men'ts atid,eontracts, useful research will be sparked in many previously neglecte : ific areas.

Halever, the'-.tuiii;ersity must not be transformed into a facility that caters primarily to Government priorities or tb----
,' ' 7spegific requeSts. The realdatiger.in this situation is not so myieli that universities mightbe manipulated by their patrbn,, rt . .---,
0., ". *Jr,. aeqne sulilni5SibiOcv the CoMmissioli put it:

4,
...,, ..-

',s ,),;;,,',.;i,i.' Cio.4,1:,. ' ..' . .. .. ,:
o '

, . "r'"' ''41 .4. . . the'seliblar will,Xe gradually. catight up in the task of get ng his'researek.acted upon by government or busineas; ! ..4 , , ,- , .,,
. ',. r ,e!, 'Nonsunm, anuangt theieitpetience: will so cvdition his pro essibnal capabilities that he becomesflegndent on, '

concinued-patronlge. The priority lie places on The pursuit of knowledge will be gradually dtsplaced by the
Ihrt ",
, ictel for acteytalice.his professional predilection lot speculatiye theorizing'and-innovative, in ht will iveway-to

e ki,preocckipatibn with the immediate and the Niosyticratic. [And, might tlie,cominission.add, will' the iiicrativel.]'.
4.4..

'

' ,, a .

.. . '1 ; ''
. , . . 1.

i

-' .." 1 .,.;. _,-',I.n,s1104, the Guyernikent.'s policy, does not appear to recbgnize sufficiently that Government departnients,,asWell'as
.1,' .= 111e,granting.&njcils,!.(iiiv'e. a itsponsibility.to support- uniiierSity. excellence as, an end in4seff;N4r doe; it r.gettnirc
.,. 9 ..,

,..
.-adetitfOuty,,t heir respotisibility also td respeci and supportthe creative freedo4 of stientific inquiry. The trend. in .

f, .. 0.

poi/eminent policy -to 'de nphasize basti,:rescari,11 in favour pt. mission-oriented applied reseteh tends to discriminate .
. -

against.sonie 0u:elk:nisch° rship that is worthy in itself and may lead to future., scientific teal(through,s of an applied
',- : nature:* jvcAttoitgli.at pre,sent such research may not be sPecifically (elated to stated-natienal goals. Moreoterbeeause:

*.
lAlerakfunitsfor miSsion-Crientd,work normally ate li'nked to a specific Governmefi -ilepartntelt; int6distiplinary work,,....,

. :., '.' thatcufs across the concerns of many departments is'often not being supilorted ade liately. ; .s , .-;
,i.;:, ..

p '..h ,

-. -'" -- . 1. ., : '
Ak015. rompission 'suggested earlier in this eltaptr-, (here is a real danger in requiring scientists- toTatef unduly tb.
s4, 'i.inaraing olvjOivecits defined by politicians. Less'than 10 per cent of all federal science research funding goei to support

basic-lesixt rc in universities:Itwool-a he a grievous dissecyite to this long-term future of science..in Canada if this

...
percentag4were reduced further. .

- --,'
,,.. , 4

The,Commission .sliart.;S the alarm felt by many scientists about the consequences of the severe financial restrictions .

that the Federal Gov,arnment has imposed over the past few years on iiniversity.'scientific iesearch*. For example, in the
six--year period froin 1%9:1970 to 19741975 parliamentary appropriations to the National Rdeareh Council for graduate....
scholarships; grants-in-aid and research increased -less than .7 per cent, from S64,760,000. tq only $69,293,000. Wken the
ati'nual inflation rate is taken into account, the, effective dollai value oTfthe Council's funds has aciially deCreased by
rnorethan 20 per Cent durnig this period.' 7 If brie s4iere alsit to-take into consideration the increased cost of performing
research., the Council's, futnit have probably decreased in real value by mitre than one-third'thiee 1969.38

. . ... ' o ,.. . .
. .

---,

This situ titan is in marked contrast to what is happening in other developed countries with a serious comMitnielusto
science. Thif Commission's inquiries revealed' l'or'example, a, much more substantial rate of growth in' spenling during this'
period by'the United States National Science Foundation. the British Science Research Council and ,the French Centre ... .
national, at,la Recherche icientifique. -Using. fheir 190-1970 budgets as a basis of 100. per cent, the British Science
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Research Council rached 156 per cent In its '1973.1974 budget: a position reached a year earlier by the French Centre
national de'la Recherche scieutifique. the budget increase of the 'United States National Science Foundation reached a

level of 145 per cent in 197;;-1973 In comparison, the NRC cal tilated its budget from the same basis at 103 per cent in
1972-1973 and 106 per cent in 1973,1974, a growth rate about pnetentlt of that in the other countries listed.

The failure of the Federal Government to provide adequate financial support to the National Research Council has had
very unfortunate c,onsequences for the Canadian scientific community. When the inflation factor is 'taken into account,
the real value of the average amount each grantee received from the NR( has dropped 28 per cent between 1969 and
.1975. NRC grants to scientists specifically for buying equipment have plummeted from S5.69 million six years ago to
$2,62 million-in 1974.1975. The number of.post-graduate scholarships and bursaries gr4n.ted by the NRC has plunged
27.2 per cent in the past six years. and the peal value in purchasing power of these scholarships has dropped More than
15 per cent. In the same period both the number and the real value of post-doctorate fellowships awarded by the'NRC,
have,also declined.

.. """
While the Government's budgetary policies have, fortunately; beensoniewhat less damaging to the Medical Research

Council. thatTouncil has_also been, forced to restrict its activities ,considerably. Parliamentary appropriation's to the
Medical Research council. ifl 97141974 increased by only 2.5 pet cent from the previabs fiscal year,; despite huge
increases in The cost of doing research during the same Peridd. The situation is no better in 1474-1975. Faced with ,
perhaps the tightest budget in its history, the Medical Research Council is being forced toThmit severely new research
grants to newly appointed faculty and to reduce its allocations in the following amounts: by 50'per cent for visiting
scientists' *aids. by .25 per cent fin general research grants to deans of medicine, by ,113 percent for grants to deans
ptrartnacy, by 35 per cent. for summer undergraduate esearch scholarships, fly 30 per cent .for medical symposia, and to
cut by 19 per cent the intake of new trainees into the fellowship and studentship programme and by 20%*the number ,

of new scholarships.

* }

The Coniniissinn lareS the view of many scientists in Canada, and indeed abroad, thIt'sueli severe. restrietionsby the
,,-,Canadian Government on funding for seientificreseerckconstitute a most serious threat to the future strength of science

in thiS country. If the present downward trend in scientific funding continues. it is certain that important areas of
research will be neglected or fall into disrepair, and that marty of Canada's brightest young scientias.willbe denied the
imporidnit); to establish their careers. Thes,country will he paying The-price of such folly for years tonne.

. ,

ii16 Commission recommends. in the Strongest-terms possible, that the Canadian Government increase stantially the
bu'dgetstlie major award-granting agencies concerned with scientific.re,search to. enable them better to,e sure that
Canada's longterm' needs for research excellence and qualified scientific manpower`are. met': . ..

The .Commissi n notes, further, that the proposed changes in the structure and arrangements of the federal :
award-granting councils could create as many problems as they might solve. it is clear, tbr example, that many scientists
fear that the propoed reorganization -way not he taking into account adequately, the need to maintain the very high
quality of the work of the existing councils and their relative freedom from external administrative and political controls.
The Cohunission shares this concern.

The Gbvernment appears- to have in min d, as well, a new role for the Science Council ,ofkCanada.39 Whatever this new
role may beAlic Commission IMpes that the Council's capacity for critical, and independent, comment and analysis and
for building strong connections with all sectors concerned with Canada's science, will be strengthened, not weakened. As

' much or more than any single Goveriiiiiebt agency, theScience Councilthrough its numerous reports and special
background studies. Ilas directed the attention of the'Government and!of thel)ublic. towards opportunities, requirements
avid areas_ of neglect in Canadian science and technology. In addition, as noted earlier in this chapter, these reports and
special studies are a valuable-sOurce of information and opinion about Canadian studies, both in scientific fields and in
litany other areas. ,

,. ri ._

TheCommission is greatly encouraged by recent:efforts of the Canadiln_scientific and technological communities in
the private sector to'work more closely with the Federal Government on matters of mutual, interest, while seeking, to
strengthen co-operatiOn and communication:amongst themselves.and between their4members. Much of this activity has
helped to foster a heightened awarent. ( sonic of the distinctly Canadian dimensions in science and technology.4.o

, 4

4, , 4 I ..
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A major obstacle to scholarly communications among scientistsand technologists in Canada, and to communication

between them and the Federal Government, has been the faiTtliat most Canadian scientific and technological societies

have been comparatively young, small and impecunious, and have had to compete with larger, older and better financed

American counterparts, of which many Canadians are members. Language and geography have compounded their

problems of communication and orianization. As an umbrella organization for Canadian science and technology, he)) .

Association of the Scientific, Engineering and Technological CoMmunity of Canadafaces (46 .great challenge of wiping to
co-ordinate the activities of the many diverse societies that make up this community and off helping, alSo, to
something like a consensus among them in their representations to Government and to the *lie at large. Unfortunately,
since its inception in 1970, S('ITEC has been able to make only a modest beginning upon this difficult. task. En large part

. this is because it has not received adequate support from either the Government or its constituent members.

Consideration iptiow being given to a proposal to establish a Rouse. of Science and Technology' (COST), a centre

with shared administrative facilities to provide common services to societies and their members, which many of the

societies arenoi able to afford io provide in isolation. Ifsestablishtkl, HOST would no doubrresult in cost savings and
increased efficiency for many of the Nientific and technological societies, and thereby help to relieve them of their
tursent preoccupation with (inancial'problems.110SY,r Could also provide .a focal point for improved communication

within the Canadianscientificcommunity and between-that conimUnity and the public. The CommissiOn recommends

that the Federalovernment'Suppori the proposal esablisha House of Science andlechnology.
.

The Commission notes, as well,. the important contribution that ,the Royal Society of Carradit has inade, and is

continuing to make, to scholarly activity and.Communication in the:sciences in;this.country since its establishment in

Ik82. The objectives and functions of the Society are discussed further,in the chapter of the l'ommissioirs Report on

scholarly Communication.and the Canadian academic community. floweAr, appropriale to Observe here-thaUthere is

a growing disparity between tqe respopsibilities of the "Society and the financial' resources available to,it to discharge these

. responsibilities. lf,tfieNRCisdismeinbered, the'CanadianGovernment will ineVitably.call upon the Royal Society to

assume the.additional responsibilities' for advice and service inItlie_field of science;thus compoundig the financial
,pressures placed upon it. The annual fee paid by its members,.wlfich is already highei thin. the fee levied by any other

national academy in the world,'is the chief source of income for theactivities of the Society.. lit recent years the
Canadian Government's modest contribution ,to the Royal'Society, has been made throtish the National Rese,,arch Council

and the Canada Council. The Society is now appealing to the Government' for more financial support to' enable it to ,

continue its programmes and to play an even greater role in domestic 'dna internafional.SCierICC.'In view of the national

importanceof the work of the Royal Society- 'of Canada, the.COinrnissiOn bOieves strongly that, the'Society's appeal to

the Government §hould receive promPrand. sympathetic' attention. .
e. ,

White the universities. individual 'scholars, the learned societies and variousQovernment agen cies across Canatla

working hard to create a base for Canadian studies in the scieinces',.;agreat deal remains to he done. The notion still.
preVails iii some sectors that beeause science is universal in scope, it is folly fo'speak ofCaladian ScienCe. More than
anything else. it must he realized that in fact there are aspects-of scienee'that are, or ought to beof spegial interest 'to

Canada. and that they merit attention and support. -

RecomMentlatiOns

I. The Commission recommends that, as ail important part of this country's overall scientific'etigeaViiiir, more resources

;ind-attention he directed to aspects and areavof science and technology that are particularly relevant to Canadian .

needs and circumstances. Canadians, should recognize and honour the responsiblyey/that they have, both to therilselves

and to the international scientific community, to respond to the challenge o nvestigating the scientific problems

posed by their own country and- the scientific phenomena related to it. .
. .

.
. .

.
I Universities should-review their progranimes_of teaching and research in science and technology to ensure that.,, ,

adequate emphasis is being placed upon Canadian problems ,imesubject matter. In many instancesuniversities should .

place a much, greater conscious emphasis upon Canadian aspects of scientific activity,' and upon discovering ways in .

which `university research and teaching in science and technology can be related to the particular opportunities and
, ,
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circumstances of this country. There must also be a recognition by Government and the public that universities
cannot meet this challenge without substantial additional financial support.

3. Thiichapter contains)numbrous illustrations and specific recommendations of fields scientific study.relating to
Ctinada requiring greatgr attention in teaching and research,including, for example, meteorology and cliniatology,.
fresh water studies, marine sciences andwoceanography, geology, geography, communications, native mammals; the
environment and ecology, resource management an tany professional areas. The chapter notes the particular need
for more scientific research and teaching in many efferent fields relating fo the Canadian Arc&.

4. Lxtensive impact studies concerning the consequences of man-made projects on the ecology and the environment are
needed in every region of the country. Such studies should precede developmental projects, not follow them as is
now too often the case.

5. The Commission recommends that serious consideration tie given now to the establishment of the nucleus of a
university of the North. In addition, and perhaps as an immediate step towards the eventual establishmpt of a
university in the North, the Commission recommends that wit or two universities open.extension departments in
sonic of the far northern communities to provide their inhabitants with opportunities for knowledge and training not
otherwise accessible to them,

G. The Commission commends the Youth Science Foundation for the contribution it is already making to increase the
knowledge arid awareness of Canadian scientific concerns among promising senior high school students across Canada
through,its prograinnie of Summer Seminars. It recommends that the Foundation be assisted to continue and to
expand Bits activities.

7. the Contmission has found that the concealment by some Governmentdepartments and private\corporations of
research findings, through secrecy or deliberate, slowness in the publication or release of st?h findings, posers a major
problem for independent, university-based scientists,interestedOf studying scientific prOblems or phenomena rela'ting

..; specifically. to Canada. The Commission has observed that thjconcealment of scientific,,data afid research findings
has had unfortunate consequences for Canadian studies in sciency and-technologyjuckudi g the unnecessary
repetition of many experiments and research studies. It believes that it is bOth irresponsib e and wasteful to withhOld
for:long the findings of scientific research, unless for very good cause. The Commission thereforerecomrhends that
the results of scientific studies sponsored by Government, and by private corporations, in the North and elsewhere, be'... made accessible to others in the .scientific community, and indeed to the public, much' sooner than is now often the
case.

'8, They Coniiiiission recommends that G overnment"departwenthoth federal and provincial, take positive steps to make
their research flicIlities,and logistic support more freely available to university researchers. Given-thelarge investment

. of many.Government departments (or'exaniPle, agriculture, the environment, fisheries, health and welfare) in .niajor

'resmicli.facilities, the adoption of an .open door 'policy of 'this.sort by the Federal and ProvincialGOvernments would
do much to facilitate research by members of the university,'Community.In particular, it would bririg valuable
supportlo research oriented toward Canadiao

.

questions, since such research-fiicilities have usually been developed
specifical,15 to meet Canadian needs and problems.

-, .,, ,,-,. . cr. ,
9..: The Commission reconimends that appropriate actions he taken to meet the need to equip'science students with a. ' -

better knindedge of contemporary.and historic-al Canadian society and non.science students with a better
and ungerstanding.o the iniportant part Played by science in our society and culture. To these ends,. the Commi;sion
makes the following recommendations: r
, ' k.' t . . -'-
la) Universities, scientific associatilms iind award-granting agencies shonliigive a higher priority to the need for
general s'cience courses, o1.,aeatlei, ie. rigOur, which will provide a non-specfalized approach to the study of scle»afic
concepts. lind' th.gir applications

_.

ith ,speCific emphasis on Canadian problems and circumstances; . .

.,

, h ( b) These bodies should also encourage and assist the preparation of textbooks and other materials suitable for use in
such courses: ,

(c)-SeriCius conSidertion should Jr-given to requiring all non - science university .sfudents,,to take an introductory,
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colirse in science that would give them some bask knowledge and understanding of the part science plays in our
culture and society; at the -least, such a course, well planned and Of good academic standard, should be available at
every university as an option open to students not majoring in science;
(d) Conversely, there should be made available at every university, again at least as'an option, courses that would.
enable all science students to study the history, institutions, and social and cultural framework of the society within
which they live, and also to examine the role of the scientist in this society.

10. The Commission notes the growing interest in science policy as a subject in itself for study and debate and believes,
that the importance of this subject no'w,requires the same kind of sustained research and attention as has long been
devoted by the academic community to other aspects of public policy. It therefore recommends that teaching and
research in the field of science policy be more fully. recognized as an appropriate element in the academic curriculum
and in university research activities, both in the sciences and in the social. sciences.,

11.-The Ministry of State for Science and. Technology should make sure that strong encouragement and asiistance are
given to Caniadian scientists to participate fully in,international scientific activities, including co-optrative and
comparative programmes in both research and teaching.

12. The Commission notes the important contrihution that can be made by transdisciplinary and' co-operative work in the
sciences to the resolution of Canadian problems and to a fuller knowledge and understanding of the condition and
circumstances of this country. It recommends that universities examine, with a view to their elimination, such. barriers
as may eicis to the development of transdisciplinary and co-operative studies in appropriate areas of science and
between the lences and other fields"of knowledge.

13. Universities should provide more opportunities for science e-students to gain experience in co4Perative studies and
research and to fulfil some part of their academic requirements'bjiparticipating in group projects, as well as,on the

,.basis of their individual work.

,

14. Neighbouring universities should explore the possible advantages Of undertakingjoint programmes involving close
. co-operation between` students and faculty in the natural and social science's -and in the humanities as a means of

promoting knowledge of the social dimensions of .science in Canada, greater understanding between representatives of
differenedisciplipes,and scholarly-communication between members of-different 'universities.

..

1'5. The Commission commends the co-operative, interorganizational approach to problem-solving.embodied in the
'lluntsman Marine Laboratory and reCommendi that-Government, industry and the universities study the possible
application of this concept to other situations in ihis country in which the resolution of problems requires a trong

,, hcontribution from the;univet4ity scientific community combined with the contribution(that cam'be made by
Govertinient an,d industry. .: ' ' ., .

: .
, v .

, . ... . .

16. The Commission recommends that the Ministry of State for Science and Technology tarte Mite of the need fol
1

orderly and sustained support -for transdisciplinary work involving the sciences and that it'give high Moray to
studying, and proposing ways and means to ensure continuity and stability in GovernmenI Cunding in support of such
work. As an interim.ineesure, the Commission recommends that the new Inter-Council Co-ordihatingCommidee;
which'is to link thetactivitiesf the several federal,aWaWcgrairting councils., have the, responsibility of4'unding research
that lies across and between dis(iplines and that therefore cannot readily be identified as the particular responsibility
of any of the gfaining7eionncils. The Inter..-Colincil Co-ordinating,(ommittee would thus ittelf.bedomea granting'
agency in the one area of iransdisciplinary.andIco-aperative studies. Alternatively, the in:ter-Council Co,cirdinating

----"" Committee should see tote that the federal award-grarktinvotineil3rovide alwrloptitte 5ipporr for this. puree se..
. . . .

17. The(Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, in co-operatioriAlthithe Federal and Piovineia,1 Governments,
, -, d.1.. .

should make an inventory of existing centres,,, institutesand programnies of trarls isciplinary research illCanada,'

hp

including an assessment of the -current state and tutiire.neec;s of such activity.'

18. The COminission recommends that universities and award-granting agencies recognize that:thewriting ,of `textbooks.

1 8 7
0
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, .- , _ . .

and the preparation of other materials for use in teaching, in the sciences is a itimate antrimportyr area of
academic activity, and that the systent,of ay:lards and rewards be adjust o give. fair rei!ognitioh.,,to thisfae

. , e . ..,
- t

14. The (..'onin issiort recommenas that the Ministry of Slate for ence and Technologyjn consultation With; the federal
award-gra ting councils, the Scieliee'Council and repre > ativeg of fhe universit)/ and scientific community, examine
ways to 'large suppOrt for .Canadian scientific pals and to-expand the oppoftunities for the,publication of
Canadian scientific papers in, 'Canadian jou s.' . '' .7

,
i

Canadian, scientific journals and rednee, them to a more favourable
_ , ..

The Post Office should revi
level Because of the
this importan

s postal rates fp
able service that these jb

d in Canada.
rnai-pfbvidb.ro teacj.iing, research and.scholafly cominuniCation in

.

e Omission recommends »that the .Federal Government establish-a major progratmne to support the publication ,

of gcientific books in Canada: o this grill, the:Ministry of..State for Science and Technology should establish, A soon
as possible, a working coMmitte6with appropriate representatlaterom the scientific,coinmunity tei make
recommendations rr the Ciovernment,about the organizatidn,..terths of reference; and funding of such a programme.

The Coinnfission beheites' that the programme should support the.publication of scholarly volumes, referenee,worM,-
textbooks and associated learning materials, and also seriOus Worksfor a- more,speral audience. on aspects ofscience
and technolhgy orparticUlar interest to Canadian society. In addition, the programme should support the translation
nd publication in Canada, in either or both of our -officiatiarivages,.of,selected scientific work-Spubfished outside'

Canute that are directly _relevant, toiCanadian studies in science and teetnOlogy. TheRrograrnme should also support
e translation iritol'rencli or English, as the case may be, of scientific works written by Canadians or-that

cu cern Canadian problems. 64fr
. ..

22'. The omniissiOn recommends that Canadian publishers examine the needs and opportunities-forlaublishing in the
scie ces and that they be more, active-both in soliciting and in. promoting books in this field. The proposed.niajor...
prog rturie to 'support-the pvblieation an-Canadian scientific books should encourage and assist publigherS to develop

> their merest and services in this field.-
rSn,

, .4- -''.
o ,

23. Bec.au e the market in Canada for scientifiC'publitations is relatively limited because of rhe.country'S small' arid ._
'widely spttered population, the-('-oinmission recommends that a special effort be made to organizethis tnarket in the
moteffective and helpful manner,possible. To this end, -the Commission recommends that the .Ministry -of State for
Science and 'Technology convene a series of Meetings to examine' and propose the'mosteffeettve arrangements .

P. includirig,mechanisms and. poJicies,-lo pfomote the-publication and anadian edUcatiorfal and '
uncil and-scholarly °materials in the scieries. In doing-sa,MOSST should draw-upon the experienceoftben-

.

act with file alivice and assistance of representatives of thq,acadernic-and-seientificcommunities, of the publishing
-. .

industry' 'and of other appropriate 'departments and agenCies of Coverninent, both federal and provincial.
,

i .
. .

N
A, i

24. The ComniissIon reconm ds,that increased academic recognition and financial support be extended to teaching,
. ..

-. ;research'and publicatOn concerning' thehistory of science and technology in Canada. ,

UniVersities that donot 'now ofrer' a course on Ole. history of science.
-introducing such a Course in order to4trovide students with an

technology in Canadashould consider
ortunity to learn aboutanactian scientific),

'' ,ac.eomplishments and theileffeci on the country's leveloltrii it and. total crilture..-->"

26. In addition, tbe comipission urges university science dep-artments-te examined whefild.i.nffifient attention is being
giliten -to his rical perspective in theif teaching programmes, arid-it urges departure history io_consider whether
'their eoursei giye adeoutiterecrignitiOn to the significant part played by science and .tarnology-ik [Inman affairs.

.

62'7. JAI ,commission confimendstlie practice hOw followednby several universities of making, joint appointments between
the department of fiisteiy (or philosophy) and a department orscienece f6ithe purpOsSOf prornoting studies in the
histdry of 4cience and technology in Canada, and recommends 'tilt 'other. universities gi,ve_consideration to this
practice.
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. .

28. The Commission recommends that the Science Council be given additional funds to enable il tos expand its .

prograNme of gathering and disseminatinginTOrmation about*Scientific andptechnological developme ,anada, .

1
.. ., .

it ,

'29. The, Science Council, in constiltatiodWith tho:Canada.Comicil,shpuld corisidei cdinthissioningo Series d'historical ' i'
', st4dies of science in Canada. ''

.

,,,, ' e
.

...' ... -

1 30. The Comthissidn commends the.Mi' rylf.State-Tor Selerfee and Teehnology,tuponthe programmi that ,it has o..
initiated to encourage and assistAndents and recent'graduatesin journalists to'researck and*.write, about Canadian
advances in'science, It recommends that this prbe continue& and expanded. . , ,;"

, ,,
I . .

,
1 i'

The C9minission notes thtqmportapt contributic*---Presenrt-and-pokfir , science nutSeumsto Canadian studies. ItIL
urges fuller" recognition by Government" and by the university scientificrcommunits of the educalional
significance of the wqrk of science miiseums, within a Canada-widAsystem of museums, and recommends increased.

4 ... finanial support for this Work. 3
.'; `. -''' ... ... . .a g

*
A

J2. In view of the importance of forestry tothe life ,of this country,. the Commisston recommends the establishment of a

' 'irnadawide systemof arboreta.'At least',One arboretum should'Afe located in each of the geograffhfc regions of the
country to facilitate research', teachi4 and conservation in- that aiea. Towards- this end, Commission recommends, , .

.-that the Federal and Provincial Governmenteco-operate With selected u ersities to develop arboreta in strategic.

kicatioas.across Canada.
, . . . -. :

4, .6.,,i., . .

33. The Commission recommends the establishment of a national _system of botanical' 'gardens. This system should provide

...., a eliain of botanical gardens in the major &Mahe and ecological, regions of Canada to'support leaching, research and,.

',..conselvation of the plant life ,olithis'conntry.t4 detailed proposal for such a sys tem"has been sithmittedth.,the ...
..----

Minis* of State for -Science and Technology by a number of Canadian-setentists.: The orhmission believes. Wet °:

MOSST fa onshould c immediately o this proposal. . )/ .
,

. . . .
: .

':.:.' ." -
34, The Commission recomniends that the Federal and Proyiticialdeverninents-, in consultation with oprCsentatives of

the scientific community, undertake jointly .a eomPrelitif.S'ive review of.the adequacy and condilionofthel;national

and provincial parks witli..ir view--to strengthening their ability totigmtribrne to the ccinservation, study,-and, illustration
.. -, . -

Of The natural sciences in Canada:. ;
. . - . , r ,

I" ' ' 01

15. 'rho' (or ii:;,sion 'recommends that The Tederai 'Covektment. in coru.;&-Tt will jrxi.Provfneessh9uld now 'establish a" ''''' '
1

, M ',,

national system of environmental reserves, l'i'0.systelii should aim 10 en: 6 the survival and conservation of
i.:iniportant and/or represent7ativo,ifreas needed for Scientific researeli inzthe'ecosysterns across.('anadji. ''' ,.,, ',5,6 :

. / '' .' .
II.

. :
.

.Ri.. The Coiumissitm recommends that,unive$Siiies.4ork more,..clZisely with thoSt responsible forplannitit..'rand cOhdOcting '

.'.''':- the..6perlition, riT such institutions,and r4c-,iiitics as science museums, arboreta, bo.ta9cial gode'ris.; *Ologital, preserves,-.
---

. ,
parkland's and envirpriniental reseryes..,Claer cdll boration'between,the university e,mninian4-and thnsOdgponole .

.
' for thesehoP4rtanf facilities would open up significantpew opportunitieS fo

- ,
ran stkidies in science. !Mtge .suae,

'...,;ollaboratkin now ooturs, to.varing degrees, ft email-often be lunch more p. if th'i university co%Rimity

.were more aware of its jotentialvalueand more willing to seek it out.'
. ,

",

7. wolcomes.the stifled policy OP the Federal tiogernincnt to,inereak support for: research:4 at

relevant to Pa.nadian.:goals and' 7fo assure the optimum use Of science tecimology' in' Suppor -t of national

objectives:. I lowever;i4 believes that the Government, need not and should not be -the only interpreter of what the

country's be and shalt the university and scientific communities, should liave an inipOrtant
. ..

role. to play in defining and promoting such goals...To this end, the Niminission recommends tharthe MiniStry-of- .
. . , ;.

State tor 'Science I d Tet:imology ensure that there is 'adequate, dose and ctiiitinuing cOnsaltallon With represcntativei
.1

. ,
. of. 4he university and scientific communities in the prOcess of defining t'ana tan scientific -objectives and of.university and

, - . .
.,,

formulatii :Mil iMplerneping.C'anadiarkscien,:ecpolicies. F
e. .

°
P.

n'rectinimendT in the:strongest .poy,inie terms That Canadian Governinent incrpase substantially the.,

189
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1.

,budgets of the major award-granting"agencies concerned with scientific research to enable them-better to ensure that
Canada's long-term needs for research'excellence and qualified scientific manpower are feriiiierly net.

. , ,.
39. The C',Onirnission found widespread concern across Canada that pie changes in the structure and arrangements of the

award - granting councils currently proposed by.the federal Goverriment could create as many probletns as they might .
solve.The Commission shares this concern and recommends:in particular, thal any re- organization of the federal..

1 . b
t award-granting otil,tcils.should maintain the'high qusality ofthe work Of the existing councils and protect their, rtlative fice4m froM external political and administrative cpcttri.)1'.- .-

... , .... ,

. ,

. w ...___

.. ,,?
j the

'
40. Thel'ommission recommends that there bc no further rechictionithe percentage of federal research funding ....

devoted to the support of basic scientific rcis'earch in universitiesIndthal the Vital functs allocated for..thispurpose be
''''' increased. . %

. .,,, _ . ,. . a :

,, I ' a .

. . a, , _moor_a, % a : ,,,
....

41 The universities, 'through. theAUCT, 91.4.oul examine theT.prpblems Thal ma)i nrtSe frdirktheliend in Cgoverninei4
policy., to make- fnerelsingfgepfobNA7:6r,ien'totif reseitrckiagreementS anq co.litiractis, in circler to ensure, that acaddloic
Treedolki and the quality orttnive4ity resefoit iiemain:parWount over tIteleigitimatebbl not-necessarily.harmonious "

.4, I. F,
. ..

,,requirements of the; G4rnment -departineritSitivoledin Rick agreements and fOrttracts% .
4 .1 I !

. . ''6
42 The.Commision ebribucndsthe SciepCe Council Coi-the ni4ttibli* contribution it ismaking tb Calladian- tritice,s'in

.,,
, S . op.

' scietke and techn6logy. and. recomMerids that tho fapaciti,of the.Council for critie,41 .and independentarralYsis,antl'
'05, ..*' ir

-for builfg strong cOnnections withsall sector or Ciinada'Sscience be+Sttengthened. ,- 4,,0 .:. i ''
n

43, The (cOniiiiissiOn recKninends that the. Ministry of State for Science, and TechnologY, in consultation-with.
lepresentatiws of tht;university and.scientific community, examine the obstacles to schOlaify coMmunication aniOng ,
scientists` -aril technologitrs Cana4a, and between them and -the Felleral Qoverament, and that g proposumeasures

,and impuivestitiji communication. , .
/ V.

' . . I ' 4 '4,

'44. The,COMmission vimmeifdsothe Sssociatian of the Scientific 4 g.iine6rin arid TechnOtOgical ConMiunity ofCAnadi'tor ,,.
,ails efforts to' co-ordihite 'some of the activities, of the many diverse societip that rrake,up this community. and to

improVe commintieatiolt betyvece them, and recompientfs,that SCIIT,EC receive increased support, for itsworkrbotti,
froni the Federal C;oVernme-nt: and from its constituent menibeis. '.'- 'Q

1,. . ,
. .

n
4'5: Tht Commis'.;ion recommends. at the. Ministry

* i Allottsc of Selence-'and 'F,echnol.Ogy.
';,f,'''`. ,. ..'' -;

46, Lhe Connuission yoittinCtlik. the. Royal Society Of Carida for the contribution that it has: made,'and continue.s.to
scholarl.fictiVIty.and confinuniCation in the science's in this country, and; recomMends that the.,Society's

,curreiji .apPeal. lO' the..Calhislian Govermiumt for ad.ditibnal .financial support, receive prompt and. sympathetic;

,A-tte.ntion. ,.

of State for Science and Technology. support the prop.oSal to establish
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The Canadian Component in
abr. Education for the Professions

The Role of the Professions in Meeting the Needs of Canadian'Society

r
HE DEBATE ON WHAT IS TIIE BEST EDUCATION began well before Plato's discussion of this question some
twenty -four hundred years ago and it has, of course, not yet been resolved. However, most edudators would agree that
the ultimate purpose of education is to foster the ability to think. In a penetrating and.provocatitm address not long

ago, Northrop Frye made the point that there is .only one real authority ih society and that is the authority of logical
reasoning. 'the authority of the arts and sciences, . . . uncooked evidence,repeata.ble experiments, verifiable scholarship,
precise and disciplined creative i'magination'.' In making this point, Professor Frye stressed that liberal education
should not he distinguished from professional education. While a distinction of this type, he suggested, may have made
sense in terms of the social conditions of a hundred years ago, it no longer makes sense: 'Liberal and professional
educatiiIn-are two aspects of the same thing'. ...

Briefs submitted to the Commission indicate that professional men and women in many fields share this view of
education for the professions. They emphasized that responsibly graduates in 'the professions must possess not only the.
appropriate technical skills and vocational abilities required for' their professional work, but also thp capacity to adhere to
the standards of creative and critical thought set by the arts and sciences. Professional service, it was argued, entails social
and moral and intellectual-judgement, as well as the application of professional knowledge and skills. Professional
education, therefore, should seek to develop the whole person of its students in order to prepare them to take their full
place in society. Extending this theme, many briefs Suggested that education for the professions must reflect an awareness
of the special and distinct conditions of the society in which the role of professional graduates is to be,played and their
influence felt. Otherwise, the professional cannot make a maximum contribution to that society nor indeed even apply
technical and professional training in the most effective manner.

The Commission welcomes this perspective and warmly endorses it. The work of architects, engineers, foresters,
lawyers, doctors and other prbfessionals affects virtually every facet of society, from the physical environment to the
health arid well-being of the pupulation. Professional skills are not exercised in a vacuum; they are applied to specific
problems, in a special social setting: Whether in practising such. skills professionals contribute responsibly and
constructively to society will.depend largely upon their knowledge find understanding of that society and their
appreciation of its particular problehis and requirements, The provision of such knowledge, and the cultivation of such
understanding, must therefore he a pajorcomponent of Professional studies.

\ In his address to the engineering students of the University of Waterloo Professor Fry advised that

193.
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if you are to he responsible engineers, you need a sensitivity to standards of...beauty and proportion ... it is

important to know what to conserve as well as what to change ...if you are to\ be responsible engineers, you need
a sensitivity to history. Part of your education has been technical and professionil, but the part tha really engages

you as a concerned citizen in your society has been a liberal education.... .

' -

The Commission believes that Professor Frye's remarks are equally applicable to tie education of students in
other professions. All fields of professional education should blend the learning of technical and occupational skills with,
liberal education in order to prepare their graduates to make a full and balanced contribution to their society. To make
this contribution, they must know the society and know themselves. In the context of professional education in Canada,
this points to the need to place due emphasis upon the Canadian component in such education. In order to he able to
make their best contribution, members of the professions in Canada must know this country well know its institutions,
culture, history, and problems and be prepared *to meet its needs and circumstances.

This philosophy holds out promise for Canadian studies in profeSsion5I education. In this chapter ths,Commission
inquires into the extent to which the promise is fulfilled. The chapter also represents an analyiliand synthesis of the
views expressed 'to the Commission by hundreds of individuals and groups represdnting a cross-section of the professions
in Canada. Most or the fields discussed qualify as a profession in the sense that they concern 'an occupational group that
has attained a high level of accomplishnient_in certain criteria; such as the existence of a sophisticated code of ethics, the
establishment of a legally sanctioned licend procedure, and the maintenance of a strong self-regulating association'.? In
other cases the Commission has, used tlikterni profitssion more broadly to include any vocation that requires advanced

study in the liberal arts or the sd`usoces and training in a specialized field. What follows is not intended to be a
comprehensive study of all professio or even f the specifically considered in the chapter. The Commission merely
aims to cite examples of ways in Mile the educ tional programMes of a number of the professions are in fact related, or
should be related, to Canadian conditions. The importance of this relationship in the training and continuing education of
professionals at t ' post-secondary level is stressed. The Commission hopes that the study will prove helpful both to the
ten professions dist, issed in the chapter and to other profession3 wishing to review their studies and practices in terms
suggested by the Re n.t. , , \

Before. proceeding t a discussion of individual professions. the Commission wishes to draw attention to a, number of
general themes-dcvelope in many of the briefs thOt dealt with professional education. Although not always concerned
with.qiiestions relating so 'ly to .Canada, each of these theme's may serve o illustrate the point that Canadian needs and
circumstances should he c sidered to an appropriate degree in all fields of professional education in this country.

' 6.
', . .

The first theme concur' the growing importance of continuing education for professionals. Indeed, re- education may
not he too strong a term. The information explosion and the rapid. rate of technological and social change make it
virtually impotsible for even higrdy educated individuals to remain up-to-date for. long unless they pursue continuing
studies. Professionals, must work constantly to keep on top of new knowledge and technical edevelopments in their <own
field if they are to save the public with maximum skill and effectiveness. They must also bel)informed about and be
sensitive to changes in society itself, including changes in local values, expectations, jieeds and resources. To help them
with this task many more opportunities are needed for continuing education, or re-education, in every profession. In the
case of professionals who received their education in other countries, continuing education arrangements caniprovide.a
doubly useful opportunity to study the relationship of their professional knowledge to Canadian needs and conditionf.
For Canadian-trained and foreign-trained professiodals alike, continuing education programmes should provide an
opportunity to study and relate their work to the changing character and circumstances of this country. ,.

Some representations to the Commission went so far Ig\to suggest that legislation should he introduced requiring
members of certain profcSsions to take 'refresher courses', and to recommend that licences to practise a given profession
should be issued only for a limited and specified period of time. Such licences would he renewed only if the professional
demonstrated continuing competence. This approach to professional re-education has,, for example, recently been
recommended by the advisory committee on medical licensure in Saskatchewan and it is under consideration in several.
other Provinces. The Commission notes, however, that it would be'essential to develop reasonable procedures and criteria
for measuring competence, as well as extensive programmes of continuing education, before attempting to introduce such
a requirement. -
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For the present, the Commission suggests that, as a minimum measure, universities and professional associations should
accep s onsibiht for ensuring that appropriate continuing ydiication courses arc made available to professionals
on a voluntary basis. Moreove , could ensure that members of the professions are encouraged and assisted to take
such courses. In ttdit.ion, each profession possessing licensing authority over its members should consider requiring its.
members to complete successfully from time to time continuing education courses; and perhaps also comprehensive
examinations, as a condition for continued professional practice. For this purpose, those professions that have not alread
done so should establish working committees to examine these and related questions and to recommend appropriate

'the Commission believes, however, that. there is some validity to the criticism that those engaged in teaching are not
necessarily those who will be most aware of social changes affecting the needs and conditions.of professional practice.
Indeed, it can be argued that it is 04-e-n the edycators who, are least exposed to changing conditions in their professional

ttield.+or example, practising lawyers may vial become aw'are, at first hand, of social-legal problems involving youth and
drugs or of changing public attitudes towards the law before these matters have aroused the attention of their colleagues
who arc engaged in teaching and research at the university. Similarly,' doctOrs in private practice may well become aware
sooner then their academic colleagues of changing social conditions or value,s, for example, in the area of sexual morality,
which raise questions for their profession. For these reasons, the CommissioNsuggests that it will often be desirable to
make use of practising professionals in programmes of professional education and re-education. For these reasons, too,
continuing education' for the professions should include professional seminars, conferences, symposia, exchanges,
workshops, clinics and periods of applied field 'work, and should not be confined in any narrow sense to formal classroom
experience and to academie examinations.

Finally, on the theme of continuing education, the Comtuission_notes that both' educationalists and practising
professionals need to devote more study-to the problems and challenge of re-education in the professions. For example,
almost no effort has yet been made to compare the methods used by each profession to accomplish this common task.
Nor have Cahadialis loOked closely enough at the work done and at the experiments undertaken in other countries in the
tield of continuing education for the professions:3

Another general theme developed in many briefs. and representations to the Commission concerned the need to giVe,a
much higher priority to exposing-students, as part of their regular professional training, to some of the actual day-to-day
conditions hn which they will he working after gradtation. How well, in fact, are graduates in the professions being
prepared for service in the Canadian conununio in which most of them will live and practise? DOetors suggested, for
example, that some medical schools currently place too much emphasis on the care of acute or catastrophic illness and
not nearly enough on familiarizing students with the treatment of many problems theytill encounter more frequently in
family and community-practice. As a former president of the Canadian Medical Association stated:

These are many pioblems such as problems in mental health, particularly in children, chronic respiratory disease,
alcoholism and so on in which the medical student has not had adequate exposure, and we certainly have neglected
the field of geriatrics acid rehabilitation. In short, we have not prepared the student foi his community job as well
as we might.

In a number of fields professional. schools do acquaint students with a full range of the problems and ,conditions they
will confront in professional practice after graduation. Moreover, they do so as an integral part of the regular programme
of professional studies, not merely during a period of apprenticeship or internship tacked on to the end of these studies.
This approach often involves students working for a time in communities with many different types of people and
problems. For example. several Canadian law schools have helped with the development of storefront clinics and of other
opportunities for students to patticipate in legal work as an integral part of their formal professional education.
Co-o ierative programmes developed by several universities in such fields as business/management studies and,engineering
achii e the same goal in a different way.

One factor commont:o all attempts of this kind to relat6 professional education more closely to community needs, and
to the actual conditions of professional practice, is the expense of carrying them out. Such programmes will frequently
require low faculty-student ratios and staff members with some .specialqualifications to supervise students in these
settings. In sonic instances, when no opportunity for practical or clinical working.experiejrce is readily available in- a
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natural environment, it may be necessary for the university to create 'it and to bear the costs thtyhis entails. In some-
situations, for example in dentistry, it may be desirable for educational reigns for the university to create its own setting'
for privtical or clinical instruction. One university has found it necessary- to apply appxoxiMatety one-quarter of the
formura income received for dental, education to create and opfrtite an.appropriateklinIcal environment for training dental
students at an early stage' in their professional education. The rommission stresses the importance of practic"alVorking
experience under both natural and clinical conditions in many professionill fields, and it urges Oovernments and private
donors to give adequate support to this essential element in education for the professions:

Many representationito the Commission stressed another theme: that some minimum level of proficiency' in both of
Canada's official languages should be required of all students enrolled improfessional,programmes. Catiada is, in law.and in ,

fact, a bilingual-country. The profe§sional who is equipped witha-working knowledge 0Qhe.cou,ntry's two official'
languages is at a great advantage in seeking employment in Government and in many areas,Of theprivatewsector. A

working knowledge of both our official languages will enable practising professionals to serif:, the Canadian public more
widely and usefully, and to participate more fully in the activities of their professional community. They will be able to
share .and to benefit more readily from the professional knowledge, research and experience of their colleagues who are

working in the official language group. They will be able to contribute more effectively to the common pool of
knoWledge available for all members of the profession to draw upon in Canada. 7.

Unfortunately,On recent years many professional schools or faculties have abandoned their second Itnguoge
requireirte-nt. More serious still, however, is the fact that few professional programmes are providing opportunqies or
encouragement for their students to develop at least a reading and working. knowledge of the couritty,'s.other.dfficial
language -. While it would not be practical to require all students completing professional studies to bell?ently bilingual,
the- Commission believes that it should be a long-term objective of every profession in Canada to ensure that its members
have a working and reading knowledge of both our official languages. To this end, the Commission recommends that the
education programmes for every profession in this country include provision for courses that will assist their students to
develop a reading and working knowledge of our second official language. Federal and provincial programmes for second t
language instruction' should be broadened and strengthened to support the development of such courses. The definition of -

a professional.person.'in Canada should before too long inchicle..khe assumption that such a person is bilingual, at least to
the extent of being able to communicate with 'colleagues in either of our official languages: It is already clear that
members of the professions who do not have this facility will be uinder an increasing handicap in the years ahead.

In regard to.languages, the Commission notes the valuable contribution being made by many Canadian professionals

who arc able to communicate with new Canadians and members of minority groups. in theiriwn tongue. This language
proficiency makes it possible for these professionals to provide service that might otherwise not be given, or asked,
because of problems of communication. Such language skills will also be helpful in Maintaining liaison between the
professions in Canada and their counterparts in other countries..Progradmes of professional education should, therefore,

make some provision to recognize and assist the development or maintenance of proficien4 in languages other thini

English andFrendi as a curriculum option.

On another point, many briefs and representations to the Commission drew attention to the extent to which Canada
has failed to meet even her own needs for graduates in most professions. Stigh representations urged thateanada noW aim

at becoming self-sufficient in the preparation of professional manpower. The Commission believes4that this is both 'a

reasonable and a responsible objective at this point in-our country's development. Indeed, it is high time for this country,
with its wealth of hilman and economic resources, to become more self-reliant in meeting its own requirements for both
teachers and practitioners in every professional field. To meet these needs Canada is robbing other countries, including,
underdeveloped countries, of large numbers of their skilled professional graduates and Of some of their most promising
students. Yet, at the same time, many capable young Canadians are being denied an opportunity to obtain a professional
education because of our failure to create enough places for them in our professional schools to meet even our own
requirements for professional graduates.

The extent to which marry of our professional schools draw upon other countries for members of...their teaching stall'

is, in part, a consequence of this situation. It is on(. indication that we have not provided suffitient opportunities for .the

education of Canadimi graduates in the Professions. I loNA,ver. it is also puzzling that in many instances Canadian.
professional schools are still ..,iccolinnodating; large numb, rs of students and teachhig staff from other countries, while
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rejecting qualified Canadians who wish to pursue-profecsional Liducation or to teach in a professional field.

It is nonsensical that Canada, at this advanced stage in its development, is relying substantially on other countries to
meet her needs for mialified graduates in many professional fields. Given our rich human and economic resources, this
country should not only be meeting its-own requirements, it should also be contributing more fully.,,to the professional
needs of less developed countries and to the graying needs of the international community for highly qualified graduates:

:The figUres indicate clearly how far we are from meeting this obligation to ourselves and to others: In1974, for
example, sonic 1,256 doctors inimigrated to Canada, while only 1,561 doctoi,i graduated from ourotedical colleges in the
1974-75 academic year. Indeed, for most years during the past decade the nuniber of immigrant physicians hasmatched
or even exceilled the number of graduates from our own Medical facultiesStearly, we have been relying heavily upon the
medical colleges of -other countries to- provide us with a very high proportion of the professionals required to maintain
our health services in Canada. Althonghthefigbifes_are not always so striking, it is evident that in nearly every other
professional field in Canada we are 'not ;jet nvefing our national tiquirements for skilled professional graduates. fn each
of the ten Proles-sional fields discussed in this chapter the need for many Imre gradnates-, including many with advanced.
post-graduate training, is clear. To meet these needs more oppottundies must be created, to obtain professional education
yvithin Canada, particul arly in those fields in vVhich we are notk'-yet meeting even our own national requirements for
professional graduates.

The fact;and the extent, of otrr-dependerice upon the skilled profsssfonal graduatepof other countries are
nnmistakable.Tet. an examinatipn of the university enrolment statistficS in many professional areas does not indicate that
realistic steps have been taken to correct this:situation. At the undergraduate level, for example, nearly 30 per cent or the
students enrolled 'in education in British Columbia in 1972-73 were non-Canadianoln the same year approximately a fifth
of the students taking a bachelor's degree in engineering in Ontario and Quebec were non-Canadian, as were over 15 per
cent in the Prairie Provinces and in British Columbia.\In forestry approximately 10 per cent of the undergraduate
enrolment was non-Canadian. In architecture the non-Canadian undergraduate ern Invent exceeded 10 per cent in every
region of the country. In agriculture nearly 15 per cent of the undergraduates i Queb c were non-Canadian. In medicine

-the undergraduate non-Canadian enrolment was over' 13 pot cent in Ontario a exceed d 16 per cent in British
Columbia, By way of comparison,lhe non-American undergraduate enrolment in med ine at universities in the ynited
States is less than 2 per cent. Yet in 1974-75 the noniCanadian freshman enrolment n medicine in Ontario had risen tri
15.8 per cent and at one university was more than 25 per cent.

At the master's level; barely half of the engineering students in Canada in 1972-73 were Canadian, and in two regions
(the Atlantic Provinces''5nd-Ontario) the percentage of Canadian students was well below half. In architecture well over
half the students enrolled in a master's programme in 1972-73 were npn-Canadieti(only 25 per cent were Canadian in
Ontario, only 33'per cent in British Columbia, and 53 per cent in Quebec). Less than two-thirds of the law students at
the master's level in Ontario in 1972-73 *ere CariLian and less than half were Canadian in the Prairie Provinces: In
agriculture 19 per cent of the students were non-Caq,adian in Quebec, 37 per cent in Ontario, 30 per cent in the Prairie
Provinces and .34 per cent in British Columbia. ,In business administration the' non-Canadian enrolment exceeded 20 per

cent in every region except the Atlantic Provinces. In the Prairie Provinces and British Columbia it exceeded 30 per cent.
In forestry the non-Canadian enrolment was over 63 per cent in British Columbia, approximately 40 per cent in the
Atlantic,Provinces and over 38 per cent in Ontario-1n physical education 20 per cent or more of the students in both
Quebec apd the Prairie Provinces were non-Canadian.

At the doctoral level only 18.9 per cent of engineering students in the Atlantic Provinces in 1972.73 were Canadian,
and only 26.4 percent in Quebec. 32.9 per cent in Ontario, 28.6 pe?'cent in the Prairie Provinces and 44.3 per cent in
British Columbia, Thus, Canadian students did not comprise even 50 per cent of the enrolment in engineering at the
doctoral revel in any region of Canada. In agriculture in the same year less than 50 per cent (47(1) of doctoral students
were Canadian in Quebec, and less than 40 per cent (38,5) in Ontario': Only 53,8 per cent were Canadian in the Prairie
Provinces and 64.1 per cent in British Columbia. In business administration the non-Canadian enrolment exceeded 20 per
cent in Qtlebec and Ontario and was more than 50 per cety in British Columbia. In forestry non- Canadians comprised
27.3 per cent of the enrolment in Quebec, 50 per cent in Ontario and 78.3 per cent in British Columbia. In medicine the
non-Canadian enrolment, ranged from-approximately 20 per cent in Quebec to over 30 per cent in the Prairies, civet 40
per cent, in British Columbia and over 50 per cent in Ontario.
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Over one-quarter.(27.9 per cent) of the full-time teachi
Canadian universities in 1973-74 were non-Canadian. In t

was almost 50 per cent or only one Canadian for every
staff in law at Canadian universities were non-Canadian
almost one-third, and in the Western Provinces it was
on the full-time teaching faculty at Canadian univers
per cent.
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on-Canadian. In the same year nearly one-quarter of the teaching

In the Atlantic Provinces the proportion of non-Canadians was
ore than one-third. In agriculture the proportion of non-Canadians

ies was one-fifth, and in engineering the proportion was nearly 30

Similar statistics for both students and teachin staff could be cited for many other professions.4 The Commission
believes strongly that Canada owes it to herself and to others to become more self-reliant and self-sufficient in meeting at

least her own requirements for graduates in the professions.

Most briefs and,., representations received by the Commission on the subject of professional education noted the need

for the curriculum to devote sufficient attention to Canadian content. It was argued that Canadian content should be

strengthened in two ways. First, itnore attention should be paid to the Canadian context within which .the profession IS'

being taught, so that graduates wWI have a better knowledge of the institutions, culture and circumstances of the society ,

in which they will live and practise. Second, more attention should be, paid in the curriculum to those aspects of the

profession itself that may have some particular interest or relevance for Canadians, for example, in architecture and

engineering to the specific climatic and environmental conditions of this country, in medicine to the health problems of

the North and of the-native peoples, in agriculture to the problems of marketing and to studies-of the costs and benefits

of alternative land uses, and in business and management studies to the problems of small business in Canada.

The ('ommission agrees with those who have made this point and believes that it would be desirable to give more

attention to both the Canadian context and the Canadian content of professional educatio Mare opportunities should be

provided for students in professional programmes to study those aspects of their profession at may have some particular

relevance to the needs and problems of this country. Further, programmes of professional ed cation should include

substantive courses in Canadian studies that will provide their students with an effective wor ing.knowledge of the

character, institutions and history of this country and of its major social, cultural and ec omic problems. On both these

counts graduates in the professions will benefit both themselves and others through a fulle knowledge and understanding

of the community they are to serve.

Related to the question of Canadian content in the curriculum, many submissions to the Commission pointed to the

need for more textbooks and scholarly publications dealing with Canadian concerns or with subject matter from a ,/
Canadian point of view. The Commission's inauiries indicated the need in many programmes of professional education for

more publications covering Canadian concerns or having ,a Canadian orientation. While this question is discussed, in the

present chapter. it is explored more-fully in the chapters of the Commission's Report on publishing and on science and

technology.

Ultimately. the scope and quality both of scholarly publishing and of the undergraduate curriculum depend upon the

,scope and quality of graduate studies and research. In every field of professional activity in Canad far more attention
and support must be devoted to graduate studies and.ksearch. In many professions it is a matter o urgency that graduate

programmes and research activity be initiated or expanded. Until this is done, there is no prospect t t this country's

need for highly qualified professionals,can be met or that many of our major problems can be tackled with some real

chance of scess. As one commentator has noted:

The Canadian university has been far slower than the American to respond to the obligations of t

train students at advanced leVel, to undertake systematic research, and to relate knowledge to the

society . , . , Especially since the end of. the second world war the American universities have add
systematically and adventurously to research. and in this they have received support on a mount'
federal government. The professional schools ... have been towering bridges between the acade

world of affairs.'
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It is. time for the professional schools to assume more of the responsibilities of this role in Canada. Indeed, it is time
for the professions to assume their larger responsibilities in our national life. Professional skills are needed to achieve
social and economic progress. They can often provide the key to success in planning programmes for national
development. However, knowledge in one professional field by itself will often be less productive than when it is
combined with the special knowledge which can be contributed by other professions and by non-professionals. In dealing
with broad national problems environmental pollution, poverty, health delivery systems, growth and population, energy,
criminology and rehabilitation, for example the specialist has an indispensable contribution to make, but t is contribution
will not by itself be enough to resolve these goblems, which have complex and multiple inter-relationships. rofessionals
must join with other professionals and with non-professionals in a partnership to tackle the larger problems four society.
Some of these problems, which have been for so long intransigent, might respond to a cross-professional, cross-disciplinary
approach. We need to call upon the totality of our human resources to identify and resolve, our national problems, and to
develop constructive national policies. The professions have a large and important part to play in this challenging task.

if, as has been argued, 'the motivation,of the true professional can only be to advance his skills and competence in the
service of society',6 there should be no hesitation on the part of the professions and of the professional schools in
responding'to this challenge. Indeed, it can he argued that professional status confers a responsibility upon those who
hold it to give first priority to serving the public interest. Unfortunately, as another observer has noted, 'there seems to
be little evidence to sueport the idea that such a service orientation is primary ... professions for reasons associated with
their special status have frequently shown a disturbing blindness to the public interest'.7 According to the report of the
Castonguay Commission, applications for incorporation, as a profession are often 'inspired more by the'desite to protect
members of the profession than fly a preoccupation with the public interest'.1 The inquiries of other commissions in recent
years, in the United States, in Britain and western Europe and in Canada, have led to similar conclusions. There are
simply too many examples of 'a profession deluding itself into believing that the public interest is being served When in
.fact the profession's policy represents a myopic approach to self-interest'-.9 Such criticisms cannot be ignored. An
important part of the answer will be provided when programmes of professional education prepare their graduates morg
effectively to meet the needs of the society, in which they will work and live.

Agilculture and Veterinary Medicine
Significant changes are taking place in rural areas all across Canada as many farmers move into cities, and -conversely,
many urban people establish residence in the country. Thus; what were once considered to be 'rural problems' are now
being recognised as the problems of Canadian society as a whole. The 'back to the land' philosophy of many of our
young people, the demand for recreational facilities, the need to make good use of plants in the urban environment all
these deVelopments, coupled, with the fundamental- concern to make available an economical supply of food, have preated
an upsurge of interest in agricultural questions touching every -.thoughtful Canadian. This,in turn, has placed new or
enlarged demands upon the- institutions providing professional education to meet the .needs in this important area of our
national life.

Such an interest in agriculture is Well placed. Agriculture has been, and continues to Be, an enormously important
factor the life and development of Canada. The largest industry in the Canadian economy, the agriculture and food
industiT: is vital to the health and well-being of every ('anadian. A brief to the Commission from the deans of .agriculture
was perhaps not overstating the case when it argued that, 'if agriculture fails, there is little .point in other Canadian ,--
studies'! Post-secondary'education in agriculture and'in the alliedfield of veterinary medicine, therefore, require serious
consideration, in any examination of the state of Canadian studies. Moreover, it is particularly appropriate that agriculture
and veterinary medicine should he included in the purview of a COmmission on Canadian Studies because their. .university
educational programmes are almost entirely designed to meet a Canadian need.. ('anadian agriculture is distinctiye in many
of its characteristics and also .because of the key role it plays in the life and economy of this country.

The interest in. and the importance of. post-secondary agricultural education is'indicated by increased enrolment in
recetit years at all of theeight faculti.cs and colleges of agriculture.across Canada. These are the/Nova Scotia. Agricultural
College at Tthro. the Faculty of Agriculture and Food Sciences of University Laval, the Faculty'of Agricultu -at

Macdonald College of 'McGill University. the OntariO Agricultural College of the University of Guelph, th .aeulty of
Agriculture of the University of Manitoba. the College of Agriculture of the University of Saskatchewa the Faculty of
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Agriculture and Forestry of the University of Alberta and the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences of the University of
British Columbia. The total enrolment at these institutions jumped 29 per cent from 1972-73 to 1973-74(froin 5,091 to
6,579), a Much-greater increase than in most fields of university study. This total rose again in 1974-75, which was /he
fourth' successive year of marked increases in the number of students coming into post-secondary agricultural programmes.,

The number of applications has arisen for every aspect of post-secondary agricultural education, including bachelor
degree programmes, diploma courses, continuing education programmes and graduate workat both the master's degree
and doctoral levels. Despite some notable increase in the numbers of students accepted, it has not been possible for the
institutio 'oncerned to keep up with either the demands for admission from qualified applicants or the demands of our
society or gra i this field. Th terest in agricultural studies has been so great, indeed,"that entrance standardsfor
this profession may have to be rai ve the normal university and college admission cequirements; the (imitations
impo ed by existing physical facilities and by current levels of budgeting will not allow for inucl) more expansion in
enrol' t.

A simil'
-thiversite
a G 1ph,. fo
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situation is found in the field of veterinary medicide, which, is offered at three Canadian .universities, the
Montreal, the University of Guelph and the University of Saskatchewan.,Enrolment. in veterinary medicine
example, has increased by 50 per cent in the past two years and similar increased have been experienced or

at both Montreal and Saskatchewan. Clearly, many young Canadians wish tohave careers'in this profession,
existing veterinary colleges cannot cope with the numbers of aspiring students and now turn away many

well-qualified. applicants for lack of places. For instance, the four Atlantic -Provinceswhich do not,have a veterinary
school of theii own, are rarely permitted to place mere than six student a year at the Ontario Veterinary College at the
University of Guelph, the only English-speaking veterinary school in eastern Canada-Gudlph has about six applicants for
every available place and now refuses to admit non-Canadian students, apart from one or two each year coming to Canada
under the sponsorship of the Canadian International Development Af,ency (CIDA).

Yet, in both agriculture and.veterina medicine there are acute shortages inCanada of professionally trained merfand
women for specialized posts in Governme nd industry. In certain- fields. the shortage is sd critical that Government
agencies are having to hire a significant proportion of their professional staff outside Canada. At present Agriculture
Canada is sponsoring a number of professional employees in full-time studies at foreign graduate schools. While this may
be commendable in terms of promoting Canadian participation in international scholarship, every Canadian should be .
embarrassed that we are-relying on foreign schools to train a significant proportion of the country's highly qualified
personnel in agriculture and, veterinary medicine two. fields of education in which, given our natural and human
resources, we should be providing world leadership rather than imposing upon others.

A brief to the Commission from the Ontario Veterinary College indicates that there is 'a current Immediate
shortage' of 800 veterinarians in Canada.The Honourable Eugene Whejan, Federal Minister of Agriculture, estimated last
year that Canada needs more than 260 graduates a year in veterinary .rnedIcine-btit that the average graduating class today
is,only 135. The colleges, he noted, receive an ,average of 950 applications every year from students who have met all the
entry requirements, ° Recognizing that the bottleneck is in th number and size of veterinary colleges, the .Federal
Government has now agreed to provide money to help the Provi ces to build at least some of the additional facilities that
are so urgently required. The Commission welcomes this decision d urgeS prompt action, particularly in meeting the

_

need for such facilities in the Atlantic Provinces.

Although such initiatives Will be costly, the need for them is great. .lie shortage of livestock veterinarians is a national
problem for which every Canadian is ultimately paying in increased neat In addition to supplying the manpower
necessary to Provide animal health services in Canada, veterinary medine provides many of the qualified personnel
needed by Government departmeing to inspect meat and canned foodS'before these reach' the consumer market. In recent
years public health measures involving research and practice in veterinary. medicine have been responsible for virtually
eliminating certain diseases, such -as tuberculosis andrbnicellosis, from the cattle population in Canada. The human and
material benefits of such work are immeasurable. Canada, therefore, can ill afford not to look after her own manpower
needs in veterinary medicine.

.

The urgent need for rational reforms in the professional support system for agriculture in Canada has. prompted the
-It
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deans at all eleven faculties of agriculture and veterinary medicine in Canada to issue a broad-ranging National Statement.
In this statement, the deans pointed out that

the faculties find themselves chronically rderfinanced despite widespread governMent and public.lip-service to the
essential importance of food production and,die need to apply education and 'research to its increase. They lack
fu,nds for current activities other than teaching students; they tlq not have enough staff to achieve appropriately
small class-sites; and tifey have neither the time nor the.money to undertake research that is needed and of which
they are capable. As ti result, the II Faculties of -Agriculture 'and Veterinary Medicine are intellectual resources that
are being'exploited to only a fraction of their potential." .

According to the National Statement, areas of underdeveloped potential, besides research, include ctintitfuing education
services for Canadian farmers and food industry and community service on a local, regional, national and
international scale.

41,

A searching examination 61 the specific prdblems of science in agriculture was presented to the Federal Government
and to the public,some fours years ago in two publications of, the Science Council of Canad: Agricultural Science -in
Canada, Special Study No. 10, 1970, and Irwo Illada' Grdss.. The" Challenge Facing Agriculture, Report No, 12, 1971.
Both documents identified lack-of co-ordination of research, particularly between the federal dovernmerit and the
universities, as a fundamental weakness of the whole system TlieScience Council proposed effective national
co-ordination of research by -means of a representative Agricultural 'Research Co-or mating Council, with significant
budgetary powers. The deans of agriculture and veterinary medicine also concluded that lack of research co-ordihation .
continues to he a major prqblem in their professional fields. In the light Or these findings, the Commission welcomes the 1.

recent foimation of the Canadian Agricultural Research Connell to advise the Federal Government od,agricultural
research. It notes, however, that effective cd-ordination of research, involving'the universities, Government and producers
will requir realisti_clinancial backing by Federal and Provincial governments.,

. =

The ommission's own research and inquiries indicated that-the faculties-of agriculture and yeterinary,Medicine must'
strengthened as a first step towards the Canada -wide agiicultural strategy called for in the National Statement. The

problem; essentially, is that Canadian agricultural and veterinary schoOls have been denied the resources necessary lo allow
them-to keep up with Canadian needs. This is especially true In, the field of research, By far the largest research agency in
Canadian.agriculture is the Federal Department, of Agriculture (Agriculture ('anada). In 1972-73 this Department spent
$9,9 millioon research and developmentalone.Byconirast, the total funding of the eleven faculties of agriculture arid
veterinary medicine across Canada in the same year was not even $50'million',.only $15.5 million of'#hich was for
research. As the deans noted to their National StateMeift:

Research resources of Agriculture,Canada have grown to.their current levels at a rate of 9% per year over the past.
decade while the Department's't-esearch grant, to the faculties have fluctuated around I% of its, in- house research
budget over the past decade and as'a propurtion over the past five years have actually been declining. -

. .. . .

The dins also .pointed out that, to date, despite the 'make -or -Huy' national policy promulgated 1972, under which
Federal GOverninerit departments were directed to contract'out their research requirements where pos ible, Agriculture
Canada remains the only Department which spends about 99;per cent of its research budget in-house. ovincial
Governments provided twice as large,a share of the research funds of the eleven faculties in 1972.73 as id the Federal
Government. Of the federal contribution to faculty research re urees4 only a sixth came from Agriculture Canada. The
National. Research Corm il provided neatly TcYur times as much. he ComMission shares the view of the deans that

.
research in their faculties-'s grossly undersupported and that lack of adequate federal funding seriously restricts their '

ability to contribute in proper Measure to the Canadian agricultural research effort. `The present level of funding,: the, .

deans suggested, 'barely ,enables researcirto continue at a status quo level and is inadequate to maintain a significantli
high level of graduate student activity and-staff participation in both scholarly and productivity-oriented research taSks.'.
They argue convincingly that a significant increase in federal, researchallocations to the facultieqin addition to
encouraging more research, would have a 'multiplier effece.on all activities in faculties of agriculture and veterinary`
medicine by strengthening their capaCities to provide useful action in spheres other than those of research alone. For
example, more funds for research would enable the faculties to expand their graduate work and ,to train more of the
students who are needed to fill positions in. these professions.
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The Commission's inquiries revealed the need to initiate or expand 'research in a wide range of subjects relating to the
specific problems and opportunities that confront agriculture in this country, These include agricultural business and farni
management., food science and technology, rural development, urban needs, environmental conditions ,and quality control, ,
land and water use, and many aspects of hOrticulture. In these fields, and many others, more graduates and more research
and development are required, as'well as expanded programmes of instruction at the undergraduate and diploma levels.

There is a particular need for more post-graduate students-to meet future demands for research scientists and teachers.
Universities, Government departments, research centres and private industry all stressed to the Commission, for example,
the present shortage of graduates and of teaching staff who understand even the fundamentals of policy analysis,
agri-business marketing or farm management in Canada. The failure of business'schools and economics departments" to
relate their work to agriculture was frequently mentioned as one of the reasons for this situation. The Commission's
inquiries did indeed indicate itconsiderable disincl ion n the part of some business schools and economics
departments to deal in any meaningful way with a 'cultural issues, despite the key role played by agriculture in the
'economic and business activity of this country, The st haritable description of this attitude is academic snobbery.

The multidisciplinary nature of agricultural faculties makes them well suited for research on many problems of national
scope. But, again, lack of funds retards their prOgress in many areas requiring immediate action. For example, there is a 7

paucity of knowledge about the cost and benefits of alternative brill uses, such as farming, forestry and recreation, or
about how the relative value of these different land uses may be changing. More research is also needed to develop plant
species optimally suited to marginal lands and to varying climatic conditions. Too little is known-about the efficiency of
Various feeding methods. There is a backlog of research needed into animal health and related prodpctivity..The potential
of animals for converting wastes into high quality protein requires more intensive research. Research into the efficient use
of energy in farming demands much more attention, as do s9cio-economic studies relating to the movement of
townspeople to rural areas and to the protection of the values.of the rural lifestyle while encouraging such movement.
More attention must also be given to meat research, including research into the size, location and distribution of packing
plants, research to develop better technology in meat processing, packaging and quality, and consumer studies.

Substantially more research is required to guide the formulation of public policy in many areas of agriculture that are
of broad importance to our national life. Among them are: alternatives for the redevelopment" of rural Canada; the in pact
of evolving federal and provincial legislation on the agricultural, andfood economy; food retailing and distribution
systems in the 1970s and 1980s: the multinational firm and the Canadian agriculture and food. system; and the instability
of agricultural incomes and inflation.

Existing funding policies, the Commission heard repeatedly, do not take into account adequately the higher than
average costs of doing agricultural research and educating agricultural students compared with costs associated with many
other professional or scientific fields. The care and maintenance of domestic animals, large greenhouses, growth-room
facilities. and field laborataries are especially expensive operations.. The Commission urges Governments to recognize these
extra costs so that the high quality of teaching and research in agriculture and veterinary medicine can be ensured..

Needed, too. is more support for writing and publication by Canadians in the field of agricultural and veterinary
medicine. Numerous'areas of agricultural studies lack Canadian textbooks illustrating and dealing with the specifiCand
distinctive problems of our own country. In many cases the textbooks in use are American. Understandably, these have

I
been written with the circumstances and needs of American agriculture inmind and they.are oriented to the concerns or
agriculture in the Unitentates, which are often different in, substance or emphasis from those of Canada. The Cana Ian
reading material currently available often consists largely'of widely dispersed reports and research papers. A brief.to he
Commission from the Agricultural Economics Research Council pointed out

despite the uniqueness of Canada's agricultural marketing institutions and despite her unique' agricultural problems,
there is no comprehensive book or study that has been carried out suitable-for educational purposes at either the
graduate or undergNiduate level. The same is true of rural society and rural development. Despite the importance of
wheat and grainsIn Canada, there is not one grain- marketing 'course offered tiy universities in Canada. There is no
Canadian Food Service /Manual available for home ecortomists.to study if interested in institutional management, so..
how do they learn the fundamentals relating to the procurement of meat under our unique grading system?
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Other briefs and represettations to the Commission urged the need for textbooks and other published material relating
more directly tp Canadian circumstances in agriculture in such fields as engineering, economics, transportation, rural.
socio o , taxation, history and political institutions. Teaching materials and funds are also needed to support a more
exte ve programme of continuing education in both agriculture and veterinary medicine.

The Commission concurs in the view expressed to it by the Agricultural Invitue of Canada that `textbooks, research
and hence teaching need to be improved immediately in many areas of agricultural education to fit Canadian

ofrequirements'. Agriculture and veterinary medicine need and deserve increased support tiLY meet the demands that are
being placed upon theM. The problems with which these professions must dal are matters of Vital concern to every .
Canadian.

Architecture and Environmental Design.
There are over thirteen hundred private architectural firms in Canada. In addition to those in private professional practice,
many architects are employed-by various levels and agencies of Government and by' corporations other than architectural
firms. Others are engaged in teaching, research and consulting. All told, there are now nearly four thousand registered
architects in Canada. This country has thus produced, or attracted, a large number of architects; including many of
outstanding talent. Yet representations to the Commission have argued that Canadian architecture on the whole lacks
sensitivity to unique or distinctive Canadian circumstances, including landforms, climate, available materials, regional .

differences, political structure, economy, culture and tradition. There are clearly great differences of opinion about how
well architecture in Canada is integrated both physically and historically with its environment.

There are sharp differences of opinion, too, about how well schools and faculties of architecture'in Canada are
preparing their students to work with the particular circumstances of this 'country and to meet the particular needs of our

society. The Went of the critical comment to be heard on this subject suggests that it would be timely for those
responsible for education in architecture to undertake a careful review of curriculum to ensure that adequate attention is
tieing devoted to preparing their students to deal effectively with the practical Canadian dimensioniof-their_profession.
Such a review should consider many questions. For example, is sufficient attention being given to the,pirticular probleths
posed for architecture in this country by climate tricl geography? by our northern frontiers? by our distinctive Matra!
heritage? Geology is perhaps'the main determinant of both our natural and our developed. environment, yet geological
studies are omitted from the curriculum of almost every schOol of architecture in Canada. Why is this so, and should it be
so? Do Canadian-architects have a sufficient grounding in Canadian social sciences.to'assist them in designing buildings
that will augment and improve the best features of our social structure? Is it possible that some architectural techniques

may shield us too well against the stresses of our climatic environment, screening out some conditions' that'have in the
past been stimulants toward better physical and emotional,thealth? is There sufficient study of Canadian motivational
psychology in conjunction with architecture to assist in the planning and design of stimulating and supportive buildings,
and the creation of congenial environments for work?

These, and many ,Other questions, point to the need not only for a curriculum review in architecture but also for a
much more significant and extensive research programme and for more graduate work. They point, as well, to the need
for more transdisciplinary work in architecture which will put an end to its isolation from the social, environmental and
engineering sciences.

Briefs and representations to the Commission expressed concern that architecture is being taught as though graduates
will live and work in a cultural vacuum, dealing only with abstract theory and principles, with little regard to how these
might relate to the realities of the particular society and conditions within which the graduttes will practise. their

o profession. In part this was attrikited to the internationalist influence in Canadian education for architects. Most teachers
of architecture in Canada are post-graduates of universities in the MiltedSlates and elsewhere who, it was argued, tend to
impart to Canadian students a bias in favour of the internationalisLapproach to design often favoured at such universities
and a deprecating view of their own architectural heritage. Many teachers in this categpry view design as a discipline
possessing its own internal logic, separated from its particular physical and cultural setting. This philosophy of
architecture was expressed succinctly by one well-known architect when asked what factors he would take into
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consideration for the design of a building in Winnipeg as opposed to one in Miami. He replied, 'I would consid
proport

"_The adverse consequences Of this orientation towards the internationalist approach to design are' compo i ndd by
another factor: when not relying og abstract design., many Canadian architects tend to rely upon design created with
the physical and-cultural environments of other countries in mind. For instance, one dean acknowledge, to the
Commission that in seeking staff in the field of landscape architecture, `4/e feel inclined not to look i Canada, but in
countries such as SWeden and Finland'. Other submissions to the Commission dwelt upon.*the extent to which the /
profession has imported co cepts and design ill-suited to the circumstances Of this country. Exam es were frequently
cited of poor adaptatio of buildings designed for Californieor Washington being plunked down 'n- Toronto or on the
Canadian 'prairies with edictable \and unfortunate results. It is, of course, healthy and essential or anadians to ldok

outwards to other count s and other cultures for ideas and techniques. tut perhaps the most eful lesson* to be learned,

at this point from some of architects of other countries is the creative value of the profound sense of the importance
---,of-Me specific physical and cult milieu that they bring to their work.

-This is not to suggest that schools of architecture by themselves are responsible for the style and quality of
architecture in Canada. In many parts of Canada, economic conditions and adverse building conditions have a strong
impact. So do the expectations and habits of mind of the corporations, institutions and individuals that commission the
buildings. Federal and Provincial Government building standards also exercise a strong influence. As one brief put it,
`zoning and by-law codes and regulations practically pre-determine what can be built to a rubber 'Stamp formula. There is

a fixed 'optimum solutidir that fits the codes and that works economically and that therefore quite naturally gets
repeated time after time', None the less, schools of architecture do influence substantially the degree to which our

architecture*lects an awareness-of Canadian needs in both functional and aesthetic terms.

One Canadian architect illustrated chow he tries to relate his designs to their physical setting:

Most of my buildings are white or light in colour (because of) the long autumn and spring, and in Eastern `Canada

the. blue-grey to grey sky, the brown to grey landscape require-an element of sparkling contrast in the otherwise'
sombre atmosphere. In winter, when the snow arrives, only white can settle a house `So completely into its

environment. What elsewhere is rationalized as a device for setting a building apart from nature in Canada becomes
the means of integration) 2

The Commission believes that all parts of the man-made environment in .Canada housing, urban development; transport
systems and recreation areas, to name but a few 'should be designed in the context of Canadian conditions. A brief to
the Commission from the National Design Council noted, however, that the design of most of our built environment is
''with few exceptions patterned after foreign concepts'. The Commission acknowledges ate-Valuable work of the National
Design Council in encouraging students of architecture, engineering, indusesial design, urban planning and similar
professional fields to relate (heir creative skills toe Canadian milieu. .

Another view frequently expressed to the Cominission in briefs and at public hearings is that fa ties and schools of
architecture in Canada must take a greater Interest in the history of Canadian architecture, in restoration architecture. and
in researli and writing relating to the architectural history of Canada. The. Commission warmly concurs with this opinion.
In recent years Canadiaitsliave.witneSsed, and tolfrated, the thoughtless destruction in many cities of what little

inthitectural heritage we have in pursuit of so-called urban renewal which has often proven to be simPly an extensions of
urban blight. Iniminerabre buildings of significance to our aesthetic and historical heritage have' been bulldozed away with
little' regard to or understanding of, their value as a part of every Canadian''s patrimony. Our society is left the poorer by
this undiscriminating destrUction of the public inheritance.

More attOntion to. teaching. research and writing about architectural history and conservation are required, not only
because of the intrinsic scholarly valise of such activities but also ecause niore,work in these areas would help to retard
this destructive process and, better still, to turn it into construct ve an Is. As, noted elsewhere in the CoMmission's
Report, Heritage Canada is working' with sonic two hundred la ge and sma ntary organizations across the country to
help Canadians become more conscious of the value of horitage conservation." The director of Heritage Canada described
one of the problems of, conservation in a brief to the Commission:
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The serious 'shortage in Canada of restoration architects and possibly certain allied professionals is one cause of
unnecessary klss.of so muctr.Df our visible heritage. We have known. developers whose minds would be open to the
possibility of ra'storing au ifhportant building to a condition where it might be commercially viable and making it a
lasting contribution Co the quality of life in the community. However, possibilities of this kind are far too often
dampened when the-only,advice.avaitable to the owner comes from people whose sole experience is in the mass
production. of buildings of crashing mediocr

The Commission be eves that this problem coal 'be Ileviated if schools of architecture and related institutions provided
. student31,vith more o portunities to become inter ted and skilled in preserving Canada's building heritage. Many

European un Weisities fer specialized university op 'ons directed towards the train* of restoration architects. No such
specialist option is , available at any university in Cana, a. The Commission' strongly urses Canadian schools of architecture
to correct this lamentable deficiency. Courses on Cana an architectural history should also be available in the humanities
and social sciences curriculum of at least one or two uni ersities in each region of Canada. A-fecent survey indicate9hat
no more thilp five .universities are currently teaching a cou e devoted to architecture.in Canada. In'fact, most institutions
of higher learning in thiS country do not offer any course a all on the history of architecture, let alone on .the history of
Canadian architecture.

A report prepared fo1 4he Commission on the study of archit cure in Canada as undertaken by the Canadian schools
of architecture noted the following facts: of the ten schools and ca ulties of architecture in Canada only half wete
offering courses in the history of Canadian arehitecture.in.the 1974- 975 academic year; less than half were engaged in

cts for analysing, sketching or measuring Canadian buildings; less than half had collections of-architectural drawings
of Canadian buildings; only one had a collection of photographs of Cana an buildings; none had collections of biographical
material about Canadian architects. It is not surprising that the report c' eluded that 'basic course in the history of

,,architecture in,,,Canada are not generally ;cdnsidered essentialin Canadiah s hools. Interest in this s bjeet has had to
depend upon the enthusiasm of individual:staff members'.

In addition to the coming into operation of Heritage Canada in 1974, the commission notes,with pleasure two other
developments in the same year, which should bring welcome support to the study and conservation of our architectural
heritage: the incorporation of the SociFty for the Study of Architecture in Canada and the incorporation of the
Association for Presecivation Technology. Prior to the formation of the Society for the Study of Architecture in Canada,
individuals studying,Canadian archilecturehad no national organization through which they could share their particular
interest. While there were groups involVed in creating, preserving and restoring architecture, albeit often on a limited and
fpgruented basis, there was no nationwid group studying Canadian architecture and the architects that created it. The
founders of the Society were only too right in their assessment that `architecture is the unknown art in Canada'. A
non-profit, educationak-charitable and broadly based organization, the Society seeks to encourage the evaluation,
interpretation and maintenance off our resources in architecture in its broadest sense. The Commission welcomes the
establishment of cthe Soiety and encourages th is to suppoit its work generously.

The Commission also commends the-Wort.,,c of the Association r Preservation Technology. First organized in 1968 and
for'mally incorporated in 1974, the AssociationTs-se-jointCanadian American organization of professional preservationists,
restoration architects, furnishing consultants, museum curators, arc tectural educators, archaeologists, craftsmen and
other persons directly, or, indirectly involved in preservation activities. The Association is an interdisciplinary,
technically oriented body that p@vides a useful forum for those who wish to promote the quality of professional practice
in the field of historic preservation i -North America.

Appropriate courses in the university curriculum and the work of such bodies as the 'Society for the Study of
Architecture in Canada and the Association for Preservation Technology should help to stimulate scholarly research and
writing in restoration architecture and in Canadian architectatal history in faculties of architect e and related,
departments. Research, and writing in these fields will not thrive, however, until funding agencies upport them
more generously than they have done in the past and until appropriate opportunities to publish ar created.
At present there are only very .limited opportunities for scholarly publishing in the fields of architect re and
building science in Canada. A brief from one university teacher of environmerffal design echtied the co cern of
many other briefs in suggesting that
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while much of what is written in foreign journals (about architecture and building design] is relevant (or applicable)
to Canadian problems and practice, a great deal of it is not. Further; these models. encourage us to approach
Canadian studies and issues in ways which may often not tie productive or appropriate for Canadian society.

There is a Canadian architectural 'tradition, emerging from the distinctive circumstances of this country, which is valid
and worthwhile. We need to study, to conserve andlo develop it.

Business Management Studies

In terms of le er of people involved business and management education is but a small part of university
education." Yet, in iany practical ways,business education has an importance in all advanced industrial societies far
greater than the size of its faculties. Managers and other economic decision makers play a key role in such societies. This
is particularly true of Canada, for there is no other country in the world (including the United States) where business has
occupied a more central role in national development. Colisequently, a realistic knowledge of the history and processes.of
business and management in Canada is indispensable to an understanding of this country. It is also essential that business
and t programmesnagenlent ethication programes be related effectively to the distinctive needs and circumstances of the Canadian
comm rcial.environaht, and indeed to those of Canadian society as a whole. In this light, business and management
education is a key area for Canadian studies and one which has, or should have, a great deal to tell us about the past,
present and possible future of our country.

Despite the important role played by business in the development of Canada, business edheaticfri has a relatively short
history in this country. In fact, few of the other major areas of our national life have reraeiVid so little detailed study.
Moreover, there are few major areas of Canadian life that until recently have had-so little attention devoted to
educational programmes to prepare graduates to participate in them. Indeed-,-business education was neglected at all but a
few universities in Canada until the 1960s.

'In- contrast: business education in the United States has long been an important area of study. The Harvard Business
School, for example, was founded in 1908.. Since then, almost every major American university has' developed graduate
and undergraduate programmes in business education or management studies, to the point where there are now more than
seventy-five thousand undergradhate busineSSdegree students in the United States." In contrast to the 350 doctoral
students graduating annually- in business and management studies from American universities, only two PhD's had been
awarded in this field by Canadian universities up to 1969.' As a result, Canada had never prepared a highly skilled

management group with advanced education to meet its responsibilities, and business and management ithkation in this
country had been essentially the product of: trial and error. No doubt the country has paid a high price for this neglect.

While the situation is improving,there is still a long way to be travelled,

t.

The shortage of qualified Canadian graduates had another effect: it forced business schools in this country to go
-outside Canada to recruit faculty in late numbers, Since student enrolment in busthess studies has increased sharply in
recent years and future enrolment can he expected to continue to increase steadily, the need for additional faculty will
persist. Some of the implications of tis situation were described succinctly in a brief to the Commission from the dean
of one of Canada's largest business schools:'-We continue to hire top-fligkt.Americans only because we feel their help is
essential in developing our Ph.D...programmes andthereby acquiring the ability to graduate first-class Canadian-born and
educated students who will begin to fill the gaps in Canadian business editeation'. _

In briefs to the Commission a number of teachers of business studies suggested, however, that heavy reliance on
foreign faculty has adversely affected the developmept of Canadian studies in their field. 'they fend. to confirm the
findings -of' Dr Max von Zur-Muehlen in his study Business l:ducation ant! Faculty at 'Canadian Universities.' 7 Dr von
Zur-Nleuhlen concluded that the presence of a very high proportion of Americans in Canadian business faculties has

infected into business studies a strong bias in favour of American principles and practices. In one sense this has been an
advantage, since American techniques and practices, particularly in the quantitative applications, have often been much
more advanced than Canadian stand -ands or develop:lank:I however, it has also main that the curricula of Canadian
business schools have been substantially shaped by thosc ()I' business schools in the United States without due regard to
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'whether such orientation and subjec=t matter are apkopriate to Canadian needs. To a large extent, business and
management have been studied and taught in Canada' as though the values. and conditions of our own particular society
were irrelevant.

specia relevance to Canada in the btisiness and management field. Consequently, Canadian business schools-still depend a
great deal on foreign, and particularly American, cases and readings., In correspondence with the Commission, several
deans of schools of business studies expressed concern about the lack of research, of textbooks and of scholarly .

publications dealing with Canadian topics and situations.. In a brief a former dean kr one of Canada's largest business
schools observed:

We know vactically.nothing about the origins of Business activity in Canada, and, in terms of case work, very little
ias been done about the impact of the social strugure in Canada. I, of course, am not thinking about the sort of
!ling that Innis did but rather about the "FamIliCompact" type of approach, to business . . For many years,
epotisni in management in Canada abounded 'attic the interlocking of directorships' has been enormous, Is tliis one
if the reasons why productivity in Canadian enterprise has been lower than that of many other countries? What
las been the impact of the AMerican Subsidiary in terms of its effect on Canadian managenient? Did the movement
f Sears into Canada change the pattern of Canadian retailing in any respect? In other words, the question of social
tructure, economic policy and management has net",er been explored. I can think of no area'Where there is need for
nore work.

Anther dean was concerned about the lack (#f research in Canada regarding the reasons people behave o erform in
certain ways in the environment we call work'. For the greatest part, he said, most of the research in this area, s been
done i't other countries, and the results have been used here on the ass mption that they were valid in the Canad n
Milieu. 'But the fact is, there are enough differences in the make-uKatt tudes and culture of the Canadian people to
warrant Canadian research.'

A further problem that appears to have resulted from this situation is the relative neglect of writing and research of

AtClording to another brief, research relating to Canadian business ideology and to management of Canadian
ational tines is, with a few notable exceptions, practically non - existent: and in the area of foreign investment in

Canad. much of the best work has been done in foreign schools 'a record that is hardly commendable by any
stand aid'

.1

,,

A brief from a past president of the Canadian Association of Administrative Sciences noted that Canada,is 'basically a
ountr , ()I- small businessmen', yet there has been a deficiency of thorough studies of small Canadian business firms,

,.-

.27
. . in the 1970's, some 289,000 new jobs [will' he needed every year to employ the yvrlY increase in Canada's
l' boor force, In my pinion these jobs have to be provided mainly by the smaller business firms if the economyls
g iing to grow. Kurt ermore,nuist of these jobs have to come ftoin firms involved in export trade because the
dOmestie market i shrinking due to increased foreign competition. This requires the development of an industrial
strategN which w uld.create an appropriate export climate for Canadians firms. It-is alsksignificant that an average
of some 50 fin fail each week. In view 4 the foregoing, I believe that there is a great need to study in depth
business firms In my opinion, up to th pre t,-there has been epaucity of research funds for such study. .

Ins coinmentat noted that there are now in re than one thousand university teachers in commence and business
adjnimstration 1,11 Canada; in addition to the thousands.of professionals working in the area of admini4rative sciences in
both the private and the public sectors. Many of these individuals, he suggested, would he interestetirr doing this kind of
research it futia were more readily available for such studiek. Lack of research funds and indifference shown by
award-granting agencies towards business studies are a major obstacle to progress in many fields of business studies and
research. according to this observer and many othe6.

Most small companies in Canada are unable to afford separate research programmes. Some of them are now-filming to
universities for answers t.9, their industrial research problems, and this development is helping to meet the need for
university research relating to small business: A case in point is the service _being provided by McGill University's Office
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'for Industrial Research (OIR). Set up in 1972 with the help of a Federal Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce
grant, OIR brings the University's extensive research facilities and the experience of its faculty to business, industry and
Government agencies on a.contract basis. Emphasis is placed an projects of help.to small business. In a brief to the
Commissithi the Director of OIR expressed the view that because most business schools in Canada pattern themselves
after their American counterparts, they tend, to ignore the Canadian need for small business management expertise. OIR is
designed in part to help redress this situation. The Commission commends the pioneering work done by McGill
University's OIR in the field of small business research and urge other universities not now engaged in such public service
to consider following its example.

Briefs and other repre4ntations to the Commission repeate st essed the distinctions between Canadian and
American business environments. As one brief expressed the point:

You have only to look at differences between the two countries constitutional and-legaLtraditions,in the
political systems, and in buqiness-government relations to appre to that assumptions which may be valid about
business in the United States may not he applicable as such business in Cantida,

Sonic studies have made specific reference to differences betw en the Canadian and American business environments.' 8
Even allowing for disparities in the size and skills of the labo force and in the supply of capital, Canada has, for -

example, much lower levels of output in manufacturing in many fields. Economic environmental factors, such as the
tariff, are important influences and these differ between the two countries; Intrafirm mobility of managers -is Rlov'ver in
Canada than in the United States; AMericans tend to move into senior positions earlier in their careers; and Canadian
training .programmes are generally less developed than those in the United States. Processes of innovation and change are
slower in Citnada than in the United States, so that adoption of new technology tends to occur at a slower rate, Given
this range of_variable factors and differe es- in environment, it is clear that Canadian business studies require their own
methodologies and assumptions.

Many briefs noted that, in spite of he great contributions made by: American faculty members to the deuelopme9f of
Canadian business schools, there is alto danger in staffing Canadian business schools to too great an extent with Anufrican
professOrs and inignoring tke management practices, and the business experience and point of view, of other countries.
American practices have often been beneficial, but they cannot be universally applied. As one brief noted:

It is one thing to speak of corporate efficiency, but how is this defined? Within the framework of a socialist
economy, a free enterprise economy, or a mixed economy? Who should be the managers: owners of capital,
workers, elected consumers, the state? One can take the case of the American economy and analyze its
characteristics, as well as those of the American corporation, as a working model. But what one might find by
looking at Japan's zaibatsu institutions, business-government relations, and decision-making practices miglft be
radically different. This would be true, too, of European practices of electing workers to governing hoards, and
co-determination.

tr.
Like many others, this brief suggested that the large number of American-educated faculty (including some Canadians)

in Canadian business schools may have caused these schools to rely too heavily on American principles of management
and institutional practices in both teaching and 104-arch. It is apparent from the Commission's inquiries that teaching and
research programmes at. Canadian business schools need to place more emphasis both on Canadianyroblems,-practices and
institutions, and on those of countries other than thellmited States., While the study of American practices and
techniques, particularly in the quantitative areas, haS beekand can continue to be very helpful, it is not enough simply to
adapt these to Canadian circumstances. Encouragement and' support are needed for research and teaching that are directly
related to the 'Pacts and processes of Canadian business and management.

Another obstacle to,the development of Canadian studies in business education is the lack of an effective national
programme in Canada to collect and preserve historically valuable business records. As a result, records of potential
interest to scholars and to the buSiness,community are pAg. lost, destroyed or taken outside the country. Moreover,
scholars are not able to gain access to the records of mariNt companies, for example, such important national institutions
as banks and the Canadian Pacific Railway, and even crow' cdrporations such.:as the Canadian' National Railway and Air
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Canada.' 9 The importance of business history as a ecet of Canadian studies is dealt with elsewhere in this Report. Here,
the Commission merely wishes to note that the s\udy of business history provides a pathway into the social and economic
Id Story of Canada. For the period before about 1870, for example, good business ritords are probably as useful a source
as any available on the important questions of local and regional economic change. The valuf of business Lecords to
scholars in Canadian studies, therefore, cannot be over - emphasized.

Finally, there is a partAular need in the field of business studies for continuing educatiOn. Some universities offer
management development training in evening courses and part-time study periods: The Commission believes that
universities not now offering such opportunities should consider doing so, drawing upon the resources of a variety of
faculties and departmeAts, in addition to the school of business. Continuing education offerings should stress Canadian,
dimensions. Business-initiated educational programmes, especially those concerned with public administration and the
training (f Government personnel, shoUld also emphasize Canadian studies. For example, attention should be given to the
problems of regional development in Canada,-the institutionsiof Canadian Government, and marketing and organizational
factors in the context of Canadian public policy.

Business and management education has an important role to play in Canada. To fulfill this role effectively such
education must, to an apepriate extent, be a Canadianttudy. Both teaching and research must be related, to a much
greater degree thairiinow the case, to the facts and needs pf this country.

Education. .-
, ---

.,

In this section the Commission will develop'briefly a number of them education as a plIssion. . The
particular emphasis will he upon the role of the school teacher in imparting to a broad-base of the Canadian population

\ , an appreciation and understanding of Canada as a distinct, cultural and geographic entity.2: The emphasis will also he
upon the, role of teacher-education institutions in developing teaching skills and knowledge for Canadian studies.

_ r .

In several other chapters o'rlhis Report, particularly the chapter dealing with Canadian studies in the schools, the
.

Commission has stressed that the school system is not providing Canadians With enough opportunities to learn_ about their
own country. A brief from a faculty of environmental design in the Prairie Provinces, for example, underlined thi5..f -t,
commenting upon 'the general lack of awareness' of Canadian matters among the students enrolling.in its programme.
They have too little understanding of 'the social dynamics of Canadian society', the brief stated, and to little
understanding of the structure of society, including its iatitutions and the nature of the functiots which these
institutions perform. Such awareness as does exist derives mainly from a journalistic appreciation, and this in turn seems
to stein from aiind orparochialism prevalent in each region'. The Commission believes strongly that one of the major
roles, Of the school system should he to help Canadians acquire a basic knowledge and understanding of their own 'society.
At university students Apould have an opportunity to build upon this basic knowledge. If they enter university with an
improper understanding or lack of awareness Of ('anadiari society they.are at an enormous disadAtage in pursuing higher
studies about Canada. Moreover, many Canadians complete their education at the school level. If they have not had
sufficient opportunity to pursye Canadian stitches arschool, their ignorance about Canada may be permanent.

The Commission received many briefs and informal submissions from teachers at alh*els of the educational system
suggesting that the problem lies in part with the type of teacher education available in Canada, including-both pre- service
and in-service training. One brief from a non-teacher was typic of briefs received from teachers themselves:

The product of our high schools in the whole area of Canadian studies is" most disappointing. And the principal
reason is the inadequate job being done across the country training teachers as to their responsibilities in this area.
Many, many Of the teacherS don't know and have not been encouraged to care.

A, brief from the dean of a faculty of graduate studies in Western Canada lathented 'the present state of affairs where
countless school students, largely through lack of direction, and because of lack pf specific motivation and knowledge on
the part of their teachers; apse into ignorance of their country's history, geograp4 and second languaK.,It went on to
suggest that depariments of education should co-operate with departments of geography, history, literathre and languages,
and others 'to inject actively some Canadian content into teacher training'.
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The Commission's correspondence and discussions with hundreds of teachers and other educators across Canada
revealed that they are particularly concerned about the lack of attention given by teachers' colleges and education

. faculties,in,Canada to combining in an appropriate balance the teaching of factual knowledge and of generalizations about
Canada. fn social Studies, for example, the emphasis tends to be on broad surveys and on the learning of sweeping
generalizations; there is often little rigorous, factual study of local and specific situations leading to conceptual
knowledge, organizing principles, thenies, or theories about Canada. Several briefs suggested that, in this respect, Canadian
teachers of teachers should examihe the approach to teacher, education in Britain and some European countries where

they seem to have a better' intuitive grasp than North Americans of how to combine content and method. A number of
representations to the Commission expressed the view that, in many parts of Canada, particularly English-speaking
Canada, teachers have.been influenced by Amefican rather than British or European teaching methods. As one brief put
it, this influence has struck 'a hard blow at the kind of factual knowledge which is essential if Canadian students are to
know and understand this, country'.

,Although the "Americam.impadt continues to be strong, there are signs that new approaches to teaching are becoming
increasingly significant. As a result, more and more teachers and student teachers are conscious of Canadian studies
involved in them. In the chapter on Canadian studies in the schools the Commission devotes attention to some of the
new developments; consequently, they need be mentioned only briefly here. Among the important developments cited
are: the work of the Canada Studies Foundation in promoting teacher partitipation in curriculum development work on
Canadian topics; federal-prOvincial arrangements to instruct teachers in the use of French or English as a second language;
special programmes for the preparation of teachers anticipating assignments in schools where there is a predominantly
native t anadian or ethnic population; and innovative programmes to help teachers develop competence in the production
of learning materials for Canadian studies.

. , In addition, a number of teachers' colleges in various partS of Canada are developing special summer and part-time
programmes to help teachers already. in the classroom to increase their ability to teach Canadians abou,t Canada. For.
example, the Nova Scotia Teachers' t'ollege in Truro sponsors a province-wide summer workshop on Canadian studies for
elnirrentary and junior high school teachers. As part of the programme, teachers travel to various parts of Nova Scotia for a
first:hand obserVation of the Province's various regions. The course encompasses three disciplines: geography, history and
literature. When not travelling, the teacherS spend tinie on campus evaluating their visits and working on individual
projects. One of the major by-products of the programme is the valuable resource materials collected by the ,teachers.
These materials and information are used by participating teachers and are also made al7silable at the College-tostudent
teachers and other classroom teachers.-The Commission believes.that such an approach might be a useful model for other
teacher education institutions; it could benefit teachers already in the classroom as well as prospective teachers. Certainly,
many individuals and groups indicated to the Commission the urgent need for more programmes'of this kind.

. The Commission also believes that much would he gained if elementary, secondary and university teachers in various
jurisdictions met more frequently than they now do to discuss matters of common interest relating to Canadian studies..
Since education is a continuum, it is important that there be strong communication and co-operation between the various
educational leyels far stronger than is now the Case.

. ,

---

One of the problems faced in designing Canadian studies programmes tOr.tericrters is that many students are seriously
concerned whether a degree taken in Canadian studies will qualify them for teaching appointments in the, same way as a
degree in a traditional discipline. Some prospective teachers are concerned win:liter thtekonours degree in Canadian
studies will admit them tei graduate. schools Where work is carried on within the framework of the traditional, disciplines.
Now that most Canadian studies programmes are (or can soon be expected to become) fully, as demanding and rigorous as
traditional degree programmes, the Commission urges all provincial departments of education, universities, school boards
amt. teachers' federations to recognize degrees in Canadian studies as equivalent.to'those in the traditional disciplines for
career and certifidation purposes. Until they do so, students will tend to be uncertain about the value of such-a degree
and therefore hesitant about registering for it.

Furthermore, some universities have been /ow to encourage and support '2.anadian studies programmes in faculties of
education. Consequently. faculty members, interested, in designing courses and producing materials in this field have often
had to do thig work on their own time with very little encouragement' or financial support. The Commission urges that
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the academic value and academic legitimacy of such work he fairly recognized b colleges and faculties of education and
by the universities in which these are located.

Briefs from a number of faculties of education now offering Canadian studies pro rammes stressed that their objective,
was not just to offer more co ses in a discipline, since such courses by themselves w uld not produce the number of
effective teachers of Canadia studies required. Instead, their aim was to develop

pointed curriculum work which will help us and teachers to define objectives and goals, to select and utilize
information, to devise teaching strategies, and to make valid assessments of effectiveness .... We wish all disciplines
to be used from a Canadian perspective, rather than, for example, only the obvious ones such as history or
literature.

At the same time the importance of strengthening the academic component of teacher education was underlined in
many briefs. For example, it was frequently suggested that the general Bachelor of Education degree offered too little
specialization and not enough opportunity for students to do original rpe,arch. A brief froth the associate dean of a
faculty of education stated:

Many students still acquire a B.A. or the social science components of a B.Ed. degree through the Process of
listening, memorization and the writing of term papers from secondary sources. Such students, untrained in the
methodology of their own subjects, are ill-prepared to train children for inquiry in these subjects. There ifact a
curious irony in schools of Education attempting to introduce graduates to inquiry in the subjects in which they
have majored. But many of us can testify that this is a common experience.

brief from another faculty of education reported that most of its candidates are 'woefullx unprepared' to undertake
Canadian studies at the graduate level because they lack experience in pursuing advanced independent studies in areas of
special interest. Appreciating the importance of. this facet of teacher training, some teacher-educatiortdepartments and
institutions are now placing more emphasis on original research; `.1.1d an increasing number of studehte^are becanling .

interested in doing research on topics relating to Canadian education.

Educational development is, in fact, one of the most fertile fields for research ih Canadian studies. There is no history
of eduption in New Brunswick alter 1900; there are very few comprehensive accounts of the development of education
in Nava Scotia, Ontario, Mani a, Saskatchewan or Quebec (in English, and there are no recent histories af education in
British Columbia or Newfoundlan The Commission's discussions with educators across Canada revealed a'special need
for monographs at the master's and octoral levels on a great variety or subjects in Canadian education. A !umber of
educators expressed their concern about the current trend towards non-thesis degiees, at least at the master's level, and
also about the difficulties involved in getting theses published. To encourage both undergraduate projects and graduate
theses in curriculum development in local studies, one university teacher of education suggested that universities should
recognize the expenses of such studies as legitimate charges to university budgets. The Commission believes that this
suggestion merits serious consideration.

Several representations to the Commission suggested that the establishment of a journal dealing with basic studies in
Canadian education would provide a valuable forum for original research, including theses. Others hoped the Commission
would encourage. Governments and publishers to be more 'open-mitided about the possibilitiesfor success of publications
dealing with local and specific educational matters. They pointed to several examples of neeful publishing undertaken for
as small a unit as a local school hoard. Finally, one teacher of education reconnnended the holding of a university/
school;industry conference on the problems and opportunities for publishing in Canadian studies relating to the pro-
-fession of education. Each of these ideas deserves careful study.

Engineering-
Engineering is often thought to be 'value free', but it is full of cultural implications. Engineering, like scien in general, is

--international in scopeand iinpact.2 1 This is particularly true of-solutions to basic engineering problems owever,
engineering, especially the application of engineering theory, cannot be divorced from the culture of the country and
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society in which it is studied, taught or, practised.lndeed, it is a part of that culture, both shaping it and being shaped by

it. in practical terms, a large part of engineering as taught, researched and applied is very much a Canadian study.

Engineering has played an enormous, buliAargely unrecognized, role in the developmeneof Canada. The results of the
work of Canadian civil and structural engineers, tor example, are visible everywhere across the country in the form of

railroa , highways, bridges, dams, airports, harbpur fronts, buildings,,the hardware of the spaces between buildings, and
the otli r end products of construction. The work of other engineering disciplines,Avhile usually lei, visible, is no less

significant in shaping the character and life of the country. Resource development depends upon engineering know-how.
Most environmental matters come within the purvie% of the engineer. Engineers are concerned with the circumstances in
which people live, and these in turn have a bearing on the social structure and patterns of human behaviour. In their
day-to-day work engineers provide the infra-structure required for all fdrms of development. Social progress depends on
making use of all the, skills of engineers. Engineering, thsiifore, abounds with social dimensions. It forms the bridge
between science and technology 6ii the one hand and society on the otheL

P

COmpeting national claims to engineering inventions and discoveries are one evidence that national concernumay be
relevant to engineering. Canadians may fairly be, allowed some national pride in theiconsiderable achievements of the
country's engineers. Indeed, as one author 1144 noted, 'Canadians have made, contributions to world science and
technology out of all proportion to their small number'.22 The(jdvice and assistance of Canadian engineers in many
different fields are sought all over the world. The CANDU nuclear power system, f6r exaniple, hasngained world
recognition. Canadian engineerave been responsible fof major breakproughs in the technologies of resource extraction,
particularly 'in connection with liardrock mining, pipelines and relatkd ma'terial-haudling techniques; and Canada is a world
leader.in waterpower engineering and in winter construction methods:*

More traditional technologies have also been higttly tleveloped in Canada.lt is appwzriate to the climate and
circurristances of this country thiti the snowmobile is a Canadian invention and that Canadian-built snow removal

equipment is in demand in other parts of the 'World. It is'iimilarly appropriate t6 the geographic circumstances of the
country that many invortant engineering developments have been achieved here in the field of transportation. Canada
possesses (although it may not have always applied! ) one of the most advanced rail transportation technologies in the
world; the Canadian aircraft industry is sophisticated and,highly developed; and Canada is a powerful contender for
leadership in short take-off and landing aircraft and in hovercraft.

I
There is, thus, a notable Canadian engineering-heritage. Members of the profession have made a tremendous

contrib ion to the opening up, the growth and the development'of the country. However, the size and importance of

this ber is Still only dimly perceived by the Canadian public and even by many of those within the profession. As

one observer has commented: k,

The way,Canadians talk sometimes, it must seem to the strangers in our midst that there are hardly any engineers in

this country and that those who are here have come from somewhere else and are really still in transit.lVhen we
have a- shortage of them, recruiters buy airplane tickets to go abroad to look for some. When we have a surplus, the
drift across the border into the United States begins again. At times it seems that Canadian engineers are better
known for their work in the remote corners of the world than for what they have done at home.23

There is room and need for extensive research and publication in the field of Canadian engineering achievement. The
proposed Canadian Engineering Heritage Record, for example, which has been. mooted as a possible project by the

Engineering Institute of Canada, deserves more support from Government andfrom within the profession than it has so far
received. At the same time, more attention should be given to-this subject in the university curriculum, for engineering

and non-engineering students alike.

Many briefs and representations to the Commission argued that, despite its record of achievement, professional practice

in Canadian engineering tends to borrow automatically and excessively from American engineering practice and to -assume

that what it borrows will be suitable forapplication in Canada despite the appreciable differences in conditiont and
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circus duces between the two countries, including those of climate, culture and terrain. It is in this sense, especially,
tha ome Canadians believe engineering in Canada lacks Canadian content. A brief to the Commission from the dean of a
faculty of environmental design stated:

Much of our'professiOnal practice in Canada emulates American approaches and solutions to social and design
problems. When these practitioners enter-the teaching field, they bring with them mental sets and modes of
operating and teaching, including substantive focus, which are peculiar to these practices; our students are trained
accordingly.

S
Other briefs echoed the same theme: Canada Must find ways and means to develop our own engineering competence

and to encourage innovative solutions appropriate to Canadian problems and to the structure and dynamics of our own
society. As one brief put it, we should not be constantly seeking out so-called "comparative models" from which we
extract mediocre solutions'. It was repeatedly suggested that Many American-owned industries in Canada Often do their
design wok elsewhere and use engineers in Canada only to operate then' plants and market their products. 'Obviously,'
one observer stated, such engineers do little design work and have few opportunities to contribute to Canadian content in
engineering'.

recent study by the Association of-Professional Engineers of Ontario confirms that the ,`importation ofloreign
engineering now appears not only to be inhibiting further growth but to be eroding the profession's existing capabilities'
and that 'Canadian manufactining subsidiaries of foreign companies are large purchasers of imported engineering and
engineering type gervices'.24 The study indicated tl%e probability that payments to non-residents for professional fees in
)969 re-Presented some ten.thouand engineering jobs: tt also found evidence that many-public and.private bodies were.
ili-infOrtneWas tO.the true nature and extent of Canadian engineering capability and that this led to unnecessary reliance
upon foreign consultants. From the many sub4issions. reports and accountereviewarby it, the study concluded that

:.., ..,-- .

mang'varietiesang,types of engineering are being imported. Ili some instanees, for example refinery design and
construction, virtually all of the engineering for 'Canadian projects is don4y foreign engineers and almost all of it
is done abroad: A large amount of minerals boneficiation engineering for Canadian projects is imported although
Canadian engineers get a share of this typeof 'work. Tar sands developmenti appear- destined to be done by foreign
engineers. Considerable work for buildings to house inSustcy is indicated by the customs evaluations. Other.
unspecified special designs are grouped in particular customs evaluations.-

.
_. .- , .

Referritig to medium and small consulting engineering and-allied projects, it seems that foreign engineers are engaged
on practically every type in Canada. These include buildings; building services, traffie-ingineering, flood control,

--:;-.
factories. utilities, etc. Canadian consulting engineers and engineering'firms often, seek the "expert" advice of their
counterparts tir the U.S.A. The' cumulative magnitude' of Alf the wor)( is unknowtes

In support of the view that the Canadian engineering potential has been under-usel, many briefs to the Commission
rcited 'examples of failures by Canadians to utilize their own creative resources in dealing with indigenous engineering
problems. In the preceding chapter on science and technolo the Commission refers to some of these examples, such. as
the failure to incorporate all available knowledge into the se- rch for solutions to the problems of snow and ice. This
theme was well developed and thoroughly docuinented in a recent report prepared by Wilson Eedy, for the National
Research Council of Canada.26 The Fedy report 'Stressed, for example, the urgent'need for: quantifiable data on the
long-term effects of Arcticsfoall construction; more research and development relating to waste disposal problems
associated with liquid and gas pipelines; research on the environmental impact of construction of dams; and impact:
studies,on certain mining problems in the Arctic or in northern settlements, for example, poor flushing rates caused by
low rainfall, problems with construction of dykes to hold tailings in permafrost terrain and problems of mine effluents,

Canadian engineering schools have their key part to play in preparing graduates to meet these needs, and also in
helping to 'develop a fuller ungerstanding of the capability of the profession, both among the public and within the
pfofession itself. In meeting these responsibilities, it will often be desirable for engineeringTaTullies to review their
curricula to ensure that adequate attention,is being given to programmes designed to meet specific Canadian needs. It was
frequently urged .upon -tic commission, for example, that more attention should be directed to research and teaching
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relating to Canadian problems dictated by Canadian geOlogy..As noted in the previous chapter, there is scope .to place
snore emphasis upon ransdisciplinary work and reflective study and to take a long look at the choices confronting
Canada, for example with respect to such engineering problems as noise control, transportation,' sewage disposal and
safety standards. There are many areas concerned with the quality of life which engineers, in collaboration with social
scientists and others, could contribute more fully than the.y have done so far.2 7

Design, technological assessment and the setting and regulation of technical standards provide three examples of
iinpnrtant areas in which the engineering profession could work more closely with other groups in research, in teaching
and in Practice. In connection with these, engineering schools cbuld ttsefully play a larger role M assessing the impact of
technology and in dxamining and forecasting the consequences of innovation. As one engineer suggested to the
Commission, 'I am sure that of Onr social and technological collisions (such as that generated by the snowmobile, to
take just one current example) might have been averted if there were a forum for discussing their impact'.

More generally, representations to the Commission, including many from,engineers themselves', expressed the view that

despite the enormous impact of engineering on Canadian culture, the engineer is not being trained to understand this
influence and the responsibility that it places upon him to bring to his work an informed understanding of the culture of
the community-he is serving. Engineering graktuata will very frequently be in positions in which they must make value
judgements that will affect their society. Because of this the professional education of Canadian engineers should include
courses that place engineering in its social context.

Two recent innovationsof the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Imperial College, London, U,ngland, suggest
the kind of steps that can be taken to place engineering education iri,its social context. The first is the introduction p( an
optic/nal course in 'technology and society' into the final year of the existing degree course in mechanical engineering. Its
purpose is to demonstrate to futiire engineers how their activities will be related to those of the 'rest pf society, and to
equip thein with more of the social-knowledge and capabilities that they till require in making many. engineering .
decisions. The second is a new undergrdduate degree course in 'total technology:''designed to provide engineering graduates
With an integrated set of attitudes and skills that will equip them to copeNmore effectively with the type of open -ended
problems they are likely to"face in industry. The coursF is related to the developtent of post-graduate projects under the
same name that have been started at thrpe universities: Cambridge, Aston and Strathclyde.28

..,;
.

,

The Commission-believes faculties of engineering in7C.anada should examine-the possibility of offering similar
oppoitunities for Canadian-engineering students to learn more abayt the social dimensions of their profession. The role of
engineering in_society is one'perspective that too often is missing from traditional enginee'ring coursestliecausepf their

market orientat ion. -.. .,
" : . , ,

.
. A

.

. .. ,

It was freqUently suggested to the Commission that one reason why engineers in Canada may not be as sensitive as ,

they might be to the Canadian dimensions of engineering sterns from the tremelndons expansion of engineering schools in
VIthis country in the last decad d from the recruitment of substantial numbers of foreign faculty to cope witt6that ,

expansion. As,noted earlier in his chapter and elsewhere in the Report, approximately 10 per cent o( the full-time
'-ngineering faculty in Canadian univekities in 19734,4 weretnon-Canadian. In some regions of the count-ry the propOrlion

of non-Canadian engineering .faculty has been Over one-third.in recent years, it was argued that thd knowledge; experience
and interest of many foreign faculty members have Often not been relevant 'to Canactian conditiOps or helpful to their
students in preparing them to live and work in these conditions. A related mint was made in a grief to the Commission
frPm a professor of civil engineering at an Ontario university, 'Many'of the younger faculty went, directly- from university

to teaching with no breaking-in period in profestionai practice (I did inyself)..and without opportunity to become aware
.

at first hand of the problems Canadian engineers, face'.
.

.
4.#

,

Given the need and the, opportunities in this country for more engineering graduates in many fields, the, Commission\
was surprised to',1parn of the low eni-olmenr,figtires ofCanadiat students in syme fields of engineering, particularly at the .

graduate level. At the undergraduate level 15 to 20 tier cent of the students enrolled in Canadian engineering schools were .

noh-Canidian in 1472-73, the most "recent year for wl-sich StatiSilcs Canada could provide figures. At the master's level The
proportipmol engineering students that.was etanadiait At`; utlyt6.4 per atilt in the Atlantic PrOyinces*, approximately 55

per cent inQueb,ec,-.Pnly 47.6 per cent in Ontario, only shglitly more titan one-httif in the PrairieProvirwes aA only ,
.t,
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55.8 per cent in British Columbia. At the doctoral level the data were even more pronounced. ly 18.9% of doctoral
students in ugineering in the Atlantic Provinces were Canadian; the proportion was 26.4 per cent in Quebec, 32.9 Or
cent in Ontario, 28.6 per cent in the Prairie Provinces and 44.3 per cent in British Columbia. Thus in no region of
Canada did Canadian students constitute even 50 per cent of the enrolment in engineering at the doctoral level.

t"1.

In 1974 the Grani Selection Committee in Civil Engineering of the National Research Council (NRC) made inquiries
into title effectiveness of the support for graduate students obtained through NRC scholarships and research assistantships.
The conclusions from its inquiries 'gravely concerned' the Committee. It discovered that-the enrolment of Canadian
students in graduate work in this important field is 'at an extremely low ley l', despite the fact that the demand for
engineers with graduate degrees in civil engineering is,now remarkably high, expanding rapidly. Moreover, it found
that current interest in graduate work among students in their final undergraduate year 'is even more disappointing'. At
one of the larger civil engineering departments (graduatingover sixty students each year), the Committee found that'
'none was contemplating graduate study at the time of our enquiry in February. This pattern was not atypical pf the
attitude'. The Committee came, reluctantly, to the conclusion that the failure of the graduate schools to attract Canadian
students !mist be attributed in part to 'the large 'foreign born element in Canadian graduate schools which has led to, a
sense of alienation amongst some Canadian students'. The Committee expressed the view that

the dismal prospect for Canadiari.graduate schools urgently needs to be reversed in order first to maintain the
quality of our graduate schools themselves andthe research undertaken, and second but more particularly,, to
prepare young civil engineers with the skills, intellectual capabilities and attitudes urgently needed In Canada now

.and'in the future.

The Committee's major. recommendation was that the NRC should 'significantly adjust' the level of financial s port for
both $RC scholarships and research assistantships so that they are effective in attracting thebest Canadian ngineering
students to graduate school. The Commission on Canadian Studies wholeheartedly supports this recomm d tion. The
future strength of Canadian engineering depends upon encouraging the most promising Canadian engin ring students to
proceed to graduate schools in much larger numbers than is now the case:

The Commission has noted elsewhere the need for more textbooks and ofiter publications gelatin to Canadian -
problems and circumstances in the field of engineering, ailn many otheracademic areas, and for ne'a support for the
preparation and 'publication of such work. It welcomes therefore the rec4lt establishment of the Canadian Journal of Civil ti

-Engineering, the official journal of the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering, as a significant step towards meeting this .

'need..Publislied quarterly by the National Research Council, with articles in either Frencfi or English, the Journal
normally expects papers to demonstrate a clear association withor relevance to Canadian civil engineering problemsor'
practice'. Contributors whise papers deal with specific topics 'without particular relevaitce to Canadian problems may be
advised to refer their pap , to a specialty journal'29 More initiatives of this kind are urgently needed in engineering.

Forestry
2;

Canpa is a forest nation. Almost one-half of its total area is forested. FOrests covef 70 per cent about 800 million,
of the land within provincial boundaries, in addition to significant areas'of the-Yukon Ad the Northwest

Territories. Amongst the countries of the world, only Brazil and Russia have forest areas of comparable am. Fdrestabased
industfies and forest resources generate about one dollar in every twenty in -this country. They, are thus a keystohe'of the

anadian economy. But the economic value of forest, products is only one of a variety of benefits derived from out
forests. Both natural and cultivated woodlands have other major values. For example, forests help maintain the level and
quality, of large supplies of water, they shelter and sustain iinportanOkocks of;wildlife,, they provide a tremendous
diversity of .scenic and recreational areas, and they contribute in essential ways to the, quality of life in our urban
environment.

Our forests arc thus a national asset-of critical imitiportance to the c4onomic and ocial well-being of 'every Canadian, and
the problems of forestr'are natio:mai problems thattheniki concern every citizen. The proper management of Canada's
forests, and. the renewal and -developmer&of this critical national- asset, is therefore of- the ,first importance. Yet the
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Commission'S resear i indicated that suppOrt for the education and training of,personnel to manage Canada's enormous
forest resources; d for research relating to these resources, is seriously inadequate'.

There are .,x degree-granting school's of forestry in Canada. While two of these schools have been established recently,
at the Un' rsity of Alberta and Lakehead University, four have been in operation for over- half a century,/at the
Univers les of British Columbia, Toronto and' New Brunswick and at UniverSite Laval. Their role is to provide
prof; sional education at the undergraduate level for future forest resource managels, forest and wood scientists d

f est engineers, and to provide an opportunity for specialization through graduate programmes. The traini of
technicians and technologists in forestry is undertaken by numerousl olleges of technology and vocational schools across
the country and by a miniber of Government forestry programines.

Since their inception, the six schools of forestry in Canada have bee impoverishe in staff, physical facilities and
operational funds. Improvements that have taken place over the years, pa icularly at the tr,..acWate level, have come about
as a result of the tremendous personal contribution of a handful of dedicated individua But their efforts have not been
supported by the financial resources needed. As a result, these schools are now unable to fu their responsibilities at a
level consistent with the importance of Canada's forest resources to the life and economy of'thi country.

The vital importance of forestry, and of forestry education and research, to Canada was well documented in a
background study prepared for the Science Council in 1970. and published in 1971.3° The study warned that 'although
they are vast, Canada's forests and associated wildlands are not limitless. Forestry resources are being abused and allowed
to deteriorate'. It urged that, in self-interest, Canadians create the new knowledge of forestry required to, increase their
outdoor recreational opportunities, reduce pollution, improve water yields and manage wildlife on forest lands in
responsible association with greatly increased growth and harvest of sustained crops of timber. The study concluded that
properly researched and fully managed, the contribution of forest resources to the Canadian economy could be doubled

?, or even tripled ..lt noted, however, that, despite the economic and social importance of foreitry to the life of this
country, Canadians have re-invested relatively little of their forest wealth to strengthen research, education and
management practice in this field. The ,study pointed to an urgent need for action to remedy this neglect.

-4.?

This view of the particular importance of forestry tothe,economic and social well-being of Canadians was fully
endorsed by the Science. Council itself in its report entitled Seeing the Forest and the Trees.31 As it observed:

It is imperative fol. Canada that the forest -based industries remain healthy and ecbnomic but also that they operate
in a manner which does not cause irreversible damage to the ecology of their surroundings. The challenge of
realizihg the combination- of these two goals which is in the best interests of Canadians stands waiting.

.

Like the backgiound study, the Science Council report warned that our forest resourceswere not inexhaustible and that
it is,likely that region'al Shortages of ogs will become more general and severe in Canada before the turn of ale century.
:Soundly based planning and into fiCation'of forest management are required now', it'concluded, and these, in turn,

-.point to the need for a high le of scientific and professional ceimpetenceamong those engaged in forestry.

Both the background study and the Science Council report emphasized the importance of research and education as

th key factors in rearing to meet the challenge posed to Canadians-by the responsibility for such large forest resources.
An both indicated how very inadequate-oursiipport arrangements were for both research and education iri forestry,

given, ts importance to this country. The Science Council expressed its 'grave concern for the future of forestry in

Canadia universities and in the supply of top Canadian talent to work in ,this important resource area both-in research

and manage, According to the Council:

.

withstandin a few excellent teachers, scientists -and- engineers working in these areas, and notwithstanding some

rescari tha as commanded international attention through its high quality, in general the four faculties of
forestry at Canadian Universities are in trouble. Taken as a group, the accommodation for forestry faculties is,--

inadequate. They are under-staffed and have been underfunded for so long that the 'projects they choose for
research are in some cases minor matters and the products of poverty. As a consequence., forestry faculties do not

attract their fair share of the really bright students entering university.
f
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The Council concluded that support extended to the faculties of ;forestry by the Federal Government was'completely
inadequate' and that

nothing short of avery substantial and sustained effort, to provide financial support for a minimum of teix.341sto
the forestry faculties through thp federal department responsible for forestry, will raise the four university forestry
faculties to the pOsition of strength which the Council considers essential if the solutions to Canadian problems are
t,fiteemerge. If the forestry faculties are to at tract' their share of bright students they must be encouraged to
undertake substantial, relevant, research-progranis.

One would think, in the words of one brief to the COmmission, that 'even the most obtuse politicians must now be
aware that continued human survival on this planet depends to a great extent upon optimum forest husbandry' and that
Canada has a special opportunity and responsibility to contribute in this field.: Unfortunately, this does not appear to be
the case. In response to their mutual concern at the lack of action taken on the recommendations made in the two
excellent documents published by the Science Council, the deans of the six university schools of forestry in Canada issued
a National Statement in October 1973.32 In an introduction to the National Statement, Dr Roger Gaildry, the Chairman
of the Science Council, 'stated:

0

Charged as it is with the responsibility for providing advice on Canada's scientific and tqchnical resources,
requirements and potentials, the Science Council of Canadqias become seriously concerned about tift lack of
progress made toward the goals and emphases relating to fdrest resources research and education set out in the
report and background study that it published in October 1970 and May 1971, respectively ....
7fhe university schools are still under-accommodated, under-staffed and under-financed. To Varying degrees, they are

° I

all experiencing continuing shortages of space for their activities. They are having difficulty hiring teaching and
-research staff with the necessary specialist qualifications and experience in new and expanding fields of foiest
science and technology.

The deans themselves on the situation:

,We are struggling to discharge it resp nsibilitids under crowded conditions and in poorly equipped tea
facilities and research lahorato Stude s are also voicing dissatisfaction with the inadequate physical plan nd
teaching resources. We are fa erious poblems in finding qualified Canadian staff to fill both vacant and ew
positions in the established fiel of forest science and management as well as new positions in the consta
broadening range of our activities.

The serious shortage of funds available to forestry schools for research is at the heart of their prObl s. Research is an
integral part orforestry education at the university level, because it provides for the expansion of kn ledge and
understanding in both the established and evo mg fields of forest science. It adds Depth to the e ertise of the teaching
staff and quality to the' education of the students. It contributes to the solution i f economic a social problems,`both in
forestry and in otlid areas.

The principal source of forestry research funds is the Canada Forestry Se ice of eddtal Department of the
Environment. The annual budget of the Service is over S40 million. But, of his am nt, less than one-half a 'million #
dolfad is granted to the forestry schools, most of the balance being retaine for a. ministration and in-house research by
the Federal Government. Total funding from all federal sources for forestry schools is only S 1,25 million, a small fraction
of the millions of- dollars that the Federal Government ginners in tax receipts from the forest industry.

Because of this loW' level of federal support, the forestryschools can make only a minimal contribution to the solution
of the many complex problems related to forest resource management. Lack of support also severely restricts their ability
to develop suitable programmes of graduate and undergraduate education in this field. Although the situation has
improved somewhat in recent years, the ratio between federal funds granted to forestry schools for research, including
NRC grants, and federal funds retained for in-house research in the Canadian Forestry'Service is about one to forty. In
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contrast, in the United' States more than 34 per cent of the federal funds available for forestry research arerallocated to
the universities. In the Scandinavian ix.intries the level of Government funding fol. university forestry research is similar
to that in the United States. .

Graduate studies were virtually.non-existent at anadian fore y schools until after World War II. Since then, despite
obvious and urgent needs, lack of funds has sever ly restricted th development of graduate programmes. Consequently,
in students Wishi9g to take graduate training jn forestry have had to go to the United States. This was unfortunate on
at least two cotintMany of those who went, to the. United Stt(eftido graduate work did not return. Others that
_returned found that their post-graduate experience had oftennot bteXor direct help in preparing thein to work in
Canadian forestry circumstances. As the dean of one facuay o orestry expressed it to the Commission, 'truly.Canadian
conditions were in most cases not considered in the researc h ects of Canadian graduate student?. In part this was '

because forest conditions. in the United 'States differ a ciabl i in many areas from forest conditions in Canada,
Moreover, the social conditions and institutional 'air gements o e two countries require different curricula and
emphases in professional education.

,

Although the present situation is better than it was a few Kears.ago, Canadian post-graduate forestry educatidn still
suffers from lack of funding. More funds are especially needed toriprovide the, necessary staff time for'graduatestucent
supervision, to promote basic research, to improve research facilities, and to support graduate students themselves
because, they now receive substantially lass financial assistance than graduate students in most. other fields of study.

In large part because of the underdeveloped state pf Canadian graduate. education in forestry, Canada is experiencing
difficulty in meeting If r needs for specialized, teaching and research personnel. .For example, a, search committpe at one
faculty of forestry has been endeavouring for three years to find in Canada a suitably qualified gtaff member in the area
of forest fire science. Thik committee has also been searching for two years for a suitable candidate in the area of forest
land planning.,,The Comassion's inquiries indicated that these situations are not untypical. The Commission learned that
many universities 'andiGovernment agencies have been unsucce01 in their efforts to find qualified Canadian personnel in
a number of fields of forestry. In some cases such personnel could not be found in other countries either. The poOt.,
cannot be made strongly enough that more support is needed for forestry research and graduate work in order to develop
the teachers whosan, in turn, help to meet the expanding requirements of undergraduate forestry education.

- Like the Federal Government-,Provincial Governments have been niggardly in their support of the six forestry schools.
The same is true of private industry. Although some modest industrial support has been provided for the educational
activities of the schools, the preserir-and pqtential gains of the forest industry from university research and training merit
much higher financial 'contributions.

New ways.also need to be found to encourage industrial participation with universities and Government in joint
research ventures. An excellent example of such'eo-operation in forestry research Ys the current planning for a 01

multi-agency forest resources complex in Fredericton, New Brunswick. This complex willbring togetherP various agencies
of university, industry and Government on thf land of the University of New Brunswick to promote co-operation in
forest resource research and development at the working level. Administrative, researchnd educational facilities will be
combined in the complex, which will contain laboratories, a conservation school and museum, greenhouses and-research,
areas. This broad co-operative approach to teaching, research and management shoUld help to solve. forestry problems
thnSughout the Maritime region. 1-

.
If the ,opportuties and needs existing in Cinada for improved forestry research and management are to.be fully met,

the university schools of forestry must be strefigthened and better financed by both Government and industry. Moreover,
within.the universities themselves, the importance of forestry education needs to be better appreciated and the forestry

04schools need -to receive greater support. Briefs from a numbe.. f forestry schools, and the Commission's own inquiries,
revealed that these schools are soriliines still treated as second -class'-class entities by the administration of the universities in
which they are located and by some Of the other departments and factties. Such attitudes appear to be derived in part
from an odt-molded and naive concept of what a 'forester' is. It 4 also t matter. of academic snobbery. Given the
importance of forestry toCanada, in sociikl)and economic 'terms, and given the scope and need for teaching and research
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in this field, there is no place for, such snobbery, which reflects more upon the shortcomings of those who indulge in ilt
than upon the important profession against which it is directed. \

V,..

At a Toronto press conference in February 1974, Dr P.D. Mc Taggart-Cowan, the Executive Director o he Science
' Council of Canada, suggested that 'unless we get massive support' to develop reservoir of .university- trainedt- adian

forest managers and scientists, we could be in a real mess'. The Commission's1inquiries confirm thItt assessment. arge
'increase in financial support for graduate wor?at the Canadian forest schools is esstntial. Even a doubling of the_support
for research, which is a basic resource required for the training of graduate students, would still provide inadequate-- ---._

funding. The Commission recommends that a level of funding of research in forest schools be adopted that would place
Canada in a position corn arable to other forest countries such as the United States.

A general strengthening of the faculties of forestry should be accompanied by ingeased emphasis in both teaching and
research on fields that are of importance to Canada. Representations to the Commission suggested that forest resources
research is required, often urgently, in many areas relevant to Canadian needs and- problems, These areas include, for
example, forest land recreation, forest harvesting and transportation, forest products, urban forestry, forest eConomics,a, .

product marketing, the use and control of fire, forest genetics, and forest engineering. Forest-related research is needed in
wildlife and range management, in the assessment of alternative land used, in environmental problems and in the .

regulation of waTer tables and flood control. Studies should be conducted on the economic impact of`the forest industry
and of the social and economic benefits that our forest .resources do and can confer upon the Canadian community.

/
In Addition to increased funding and encouragenient, particular needs in forestry education that were often mentioned

to the Commission include: the importance of more opportunities to publish in this field; the need for a Journal of
Forest. Resources Science; tP1e necessity of locating more research at appropriate universities across Canada rather than
centralizing forestry research within 'the Canadian Forestry Service; the need to encourage collaboration between forestry
schools and other depailments especially engineering, law, landscape architecture, urban development, business, and the
biological, physical, environmental and social sciences; the need for well-conceived continuing education programmes to
prevent professional obsolescence;, the need for forestry schools to take initiatives in extension education for the general

,,.public; and, though this by no means exhauits the list; the necessity of introducing more flexibility into the curriculum
so- forestry students can be toter prepared for changing techpology and for (loth traditional and non-traditional
employment. 1,

The forestry profession faces a great challenge in responding to the needs of Canadian society and to the partic'ular
opportunities 'that this country offers to those working in this important field. The profession requires and deserves. the
strong Suppoitt required to enable it to respond tothis

/.. .

' The Health Sciences
---

IR the Receding chapter the'Obinmission made reference to,.medicine, itursifig and the health sciences as fields of
resear4and as sciences per se. The emphasis there was on such matters facilities for scientific research-and
conserttion, scientific organizations, and research fundink In this section thee-Commission will discuss these fields as
professions, examining the Extent to which Canadian needare being met in some of the programmes of professional
education for the health sciences,,

, \ a
- 4 . ,

Health costs in Canada are rising-at-mateIAter than most experts forecast,, faster than the GNP and faster even thap
the annual rate of inflation in Canada. In part because they are coneezned about risin sts, some Canadians, including
public servants and administrators, are looping for ways to deliver heallh care more efficient ncl more economically.
Elimination of duplication of services, establishment of community health centres and greater use or-Medical technicians
and pafi-medical workers are among the ideas being put forward. Many teachers and practitioners in the healfh--fiek
suggested to the Commission that health care in Canada must become more closely related to community requirementsif
it is to be contemporary. To achieve this end, it was argued, Canadian graduates in the health sciences must be prepared
to serve, these needs more directly and effectively. More attention, ft fvas therefore urged, should be devoted in their
professional education to thesparticular health care problems of this country and to the actual social context in which the
graduates will-be practising their prafessibn. The strongest impetus fOr such a new emphasis, the Commission found, often
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comes from medical students and residents and from students and recent graduates in .the other health science professions.
Representations to the Commission frequently suggested that 'there should be built into health education greater
awareness of Canadian problems, sociology, living conditions, character, and history'. In this vein, for example,

submissions to the Commission argued the need for more student exposure to the medical, social and educational
resources of the community and less confinement to a university or hospital-based curriculum.

Before exploring these and some of the other views expressed to the Commission about education for the health
science professions, it should be pointed out that the whole field of health care already has a strong national character.
As the report of one Commission noted, 'Medicine, too, can scarcely be termed value:free when we maintain a public
medicare system of vital consequence to every Canadian citize.33 Canada has played a role of national and international
significance in evolving responses to the problems of delivery of health care. The approach to primary care in Canada has
..taken a different direction from that 'in--fhelinited States. Although neglected in other jurisdictions, innovative
demonstration models supported by educational programmes for physicians, nurses and other health personnel,,havc been

developed for this quantitatively significant element of the total system of delivery of health services. Continuing
education for physicians on a province-wide basis has been in effect in several, but not in all, Provinces for some time. All
these contributions are now recognized throughout the world as significant innovations in achieving a rational system of
delivery of health services. One aspect of health care that is developed to a greater extent in Canada than in England, the

-United' States and Australia is the close linkage between education in the health sciences and the public organization of
delivery of health services. The effective integration of medical education and theiielivery of health services through
teaching hospitals in particular is a distinctive feature of the Canadian system. Thus, although the health sciences are of
course international in their essential scope, theie are Canadian developments, concerns and characteristics giving theM

national identity as well.

This point was developed-. 11- a brief to the Commission from a former president of the Canadian Medical Association,
who suggested that Canadian medical graduates tend to be different. in the balance of their approach and interests from
those in other countries. He indicated, for example, that British medical schools emphasize the clinical method, that is,
physical examination and history-taking. In the United States, on the other hand, students are perhaps not as well trained
in the clinical method, but they can tell you the intracellular potassium of any particular disease entity and they can give

vrayour the fine pfoints in the radiological diagnosis of the case'. T Canadian approach, he said, is 'somewhere in between,/
students are tiompetent on the ward and, at the same time, h moderate knowledge, of laboratory diagnosis. They are
perhaps not as expert in either area a as are their British and United States counterparts, yet on the whole we turn out a

,-
better all-around doctor'. i

Health services in many parts of Canada have a distinctively Canadian flavour because they have developed in response
.to local conditions and -needs, and to the special challenges that our geography and climate present to the organization
and delivery of health care. In sparsely populated areas of Newfoundland, Labrador and the North, for instance, there is

an integrated system of medical outposts and base hospitals linked by two-way radio connection and air travel. In this,
setting nurses with special training often have priniary tesponsibility for all medical services.

via"

Some areas of medicine, nursing and the health sciences are, or should be, of special interest to Canadiang bey*
Canadians have excelled in them. The discovery of insulin by Barking and Best and subsequent endocrinological
developments of international significance by Collip, Coppand Genest are cases in point. Similarly, the extensive work

and considerable achievements of Canadian medical researchers, over many years, in neurology makes this a field of
special interest in Canada.

Other areas in the health sciences are, or shouW be, of special interest to Canada because they concern problems of
particular, if not interestinterest .to Canadians. Examples of such areas are the problems of adaptation to cold and to

'pronounced climatic changes; the health of native peoples;partic lady ih the North; tip whole field of circumpolar
health; the health aspects of motivational and ecological studie in the Canadian environment; the problems of stress in
the Canadian context, for example, upon immigrant families, upon migrant. workers, upon northern natives in southejrn
town's, upon rural families moved to urban areas, and upon linguistic and cultural groups in a minority situation; genetic
problems identified jn some areas of th4puntry where there has been extensive inbreeding and limited population
movement; and health science questions related to our extensive maritime involvenient. In each of these areas some
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initiatives of importance have been undertaken in ..Canada. I lowever, major national programmes have not yet been
developed, and the Commission's inqiiiries disclowd that there is a significant opportunity for further study. The medical
and health related aspects of our maritime 'exposure', for example, have not been the subject of a major national
programme of study, despite the importance of this area to our national life. However, some work has been conducted at
Memorial University of Newfoundland' on human physiological research in a controlled underwater environment, and a few
modestly financed but very promising p ojects have bea'n-Gunclueied elsewhere.

In the preceding chapter thoCommis yi has pointed out the urgent need for more financial support for medical
research, both by Governmencand by the private sector. There is an onus on the Federal Government in particular to
nice' its responsibilities for the support of research in the health sciences. Such research is in the national interest; it is
often directly related to national problems; and it can frequently be. conducted effectively.at a national level of planning,
staffing and support. The failure of the Federal Government to provide adequate financial support to the Medical
Research Council (MR('), in particular sic 1970, has had severe and unfortunate consequences for the Canadian health
sciences community, which will, in turn, be'the misfortune of the Canadian community at large. Because of this lack of
support4iealth sciences research in our universities and hospitals has been slowed or, in some ilfstances, even brought to a
halt. Many distinguished senior researchers are being frustrated in their attempts to carry forward significant research
undertakings. Even more unfortunate in the long run may be the fact that many gifted young members of the health
science professions are being fumed away altogether. from pursuing their interest in research'activities. There hai been a
sharp drop in he percentage of graduate medical students going into research and an overall decline in the number of
students pursug doctoral work in the health sciences at many universities. Recent supplementary Government grants to
the MR(' have. been far from adequate to correct this situation, or even to keep up with the rate of inflation. It is clear .

that what is required is a totally new perception by the Government of the fundamental importance to our society of
medical and health sciences research.'It is lamentable that political decision-makers who can allocate, for example, nearly
$100 million in the current year to a Local Initiatives Programme cannot sec their way clear to making even half that
amount available to the vital work a the Medical Research Council. The Commission recommends, in the strongest terms
possible, that the Canadian Government increase substantially the budgetof the MRC in order to reverse the present
erosion of the country's research capability in the health sciences and to ensure that Canada's long-term revirements for
excellence and for qualified manpower in these important fields can be met.

The Commission was astonished to learn that many areas of research relevant to Canadian conditions, particularly in
the North, are not receiving national attention because the Medical Research Council Act specifically excludes that
awardgranting body from supporting public health research. According to the Act, 'it is the function of the Council to
promote, assist and undertake basic, applied and clinical research in Canada in the health sciences, other than public
health reward; . ....34 The Commission's inquiries revealed that the Medical Research Council is excluded frOm
supporting public health research becauge this field is deemed to be the responsibility of the Department of National
Health and Welfare. However, many knowledgeable people informed the Commission that the Department 'is up to its
neck in Political, dealings with provinces' and 'therefore, the northern territory, and public health problems relating to this
area, 'tend to be left out'. The Commission believes that such a situation borders on stupidity and should be rectified at
once. Section (4) (I) of the MRC Act should-be amended by deleting the phrase 'other than public health research', so
that the MRC can support research in this critically important field.

The Commission's inquiries also'revealed that although the gathering, compiling and publishing of health statistics is
improving year by year, there is substantial room for futher improvement. The probleni is compounded because Canada is
a federal state. Provinces gather data individually and transfer them in due course to Ottawa. Unfortunately, data are
frequently collected on different bases and at different times by different Provinces. Consequently, such data are less
useful than they might be. Moreover, most of our health statistics When released are two years old or older. This situation

is unsatisfactory in,an age when change is taking place so rapidly, when information is essential to effective
decision-making, and when communications technology is available.to gather and compile data much more quickly than is
now being done.

The Commission inquired of many medical doctors and researchers Whether there are any medical problems associated
exclusively or substantially with Canada and, ilscii-..whether we are paying sufficient, attention to them in teaching and

. research. The Commission also asked 'if the ailments, and diseases from which anadians suffer are' essentially the same as
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those experienced in many other countries, do they sometimes occur herein different and distinctive patterns, which
might merit inquiry? The Commission was told by one medical educator that there'are probably no substantial .
differences in the pattern of disease in Canada from other comparable Western nations, but that until the proper research
is done aid the data is collected, the answer will not be known. However, other correspondents associated with the lialth-
sciences s rested that such research might well reveal some significant differences and that detailed statistical knowledge
of such di erences.would be tremendously helpful' to the health science professions. Either way, it .is surely time for a
comprehen ve did on-going study on a national basis of the health problems and status of the Canadian piople. The last
major surve , which was in any case less than complete, was carried out a quarter of a century ago, in 1950-51, Until this
is done, me cal practitioners and researchers and those responsible for formulating public policy in the health field must
depend upon local surveys and routine statistics, which are frequently not adequate.

Sonic of th Canakkan studies carried out in the health field in the past have been very revealing in terms of inherited
patterns of dis asofin the Atlantic area, for example, studies conducted in a number of communities where there has
been SII)stpatiii inbreeding have provided helpful information about the transmission of genetic disorders. In QUebec an
inte,nsiV'e study f a family, through several generations revealed much about a new farm of heart muscle disease. But, on

-,-°the whole, Made uatc attention has been focused on spe'ific health problems that might be investigated and resolved
through a greater use of the statistical approach.

The fact is that as a recent Special Study for the Science Council concluded, the closer one examinesthe situation
the more one reali es how little is known about the health and health care of the Canadian people'" the objective of a
first class system f health carecannot be reachedfunless there is sufficient information for proper planning and for the
dssessinent of resu ts. There is already-a wealth of information potentially available in the data collected by various levels
of Government an by hospital and medical care insurance schemes across this country. AS the Science Council's study

.pointed out, if th information were organized in a more meaningful and accessible form than it is at present, tie
prevalence and c ses of the conditions that bring pepple to the doctor's office or to the hospital would be Much better,

understood. It is urgent to assemble the information now available and to put it to fuller and more effective use in
doC nting an assessing the prevalence and pattern of disease and other health care pmblems in Canada. Beyond tlUs.."
it is cl t r Lich valuable information could be gained by a systematic survey of the health needs and problems of the
Canadian' peop Such information would assist teachers, researchers and practitioners in all the health sciences to pursue
their work in

Related to the need fo lore factual information about the prevalence and pattern of disease and other health
problems in Canada is the requirement to develop indicators to measure health that can be. applied realistically to the
specific conditions of life in this country. Most of the traditional indices of well-being are no longer Suited to the kind of
society in which we live. Indeed, some of them have never been very closely related to the physical and cultural
circumstances of Canadian life. Extensive research is required to ideptify and develop suitable indicators that recognize
the social and other influences on health that are generated by our particular society and thereby to assist in the task of

wasuring the quality of health in Canada. In fact, as Dr Rocke Robertson's study noted, research in health care has been
-relatively neglected in Canada, and there is a pressing need for evaluation of the different forms of health care, for studies
of demand and supply, and for scientific appraisal of all aspects the health care system. More broadly, as the most
recent statement on this subject by the Science Council of CaLda indicates, 'a major research and development ,effort is
needed in the area of the promotion and maintenance of health'.34

The informational and research requirements mentioned alloikand in the preceding chapter point, in turn, to the need
to review constantly the jeacbing programmes in medicine and the other health sciences to insure that sufficient attention
is being give- in the curriculum to the contemporary problems and conditions of Canadian society. Briefs and
representations to the Commission suggested that in many areas of the health sciences it would be desirable to build into
the educational programme more opportunities to acquire, knowledge and awareness of Canadian problems and situations,
in order to equip graduates with a better understanding of the community they are to serve. Educators must assess
teaching programmes in the health sciences in the light. of the community functions most of their graduates will be asked
to perform. Slowness or reluctance to do this on the part of those responsible for professional education will often mean
that changes in curriculum content or emp sis are made in erratic fashion, in response to a- well-meant but uninformed,
Public or political pressure, rather than.liy planned 'anticipation of public needs properly related to a balanced
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programine-of instruction. Much more educational research is required to help educators review the balance and content
of teaching programmes in the health sciences. Reforms and new trends in medical undergraduate education in nine west

uropean countries hav6 recently been examined in a study prepared for the Council of Europe." A similar examination
s'and assessment of Canadian undergraduate education in the health sciences is needed now and at periodic intervals in the
future.

Undergraduates In medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, hursinand other health sciences expressed to the Commission their
feeling that they needed to understand more fully the social, economic and cultural background of the health problems of
the-people with whom they would he dealing in their professional work. TO this end they looked for mere opportunity in
their professional studies to learn something further about the social.and institutional structures Ind problems of the
society in which they will eventually serve. Many of them wanted a better chance to see their stakes in the context of
other humane and scientific disciplines.and to examine the place of their profession.in the context of a total society and
the problems and needs of that society.

The interest of such student's is not being met by what tVey rightly call 'Mickey Mouse courses'; which survey
Canadian history or the Problems of Canadian Society' in twenty easy lessons. What they are looking for, and have a.

right to expect, is an opportunity to examine seriously the nature and needs of their society and hoW their professional
activity can best be related to them. For this _purpose, they must have courses of academic rigour dealing with the ,*

socio:economic dimensions of their professional work, and a social awareness factor should be built into every aspect of
the curriculum. If the health sciences wish to prepare their students to give effective service in the field of public health,
they Artist teach them about the public as well as about' health. Similarly, if the health science professio s wish to develop
and improve'practices conducive to public health, they Must study the public as well as health. In bot teaching and
research, the social area of the health sciences, concerned with the factors in society t m once pe ple's health or
their access to bare, demands more attention than it has been receiving.

Students in the health sciences will also need increasing 'exposure to the importance' of co-operative and.
transdisciplinary work, both in otheLareas of health science and in other fields of knowledge. The resolution of many
health problems, broadly dinned, will increasingly -require an integrated approach that draws upon information and
experience from diverse fields, ranging, for example, from medicine, mathematics and engineering to sociology, law and
the fine arts. As our society grows more complex, most aspects of health care will require a knoWledge and understanding
of the society as well as of the individual, and this fact must be reflected in .the curricula of health sciences. For the
health seienCe professions in Canada this points to the need to ensure that their educational programmes are preparing
raduates to deal effectively with the Problems and conditions of this particular society.

. ...

Althotili the field of health care in Canada has a strong national character, many briefs to the Commission
commented upon the lack of qualified Canadians to staff certain areas of work in the, health sciences, toth in practice
and within the universities. In particular, representations to the Commission indicated strong and wide read concern that
capable young Canadians were being denied opportunities for medical education because we are relying upon a high
proportion, of foreign doctors coining to this country rather than creatin enough opportunities for Medical education in
t-anada, and because of the large number.of foreign students who are to up places in Canadian faculties-of
medicine." A brief from a former head of a medical school in Ontario was typical of many sent by doctors and lay
persons alike. It stattkil:

4

-

Since the majority of doctors registered in most of the provinces of Canada during the past few years have taken.,
their training abroad. I am of the opinion that we should endeavour to increase the number of Canadians trainedin
our own medical schools so that a larger proportion of our'supply of doctors would come from Canada: A very

. significant reason for my view-is the large number of -very well qualified Canadian applicants for medical school who
I believe wotdd make excellept doctors. It seems unfortuipite to deny admission to well qualified Canadian
app is while encouraging individuals who have no betterqinlifications to come from abroad, and at the same
time depieti heir countries of origin of the valuable resource.

The study. Ifralth Care in Canada, supported this view,39 noting that our dependence on graduates of foreign schools is
dangerous and unfair'. The study reported that since 1966 the number of immigrant physicians has exceeded, by an
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increasing amount epch yea-if the number of graduates of,our own medical faculties and commented that 'this is patently

a serious situation 4nd one which does Canada no credit'. It is dangerous to become reliant upon other countries for the
supply of medical personnel, betause it can never be certain. Moreover, as Dr John Evans has pointed out, it is doubly

unjust to drain skilled manpower from other less well developed countries of at the same time deny the career
opportunity in medicine to the abundant number of well-qualified young Canadians who,currently seek entry to our -
programs of medical education'.40

The problem is complex and cannot be dealt with comprehensively here. Indeed, some representations to the
Commission called for a separate commission to investigate and make recommendations upon the question. For example,

they referred to the'lack of reliable national figures on how many doctors ace in actual practice, on their.field of practice

and on future needs in different parts of Canada. However, the need for sCn information is now gradually being meE"A"
study prepared by Dr Rgcke Robertson and two colleagues for the Associatioin of Universities and Colleges of Canada on
the Health Manpower Output of Canadian Educational Institutione I determined the past, present and possible future
output of the basic courses of studies at Canadian postlecondary educational institutions that lead to the first 'degree,

diploma or certificate' required for practice in the various health disciplines. However, as the authors note, the question of
the need for graduates in any of the health disciplines was not a primary element in this study and was therefore only
'examined superficially .... The importance of gaining information that will lead to well based conclusions on manpower
needs is obvious'.

)
Currently, the National Committee on Physician Manpower is conducting, in association with the Federal Department

of Health and Welfare, a major study relating to patient/physician ratios and manpower needs in each of some thirty areas
of medical specialization. The results of the study are expected to be published in the Canadian Medical Association

Journal. Another current study, under the direction of Dr A.M. Bryans of the Faculty of Medicine at Queen's Univerity,
is appraising teaching in the health sciences in Canada. Both these studies will provide badly needed information.
However, no study mounted by the universities, the medical profession or the Federal Government, has yet dealt directly
and thoroughly -with the questions raised by the large influx of non-Canadian medical personnel; it is necessary that such
a study be done. ),

Certain essential facts pertaining to this situation are already' clear. The ,ratio of physicians to population in Canada is
now about 1:630 one of the best in the world. Of the 36,000 physicians in Canada, about 70 per cent are graduates of
Canadian medical schools, although in the past ten years or so about 50 per cent of physicians entering practice have

come from other countries. Most Provigcial Governments now think that there Are enough doctors, but they are
concerned about the concentration of.doctorg- in larger towns and cities, to the possible detriment of medical services in
rural and 'remote areas. The number of ranitaian physicians graduating. in 1974 was 1,470. A plateau of about 1,800
medical graduates-will be reached in 1977, when the full effects of the medical school expansion begun in 1966 will be

The question now concerningr federal and provincial authorities is how to stem the tide of immigrant physicians.
More than twice as many qualified Canadians-apply for admission to Canadian medical schools as there are places
available, and Governments have apparently decided not to increase the number of places. The Federal Government and
all ten Provincial Governments recently reached an agreement on a policy to restrict the flow of foreidoctors into
Canada. Most representations-to the Commission favoured such an approach. However, it remains to be seen whether and
how this policy will be applied, and what its consequences wilt be in practice.

Some briefs to the Commission expressed concern that one consequence of the present heavy relianCe on foreign
anedical personnel may 6e that many doctors now practising in this country, who received theiprofessional education in
other lands, may not be sufficiently aware of the Canadian coritext of medical practice. However, at least one brief noted
the speed with which newcomers learn about Canadian medical needs and adapt to them, particularly in such settings as
the health centre, the ambulatory care unit and the hospital. But even this briefwent on to suggest that "unfortunately,
many newcomers end up in solo ;practice and infact continue patterns of practice learned abroad which are not fully
relevant now to Canada'. The concerii'expressed about this subject underlines the importance of continuing professional
education, for doctors trainedfin Canada and abroad alike, to up-date knowledge both about medical developments
and about the application of medical knowledge to changing Canadian-circumstances. There is room for 'university medical

faculties to enlarge their acfivities, substantially in this area of education.

A more appropriate balance between the numbers of foreigntrgined and Canadian-trained doctors in Canada would not
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by itself solve the medical manpower problem. Complementary steps would also have to be,tUken to encourage more
Canadians to enter certain fields now undersupptied with doctors. For example, Canadian family doctors are in short
supply, although the problem is apparently somewhat less serious now than it was only a few years ago. One priappsal put
to the Commission was that medical schools should accept more older Canadian students since, according to Wine studies,
the older a medical student is upon entering medical school, the more likely he or she is to go into family practice. There
is also an undersupply of Canadian medical academicians, that is, of doctors and medical scientists whose,,intirests are in
teaching and research rather than in professional practice. A professor of physiology at one Canadian medital school held
that 'too few of our mediCal schools have emphasized the importance of academic medicine tq the future of the
profession; we have in the main been too concerned with producing practitioners of the art'. Consequently, Canadalias
had to rely ,upon other countries to supply many of the highly skilled people needed for this important aspect of medical..
work. This is particularly true in relatively'new areas of scientific work, for example, epidemiology and biostatistics,
clinical pharmacology, and behavioural science.

Over one-quarter of the full-time facility members teaching in the health sciences at Canadian universities were not
Canadian citizens in three successive Academic yeals, from 1971-72 to 1973-74, for which data has been made available
by Statistics Canada. The proportion of non-Canadians may in fact be higher than this because the total for whom
citizenship was not reported ranged from 15-to 22 per cent in these years. In medicine alone the number of
non-Canadian full-time faculty members teaching without administrative duties was 30.1 per cent in 1973.74, and over 15
per cent of those with administrative duties (chairmen, deans and others) were citizens of other countries.

'In their briefs to the Commission a number of doctors wondered whettler it might be possible to introduce some form
of 'streaming' in undergraduate medical education to help meet the need Tor more Canadian graduates in certain fields of
medical activity. Other suggested that the shortage of highly qualified Canadians in some areas of research would be
minimized if Canadian medical researchers spread their efforts and resources less thinly by specializing in fields in which
they already excel or in which Canada has a special interest through historical or other circumstances. All briefs urged
that university staff members having a deep-seated interest in research should be provided with more money and more
adequate facilities and, above all, with more time to pursue their work. Some suggested that the curricula of senior stu-
dents should have sufficient flexibility to allow interested students to study with top-rank researchers, on an elective
basis.

Several representations expressed concern at the number of undergraduate places in medical education being given to
non-Canadian students at a time. when so many qualified Canadian students are being turned away. Data from Statistics
Canada indicates that over 10 per cent of the undergraduate students in medicine were citizens of other countries in
1972-1973. In Ontario the, non-Canadian freshman enrolment in medicine rose to more than 15 per cent in 1974-1975. At
the master's degree level 50 per cent of the medical students in the Prairie Provinces were non-Canadian in 1972.1973, as
were 29.6 per cent in British Columbia. At the doctoral level the proportion of the students in medicine that were not
Canadian was 25 per cent in the Atlantic Provinces, 19.6 per cent i i Quebec, 53.3 per cent in Ontario, 36.3 per cent in
the Prairie -Provinces and 40.1 per cent in British Columbi.

The Commission also received many letters and briefs commenting on the fact that all applicants to Cariadian medical
schools must write an American aptitude test because no equivalent Canadian test is available. Dr Denis D4cherty of Fort
Erie, who applied to a Canadian medical school for an application on behalf of one of his children, clearly expressed the
view of many Canadian parents, doctors and students when he wrote: 'Surely, in this great country, there must be
psychologists who are capable of assessing our own Canadian students and deciding whether or not they are psychologically
motivatedto attend a Canadian medical school'!" The Commission has some sympathy with this view and wonders if the
time has not come when it would be more appropriate for the Canadian colleges and faculties of medicine to repare

their own tests for this purpose.

Medicine is not the only field of health in which there is a shortage of Canadian-trained teachers and researchers.-For
example, until recently most of the teaching personnel at university schools of nursing received their graduate education
in the United States, at Columbia University, the University of Washington or elsewhere. More recently some Canadian
nursing graduates have been pursuing advanced studies at the new centres for research in medical education (or health
sciences) at such institutions as the University of Illinois, the University of Southern California and Michigan State
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University. This situation is gradually changing as opportunities increase for graduates in nursing to pursue post-graduate
work in this country. However, there is still no programme in nursira in Canada beyond the master's degree level. Such a
circumstance can only be described as a gross deficiency in our educaMbnal system for the health sciences.

The slowness in developing graduate schools of nursing in Canada has, in turn, adversely affected the amount of
researcth undertaken in this field. Little support has been available for publication, or for investigating problems in-nursing
health care of particular interest to Canadians,, Little has been written about the history and achievements of the
profession in Canada. There have been almost no biographical studies of outstanding members of the profession. It is
regrettable that some of the leaders in Canadian nursing seem to have received more recognition in the United States, and
in Britain and Westbrn Europe, than in their own country:

Similar comments could be made about many other areas.in the health sciences, where there is an urgent need to
develop more extensive programmes of research and advanced studies and tip relate these to Canadian problems and
conditions. This is true, for example, of audiology, speech pathology, physiotheraw and the entire range of rehabilitative
professions. Mine support for research,gil:aluate work and publication is also needed in such professional health science
fields as pharmacy and dentistry, and at least some of this support should.be directed to investigating needs, problems
and conditions that may be of particular interest or concern to Canadians.

11

In all these fields, and in many other areas of the health sciences, the need for qualified personnel to meet the
country's essential requirements continues to be pressing. There are, for example, a number of fields in nursing where the
need is really urgent. For service in the North and in remote areas in particular, more nurses are required with the special
qualifications and training necessary for such challenging work. At present, there is an acute shoitage of Canadian nurses
willing and qualified to work in the North. The annual turn-over is high among those whp do go, more than fifty per
cent, and the average-length of stay is only fourteen months.

Although programmes of health care for residents of northern Canada have been in existence for years, it is only
recently that efforts have been made to provide a programme of studies for the preparation of nurses undertaking this
type of service. With the support of the Department of National Health and Welfare; a number of universities are now
conducting pecial programmes of some months' duration for graduate nurses to meet this need. Dalhousie University, has
developed a two-year diploma programme in Outpost Nursing to prepare registered nurses for positions in isolated areas of
northern Canada and other areas where medical care by resident doctors is not continuously available. While these
developments are encouraging, it is clear that still more attention and more resources must be directed to meeting the
need for northern and outpost nursing services. There is, for example, no programme in Canada to prepare native students
for nursing. Yet, as one brief to the Comniission pointed out, 'non-Native graduates who go north to provide. nursing care
lack the understanding of the people they serve, as well as of the climatic and other conditions in which they will be
working. Such understanding is difficult to acquire from theoretical study or from limited practical experience with
Native populations'. There is a strong case for developing a programme of.nursing education in the North, with a
curriculum suited to the need of the native peoples and of other northern residents. The Commission hopes that
sympathetic consideration will be given to this possibility by the Department of Health and Welfare, by the nursing
profession and by universities, which could play a helpful role in the development of such a piogramme. These apd other
situations seem also to support those who argue strongly for the development, of the concept ana role of Nurse
Practitioner to meet the often particular needs of health care in Canada.

-
The need to strengthen 'education and research pertaining to primary care must be related to the need for a much

more active approach to public education by the health sciences in Canada. For example, more attention should be given
to training lay personnel to treat acute trauma before physicians arrive at the scene of an accident. In the'words of one
brief:

It doesn't make any difference how much time we spend in improving our emergency rooms in hospitals and
preparing to treat multiple system failures once they have arrived, if we don't have some means of providing
education to the people on the scene to provide a clear airway, carry out resuscitation such as mouth to mouth
breathing; and many other things that can be "vital in the early minutes of an accident ... .

The greatest potential for improving the health of the Canadian people may well lie in better programmes of public
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health education,-rather than i research and professional training important though these are. Much more attention, and
educational research, should be devoted to*this neglected aspect of Canadian health care, Thiextent. of the neglect of..
public education in health matters, and the importance of the opportunity such public health education provides, were ".

noted by Dr Robertson and his colleagues in Health Cate in Canada:

'The benefits from effective instruction in these areas could be very great, yet ,neither the effectiveness of such
educational programs as do exist, nor the best ways of educating the publiiwin matters of health so that they
actually do something about, it, have been, so far as we know, studied in Canada. kA search of appropriate Canadian
and American journals and a study of annual reports of various agencies, both going back ten years, have failed to
produce a single study on just how these important procedures might be made, more effective in Canada .

There seems to be a complete lack, in Canada, of knowledge about what peOple want to know about health
services, how they might learn to use such information and how they could be motivated to make the best use of
health services. Only a considerable research effort, particularly in social and behavioural fields, can hope to provide
some of the needed answers. Such research can, and probably should, go on even while much better co-ordinated
and planned efforts are made to educate the public in all aspects of health as well as health care."

There are significant Canadian studies dimensions. to each of the health sciences in teaching, research, practice and
petsonnel. In many instances these aspects of the health sciences merit mote attention than they are now receiving.

b

Law
Law is .related closely to the history of ideas, and to the history and operation of our political and social institutions. The
study of law is therefore intimately 'involved with Canadian studies:To _a-stibstantial degree our laws embody the values
of our society. Law is, indeed, so much at the heart of any society it is difficult to understand why the Massey
Commission almost completely ignored it in its admirable assessment of the state of Canadian culture twenty-five years
ago. That it did says something about the way, in which the legal profession then perceived Itself-and was perceived by
others. Now that the study of law is everywhere in Canada a university discipline it cannot be ignored in any inquiry into
studies relating to Canada at Canadian universities.

s

Legal education in Canada has undergone profound changes in the past twenty-five years,,and with these changes has
come a stronger emphasis on the Canadian dimensions of law. Prior to the 1950s the teaching of law was largely the
responsibility of the practising legal profession and the judges. The dominating emphasis then was on training for the
practice of law and on the immediate responsibility of the profession for this training. As universities gradually assumed
responsibility of legal education, they attempted to place heavier emphasis on a critical approach, on the understanding of
the legal system rather than the learning of doctrine, and on examining the social context of law and the conseqUences of
laws for the community. In the process legal education in Canada, in both the common law and the civil law systems, has
developed a distinctly Canadian character one that is.more oriented towards the social sciences than either the British
or Frcich legal traditions, yevless empirical and behavioural in its orientation' than' the American-legal tradition.

In addition to taking, in many instances, a distinctively Canadian approach; numerous law seWols in Canada now offer
a wider variety of courses with substantial Canadian content. These include, for example, more and better courses' dealing
with Canadian constitutional law, with the problems of Canadian federalism, with foreign investment in Canada, with
Canadian maritime law and with Canadian concerns in international law. None tit less, representations to the Commission
from many lawyers, judges and legal scholars, as well as from law students, expressed the view that there is still room in
our schools of law for more attention to be directed to the significance of law in our lives, and for a stronger perception
of legal education as a field of study and research, as well as being the avenue of preparation for a profession. The need
to develop further the Canadian component in legal education was stressed. For example, there was thought to be a great
deal of scope for more research and teaching about Canadian constitutional problems, about trials of political significance,
especially in terms of their cultural impact, about laws affecting race relations in Canada, about our civil liberties and
about native rights. Briefs to the Commission argued for more comparative studies of the common law and civil law
systems in Canada and for more combining of common law and civil la* programmes in law school curricula. At present
many common law schools ignore the Quebec civil law system and administration of justice while the civil law schools
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tend to ignore common law. Several universities, however, successfully combine the two in one faculty or have separate

schools for civil and-comMon

Brie suggested, too, that Cpadian leg,1 history has been a particularly neglected field. According to one brief:

... the study of Canadian legalt'gtory might be expected to be a respectable arid flourishing enterprise, but it is
not. It has been greatly neglected, and most of die little work that. has been done has reflected limited_
interests .... The result is tlit we know almost nothing about out legal past. We have,itot even accumulated and

organaed the major facts, let alone thotight about them.'"

Current attempts to teach Canadian leg history in law schools are restricted to a few courses in afew schools no

doubt reflecting the paucity of resear and writing in this, field. Mbreoyer, such courses are essentially opportunities for
/61e7sive individual research, rather t n comprehensive surveys. On the other hand, several law teachers have made legal

history their specialty and a few offer courses dealing with such matters as the relationship between Canadian legal
development and other areas of human endeavour, particularly in economies and in social fields. Briefs also expressed
concern about the jack of treatises on Canadian gal history. Indeed, the Commission's investigations revealed that the
preparation of integrative treatises is a major weakness in Canadian legal scholarship. Writing about particular times or
themes, rather than on comprehensive topics, was considered to be urgently needed.

In contrast to the "statg of legal treatises, Canadian casebOoks and monographs are becoming more ple4ntiful in a variety
of fields, for example, in Canadian constitutional law, specialized, areas of administrative law, and environmental law.
Teaching in Canadian law schools is largely based on casebooks in which the text of Canadian court judgements and .'

Canadian statutes and regulations predom:Tate. At the same time there has been a proliferation of law reviews and law.."
journals. But it should be acknowledged tqat much of the first-class writing in periodicals has been the product of a
limited number of scholars, some of whom are now retired or near retirement.. The Commission was told repeatedly that
there is not enough essay writing by Canadian law professors.

An indication that Canadian legal scholarship is still underdeveloped is the fact that, although the Canadian Supreme.
Court celebrates its centenary in 1975, only one 'Comprehensive jurisprudential study of the Court as an institution has
been pOlished, although another has recently been undertaken and a number of useful studies have been made of aspects
of the Court's work. Virtually no biographies or comprehensive critiques of the work and influence of individual Canadian

ipdges and lawyeis have been written. As one brief pointedout, 'Chief Justice Duff and Mr Justice Rand would have been

the subject of any number of studies in, England or the United States but, with the exception, of one current study on
Duff, legal scholars in Canada have ignored -them!-:'

With very few exceptions, the memoirs diaries, papers and letters of distinguished Canadian judges; lawyers and law

teachers have not been 'preserved, catalogded, analysed or made available to scholars in any comprehensive or methodicalt

way. It is only recently that the Public Archives of Canada has begun to approach judges of.the Supreme Court for such
materials and to collect papers pertaining to the life and work of members of that Cotirt in any systematiC way.

Practically nothing is being done to collect archival materials from- members of the of r courts across Canada. The

_Commission lelitned with regret and astonishment, Mr example, that no university or blic archives lad ever expressed

to a recent Ch t Justice_of Canada ay--interest in acquiring and preservinghis peg° papers. Unfortunately, these - mk,

papers, which clearly would hav .een of great interest to scholars in many diverse fiat's of Canadian studies, have for

the most part been widel spersed or discarded. Similarly, ljttle has been done to capture on audio and videotape the
personality, views an xperience of, leading members of the judiciary and the legal profession.

Statutes legislatures are also law and legal institutions; so are regulations and administrative agencies. Their

process , functions and history should be,as much a matter for legal study as the common law and courts. Biographies
are eedel of institutions as well as of people.

Other representations to the Commission suggested that legal and judicial statistics could be more fully collected and
more usefully structured by Statistics Canada. It would appear desirable for representatives of the profession and of..
StatisticsCnnada to work together4to this end.
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Assessing the general state of legal scholarship in Canicia, the 1956 Rep Ort to the Canadian Bar Association of the
Committo on Legal Research described such research as 'wholly inadequate in quantity and quality to enable the legal'
profession properly to fulfil its high social obligations' 45 'Recalling this assessment, one brief to the Commission
suggested that, 'as concerns the present situation, perhaps one can describe it at being less "adequate" '. The Commission
consulted a number of lawyers, legal scholars and judges as to why - Canadian legal scholarship remains underdevefoped.
The answers were many and varied. In the view of one widely published legal scholar, one barrier to Canadian legal
scholarship may be the `mistakedassUmptiontthat we have simply inherited the iMtish judiCial system in its full
perfectioh. Even now, there are a lot of scholars within and without legal studies who still believe that'. Another legal .

scholar recalled the dictbm that .'bur great ;English legal and constitutional inheritance should be regarded as a fortressconstitutional
from which to advance, not as a place to rest', and suggeSted thatlhertt.chas perhaps been a shade too much resting.

Some law professors expressed the view that more 'seed money' is needed to support sabbaticals, research assistance and
publication. Others suggested that faculties of law are not doing enough graduate study and that this had adversely affected
legal scholarship in Canada. They noted that no law school in Canada has a fully roundedvogramme of graduate studies.
Consequently, most Canadians interested in post-graduate mirk in law still go to the United States, Britain or Rance, where
such study is further deYeloped and more highly regarded. -

One brief suggested that it may not be a had thing that Canadian law students go.outside Canada for graduateAtudies, since
by. the time they have spent at least six yeais in Canadian, universities, three of them studying4aw, 'surely they will have had
their fill of Canadian education'. Hbwever, the more prevalent view was one of concern. A brief from a prominent legal
scholar argued that if more were done to advance graduate studieSln law in Canada, master's and doctoral theses would grow
into bpoks, and supervising professort wouldfind it easier to write treatises if they had the back-up assistance of graduate
students'. Developing a parallel theme, a practising lawyer wrote: 'The most important challenge facing legal education M
Canada info strengthen graduate schools becauie, until they start producing legal schblars, outside influence will continue to
dominate our interpretative and philosophic legal thought'. In a similar vein another brief deplored the increased use of
Anierican terminology by some Canadian legal scholars and linked it to the large numbers of Canadians taking their graduate
degrees at American law schools: 'For example, Canadian researchers are talking about how judgei "vote". They don't; they
write judgments'.

Many briefs mentioned the need to make new typei of graduate programmes available to lawyers who have had practical
graduate experience. A programme on taxation being considered at the University of Toronto wds mentioned as a case in
point. Thery is clearly a need for law schools to develop their continuing education programthes to enable members of the
profession to up date their knowledge of legal developments and to relate these to changing Canadian circumstances.

One of the main reasons for the slow development of graduate studies in Canadian law has been a lack of money. A
number of briefs mentioned that lack of financial support is a particularly serious problem for the many law Students who,
have family responsibilities. Such briefs noted that American scholarships are drawing to the United States many outstanding
students who might otherwise stay in Canada to study. Howevet, thit problem was considered to be less serious at present
than it once was now that American scholarships and Tellowships are becoming hardefto obtain and Canadian scholarships
are becoming somewhat more plentiful. The length of legal education, as well as its cost, and the fact that most law graduates
have been able to find jobs fairly readily uporigradurion, discourage many of them from doing=traduate work:One can
sympathize with students who would like to pursue Araduate work in law but are deterred from doing so by the prospect of
struggling through additional years under difficul 'Menai economiecireumstances to produce a thesis that may eventually
be turned into a monograph.

1,1 I>

It is, none the less, important that ways and meansire found to encourage interested ind giftecrCanadiart law students to
continue their studies at the post-graduate levels inCanada in larger numbers. As our Society becomes increasingly complex, it
is essential that there be more members of the legal profession engaging in research and piirsuing their studies at an advanced
level. A greater number of highly qualified law graduates are needed now and will be needed in the future, both in practice
and to Staff the law schools. At present nearly 25 per cent of full-time law facility members in Canada are'non-Canadian, and
in two regions of the country over a third of the full-time law faculty have been non-Canadian in recent years. In 1972-1973,
the most recent year for which figures are available, of the students enrolled Tv a master's degree in law at Canadian
universities 39.3 pePcent were non-Canadians in Ontario, 53.6 per cent in the Pra4ie Provinces and 10Q, per cent in the
Atlantic region. Only 10 per cent of those studying for a doctorate in Ontario were Canadian.
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According to some submissions to the Commission, another reason for the slow development of graduate studies at
Canadian law scliools is the lack of acceptance of formal post-graduate specialization in law. The opinion was expressed that
to make the best use of available funds in the future, Canadian graduate law programmes shSuld specialize in areas of
particular interest to Canada, including, for example: the law of the sea, the law of oil and gas, law relating to multi-national
corporations, law relating to Civil liberties and to the native peoples, constitutional and administrative law, criminal law,
family law, commercial law, environmental laW and social welfare law. The Commission believes that there is merit in this
suggestion. Perhaps each graduate school might usefully seek to develop special competence in one orseveral of the areas not
well developed elsewhere. More important than this, however, is the point that graduate programMes should look at all topics
with a Canadian perspective.

Representations to the Commission also argued for an expansion of legal education at the undergraduate level. For
example, one legal scholar wrote:

In my opinion law is the oldest of the social sciences and is possibly the most facking in definition as such. It certainly is
highly dependent on the other social sciences. I feel strongly that legal studies ought to pervade a university and not be
confined to a.professionally-oriented faculty of law,although that function is offirst importance. I have difficultyin
understanding how others can t5verlook the strength of the argument that "law and society" are one and the same and
that the study of man in society from any disciplinary point of view requires the input of legal perceptions.

The same brief stressed that, by the same token, the study of law requires'ithe input of perceptions from other social sciences:
`Otherwise, it becomes technical, inbred and soulless'. The converseis equally true.

- Nearly all Canadian law, schools require those seeking admission to write a Law School Admission Test designed and
admilistered in the United States. Many representations to the Commission made clear that such a requirement is widely
resented by Canadian students. As one cprresponde,nt noted:

My objections to it are two-fold: firstly, the qualities for which it tests and, secondly, the content of the paper itself.
Both of these, it strikes me, are national problems. The test is three and a half hours of multiple choicre questions that "

probe analytical, statistical, recall'and language slcillsolt is designed for maximum pressure .it can only be done by
flat-out speed from question to question. It favours the clever over the reflective, the glib over the thoughtful, the
machine-minded and technical-oriented over the literate and perceptive. In short, it embodies all that is objectionable in
the American corporate ideal. It is tailor-made for the Harvard Business School. If this is what law is all about, then
want no part of it . . The second issue is more obvious, the overwhelming American content. Not simply t use of
American place names, and U.S. Government figures 1 am not chauvinist eitought tolet that sort of thing er me. It
was the subtler bias of the material. One was expected to be au couranwith all the latest Ainerican hang-ups. The legal
community is far too yital a segment of Canadian society to let it slip into these directions. Yet, nearly all of the English
language universities of this country use this American test as a major criterion to select Canada's future legal
community. One option is the status quo. A second is to demand inclusion in the minority game with our own childish
"questions" e.g. "If Syncrude is a rip-off . . . ." The third. is' simply to get. Canadian Law schools "off their complacent
duffs and have them design their own standardized test if they feel they need one so badly. Heaven knows the legal
profession is anything but short of cash, and it's.not all that great a task or so much to ask that we cook our' wn meals
for a change and give.up otA addiction to imported "T-V Dinners".

The Commission understands and sympathizes with the concern expressed by those who made representations to it 9n this
subject. Inifie chapter dealing with human resources the Commission makes a number of observations and recommenda
on the subject of relying upon foreign tests for admissiOn to Canadian academic programmes.

.

Numerous briefs and representations to the Commission urged that opportunities to learn something alto
extended to universityStudents in other professions, to students in the faculties of arts and science and
,schools. This case was strongly put by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada:

;

I have no doubt that the vast majority of Canadians ought to be better informed than they are about the main
institutions of our lalk and about the ways in which it operates .... We need to introduce the study of our legal sys m

,
Vii' aw should be
tudents in the
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into our prim, and secondary eh Is as well as to make it a subject of study in Arts Courses in our colleges and
universities ... it is at the s es of education earler than university or college that the familiarizing process should
begin . . . kis of high in ortance for public appreciation of the protective and positive role of law in a democratic
society hat our citize y should not be left to believe that they have no relation to the law unless they get into
trou e.4

Commis n notes and welcomes the fact that a nu nber of universities have already opened certain of their law courses
ntereste tudents from other faculties and that severa universities have also made law a subject of study in their arts

thers are planning to do so. The Commission also welcomes the fact that both community colleges and schools in
-sortie parts of the country have now introduced some teaching about the legal system into their curriculum. It encourages
other universities, community colleges and schools to consider taking similar steps.7 ,

Because legal education has an importance that extends beyond the professional law faculties to each citizen
Commission would also encourage these faculties to conduct more active programmes of exitision education, esigne to
inform interested members of the general public about the Canadian legal system.

The Commission welcomes the kind of initiative recently takenby the University of Toronto in proposin to establish
special training programme for persons in both the public and private sectors 'whO wish to acquire greater ski in dealing
with human rights and civil liberties, at they relate to theneeds of the Native peoples, other ethnic groups, immi rdnts,
women and the poor'.

In concluding this section, the Com on wishes to support the suggestion, advanced in numerous brie eceived from
law professors, practising lawyers, me ers of the judiciary, legal scholars and others, that a major st of the state of legal
education in Canada should now be ndertaken. Not only WS:there been no recent study of the e of legal education in
Canada, but such a study, has nev been conducted on a national lev -song other things, s h a study should review and
make recommendations concp mg law school curricula, library archiva ources egal studies, research and
advanced studies in law, th. 41,8 8 ems of funding legal education a research, continuing education for the legal profession,
extension education in I for the general public, law in the school curriculum and support for publications in the field of
legal education. Serio 'attention should be devoted to questions about the Canadian context of legal education. The study
might be conduct 'under the auspices of one or several of the Association of Canadian Law Teachers, the Committee of
Canadian Dear f Law or the Canadian Bar Association, in co-operation with the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada, wt unding from the Canada Council and/or private sources.

ysical Education
The Commission believes strongly that athletics and sports constitute an integral and Important part of Canadian culture and
that the educational system should devote appropriate attention to this area of our national life as a legitimate facet of
Canadian studies. It is, in fact, difficult to comprehend Canadian culture fully without a knowledge and understanding of the
'role sport has played in our society.. Analysis of sporting events, organizations and personalities will often provide useful
insights into the nature of this society. Moreover, it must be recognized that physical health is essential to the well-being of
the Canadian community. Yet various national and international studies have made it abundantly clear that Canadians are fdi
from being a physically fit people, despite the great natural opportunities for pityical recreation available in this country. In
this section'the Commission will discuss the need in Canada for highly competent-academic and professional staff to conduct
teaching and research in this field and to provide leadership in physical education, and in sports, for the benefit of all
Canadians, not merely Canada's top athletes.

Universities and colleges have a key role to play in developing the trained profesSional staff, in conducting research, in
' setting standards and in initiating the experimental programmes that Canada needs in the fields of physical education and

sport. The professional graduate imphysical'education, like the doctor and the social worker, will be responsible for important
aspects of the physical and mental health of the Canadian people. HoweverAhe Commission's research revealed that many
universities continue to. under-rate the significance of their responsibility in these fields. The need- for professional standards
and for a professional appro'ach to physical education is riot always recognized by the university community. Indeed, the

oto

plain truth is that programmes in physical education, even when excellent work is being done, are &ten not generally
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respected and accepted as being on the same educational level as most other areas of university activity. Nor, in some
instances, do the universities require in their physical education programmes the same professional qualifications a d rigorous
academic standards that they would insist on in other areas of professional education. This was also a major conclu ion of the
recent report prepared by Dr, A.W. Matthews for the Association of Universities and Collegq.of Canada and the Ca adian
Intercollegiate Athletic Union. The report notes, for example, that a significant proportion df the athletic directors t

Canadian universities (seventeen out of fifty-"six) did not hold an advanced degree. Only four of this number held fa ulty
status. At ten universities the coaches were reported as not holding any academic qualifications at all. Yet, as Dr Mat hews
had pointed out:

Quality athletics demand highly competent academic and.professional staff with the motivation and ability to p vide
leadership. An established university policy thatotoaches will be a joint-appointment, or a cross-,admintment, bet een
athletics and physical education. can have significance for the future develop it, of athletics. It is in the universi
setting that one might expect to find the expertise to upgrade athletic performance!' 7

s
Failure by the universities to respect and to develop professional competence in the field of physical education may be
responsible for the fact to which Dr. Matthews draws attention "--- that `in the present flurry of appointing national co ches
and technical directors for, many of the sports being assisted by Sport's Canada, it has.been considered necessary to impo t
this expertise'.4 8 . t

, .

, .
I

In the past decade, however, noticeable improvements have taken place in the number and quality of physicateducation
programmes offered at the university level. But the rapid expansion of such programmes has compounded, at least in the \
short term, the non-Canadian influence in this area of university education. In 1962;1963 only thirteen universities offered'
degrees or special certificates in physical education and recreation!' 9 By 1973-1974 the number had risen to thirty-six." \

The number,of universities offering master's degrees in this field increased during the same period from two to fourteen; Olney
university, the University of Alberta, now offers a PhD in physical education. This rapid expansion requireil universities tri

Icirecruit a large number of non-Canadians particularly Americans, as teachers and administrators because of the earlier slow ess
in developing post-graduate programmes in physical education in Canada. For the same reason most Canadians were obtain
their advanced training in this field in other countries. Thus, a large majority of physical education teachers, athletic directOrs
and athletic administrators at the urf ersity level in Canada are foreign-trained and p great many are foreign citizens.

Outside the university, too, foreign-trained personnel dominate many aspects of Canadian spo . For instance, since World
War II, with only one exception, all the coaches in the Canadian Football League have been train k 'n the'United States. Dr
Matthews observes that:theses coaches, in the main, have shown little appreciation of or consideralion for differences
between American and Canadian cultures and have continued to deprecate the approach of Canadian universities to their
particular sport'.5'

.
Many representations to the Commission revealed concern about the cultural implications of such a situation. Some

worried that the heavy reliance on personnsl trained in the United States is leading to the whole-scale Americanization of
university athletics. As evidence of this trend, they cited the adoption by Canadiatruniversities of the American sports ethic
with its emphasis on winning rather than on offering a valuable educational and recreational experience to a maximum '

number of students, Both male and female. This worry was sharply expressed, for example,;by one'teacher of physical ,

education at a university in the Maritimes who wrote to the Commission as follows:
. . .,

When were educational goals, inhere,* within our Canadian sports traditions; superseded by the ethics of winning? I
-would suggest to the Commission that, over the years, there has been a gradual take-over by American personnel in key
adrninistratiye positions within our University/athletic,programmes. Many ... have contributed enormously to the
growth of Canadian intercollegiate sports. However, in the recent past, far too many.of these coaches and adininistrators
have only been concerned with the winning of sports events and not with the educational ptocesses supposedly involved.

,..

Other circumstances haVe compounded this situation: the pervasive influence of American culture on Canadian life, and the
sports spectacular on television, have also contributed to a growing accepf ance by some Canadians of the view that the
purpose of sport is winning. But it is the influende of foreign-trained urf ersity athletic administrators and coaches in
fostering this ethic that,should not be underestimated.
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There is a distinctive pattern and character to Canadian sports that is the product of the distinctive `history and
environment of this country and of the influences to which it has been exposed. The-traditional games and physical skills
of the native peoples, the deep feeling for sports and games of the British, the love of.internationhl competition and of
sportive tableaux of the French. and the American emphasis on physical education and cpaching skills have all
contributed substantially to the style and content- of sports in Canada, as have the traditionsand sporting interests of
many other cultures represented in this country. The opportunities and limitations of geography and climate have alto
brought to bear their own powerful influences on the orientation and. development-of physical recreation in this country.
Thd result has been a Canadian view of sports and physical recreation that is different from that prevailing in any other
country, including the United States with its much more extensive emphasis on competition. Indeed, as Dr Matthews has
obserVed, 'it can be Said that a basic difference in philosophy is involved'.52 The Commission would regret any further
erosion of this partieular philosophical difference between Canadian and American values, an is tear that/a great many
other Canadians share this feeling. It is, therefore, encouraging to learn that

. .
. the discipline of physical education in Canada has developed and is-Maintaining its own distin lye characteristics. In

the graduate programmes in .physical education that are now developing it is being. recognized t at our uhiversities
should be responsive to a much larger international scene plus the. unique situation of society his canbe equally
true of our athletic,prograrns.53 ..

In the Pontmission's view, school anduniversity athletic programmes should encourage th participation of students at
every level of Conipetente, and should not be geared only or primarily to competition at the op:A broad programme of
ihdividual activities and intramural sports shoulcrbe provided to 'enable as mahy studentsas possible to take part. I,n this
situation the professional graduates of physical education programmes will have an even large role to play in the
educational system and cultural life of the country. Trained personnel, with a thorough grounding in exercise' physiology,
biomechanics, motor-learning, and, other aspects of the modern discipline of physical education, willbe needed to-provide
instruction ancl leadership In athletics at every level of education and in many community \ctivities.

At present, however, many students are denied opportunities to participate in athletic activities, or aro discouraged
from doing so, becauie of the emphasis placed upon cultivating or recruiting the supericiiathlete who will win games, or
set records, and 'so gain prestige for the coach or the school or the university. At the university level such an emphasis
often leads to the recruitment of a large number of studenathletes from the United States, thereby contributing to the
Americanization of university athletics ideanada. The extent to which this is occurring is indicated by the fact that in
the final play-off game for the 1973 Canadian Intercollegiate Basketball Championship only one player on the starting
teams was not an American citizen.

4.

Many student athletes have been lured to Canada from the United States by athletic scholarships and, in some
instances, by `underthe-table'-financial arrangements. To combat this trend, the Matthews report recommended-that
Soliciting of student'athletes not extend beyond the methods and geographic boundaries of an institution's usual
secondary school tontacts. Dr Matthews further recommended that the AUCC Committee of EXecutive Heads establish
guidelines to eliminate the soliciting of theathTetk sprviciiof non-Canadians by university athl departments, and that
if guidelines do not prove effective, the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Association should est ish a minimum
Canadiancontent to limit the extent of non-Canadian participation on teams.in al.given report. The Commission strongly
supports these recommendations and, indeed, the entire general argument of Dr Matthews's thoughtful and construct e;--
study.

Many of Dr klatthwes recommendations, if implemedted, would help to solve some of the most pressing problems
relating to non-Canadian influence in university athletics in Canada. Bin, more than ayything else, Canadians (both inside
and outside the university community) must re-think their basic attitude toward sports if this coun to achieve
professional self-reliance in phyiical education, and a ?tore widespread public participation in athl ics and recreational
sports. If theseobjectives are achieved, a greater measure of excellence in competitive athletics II no doubt also be.
achieved.

Although 'the development of physical fitness and_pursuit a hi er-degree of eicellence athletics are currently
matters of increasing interest in Canada, many Canadians too o ten still view sport as merely a diversion or an
amusement. They do not yet recognize that it is a serious' factor in terms of national healt , an important aspect of our
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national culture, and, hence, a legitimate field for rofessional and academ study. As one writer has already pointed out,
the Massey Commission, for example, completed its survey of the state of anadian culture with no mention of sport."
Although attendance at a drama or musical at the Q'Ketit,Centre or t 'harlottetown Festival is considered exposure to
'culture',.sireilar involvement in a highly skilled athletic contest is cried as 'useless spectatorism'. It is this 'too
dehydrated view of culture' that the federal Thsk Force on Sport attempted tecexorcize.ss The Task Force recognized
that sport is a vital part of our culture and that it involves the s ctator as well as the participant. Its Report argued,
therefore, that 'a form of culture which involves perhaps 90% oro r two* is as valid a field of government interest and
support as that which involves 10%, particularly because sport ma s a cent contribution to our awareness of
oursel'ves'. Yet, as the Report then noted, important national agen esuch at Canat6 Council, and many special
programmes of the Department of the Secretary of State, have b; roated t sup the arts and other traditional
forms of ulture, while sports and'physical culture are still substa tially ignored by educ s and public policy-makers
alike. In he past few years growing financial support has been extended to sports and physical culture, but the amount
of this s pport bears little relationship to their iwortance in the lives of Canadians.

Given his attitude and lack of support it.should a little wonder, then, that the field of physical education ancrspotts
recreation emains largely Uhdeideveloped in Canada 'as compared to such countries as Denmark, Sweden, Great Britain,
the Soviet Union and Germany. Nor should it be surprising that sports and physical culture are treated in a cavalier
fashion by many educators who should know better. At the elementary level of education, many schools are-still without
gymnasiumS. At most of the elementary schools that have gymnasiums, these facilities are scaled grotesquely to the size
of adults, with teti foot high basketball standards, for example,,rather than being designed to the proportions of the
children using them:Seldom is a qualified physical educator a membm.of the school staff; sports are left primarily in the
hands of regular teaching staff, who are rarely trained to teach even the fundamentals of physical education.-At the
elementary school level in Canada physical educators are still having to struggle against the notion-that a gymnasium
period is not needed as long as recess is provided.

.
At the secondary school levelphysical education is recognized as part of the curriculum, but this subject is paid only

lip-service in many schools. Schools allocate time -for gymnasium periods in ways that will not detract from 'more
'important subjects'. Sports and physical fitness programmes are often not included as-part of the normal school day.
Instead, they are still regarded as being essentially 'extra-Curricular activities' to be pursued by the student after class and
-outside.the real educational programme. The reiility of the role of physical culture and sport at the secondary level is
such that the Hall-Dennis Report, for example, madei no reference at all to the subject in its 258 recommendations fo the
Province of Ontario." In such an atmosphere bow can Canadians learn in their formative years to recognize the
importance of physical fitness, the value of physical education and the role of'sports in out national culture?

At the post-secondary level, too, sports and the broad concept Of physical culture receive short shrift in Canada. For ,

/
example, most universities do not receive Government support towards the operating cost of-their sports programmes. Nor
is there adequate support for the capital costs involved. Since athletics is considerecrto be an ancillary service rather than
an integral part of the educational process; intercollegiat and intramural programmes have to depend almost entirely on
student athletic fees at many universities.

'The Commission believes strongly that it is high time that Canadian educators, at all levels, recognize the importance
-0 of sports and physical culture in Canadian life. The urdvysities have a particular opportunity, and obligation, to provide

leadeiship in this field because of their responsibility for professional training in the area of physical education. Physical
education is, or should be, an important profession in Canada. The profession needs more support, both moral and
finan6al, to extend research and gradUatework, tq strengthen its teaching-programmes and to prodrice more graduates
qualified to meet Candian needs.,

This country has a rich and distinctive Heritage in sports and physical culture. But Canadians seem smitten with
cultural amnesia when it comes to this important aspect of our history and national life. Ned Hanlan, for example,
probably brought more fame and recognition to Canada than any other citizen hai ever done. As the world's single
sculling rowing chathpion from 1880,to 1884, and the holder of the championships of Canada, England and the United
States, undefeated in three hundred consecutive races, Hanlan was a legend in his lifetime.' Yet eventhe.school children
of Toronto, his native city, now scarcely know his name, The prodigious feats of strength of Louis Cyr, which literally ,
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amazed the world in the 1890s are little better known in his native Quebec. And the ac ievements of the four men who
returned to New Brunswick from Paris. France, in 1867 after being hailed as the rowing ampions of the world are
almost completely forgotten. Yet the exploits of 'the Paris Crew' rew far more attention in the World press than did the
creation of our Canadian Confederation in the same year.

One of the ways in which Canadian educational insititutions can encourage a greater knowledge and appretlation of
our physical culture is through the curriculum itself. Unfortunately, the educational system largely neglects sport as an
academic subject. Where social history is taught,'very often sport is not included or, at best, it is passed over briefly.
Women's sport and the many achievements of our female athletes are rarely acknowledged. To the extent that sport is
treated at all, American spoils heroes and events often receive much greater attention than do Canadian figures-and
events. There-are encouraging signs, however, that sport is becoming more widely viewed as an important part of our
culture and as a legitimate facet of Canadian studies. For example, a number of university physical education departments
are now actively encouraging students to-do research and to write on Canadian sport subjects. The University of Alberta
and, more recently, the University of Windsor have been pioneers in this field. In addition, several universities now offer
courses specifically concerned with the history and sociology a:Unfortunately, however, historians and
sociologists generally have been unwilling, to consider sport and phys' culture as an area.worthy of scholarly
investigation. This attit3le has been a serious deterrent to students nd.faculty members wishing to woe in this field.

,.

Sport and, more broadly, physical culture offer wide scope for Canadian studies in such disciplines as history,
sociology, economics, business and the health sciences, as well as in professional programmes of physical education. There
is a need for more course's n various fields of study to examine this subject, often on a cb-operative, transdisciplinary
basis. In addition, there is room for much more research activity and publication in this field. Many Canadian newspapers
are available on microfilm, making it possible for students to do original research on sports events and to form their own
opinitins and interpretations about these events and the circumstances surrounding them. Audio-visual resources also offer
great scope for teaching and research in this field.

The Public Archives Of Canada has initiated a sports history programme that involves collecting, cataloguing and
making available to researchers correspondence files, minute books, financial records and other archival materials of many
Canadian sports organizations, as well as the papers of prominent athletes, physical educators and sports executive's. Such
materials are a valuable source of information about the development bf Canadian sport and of Canadian culture. They
should contain much oflnterest to scholars in diverse fields and to the general public.The Public Archives is also
co-operating in a number of programmes with existing sports institutions, such as the Hockey'Hall of Fame. Areas of
co-operation with the Hockey Hall of Fame, for example, include the protective copying of records, photographs and
scraphgoks, and the exchange of information concerning the location ordisplay items and of papers of archival interest.
The-Commission welcomes these timely initiatives and commends the Public Archives of Canada for helping to preserve
source materials about an important aspect of Canadian culture that were in danger of being lost.

More extensive research and teaching about physical culture and sport should help Canadians to become more aware of
the role of sport and of physical fitness in. their lives, and of the contributions made by C r/rraTlians in this area. It should
also stimulate more interest among Canadians in physical education as a professtion with a vital contribution to make to
the health and culture of this country.

Social Work
.

Briefs and representations to the Commission indicated a, strong feeling that the profession- of social work, and the--/
associated field of social welfare studies, have a particularly important contribution to make to Canadian studies. As the
director, of one-sehool of social work stated:

Since our primary responsibility is to prepare students for social practice in Canada: I believe that our whole'
programme has a strong Canadian orientation.

Spokesmen for a number of other schools of social work and social welfare studies expressed similar views. An
examination of the currictilurnut both the undergraduate and graduate levels 'makes clear that primary attention is given
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in this area of professional education to Canadian social problems and social' issues. The brief of one university listed a
range of courses irf which Canadian studies are 'particularly visible'. These included courses in the humanistic foundations
of social work practice, social problems and the individual, the analysis of social problems, social welfare as a social -
institution, selected tbRics in social policy and services, social work administration: community practice, community
planning and veloptudnt and specialized studies in social welfare policy and services. Submissions from other schools
stressed the C nadian orientation of courses relating to child care, family services, public assistance, group services,
medical and health services, corrections and physical and social rehabilitation.

In these fields and others it,was recognized' that it is important to provide students with a thorough understanding of
the Canadian ,context in which they will ultimately seek to apply their skills and knowledge. It was noted, too, that field
work in teaching as well as applied social research involvefl a direct and continuing relationship with the concerns of the
Canadian community. Thin, professional education in social work in this country has,-almost by definition, a strong
Canadian orientation. What is less Ilea is whether or not the overall needs of the country in this important field, for
professional graduates and.for services and research, are being adequately met.

The most recent report from Statistics Canada on statistics relating to Canadian schools ofsocial work [Irides a great .
deal of interesting information." But the statistics in the report raise as many questions us they answer. One problem is
that the statistics are effectively three years old by the timg they arc ,in the hands of those who will find this information
helpful in planning educational-programme'S in this area. The Post-Secondary Education Section of Statistics Cana41 is

doing very useful work. Indeed, the value of their work iKoften not fully recognized, or appreciated, by the acade c

community. However, as this situation illustrates, more support must be provided to Statistics Canada by the Government
to enable this and other sections of its operation to be of Maximum, assistance to the public.

The Statistics Canada report indicates that in the tall of.1972 there were thirteen departments of social work offering
degree programmes at' the undergraduate level and twelve graduate schools of social work; distributed among eighteen
Canadian universities. Ten years earlier, there were eight undergraduate and five graduate programmes in sycial work.
Thus, there has been a very substantial growth in the educational opportunities available at Canadian sclaals of social
work. However, despite this expansion, it is far fromcertain !kat the essential needs of the country are yet being fully
met in this field. In fact, in some areas, it seems clear that uch remains tobe done to, meet national requirements in
social work. In 1972-1973 only one doctorate was awarded in s cial work in Canada. At present only one university
,(Toronto) is conducting a doctoral programme in this profession. ince the rrumber.of students enrolled in this programme
is increasing, it may now be desirable to establish doctoral Programmes in social work at several other universities. In
particular, consideration should be given to the establishment of such a programme at a French-language university and
also at a uniyersity in Western Canada. :

.
At the Master of Social Work level the data from Statistics Canada indicates little growth in the number of degrees

confared since 19(81969. Indeed, in 1972-1973 only 943 students were enrolled at the master's level, in social work at
schools ,gross Canada. a drop of approximately 14 per cent from the year before. Only one school in the Atlantic region

is offering a degree in social work at the master's level, and only three are doing so west of the Great Lakes. There are
indications that more graduates holdin n MS)(/ degree are required and' that there should be an expansion of existing
MSW programmes to meat this need In addition,. several universities not now offiring such programmes should consider
doing so to Meet regional needs.

At the undergraduate level there is only one school dr department of social work at an English-language university in
the Atlantic region,,and only two in the four Provinces west of the Great Lakes. Total full-time undergraduate enrolment
in social work imCanada in 1972-1973 was well under two thousand (1,715). Statistics Canada data indicates that very
few of these students came from Prince Edward Island, NovuScotia, Saskatchewan .or British Colu four
Provinces in which no undergraduate programme in social work was being conducted. Yet the need for qu ified graduates
in this profession is certainly no less in these Provinces than in the others. Similarly, barely a handful of udents from

the Yukon (four) and the Northwest Territories were enrolled in undergraduate social work programmes. The question can

well beasked if enough is being done to prepare students to meet the particular and often distinctive needs of northern
Canada for social worker's. Is enough thought being given to the special problems that will confront the social worker in
this vast region? Is enough encouragement and assistance being extended to students from the North to enrol in social
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work? Are adequate numbers of non-northern students in social work being prepared to serve in the remote regions of -

the country? On an even more basic point, what relationship does a total of less than two thousand undergraduates in
social work Bear to the future needs of Canada?

Nobody seems to know the answers to these and to many other related questions about *sofa and future.
requirements for social work education in Canada. A varied host bf educational programmes in social work and social
welfare studies has developed in this country during the past 'decade without any systematic investigation of the supply
of, and demand for, social workers. It is now more than twenty years since any national study was made of Canadian
needs and resources in the social work iield.Consequently, as the dean of one school of social work frankly observed,*

today no one knows how many jobs would be considered to fall Within the social work/social welfare rubric in ,

Canada, nor do we know how many are filled by trained giople or otherwise, and what fmployers would prefer to
have.... We have at present programmes within twenty universities, but some, offer more than one degree. No one
knows whether we should have this many programmes, or twice as many to meet the needs of Canadians and the `
demands of the social servicesfor manpower .... A massive systematic study, as we approach the 1980s, would be
a sine qua non for the development pf educational, programmes during the next fifteen years.

The Commission concurs in this assessment and recommends strongly that a national review of future requirements in
sociarwork education in Canada be undertaken as soon as possible. Such a review might be sponsoredty the Canadian
Association of Scltools of Social Work, in conjunction with the AUCC, and be funded by the Departhient of National
Health and Welfare, which supported the last major study of national needs in this professional area, published in 1954.

.

In addition to examining the broad future Canadian requirement§ for graduates in social work and social welfare; the
proposed national review should study the need for different kinds of training to meet the demands of different jobs and
different situations. To this end representatives frqm the community colleges and technological institutes that have
programmes in this field should.be invited to participate in the review and' to contribute to its findings.

The national review should also examine the need for more support for graduate work, research ,and publication.
Representations to the Commission deplored the dependence on American sources for teaching materials in the field of
social work and noted a need to encourage and assist the preparation of textbooks and teaching materials. dealing with
Canadian concerns and situations. Among -the many areas in which a need for more Canadian teaching materials was
suggested were problems of 'the native people:lroup work and community organization, public administration, cultural
plurAlism, the organization of society and problems experienced by immigrant groups. In practical work moreuse could
be made of compilations of local and regional records.

Until recently research in this profession has had very little support from the Canada Council, and it is not at all clear
whether lack of support from this source has been fully offset by research grant support from other sources such as the
Medical Research Council and the Department of Health and Welfare. Nor is it clear whether or not adequate scholarship
assistance is being provided to students in this profession. Statistics Canada'g report indicates a puzzling and considerable
decrease in the number *of scholarships granted at the master's level by different agencies in 1972-1973, from 480 in the
preceding year to 260. Such extraordinary fluctuations in the level of scholarship support create intolerable problems
both for students and for those attempting to plan educational programmes on an orderly and continuing basis.

At the undergraduate level those sconducting the national review may wish to consider the implications of the questions
put to universities by the Education and Personnel Commission of the Canadian Welfare Council's Committee on
Undergraduate Education in a study undertaken in 1965:

Are uniyersity,faculties of arts and departments ofsocial science at a stage where they may be interested in some
_experimentation with undergraduate programmes in the social sciences which may have more direct applicability to
the needs of an occupational field such as social welfare? Are there ways in which the merits and values of a broad
liberal education in the social sciences and humanities can be blended with a more focused vocational preparation
which could serve the manpower needs of the field of social welfare? Could this be done without undue of
inappropriate inroads being made into the content or integrity of a liberal arts education?
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The review body might also wish to consider a proposal made to the Commission that consideration be given to the
establishment of a Graduate Institute of Applied Social Policy aimed at providing advanced training to people from
diverse fields in the special tasks of social policy formulation and promotion.

Many representationsto the Commission stressed the need for closer liaison and continuing consultation between
university staff members in social work and members of the public service with`responsibilities for social policy and social
services at the federal, provincial and municipal levels. Such consultation has proven to ge of mutual value in developing
informed and appropriate responses to a wide range of Catalan social problems. In addition, it has often enabled those
responsible for education in the profession to relate their programmes, more realistically to current needs. Moreover, a
good working liaison between the schools of social work and those sharing their concerns in the public sector has
frequently set the stage for useful research work as well as for opportunities for students to obtain'signifIcant praCtical
experience. There are, thi-us, on many counts, reasons for a close.association' between faculty members in social work and

_those working in related areas in the public service. This fact both reflects and adds to the particular orientation to
Canadian concerns of professional education in social work.

In the same vein, it is natural and desirable for many faculty Members in social work and social welfare studies to have
close and active associations with individuals and 9rganizations in the private sector who share mutual cpncerns. the
advisory and consultative role of faculty members in social work is a large one and it constitutes an importaht, integral
part of their proper academic responsibilities.. .Unfortunately, this point has not always been fully understood and
appreciated by university administrations and by other elements'in the academic community.'Participants in the proposed
national review might, therefore, wish to consider whether somewhat more recognition should now be 'given by the
universities to the concept of creative professional activity on the part of faculty members in spcial work in dealing with
such matters as appo.intments, promotion, tenure, salary, and sabbaticals.

Finally, the Commission draws attention to the growing need for schools of social work to develop programmes of
retraining and continuing education for members of their expanding professio to help them to relate their work more
effectively, to the changing problems and conditions of Canadian t ociety. Th Commission notes, as well, the scope for
extensive programmes of public education in this field.-

Social Work, as a profession, is in large part directly related td the study and alleviation of Canadian social prciblems.
In order that the profession can make its full contribution to the life and welfare of this country, it is time for a
thorough and comprehensive national review to be conducted of the future requirements of social work education in
Canada.

Conclusion and Recommendation
Education for the professions is a subject of great importance in an era challenged by the problems arising from the
proliferation of knowledge and the increasing complexity of society. To meet these problems it is essential to ensure that.
Our society is provided with adequate riunibers of graduates trained in the professions, and that, to an appropriate degree,
their education, and the research that stands behind it, has been related to the needs and particular circumstances of
Canadian society.

this chapter the Commission has made, or drawn attention to, a large number of specific suggestions and
recommendations for strengthening the Canadian component in education for the professions. In concluding the chapter,
the Commission wishes to make one major secommendation and, in doing so, to stress the need for,detailed studies of the
educational programmes of each profession. Such studies have received comparatively little attention in Canada. When
they have been conducted, it has usually been in the context of one Province, or region, or of a single institution, rather
than on a national basis. Studies of professional education in the broader Canadian context are now badly needed in
many different fields.

Such studies should include an examination of the extent to which the educational programmes for each profession are
meeting the' present and future requirements of Canadian society both in teaching and in research. The studies should
help to ensure that these-needs receive adequate attention by identifying problems and areas of opportunity for-more
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J
work directed to these needs. Moreover, such studies should be conducted with some frequency and regularity in order
that the information that they provide is sufficiently up to date to be useful to those respousible for the educational
programmes of the Professions.

The Commission has in mind, for example, the types of studies conducted by Dr Max von Zur-Muehlen and by
Professor George A. Garrett about business educations9 and forestry educatior1,60 respectively. Dr von Zur-Muehlen's
study, which is questionnaire-based and concentrates on the development of business education in Canada since 1960,
provides detailed data about the number, citizenship, teaching, research and consulting activities of faculty and about the
programmes offered at both graduate and undergraduate levels to both full and part-time students. Professor Garrett's
study, which is even more comprehensive, surveys the development of forestry education in Canada since its introduction
at the beginning of the century and examines its impact on Canadian life both in the past and in the present.

These studies provide infoimation and a perspective for those engaged in education in these two professions. Both
studies make helpful recommendations for the future, based upon their findings and conclusions. They might well serve as.
models for much needed similaf studies in agriculture, architecture, education, engineering, law, physical and health
eduCation, social work and many other professional fields. The C mmission strongly recommends that the major
ay./aril:granting bodies of the Federal Government, in dose co- operate universities and professional associations,
seek out and s pptirt competerit scholars to undertake such studies of education for the professions in Canada.
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Rationale: Why Canadian Studies Abroad?

S

HE COMMISSION ON CANADIAN STUDIES was established primarily to examine and report upon the state of
teaching and research in studie relating to Canada at Canadian universities. But theperfounance of this task would be
incomplete without some-exarnination of the state of Canadian studies outside the counti7as well.

The subject of Canadian studies abroad has received only limited official examination since th Massey Commission on
National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences reported in 1951 on 'The Projection of anada Abroad'.' The
Massey Commission noted that-Canada's cultural relations with other countries were referred to by sixty-four of the
organizat ns that made representations to it. The Cominission concluded that 'this interest was a reflection of the
importa ce now attached to this subject' and that it 'also,expressed the belief of citizens that Canadians in this sphere
had arr ar make up'..Twelity-five years after the Massey Commission held its hearings, the Commission on Canadian
Studies eceived literally. ndreds of representations on the subject of Canadian stuiliN.obroad. Yet this subject
constitutes only a small, though significant, part of Canada's external cultural relations. 'f he research conducted b
Commission, as well as the fact that so many sepresentations were made to it on this subject, confirm the earlier
conclusions of the MasseyReport that this is an area of substantial public interest and concern. Indeed, it is clear that
both the interest and the concern have grown steadily in the intervening quarter-century.

The Massey Commission observed further that the subject of Canada's cultural relations and activities abroad was
`perhaps the most difficult and com of the matters assigned to us in our Terms df Reference'. Again, the experience
of the Commission on Canadian St die confirmed this view. The ramifications of the needs and issues relating to
Canadian studies abroatl.are so t x nsive and so complex that they might well have merite, study by a separate
commission. In fact, Canadian st dies abroad could justifiably have becdme the 'subject of an entire report.

The Commission's first concern in this area of its inquiry wag tOirascertain the exte to which Canada is the jectiof -

t ing and research ',broad and, in particular, to attempt to'identify the contributi n that universities ytside anada
make towards p'romo'ting an awareness and knowledge of Canada. This, in turn, re Pred an assessment of the wo 'done
in support of Canadian studies abroad by the Canadian Government, universities d other agencies.

The Commission also endeavoured to e,(Mlne the extent to which Canadian, scholars themselves are engaged in
.

re arch and study, both at home and abroad, about institutions and events i ,other countries litkich have or have had an
impact on Canadian society. For example, the operation of Canada's parlia ntary institutions and the shaping of
Canadian law cannot be understood fully except in the context of the Bri sh parliamentary anti legal tradititans in which
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they are, so often deeply rooted:. Nor can many o( the distinCtive institutions, legal arrangements and traditions of Queliec

be properly studied wit out an examination of their roots in France. Similarly, Canada's political culture has to be
studied in the context 0 'he political and social thought of other countries that has influenced, and continues to t

influence, the patterns of t ught in this country. The influence of American political thought and economic activity is
obviously of immediate' releva e to an understanding of Canada. The fat that the subject matter of these examples is

rooted in the soil of other counts does not diminish its importance for Canadian studies.

In the preparigia of this section of-its Report the Cpmniission corresponded with all of Canadh's diplomatic missions
abroad to request information about programmes and courses relating to Canada offered by universities throughout the
world. It met`ii`tarious times with senior representatives of the Canadiakbepartment of External Affairs, and kept
closely in touch with them throughout the course of its research. It correspcinded with dozenf of Canadians teaching or
studying or doing research in various parts of the world, and maintained informal contacts with many other Canadians
living abroad. Members of the Commission met with-Canadian diplomats at a number of Canadian missions abroad. The

'Commission 414o corresponded or met with representatives of. centres, schools and councils eng ed in external cultural
relations on behalf of other countries. In addition, the Commission invited and received a great any helpful briefs and
informal submissions on this subject from many individuals and groups, both within Canada and om abroad.

In gathering informationind opinion, the Commission encountered certain difficulties largely resulting from the lack
of attehtiOn that has thus far been given to the subject of Canadian academic and cultural relations'abroad. Because of -

this, its findings cannot represent a complete inventory of activities in the Canadian studies field outsideCanada.
However, they constitute4.a fuller record of information on the subject than has for previously been assembled and
provide a sound basis for the observations, conclusions and recommendations thatf'ollow.

A major observatiOn, which can be reported at, the outset of this chapter, is that while teachiu about Canada in
universities outside the country is at presentilimited and generally inadequate, more is going on than might have been
expected. However, cademic activity relating to Canada and academic knowledge of Canadian affairs outside this country
are rarely coordinated in comprehensiye programmes. Nor, with just a few recent e ceptions, have courses about Canada
offered abroad received any significant support and encouragement from Canadian urces. Consequently, attention' to
Canadian affairs in courses,at universities outside Canada is fragmentary and seldom innly integrated into (e curriculum.
In most instances where, universities abroad devote any attention to this country, th study Canada not as a distinct
nation but as a part of North America of of the Comiiionwealth or of the Francopho e community. In such cases
Canadian content is often Marginal or incidental. Even where Canadian studies do exist as such, they are frequently on
haphazard footing. In many instances they have resulted from the personal initiative of an expatriate Canadian teaching
abroad who has persuaded his colleagues to allow him to teach something on Canada. But this is often in addition to, and
has a lower priority than, his other responsibilities. The normal offering is a'survey course in Canadian history, politics or

. literature, which frequently ceases to be offered if the enterprising faculty member leaves the university or becomes too
busy to continue to teach the course. Lack of library resources, of financial resources, and of qualified teachers, also, of
course, play a part in the absence of courses about Canada in universities abioad, even when there is a demonstrated
interest in the subject. )

For*the most part, the universities located in countries with which Canada has close economic and cultural ties have
been noexception to this general pattern. They have tended to view Canada as being either not sufficiently different'
fr6m their yen country. or not sufficiently exciting, to merit special study; dr they have simply considered Canada to
have no importance except, occasionally, as an extension of the United States..

Cana and the Unit States:
a hese relate to other nations. One eminent

United
has affirmed this principle with reference to the relations between

In most countries universities are highly influential in the shaping.of individual attitudes and perceptions, particularly
observer

The obvious r of thg university in Canadian-American relations, as the crowning achievement of any national
system of educati is to clarify and to deepen the understanding of each country for the other. And yet this basic
role is not being playe ffectively by the universities of either country. The main reason for this is that we take
understanding for. granted and refuse to acknowledge the existence of problems in ,undeistanding.2
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Similarly, in the Report of the Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences it was
argued that 'the promotion abroad of a knowledge of Canada is not a luxury but an obligation, and a moregenerous
policy in this field would have important results, both concrete and intangible'. Yet it would appear that academic
familiarity with Canada is still uncommon in .other countries.

,It.is little wonder, then, that our image' abroad is vague, when it is not a complete distortion. Canada is still rarely
viewed "abroatlas a distinct country and society whose history, politics and literature merit serious intellectual
examination. A few 'of the old 'ice and snow' myths linger wand the epithet of 'the unknown country' may have
acquired a' new meaning.

In large measure this tack of knowledge about Canada results from our awn failute to undertake any real` and
sustained effort to make this country better known and understood abroad. The formaan,d informal contacts that the
Commission has had throughout the world bear testimony to several facts. First, while Canada has until now received
only limited study abroad, there is a, substantial and growing interest in our country's history and affairs in many 'other
countries. Second, this interest in Caigadian. studies has as yet received little'encouragement or practical assistance from
Canadian sources. Third, where courts have been taught about Canada, there appears to have been no shortage of
interested students. If more courses about Canada were offered abroad (introdUced with care in appropriate places) there
would be little difficulty in attracting students in a variety of fields. Fourth, positive support from Canadian' sources. for
the development of Canadian studies abroad would be well received in many countries.

The general domestic neglect of Cairadian studies. which is examinedip the other chapters of thig report, has thus been
paralleled by a neglect of Canadian studies abroad. To date very little has been done to encourage and assist those ,

interested .in Canadian studies in other countries. 13eyond this, we have failed to make' the point to others (and perhaps
also to ourselves) that Canada is worth studying for itself; that our geography, history, government, institutions and way
of life an; distinct and fascinating; that a knowledge of Canada and of its problems can also be helpful to an
understanding of other cultures and of the probleMs of other societies, especially when these show. similarities to our
own. In fact, the regional, bilingual, multi-cultural and federal character of Canada, and the geographic anci economic
diversity of the country, make Canada an ideal subject for the study of many themes which have world-wide relevance
and which offer the most vigorous intellectual challenges. One of the Commission's correspondents made this point in
these terms:

The natural growth of-Canailin,astudies, and the crises which have deepened appreciation of the need for further.
study- of Canada especially the crisis of nationalism in Quebec and the increasing tensions of the cultuial,
economic and military relationship with the United States have begun to transform the quality of reflection on-
Canada. In Canada and abroad, there is increasing recognition that Canadian problems are of general and philosophic
interest, that Canada is, after all, part of the historical mainstream and subject to the same difficult social and
political problems as other communities.

There is thus increasing reason for students of history and society in other countries to examine the Canadian
experience. And because the country is in the midst of a prolonged and intense crisis, there is also increasing need
for Canadian students of their own country to have the benefit of studies done from the more distant perspective
of other countries.3

The factors limitinf the developtiient of Canadian studies courses abroad have included a lack'of research and reference
materials relating to (anadiand of the funds necessary to sustain Canadian studies through the formative period: With
some notable exceptions; primarily in the United States, university library holdings relating to Canada are weak. Few
major collections.ot Canadiana exist outside the country.

lbe-fact that activity in the Canadian studies field outside Canada has been so limited has had direct consequences for
--Canadian scholars a students. Canada is missing opportunities to know more about itself because it is not placing

sufficient emphasis pon identifying,,gathering, organizing, preserving and using the wealth of basic research materials
outside,the country that bear directly upon Canada. The papers of immigrants to Canada, business and conlinercial
records, fo'reign Goveinment documents and docu ents relating to organizations active in Canada but headquartered
abroad suggest only some of the possibilities. r 'ave we always been sufficiently enterprising in seeking from other
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countries information on issues that-are of mutual concern, such as native and language rights, `the arctic environment,
multi- national investment, or social and educational policy, to mention but a few current examples. In these and many
other fields there is great scope for -both collaborative and comparative studiei associating Canadian scholars and
institu ions in other lands to their mutual advantage and to the benefit of their respective societies.

N only can we benefit from the examination by Canadian scholars of such sources abroad as have been suggested,
but we have much to gain from the study of this country by foreign scholars. Whether foreigp researchers come here or
not; they can provide a perspective on Canada that might otherwise be lost to us because of the various and contrasting
ways in wItich disciplines have developed abroad. As each national community applies its system of thought and values to
a given ayea of study, the results (especially in the humane subjeCts) tend to be different. The differences in perspective .

can only help to illuminate the reality,

In the follbwing sections of this chapter, attention will be given to the role of Government in the development of
Canadian studies abroad and to the Commission's findings concerning the present state of Canadian studies in over forty
countries.

Present,Support from Canadian Government Institutions for
Canadian Studies Abroad
All of the representations received by the Commission on the subject of Canadian studies abroad, whether from within ,

Canada or from'external sources, stressed the need for a greater appreciation on the part of Canadian Governmental
institutions of the potential value of a well-pla4 tt programme of support for Canadian cultural relations with othere,

countries. Many of the representations cited instanc s in which it was.felt that significant opportunities to serve Canadian
cultural interests abroad and to advance research and teaching about Canada had been lost because of the absence of a'
co-ordinated Government policy in this field. Concern was repeatedly expressed at the apparent indifference (more
colourful language was often used) shown by successive Canadian Governments to the important cultural aspects of this
Country's external affairs. It is clear that both individual scholars and scholarly organizations, in large numbers, feel
strongly that existing funding policies, channels of communication and organizational structures are inadequate to cope -

with the complex problems of Canada's involvement with international academic activities. If was urged upon the
Commission that what is needed is a wellplanned and co-ordinated policy, which is adequately funded and which involves
co-operation between individual scholars, universities, academic organizations and Government agencies. The
Commission's own inquiries confirm in general this widespread view of the present. situation and of the kind of action
that is required to correc it. J.

The main responsibility for the Canadian Government's relations with universities outside Canada rests with the Bureau
of Public Affairs of the Department of External Affairs. Within this Bureau the Cultural Affairs Division and the
Information Division each engage in activities relating to Canadian studies abroad. There is an Academic Relations-..
Division. However, it has'been concerned primarily with the Department's relations with the academic community within
Canada, rather than with academic liaison abroad. The Information Division is often the channel of communication
between the DepartMent of External Affairs and the academic community in other countries, and it is sometimes the
'agency through Which thCCanadian Government extends financial and material support to institutions and scholars in
other countries. The Cultural Affairs Division, which is divided into four sections (Programmes and Planning, Artistic
Exchanges, Academic and Youth Exchanges and UNESCO), has also undertaken a number of imaginative and helpful
initiatives to support Canadian studies abroad. But it, too, has been greatly hampered by a lack of funds. Of the total
budget of approximately $ 140 million for the pepartment of Exte9a1 Affairs for 1973-74, the allocation to the Cultural
Affairs Division was only slightly more than $ million, over halraf which was already pre-committed for academic
exchanges. The programme funds actually available to the Division to support the entirefange of other cultural activities,
including my new initiatives, was tht less than one million dollars. This is appreciably less than the sum provided for
these purposes by almost every other deveLOped country of, comparable population.

in addition to this comparative lack of financial resources, Canada's external cultural and academic affairs are
hampered by the lack of adequate procedures for consultation and co-oydination with the many other offices and agencies
of the Federal Government that have some responsibilities in this field. These include, for example, the Canada Council,
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the Natio] search Council, the International Branch of the Ministry of State fcir Science and Technology, the
Canadian nterr al Development Agency, the Citizenship Branch and other offices in the Department of the Secretary
of State, nd elements in the operations of halfa dozen other Ministries of the Federal Government.

The interest oc the Provinces in educational and cultural affairs at the international level-is also reflected in the
activities if various provincial departments and agencies, and in the expanding activity of the Cobricil of Ministers of
Educatiqi4Canada, In addition, various non-Government associations and Organizations have a special' interest in external
cultural and 'academic relations, including, for example, the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC),
Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO), the Royal Society of Canada, the Humanities Research Council, the Social
Sciencos Research Council, and a large array of learned societies. More effective procedures are required to ensue lar
and frequent consultation and co-operation with and amongst these and other bodies concerned with extern
affairs.

ultural

There is, in particular, an urgent need for more co-ordination in the planning of external cultural policy between the
Department of External Affairs and the Department of the Secretary of State, which has the prime responsibility for
domestic cultural policy at the federal level. It is also essential that there be close consultation and co-ordination-in the
planning and conduct of external cultural and academic policy with the Ministry of State for Science and Technology.
The broadening scope of this Ministry is reflected in the new mandate of its International Branch which',, its press releases
state, is to be 'responsible for seeing that Canada gets the greatest benefit from world scientific and technological
resources, that Canada is adequately represented in scientific and technological activities abroad and that these
relationships are compatible with domestic and foreign policy'.

The Department of External Affairs currently concerns itself directly with yniversities a. ad in two principal ways:
through book gifts and through the support of academic exchanges. As notediearlier, the De rtment devotes more than
half of its*modest pro amme budget for cultural affairs to academic exchanges, providing some t hundred scholarships
annually to foreign stude s at the'post-graduate level. This support is of course reciprocated by the .vernments of the other
countries involved in the exchange agreements which, in turn, provide equivalent scholarship opportunies for Canadian
post-graduate students. Similarly, under cultural exchange agreements with various countries, there is also a programme
funded by the Department to bring scholars from these countries to visit Canadian universities. During their stay in
Canada, the visiting scholars give lectures and direct seminars for students, faculty and the public in addition to pursuing
'their own academic interests. At the same time, Canadian scholars are invited to return similar visits to the countries
participating in this programme. In the 1974-1975 academic year a twit of $100,000 was available for this purpose, to be
awarded under a cultural exchange programme administered by the Canada Council on behalf of the Department of
External Affairs.

From time to time, in connection with a special event such as the acbievemeht of national independence or the
inauguration of a national library, the Department of External Affairs has presented collections of Canadian books to
foreign countries. The use made of such book gifts may Sometimes be a bit disappointing, or even bizarre. For example,
one such collection was'kept by the recipient in a sealed glass case labelled 'independence gift', another is said to grace
the personal library of a foreign dignitary, and a third was'sen by the Foreign Minister of the country concerned to his
law school Alma Mater which was mystified to receive a collection of Canadian poetry and novels. Nevertheless, the idea
has merit and most recipient countries or institutions have made good use of such book gifts.

A more systematic approach to book giving was initiated by the Department in 1971 with th5 introduction of a new
programme under which selected national and university libraties abroad are to receive some and hundred and fifty titles
each year for an experimental five-year period. It may well prove desirable to continue this programme beyond\ the
five:y.ear period, and tidevelop it further, provided that means can be found-to ensure that the books are placed in
institutiotek that really do wish to make use of them. It is also essential to ensure that the bOoks contained in such gift
collections will be genuinely useful to their recipients. This has not entirely been 'the case to date because the boolegtft
progratnme was originally conceived as a federal purchasing programme designed primarily-to aid Canadian publishers,
rather than as a means of assisting students and scholars in other countries who.are interested in learning or teaching
about Canada. The two purposes of the programme need not be incompatible, however, if proper care is taken in the'
selection of the books. A,
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t V

A further book gift programme is administered in the United States by the Information Division of the Department of
External Affairs. Under this pr9gramme 200 senior high schools each receive 100 Canadian books'for their libraries.
Again, this programme has merit, despite some unresolved problems concerning the selection distribution and use,of these
book collections.

In 1973-1974 the Department initiated a programme of trayd.grants to assist Canadian university prossors who have
been invited to teach for a given period of month t ayear in foreign universities; In that year twenty-three professors
received some assistance with their travel costs from -a tal fund of $25,000. In 1974-1975 this fund was enlarged to
$40,000. However, it still falls far short of meeting the 1 eds in this field.

The Department of External Affair asstits Canadian stud abroad in a variety of other minor ways, some of which
will be rdted elsewhere in this chapte However, the extent of s activities in support of Canadian academic and cultural
relations abroad is still very limited an bears little relationship to to needs and resources of this country or to its
international responsibilities. . ti

..,

This limite Canadian effort is in sharp contrast to the initiative shown by other countries in the field of cultural
relations an in particular, in promoting knowledge of themselves through research, and teaching abroad. The Un ed
Kingdom, fo example, spends over $45 mi lion each year through the British Council to foster a fuller kno ledge nd a
better understanding of Britain in other cou tries. The Council has offices in some eighty' overseas countries nd
maintains or supports nearly two hundred re erence libraries. It sponsors a wide range of activities, including t ing
of English, support for English studies in gen ral, scholarship programmes, and interchange schemes in the edu
scientific, cultural and professional fields. It ar anges tours in the performing arts and exhibitions of fine arts a
It also provides valuable assistance o many of e 25,000 scholars, students and teachers who visit Britain each

e.tea
tiona

boo
ear,

France has perhaps the most ext nsive progra me of external cultural and academic relations in the world. It e,
a wide range of activities'related to ducation, the arts and technology. Substantial efforts and resources are devote,

, the promotion of French-language e twation in oth, r countries and to other aspects of French studies abroad. Ther\
geneious support for a highly organied series of vise ing lectureships in foreign countries.

The Government of the United States, po, invests eavily cultural programmes designed to promote abroad an
informed interest in-the United States, Vilits, exchange , exhitAts, tours, book presentations, research, writing, lectures
arid conferences involving the university community are ponsored through the United States Information Service (USIS
The projected budget of the USIS for '1974 was in exces' of $'22O million.

*
;

\

Within the last two years, the Government of Japan has given $1 million to each of ten universities in the United
liStates (the University of California at erkelcy, Chicago, C um ia, Harvard, Hawaii, Michigan, Princeton, Stanford, theli

University of Washington at Seattle, an Yale) and over one ill pn dollars to universities in the United Kingdom as part
of an overall programme to promote Japanese studies throug out \the world. At the same time it has encouraged Japanese
industry to make some extraordinarily 4enerous gifts to a nu ber bf universities to endow chairs-and programmes in the
United States and elsewhere abroad. Plans are now well advanc d 67 a $ rs million Japan Institute at Harvard University,
which will be very largely financed by Rinds from Japan.

. As part of its extensive programme of external cultural and educational activities, the Government of Germany
supports 116 cultural centres in sixty countries; including three in Canada, in Qttawa, Montreal and Toronto. In contrast,
Canada has only one fully-developed cultural centre in operation outside the country, in Paris.

brace
to

Foreign Governments and private interests outside'Canada have, indeed, done more to promote Canadian studies
abroad than has the Canadian Government itself. This is particularly the case inkthe United States. In that country, for
example, the William H. Donner Foundation of New York contributed $1 million dollars to make possible the
establishment in 1969 of the.Center of Canadian Studies in the School of Advanced International Studies Qf Johns.
Hopkins Universit this Foundation donated a total of $754,429 to expand the study and teaching of Canadian
affairs in the United States, including grants to support undergraduate and graduate Canadian studies programmes at five
American universities. The establishment of the Canadian studies programme at the University of Rochester was assisted
by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation and the programme was subsequently assisted by a substantial grant from. the
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Carnegie Corporation. In 1974 the United States Office of Education provided financial assistance to Duke University to
support research and teaching on Canada. Moreover, within Canada itself American .sources have also often been more
receptive to appeals for support for Canadian studies than Canadian Governments and private donors have been.

Clearly it would be both inappropriate and unrealistic for the Canadian Government to take upon itself the whole
burden of initiating and financing Canadian studies at universities throughout the world. Academic bodies, the universities,
individual scholars and private donors, both within Canada and abroad, all have an important role to play. Moreover, the
Provinces have a legitimate interest in this field. However, the Federal Government's potential role as sponsor and catalyst
is a broad and important one that deserves substantial development. At present there appears to be no single and effective
point Of focus for the Canadian Government's involvement in cultural relations abroad and no strong, well-funded agency
able to assume the responsibility for ensuring support and encouragement for teaching and resepch,in Canadian studies
outside Canada.

In short, then, submissions ttr-the Commission on Canadian Studies argued: that the'inadequacy of Canada's
programme of external academic liaison is a reflection of a wider problem, namely, that Canada does not place any kind
of priority upon her cultural relations with other countries; that Canada stands alone among the world's industrialized
nations in lacking a well-developed policy regarding her cultural relationships with foreign countries; that the mechanisms
in Canada for conducting external cultural and academic relations are, in the words of more than one brief, 'half a
century out of date' in terms of current international practice; that Government support for Canadfan"ekternal cultural
relations, and within these for Canadian studies abroad, has been meagre, haphazard and arbitrary; that such support as
has been given has often been weakened by a lack of co-ordination in the planning of policy and in the implementation
of programmes; and that there has been a. regrettable failure to sustain worth-while initiatives and to promote new
opportunities. The Commission concluded that there is a good deal of truth in all these assertions.

Several of the briefs on the subject of Canadian academic links overseas made proposals for the development of a
programme of Chairs of Canadian Studies to be established at a number of universities outside Canada. These chairs
would provide a focus and stimulus for Canadian studies in the university and country in which they were located. They
would also contribute indirectly to the international exchange of people and ideas. Moreover, they would contribute Co
the development of a more informed and widespread public kid media interest in Canadian life and affairs.

In general, thr briefs received by the Commission argued for the permanent endowment of a chair or chairs at specific
universities, However, one interesting brief took a different approach, suggesting that such chairs should be established not
on a permanently endowed basis, but for a limited period of time perhaps for five years. In this way,' two or three
chairs might first be established at selected institutions where some significant interest in Canadian studies has already .

een expressed. In succeeding years additional chairs could be established at other universities, also on a trial basis. In due
ourse,support for those chairs that had not been successful could be discontinued. Where the trial establishment of these

c airs had clearly served to generate a sustained and growing interest iM Canadian studies, steps might be taken to endow
t em on a permanent basis. Such an approach would offer some advantages in terms of lower initial costs and greater
room for experiment. Both this flexible approach and the more traditional approach of permanent endowment have merit,
an there is ample scope for either or both of these approaches to be followed, depending on the circumstances.

he Commission believes that proposals for a programme to establish Chairs of Canadian Studies at selected universities
abroad should receive increased encouragement and support from the Department of External Affairs, in co-operation
with ther interested departments and agencies of Government. The private sector in Canada anti abroad should also be

_active y encouraged,to provide some support for Chairs of Canadian Studies outside this country. Similarly, there is
scope nd need for support from Canadian private and Governmental sources for a whole range of less elaborate activities
in Canadian studies at universities abroad. Help could usefully be extended to assist selected universities to initiate; or to
develop further, programmes, courses, research or events in the Canadian studies field.

Canada's cultural relations abroad have been severely neglected, in s ite of the fact that cultural links can provide one
of the most enduring and influential forms of association between natio . Canada has, for example, bilateral cultural
agreements with only five countries: France, belgium, Brazil, Italy and the .S.S.R. A counting up of glich agreements is
of course, not always the most effective' way to measure the priority that a country places upon its external
cultural relations. Some countries prefer informal to formal arrangements, and many cultural exchanges and activities take
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place, therefore, without bilateral agreements. Nonetheless, a senior member of Canada's Foreign Service suggested to the
Commission that

By and large, if a country wishes to take seriously its cultural relations with another country nowadays, it tries to
arrange a formal agreement with that country which will spell out and make binding one another's obligations. If a
country does not wish to engage in significant cultural exchanges with another country, it normally tries to leave
matters as informal as possible.

Similarly, in 1974 Canada had Cultural Officers, or Attaches, in only seven cities abroad: Brussels, London, Mexico,
New York, Paris, Peking and Washington. In other centres Canada's cultural affairs are usually the responsibility of junior
officials who are already burdened with other duties, that almost invariably are assigned a higher priority. Obviously, the
extent of interest in this country's affairs will vary considerably around the world according to such factors as proximity
to Canada, the existence of historic ties and the general level of awareness resulting from artistic, cultural and economic
exchange. Much more can be.thine, however, to extend this level of general interest.

As a result of its enquiries, the Commission reached the emphattvonclusion that we in Canada are not doing enough
to make the country better known abroad, or to encourage opportunities:A other countries for those who wish to study
Canada. Canada does very little to impress upon others that ours is a land of immense interest and relevance and that our
achievements and-potential in countless fields meet the highest world, standards. As one of Canada's-most senior diplomatic
expressed it to the Commission:

Unlike almost..every other country, we just do, not belieie in promoting ourselves abroad, and we have really little
appreciation of the importance' of telling the world about ourselves and about what we are'doing. For example, in
the field of adulteducation, Canada is perhaps the most advanced in the world. But, when.peoOle come'across any
booklet printed about our programmes, they automatically assume it is American. Similarly, 1 have seen numerous
instances where foreign newspapers have reported foreign aid from the United`States, France, Britain, the Soviet
Union, and other countries; say, in the case of disasters, but there have been no references to Chnada, even though
our contributions in these cases have been substantial. It's simply that we haven't made a ',glint of letting people
know about them, while other countries have certainly let the world know about the1rs.

This failure may be directly related to the apparent reluctance of the Canadian Government to become involved in
cultural matters, particularly in its overseas affairs. This hesitancy has been variously attributed to constitutional
considerations, to the. presumed and often real political risks involved and to the failure of successive Governments to
appreciate the value to Canada of developing strong cultural ties with other countries. A more basic explanation, however,
may simply be that this is one aspect of national development that has not yet achieved'a conditicm of maturity. In\
general, external cultural relations are seen as peripheral by Government and thiS view is shared by large sections of the
public and by many Canadian politicians. Such indifference to external cultural oromotion May have been understandable
in the past; but as the country's cultural and intellectual resources have become significant, this indifference becomes a
matter for criticism rather than for complacent acceptance.

The low level of financial support provided to the Public Affairs Bureau of the
within it to the Cultural Affairs and Information Divisions, for cultural affairs and
source of continuing concern. Even the limited budget made available for these pur
in those years in which the Department faces pressure to cut back on its expenditu
militating against the support of cultural affairs, the Government finds it easier not
field or to take them in the guise of trade and commerce activities or foreign aid. pi
confidently in the form of appropiiate cultural programmes. .

epartment of External Affairs, and
cademic liaison abroad is thus a
roses may be among the first to suffer
es. Often, too, because of pressures
to take desirable initiatives in this
grammes, rather than to act

A further consequence of the low priority now given to external cultural affairs should be remarked upon. This is the
effect of departmental priorities on hiring and career advancement. The current situation in External Affairs tends to
discourage individual members of the Department from developing an interest and competence in the field of cultural
atteZi' and from making a career in,cultural posts in the Canadian Foreign Service. The view was expressed to the
Commission on more than one occasion that advancement in Canada's Foreign Servi e is generally slower in the cultural
field than in, for example, the economic or political fields. Most heads of mission, n turally, see their duties as being
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,
essentially political, that is, explaining Government policy to foreigners and interpreting events in the host country for the
Canadian Government. Some of them, however, have carried on cultural and academic relations very effectively on an
informal basis reflecting theii personal interest in this area and an awareness of its importance. Canada owes a great debt
to these individuals for their service and initiative. But there is a lingering suspicion amongst many of our Foreign Service
Officers that such personal contributions are not particularly appreciated or adequately rewarded. In confirmation of this
view, they point to the lack of sustained encouragement and support from Ottawa for staff activities in the cultural field.

Like many of the countries with which it is dealing, Canada needs amongst its Foreign Service Officers some who are
professionals in the area of cultural affairs. It is no longer adequate, as is still often being done, to assign the
responsibility for cultural matters to junior members of the staff, to be coped with as best theman on top of their other
duties. Nor, given the.increasing scope and complexity of national and international cultural affairs, is it adequate any
longer simply to assign various people to work in this field for a limited period of time on a rotational basis. There is a
clear need for the Department of External Affairs to be recruiting and training some Foreign Service Officers for a full
career in the cultural area. Beyond this, the Department will then need to extend to such people the support and the
recognition in terms of their career prospects that their important contribution to Canada's external affairs can merit,

In addition to developing within its,own ranks staff members with professional expertise in cultural affairs, the
Department might usefully consider calling upon professionals in the"Canadian academic and cultural community outside
External Affairs to serve for periods of time in positions where it would be helpful to have their knowledge, experience.
and point of view. It has been traditional for the Foreign Services of France, Britain, the United States and India, for
example, to draw upon their academic and broader cultural communities for this purpose. For example, Professor'Charles
Ritdheson, formerly Lovell Professdr of British History at the University of Southern California, was appoigted Cultural
Attache at the American Embassy in London. His predecessors in that post have included Cleanth Brooks, the literary
critic,andAllan Nevins, the historian.

The Massey Commission concluded twenty-fiveyears ago that `forgood or ill, information and cultural matters are
now becoming more and more an essential part of foreign policy' and that 'Canada, if this respect, is out of step with the
rest of the workr. It observed that In this important national activity Canada has fallen behind other democratic countries
including some With smaller populations and much more liinited resources'. Unfortunately, these lame comments are
substantially true today. Despite the thoughtful recommendations of the Massey Commission, a low priority and very
limited resources have been demoted to the cultural dimensions of our country's external affairs. Although some useful
steps ave been taken in this field, there is still a great gap between what is being done and the needs and opportunities
f the situation. There is still a basic failure to recognize the importance of external cultural policy and to provide
adequa ely for its support.

The time has come, indeed is past due, for Canada to take a new approach to the cultural aspects of its. international
relations. The new approach should recognize, among other things, that 'Canada has much to offer the world in cultural

tl matters; that ouii country is coming of age culturally; that more and more countries show interest in knowing about what
is going op here: and that Canada does benefit from dollars spent on external cultural promotion. This new approach will

-involve providing a respectable budget for external cultural affairs and enlargidg the scope of our country's activity in this
field. It will require the creation of effective procedures and mechanisms for consultation amongst all the agencies, private
and Governmental, that are concerned with culture, and it will require the development of real working relationships
between thetn. It should involve a new and more forthcoming approach to public relations, both at home and abroad, and
a willingness to adopt a higher profile in such matters, one that can beseen and judged both by Canadians and by others.

It has beco e apparent, too, that new structures, as well as new attitudes, are needed in support of Canada's cultural
relations abroad. The Commission studied carefully the agencies in this field that have been established by other countries,
including the.B itish Council, the Direction Generale des Affairekultdrelles et Techniques of France and the United States
Information fetvice. However, each of these agencies his developed from circumstances, and often from imperial traditions,
that are foreign to contemporary Canadian experience. While there is much to be learned from their operation, no one of
them is entirely satisfactory as a model for Canada to adopt.

In terms oestructure, what is requiredmore than anything else is a rationalization of Canada's efforts in this field. The
--e
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new approach must, of course, centre upon the essential responsibility for external affairs of the Department of Exterdal
Affairs. But it must be based upon close!' cooperation and consultation between that Department and the numerous
other departments and agencies active in cultural matters at the federal level, as well as with appropriate provincial
departments. and agencies. It is essential that there be such consultation and co-operation' both in the planning of policy
and in the administration of programmes. In this process, the Department should not hesitate to draw more heavily upon
the special knowledge and expertise available in the Canadian scholarly and cultural community.

In order to open thedoor to this wider process of consultation and co-operation, the planning and administration of
cultural iNtivities within the Department of External Affairs will need to become more flexible and to some degree more
independent of traditional departmental-considerations. The divisions within the Department that are responsible for
external cultural affairs must be strengthened, not only to enable them to discharge enlarged responsibilities but also to
ensure that they 'constitute a sufficiently strong presence that this important aspect of external affairs will'not be
relegated to an ancillary or peripheral position.

For the same reasons it would also be useful to consolidate the responsibility for external cultural affairs under one
division of the Department. The present division of such responsibilities between several divisions of the Department
makes it difficult, even for keenly interested members of the public, to know what is in fact being done or not done and
who is responsible for what. If it is difficult for Canadians to fathom such a fragmented operation, it is wonder that it
is a total mystery. to the cultural communities in other countries. Fragmentationyf responsibilities also renders more
difficult the process of consultation alicLeo:operatio'nabout external cultural matters with other Governmental and piivite
bodies. The obvious step now would appear to be to broaden the scope of the Cultural Affairs Division and to develop it
as a major section of the Department.

To help initiate this new approach to external cultural relations, the Commission recommends the formation of an
independent Advisory Council for-External' Academic and Cultural Affairs, consisting of private citizens, to assist 'the
Department in planatIng academic and cultural programmes external to Canada. The Council should also have associate

.members representing the various departrnents_and agencies of the Federal Government involved in cultural and
educational affairs ail including, in addition to the Department of External Affairs, representatives of the Department

. of the Secretary of State, the International Branch of the Ministry of State for Science and Technology, the Canada
Council, the National Researchtouncil, and the Medical Research Council. In addition, arrangements should be made to
ensure appropriate liaison between the Advisory Council and provincial departments and agencies.

The Advisory Council should, at regular intervals, review, assess, and make recommendations about the whole range of
Government programmes relating to external cultural affairs. It should make proposals for new programmes and help to
co-ordinate the operation of existing ones. It should report publicly each year upon its activities, findings and
recommendations.

The development of a strong prograriune of external cultural activities, commensurate with the needs and ;Thesour es of .

this couhtry, will require a substantial increase in financial expenditures. A ryalistic annual budget for the cultural affairs
programme of the Department of External Affairs would be at least five times the current level of support for these
activities; or approximately fifteen million dollars at the present time. The progranime budget for external academic and
cultural affairs should be reviewed-each year by the Advisory Council, as well as by the Departinent, to ensure that it is
adequate to meet the grqwing needs and opportunities in this important area of Canada's external relations.

Such developments within the Department of External Affairs must be accompanied by appropriate developments' in
other agencies of Government and in the independent and voluntary organizations that are also concerned with external
academic and cultural affairs. In this connection the Commission commends the work that the International Programmes
and Awards Divisions of the Association of Universities and Colleges of Catiada have been doing in assisting the Canadian'
Government with the negotiation of agreements with foreign countries concerning academic equivalences, awards and
exchanges, and in helping to administer the exchanges and awards which are provided for in these agreements. This has
become a major responsibility for the AUCC and the Commission recommends that a fo-reign awards section should row
be created within the Association's Awards Division to .deal with this large and growing aspect of its work. The AUCC is
providing an important public service in handling these matters for the Canadian Government and the full costs of this

. service should be met by an annual grant from the Department of External Affairs.
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Recent proposals by the Government have, left the future role of the Canada Council somewhat uncertain. In the. past

the Council has provided valuable assistance with many and varied activities relating to Canada's external cultural and
academic affairs. If the Canada. Council is to continue to provide assistance with these matters, in whatever new role it
may be cast, the Commission recommends that it give consideration to establishing a special section or division with
specific responsibility for this aspect of its work,

°

The Commission would also like to pay tribute to the very useful work that is being done, on a very limited budget,
by the Canadian Commission for UNESCO. In keeping with the mandate of UNESCO from the United Nations 'to
advance the mutual knowledge and Tiuderstanding of peoples by encouraging cooperation.among the nations in all
br4nches of intellectual activity', the Canadian Commission for UNESCO sponsors many practical activities-that nk
Canadian studies with international thitiking on similar subjects. Such activities are in a variety of fields, amo them
communications research, linguistic diversity and cultural pluralism, interr4ational liaison and exchange in t natural
sciences, architectural heritage, and developments in education. Yet the total annual budget made available by the
Canadian Government to the Canadian Commission for UNESCO for this valuable work is still appreciably less than that
provided to:thennational UNESCO.Commissions by the Governments of many of the other developed countries. The
Commission on Canadian Studies believes that the quality and worth of the work of the Canadian UNESCO Commission

-merits increased support and therefore recommends that the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and
Cultural Affairs review the programme and budget needs of the UNESCO Commission in order to recommend to the
Canadian Government more adequate support for its work.

1.

The Royal Society of Canada, the Social Sciepces Research Council, the Humanities Research Council and a number of
the other learned societies and associations in Canada have recently been giving consideration to their appropriate role in
maintaining and developing academic relations abroad. Manyof the4earited societies are active in fostering liaison and
co-operative endeavours-with scholars and academic institutions in other countries. The Commission recommends that the
proposed Advisory Council forT,,kternal Academic and Cultural Affairs encourage and assist the learned societies in any
way possible in reviewing their interest in extern I academic affairs, and that the Advisory Council and the learned
societies together,examine ways in which the societies might play a fuller part in the planning and implementation of

;Canadian external academic and cultural policy. .

Finally; the Commission on Canadian Studies iiishes to repo -t that throughout its work it received a steady stream of
inquiries from people and organizations abroad who are interested in Canadian studies. These inquiries came from
individual scholars, from academic institutions and associations, from potential donors and even from Governments. The
Commission received requests, fOr example, for inform t what is being done in Canada, and by whom and

mwhere, in various fields of teaching and research abo y. It was frequently asked to assist in planning Canadian
studies programmes or courses or to suggest the na
requests were related to the problems of planning

. most common request was simply to ask if the Co
having a common academic interest, with whom he

ion abo
this cou

dian scholars who tni t be willing to give this help. Other
d ar n, ng for library purchase of Canadian materials. However, the
mission could put the inquirer n touch with a Canadian scholar,
o e might then correspond

The number and scope of, these inquiries demonstrated to the Co ssionr early and forcibly, that Canada needs-to
be doing much moie than it has been doing to provide information and advice about Canadian studies to interested
people and organizations in other countries.

The strengthening of the academic and cultural affairs operation of the Department of External Affairs recommended
by the Commission should help to meet this need. So, also, shoidd the proposed development of the foreign awards
section of the Awards Division of the AUCC. However, the need might best be met by an active Associatiolr for Canadian
Studie's in Canada to which many of these inquiries could properly be referred. The, Commission therefore recommends
that, the Department of External Affairs consult with the recently formed Association for Canadian Studies to see lu.what
ways the Association and the Department might work together in responding to requests from abroad.for academic
information and assistance about Canadian studies. It further recommends that the Department extend to the Association
all appropriate assistance to enable it to provide this service to interested scholars and institutions' in other countries.
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Canadian Studies Abroad: &Survey

or-

It is now appropriate to review separately the progress that has been made in developing Canadian studies in each of some
forty countries. The Commission wishes to stress that the following discussion is not intended to be an exhaustive
inventory of Canadian studies abfoad. The limited time and resources available prevented the Commission from
undertaking such a study. Instead, what-follows is intended to provide a fairly comprehensive erview of the type of
activities taking place in Canadian studies outside Canada and of some of the obstacles hindering ogress- in this field.

Canadian Studies in the United States

Canada, as continental neighbour, ally and principal trading partner of the United States, might be expected to be a
subject of some considerable interest rn that country. And, indeed, the Commission found that Canadian studies are as
well developed in the United States as in any other country abroad: However, despite the importance of Canada to the
United States in matters of trade, defence, tourism, investment, energysNhe environment and so many other areas of
public policy, Americans probably know less about Canada in an informed acadenlic sense than they do about virtually
any other Western nation.

Both Canadian and American observers have commented at various times upon this situation. The report of a group of
United States congressmen, under the chairmanship of Mr Stanley R. Tupper, declared bluntly in 1965 that the greatest
single deterrent to a new maturity in the United States-Canadian affairs is an appalling ignorance about Canada in
America'. More than a decade earlier, the Massey Commission expressed the same concern with gentle felicity, observing

. thlit 'ignorance of Canada in other countries is very widespread', and that most striking of all is the ignorance of Canada
among the people of our nearest neighbour, whose unfamiliarity with our affairs is equalled only by their friendliness'.
Numerous briefs 'and representations to the Commission on Canadian Studies, including many-from American citizens
interested in Canadian studies or from Canadian scholars resident in the United States, commented to like effect upon-

this situation, althoUgh often in a more sharply pointed way. One Canadian scholar with long' teaching experience in the
United States, for example, stated flatly his own conclusion that 'knowledgeable Americans by this 1 mean academics,

.men in public lifer men of letters are iii the great majority convinced that Canada has no identity of any consequence
apart from that which it derives from the United States. More than that, such Americans are, in my experience,
determined that Canada shall not have any bother identity'.

Marcel Cadieux, the Canadian Ambassador to the United States, addresselthis issue in his remarks to the. Rotary Club
of Seattle on 19 September 1973:

there is a question whether intre United States educational system as a whole, given the importance of Canada
to the United States, from /op to bottom, adequate provision is made for the study of Canada, of Canada-United

States relations. Leaders in this country will not be able to make appropriate readings of the Canadian scene unless
research is adequate and unless a body of informed public and media opinign has been developedThis is not a
decision which we Canadiims can make. But we can. draw attention to the dangers for the mutual understanding
between our twocmmtries of the present underdeveloped state of organized education as to Canada in the United
States.

The Commission agrees with this assessment and would go beyond it to suggest that we can, as well, do much more than
we have so far been doing, as a country and as individuals, to encourage prograriunes-and -to propOse measures that may

contribute to ,,the development of a knowledge of Canada in the United States. The lack of.knowledge of Canada and
.Canadian, affairs in the United States cannot fairly be blamedjipoii Ameiicans alone. It represents as well a failure on the
part of Canada to project itself and to encourage and support teaching and research about our country in the United

States.

The lack of adequate provision for the study of Canada in American universities may be attributed in some measure to
the prevalent assumption that Canada is essentially the same as the United States and that, therefore, no separate
scholarly treatment of this county' is required for its understanding. It may be, in this way, that the many features that
the two countries have in common present a difficulty in themselves; similarities can be.deceptive. Americans are simply
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not sufficiently aware that, while our two countries do have much in common, our historical experiences, institutions and
contemporary orientation are not identical. Canada's position as a distinct national, cultural and political entity is
apparently not clearly appreciated, nor has the point been made that the study of this country could be both useful and
intellectually challenging.

In contrast to the limited, development of Canadian studies in the United States, there has been a,.vast expansion in recent
years in American interest in other national and area studies programmes relating to Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America*, and
the Middle East. In such company Canada may, indeed, be viewed as a rather less exotic subject for study. None the less, the
general inattention to this country's affairs at all levels of the American educational system Must be a matter of real concern
to thoughtful Canadians. Some briefs to the Commission noted that the interests of American foreign policy have
undoubtedly provided a substantial part of the stimulus for this expansion in area studies in the United States. With this
fact in mind, they have then argued that the relative official and semi-official neglect' of Cinadian studies in that country,
should not be entirely a matter for regret. The Commission does not share this view. On the contrary, it takes the view
that it is absolutely vital for two countries that are involved in so complex and politically sensitive a relationship as are
Canada land the United States to have an informed understanding of the institutionoint of view and affairs of one
another.

Fortunately. there are indications that more attention will be devoted by American universities and scholars to
teaching and research about Canada, as Americans recognize more clearly the special and obvious importance of this
country to the United States. It would be unfortunate, howeVer, if this came about in- response to the exigencies of
current economic and political pressures alone, for.there are many other valid reasons for an expansion of Canadian
studies in the United States. American scholars, in correspondence with the Commission, suggested a number of these
reasons,.which have been well summarized by Professor Edward Miles of the. University of Vermont in two articles.4 He
expressed the view that Americans should study Canada (a) for its own sake because its geography, history, government,
people, languages, cultures and institutions are as fascinating and as varied as those of any country; (b) for the assistance
that a study of Canada can provide in helping Americans to understand other areas of the.lworld; (c) for the opportunity
Canada provides to American scholars for-comparative studies, for example, relating to such themes as federalism;
immigration,economic disparity, population shifts and urban problems; (d) for the experience that Canada has gained
with various measures now being proposed in the United States in such areas as social welfare, revenue sharing and
Government participatidn in the economy, particularly in Vansportation and in communications; and (e) for an essential
understanding of the Canadian position in Canada-United States relations and of Canadian attitudes toward the
exploitation and export of resources, North American security', foreign investment and the countless other issues of
common interest to the two countries that are potentially controversial. For these and other reasons it has been well
argued that, from both an academic and a practical standpoint, Canadian studies merit greater attention than they have
been receiving in the United States.

Nor should Canadians neglect the United States as a subject of formal academic study. On we fail to realize the
extent to which serious scholarship in Canada has 'excluded an appropriate consideration of the United States.
Paradoxically, while too readily 3;cepting the study of American phenomena as part of the curriculum in Canadian
universities, we have tended to-lose sight of the United States itself as a distinct and foreign study, one which may be
interpreted through Canadian experience but which cannot legitimately be substituted for it. Professor CM. Craig has ..
pointed out that, although we have had closer, more numerous and longer contacts with the 'United states than any other
people, Canadians have not yet produced any outstanding studies of American history or society.5 Similarly, with regard
to curriculum, it has been suggested by Claude Bissell that Canadian institutions devote inadequate attention to the study
of the United States:

Our serious.and considered studies of American politics and culture tend to be restricted to short conferences at
which the current irritations are discussed and the current grievances voiced. Although there have been changes in
recent years in Cadadian university curricula, giving some proper-emphasis to studies in Ainerican literature, history,
and economics, I would say that there has beenno widespread and concentrated recognition of the Canadian
obligation to know fully and sympathetically the great nation with which we must now live in close association. I
know, for instance, of no first -class historical study by a Canadian scholar of an American theme.6

However, as Dr Bissell went-on to note, 'we have, none the less, done more for American studies than you have done
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for Canadian studies. I sometimes think that American universities with rich resources of Canadian material still prefer to
set up institutes for the study of Tibet ralfhet than for the study of Canada.'

The emphasis inAmerican studies in Canada should be upon such studies for their own sake. Within that framework, it
may then be helpful f8 consider the comparative aspects of American studies and the light that they can also shed on
many important events and themes in our own society. For example, study of the Loyalists of the American Revolution
can tell us muclyabout one of the great founding elements of our pountry. Yet this is an area of study and teaching in -

which Canadians until quite recently have shown limited scholarly interest. IV a similar vein, we know far too little abOut
the thousands of Canadians who have taken-up residence in the Uniteil State through the years, sometimes forming
whole and distinct communities. For instance, Canadian scholars have shown little interest in the 4,000 Acadians who
yt, e forcibly transported to Louisiana in 1755 or in their descendants, now numbe ing more than a million, who have
reta ed to this day much of their language and of their Acadian identity. Such s ejects are an important dimension of

adian studies, notwithstanding the tact that, they are focused primarily oinsi e our borders:

However important the discussion of.American studies in Canada may be, he Commission's more immediate concern
in this section is with the state of Canadian studies in the United. States. Tie Commission's_firidings on this subje:ct
indicated that, with the exception of a few major centres of interest and f some scattereaNactivity mainly at universities
located close to the Canada-United States border, Canadian,studie in t e United States have really yet to develop. The
situation has been described by Professors Dale T omson and oger anson in a report that, although it was compiled
five years ago, remains the most comprehensive an up:to-date survs of Canadian studies in the United States, a fact that
in itself says something about the need for more tention to be evoted to the subject:

[Canadian Studies in the United' States consist of] a wil, spread series of activities of varied nature and scope, with
little co-ordination, or evencommunication amongst em. Each is largely autochthonous, in the sense that" it has
been developed oh an individual campus with little utside support, and with little assistance from others working
in the same field. Moil,are inspired and maintai d as somewhat artificial growths by a very limited numb\6r of-
individuals frequently only one or two w some personal involvement in Canada; consequently, they cannot.,
he said to have really taken root in the loca environment. Past experience suggests that when those persons leave
the campus for one reason or another, th fragile plant of Canadian studies is likely to wither and die.7

In.add,ition to the low level of aware 'ass in the United States of the academic value and practical importance of
Canadian studies which was discussed ea, ter, there are many practical difficulties associated with instituting and sustaining
Canadian studies programmes and courses at American universities. Amongst them are the need for financial' support,,the
need to build up library resources, the need to plan appropriate curricula and,the need to recruit and develop qualified

t;eachers and researchers in this I d. In all these areas, the Canadian Government, Canadian private donors and individual
Canadian scholars and academ institutions have a contribution to make. Yet care must be takenin the way in. which
such help is given. Ironically, the ease with which American universities can turn to Canadian scholars who are close at
hand in Canada may sometimes have been a counter-prOductive factor in terms of developing Canadian studies in the
United States. If such studies are to take root and grow in that, country, they must be supported and developed over the
long term by home-grown American talent.

The development of full-time academic programmes in Canadian studies in United States universities dates from the'
middle 1950s. although there were earlier antecedents in the work of many individual scholars and in some programmes
such as that conducted at St. Lawrence University (New York). For example, the Canadian Studies Programmes at the
University of Rochester, Duke University and Michigan Stale University were established in 1954E 1955 and 1956

'respectively. The development continued throughout the 1960s with programmes being established at a number of
additional universities, including the University of Vermont in 1963 and the University of Maine-at Orono in 1968. At
the same time, there was a significant development in the work beingdone in the Canadian studies field by individu
scholars at several other institutions.

However, it was at the close of the 1960s and the beginning of the present decal,. that several major developments
indicated that Canadian studies, although still relatively neglected; were tindin eir place as a recognized part of the
curriculum in American, higher education. In 1969 a million, dollar grant f the William H. Donner Foundaiion made
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,pos ible the founding of a graduate Center for Canadian Studies at the School of Advanced International Studies of The
Jo ns Hopkins Unive in Washington, D.C. In making the grant, the Donner Foundation requested that staff of the
n w Center,. take a M- ad view of CanadijLstudies in the United tates to see what other initiatives might be undertaken.
Consequently, one of the Center's earliest activities was to survey. some 1,256 United States colleges and universities to
seek information about what place, if any, Canadian studies held their curricula: On the basis of an 85 per cent return,
thelurvey indiCated that 91 per cent of these institutions offered o courses on Canada. About 8 per cent of the
institutions ghat responsded offered one or more courses on Canada Only 1 per cent or nine universities, had Canadian
studies programmes. An additioeal 8 per cent offered courses desc 'bed as having some Canadian content. It was also
observed that 65 per cent of the universities with course's on Canad were located near the Canada-United States border.
The survey Yurther revealed that 473 faculty members, M 164 differ nt institutions, had a 'special interest' in Canada; but
that most were not teaching anything on Canada. Where Canadian content courses4ere offered, they tended to be of an
historical nature. Few courses were available about Canadian politica institutions or economics, ang still fewer concerning
the literaturegeography or sociology of this country. Virtually no curses offered information about the sciences in

.tanada,

These findingswere first presented to a conference held at Airlie Huse, Virginia, in April 1970. Delegates from thirty
Canadian and American universities attended, as did the then Secretar of State for Canada, Gerard Pelletier, and
representatives orthe United States Departments of State and of Healt , Edudation and Welfare, as well as certain
members of Congress. Ths.Airlie House Conference took up a proposal first advanced at an earlier conference held in
1968 at Hobart and William Smith Colleges in Geneva, New York, and stablished an on-going Committee on Canadian
Studies in the United States that was intended.to'serve as a.communica pion link for scholars involved in Canadian studies
throughout the country. This Committee, in turn, paved the way for th 'establishment a year later, at a meeting held at
Duke University in 1971, of the Association air Canadian Studies in the United States (ACSUS). The Association has now
grown to some four hundred members and it conducts an increasingly ac ive programme designed to promote scholarly
interest in Canada at all levels in the United States and in all fields and sciplines.

As one of its tirst initiatives, the Association launched a Newsletter to report biannually upon Canadian studies in
different parts of the Llenited States. A wide variety of questiobs-pla4ng to Canada are also examined in articles that are
mainly'the product of American scholarship. Following a period oftpid growth in size and circulation, the Newsletter
now published as The American Review of Canadian Studies!'

However, while the Association has worked hard over the past four years, with limited resources, to broaden the
narrow base of Canadian studies in the United States, the present situaticit,0,4 not markedly different from that reported

- in the Johns Hopkins' survey in 1969. Although the sense of isolation and frustration felt by those involved in Canadian
1

studies has significantly lessened, there continues to be only a comparative smattering of activity in this field, involving a
small percentage of the universities and collikes of the United States. It is appropriate, however, tonote the considerable
contribution b ng made to Canadian studies at a number of universities, including several that have formal Canadian

4...studies programmes. :.--

.
1. As previously noted, the Center for Canadian Studies in the School of Advanced International Studies of Johns

Hopkins liniversitY Was established in .969 in Washington,,D.C. The Center has a three-fold mand e: graduate teaching,. .

. research and the encouragement of Canadian studies in the United States. With three full-time facult members, including
the Director, the Center has a complement of some thirty students, of:Jkhorn approximately half are Canadian and half
are A-Merican. About half the students are working towards a maSter'§.degree and half towards a doctorate. The
cur iculuin of the Centbr is concerned mainly with three subject areas: Canadian Govemmentakinstitutions and processes,
th Cahadjanscononly, and Canadian foreign policy, with particular attention to Canada-Nted States relations.

Duke University, in North'Carolina, has had a long-standing interest in Canadian studies as a part of the activities
the 'omMonwealth Studies Center, which was established there in 1955. In 1973, a generous three-Year grant from t e
Wil iam.H. Donner Foundation enabled the University to establish a separate Canadian Studies Program. Teaching o
Ca ada at Duke is primarily at the graduate level in economics, history, politial science and sociology, but undergr duate

rk in Canadian studies is also available in history, political science, geography and French, and, students can take six
courses on Canada) to be endorsed on their diplomas. The programme attracts many students and each year a number of
distininished visiting faculty come from Canada. Well-known Canadians have also participated in summer or semester
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seminars and lecture programmes. Several r al schools and colleges including Appalachian College, State College,
Davidson College, Hollins College, High Point Coll e, North Carolina Central University, the University of North Carolina.
and the University of Virginia have associates themselves with Duke through library extension services, visiting lectures -

and cross-registration to further an-interest in Canada. The Canadiana section of the Duke UniverSity library is one of the
best in the United States and it has recently been supplemented by the addition of a data bank.of.tapei containing
information on Canadian. social, economic and political affairs. To foster teaching in the field or Canadian studies, the
University sponsors a four-week summer seminar in Canada for college teachers from other sou lteaster universities.

3. The University.of Rochester's Canadian Studies-Program, established in4954 under the directio of Professor Mason
Wade, offers a. broad range of courses for undergraduates: as, well as a concentrated pre gimme for radtlate students
leadinto the doctorate with an emphasis upon economic , history and politics. Special projects t Rochester include
inteltlisciplinary and, staff seminars, often with visiting sc olars, is well as study visits to Canad

4. Clarkson College of Technology in Potsdam, Ne ork, formally established an interdis plinary programme in
C nadian,studies in 1967. It may be taken a ajoinonc-entration or in conjunction wi another major. In addition to
egular and cial course offerings, an integral part of the programme consists of exch get;witll. institutions in Quebec.

5. The geographical prs ity of the State University, of New York (SUNY) at Pla tsbur occasioned a
long-standing commitment by umber bf it's faculty to the study of Canadian affa extensive undergraduate course
offering on Canada at the Univergit supplemented by an exchange programme with s Veral Canadian universities in
Montreal, enabling American students fro Plattsburgh and from other $UNY campuses to study in Montreal for a
semester. A recent two year grant from the am H. Donner Foundation will strengthen the University's Canadian ,

Studies Program by funding opportunities for i endent study by facility members who wish to develop a Canadian
perspective or competence within their particular disciplines. The grant will also be used to develop a set of readings in
Canadian studies, to support cb9pciative faculty research."projects and to sponsor a summer workshop for public school
teachers o wish to add _Catidian content to their courses.

6. A Co ee for CanadianAmerican Studies was ,formed at Michigan State University in 1956 and the University has

ored a 'de' range of seminar* conferences and occasional- pubWations on the 'subject since that time. In 1965 an
interdisciplinar -ourse on Canadian-American relations was first offered. This course, in conjunction with several regular
and occasional c urses. in Canadian history, constitutes the core of the academic programme conducted by tie
Canadian-America Studies COmmittee. While no formal degree programme in Canadian studies exists at Mi gan State,
undergraduate cour es can be assembled by interested 'students withfaculty assistance so as to constitute adis 'fictive-
programme in this ti d. EmphasisNhas been placed upon wok at the undergraduate and master's degree level. Inaddition,
several members of th Canadian-American Studies Committ e have been actively engaged in research and writing' bout
Canadian matte. .

7. The Canadian Studies Tram at the University of Vermont, established in 1963, is one of the oldest and most

comprehensive i the United States, involving thirteen faculty members in nine differeitt disciplines:. anthropology,
'communication d theatre, economics, English Canadian literature, French-Canadiart literature, geography, history,
political science an oc ogy. -Vermont .is also the only university in the United States offering an undergraduate degree

'ihtCanadian Studies. A ugh primarily oriented towards the int&disciplinary study of Canada at the undOrgraduate level,
several, masteis degrees ha e been awarded in recent years in the areas of French Canadian liteiature, geography and

,-
history. In addition, the 'Canadian Studies Program at' Vermont has sponsored pitblic lectures by'leading Canadian
academics and political figures, special colloquia, regional conferences, orkshops for teachers, a -annual Canadian Studies

Gradliate Fellowship awardett to an American student wishing to begin graduate work op_ Canada Canada, a regular

, suinmer programme in Trois Rivieres'for American teachers and -advanced undergraduates int French and French
Canada, and field trips for students and faculty to Ottawa, Quebec City, Montreal, Kingston a d oche ' nadian centres.
The Program pioneered the summer institute for teachers, as part of an effort :to have Canadian content corporated in ''

the pre-college curricula, with an on-campus Institute in 1967and a six-week field study-Institute in 1972 at visited

Eastern Canada, Quebec and Ontario: . S I ----t
./

8. The University of Winces New England-Atlantic ProvincesQuebec Center (NEAPQ) s established at Orono i_1968

to' co-ordinav a wide variety of academic and research'interests in Canadian affairs within e University and to promote
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more study and research on Canadian-American relations. Historical, economic and social problems common to the New
England-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec region have been emphasized in both graduate and undergraduate studies. The Center
has also played a leading role in establishing the Maine Council on Canadian Studies, composed of representatives of other
branches of the University of Maine and of other educationalinstitutions, to foster the teaching of Canadian studies iii
the State. Other activities of the ("Inter have included an extensive inter-disciplinary summer workshop, the development
of a Canadian curriculum for the use of Maine schools, several major cortferences on Canadian studies; public lectures by
leading Canadians in a variety of fields and the development of an extensive library and informition centre. A recent
three-year grant from the William H. Donner Foundation will enable the Centel/to expand its work in the development of
school classroom learning materials about Canada, including bibliographic aids, and to sponsor teacher training workshops
in Canadian studies in the public schools of Maine.

9. A Canadian and Canadian- American Studies Program was established in 1971 at Western Washington State College,
Bellingham, in association with the Pacific Northwest Institute which serves as a depository centre for historical
documents of the region. The.Program Co-ordinates interdisciplinary courses on Canada generally and on the West Coast
more. specifically. In 1974.1975 it offered a variety of undergraduate court in six different academic disciplines.

10. The study of Canada has long received extensive attention at Yale University, although there is.no formalized
prograMme of Canadiansstudies there. (Yale has tended to oppose, on educational grounds, the creation of formalized
programmes as an approach, to the study of any area of the world). The University offers a regular course in Canadian
history in the graduate school, as well as a term of undergraduate Work, In other fields, the.School of Law offers a

regular course on the British North America Act as an example of constitution making; attention is devoted to the
lapguage and culture of the native peoples of Canada; and the Canadian experience figures largely in a course on
comparative frontiers. The University library has a notably strong collection ot Canadian books, periodicals and other
materials: Interested members of the faculty are active in research and writing about Canada.

1 1. Similarly, although Harvard University does not have a formal programme of Canadian studies, there has been a on
.tradition of scholarly interest in Canada at that. University, which has been reflected in the research and writing of facu
members over the years and in the development of the strong library collection of Canadian materials. This tradition
seemed to reach a natural culmination with the establishment of the,William Lyon Mackenzie King Foundation pport

9.71a Chair in Canadian Studies at Harvard in 1967. Unfortunately, however, events since the establishment of the MacKenzie
Ki rg Chair have not fulfilled this promise and the growth of Canadian studies at Harvard has been disappointing and

ratio. Indeed, no appointment was made to. the @hair in two consecutive academic ;tears, 1970-1971 and 1971-1972,
nd the Chair is again vacant in 1974-1975. No real sustained pitgramme,of courses. or research n Canadian studies has
een developed despite.* opportunities created by the establishment,of the Chair and the widespread public interest
ene rated ho in the United States.

These
a States. Fa

by

purpose
to support proposals fc r the introduction of courses and prograinmes about Canada at their institutions.

The CtAtottaiou4ieves it is important that Harvard University should be encouraged, to make better use of the
special opportunity that it has to develop a strong and worth-while piogramme of Canadian studies. Means can and should
be 'found to increase the Mackenzie King Endowment to provide the financial resources for a\properly planned and
sustained prograiiime of Canadian studies, drawing upon.the remarkable library resources and hitman talents that are
available at Harvard' Such a programme might include some junior appointments, as well as the appointment to the
Mackenzie King Chair, and provision for a number of graduate fellowships and for appropriate office space and working

he ap

events, 0
ulty mem ers in
rent failur

ere. Univer

ant., at Harvard.liave peen something of ,a_set-back to Canadian studies throughout the"United
crested in developing .Canadian studies at other universities have been puzzled and ,discouraged

at Harvard to get such. studies off the ground, despite the enormous advantages available for these
ity administrators elsewhere have tended to refer to this situation when considering whether or not

arrangements.

A fuller utilization by Harvard of its opportunity to becOme a significant centre for Canadian studies mightusefully
be related to the development of such studies elsewhere in the Boston area. Interest in the possibility of -operation in
this field has, for example, been expressed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the 'Flo er School of
Law and Diplomacy arTufts University.
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Some mention must also be Made of the great interest in Canada that was maintained for many years at Dartmouth
( allege, particularly under the presidency of Dr John Sloane Dickey, Special conferences, lectures, visits,. exchanges, and
eve ts in the fine arts and the performing arts have all been features pf this interest. The centennial of Canadian
Conf deration in 1967 was designated Canhda Year at Dartmouth and marked by a year' -long programme of activities.
Howe r, this lively interest was not translated into any substantial, continuing academic programme and both the interest
and the 'tivities seem now to have laded, i

In addition he activities at the foregoing institutions, there is inter
number of other universities, including some promising new developments.
example, has recently established a Council on Canadian Studies, which pr,
participating college might develop a specialty in the Canadian studies fiel

t to varying degrees in Canadian studies at a
he Massachusetts State College System. for

poses to explore the possibility that each
Mirth Ad tae 'ollege and Bridgewater

State College are already conducting a, range of courses about Canada. The ewlio ,Communications at
. Syracuse University has recently re ived a grant from the William H. Donner Poinitiation to devlop a graduate
programme in. Canadian communicatic s studies and research. Another grant from this Foundation will allow the Center
for Strategic and International Studies at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.,16 ,sponsor a series of forums on'
contagnp

offered a
nary Canadian-American relations. Courses at the graduate and/or undergraduate level in Canadian studies are

several campuses of the University of California, at the University of Chicago, at Hendrix College in Arkansas,
at.the Universiy9f Illinois, at Northwestern University and at the University of Virginia.

Thus, a good deal is now happening in the fitld of Canadian studies in the United States and there has been a.steady,
if slow, growth in the number of courses, pfogrammes, universities and"scholars involved. However, the present extent se
this activity is far from meeting either the natural opportunities or the demonstrated interest in Canadian studies on the
part of students, teachers: researchers and .the generalpOblic...Beyond this, it is not meeting the need for greater mutual
knowledge and undejstanding required by the special and compl hipex.relations between our Iwo countries. The Prime
Minister of Canadd, Mr Pierre Trudeau, underlined this point in May I974,-in his remarks at Duke University:

ow,

Countries as interdependent as are the United States and Canada, sharing as they do anintimacy unequalled
elsewhere among sovereign states, cannot afford to he ignorant about one another. ye do ourselves 4 disservice on
both sides of our longyborder when we felj, on assumption rather than fact.

A number of obstacles and deterrents to the development of Canadian studies in the United States have already been
. .

noted. To these must he added, the'apparent difficulty in readily obtaining Canadian publications a factor frequently
reported to the Commissidn by American correspondents. Many universities and individual scholars commented upon- the
frustrating delays experienced both in getting put on to publishers' mailing lists and, subsequently, in receiving volumes,
ordered from Canada. Clearly, present outlets for Canadian publications in the United States and present arrangements for
making these publications more promptly and readily known are not satisfactory. The recent establishment of an outlet
for Canadian publishers rin New York, through Books Canada otith the assistance of the Canadian Government, is a useful
first step in alleviating this problem. But more than that is needed. Repreientations to th Commission suggested that
there is a significant market. for Canadian publications in many parts of fhe American aca is community, which is
waking to he tapped by Canadian pdblishers who will have. the enterpriseto seek it out Similar representations were
made to the Commission by instit R ions and scholnisdiu\dozen other countries.

Intlits same vein, l1e Cot
bibliographies, of tex
of other countries. I

work together tt

mks and
. received many representations indicating the need, for an annotated bibliography,or

asic'reference materials to assist those who may be teaching about Canada in the schools
shOuld be possible for interested publishers and educators in Canada and the Canadian Governnient

prepare and distribute such information to those in pther countries who may be interested.

An t. ansion Canadian studies in the United States will, of course, call for an increase in the financial support
available tt th s purpose. Much more could and ought to be contributed to support such studies both'by American
cor nati As and, by American foundations, which have in many instances derived a portion of their wealth from Canada.
To' c very few bodies in either of these categories have done much to support Canadian studies in the United States.
Th y <plendid work in this field of the-William H. Donner Foundation and the earlier efforts of the Rockefeller

ndation and the Carnegie Corporation are exceptions which have already been noted.
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Canadian- nerican studies ought to he a ti,voway street, as well, in terms of Government support for the research and
teaching that re required to provide the knowledge and understanding upon which a satisfactory relationship between
our two count es must be based. Both the Canadian and the American Governments can and should do more'qo
epcourage and s port such activlty";--wilhout in any way impeding or interfering with the spirit of free inquiry. Financial
support for Carta ian studies was not included in the 1958 United States Gbvernment programme that provided
substantial funds for the development of area studies at American universities. This was largely because Canada was not
then recognized to be a separate and distinctive country by those responsible for planning this pibgramme and, in...truth,
because it was not then thought to be worthy of study on academic grounds. Although the area studies grants programme
has since been discontinued, there are now other agencies and programmes of the United States Governmehr through
which Canadian studies might receive support (perhaps principally theOffice of International Education of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare).

"O.

The limited energies and very limited practical support that Canadian Government officers located in the United States:
have been able to devote to,cultural and academic matters so far, no matter how lively might be'their personal interest in
this field, has been an important limiting factor in the growth of Canadian studies in the United Stated. The Cdinmission's
inquiries indicate that few countries with close tics with the United States devote as little time and resources as does
Canada to the-encouragement and support of teaching and research and the dissemination of essential information about
themselves in the United Stipp.

4.It is in large measure because.of this failure by our country to support in appropriate ways initiatives in the field, of
Canadian studies at American universities that so comparatively little'is as yet being done in this field in the United
States. Yet the scope and need for teaching and research that will help to improve a mutual knowledge and understanding
of our two countries has never been greater. The Commission was told repeatedly by*American scholars, by Canadian
scholars with experience in the United StateS, and by members of the Canadian Foicign Service speaking off the record
that some serious Canadian effort, including the welt-planned application of reasonably substantial funds, will be necessary
if there is ever to he a significant number of university-educated Americans with at least a background knowledge about
Canada and some appreciation of the fact that there is a -different country to their north, which is independent and
distinct, with its on legitimate interest oint of view. Put bluntly the intellectual awareness of Canada in the
UnitedStates is unlikely to develop to any me ningful level unless an adequate number of their future leau are reached
during their university years.

.

The Commission believes that the time has come for Canada tb plit Money directly into the promotion, development
and support of Canadian studies at selected universities and colleges in the United States. As one of its immediate
assignments, the Advisory Council for External 'Academic and Cultural Affairs, which is proposed earlier in this chapter,
should prepare proposals for a balanced, longterm programme to assist the development of Canadian studies in the
United States. A serious programme, With sufficient-impact tolneet the needs of the situation, will require expenditures
of the order of at least a million dollars a year.-Such a programme should, in turn, stimulate greater interest and support
from private donors, including corporations and foundations, by making clear the importance attached to such studies by
Canada.

rThose planning this 4i ()gramme should explore the possibilities of a Wide range of activities, including support for the
es6blishment of chairs, n a trial 'basis and/or by, initial endowment; greater support to the Association for Canadian
Studies in the United Stith (the present grant to the Association from External Affairs, now in its third year, is only
*s10.000): support for progri hones of Canadian studies at selected universities that demonstrate a" serious commitment to
Canadian studies (in this re ard. careful consideration should be given to encouraging and assisting some of the ndwer,.
smaller and less spectacular o qammes in Canadian studies, as well as those which are already more widely known); .

exchanges and research annul at preparing more Amerioan faculty' members qualified to teach in, this field; a schedule of
visiting professorships'; post-graduate scholarships: field,trips and off-campus study semesters to be held in Canada:
assistance to universities interested in providing teacher training 'sessitins and workshops for school teachers wishing to
develop their knowledge of and competence to teach about Canada: a major. programme of hook donations tailored to the
requirements of Canadian studies programmes at specific institutions: support for the preparation of university and school
textbook material, and of annotated bibliographies, about Canada appropriate to the needs of American universities and
schools: the preparation ()I' teacher's kits about Canada; increased cultural activity drawing upon the visual and performing
arts in Canada to illustrate and support Canadian studies in American universities and schoyils; a more active programme
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of assistance for visits and gtiest lectures in the United States by Canadian scholars; a programme to bring American -
schqlars involved in Canadian studies on visits to Canada; support for seminars end conferences on Canadian topics,
including Canadian-American relations; assistance with curriculum planning to those scholars and institutions interested in
initiating new courses and programmes inCahadian studies; some-research assistance to American scholars working on
Canadian subject matter.

It is in Canada's best interests to increase a knowledge and understanding of our country in the United States. A great
deal could be done towards this end by a judicious expenditure of effort and money to support the development of
Canadian studies at American universities and colleges.

The United Kingdom

In a vigorousletter to the London Times, Alastair Buchan, the Montague Burton Professor of International Rela-
tions at Bal liol College, Oxford, has commented up-on the 'process of drift'-and Ilje f. mutual provincialism' that
seem now to characterize Anglo-Canadian relations.8 lie expresied the view that 'sticcessiv'e British governments
have shown almost total indifference to.Canada for the past generation' and suggested that this political indifference
has, in turn, contributed to the neglect which the two countries have shown towards one another in cultural
matters. Professor Buchan noted that after the last comprehensive colloquium on Anglo-Canadian affairs was held in
the 1930s a period of nearly forty years was allowed to elapse before another was convened, under -his chairman-
ship, in 1971, and that even then it was not. possible to persuade a single senior minister of the British 'Government
to participate in that gathering. He further noted that` the effort Of the British Council in Canada was the smallest
for any country of comparable size, let alone influence', that no British newspaper now maintains a correspondent
in Ottawa:, and that (at the time he wrote) 'there is, no chair of Canadian studies in any British'university'.r,

' ofessor_Buchan's harsh assessment is-,,unfortunately, only too realistic. What should perhaps be added to it, however,
is an acknowledgement by Canadians of, the fact that we have contributed at least as much as have the British to
process of dal and of Mutual provincialism by our own indifferencethid by our o-wn fahre to give adequate attention
to the relations between our two countries. This has been the case in educational and cultural matters as well as in the
other aspects of our relations with the United Kingdom. If the effort of the British Council in Canada has been the
smallest for any country of comparable size', the effort 'nada by Canada's Government in the cultural field in Britain has
been even smaller.

'-.4part, this situation may be explained by the chari-ges in the external orientation of the two countries, each of which
has become increasingly preoccupied, both politically and culturally, with events and pressures on their respective
continents. In the, case of Britain, the movement towards greater European unity in particular the creation of the
European Economic Community has engaged the attention ot her politicians and academicians alike. In the case of
Canada, there has been an increasing preoccupation with our relationship to the United States. Yet it is this very fact,
that both countries are subject to the mounting pressures for good and ill of continentalism that gives increasing
value and importance to the links and relationships between. Canada and the United Kingdom. For each country these
relationships can be a significant help in,copingwith the problems involVed in preserving some appropriale distinctiveness
and particularism while meeting constructively the challenges posed by the new forces of continentalism.

-.To preserve and develop, in useful and contemporary terms, the historic relationship between Canada and Britain, it is
essential that our two countries be well informed about one another and that this, in turn, should make possible an
intelligent and up-to-date,understanding of our. respective 'attitudes zinc' affairs. Unfortunately, however, both countries
have taken for granted the existence of such knowledge an&understanding and'both have failed, with only some minor
exceptions, to initiate the new activities and programmes that are required to.adapt an,tjme-Honoured relationship to
modern circumstances. Over the years We have each assumed that traditional ties, a common language and links of culture
and sentiment between. the two countries insured a constantly healthy -relationship. Having taken this for granted, both
countries have been slow to recognize the need to foster new bilateral activities. Certainly this has been true in the
educational field.

In the university, field in the United, Kingdom such courses as dealt with Canada have until recently been based for the
most part upon a study of the imperial link between the two countries. They haVe looked at Canadian history as an
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extension of British history or at Canadian literature sellbly as an aspect of British literature, rather than examining these
subjects in their own terms and in their own complete context. What is now required is that both countries should
examine carefully the state of their relationship and consider what new and arr ents may be needed to insure
that each can have the opportunity of a fuller knowledge and understa mg of the other. The need, in particular, for a
re-invigorated cultural relation4iip should be recognized and the Can an contribution to this could take no more useful
form than the support and encouragement of Canadian studies amp gst interested'scholars and institutions in the United
14ingdom.

While the level of activity in Canadian studies is presently li iced in the United Kingdom, an academic
foundation for further development exists. Appropriate moves to b ild upon this foundation would be able to draw upon
the potentially encouraging atmosphere of general in,terett created rough several centuries of co-operative association in
many fields and through continuing immigration. Courses and p s of courses containing reference to Canada were, in
fact:reported to the Commission by no fewer than twenty-fo r universities in the United Kingdom. However, with two
or three exceptions, such courses are not part of any cohere , overall programme'of Canadiin studies and often they are
offered on only an occasional basis.

In England courses or parts of courses concerning Canada are offered history, politics, sociolog and economics at
half a dozen universities;including Cambridge, Durham, Essex, 1.6n on, Oxford and Sheffield. As p viously indicated,
however, such courses are often designed as part of larger programmes in Commonwealth or Nort American studies. This
is true again at the University of Warwick where the introduction of Canadian courses is now planned. Few universities in
England offer courses exclusively on Canada. One exceptiOn, though, is the University of Birmingham, where the .

. Department of French has offered a brief introduction to French-Canada in a first-year course since 1964. A final-year
course in French- Canadian stud es is also included ih the department's curriculum. A related course on the development
of French in Canada is part of a programme in dialect studies at the University of Leeds.

Leeds also offers Canadian literature stales in a third-year course on Commonwealth literature an' the gradu e
school. Leeds has a Chair in CommonWeal1h, Literature, which each year brings to the Uniyersit senior scholar from a
Commonwealth country to offer a course in the literature of his or her country. Canadian lite ature is also studied at the
University of Hull as part of a sirtilar programme.

In geology and geography some teaching and research relating to Canada are conduct d at the Universities of
Cambridge, Exeter, Hull, London, Manchester, Nottingham,.Oxford and Southampton. The Scott Polar Research Institute
at Cambridge has, indeed,'supported extensive' studies relating to the Canadian Arctic and it merits more substantial'
support from Canadian sources in developing its role as a Fentre for co- operative_ research in this innportantfield.
Significant faculty research in economic 'geography, regional development and arctic studies is also being conducted at a
number of other universities, and many individual British scholars have engaged in field work in Canada in association
with Canadian scholars or with such agencies as the Geological Survey of Canada. Similarly, research relating to Canada is
being conducted in connectional history and in economic and political studies at several universities and, notably, at'the
Institute of Commonwealth Studies. More consideration needs to be given by bothCanadian and British agencies to ways
and means of encouraging and supporting such co-operative endeavours.

In Scotland an essentially similar rattern of interest in Canadian studies is evident in the universities. However, the
traditionally close ties between Canada and Scotland in the field of education are reflected in somewhat more widespread
teaching and research about Canada, although still on a very modest scale. Research relating to the geography and geology
of 0anada, for example, has- been pursued by interested faculty members at the Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Saint
Andrew's and Strathclyde. Courses, or parts of courses, concerning Canadian history and gsoiiaphy are offered at the
Univeriities of Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Saint Andrew's and Strathclyde. At Dundee some attention is given to
Canadian history in both the undergraduate and graduate curricula. At Glasgow a new course on nineteenth century
Canada is being introduced, based on a study of documents and with a special eye to the role of the Scots in this
country. At Saint Andrew's interest has been expressed in the possibility of developing some specialty in Canadian studies
and of closer relations with One or more Canadian universities. At Strathclyde ,parrof the honours course in geography is
devoted to Canada. The substantial development of Canadian studies at Edinburgh merits special comment.

When the University of Edinburgh formally constituted its Centre of Canadian Studies in June 1974, it became the .
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first such centre in the United Kingdom, or indeed in Europe. The establishment of the Centre was the culmination of a
long-standing interest in the study of Canada at the University. Courses about Canada were first introduced at Edinburgh
in 1954 when the University invited the then Chief Geographer of Canada, Dr J. Wreford Watson, to come to Edinburgh
to lay the groundwork for a Program of North American Studies. Interest in Canadian studies grew steadily at the
University. By 1973 courses relating to Canada were offered by the Departments of Comparative Constitutional Law,
Economics; Econotrilc History, Geography, History, and Politics./In that year a provisional Committee on Canadian
Studies was established with representatives from these six departmehts. They were subsequently joined by representatives
from three more Departments,. English Literature, French Literature and Scottish History. It was on the recommendations
of this Committee that the University Senate approved the creation of a Centre of 'Canadian Studies in 1974.

The new Centre will organize and administer Canadian Studies in the University and provide space and facilities for
theie "studies. At the undergraduate level it will arrange courses to enable a student to major in Canadian studies within

. the framework,of a general BA or BSc (SOc.Sci.) degree. At the post-graduate level the Centre will co-operate with, the
Program of North American Studies; which will.continoe to be responsible-for MSC:or MLitt degrees:in Canadian Studies,
and.with the individual. departments of the University which will continue to be responsible for work towards doctoral
degrees ill this field. Thas, an extensive programme in Canadian studies has been .developed at Edinburgh that could in .

many ways be of service to those interested in this field at-other universities throughout the United Kingdom.

Those interested in the development of this programme at EdinbUrgh were assisted and e couraged by several special
facters. As already noted, one factor was the background of experience gained by the U ersiiy over a period of twenty
years from the offering of a growing number of courses about eanada. A second factor was the availability in Edinburgh
of strong research- and teaching resources relating to Canada. The Scottish Record Office, for example, contains a great
deal of material dealing with Canada, including the records of business enterpripes, churches and settlers, as well,as
collections of family papers. The National Library of Scotland Oki contains substantial materials of interest to Canadians,
including the Wordie Collection of some 35,000 items dealing with the exploration of Canada, The University itself had
also steadily built up its collection of books, periodicals, archival materials, and maps in, this field. A third factor was the
University's long association with students`6oMing (him Canada to pursueToat-graduate work and With a stream of
Canadian professors who have held visiting lectureships in geography for the summer term in almost every year since
19411. A fourth importlmt factor was the interest expressed by the Canadian Government in the possibility of assisting; in
co-operation with private donors, with the estarshment of a Chair of Canadian Studies at Edinburgh. Indeed, this
interest and encouragement expressed through the Canadian High Commissioner, at an opportune moment, played an
important part in the decision of the University to take the step of creating a Centre of Canadian Studies. It is an
immediate and practical illustration of the way id which timely assistance from Canadian sources can help to foster
Canadian studies abroad.

Several of the constituent colleges of the University of Wales, including Aberystwyth and Swansea, offer courses
relating to Canada. Scholarly interest has been expressed in the possibility of comparative and co-operative courses and
research in such fields as federalism, hilingualisnr and emigration studies.

In Northern Ireland the Queen's University in Belfast offers advanced courses in constitutional law in which the
nadian constitution is examined in some depth. At the New University'of Ulster part of a course on Migrations,

Federations and Minoritie's is devoted to Canada.

With just a few exceptions, Canadian studies courses in Great gitain are not supported by extensive library resources. -

However, in addition to volumes from regular acquisitions programmes, several university libraries have received financial
donations or books from Canadian sources. The Agent-General for Quebec in London has provided books and periodicals
to the University of Birmingham to assist with its coursesdon French Canada. The Ontario Government has Rrovided
approximately-nine thousand dollars for Canadiana collections at the Universities of Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow to
commemorate anniversfies of the births of George Brown, Sir John A. Macdonald and William Lyon Mackenzie.

In addition, several universities in Great Britian have established links with Canadian counterparts, but these
associations are not always active ones. FaCiilty exchange programmes further contribute to academic ties between British
and Canadian universities, but the relation to Canadian studies is often indirect. More direct and substantial faculty
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exchange arrangeinents designed to foster Canadian studies have been needed. A promising first step in .this direction has
recently been taken with the establishmenig a new Canada-United Kingdom Canadian Studies Exchange Fellowship
Programme. Spcinsored and funded by the partment of External Affairs and administered by the AUCC in Canada and
by the Institute of Commonwealth Studies in London, the programme provides the means for a youlig Canadian specialist
to spend One ,y ar in. Britain and for a British scholar to work in Canada for the same period. While iii the United
Kingdom, the anadian Exchanie Fellow will teach in the field of Canadian studies and advise and assist British scholars
and institutions (hat may wish to developiheir activity in this field. The British participants visiting Canada through this
Exchange Frog mme will have an opportunity to extend their academic interest in and knowledge of Canada. The
purpose of the programme is thus primarily to assist with the development of a-cadre of British scholars interested in
teaching about Canada in the United Kingdom.

..., IN

Many other agencies and organizations in Great Ritain now serve as additional points of reference for interest in
Canadian affai s and have potentially important roles to play in the development of Canadian studies. Three of these are
part of the .'ne Work of Commonwealth associations. ,

. ,

' The lnstit to of Commonwealth Studies (ICS); established as part oftpe University of London in 1949, has already
'thine ,a good de it to stimulate and support interest in Canadian studies in the United Kingdorti and ,to promote closer
personal and academic association between Canadians and Students -and kholars of other Comrhonwealth countries.
Activities inc ude a general programme of graduate seminars, which is supported by a good working collection of -
Canadian ma "trials in the Institute's ybrary. In co-operatic6 with the Canadian Institute of International Affairs, the ICS

A a
recently org nized a colloquium on United Kingdom-Canada relations; one outcome was Britain and Canada; Survey °La.,
Changing R lationship, a c ctionof papers examining many aspects of the relationship. The colloquium broughtmelte
together Bri ish and C dian delegates for an evening's.private session what -the conference of the International Institute
for Stratoi Studies was held in Canada in 1972. Similarly, the ICS arranged for Canadian academics and officials to
meet with heir British counterplats to consider recent- changes )n each country's central machinery of governmenrwhen
the Interim ional Political.Science Association met in Montreal in 1973. As previously noted, the Institute has fostered
research o Canadian topics, or on topics of interest to Canadians because of their comparative or connectional .
significanc . It is at present making plans for a research project relating to intergovernmental co-operation between
Canlida al the United Kingdom in science and technology which woul*e conducted jointly by British and Canadian
scholars.

, .. ...
In.the Commission:s view, it would be particularly appropriate fir:4 the proposed Advisory Council on External

Aeademip and _Cultural Affairs to investigate ways in which the' Department of External Affairs and other Canadian
sources Could be of assistance to the Institute of Commonwealth Studies in developing further its well-established interest

_-,in the Canadian studies field. . .
- ",

-.or\

The Commonwealth Instnnte, which shOuld not be confused with the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, is a cultural
centre in London representing the, various members of the Commonwealth. The Institute contains*audio-vistial and other
exhibits about Canada from the period of European discovery and exploration to-the present. It is also available as a
howplace in London for special exhibits and events to display the products and achievements of Commonwealth

countries. However, the possibilities provided by the extensive facilities of the Commonwealth Institute for arousing
interest iF1 Canada in British havf riot as yet been fatly used by the Canadian Government of by interested Canadian
associations.

A third Lon-don-based CoNinionwealth organization. the Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU), has already--
made a huge contribution over the past sixty years to the development of links, exchanges and co-operative activity in
almost every academic area between the universities of Canada and the United Kingdom. Canadian universities have not

\ yet, however, taken full advantage of the Association's' ability to assist with the development of Canadian studies abroad
througli its strategic location, its experience, its highly qualified staff and the numerous important contacts that it has
built up at universities in the United Kingdom and throughout the Commonwealth. Canadian students and scholars are
put in touch with their counterparts in the 191 Member universities in thirty Commoriwealth countries through the
participation of Canadian universities in the A('U's conferences, publications4and various scholarship and fellowship
programmes.. Beyond this, however, the Association will also perform certain special functions for individual member
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universities when requested to do so. If asked, the ACU could, for example, frequently be of help with arrangements for
bilateral exchange programmes and with the formationof other links between Canadian universities and universities in the
United Kingdom and elsewhere in the Commonwealth interested in the development of Canadian studies.

Two recent Canadian initiatives, also in. London, should be noted. Canada House, the building on Trafalgar Square that
was for many Years the headquarters of the Canadian High Commissioner to the United Kingdom, is gradually -being
transformed to handle most of the direct dealings which the High Commission has with the public. The administrative and
official intergovernmental responsibilities of the High Commission will now_be largely conducted from another building in
Grosvenor Square. Plans for the transformation of Canada House suggest that it may become a cultural and information
centre, serving as a base for Canadian musical performances, art shows, museum displays, theatrical productions, film
exhibits, book displays and the like. Many representations to the Commission on Canadian Studies have underlined the
need for just such a centre for Canadian cultural affairs in Britain, and the,Commission would like to support strongly the
idea that Canada House should be used for this purpose. Indeed, the Commission would urge that plans for the use of
Canada House as a cultqral centre should be accelerated' and also broadened to include provision, for example, for library
facilities such as those already available-at the Canadian cultural centre in Paris.

Also located at Trafalgar Square is Books Canada Limited, the final subject of this aspect of the Commission's
observations on facilities for the support of Canadian studies in Britain. This bookshop, which deals exclusively in
Canadian books, was recently established by a number of Canadian; publishers, in co-operation with the Canadian
Government, to plomote the sale of Canadian books in England. Books Canada Limited should help to alleviate the
difficulty in obtafning Canadian publications in Britain which many universities reported to the Commission. (Books
Canada has recently requested that the Canadian Government's three-year commitment of support should be extended toIn..,five years; the Commission hopes that every effort will be made to assure the Continuing operation of this centre..) Aga
however, as With the establishment of a_ Books Canada outlet in New York City, the establishment ouch an outlet in
London is only a first step, albeit an important one, to making Cana0tn books and publications more widely known and

, . readily available throughout the United Kingdom. As in the United States, malty represhtations made to the ommission
from scholars and institutions in the United Kingdom suggest strongly that here is a significant market for C dian ,

publications in many parts of the large British academic community waiting to be tapped by those with the en erpris to
'seek it out. The Commission also received many representations, in Britain as it did in the United States, indicating th
need for annotated bibliogrdphies of textbooks and of basic reference materials to assist those who wish to begin a study
of Canada at' the universities and those who may wish to teach about Canada in the schools.

or
rt

The Commission's findings thus indicated that while formally-structured course work devoted to Canadian studies in
the United Kingdom is presently limited, an academic foundation for their further development exists. Moreover, it is
supported.by other positive factors including a broad general public interest, the prospect of assistance from various
agencies, and some recent developments. It is evident from the Commission's research that there is a growing interest in
Canada at a number ofuniversities in the United Kingdom and that several are exploring the possibility Of initiating or
expanding offerings relating to Canada. A letter from the Vice-Chancellor of Reading University is typical of the responses
that the Commission received from a good many universities in the United Kingdom:

I can say that quite a ritimOer of my colleagues have persdnal contacts with Canada, and I feel sure that what I have
said (about the extent of Canadian studies at Reading) under-estimates/very greatly the overall interest in Canadian
affairs, but it remains true'that this interest is not focused or built into any firm pattern. My ,Own reaction ... is
that this situation is very unfortunate and that many of my coltiagues would welcome some encouragement to
change it.

In many instances the interest is there; it has simply not been given any help or encouragement.

What is now 'essential is that there should be appropriate support, and some degree of leadership, from Can ian

sources that will encourage and assist the development of existing programmes and nourish interest in the .1 sibility of
introducing new courses about Canada elsewhere. In particular, firm and continuous means of communi lion amongst
those now engaged in Canadian studies in the United Kingdom are required Some focus for the pre otion of Canadian
studies, which would help to support new university programmes.with the aid of both the Carl. e n Government and
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s.
private interests, is also necessary. With such needs in mind, the Commission believes that it would be advisable to assist
and encourage the formation of an association which would bring together those sharing an interest in Canadian studies in
the United Kingdom.,

Such a,n Association for Canadian Studies in the United Kingdoni, like its counterpart in the United States, in addition
to serving as a communications link between scholars sharing this interest throughout the United Kingdom, might develop
a programme that would promote an informed and scholarly interest in Canada in the British universities and schools
system. It might usefully sponsor a newsletter that could.provide information about activities in the field of Canadian
studies in the United Kingdom and elsewhere and perhaps also contain scholarly articles of interest to the membership.
The Association could sponsor conferences and seminars and work with other bodies to.artatige lecture tours, visiting
professorships, exhibits, exchanges and many other activities. Its advice could be of great assistance to governmental

-agencies and potential private donors in the planning and arrangemedt of support for activities in this field. In this
connection, the Commission notes that there has long been a British Association for American Studies, and that a British
Association for Japanese Studies was formed in 1974 to stimulate teaching and research about Japan in the United

__Kingdom:

The formation of an Association for Canadian Studies in the United Kingdom is only one example of the immediate
possibilities for the support of teaching and research initiatives in Canadian studies in Britain that the Commission would
like to draw to the attention of the Department of External Affairs and of its proposed Advisory Council on External
Academic and Cultural Affairs. Support for courses and programmes of about Canada would be welcomed by many
universities. In selected/instances such support might take the form of establishing a Chair in Canadian Studies. Indeed,
the work of the proposed Advisory Council should include as a high priority the planning of a programme of Chairs in
Canadian Studies M be established at selected universities abroad, as and when such a move would be appropriate.

Significant/steps towards the establishment of the first of these Chairs in the United Kingdom have already been taken
at the University of Edinburgh, an ancient and distinguished institution whose long-standing interest inCanadian studies
has already been noted. The Commission wishes to commend the Canadian Government, its High Commission in London
and, interested members of the public in Britain and inanada who have worked towards the creation of t Chair of
Canadian Studies at Edinburgh. It would now urge the Canadian Government, working closely with the University and
with the business community in both countries, to carry through to completion the arrangements to establish and endow
this Chair.

The Commis'sion urges, too, that attention now be given.to-the possibility of creating a similar Chair in England where
lively interest has already been shown at several'institutions, including Oxford and London. The significant level of
activity in Canadian studies which exists at both of these universities, as well as their substantial library resources in this
field and their continuing scholarly exchange with Canadian students and academics, could provide the basis for an
expanded programme of research and teaching at the graduate lei)el. For this Chair, the Commission would suggest that
consideration be given -to an appointment luting for several years, which would provide sufficient time to permit and
encourage the incumbent to provide leadership in the planning of a co-ordinated growth in undergraduate and graduate
teaching relating to Canada.

A number of representations to the Commission also urged the/desirability of establishing a Canadian Centre for
Emigrant Stritlies at arr appropriate university in the United Kingdom. The. Centre would provide a focus and support for
research into the background and history of the large and continuous movements of population to Canada from the
British Isles.. Its work would facilitate an examination and assessment of the political, cultural and social significance of
theg migrations. Similar suggestions have been made to the Commission about the need for centres for such studies in
other countries and.raions from which there have been substantial migrations to Canada, including, for. example, France,

Germany, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, Eastern Europe and the United States. The Commission recommends-that
the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs explore the possibility of encouraging and
assisting the development of a number of centres at selected universities abroad for the study of populaon migrations too.
Canada. '

1

In reviewing the opportunities for Canadian studies in the Unite' om, some special reference.must be made to
the very rich resources of archival materials in Britain which are related to Canada.. Business (cords, family papers,
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Government archives and local newspapers of value to researchers in the Canadian studies field abound throughout the
United Kingdom. However, their importance is still often unrecognized and they remain unused. In some instances,
valuable records have been lost or destroyed or allowed to suffer damage through neglect.

It is a matter of urgenex that before further records are lost or damaged, arrangements should be made to seek out
"and to catalogue archival resources relating to Canada in the United Kingdom. Steps should also be taken to ensure their
preservation and accessibility to scholars. A small team of archivists, operating on the spot in the United Kingdom, wbuld
more than justify the costs involved in terms of permanent gain and enrichment to the fund of materials available for
future Canadian researchers. Australian Federal and State Governments have acted in concert for over a decadelo support
such a unit for the assessment of records relating to Australia in the United Kingdom The,Commission believes that the
approach followed by Australia might serve well as the appropriate model for a similar Canadian programme, supported
and financed by the Federal and Provincial Governments, and conducted by the Public Archives of Canada. Staffed by
professional archivists, and assisted by interested scholars and students in Britain, such a programme could meet the
urgent need for the listing and description and, in some cases, for the copying or-even acquisition of records relating to
Canada in the United Kingdom. The limited, office space requirements for such a programme should be, provided by the p
Canadian High Commission in London, again following the Australian example: Further reference is made to this Subject
in the chapter of this report dealing vitt-la the general topic of archives. and Canadian studies. ,

Much can and should be done, in t4se and other watt's, to encourage and assist the development of Canadian studies
in the United Kingdom. There is both the opportunity and the need for positive support from Canadian sources for this
purpose and such support would be welcomed and appreciated by the.growing number of.British scholars and institutions
interested in this field.

,France

There is a very considerable interest in Canadian affairs in the universities of France, which is already reflected
in the growing attention that many of them have devoted to Canadian studies over the past fifteen years. This interest
finds its natural focus in the culture and-history of Quebec. However, in recent years increasing attention has been,
directed as well to the Francophone peoples of the (nicer Provinces, and in parfitular to the long-established and sizable
French-speaking communities of New Brunswkk, Ontario and Manitoba.,Inied, developments in the universities of
France indicate a growing interest in all elements and aspects of Canidian society. Such interest is both natural and
welcome, given the historic relationship between our Iwo countries. All appropriate steps should, therefore, be taken to
encourage and assist those scholars and institutions in France who wish to ext9nd a knoGledge and understanding of
Canada through teaching and research. A great deal has already been done. Centres ancl.courses on Canada have been
devetoped at numerous locations where support has been providedthrough a vaiiety"of excellent programmes and special
arrangements sponsored or supported by the French, the Canadian and the Quebec Governthents. Indeed, the extent of
Canadian studies in France'graphically illustrates what can be accomplished by ,a planneddstrategy of`cultural and
academic jelations.

For- Many years large numbers (A'anadian students, and in particular students froni 'French-speaking Canada, have
attended MiiversitiesinTrancefor post- graduate education. Many more Canadians have studied French there for shorter
periods. However, until relatively 'recently, the development of formal institutional. links between French and C nadialy'
universities and of courses and programmes in the field of Canadian studies in France received little support from Gvern-
mental sources. It was largely at the initiative of individual scholars and of French-language institutions . : zations in
Canada that Canadian universities had anything at all to do with universities in France. Fortunately, 'versifies in Quebec
have for a long. time placed sonie priority upon maintaining and developing their associations with in 4 rested universities E..
in France. In some cases, these associations began through. personal friendships between a professor in Quebec and his
counterpart in France. In other cases, the French and Quebec universities were brought together through common
interests in certain disciplines. In still other cases, academic links between Quebec and France resulted fro long-standing
cultural and historic links between two areas or cities. Private initiatives of this type have been numerous and they have
made a veryimportant contribution to the scholarly and cultural relationships between Canada and France. These early
private initiatives have received increasing support over the past dozen year frohi a growing network of official

e arrangements linking the two count4.s in cuituntl affairs.
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The Government of Quebec has supported academic relations between universities in Quebec and in France in a
number of -wps since the early 1960's. Quebec House, which was established to serve as a base for the Delegation
Generale du Ouebec in Paris, has special responsibilities for theadministration of various educational exchange .
programmes between Quebec and France in addition to its work in the areas of culture and education, student affairs,
press and information services, library services, tourism, immigration, science and technology, and economic affairs. In
1965 Quebec signed an agreement with France that extenduto a diversity of, cultural, educational, scientific, did
economic exchanges, and other activities.

.1+

he Can dian Government has also been increasingly active in supporting academic and other cultural programmes in
and with 'ranee since the Mid 1960s. In 1965 Canada signed a formal cultural agreement with France that created the
joint C mission Mixte France-Canada to negotiate and implement exchanges between the two countries in education,
culture' science and technology. The Commission's projects include the administration of 150 scholarshipi for students of,

each untry, annual exchanges of between five and twenty professors, and an exchange of scientists arranged by a
.sub-commission on science, which includes advisors from the National Research Council. New Brunswick, Ontarip and
Manitoba are participating actively in the programmes that come under this general cultural agreement between the

-Governments of Canada and France.

In 1970 a Canadian Cultural Centre was founded in Paris as a relatively autonomous extension of the Canadian
embassy. This Centre, which is still Canada's only cultural centre abroad, seeks to promote an awareness of Canadian
culture in Paris by exhibiting art work and films, by-sponsoring concerts, colloquia and lectures, and by helping to launch
new Canadian books. In addition, the. Centre has a library of some 12,000 Canadian works. It subscribes to some 200
specialized Canadian journals and to a variety of Canadian newspapers and popular magazines. An increasingly important
service of the Centre is the assistance and advice it provides Canadian studejits,- artists and university faculty members in
France and to French citizens interested in Canada. Separate missions in Bordeaux and Mars-Aleshaft-die iimilir activities
in western and southern France, respectively, although the concern of these offices tends to be more with cultural events
rather than educational affairs.

K'

These initiatives, by both the Canadian Government and the Quebec Government, have done much to spark interest in
Canada within France, especially in the past decade. The scope and impact of these efforts are indicated by the fact that
last year alone 33,000 copies of National Film Board films were seen by an estimated 3.25 million people in France.
They have also contributed to the widespread interests in Canadian books in-France and to the fact that Paris has become
an important centre for the distribution of Canadian' publications. With the help of the Canadian Government, Books
Canada Limited has established a first class bookshop in Paris, Livres du Canada, which seryes not only that city and the
whole of France, but most French-speaking parts of Europe. There is in Paris, in addition,a good Ca,nadiana:'section at fa
Librairie d'Ecole, a private retail bookshop that caters principally to students and cational idstitutions. Beyond this, a
growing number of French distributors have exchange or agency agreements- with uebec publishers.

Like the United Kingdom, France possesses enormously valuable arch materials relating to Canada, including church
and Government documents, business records and family papers. Most of these have not yet been properly catalcigueci, or
even listed,, Many are still unidentified and some are undoubtedly subject to the risk of deterioration or destruction. The
valuable work done, for example, by Dr James Pritchard of Queen's University in surveying early commercial fecords
relating to New France at La Rochelle provides an indication of the importance for Canadian 'scholarship of the archival
materials in France. It is therefore, vital that _France be included in the major project to search for and identify archival
materials abroad rehrtingThnada that the Commission recommended earlier in this chapter.

/ In Making this recommendation, the Commission is not in any way discounting the valuable work done Since the latter
part of the nineteenth century by the Public Archives of Canada in identifying and helping to preserve material in France
of interest to Canada. However, substantially more financial resources should be ma available to the Public ArchiveS
enable it to broaden and accelerate the excellent work it has been doing.

Approximately one thousand Canadians are now studying in universities throughout France. Canada's ac.lemic
presence is also evident at the MaisonCanadienne, which is located amongst similar buildings serving so fifty other
countriesi.inhe International City on the edge.of Paris. Built in 1924 through the generosity of Mar lin Wilson, a
Canadian entrepreneur and hanker, the Maison Canadienne is essentially a residence with non-aca mic facilities rather
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Iow

than a centre for formal instruction. Although each of the fifty-odcrnational Maisons or Institutes is technically owned by
the University of Paris, individual countries are responsible for maintaining their own building. The Governments of
Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba have made contributions towards the upkeep of the Maison Canadienne and the Canadian
Government recently proVided funds for its renovation 'and expansion from 76 to 104 rooms. The balance of the income
of the Maison Canadienne is derived from rent paid by student residents, which does not meet the costs of operation.
Consequently, it faces the prospect of recurring deficits, wlAti threaten its continued existence. Last year's deficit of
about fifty thchisand dollars was met by a special grant from the Canadian Department of External-Affairs. However,
long-term measures are sequired to put the finances of the Maisbn Cadienne on a sound footing.

, 4.1
The Commission believes strongly-that the Maison Cattadienne is an important asset to Canada: first, as a means of

assisting Canadian students in France; second, as 'a means Of fostering amongst many nadians over the years an
understanding and appreciation of France both' for itself and for its historic and co muing relevance to Canada; and,
third,as a means of exposing students fro France and from many other lands to Canadian culture. For these reasons,
the Commission views.with some conce the recurrent financial problems which the Maison Canadienne now faces and
the prospect, even, that it may, be for d to close because of these problems. It is essential that a way be,found to resolve
these problems and to ensure that t Maison can continue to fulfil its useful function. Further increases in student fees
is not the answer, as many studen would be unable to afford the extra cost. Moreover, the fees at the Maison
Canadienne must- remain reason ly in line with the fees charged by the Maisons or national institutes maintained by
other countries in the International City, many of which have endowment income and/or a regular annual sustaining grant,
from their Government. Mo of the students at the Maison Canadienne are, in fact, on scholarships or bursaries from their
Provincial Government; th remainder are supported by either. the Canadian Government or the French Government.
Through the years, all t Provinces of Canada have beer well represented amongst the students living at the Maison.

The Commission ould therefore urge that:the Department of External Affairs, with the assistance of its proposed'
Advisory Council External Academic and CultUral Affairs, explore as soon as possible with the Provinces and with
potential private donors ways and means of putting the finances of the Maison Canadienne on a sure footing. There are
private donor who could be interested in such a project as Mr Wilson proved by his generous gift fifty years ago.
Moreover, t e Provinces, with their interest and responsibilities in the fields of culture and education, have a.stake in the
successfu operation of such an educational centre for Canadians studying abroad.

T ere are, thus, many factors, historical and contempor. , institutional-and individual, that have fostered the .

w espread and growing interest in Canadian studies in e universities of France. The nature and extent of thisinterest,
and the opportunity it provides for further develo ent of a knowledge and understanding of Canada in France, may be
illustrated by noting some examples of the curr t activity in this academic field.

The University of,Human Sciences (S as ourg) has a Chair in French Canadian Language, Literature and Civilization,
established in 1966-1967 when Profe or Luc Lacoursiere was visiting the University from Laval. Two courses were offered
regularly in association with the C air, one at the undergraduate and one at, the post-graduate level.

A Centre for Canadian S a dies was founded in 1970 at the University of Bordeaux in response to a growing interest On'
the part of both faculty d students. The Centre offers a multidisciplinary programnie, primarily at the graduate leVel.
Particular attention in oth teaching. and research is given to Canada/by Bordeaux's Institute of Politi al Studies.'The
Urrgeriity has receiv d help in developing its Canadian studies activities from' the Delegation Generale u Quebec-in Paris
and from the Can dian Consulate General in Bordeaux. TheCentre also profits from the presence of an associate
professor from G uebec at the Institute of Political Studies and from its collaboration with the International School at
Bordeaux, w re a number of Canadians are either teaching or studying. In additionc.the Centre maintains close ties with
the Centre f North American Stu 4s at die University of Bordeaux Ill, which in 1972 created a Canadian studies
section. is section orients its resealch towards Canadian literature and civilization and possess& a specialized library.
These d other initiatives within the University and, more broadly, within the region make 'clear that Bordeaux is
beco mg a major centre fontanadian studies in France.

...- At the University of Haute-Bretagne undergraduates may choose up to three courses in French-Canadian studies for
credit towards their degree. French-Canadian studies is among the options in Twentieth Century French-Literature open
to students majoring in-classical or modern literature. Courses in French-Canadian studies are also included amongst the
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options open to students engaged in the comparative study of the civilizations of the North,American continent. These
- courses are attracting wide interest and substantial enrolments.

There has been a Chair of French-Canadian literature at the University of Rennes.since 1918 and interest in this
.subject continues to be strong at the University with close to a hundred students enrolled in- these courses at ithe
undergraduate. level and others pursuing post-graduate work in this- field.c:

The University of Paris I directs mention to Canada within both its progra me of North American studies and its instruc-

,

tion about the Commonwealth. The University of Paris IV has a Chair of Canadtian Studies and plans are now being made to
expand the programme conducted in conjunction with it.

The .University of Lille has recently established a rentre for Canadian Studies which deals with aspects'of both French-
Canada and English-Canada.lhe Centre hd's established informal working links witlqhe.University of GUeldi to strengthen
its English-Canadian literat ure udies. The 'Centre plans to develop a wide range of Canadian research pfoFts,tourses and
publications, as well as to participate in exchanges with Canadian universities.

Courses pertaining to Canada are also offered at the Univefsities of Poitiers, Caen, Marseilles- Aix -en- Province, Nice, Pa ,

and Rouen an the list could no doubt be extended.
4

In a number of instances, these universities have established formal or informal working links with one or more Canadian
universities to develop research projects,-co.urses, publications and exchanges. The establishment of these working links has
been greatly assisted by the. activity of such orgionizations'as the Association des universitos paitiellement ou entierement de
langue francais (XUPELF), the AUCC and the Canada Council. With their help, a two-way flow of academics between the
Frencl Canadian universities is maintained in co-operation with ('Office national des universites et ecoles de France, theArta

-Assoc es angli istes, the Association francaise d'ettidts,norNmerioaines and other interested organizations in France.
Finally, general excl anges of students between two individual universities, such as those between McMaster University in,
Hamilton and the. University of Besancon, are not infrequent.

As this brief *rVey may suggest., muchis already happening in Frahce in the field of Canadian studies. However, appropri-
ate assistance and encpUragement from. Canadian sources is required "to strengthen existing programmes and to help initiate
new ones at selec ted institutions. The Commission would therefore suggest that the proposecl Advisory Council for External
Academic and Cultural Affairs undertake at onceta review of the terms and operation of the present France-Canada cultural
agreement with a view10 strengthening CanadianIstudiesin France. Specific proposals to achieve this purpose should be pre-
pared for consideration'hy the Cdnunission Mike France-Canada.

,The Canadian Ernbassy or the Canadian Cultural Centre in Bris should work with others to sponSor a conference, similar
towthe,one that the Commission recommended for the United Kingdom, to consider the possibility of forming an Association
for Canadian Studies in France. Representatives of theCnadian Government, the Fr. nch G'overnment, the bec Govern-
ment, the Commission Mixte I:knee-Canada and the Delegation Generale du Quebe as well as French scholars in the field of
Canadian studies and represedRives of interested French universities, should be am g4hose invited' to such a conference.

. .. ,
With the assistance of such an Association: the Department of External Affairs; in consultation with other appropriate

Canadian studies. It should then exam ne ways in which to encourage and support this interest. It would be useful, in this
tbodies in France and Canada, should i entify more fully those universities or institution in France that have an interes}in

connection. for the Department to keep-°m up-to-date dossier of all programmes of instruction and of research activities per-
taining to Canadaln France. The Department could also be of more service in facilitating communications and working links
between French and Canadian scholars rind institutions. These and other activities point to the need, in Paris as elsewhere, for
the Department of External Affairs to direct increased staff and reso rtes to the cultural aspects of its work abroad, including
academic liaison.

Italy and the Vatican

Italy and the Vatican contain resources of immense and direct significance fur Canadian° studies, although this fact has as yet
been little recognized. Canadian students of antiquity, of religion, of the fine arts and oftthe Mediterranean world have, of
course, clear interests in the history and culture of Italy. But much may be learned as.well about the roots and nature of
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.

Canadian society by studying the rich scholarly;hterary,-artistic and historical records,and artifaCts of the Italian peninsula,
the experience and traditions of the classical world, of Christianity and of the Renaissance constitute a vital part of the
Canadian cultural inheritance. There.can, indeed, be np full knowledge or understanding of this country without a knowledge
and understanding of its historical, religious and cultural roots, so many of which ate to be found in Italy.

111';additio ese strong and pervasive historical reasiv for the scholarly interest of Canadians in Italy, there are an
increas number of contemporary links between our two countries that merit attention by Canadian scholars in many
different Academic fields. Perhaps the large and growing population of Italian ancestry in Canada is the most obvious of
these. Rut other commowinterests in trade, defence, foreign policy the arts and culture provide additional areas that
should be,gxamined in terms of contemporary. Canadian studies.

4.IlivriAis, thus, both opportdnity and need for scholarly attention to Canada's roots in and ties with aly, both
historical'and contemporary. Unfortunately, however, very little in-the way of tangible support has been directed to this

"-----.,. end by the Canadian government and its agenetes or by the Canadian university community. Th6 formation in 1972 of
. .0

-----, the Canadian Society for Italian Studies was a. very welcome and encouraging sign of the growing interest of Canadian,i
se Ors in Italy and, also, of anew awareness oT the importance of the Italian contribution to Canada,

. "..., -

Aniongst-The wealth of research matir,ials available in Italy of immediate interest to Canadian scholars are documents
and records relating to crilipure and the arts, to thirearly and continuing role of the Catholic Church in Canada and to.
social and political affairs. Valuable information on early navigation and the exploration and settleinent of North America
is also to he found, dating from as early ,as I I 24 A.D. when the Viking settlekents inAmerica petitioned for a bishop.

s.

Ile massive collections of the Vatican Library and Arch ves are of central importance for such research. Materials of
interest tZ) Canadian scholars he Vatican are Wined in th ee principal research centres: the Vatican Secret Archives,
the' Vatican Library and the Archives of the Sacred Congregation for the.Evangelitation of Peoples. In addition, there are
in Rome the many archives of religious" orders, congregations and societies that are or have been involved in apostolic
Work in Canada, These archives also contain extensive materials of direct interest to Canadian scholars. -

Unlimited access to all maierialkiit the Vatican up to the end of the 'pontificate of Pius X in 1878 is available to all .

bona Jide scholars prese.nting a testimonial letter Irvin their college, university oir religious s erior. Access to the private
1, archives of-the religious orders in Rome lstenerally granted following the presentation of a le ter of recommendation

from the appropriate ambassador, although there are a number of potential sourceof delay..Si e the appointment of a
Canadian 'ambassador to the Vatican in 1969; however, it has-MN:nine significantly easier for Cana an scholars- to obtain
peimissiom of access promptly

. .iritts..4trtir
Other_ resear ch in:elk:Oak of interest to' ana4fin scholars are to he found in var . is and departm ntal archives

maintained b the Itallin Government and in regional and municipal depoSItnries throughout Italy. There are also
extenisivarchival*lectiolis la private hands

__.1

With so mucb.archival material available, in sr) many daltrent locations, drawn tilimi So many centuries and dealing '
with so many different subjects, clearly there is a need for agsystematic survey and inventory of archival resources in Italy

c -'11 refer to Canada. S'ircli an ins story would in itself Auggof some of the subjects of Canadian interest waiting to be
ex, tined in Italy. Its existence would also greatly. assist Canadian-,scholars to plan their ac,tivities with a knowledge of the

\ rankki and lotation of research materials of potential interest to their. wort. isideration should also be given to the. .,., _ .

possibility of microfilming such materials for use in Canada and to repatriating, c of th-e---rnaterials that were .
, ----,.._

transterred from t'anada to Italy in the past. . ,
. . ,.,

-----,.

IA the Commission found.ahmiSt no evidence'of ciinadiau studies in Itqlian universities, there are several
.gcncies of ck'lliailian academic mvolvement in Italy: There is a Canadian Sehonl. which is a summer programnie

_

conducted by)he Ctikersity/ol'Alberta on the premises of the Prit,idi SehOol at Rome. The Schotil-Offers a valuable
- a

post-graduate residential . perienix, combined with courses in the two disciplines of art and. archaeology. Informal
arrangemenis have en4 'd41.4-6.Canadiari School's two dozen students to make use of the facilities and;resources of the --s

British School sink I9oo:including access to ar40,00;volume library. Commencing in 1.974, som what more formal -c-
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financial and administrative arrangements between the,University of Alberta and the British School have been thought
desirable. I,,(ecently several other Canadian universities, Including McMaster University And the University of British
Columbia, have expressed interest in a similar association with the British School.

The BritisItSchool has been most generous ovelftbe. years in providing accommodation and assistance to tudents from
throughout the Commonwealth.obalt,individual basis. In this way it has rendered a valuable service to hund ds of
Canadian scholars and, in doing so, has made up to some extent for the lack of a Canadian School in Rome. owever,
despite the promise of continuing British generosity, the Commission believes that it is now, time for Canada t stablish
its own School in Rome. Indeed, such a developmencis long overdue. The importance of Rome as an internation centre
of scholarly research and communication has already been recognized by many countries that have established sch Is,

academies or research centres there, including Austria, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Uu r ary,
Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, 14iland, Romania, Spain, Sweden and the United States.

A Canadian School in Rome would provide a centre and base of operations for Canadian scholarly research a d ar 'stic

,, activity in' Italy. It could also provide avaluabte serv4:e to Italian scholars with an interest in Canada. Indeed, it s r Id
help to stimulate such intesest ,byacting as an information and r Terence centre aboUt Canada and by providing ready
opportunities for communication between Canadian and Italian s holars.

.

..

i

In additiort, the SchOol could assist in many ways with the deve .pment of courses or programmes of study. relating to
Canada at interested Italian universities-. for example, by helping with arrangements for visiting lecturers, by advising upon
possil)le curricula arrangements 'and library acquisitions and by facilitating research and exchange activities. To-give.
effective service, both to Canadian and Italian scholarsilleSchool should develop a library containing a strong reference
collection on Canada and subscribe to an appropriate range rCanadian journals and periodicals.

The creation of a Canadian School in Rome will require both, the acquisitia.p of suitable physical accommodation and
adequate financial arrangements for its continued operation. One possible locatin for the School might be thepreseni
building of the Canadian Pontifical College, which was established by re Sulpicians of Montreal in 1888 as a residential
base for-priests and seminarians studying in Italy. The building may now e..yomewhat larger than necessary to meet the
current reouneents of the use for which' it wasoriginally intended. If it .re available. this building could provide
excellent facilities for a Canadian School the necessity of major rend dons to adapt its structure to edudational
purposes.

r
The financial support needed to csrablisfi and operate a Canadian School in Ronte should be forthcoming from a

combination of sources, including the Canadian Government and its agencies and the rovinces of Canada In addition,
Canadian corporations. foundations and individuals with an interest in Italy. and Italian orporations, fount tions and
individuals with an interest in Catiada should-be approached.

Ili Amjunction with the establishment of a Canadian School. steps should be taken to stren hen the resources f the
Canadian Cultural Institute in Rome and to relate the application of these resourc to the propo d Canadian Scho
The Institute, which is sometimes also called the Canadian Foundation, is an In titute in name only. t has neither
buildings ruSr any permanent programme or stall.. It is, in fatA, simply the annual interest from the residue of a fund of
about half a million dollars that was contributed by Italy in 1954 in partial repayment for Canadian assistance to
civilians in the Secand.World War. The balance of the fund was used by Canada to purchase a residence kr the Carthdian
Embassy in Raffle. The payments to Canada by the Italian government were provided rot. in a civilian relief agreement
between the two countries signed in 1950. The purpose of the Institute is lo promote exchanges and strengthen cultural

'lies between Canada and Italy'. In practice, its activities have been limited to awarding two or three fellowships each year
to Canadian, artists and scholars to pursue tReir interests in fields in which there are special facilities or opportunities in
Italy. It has also provided some support 1( Canadian exhibits and concerts from time to time.

In conclusion, it may be suggested that there is good reason Replanning a substantial developmental', the facilities and
arrangements fig ('anadiQn scholarlyand cultural activity in Italy. The.basis for such a deveropment now exists and a
significant expansion of support would'be welcom . Very'few developed countries have so neglected the special.

.opportunities for research and scholarship provid. by Italy and the \fiatican. It is now time to take the steps necessary to
make up for ails neglect.
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Germany

The scope and depth of the acrvities in which Canadg and the Federal Republic of Germany arv.jointly engaged
under the bilateral Agreenienefor Scientific and Technical Co.operation of 16 April 1971 are impressive, The
Agreement has encouraged colloraton in a wide variety of scientific and technological fields, including marine geology
and pophysics, marine biology, physical andtchemical oceanography, urban affairs, health care, commiycations, and
radio astronomy. It also provides for personnel Cakchango of varying lengths intended to promote research projects,
conferences and the transfer of information about programmes and problems of mutual concern.

The Commission has also,noted with approval the existence of a number of direct academic exchange programmes
between German and Canadian universities such as the one in which McGill is presently participating. Under this
programme, lc Gill each year receiyes and.supports financially two teaching assistants from German universities who are,
free to stud English, French or German while teaching in the Department of German. In turn, two McGill scholars
specializill in German are sentpveiseas and supported by -the German univerity, at which they work.

In addition to. such exchanges and to the activities conducted under the 1971 Agreement, which contribute to a
brnader knowledge and recognition of Canada in Germany, there is evidence of substantial interest in Canadian affairs in
the curriculum of sevoral universities in Germany.,Canadian law, histbry and literature, in both English and French, are
studied in various.departirtunts of the University of Munster:The University's Department of Geography deals in some
depth Wit4eadian topics,tnauding: vegetation and frozen soil formations of the Western Canadian Archipelago in a
course on plant geography; climatic and meteorological research in Baffin Island, in a course on climatic geography;

*settlement and economic development in Northern. Labrador in a special thirteen month course: and development,
settlement and the economy of the Canadian Arctic in a course ohcultural geography. nose contacts exist between
Munster University and the Geological Department at Brock University in Ontario, Which have been conducting joint
research on the Canadian Arctic Channel Project.

At the University of Heidelberg a wide-range of Canadian subjects is examined: government and politics, literature,
agriculture, population, cities and the national parks. At Justus Liebig University of Giessen, French-Canadian literature is
studied ult courses on the romance languves. The .Geographical Institute at Philipps University of Marburg has pub,tished
papers on a variety of Canadiap subjects and the University, which has a long-standing interest in Canada, has prepared a ..

full catalogue'of its extensive ('anadiana collection. Albert LtidwigOnversity of Freiburg devotes attention to Canadian-
litoratirre and is planning to introduce a special course on the Canadian short story. Consideration is being given by some
German scholars to the establishment ,of a "Canadian University in Europe'' making use of the facilities of the University
of Kassel,

. if
Other courses or parts of earses on Canada were noted by the ComMission at a nutnber of other universities,

including the Friedrich Ali.%nander University of Erlangen -Nuremberg, Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz, the

Eberhard Karl Unive6ity of 'Tubingen, the University of Cologne and,Christian Albrecht University of Kiel.
"

:
A particular problem for those inferested in Canadian studiesiin Germany has been the -lack of suitable teaching and

reference materials about Canada printed' in G imart, ' '

. ,

More thaira dozen Gemian universities and many members of theGerman academic community have demonstrated

thL interest in teaching and research about Canada.t is time that they were given mbreetangible evidence of Canada:s
interest in their doing so. , . ,

.."....... ,

Scandinavia

, ( N...

The countries of Scandinavia Denmark, Finland, Icelan d, Norway and Sweden have, a great deal 11-1. common

with Canada. All are northern countries with gdoirap'hic and climatic conditions similar-to those prevaifinginmany
parts of, Canada; they are major producers, and bxporters pf natural resources, food-stuffs and raw materials: their

,. . , .

extensive cexport trade has encouraged a general familjarity with English and. French; the sea has had a strong
4 ..m.

. 2 71, 4
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j idnfluence on their national . hie, ,metrieral of them share with us the roblems and opportunities posed by a
multicultural society. For these and other reasons, we have much to lea from one another's experience.
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In addition, there are both historic and contemporary associations of a special nature between our count 'es. The
_

association of what is now Canadawith the Scandinavian community dates back to at least the year 1,000 A when
Lea', the son of Eric the Red, visited our shores. There is abundant and increasing archaeological evidence that many such -

-visits were made to this country from the substantial Viking settlemen in Greenland during the succeeding centurialitU\
that some settlements were probably established here as well, The imp t of these on the native peoples of Canada has

11,

yet to he fully assessed. It is already clear that the Norsemen's knowledge of land ah.d sea and winds provided the key to
the northern route across the Atlantic, which was eventually followed by the Basque, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, French
and British explorers and fishermen who opened the way to the permanent European settlemeht of Canada in the .

seventeenth century.

These 'ancient links between Scandinavia and Canada were renew-k11 by the influ/ of settlers from the Scandinavian
-lands to Canada in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, creating extensive cultural and personalifes between these
countries and Canada. These, in turn, have been a factor in the growth of trade and tourism, and in political and defence
arrangements, in which our countries share many common interests,

There is, thus, substantial cause for an active interest in Canada in Scandinavia and for scholarly interest in teaching.
and research about Canada at the university level in these countries. Such interest does'exist and it offers a sound basis
on which to encourage the building of academic programmes that will foster a fuller knowledge and understanding of
Canada in Scandinavia.

In Denmark Canadian literature is studied in the Commonwealth literattire programme at the University of Aarhus.
Canadian.Government has given some support to these studies with a book grant and by prowiding finAcialpssistanc for
a Commonwealth Literature Conference held at the University in 1971, which was attended by a number olCanadian
authors and sell-Oars. Aarhus has expressed interest in extending Its work in Crinachan studies to incljade courses. in
Canadian history and civiliiation. There is also extensive- interest in Canadian studies..at theUrylversity.of Copenhagen
where the Institiite of Plant,An,atonty is concerned with studies of arctic flora; the Mineralogical Museum is studying
Canadian geological conditions; c earch are conducted on the ethnography and ethnology of the Indian.and
Eskimo peoples; and the Institu of Comparative Ana bmy is collaborating with Canadian scientists in marine and arctic
studies. The University's Dear ment of Biology shares an interest .pit r the University of Calgary in the study of fungi in
ecosystems which has led to t e development -of working relak Ts between the two ilestitujioris. The National

.'urn in Copenhagen h;ls -operated with the National Museum of Man in Ottawa in Niiii.lOUS projects relating to
Cana Eskimo studies si e thseriritt of the fifth Mille Expedition in 1921-1924.
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arch relating to Greenland. This is reflected, for example, in thelesearch pursued by Dr D.P.
University on the subject of 'CanadianAinerican Interest in the Defence of 6reenland, 19'40.'
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n' ersi of Turku's Subarctic ReSearch Station haispoirsored a series' of expeditions to Canada to
igh latitude botany: It has, as well, pctoduced a study on Churchill Falls for publication in the.
arch Laboratory Anatal Re'port,. and has undertaken, comparative research on ecological.prdblems

nd Finnish Lapland, Extensive research anti thesis work on the subject of Finnish immigration to
ucted at jorku and at the Oniversity,of -Helsinki, where a cpurse on Canadian literature has also
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the f)epartments9f Sociology and'of Law.'kesearcli and teaching on this subject have involved some
utiniersities.and GO'vernment.agencies in Canada and detailed reference to the work of the Royal
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In Iceland no specific references to Canadidn studiespzere reported. However, research andlaaching activities related to
Iceland in Canada have come to the Commission's attehtion. The most notable of these are found in the University of .

41)Manitoba's Icelandic studies programme, which serves as an acknowledgement or the rovince's historic ties with thSt
country.,The National Museum of Man in Ottawa is alio conducting research on the jet of the Canadian Icelandic
community. . , ,

In Norw"11,* there has as yet been only limited work in the field of Canedian studies at the Universities of Bergen, Oslo
and Trondheim. Ccasional references to Canadian affairs were noted in some ourses in history, geography, social
anthropology-and political science.

In Sweden a Canadian studies programme, including the prepaption of a series,of publications, was long condticted at
the University of Upsala through, the dedicated personal interest of one senior scholar. However, in general, Canada is
dealt with -only' perip.jerally in courses in history and geography, at the university level. A proposal for the creation ofa

programme of North American studies, which will deal with Canada in some depth, is now under-study. This suggestion
parallels other proposals for similar area studies programmes relating to Eastern and Western Europe and to Japan. The
recent report of the Swedish Committee for Internationalizing University Ed ation has laid stress on the importance of
internatiefial exchanges (if university staff and studenti,'and has called for 'a speci a iation to strengthen the
universities iii their international activities'.

Ope major area of mutual interest between Canada and the Scandinavian countries appears to be immigration or
emigration studies: The Commission recommends that the Department of External Affairs, with the assistance of its
proposed Advisory .Council on External Academ'ic,a Cultural Affairs, and working closely with the Department of the
Secretary of State, initiate discussions with kand avi n scholars and universities who are actively engaged and interested
in emigrant studiesito explore the possibility of es abli ng in Scandinavia a Centre for Studies 'on Scandinavian
Emigration to Canada. Such a Centre could, in turn, hel o generate other developments in Canadian studies in that part
of the world. It could also tie in with, and usefully complement, emigrant studies relating to Canada elsewhere, for
example, the proposed Canadian Centre for Emigrant Studies in the United Kingdom. It could, in addition, provide
valuable support for. research and teaching on ethnic studies in Canada.

-Representations to the Commission frequently expresed interest in the possibility of developing an effective, full-scale
programme of student' and faculty exchanges between Canadian and Scandinavian universities. It was noted, for example,
that one such programme, thniugh which 100 students from the. University of California study for a year at Uppsala in '
Swde,,pos. produced substantial benefits for the two countries concerned in terms of generating ,scholarly interest and
act vity and opening up communications between their respective academic communities. The Commission further notes

role such exchanges c'Znild play in stimulating interest in Canadianztudies in a region where the potential for an
interest in this field is already high. It therefore recommends that the bepiirtment "q External Affairs, %kith the assistance
of its proposed Advisory Council, initiate discussiorwilli appropriale Governmentatand educati a authorities in Canada
and in the Scandinavia,n countries to pronn_i_t_e aSubstantial programme of student and fa changes witty the-,.
universities of Scandinavia. ,

,21
. .

There is, in the Commission's view, a large and as yet unfulfilled 'potential for cooperation between the ersities of
Canada and Scandinavia in both teaching and research in a wide variety of fields which would yield sof ene its to all
the participating indivicluals,, institutions and countries. -

. , .,The Union of Soviet SocialistRewblics
, -

Canada and the Soviet Union share, at least in potential, a great many common academic interests. These include, for
example, subjects for study arising,from a vast and shared frontier in the Arctic; from climatic; geographical and
geolOgical circumstances th a't are often similar: from flora and fauna that have much in common; from the influences of
great ocean coastlines and of vast inland waters and waterways; from culturally, diverse populations; from past migrations
of peoples to Canada; from trading and economic liyaks; and from common concerns,aif not always common viewpoints,

X in world affairs. There is; \thus: much to be gained tom comparative and co- operative studies about our two countries,

(
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which would link Russian and Canadian scholars and institutions. Beyond this, it is a matter of the first importance in
present world conditions that there should he the most extensive knowledge and understanding possible of Russia in
Canada and ofanada in Russia.

It is 'a matter of concern, therefore, that there do not appear to be any general programmes of Canadian studies at the
university level in-Russia. Moreover, there are few courses at any Russian university, so far as the Commission could
ascertain, that deal specifically with Canada. The Commission was glad to learn, however, that at a Moscow University
there is within the Department cif. History an option in Canadian history. Within recent years, four or five studentsa year
have been graduating with -diplomas in this area and a number have gone on to gladuate work. Elsewhere, when Canada is
occasionally. mentioned in the undergraduate curriculum, it is usually' as part of a broad survey course. Sdmewhat more

.

attention is devoted to Canadian topics graduate study and in the last few years there have been some twenty
dissertations on Canadian topics.

In research, however, rather more attention is being devoted to Canada. In the Academy of Sciences there is a Division
of Canadian Studies of the Institute of the United States in which ten scholars are now engaged in interdisciplinary
research. The Institute has a fulltime director and a body, of graduate students engaged in. research pertaining to the ,

United States and Canada. The Commission was happy to learn Of a probable move to chaitge the name of the Institute
to the Institute of the United States and Canada..

In addition, a section of the Institute of General History of the Aeademy 'of Scien s, dealing with North America,
includes a group of six or seven scholars working on Canadian history. The Institute o World Economy.and International
Relations of the Academy of Sciences has four senior experts on Canada. The Institut f Geography,of the Academy
also deals extensively with Canada. In the InstituteofEthnology at the Academy there are 'three specialists on Canadian
ethnic groups:

At MoscoW State l'niversity and at various other universities and ihslitutes in the;'Soviet Union there are also scholirs
working inaivtdually or in sniall groups on Canadian topics. Recent RtiSsian academic books on Canada have dealt, among
other things, u'ith: new regions in the econTny of an industrialized country;: the geographic study of Canada;
French-Canadian literature; the problems of nationalities in Canada; the linguistic situation in Canada; and post-war
immigration. In.the last few years some twenty.or thirty articles on Canadian tops have been published in Soviet learned
journals.

In contrast to the comparative la;:k of academic attention to Canada im Russia, Canadian scholars and universities are
'reefing substantial and sgrowing attention to the study of the Soviet Union at both the graduate and undergraduate

levels and in research. The 19721:ord Foundation grant of $150,000 fur a period of three years to the Centre for Russian
and Vast European Studies at the University of,Toronto, for _example, gave .timely recognition to the importance and
value of the work being done there. The Centre 'was their already in its tenth year of operation and had associated with it
forty-seven staff members, specializing in economics, 'political si, ,.7eography. history, Slavic languages, and literatures,
and sociology, with about seventy graduate students studying in t iese areas. The Slavic collection of the University of
Toronto library. now exceeds one hundred thousand volumes. Th Ford Foundation grant has helped the Centre to
support research and travel by faculty--members and graduate students in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe: to acquire
additional, library materials in the Russian. Ukrainian, Polish, Serbo-Croation, Czech, Slovak and other Slavic languages;
and to support the appointment of visiting professors for short terms to the University departments associated with the
Centre. Earlier grants from the Canada Council and from the Laidlaw and Donner Canadian Folinclations,assisted various
aspects of the Centre's work. Significant developments in Russian and East European studies have also been taking place
of a number of other Canadian universities, both'in teaching and in research.

The Concmission.would urge 'Opt the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affair's review
these developments witiiin Canada and that it seek ways of encouraging and facilitating some broader development of
Canadian studies in the Soviet Union. in consultation and co- operation with scholars, institutions and' Government
agencies in both Canada and Russia. An important first step in this direction has already been taken by the signing of a

General Exchange Agreemenrbetween the two countries in the-autumn of 1971. In the academic field the. Agreement
currently provides Ecr i exchange of five researchers from.both countries for periods of up to four months, an exchange
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of five lecturers for a period of up to otte year, and an exchange of twelve students, representing till disciplines, for
periods of up to ten months, Extensio of-the Agreeinent has led to a broad programme of co-operation and exchange-in
a range of:areas, including atomic research; arctic science, resources and development; public health, Medical care delivery
systems, medical ,sciences; the humanities and the social sciences; language,..literature and linguistics; pedagogy, .

cinematography, the theatre, music and choreography; library materials; television and radio; sp rts; and journalism. The
cost of administerihg the academic part of the programme, about $.125,000,-,hasi?been assume y the DepartMent of
External Affairs. The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada is responsible; on the Department's behalf, for -

selecting Canadian students to visit the So#iet Union, while the Canada Couvil is responsible for placing Russian students
in Canada and for the selection of Canadian researchers and lecturers to visit the.Soviet-Union. An enlargement of the
scope of this General Agreement might provide a framework acceptable to the Soviet uthoritios for the encouragement
of some Canadian studies in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The Commission welcomeS the establishment in 1974 of an Inter - University Council on Academic. Exchanges with the
U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe to promo exchanges of faculty members and graduate students, and to foster cither forms of ,-
co- operation between Canadian universitiis and institutions of higher learning and research in the Soviet Union and'
Eastern *Europe. It urges that the work of this Inter-University Council should receive the full encouragement and support-

,of the Department of External Affairs.
. -

Some Other European Countries
.N. I

Austria. A course on Canadian Literature and Civilization offered on a trial bas'is by the University of Salzburg in the
winter semester of 1972.1973 wh so successful that it was again offered in the summer session of 1973. The Lliversity
now hopes to he able to make the course availabte on a regular basis as a part of its contintling curriculum.

0 _

Assisted by a gift of books and mineral samples from therariadian Goverminent, thiGeological Institute of the '

University of Vienna has included some insttuction about Canada iii its course on North'American geology. The Institute
would like to expand this aspect of the course, depending upon the availability of funds and teaching, aids.

Belgium. Belgium and Canada hay much to learn, from one another's experience in coping with the proble-ms and
opportunities of bilingualism. Yet in neither country have ,the universities directed any substantial attention to teaching
and researchKlniwing uporr their mutual interest in this important subject.

In Belgium the University of Liege offers a course on French Literature,OUtside France (except Belgium), which ,
devotes some attention to the literature of Freneh-Canada, The University's library contains about one thousand books
dealing with Cankida in a variety of fields.

The Conimission would urge that the proposed Advisory Couircil. for External Academic and Cultural Affairs explore
with interested si;olars, institutions and Government agencies in both Canada and Belgium ways and means to stimulate
co-operative studies of bill ualism in the universities of the two countries.

o
Czechoslovakia. Consid able attention is given to the study of Canada in the programmes of the fatuities of natutal

science at Czeehoslovakian universities, particularly by the departments of geography..Instruction,.how.ever, is hampered
by lack of libraiy materials.

. . - -Hungary. No Canadian studies courses as such exist in Hungarian universities, but some thought is being given to their
inclusion within the programme o 1 proposed Institute of North American Studies, However, a number of research
projects relating to Canada have be conducted by individual scholars or by groupS'of scholars. Notable among these has
been the preparation of some technically advanced maps of Canada, as part of the world mapping project that was
launched in the late 1956s by the Soviet Union, under the.direction'of Professor Sandor Rado, Piesident of The National'
Office of Lands and Mapping of the Hungarian ?eople's Republic.

-.. ,

. A growing interest in Canada is evident in literary circlo. A recent issue of the Hungarian literary magazine Writers
Abrgad was devoted to Canada, and PrOTessor Alexander odor of McGill University has been invited /o.select some ,

Canadian short stories and essays for inclusion iiii this publication in the future. A bibliography of all references ro Canada
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. ,

it the (Huniarian language is being compiled by the translator and author Gyorgy Rado. Recent Hungarian publications on
'Canada include a volume whose. title in translation is Skyscrapers to Iroquois by. Laszlo Names and Klara Feher, and an

7...,articte in the Spring 1973 issue of the'New 11ungarian Quarterly deals with the explorations of a Hungarian visitor to
Newfourrlland in 1520. .

Ireland. None of the universities in the Republic of Ireland offers courses with any significant content relating directly
to Canada. Nor, indeed/has an appropriate degree of attention yetbeen devoted to the study of Ireland at most Canadian
universities. This situation, one:okocomparative mutual indifference in academic matters, see,fis to the Commission to be
both regrettable and somewhat puzzling in view of the many events and factors that have involved our two countries in
a close association over more thartka dozen generations. These factors include our long historical association; the massive
emigrations from Ireland to Canada; the great contribution that has been made to the shaping of Canadian institutions,
traditions and values by the thoughts and actions of Irishmen, both-in Ireland and in Canada; the influencs in turn, of
the Canadian' political experience on Ireland; the importance of Irish drama and literature; and the current interests that
the two countries share in such matters as trade, foreign affairs, defence and tourism.

There are many cogent reasons'for Ireland and Canada to direct greater attention icione anoiller in /he academic field,
and there are significant opportunities in this field for co-operation in research, teaching and publication between scholars
and institutions in the two countries. The study of Irish emigration to Canada and of the impact of this great migration
upon the shaping of Canadian,society, for example, prgvides a large area of possible co-operation between Canadian and
kith universities.

I
Representations to the Commission suggested the possibility that a centre of Irish-Canadian studies, involving both

/ teaching and research, might be set up at a university in Ireland, several of which. have indicated an interest in t *s idea. It
..was further suggested that other interested universities in.lreland and Canada might be invited to participate in th work
of this Centie and perhaps to be associated, in its govern,ance and support.

The rpmmissiontbelieves that.tbis su tion has merit and reconimends that it be examined by the proposed Advisory
Councif.o,n External Academic and-Cultural Affairs, in consultation-with interested scholars,, universities and Government
agencie' s in both Canada and Ireland. The consideralion df

two countries.

thist
Fame active

should be part of a general review of. posSible
ways in which to encourage and assist the development of Cana ian studies in Iteland and of a active academic and
cultural liaison between the' /

The Netherlands. There are no courses and only a few parts of courses devoted to Canada in the universities of the
_Netherlands. Moreover. little attention has been devoted to the Netherlands.in the curriculum of Canadian universities.
Scholars in bojh Holland and Canada expressed' to the Commission their concern at this situation, noting the scope for
such studies that is provided-by both historical and contemporary associations-between the two cou)itrielt)

In addition, represeltations to the Commission expressed concern that archival materials which would be orinteiest
Clanadiantc"holars dealing; for example, with the heavy Dutch emigration to Canada is being lost or destroyed
because of the lack of any,focused academic interest in this subject.

. .

, 'Dutch scholars have played a leading role in the development of Aplerican studies in Europe since the war. Their
experience and established interest in this field could be of great assistance to those interested in fostering Canadian
studies abroad. .

-41r,

cult
dra

witzerlapd. Switzerland and Capada have much to leern,from eacliother's experience in the field of linguiitic and
al plurality, Yet in neither country have the universities directed any'substantial attention tb teaching and research
ng.upon their mutual interest iii this iinportant

land the University of Geneva offers a course in 'Canadian Literature and Civilization as part of its

to

In witz
American Studies Progranime. The course, which deals,with both the Anglophone and Francophone cultures of Canada, has
received support in the form of a book1gift from the Canadian Embassy.

The Commission would urge that the proposed Advisory CounCil for External Academia and Cultural Affairs explore
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with interested scholar's, institutions and Government agencies in both Canada and Switzerland ways and means to
stimulate co-tverative studies of linguistic and eulturarpluralism in the universities of the two countries.

voa

Other' Countries of the Commonwealth

Despite the close relationship' that Canada has with other member countries of the Commonwealth, few universities in
these countries (apart from the United Kingdom) offer courseStor conduct research specifically relating to Canada. In
addition to many hisllxical, political, cultural and economic association's -w,ith all of these countries, Canada shares With
each of them an interest in one or more common problems or concerns. These include such large subjects as linguistic and
cultural pluralism; the adaptation and,development of parliamentary institutions; federalism; control of foreign invest-
ment; immigration, emigration and settlement and resource development. There is, thus, a good deal to be-learned -froina
fuller knowledge of one another's experience and there are many opportunities for co-operation in important fields of
study and research. The Commonwealth provides, in fact, a remarkable opportunity for co-operative, comparative and
Connectional studies amongst the universities of-all its member countries.. . ,

/! .
A v ety of,programmes are now operating within the Commonwealth tO assist and encourage scholarly .

com unicationand interaction. In particular, the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan has enabled Canadian
denis and academics to spend a year or more in another country of the Comnionwealth, thereby acquiring a greater

understanding of the experiences of other Commonwealth countries and helping to proMote a knowledge of Canada
abroad. Similar benefrild opportunities are,,of course, providedby this programme to students and scholars of othc.r
Commonwealth countries. The Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan hastnade a tremendously /aluable-
contribution to the promotion of a mutual knowledge /amongst the member coun*res. However, still greater value could
be.gained from the Plan by an increase to the number /of scholarships and fellowsluips for which it provides. One .
illustration of the need to enlarge upon the present arrangements is the fact that a senior visiting fellowship making
possible an exchange of university staff members between Cariada and Australia is pnly available about every other .year."
The Commission therefore recommends that the proposed Advisory Council. for External Academic and Cultural Affairs
develop proposals to broaden and strengthen the Plan by increasing both the number and",the current value,ol the-.
scholarships and fellowships that it,provides2 '

he Commission further recommer, s that the p oposed Advisory Council examine ways, in which the Commonwealth
Scholarship and Fellowship Plan mi 't be extender tO provide support for programmes, of study as well as fot individual
'scholars. Alternatively,theAdvisory Council m t wish to suggest a more active support thrOugh the Commonwealth
Foundation for these and other academic prog tries within the Commonwealth. This would, in turn, properly imply
some increase in the Canadian support for the eful work that the Foundation has been doing. One possible example,
which has been discUssed in the. curriculum chap er of this'Report, of the kind of programme of studies that might be
supportedtAder this arrangement would be the eation of a Canadian studies programme specially designed for
interested foreign students and academics that wo s tak m to various universities ant regions of Canada. Similar4

' programmes might be afranged.in each of the countries participating in the Plan. .

The travel and exchange awards programme of the Canada Council has also been of great assistance to Scholars-in the
Canadian studies field, though it is not designed excluSivelj, for this purpose. The Council. has provided support for
Canadian scholars undertaking research in the Commonwealth and elsewhere abroad and in several instances this research
has.been related to Canadian studies Or to Canadian-Commonwealth relations or comparative studies. It may now be

'worth-while, however, for-the progrynme to be broadeneii so that. it can provide funds for short lecture tours Or longer
assignments abroad by Canadians. In.practice, The pgramme now precludes the allocation of-funds for such purposes.

The Canadian Commonwealth Exchange Committee, a standing committee F,:th_-e Humanities Research Council, the
Social Science Research Council and the, Association' of Universities and Colleges of'Cariada, is also io be commended for
the excellent work it has been doing to promote academic exchanges .betWeen;Canada and other Commonwealth
opuntrie,s. Through the personal interest and dedication of its chairman, this CoMmittee has accomplished a great deal '-
despite the 'very limited financial, resources with which it has had to work. The great number and variety of exchanges
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that it has been able to arrange, working on a shoestring, tire indicative of the interest and still u
existing in this field. ( uifilled opportunity

The Commonwealth University Interchange Scheme, operated by the British Council, provides travel grants to facilitate
visits between universities'in different parts of the commonwealth. The Scheme has been of assistance to many
Canadians. Yet there has been no Canadian contribution to helpswith its coSts.

On the whole, Government and university finankIti arrangements for educational exchange between Canada and
other' countries of the Commonweallii, while helpful, are inadequate to support the number of academic exchanges that
are clearly desirable. The Commission wolld suggest that bre proposed- Advisory Council, working cldsely with the Social :
Sciences Research Council of Canada, the Humanities. Research Coun'cil of Canada, the Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada. the Canadian Association of University Teachers and other interested organizations and Government
agencies, should undertake a complete review of these arrangements. The review should'examine ways in which the
Canadian government and interested universities and bodies could.give more substantial encouragement. and support to
visits, exchanges and co-operative programmes of study within,the Commonwealth. Particular consideration should be
given to the possibility that. Canada should now enter into special educational exchange Agreements with one or more!
Commonwealth countries.

the Conimissiort noted with interest, for example, the type of exchange agreement that the-United States Government
has with Australia, that is, the Australian-American Edvation Foundation. Arising out °lite Fulbright programme, the, ,
Foundation, which Was established in 1964, finaricescbroad range of studies, faculty and student exchanges and related
programmes. The Foundation is supported by annual grants of Sl80,0001rom each Goveinment. For Canada's part, such
arrangements might operate very much along the lines of the Commonwealth Scholar,s5ip and Fellowship Plan. That is,
advice yvould he provided by trie Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, but financial administration would
be in the hands of a Cioverninent department or agency.

A review follows of some Canadian studies programmes in Commonwealth countries not described earlier.

vlustralla., In Australia thereis a growingand lively interest in Canadian history and literature and in co-operative and
comparative Australiant'anadian studies. But', while-these subjects engage the interest Of a number of Australian scholars,
.they have not yet found expression in courses of study devoted specifically, or even substantially. to Canada. At the
..Australin National Universitrin Canberra, courses and research relating t6 Canada have been conducted from time to-
'time. At-Flinders University of South Australia;Canada receives soe-attention in courses onsconiparative federalism
metroptlitan colonial relatisms. Atthe University of Melbourne_,

ography and geology. This pattern is evident also at a
nunibet of other universities, including Adelaide, La TrObe, acquarie, Western Australia. and Sydney. The'nucleus for
usefirlWorkingcollections in'.Canadian studies mist in several university' libraries, as as. in the National Library in
Canberra,

conoitutional history, law. comparative studies in education,
tine attention is given to Canada in courses on

-."

None.the less, as'one Australian Vice-Chancellor commented to the CoMmission, this is-'a rat-her arid slate of affairs'
when one considers the needs..and opportunties in this field. , ,

'
4 .

Melia. While mo courses cleated exclusively to Canada are offered bx the apProimately ninety u iversifies of India,
some general courses-on the'Commonwealth at the graduate level contairiJeferences to the Calf tan experience. This is
the case in several fields inluding Commonwealth,history and 'iterative.

,.

One of the problems workilwagainst the inclusion of Canadian content in the curricula of Indian universities is le
lack of publications about Canada. While British and Ainerican paperbaCks are readily available at local bookstores
(though not cheaply by Indian stAndards), it' wa eported to the Commission that it is almost impossible t /6btain for
instance, a Canadian nkel or,a.volume of C. adiati poetry. Nor is it mUch easier to get a Canadian boo at university
libraries. Most universities in India siruftlf.cannot afford to imporr.a grgat ntitiber of books. COnse..-ntly, they are
largely dependent upon the Ca an Gotiernment for donations of publications relating to this .untry. To date,
however, the Government's efforts in providirtg materials on Canada hay not been substanti
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Canada, in I , has done ttle in recent years to support her cultural re tions w th India despite the genuine interest

that that country istently shown lit developing cultural ties with t It was at the initiative .of India, not Canada; .

that the Shastri Indo- Canadian Institute in New Delhi was set up in 1968. Designed to promote two-Way cultural
communications and exchange between Canada and India, the Institute has oundered from the beginning because of the
almost complete indifference that the Canadian Government has shown towards it.

Although the Institute helps a few Canadian scholars to teach.or to do research in India each year and seeks to assist
-interested Canadian universities.to develop their collections of Indian publications, little is done from the Canadian end to
foster the exchange of scholars and publications in the other direction. An annual summer programme on Indian studies
in Canada .has also been sponsored by the Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute. However, no such programme is offered in
India on Canadian studies. In the Commission's view, the Government of Canada should now undertake to provide an
annual contribution to help support the work of the Institute and the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic
and Cultural Affairs should examine ways in which to improve academie liaison between our twto countries.

Malaysia. While the several universities in Malaysia have no courses or programines of study specifically about Canada,
Canadian content is present in a number of forms. Even at the school level there 'has been a good deal of interest in

.4 Canada and things Canadian, and texts on Canadian geographFrit the national language, bahasa Malaysia, are used. Under

the Canadian development aid programme, assistance has been extendato Malaysian universities, in particular to the
University of Malaya at KualaLumpur and to the University Sains Malaysia at Penang. Moreover, many Malaysians have
studied at universities in Canada both under the Colombo Plan and independently; some of them have now returned to

,positions on the staff of Malaysian universities. In addition, many Canadians have come to Malaysian universities over the

years as visiting professors. There exists, therefore, a good,deal of interest in Canada at Malaysian universities and there is

a core of Malaysian faculty members who possess a good knowledge of Canada. To a large degree, they make use of

Canadian examples in itheir teaching.
-

. ..- \
New Zealand. Course work and research in Canadian studies are being cOnd cted at five of New Zealan eight .

universities. Victoria University at Wellington offers an optional MA course on French-Canadian literature in re

Department of Romance-Languages, and Canada is also studied in the Faculty of Law and in connection with olar

research. At -the University of Canterbufy three of the thirty-four niain fields of study offer courses relating to anada.

There is an active interest: in coMparative New Zealand-Canadian stud' at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
4..

At the University ot,...0tago courses in both history and geography ontaiVana Ian material. At Mossey UrlIwersity\there-is

reference to Canada in several.courses, including some in geography and psychology. At the Univeiity of Waikato the.'
Canadian "experieuce is exantined in courses on historical geography, settlemnt and regional development. At each of
these universities and at the University of Auckland individua' I faculty "d embers have pursued some Canadian research

interests.
. .

. . ..,

't/
-:,,. .

...

.
,

....
. E.

There is substantial interest and activity in' Canadian studies in New Zealand, and this has been encouraged-and anisted
firr.an effe4.:tiie'tnanher by book giftsfrOnl.the Canadian Government. There is a basis for the develOpment of some

significant comparative New Zealand-Canadian studies, Which shbuld be carefelly,examinedby the proposed Advisory

Council on external Academic and Cultural Affairs. ' : .".4.,,

, 4

Sr(Lanka. In Sri.' Lanka (formerly Ceylon)- legislation was enacted i
cn 1972 o consolidate into One university with five

constitttent campuses the previous University of Ceylon at Colombo, the University of Ceylon at Peradeniya, two-

Bud 1st-oriented universities, and a technical college. For the foreseeable future, the new University yf Sri Lanka will,
un rstandably, be largely preoccupied withlilanning its general' undergraduate programme,: The development of courses
id a specialiied area like Canadian studies will be unlikely to receive much attention at this tune.

..

Ne*rthelessa fonn-dation exists fbr the future development of sonie:form of Canadian studies inSri Lanka. A certain
amount of interest in Canada has been aroused lay the development assistance that the Canad n IntelnaVional
Development Agency has extended to utniversities there and by thefoccasional visits of Cana iari guest lecturere-The
Canadian Government has provided several hundred vohimes covering a broad spectruM of fie s, in both English and

,, Vench, to the library ofPeradeniya; these have, be helpful in expanding the cohrses offered therein English and -:

Arench literature, CIDA has arranged 'for a presenta n of all back volumes of the Dominion Law RepOrts to-the Law

. .).
College, and'Canadian cases.,and Canadian constitution flaw are referred to in legal training.

2 8 5 4 , ..
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The West Indies. The Commission's correspondence relating to Canadian studies in the West Indies suggests that Canada
is not, as yet, the subject of much teaching or study in that area. The University of the West Indies, with campuses in
Jamaica, Barbados and Trinidad, serves students from the many small island countries comprising the West. Indies. The
University has consciously undertaken to give preference in hiring to West Indian professors, to integrate a high degree of
West Indian content into the curriculum and to require students to take at least a minimum number of courses pertaining
directly to their own region and country. However, such priorities need not preclude 'some attention to Canadian studies.
Indeed, there are many areas of common interest, which suggests that it would be natural for .some greater degree of
attention to be devoted to the study of Canada in the West I les and of the West Indies in Canada. The large number of
West Indian students who are being educated in Canada mj rt play a part in any proposal to develop such studies.

African Countries in the Cvmmorwealth

The problems of transportation, communications, cultural pluralism, federalism and foreign investment are only.a few of the
areas of common concern that Canada shares with a number of the African countries of the Commonwealth. Many of these
subjects might advantageously be selected for co-operative and comparative study. The Comthission believes it would be

.P
appropriate f9r Canada to establish two cultural centres in Commonwealth countries in Africa, one in an eastern location and
the other in the west: These centres should promote continuing and close liaison between Canadian universities and the
academic community of the African countries of the Commonwealth, in addition to providing a broader cultural service.

Other Francophone Countries

In addition to the preceding commentaries on France, Belgium and Switzerland, it is important to stress the value of Canadian
academic asd cultural relations with other countries of the Francophone community. Recent yearshave witnessed a growing
interest in these countries in Canada that is reflected to some degree in their academic progitmmes, especially in the field of
literattire..As in the case of Commonwealth countries, Canada as an opportunity to establish worth-while academic ex-
changes and comparative studies with the Francophone countries with which she shares linguistic cultural ties of potential
significance. This may be" illustrated by a brief discussion of the current state of Canadian studies in Algeria, Haiti and Upper
Volta. The Commission recommends that a Canadian cultural centre be established in an appropriate location to serve the
Francophone countries of Africa.

Algeria. The University -of Algiers has offered a full course in French-Canadian culture since 1971 -1972. The course
reviews contemporary French-Canadian literature, emphasizing the historical development of the novel and poetry but
including as well an examination of the wider historical and sociological background. &gift of books from tfie Canadian
Government, specifically chosen with the needs of students taking this Course in mind, has been of help.

The instructor who initiated this course at the University of Algiers has now beers 4nvited to present a similar course at
the University of Oran.

Haiti. The State University of Haiti does not at present offer any courses specifically relating to Canada. However, 4
general interest in Canada, and earticularV in French-speaking Canada, has been expressed by the University and there are
indications that a Canadian initiative to encourage and assist with the introduction of some Canadian studies at the
University would be well received. Canadian assistance might take the form, initially, of arranging for Canadian academics
to visit the island once or twice a year to lecture on selected aspects of Canadian society as part of Canadas cultural and _

information programme in Haiti. Subsequently, consideration might be given to an expanded programme,

Upper Volta. At the Centre of Higher Education in Ouagadougou a course on FrenchCanadian history is taught by a
Canadian prOfessor now residing in Upper Volta. A colleague, also a Canadian and currently Director of the bepartment
of Modern Letters, is preparing to introduce a course on French- Canadian authors. A gift-of books from the Government
of Quebec has been of help with these courses.

Latin America

Cariada has an oppoii'unity to develop worthwhile academic and cultural links, including exchanges and co- operative and
comparatiVe studies, with the Latin American countries with which she sharq the Western Hemisphere. Something of the,..
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need and of the scope for such activity may be illustrated by a hr. w of the esent state of Canadian studies in
some countries in La America.

Argentina. Canada's international role is referred to in the diplomatic chool of the Faculty of Law at the rational
University of Rosario. While there are few other courses relating to nada,' and despite the fact that Canada islelatively
little known in Argentina, there is considerable interest in Cana at thecuniversity and professional level. On a number. of
occasions Argentine ..universities,expressed to Canadian aut a tties.and to this Commission a delire to enter into an
exchange agreement with Canadian universitiesjn the mmission's view such -a proposal is well worth cohsidefing. T,he
Commission recommends that' the Canadian Cove merit take steps. to assist in the development of an exchange between
universities in Canada that have Latin Americ studies programmes and Argentine universities that have an interest in
Canadian studie:s.,Sudi a dev pment wo culturally valuable to both countries and would be concrete evidence of
Canada's increasing interest_ ari l taVol ent' in Latin America, specifically in Argentina. Representations to the
Commission indicated th6t many ctors, including a strong university, system, an his oric link with Britain and, the nature -
of her geography.andclimate ggeit that Argentina would be an appropriate country with which Canada might develop`
cultural relations.

.... .
Brazil. The corm nicatiops that the Commission had with members of /he Brazilian government, withCanaclan

diplomats in Br and with administrators-anteachers at a numbe; of Brazil's universitiesindicated thlt bbtlf the
universities a Government qfficials in that country are greatly Interfsted in,seeing a development of closer academic and'
cultural as ciations between Brazil and Canada.,

it .
Br. )s now in the midst of vigo ?ous national transformation,- economic, social and intellectual:- Educational

' de ands have grown markedly but the development of,; graduate studies-has been hampered by a shortage of qualified

.

- ersonnel.

/ \ . . 2

...*.

The situation presents real opportunities for, Canada to establish'educa Tonal ties with Bra,zil. A leading Canadian
academic, who' has made some special visits to several Brazilian universitie , expre'ssed to the Commission the view that:

.

Until recently, in the cultural sphere, Brazil has been traditionally under the very strong,. and almbst exclusive,
influence of French vulture. Now there is an urgently felt need to become open to other influences as well, in
particular to North AmeriCan culture by Canadians rather than by Amer,icans. Canadians will never be a threat'
to them, while they fear the massive economic presence of Americans. An added advantage of Canada in the eyes of
Brazilians is the French-Canadian fin!..tor. As French-speaking North Americans, French-Canadians are looked upon as "

being culturally closer. and as having more affinity with Brazilian and Latin American culture in general, than with
Anglo-Saxons. They may therefore serve as natural intermediaries between these cultures and that of North
America.

...

The Commission believes that the interest,lhat university and government officials in Brazil have expressed in ,, ..

develdping closer co-operation between their country and Canada in educational matters justifies a real effort on Canadas
part to establish 'effective working contacts with them. The Commission, therefore, recommends that the proposed
Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs .e'xamine this situation and propose ways to develop
academic liaison, including visits, exchanges and progranunes,of study, -.with interested universities in Brazil.

s. . .
Cl/de:The Commission learned of only one university course making reference to Canada in Chile. This occurs in a

broad survey course on -English Culture: and Civilization at the University of Chile.

Mexico.): In addition to their assodation through touristn.itrade and economic relations, Canada and Mexico havelmuch
r in conimon. including the neighbour dull lids between them. While Mexico is a potentially fitful area for the

development of Canadian studies abroad', there is surprisingly little, academic activity taking place/in this field, in spite of
the interest shown by a numbeCof members of the Mexican academic community, on an individual basis. The Commission
recommends that the.propose Advisoryvisory Councilassess the possibilities of developing Canadian studies in appropriate
f.)fields and locations in Mexico.', 4 0

1 , 0
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Some Other Countries WheieInterest in Canadian Studies Was-Obs rved

The People's Rep ublic' of China. No unixersity in the People's Republig_of China offers a programme or courses
specifically relating to Canada, although sortie reference`to,Canada is included in, u iversity courses in several disciplines as
a peripheral component of a larger sphere. With .,the possible exception of a small nu fiber of officials in various
Government departments who have some responsibilities concerning trade and othe elations with Canada, scarcelj, any
Chinese officials or university graduates have specialized training in Canadianaaffairs. The major libraries in China are

_poorly stocked with books on Canada and most of.these are. greatly out of date. .

,.. A .. .
The overall picture may Well change; however,.as a result of the deademic'exchange agreement that 'Canada reached

with China .following the Visit io Peking of the then Minister er of External.Affairs, Mr Mitchell Sharp, in August 1972. The two
-Tr tintrieS agreed byexChange of letter's, to-start an exchange of twenty student's from both Canada and China for a period -

o of up to two'years.-Starting" in September -1973, ten Chinese students came to Canada to improve:their knowledge of
--... ..,

.'`English -or Prowl], and ten others cane in September 1974 to pursue_sliclies in' the natural OF applied sciences. Twenty
Canadian students went to the People's Republic of China, where th y studied' language during the first year

. of,.theirstay;at the Peking Language Institute. Ten of these students mere sponsored by the Canadian Governent;_the
other ken, by McGill University, the University of Toronto and York University. As of1975 Canadian students for this etx-.
change are being choSen by means of a national competition sUpervised by the'Association of Onivethities and Collegeg'of
Canada. The two Governthents have also agreed on an exchange of professors. A Chinese professoof language or literature',
will come to Canada for a period df.three or four monthi, while a Canadian professor will go to China for about the same ':
period of time.,

.

Thqugh the Agravinent with the People's Republic of China is a useful first in improving Canada-China cultur?h
and academic relations, the programnie for which it ides is modest considering the vastness of C'hina's population", th
geographic size of both countries,and the scope for a wider diffusion of knowledge about Canada in Chinaand about
China inTanada. The,presgat limited programme fa s far short of meeting the needs of the iiti.uctijn. Cana' da's.cultinal.
'relations with China have by no means expanded to kee ace with.her economic and trade relationS with that country,
and the Commission believes that sonic expansion -of' the-academic exchange agreement of .1972 is required.

lrau. At the,University of Tehran the doctoral programme in tilt Department of' Penal,L.aw and Criminology includes
. an examination of Canada in tfie,study of comparatNe law. The Departinent of Geography at Tehran also offers'a course;

entitled .fht Geography of Worth America which' examines the-geography of Canada. The Department of History deals
with Canadian history infa.--eotirse 0.11

Krac Despite the participation of many ('anadais in the affairs of ISraels universities and the very generous support
provided to these univexsities from Canadian sources, there are no-courses of study about Canada at any of. these
inStit lit iOnS. a

Canadians have, for example, substantially or entnely financed the cipisfructimi of thirteen tthildings.at the Hehrew
Univ'ers'ity, includitig three- that are identifitid with Canada by name Canada Hall:St. Laurent 'Gardens andyincent

/Massey Hall. Yet the library at the ftebrew University of 'Jerusalem contains scarcely any books on fanada.Althofigh a
4 number of Canadians are on the faculty, practi(7ally nothing is taught relating to Canada.. A similar situation exists at both

Bar-llan University and 'Fel-Aviv UniVersitys,;ilthough'some stud)? of ra'nada is conducted in the Department of General
Ilistory at Bar-Ilan. While Tel-Aviv University has had a regular progimme of faculty exchanges with, Canadian _

,universities d now plans to expand its library holdii s in Canadiana; th .has not prompted any identifiable activity, in
-Canadian tird,ieS at the-University. At Haifa University and the University of the Negev, lioth newer and leSS developedy,'
universit es, thelativice-of any Camidian content,,in the currictilum is more understandable.:

. The Commission believes, that it is unfortunat tha while Canadians have made 'substantial conrrittutions to the
.

development of the university system in Israel, they ha e almost nothing to emturags the -Study of Canada in that
system All of these universities have Friendship Societies in Canada that are actively working to support thens'Inded, it
is these societies that raiSvd most of the money fin the buildings alrea4 Mentioned. The Commission'recognizes the
inherent merit in the initiative that the Societies have ttri(en'.in the past on behalf of the universities of Israel. At the same
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timex it feels strongly that they should also place some priority upon supporting programmes. and arranRments that will

fos r Canadian content at these universities as a legitimate field of study. The many contacts that the Commission had

wi senior university teachers and administrators in Israel indicated &early that such support would be most welcome. In
particular, correspondents pointed to the need for additional library reference material on Canada, for one or two courses
'devoted exclusively to Canada.add for a stepped-up programme of academic exchanges with Canadian universities. The
Commission recommends that the Friendship Societies develop a prograntme of support that t,ill alp to meet 'these
important needs and that the proposed Advisory Council on External Academic and Cu'tural Affairs examine ways and
means to encourage' and assist such a development. _..,

Japan. Like Canada,..lapan i a Pack,nation, and it is one of our largest trading partners. Yet it is a relatively
unknown country to Canadians and Canada is little better known in Japan. Despite the closeness of Japan and Canada in
economic matters, cultural relations have scarcely begun to develop between them, and the two countries are virtual ,
strangers to each othei. In spite of a growing Japanese interest in Canada stimulated not only by our natural resources
and markets, there is little formal study of Canada in Japanese universities.

Courses on English-Canadian literature are offered at Tokyo and Kobe universities and there is a Canadian Centre at
Sophia Univer ityr,The Centre's 700 volume library collection of Canadian history,, economics, polities hand literature

'used by stud ntsiand the general pubic. The Centre also organizes film 'exhibits., seminars and meetings for prospectiv

Japanese vis. ors and immigrants to Canada. if publishes a Newsletter and the Canada Research Series, which include

booklets on topics such as Canadian history, Folk Songs of Canada and Canadian Law and Its Complexity, AlthoU

Centre is u der-staffed and in need of financial support, it has still been able to sponsor special projects to make C
better kn n in Japan and to plan'sttident summer visits to this country. With sufficient ,support and encourageme
Canadian 'entreat Sophia University might become a Centre for Canadian Studies in Japan and could 'provide a wi

service a the administrative centre for exchanges, seminars, conferences and trips lo Canada by Japanese students and

.scholars. Combined and expanded, the existing Newsletter and Canada Research Series might evolve into a major-journal
of Canailian studies, providing scholarly information about Canada'in Japanese and serving as a communications link

betweed all those interested in Canadian studies in Japan.

, .

>Wards these ends, the Commission recommends that the Canadian Government make an annual grant to the

Cana an Centre at Sophia University. The amount of the grant should be determined following a complete review of the

Centre needs and of its capacity loYxpand to gtye a wider service. The Centre should also be invited to submit requests,

from tim to time, for additional funds for individual projects that might merit and need special support.

The proposed Advisory Council on E'Xternal Academic and Cultural Affairs should examines and makY,.,..
recommendations upon, ways and means to foster a greater interest in and knowledge of Canada at appropriate
universities in Japan.

The COmmission notes that the communique released by'the Prime Ministers of Canada nd Japan during'their meeti

in Canada September 1974 announced their agreement upon 'the importance of efforts expand and enrich
communic tions between the two countries at all levels in order to promote mutual understanding'.9 To this end, they
declared th it 'intention to initiate matching and complementary programmes of approximately one million dollars each

for promot g academic relations', and that these funds 'will be. used primarily for the development of Japanese Studies in

Canada and f Canadian. Studies in Japan'. The Prime Ministers further agreed that 'it would be desirable to conclude a

cultural agre ment 'between the two countries in order to expand further the cultural exchanges betvieen Japan and
Canada' and oncurred that 'negotiations w' uld be started at an appiopriate time to that end'.

The CoMmi ion believes that the appropriate time is no

..1?=le



CorIdusions and Recommendations

TI --tiCommission has found a considerable and growing interest in Canadian studies ift other countries. However, there is
also a conspicuous lack of knowledge abdut Canada abroad. This is primarily because of the lack of op rtunities for
teaching, learning arid research about this country in the educational institutions of other countries. T e.general domestic
neglect of Canadian studies has thus, until recently, been closely paralleled by a negleit oT 3lradianetudies abroad.

Canadian Studies 'Abroad 45

,

Despite the obvious interest and need, there has been no real and sustained effort frgrh within Canada and no coh
programme to make this county better known and understood abroad. There has bee no substantial or consistent
attempt to encourage Canadian s in other countrifs, even at those institutions with a demonstrated interest in this
field.

The Commission notes with regret the comparative indifference shown by successive Canadian Governments to
important cultUral aspects of this Country's external affairs. Significant opportunities to serve Canadian cultural interests
broad, and to foster a greater knowledge and understanding of Canada through teaching and research are being lost

because of the absence of a properly planned and co-ordinated government policy in this field. Existing funding policies,
planning procedures, channels of communication and'brganizational structUreS are inadequate to cope with the comply(
problems connected with Canada's involvement in international cultural activities. The very limited activities of the
Department of External Affairs in supporraf-canadian academic and cultural relatidps abroad bear little relationship to
the needs and resources of this country or to its international responsibilities. There/has been a basic failure to recognize
the importance of external cultural policy and to provide adequately for its suppOlt.

The Commission has concluded that the time has come, indeed,is past due, for Canada to take 1a new and more active
'approach to the cultural aspects of its'inteitational relations. Such an approach will reqiiire a greater appreciation on the
pan of the Canadian Government and "0 ytg departments and agencies of the potential value of a well-planned programme
of support for Canadian cultural relatior%,with other countries. Appropriate measures to encourage and support Canadian
studies abroad should constitute a central element in this new'approach to external cultural relations. What is required is
a well-defined, properly moo-ordinated, king -term policy for external academic and cultural relations. Such a policy must be
adequately funded and must be based upon close co-operation between individual scholars, universities, academic
organizations and Government departments and agencies.

To this end the Commission has made a substantial number of wide-ranging recommendations and suggestions in the
text of this chapter on Canadian *studies'abro4d. The major conclusions and recommendations of the chapter are
summarized below in Section A. In addition to these, the chapter contains many recommendations and suggestions'
relating to Canadian studies in specific countries and at specific institutions abroad. A number of these specific
recommendations 0)otions and suggestions are also listed below, in section B, to illustrate the practical application of the more
general policy recommendations to particular situations\

Section A

I. Thec,Comqnission recommends that the Canadian Government give 4 higher priority to the academic and culttiral
aspects. or Canada's external affairs.

2. All the Cobtinission's findings point to the need for a well-planned, .rope co-ordinated, long-term policy for
external academic and cultural affairs. The Commis yon recommends that th Department of External Affairs now
develop such a`policy, in consultatiOn with other apropriate Federal and Pro 'racial Government agencies and with
appropriate non- Ogvernment bodies.

3. Measures to encourage nd support Canadian studies abroad constitute a,central element in the Canadian
Government's policy for ternal cultural affairs.

4. (a) To achieve a successful po cy for external academic and cultural affairs, effective procedures must now be
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developed for much cheer consultation and co-operation between the Department of External Affairs and the 4%.

numerous other department.s.and agencies that are concerned with cultural matters at theederal level, as well as with
appropriate provincial departments -and agencies and interested institutions, individuals and associations in the
Canadian academic and. cultural community.

(b) Such consultation, co-operation anco-ordination of activities should apply both to the planning of policy and to
the implementation of specific programmes. 1

5. (a) At the federal level there is'a particular need for more effective consultation and co-operation in the planning of
external cultural policy between the Department of External Affairs and the Department of the Secretary. of State,.irt
view of ate latter Department's special responsibilities. in the field of domestic cultural policy.

(h) It is also. essential that there be close consultation and cu- operation in'the planning of external cultural policy
between the- Department of External Affairs. and the Ministry of State for Science and -Technology. .

6. To help initiate this new approach, to external cultural relations, the recommends the formation of an
independent Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs, composed of private citizens, to assist the
Department of External Affairs in planning academic and cultural programMes external to'Canada. The Council
should include associate members representing. the various departnftnts and agencies of the Federal Government_
involved in cultural and educational affairs abroad. Provision should also be made for liaison between the Council and
appropriate provincial departments and agencies, as well as with non-Governmental associations and institutions. The
.Advisory Council.should, at .regular intervals, review, assess and make re/commendations about the whole range of
Government programmes relating to external cultural affairs. It should make proposals for new programmes and, help
to co-ordinate the operation of existing ones. It should report publicly each year upon its activities, findings and
recommendations.

7. The diVisions within the Department of External Affairs that are responsible for the conduct of external cultural
affairs 'should he strengthened both to enable them to discharge their enlarged responsibilities festively and to
ensure that this important aspect of Canada's external affairs is not again relegated to an ancill'ry or ptilPheraf
position.

P',-.

To support a strong programme of external cultural activities commensurate with the needs,resourges and
responsibilities of this country the Commission recommends a substantial increase in the annual budget for the .

fcultural affairs programme o C the DepartMent of External Affairs. The annual budget for these purposes should he at
least S 15 million, five times the-current level of financial support. I

l). To meet the requirements of Canada's external cultural relations, there should be a marked increase in the number of
cultural officers and attaches appointed by the Department of External Affairs to selected posts abroad.

10 lo meet adequately the need for qualified and experienced officers in the field df.academicand cultural affairs, the
Department of External Affairs should recruit, train and encourage Foreign Service Officers who are interested in
developing then knowledge and competence in this area.

I I. addition.to deVeloping to a greater extent than is now the case its own permanent staff members with professional
expertise in cultural affairs, the Department of External Affairs should call upon profesSionals in the Canadian
academic and cultural community to serve for periods of time in positions where it would be helpfUl to have their
knowledge, experience and point of view.

12. (a)Adchtional Canadian cultural and information centres should he opened in selected locations abroad. In addition
Ir\ to providing basic information about Canada to nigglers and to the media, such centres should promote an

awareness and appreciation of Canadian culture by serving as a base for Canadian musical performances; art shows;
film exhibits: museum displays; theatrical productions; and book displays. The facilities of these centres should be

Ivailable for 11:wide range of meetings and activities, and their staff should plan and conduct a diverse programme of
events, both at the centres and elsewhere, designed to make information about Canada more widely and readily
available.
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(b) Stull centres should provide a base of rfaperations for teaching, research and.artistic activity by.Canadians in the
countries in which they are located. They'-'siiiItild also .help to stimulate a.scholarly interest in Canada in those
countries, by playing an active rote as infOrmation'and reference centres and by providing ready opportunities for
comnrutycation between Canadiarr-and foreign scholars.

.;.
.

1.3. Th'e commission nos that Canada has fewer cultural agreements than almost any other developed,nation. It
.

recoAtientis that diii coutul shotild now actively pursue cultural agreements witka number of countries with whom
it would be At' ually advantageous to.haves6ch.agrfements. Of the few existing agreements that Canada has with
other countrieS',several already req re review and a broadening orithe terms, and one Nas been scarcely
iniplemented since the day-ithszas si tied. , ) ,

<$.
.

Y 0

.
14. The Commission 'comme'nds the work that ,the,internA' firma' Pulgrammet and AWards Divisions of the Ass

UniverSities'and Colleges of.Canada hive beeri doing in assisting tIte Canadian Government with 'the negoti,
. agre.oh" tents With foreign countries concerning academic eqUivalences, awards and exchanges, and in helping,to

.,.
adtbirthVer the 'exchanges and awards that are .provided for in these agreements. This has become a major..
respan4bility for the AULT and the Comitasslon recomniends4that a foreign awards section should now be created
within the Association's Awards Division to deal with this large and'growing aspect of its,ivork. The AUCC is
proiding an important public service in handling'these.,matters.for the Canadian Government and the full costs of
this .

iS sepai4e shAld he met by an,annual grant from the Department of External Affairs.
..?' .,. - .
I5. The commission commends the C-amitla Council for the valuable contribution that it has been making to many and,

ca c and culturalvaried activities relating to Canada's external academic cultl affairs, if, ill its future role, the Council is to.
continue (o provideassistance with these 'matters, the Commission recommends that it 'give consideration to
establishing,a special section or division with specific respOnsibility for this aspect of its work.. ,

16: Vie Commission commendS the Canadian Commission for UNESCO for the very useful work that it has been doing,
oir a very limited budget., to sponsOr many practicalactivities that link Canadian 'studies with international thinking
on similar subjects. The Cohunission or Canadian Studies believes that the quality and worth of the work of the
UNESCO Commission merit increased support. It recommends that the proposed Advisory Council, for
External Academic and Cultural AffairsreView,the programme and buidger needs of the Canadian Commission for
UNESCO itr order to. recommend tq.the Cathidian Governplent more adequate support for its wink. .

17. The Commission recommentba that the pRiposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs
encourage andossist learned societies and associations in Canada to review their appropriate role in maintaining,and
developing academic relations abroad;-and tliat ,the Advisory Council and the learned societies together examine ways
in which thesocieties might play a fuller part in the planning and implementation of Canadian, external academic and
cultural policy.

IS. Throughout its work, the CommtsiOiron Canadian Studies received a steady stream of inquiries from people and
organizations abroad who are interested in Canadian studies. The number and scope of these inquiries has
demonstrated to the Commission, clearly and forcefully. that Canada needs to be doing much more thanit has been
doing to. provide information and 'advice about Canadian studies to interested people and organizations in other
countries. The,ommission recqmornends that the Department of External Affairs consult with the recently formed
Association for Canadian Studies to see in .what ways the Association and the Department might work together in
responding to requests from abroad for academic information. and assistance about Canadian studies.lt further

' i'commends,that the,Department extend to the Association all appropriate assistance to enable it to help to-provide
this service to interested scholars, and institutions in other countries.

19. The proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs should undertake, as an immediate
assignment, the preparation 'of proposals for a balanced, long-term programme to .encourage and assist the
development of Canadian studies abroad.

20. The VommisSion recommends the development of a planned programme to institute and. support Chairs of Canadian
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Studies at selected universities abroad, and that the-Advisory Council prepare specific proposals for such
programme.

1. In addition to the proposed progranime of Chairs of Canadian Studies, there is scope and need for encouragement
and support from Canadian Government and private sources for a wide range of activities in Canadian studiei" at

stitutions of higher learning abroad. A judicious expenditure of effort and money would_make pOssible a significant

at worth-while development of Canadian studies at selected centres in other countries. In particular, encouragement
an elp should be extended to universities abroad interested in initiating, or expanding, programmes, courses,
re rch activity and special events in the Canadian studies field.

22. The orn Sion has concluded that the Canadian Government, through its responsibility fo'r external affairs, has an
important role, to play as sponsor and catalyst in the fostering of Canadian studies abroad and that, in keeping with
this role, the time has come for the Gevernment to put Money in amounts that will be effective directly into the
promotion.of such studies. However, tht fact that the Government is giving such financial support to Canadian
studies abroad should, in turn, stimulate greater interest and support for this purpose from private donors, including
corporations and foundations, by making clear the importance attached to these studies by Canada. In particular,
Canadian corporations, foundations and individuals with .aii interest in'another country, and corporations, foundations
and individuals in that country with an interest in Canada should play their part in supporting the 'developnient of
Canadian studies in that country.

23. The Department of External Affairs should assist and encoura-ge thi forniation of Associations for Canadian Studies
in appropriate countries. Such Associations should promote scholarly interest in Canada at all levels of the
educational system and provide a communications link between scholars sharing an interest in this field.

24. Expanding upon the information now assembled by the Commission of Canadian Studies, the-Cultural Division of the
Department of External Affairs should keep, and keep up tci,date, a record of programmes and activities at
universities and colleges abroad in the field of Canadian studies.

25. The Commission would like to call attentitn, to the great potential for co-op five,.comparative and connectional

studies which would link Canadian scholars and universities wish sch6)ars d universities in other countries to their
mutual advantage. Such co-operation between universities in Cana abroad in both teaching and research, and in

a wide variety of fields, would yield solid benefits to all the paisticipaeing, indiViduals, institutions and countries.
Amongst the many important fields of study offering broad scope for such a co-operative approach are, for example:
linguistic and cultural pluraliSm; the problems of federaliim; imMigratiori, emigration and settlement; resource
development; science and technology; - reign investment;*aboriginal rights;Tnvitonmental studies: economic and
trading links; and arctic studies. There is, in the.Commission's view, an urgency to the need to initiate at least a
number of such cooperative studies. This is true, for example, in the'. area of language and culture. `Belgium and
Canada, like Switzerland andCanada, have much 'to learn froirj eachother'S experience in coping with the problems
and opportunities of linguistic and cultural pluralism Yerin neither case have the *versifies of the countries
concerned directed any substantial attention to teaching and rescarch'in this important field. In consultation with
interested Canadian scholars, universities and acaderhic associations, the proposed Advisory t'ouncil for External
Academic and Cultural Affairs should investigate ways in which the Department of External Affairs could be of
assistance to the development of co-operative, comparative find connectional studies.

26. The Commission recommends that the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs prepare
proposals for a programme to encourage and assist the development of a, number of centres at selected universities
abroad for the study of population migrations to Canada. These 'Canadiih centres for Emigrant Studies should

provide support and a focus for research into the background and history of:the movements of populatiOn to Canada
and facilitate an examination and assessment of the political, cultural and social significance Of these movements.
Such Centres would provide valuable support for research and teaching about ethnic studies in Canada and also help'
to ginerate other developments in Canadian studies in the countries in which they are located. Briefs to the
COmmission suggested the need for centres 'for such studies invarious countries and regions from which there have
been substantial migrations to Canada, including, for example, the Uniteq,Kingdonh-ant Ireland, France, Italy,
Germany, the Netherlands, Eastern Europe, Scandinavia and the United States.
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27. The C'ommis'sion recommends a very substantial increase in support r programmes-to promote travel and exchanges
for Cantrdfail- faculty members and graduate students. A broad nge of specific suggestions and recommendations for
action in this area are contained in the text.

28. The Commission commends the current book gift programme of the Department of External Affairs. However, it
recommends that the'prograrnMe be cxpandeeand accelerated, and that book donations be tailored more effectively
to the specific requirements of the Canadian studies programmes, of the recipient institutions.

29. The Commission notes the need for annotated bibliographies of tex,tbooks and of basic reference materials to assist
those who wish to begin a study of Canada at universities abroad and, also, to assist those who may Wish to teach
about Canada in the of other countries. It recommends that the Department of External Affairs arrange for
the preparation and distribution of such bibliographies, working in close co-operation with the Department of the
Secretary of State, the Council of Ministers of Education of Canada, the Association for Canadian Studies, and the
Canada Studies Foundation.

30. The Commission commends the initiative of Canadian publishers and the Canadian Government, in establishingi1ooks
Canada outlets in London, N York and Paris as a useful first step in making,Canadian books and publications
better known and more readily available abroad. It recommends an expansion of the Books Canada programme,
including the creation of more outlets in selected locations and provision tor an active, sustained programme o field
work by staff members.

31. (a) The Commission .commends he P blic Archives of Canada for its ork in identifying and helping to preserve
archival materials abroad that eaj on the history and affairs bf this country. It recommends that substantially
more financial resources be Oa ed t the disposal of the Public Archives to enable 1 to broaden and accelerate its
work in this field.

(b) Canada is missing opportunities to know more about itself because it is not placing s fficient emphasis upon
identifying, gathering, organizing, preserving and making use of the wealth of archival res arch materials abroad that
bear directly upon this country. Moreover, the fact that valuable material.of interest Canada is being lost, scatt ed
(yr damaged lends urgency to the ne&I for action in this field. The ComMission is th proposing that a major
programme be undertaken to ensure' the identification, preservation and accessibility o scholars of archival materials
abroad relating to Canada.

32. The Commission recommends that the Dep,artment of External. Affairs, with the assistance of its proposed Advisory.
Council work more closely with such international academic organizations as the Association of Commonwealth
Universi ies, the Association des universites partiellement ou entierement de langue francaise, andthe International
Associati n of Universities in the planning and arrangements for external academic and cultural activities, and t it
facilitat and support the participation of Canadian unive ities in the activities of these organizations.,

33. The Comm ion recommends the appointment of Ministers, or other senior officers with specific resp sibility for
academic, scie tific and cultural affairs by the Department of External Affairs in, those countries w which Canada
has 'nsive al d active cultural relations, such, as France, the United Kingdom and the United ates.

34 Liaison with universities abroad, with a view to promoting Canadian academic interests, s ould lie a major ^

responsibility of Canadian Cultural Attaches. It is\particularly important that there be regular visits. to the universities
so that thy. Embassy or High Commission can come to know and assist individuals and institutions involved in, or
wishing t'( introduce Canadian Studies. A particular need for additional staff to carry out such activity now exists in
Britain, France and the United States.

35. The high proportion of non - Canadians on the staff of Canadian universities has occasioned certain specific.problems
regarding the cimiposition of delegations representing,eanadian universities at international gatherings. In---atinumber of
instances these delegations have beim made up largely, or even entirely, of non-Canadians. The Commission believes that,
even with the best of intentions, delegations composed in this way do not adequately represent Canada, nor is it
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appropriate to request them to do so, Consequently, theCommission recommends that delegations representing
Canadian universities at international gatherings should normally be composed of Canadians.

36. The Department of External Affairs, with the assistance of the AUCC, should arrange_aselies of meetings with
representatives of the Canadian academic community to open up communications and to review the needs and
opportunities relating to Canada's academic relations abroad.

37. The Department of External Affairs should extend administrativeand-fiCancial support to Canadia> universities
anxious to explore and develop possible agreem is for fa and student exchangeYand for oche co-operative
projects with universities outside Canada.

The proposed Advisory' Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs should give,consideration to a programme
of salary subsidization for Canadian rofessors teaching abroad, when this would clearly be desirable in the interests
of Canadian stqlies in particular untries, especially in underdeveloped countries unable to afford an exchange
agreement with Canada or to p the salary of a Canadian professor.

39. The proposed Advisory uncil and award granting agencies should devote some attention to the identification of
neglected areas in C dian studies that relate to-events and institutions outside Canada and should seek out,
encourage and support competent scholars wishing to investigate these topics.

40. The Department of External Affairs should review with the major Canadian granting agencies the adequacy of present
provisi6ns for assisting Canadian and foreign scholars working outside Canada on specifically Canadian topics, with a'
view to developing a balanced and comprehensive programme of awards and grants for this purpose. While this
prograrnme'S primary object would be to. suppoit research best undertaken outside Canada because of the location of
research materials, funds should also be made availablg to help scholars come to Canada when necessary.

41. As has been emphasized in this Report's discussion of ethnic studies ih Canada, teaching and research about this
country's overseas cultural antecedents are of great importance and should be given strori support. In addition to
ethnic affairs within Canada, a study of the origins and cultufal heritage of peoples migrating to Canada should form
part of the work of a National Institute for Ethnic Studies, which has been,suggested elsewhere.

42. A .programme of fellowships should be initiated to make it possible for selected foreign-scholars interested in teaching
Canadian studies abroad to visit Canadian universities for short periods of tune. es

r,

43. The Canadian Government should atten\pt to reach agreements with interested countries on joint programmes to
vpromote and support studies to Canada in these countries and studies relating to these countries in Canada.

. .

44. In co-operation with the AM', the propo'sed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs should
encourage the preparation of a programme enabling students from outside Canada to_take a degree in Canadian
studies whose six or eight semester programmes could be carried out peripatetically at a number of universities, in

c2.

several Provinces and regions of Canada.
IP

45. The Department of Extrnal Affairs should work with award granting agencies in Canada to develop, a programme to_
provide informapion abont this count y to visiting foreign students prior to their arrival here. Moreover, universities

rt receiving large_iiumpers of foreign 's dents should make available to them upon their arrival a non-credit course
that would be of piactical assistance as an introduction to Canadian society and culture.

-9

/ 46: The Canadian Government, working with the Association for Canadian Studies and the AUCC, should make a real .

. .

effort to interest privateedonors in funding specific Canadian studies projects abroad. Non-monetary dills, such as
t. library donations, should also be encouraged. .

.c...

47. Thd Canadian Income-Tax Act should be amended to allow tax-deductible contributions from Canadian companies,
foundations and individuals in support of Canadian studies programmes in other countries that meet approved
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,

academic criteria. The present terms of the Act effectively discourage many potential private donors from making
grants or gifts outside Canada for this purpose.

,Section B

In addition to the foregoing g
many specific suggestiAs and

nclusions and recommendations, the chapter on Canadian ,studies abroad contains
endations relating to Canadian studies in various countries. These more specific

suggestions and recoil nendations cannot alwes be readily taken out of the context in which they appear in the text in
order to be listed w' h the genelal recommendations. However, it may be helpful, by way of illustration, to note below
some i an gestions and recommendations pertaining to Canadian studies in specific countries and at specific
institt ions contained in the chap addition to the forty-seven general recommendations listed above.

4

he Commission belieVes that it is in Canada's best interests to increase a knowledge and understanding of our
ry in the United States, and that ,a great deal could be d'One towards this end by a judicious expenditUre of

ort nil money to support the development of Canadian studies at American universities and colleges. The
Comm on has therefore, concluded that the time has come for Canada to put money directly into the promotion,
develop and sustaining of Canadian studies at selected universities and colleges in the United States. As one of its
i media e assignments, the, proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affaisg should prepare
pr osa s for d balanced, long-term programme to assist the - development of Canadian studies in the United States,
The mission's inquiries indicate that a serious programme, with sufficient impact to meet the needs of the
situation, will require expenditures of the order-of at least a million dollars a year. Stich a programme should, in turn,

,.
. stimulate greater interest and support from private donors, including corporations and foundations, by making clear'

the importance attached to such studies by Canada. i . - .
. ...-- . .

. - . .
terireparing proposals for ii balanced, long-term programme to encourage and support Canadian studies in the

I
United

States, the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs'shoUld consider a wide radgekof
possibilities, including support for: the establishment of chairs, on a trial basis a4d/or by initial endowment;

..

programmes of Canadian studies at selected universities that demonstrate a senoras commitment on their own part to
Canadian studies (iri this,°regard,'careful consideration should be given to encouraging and assisting some of the newer,
s ler and lest spectacular programmes in Canadian studies, as well as those which are.already more widely known

' excha s and research aimed at the preparation of an iftereSsing number of erican faculty members qualified to
teach in this field; a schedule of, Visiting professorships, from Canada to the U ited States and from the United States
to Canada; post-graduate scholarships; field trips and off-campus study semestirs to be held in Can a; assistance to
universities interested in providing teacher training sessions and workshops for school teachers wish' to defielop
their knowledge of.antcompetence to teach about Canada; kprogramme of major book ph ns bored to the
requirements of Canadian studies programmeS at,specific institutions; the preparation of intiversity,and school
textbook material; and of annotated bibliographies, about Canada appi\opriat to the needsof American universities
and schools; the preparation of, teacher's kits aboin Canada; increased eultur: activity drawing upon the visual and
p(rforming arts in 'Canada to illUstrate and support Canadian studies in American universities and schoolsi a morel,
active programme-of assistance for visits anal guest lectures lb the,United.StaleS by Canadian scholars; a programme to
bring American scholars involved in Canadian studies on visits to Canada; seminars and conferences, on Canadian
topics, including Canadian- American relations;.assistance With cursiculum. plannirig by scholars and institutions
interested in initiating new courses and prOgrammes in Canadian studies; some research assistance to Arnerican
scholars-working-orciriadian subject matter.

`k 4

't .,,

The Commiion commends the Department' of External Affairs for the suppOrt that it has given to the Work of the
Association' or Canadian Studies in the United States and itcommeNds that 'this support be continued and enlarged.

. /,,
(a) IKe Co mission recommends that the Department of 4terpalAffairs,(idpnsul atioriwith interested scholar.
'as ciations and potential donors) should encourage and assist Harvard Univet,sity to ake full use of the oppost/unity
'that it has to develop a strong and orth -while programme of1Canadian studiv.-To t is end,-means ,should found
to increase the endowment fund eStablishecl someyears ago at Harvard for the Mack nzie king Chaix,to a evel that
will provide adequate financial resources fot a properly planned and properly sustained Canadian studio prograinMe.

.
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This programme should include provision for a-number of junior academic appointments, for some graduate
fellowships, and for appropriate office and other support arrangements, in addition to the appoint ent of a
distinguished scholar to the MackenVie King Chair.

(b) A fuller utilization by Harvard o:f its opportunity to become a significant centre for Canadi studies might
,usefully be related to the developmInt of such studies elsewhere in the Boston area Interest in the possibility of
co-operation in this-field has been expressed, for example, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the
Fletcher School ok Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University.

5. To preserve and develop, in use ul and contemporary terms, the historic relatio hip between Canada and-Britain, it is
essential that our two countrie be informedsabout one another. This, in um, should make possible an
intelligent and up-to-date unde ding of our respective attitudes and affairs. Unfortunately, however, both
countries have taken for granted the existence of such knowledge and understanding and both have failed, with only
some minor' exceptions, to initiate the new activities and programmes required to adapt an ancient relationship to
modern circumstances. Both countries shoasla, now examine carefully the state of their relationship and consider what
new and fresh arrangements may be needed to insure that each can have the opportunity of a fuller knowledge and
understanding.of the other. The need, in particular, for a re-invigorated cultural relationship should be recognized.
The Canadian contribution to this could take no more useful form than the support and encouragement of Canadian
studies in the United Kingdom. There is both the opportunity and ihe need for positive support from Canadian
sources for this purpose and such support would be welcomed and appreciated by the growing number of British
scholars and institutions interested in this field.

6. The Department of External Affairs should encourage and assist interested scholars and institutions to create an
Association for Canadian Studies in the United Kingdom.

. .
7. The he Commission commends the Canadian Government, its High Commission in London, and interested Members of

the public in Britain and in'Canada Who have thus far encouraged and worked towards the creation of a Chair of
Canadian Studies at the University of Edinburgh. It would1Sow urge the Canadian Government, working closely with
the University and with the business communities in both countries, to carry through to completion the arrangements
to establish and endow this Chair. 4

..),

. .

8, .,The Commission recommends that attention now be given to the possibility of creating a similar Chair of Canadian
Studies at one or more universities in England where lively interest in this possibility has already been shown at
several institutions, including Oxford and London.

.9. The Commission recommends, as'a matter of some urgency, that, before further records are lost or damaged,
arrangements should be made to seek out and to catalogue archival resources relating to Canada in the United
Kingdom. Steps should also be taken to ensure their preservation and accessibility to scholars. A small team of
archivists operating full time on the spot in the United Kingdom, would more than justify fhe costs involved in terms
of permanent gain and enrichment to the fund of materials available for future Canadian researchers. The Publk
Archives of Canada sfrauld be given the financial resources necessary to enable it to expand and accelerate its work in
this field.

10. The Commission commends th Department of External Affairs or its recent initiative in establishing a-
Canada-United Kingdom Canadian Studies Exchange Fellowship s a first step in fostering the developine f a cadre

.of.British scholars interested in teaching about Canada in the United Kingdom. It recommends that t initiative be
extended to a full programme involving at least a dozen exchange fellowships in each academic ye

. e ,

11. The Commission'notes will.' appreciation that the Scott Polar Research Institute at i. idge University has
supported extensive studies relating to the Canadian Arctic and recommends thatith nstitute should receive more
substantial support from Canadian sources to develop its role as an international' ntre for co-operative research in
this important field.
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....
12. The Commission notes with appreciation the work being done by the Inktitute. of Commonwealth Studies, at the

University of London, to stimulate and support interest in Canadian studs in the United Kingdom and to prbmote .

closer personal and academic association between Canadian students and scholars and those of her Commonwealth
countries. It recommends that the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs investigate'
ways in which the Departmpnt of External Affairs and other Canadian sources could be of/assistance to the Institute
of Commonwealth Studies in detelOing further its well-established interest ip the Canadian studies field.

13, The Commission notes that faculty research 'of significant and specific interest to Canada is being conducted at a
number of United Kingdom universities in such areas as economic geography, regional development, arctic studies,
connectional history, science policy and 'political institutions and that many individual British scholars have engaged
in field work in Canada in association with Can.-Allan scholars or with such agencies as the'Geological Survey/of
Canada. The Commission recommends that mor nsideration be given by both Canadian and British agencies to
ways and means of encouraging and support g co-operation b tween Canadian and British scholars and institutions in

\such endeavours.

\-"N

..

14.,,The Commission commends the proposal to mak use of Canada House in Trafalgar. Square as a cultural and
information centre and recommends that plans for prOposal should be accelerated and also broadened to include
provision, for example, for library facilities such as tho e available at the Canadian cultural centre in Paris.

..,

15. The Commission recommends that the proposed Advisory Council for ExternalAcademic and Cultural Affairs, in
consultation with interested scholars, universities and Government agencies in both Caned and Ireland, explore the
possible development of a centre of Irish-Canadian studies at one of the Irish universities tha have expressed erest
in Such a centre. Other interested universities in both Canada and Ireland might be invited to p ticipate in th work
of tie centre and perhaps tobe associated in its governance and support.

16. The Commission has found a very considerable interest in Canadian ffairs in the universitie of France, which is
already reflected in the growing attention that many hav evoted to Canadian studtes over the past fifteen
years. Such interest is both natural and welcome, giv ehistoric and cultural relationships between our two ,

countries. All appropriate steps should, therefore, be taken to encourage and assist those scholars and institutionein
France who wish to extend a knowledge and understanding of Canada through teaching and research.

17. The Department of External Affairs should encourage and assist interested scholars and institutions to form an
Association for Canadian Studies in. France.

18. The Department of External Affairs, in consultation with appropriate bodies in France and Canada, should identify.
more fully those universities or institution in : ace 'that have an interest in Canadian studies and should then
examine ways in which to encourage a d support this terest.

19. The Department should do more to face mmunicatiops and working links between French and Canadian
scholars and institutions

20. There is a need, in. Paris as sewhere, for the Departnient-o xternal Affairs to.direct increased staff and resources
to the cultural aspects of its ork abroad, including academic son.

21. The Commission notes with appreciation the ve useful'work being , one by the staff of the Canadian-Cultur4
,..

/

Centre in Paris and commends the Department f External Affairs up on the establishment o.fthis Centre in.1970. It
notes with regret, however, that jhis is still the only fully developed Canadian cultural centre abroad.

22. The Comrnissibn recommends that the Departme of External Affairs, in consultation and co-operation with the
Provinces through the Council of Ministers of Edu ation, and with potential private donors, should as,soon as possible
develop plans to prVde adequate and sustained financial support for the Maison Canadienne in Paris.

23. Like the United Kingdom; France possesses enormously valuable archival materials relatinty, Canada, including
church and government documents:business records and family papers. Most of these have not yet been properly
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* cat oguedor ev listed. Many are.still unidentified, and some are undoubtedly subject to the risk of terioration
o destruction.. It i , therefore, vital that France be included in the major project to Search for and identify archival

aterials abroad relating ,to an, a that the Commission has recommended. ,

24. Appropriate assistance and encora ement from Canadian sources is requited to strengthen existing programmes and
to help initiate new ones in the Xi Id of Canadian studies at selected institutions in 'France' The Commission'therefOre
recommends that the propose dvisor Council for External Academic and'Cultural Affairs should undertake at
once a review of the terms and operation of the present France-Canada cultural agreement with a view.to
strengthening Canadian itudies in France. Specifit proposals to achieve this purpose Should be prepared,for
consideration by the Commission wite. France-Canada.

.
,..

,. .. ,
25. The Commission n-wishes to stress the value of Canadian academic and cultural relations with other countries of the

Francophone community. It recommends that the proposed- Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural...
Affairs shoidd, in consultation with the Provinces, prepare proposals fora full and sustained programme of academic
exchanges and of co- operative and comparative studies; linking ,Canadian scholars and institutions with scholars and
institutions of the Francophone countries with which Canada shares linguistic and cultural ties of potential' . -

significance. . .

26. Similarly, the Commission' notes that the Commonwealth provides a . remarkable opportunity for co-operative,
comparative and connectional studies amongst the universities of all its member countries. On the whole, however,
the Government and university'financial arrangements for educat4onal exchange and co- operation between Canada and
other countries of the Commonwealth, while helpful, are inadequate to support The level of activity that is clearly
desirable:The Commission therefore recommends that the proposed Advisory Council, working ciosely With the
Social Sciences ReseaCcy;Council of Canada, the Humanities Research Council of Canada, the Association of

.
Universities,and Co4ges of Canada, the Canadian Association of University Teachers and other interested

' orgallizationsand . COvernment agencies, should undertake a complete review of these arraniements.'The review
should examine Ways in which the Canadian Government and interested universities and bodies:could give more
substantial encouragement and Support to visits, exchanges and co-operative programmes of study within the
Commonwealth. Particular consi&ration sh-ould be given to the possibility that Canada should now enter, into special
educational exchange agreements wittih, one br more Commonwealth countries.

27. The Commission
proposals to br
number.and the

28. The Commissio

recommends that the proposed AdvisorY Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs develop
en and strengthen the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan, by incre'asing both the

urrent value of the scholarships and fellowships that it provides.

rther recommends that the proposed Advisory Council for External Academic and Cultural Affairs
examine ways r which the CommonWealth Scholarship and -Fellowship Plan might be extended to provide support
for programmes of study as well as for individual scholars.

29 The Commission notes that there is opportunity and need for scholarly attention to Canada's roots in and ties with
Italy. both historical and contemporary. However:until recently, very little in the .way of tangible support has. been
directed to this end by the Canadian Government and its agencies or by the Canadian university community. The
Conimission therefore recommends a substantial development-of the facilities and,arrangements for Canadian scholarly
and cultural activity in Italy. The basis for such a development now exists and .a significant expansion bf suppcift
would be welcomed. Very few developed countries have so neglected .thesPeCial opportunities for research and
scholarship provided by Italy and the Vatican. It is now time to take the steps necessary'ecessary lo make up for this neglect.

30: With so much archival material available,,, in so many different locations, drawn from so many centuries, and dealing
with so many different-subjects, tiler/ is a clear need for a systematic survey and inventory of archival resources in
Italy that refer to Canada.

. .

31. The Commission recommends/the establishment of a Canadian School in Rome. The Canadian Government, working
in close consurtation with the Provinces and with interested corporations, foundations and individuals In both'Italy
and Canada, should take,,the initiative in the planning and arrangements for this proposal.
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-32. The.programme and financial resoutces of the Canadian Cultural stitute in Rome should be trengthened and
related to the development of a Canadian School in Rome;

.33. The-Commission welcomes the establishtnent.in 1974 of a nter-University Council on cademic Exchanges with the
U.S.S.R. and EAste'rn Europe topromote exchanges of fac ty members and graduate st d ents, and to foster other
forms of co-operation between Canadian universities an' institutions of liigher learning and research in the Soviet
Union and-Eastern Europe, !Curies that the work of t is Inter - University Council euld receive, the full

.incouragement andsupport of the Department of External Affairs.

34. The Commission r ornmends that the Canadian Government make an annual ontribution to help suppOrt t
pf the Shastri 1 anadian Institute and that the proposed Advisory Coun' forIxternel Aca=demic and
Affairs examine oth ways to improve academic liaison between India an' Canada.(

i 35. The Commission has ,ere is'a growing ancilively interest in Australi
and in co-operative ncl comparative AUstralian-Canadihn studies. However, little as

0 support this int est in either country. The Commission therefore recommends that the proposed..
for External cademic and Cultural Affairs explore Ihe'needs and opportunitjes in this area.

.... r

n history and liter
done to e ourage

Advi ry Counc

36' There is ubstantial interest and activity in Canadian studies in Itlew Zealand, which has bee enc uraged and assis
in an fective manner by bopk gifts from the Canadian Govpinment. There is a basis for theOVelopment of some
sig icant comparage New Zealand-Canadian studies,,whic,fi should 'be carefully examined by the proposed Advisory
C External Academic and CulturalAffairs.

e ,
The Commission recommend's that 'the Advisory Coun I for External AcadeMic and Cujtura

.-
proposals for a worth-while roorth-whilepgramme Of academic and cultural links, including exchanges a..

comparative studiei, with a number of the Latin American countries with which Canada. sharesan n 'interests.-
, /, .

.

38: The Commission commends'the ,Departnnail of External Affairs for the adad lc exchange agreement negotiated With
the People's Republic of China as a n'S'eful'first step in improving Canada-China cultural and academic relations. The
programme for which it provides; however is Modest considering the vastness, of. China's population, the geographic
size of both countries and the scope for a xvider diffusion of knowledge .abputtanada in China and'about China in
Canada. Th.presen limited programme.falls far short of meetirig the 'needs of the situation. Canada's cultural

R

relations with Chi haye4 no means expanded to keep pace With her economic.and trade relations with that
country, and t ommission believes that Some expansion of the academic exchange agramentof 1972 is required.

,i.

Affairs dev lo
d co-ope tive d

'39. The, commission believes it is unfortunate that, while Canadians havemade very substantirdcontributions to the
development of the university system in Isripl, they have done almost !nothing to encourage the study of Canada jn
that System The Commission recommen'dsAat the Friendship Societies i;t4.theuniversities of Israel that operate in
Canada should now place some priority upon supporting programmes' and 'ar.rangements that will foster appropriate
Canadian content at_theseuniveisities as a:legitirhate field of study, and that the proposed Advisory Council for
External Academic and "CulturalAffairs exgmine ways and means to encourage ` and assist such a development.

. .
46,, The Comniission recommends- that the Canadian Government make an annual grant to the Canadian Centre at'Sophia

University in Japan; and that.the propOsed Advisory "Council for Exteinal Academie' and Cultural Affairs examine,
and make recominejtdations about, ways and,mean,s to foster a 'grpternterest in and knowledge of Canada at other
appropriate univeisities in Japan.

41. The commission notes With pleasure that the communique released by the Prime Ministers of Canal a and Japan
during their meeting in Canada in September 1974 indicated their agreement that it would be desirable'. tsj conclude
a cultural agreement 'between the twocOuntries in order to promote aoadernic yelations and cultural exchanges and to
foster Canadian studies in Japan and Japanese' studies in Canada. The two. Prime Ministers 'concurredrihat
negotiations would be started at. an appropriate time to that end'. The Commission believes that the appropriate time
is now..

0
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Canadian Studies in the Community Colleges
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THE COMMISSION ON CANADIAN STUDIES was established to study and report upon the state of teaching and
research in studies relating to Canada at Canadian universities. To fulfil this responsibility adequately,.the Commission
felt that it should relate its assessment of CanaciPaastudies at the university level to developments in this field in other

sectors of the educational system in Canada, including the community colleges. ,

There are several reasons why 'a report on Canadian studies in the universities should be concerned with Canadian
studies in the community colleges. The first reason is that there are many exciting and innovative developments in
Canadian studies occurring at community colleges across Canada that universitieshould,know about in planning their
own programmes in this field. In many cases these developments involve entirely new approaches to Canadian studies that
are applicable to the university level as well.

A second reason for the Commission's concern with community colleges is that in most Provinces they represent the
principal option to a university education for students wishing to pursue further, studiesheyond the 4001 level. As
parallel systems universities and colleges should be acquainted with what one another isloing. And there should be a
maximum degree of communication and co-operation betimen the two systems. Canadian studies presents a particularly
propitious field for co- operation because in both systems it is relatively new and involves similar problems and challenges.

A third reason is that, in many instances, particularly in Quebec where community colleges are the route to higher
education, students spend a time at community colleges before enroling in university. Consequently, the state of Canadian
studies at the community colleges will have a bearing on the preparedness of students for studies in this field at the
university level..By the same token, the `bxtent to which students are exposed to Canadian content in the curriculum at
university will affect the state of Canadian studies at community colleges. It will be reflected, for example, in the quality
of the teaching, since many community college teachers are university graduates.

3.

In preparing this chapter, the Commission was mindful of the importance of defining with some precision the terms
'community colleges', 'Canadian content' and 'Canadian'studies'.

In deciding which institutions should properly be considered 'community colleges' for the purpose of this review, the
Commission was guided by the definition suggested by Dr Gordon Campbell:1
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A community college isra non-degree Irving public or private institution offering vocational or university parallel
studies, or both, in programmes of one, two or three years' duration.

Community colleges exhibit, in Varying degrees, a community orientation, ease of access and admission, a flexible
curriculum and an emphasispfi teaching rather than research.

The community college constituency is a large and' expanding one. There are now 147 colleges eligible for membership
in the Association of Canadian Community Colleges - an increase of ten in tie past year and a half.Stafistics Canada
reports an enrolment groWth rate in non-universit post-secondary education af between 4 per cent and 7 per cent
annually.' This trend is expected to continue thro gh to 1975-1976 while university enrolments are expected to drop
slightly and then stabilize during this period. For t the most part, the rapid growth of the community college system has
occurred in every part of Canada except the Atlantic Provinces. In 1970-71, there were 95,868 students in non-degree
granting post-secondary institutions, (mostly community colleges), in 1971-72, 118,929 students; in 1972-73, 123,674
students; and in 1973-74, 131,690 students.3 There are now 15,515 full-time faculty working in these institutions .4

The functions of these community colleges are determined by provincial pOlicy. In Quebec, for example, the first
exposure given a student to any form of post-secondary education is in the CEGEP
professionnel). The CEGEPs are the third level in a comprehensive educational stru
university). In addition to providing the route to university, CEGEPs offer employ
the-colleges of applied arts and technology are intended to be an alternative post-
vocational training. There are no formal transfer arrangements between commu

"although some students move from one syttem to the other. in-bo k British
curricula, include: two years of university-levell studies, career program
programmes and a variety of thematic and general education courses.

olleges de l'enseignement general et
cure (primary, secondary, CEGEP and
ent-oriented programmes. In Ontario

condary system that emphasizes\
ty colleges and universities in Ontario,

olumbia and in Alberta, community college
ading to employment, remedial-developmental

The community orientation of a college is determined by indi idual college policy, by the location of the college
(urban or rural), by the needs, demands and expectations of the
to other educational institutions and - agencies.

munity itself and by the relationship of the college

'Community', in a curricu ense, is not intended to mean that the programme of instruction has been devised solely
for local needsS e colleges- may specialize in programmes of local interest, for example, CEGEP de Rouyn-Noranda
specializes in minng.programmes. But for others, the community may be the Province, the country and even beyond, for
example, one colle e' in Ontario has an international business programme.

Whatever may be their emphases, it is important that community colleges serve and relate themselves to.Carrada; for
community colleges have the special role of helping thousands of young people to develop skills and prepare themselves
generally for the Canadian job market. In a very special sense, therefore, these schools must relate their curricula and
their planning to Canadian requirements. If ommuhity college's fail to relate themselves to the Canadian situation, they
-are in fact failing to fulfil the purpose for which they were established. Expressed differently, community colleges should
be strongholds of Canadian studies if they are to meet both the obligations and the opportunities of their role.

As has been noted, community colle

specifically employment-oriented and li
believes strongly that Canadian content

es offer two main types of programmes: technical and vocational courses that are
eral arts courses that provide a more general type of education. The Commission
hould be reflected in both types of offerings.

In the preparation of this section of the Report the Commission relied heavily upon information provided to it by
_community colleges across Canada that addressdd themselves to speeific questions about their curriculum, about their

objectives and about their future plans. The survey that the Commission conducted of community colleges was done with
the co-operation ofkte Canadian Studies Project of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) and of the
Association of Canadian Community Colleges (ACCC). Detailed results of this survey, which are summarized in this
chapter, have been published and can be obtained from OISE.5
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Employing Dr Campbell's definition and aided by the information generously, provide4 by the ACCC, the Commission
mailed its questionnaire to 137 institutions (A,iindicated earlier, there aie now 147 comrhunity colleges in Canada).
Ninety-nine colleges replied for an excellent response rate of about 72 per cent. .

Tip Commission supplemented the information gained from its survey by reviewing the calendars published by
community colleges. The use of calendars for this purpose presents certain problems. For example, often calendars are
out-of-date, some include subjects that have never been taught, calendar descriptions of courses do not always coincide
with what is actually taught in the classroom, some calendars provide subject titles only and some colleges do not have
formal calendars. Nevertheless\ the Commission was able to gather much useful information about the state of Canadian
studiei at community colleges from reviewing their calendars.

The many formal briefs and inforinal submissions that the Commission received on Ar, subject of community colleges
were also helpful. So too, was the participation of representatives of community colleges i the CommiNion's public
hearings acrosweanada. Finally, the Commission was represented at several national and regional Meetings of co unity
colleges that conducted sessions on the question of Canadian Studies.

.

The observations of this chapter, then, are based on the findings of the survey and on the information and wields
received from these other sources.

>

ProbleT of Definition
\

AmOng other questions, the Commission asked community colleges to assess the extent of Caniadian content in their
curricula. 'Canadian content' proved` to be somewhat difficult for the Commission to define in designing its questionnaire

ng, especially in reference to vocational and technical fields. However, the
to mean, generally, that which deals in some/way with an aspect of Canada or'

and for the colleges to identify in respon
Commission understood Canadian conte
the Canadian situation'.

As pointed out in the chapter of the Report, concerned with Canadian studies in thenniversitS% curriculum,.the pro
uently,.it is open to varidus and so

It in' ome way with an aspect of
learned would be applied in t

dents said that they were primaril
nternational in application. Therefo

parallels the response of the.univeilities to the
iculum.

with such,a definition is that it is not wholly objective. Cons
interpretations. A few colleges stated that all of their subjects 'd
Canadian situation' if only in the sense thal the knowledge or th
by the student upon graduating. At the other extreme, several respo
providing the student with skills and techniques that are essentially
not relate to the Commission's study. This wide range of views close
Commission's questionnaire on Canadian content in the university cu

lem
etimes contract' tory
anada or the
e Canadian milieu

interested in
e, their work did

Most respondents, however, tried to apply the Commission's guidelin
pattern emerged from the responses indicates the suitability of the deft
lists of subjects in economics, taxation, accounting, as well as in law an
that they thoughtqualified as having Canadian content.6 When the Co
the term Canadian content too narrowly or too broadly, it checked the

s with reason' and care. The fact that a consistent
tion. Foe example, most colleges cited similar
in social research, when describing programmes

mission 'sensed that a respondent had interpreted
rilt against the community college's calendar.

The problem of defining Canadian studies was even more complex. The Commission, in its survey, used the term to
refer to either of two types of programmes or subjects.

The first type is any programme or subject that a community college has Officially designated as 'CanadianStudies'.
The seco c d is any progra
designat d Canadian
to as Can dian les,

Canadi. st a ies. Form'

e or subject dealing with an aspe9Oof Canada or the Canadian situation but not officially
dies (for example, B.C. studies). For .--purpose of thishapter only, the former will be referred
the latter as Canadian content, although, of course, in The broader sense, both are legitimately

ly designated Canadian studies will be discussed f t; then, Canadian content subjects.
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Formally Designated Canadian Studies

Canadian studies subjects and programmes are offered at 20 of the 137 colleges surveyed by the Commission. All twenty
are in Ontario, Alberta, British Columbia and Quebec. None appear in any of the Atlantic provinces.

Table 1
Qunmunity Colleges Having Formally Designated Canadian Studies Programmes

Colley. J Location

Cariboo College
College of New Caledonia
Dawson College
Dufham College of Applied Arts & Technology
Fanshaw College of Applied Arts & Technology
George Brow °liege of Applied Arts & Technology
Grant Mriawan Community College
Lambton College of Applied Arts & Technology
Marianopolis College
MOunt Royal College
Seneca College of Applied Arts & Technology .
Vanier College

*A progiamme designed to upgrade a student's qualifications for community college entrance.

Kamloops, B.C.
Prince George, B.C.
Montreal, Quebec
Oshawa, Ontario
London, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Edmogton, Alberta
Sarnia, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec
Calgary, Alberta
Toronto, Ontario
Montreal, Quebec

Colley

Table 2
Community Colleges Having Formally Designated

Canadian Studies Subjects not part a Canadian Studies Programme

Camosun College
Capilarko College
CentennIid College of Applied Arts & Technology
Humber COlfege of Applied Arts & Technology
Niagara Collets of Applied Acts &Techntlogy
Northern College
St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Terlinology
Sheridan College of Applied Arts & Technology

Location

Victoria, B.C.
Vancouver, B.C.,
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Welland, Ontario ,

South Porcupine, Ontario
Windsor, Ontario
Oakville, Ontario

.

other institutions indicated to the Commission that they plan to Otitute formally designated Canadian studies
63rogrammes or subjects in the near future. Four of these colleges are Ontario colleges of applied arts and technology and
' four are British Columbia colleges. The ninth college, Champlain Regional College in St. Lambert, Quebec, has proposed a

Canadian studies ,programme.
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Table 3
Community Colleges That Plan to Introduce Formally Designated Programmes Or Subjects

College

Champlain Regional Coll*
Confederation College of Applied ArtI & Technology
Columbia Junior College
Conestoga College of Applied Arts & Technology
Douglas College
Malaspina College
Selkirk College
Sheridan College of Applied Arts Technology
St. Lawrence College

In addition, a tenth coil
Columbia'Studies Program

Location

St. Lambert, Quebec
Thunder Bay, Ontario .
Vancouver, B.C.
Kitchener, Ontario
New Westminster, B.C.
Nanaimo, B.C.
Castelgar, B.C.
Oakville, Ontario
Kingston, Ontario

Vancouver City 'College, is investigait g the possibility of expanding its present British
to a Canadian Studies Programme

All but e of the On ario that now offer, or plan "o offer, formal Canadian
/
studies are located in the

industri a

n

and urbanized parts f that Province. There are fo al Canadian studies reported at the colleges east-
Kingst . Only two colleges no th of southweStern Ontario report.formal Canadian studies work. The Com sion
believes that this is a serious ge that the colleges in these areas should review carefully. In particular, The should assess
the possibilities of introducing fOrmal Canadian studies that 'would relate directly to, and tike advantag of, theparticular
characteristVf their regions in the same way that this has been done successfully at' many other col ,ges.

..
.

In Alberta and British Columbia, too, Canadian studies are located in urban colleges. In Quebec rmal Canadian-.`
studies are offered only in the Anglophone colleges in-and around Kontreal. However, there is co iderablq Canadian
content in the curriculum of all CEGEPs. -

, ..

. . . -

In Quebec there is some difference in the way Anglophone colleges and Francophone CEGE handle their curriculum.
The Anglophone colleges have more flexibility in designing their curriculumT,That is, in additio, to the subjects prescribed
for all community colleges by the Department of Education in the Cahiers de l'Enseiggement rollegial,7 the Anglophone.;
colleges are .allowed bylhe Department's general guidelines gov.erning humanities curriculum t. offer.a range of
humanities subjects. Students'in the English-languag EPs must take one humanities subj ct from each of the
following specified levers:

Category I Man and His World Views (101 series). Studies of the various modes of i terpreting man and his world.

Category 2 Man. His Knowledg and its Application (201 series). Courses which examine how man knows and the
effects this know) dge has.

Category 3 Man's Creative Expression -(301 series). Studies of various kinds of creative expression and their modes
of communic ion. '

Category 4 Man and Foal Issues (401 series). Courses focusing on social issues that have'confront ed man.8

Many of the Anglophone CEGEPs in and around Montreal employ these guidelines to deifelop formal Canadian studies.

In contrast, the Francopfro e CEGEPs are not permitted to use the Departmen t's general guidelines governing thee.
humanities curriculum but m st offer a specified number of philosophy subjects. This tends to limit their opportunity to
offer formal Canadian studies.
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Examples of Formal Canadian Studies ClasroOm Work

The Commission has selected representative subjects from the curricula of several com tunny colleges to illustrate the
work being done in formal Canadian studies. 1

,
1

I

1 . 1

Canadian Studies 310-3 (History 310): Problem's in Canadian culturdl History is a history subject offere as a Canadian
studies elective at Lambton College in Sarnia. Lambton is the only college in Ontario ffering a diploma in Canadian
studies although diplomai in Canadian 4tudies are offered in Quebec, Alberta and Briti h Columbia. This omemester
subject involves an examination of selected problems in pre-Confederation Canadian HiStory. Stress is placed on the
cultural arid social impact of such events as the Loyalists migration. Original source ma erial, historical Aprks and cultural
artifacts are used where possible. '

Canadian Studies 201.3: The West as Protest is offered in the Canadian Studs ProgMmme at Grant MacEwan
Community College in Edmonton. In the sense that it reflects the local history and interests of the surrounding
community, this subject is typical of a nil' mber of subjects offered at various colleges.

The Grant MacEwaikollege lendar describes this particular 'ect as one that reviews the experiences of western
Canadians, and especially of Albe tans, throughout hist y and the traditionali relationship of the West to the rest of
Canada. Emphasis-is placed on tl' West's 'colonial' e onomic status in confederation. 'Of concern is the spectacle of
westerners being at once t st conservative and the ost radical in their attempt to resolve their problems'.

Canadian Studies 111: Canada as Clony. a subject offerer boo College in Kamloops is concerned with the
tionships with Great Britain and the United States.economic, cultural and historical aspects of Canada's changing

Similar subjects appear in most of the Canadian studies programmes offered at the colleges. Typical themes include:
economic dependence, CanadianAmerican relations, Canadian literature, Canadian media, French-English relations in
Canada, ethnicity, and examinations of regional interest and conflicts.

Other subjects are less common and some are It ffered exclusively at a particular community collge. For example, one

college offers a semester subject that examines in some deta' us royal commissions and task force reports. A student
studies the origins and the terms of reference of the repor , the background of their authors and of key researchers, and
the reports' findings and recommendations.

Generally, programmes of Canadian stud' are anized as c011ectiOns of subjects employing both disciplinary and
interdisciplinary approaches.' However, t re-are exceptions. The Canadian Studies Programmes at Seneeh College and
Durham College in Ontario are compoSe entirely of interdisciplinary subjects. Though Canadian content subjects of a
disciplinary nature appear in other part of the curriculum, they are not formally part of the Canadian Studies
Programmes. It is interesting to note t at Durham's interdisciplinary subjects are mandatory for all students of applied
arts. At Seneca every student must c mplete at least one Canadian studies subject in order to graduate.

Vanier College in Montreal offe a multidisciplinary approach to Canadian studies. That is, students in the Canadian
Studies Programme take five sepa to subjects; each subject treats simi'ar topicS or themes, but they do so from the
perspective of the different disciple es. For example, the theme of regional disparity is dealt with separately in English
literature, political science, history a d soc each time from the perspective of the discipline involved. A student
may take as many of the five subjects as he or she wishes. If More than one IS taken tpt exposure to the topic or theme
is multidisciplinary; if only one is taken, the exposure is disciplinary.

An Observation on the Interest in Formally Designated Canadian S udies

All of the Canadiall'Mudies programmes and subject offerings in the corninuni y colleges are relatively recent
undertakings. The molt senior,. at Seneca College, Dawson College and Vanier ollege, are only about five years old.

In addition to these curriculum developments and tei the nine new program es or subjects that have been proposed,
interest in Canadian studies at community colleges has been expressed in other shays.
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Por example, the Association of Canadian Community Colleges, devoted to Canadian studies five of the apprOximately
thirty papers presented at its 1973 conference and three of twenty-two sessions at its 1974 conference. The ACCC has set

e promotion of Canadian studies as one o(lp goals and has indicated that it intends to treat. Canadian studies as a
ajor theme at its future meetings. In 1974 'ft began publication of a Canadian studies newsletter, Communiqk:

Canadian Studies, as a curriculum service to colleges and faculty.

The anadian Community College Institute (CCC1), centred at Banff, Alberta, held a five-day seminar on Canadian
studies in that town in April of 1974. Fifty-nine colleges from British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Ontario and Quebec participated. The delegates, using both official languages in workshops, examined: case studies of
existing Canadian studies programmes; approaches suitable for this kind of work in the various provincial systems; the
development of Canadian content in a number of vocational and technical programmes; and questions of cultural identity
in Canada. A similar conference was held in May 1975 at Mont Orford, Quebec.

.
There have lie n other expressions of a strong and growing interest in Canadian studies. Seneca college in Toronto has

developed a wide ranging mobile Canadian studies programme. It began this venture in the spring of 1970 to introduce
students to di nt or unfamiliar parts 'of Canada through study and travel. Organized as an academic programme, it has
enabled groups involving hundreds of students to study in Canada's Arctic", to visit and, examine the socio-economic
infra-structure of the outpoorts of Newfoundland and"Labrador, to study Canada's labour mOments in mine and mill
towns, and to explore the complexities of several of the country's key industries. Students andluculty of other
community colleges, including several in the United States, have also participated in the Seneca mobile programme, as
have faculty members of universities in Toronto.

The Commission commends Seneca College for the pioneering work that it has done in the field of mobile programmes
and urges other colleges to explore the possibility of involving their students and faculty in this kind of academic
enterprise. The Commission believes, further, that such a venture presents valuable opportunities for Collaboration
between cotninunity colleges and universities, particularly neighbirring institutions, ,

w
,

In 4nother direction, some community colleges have engaged in exchanges of students and faNity betwee anadian
' studies progiammes. Dawson College and Lambton College held such an exchange during the 1972 -73 aca mic year.

In British Columbia community college faculty have shown a real interest in expanding Canadia tudies in- that
Province and, towards this end, have'held several joint meetings in which representatives of the nadian studies
programmes at Simon Fraser University have been particularly active. In the fall of 1974 a pr incial 'Articulation

.9ortimittee' for Canadian Studies was established to co-ordinate B.C. community college a university work in this field.

/
Canadian Content in the Curricula of Community C eges
As. indicated earlier, for the purposes of this chapter, Canadian content refers CO subject matter dealing in some way with
'an aspect ortanada or the Canadian situation' but raformally desig as a Ci-radian studies programme or subject.

The Commission's information indicates that there is; little,diffe e from-Province to Province in the proportion of
Can ian content in the curricula of community colleges. To the extent that there is a difference, community colleges in
B tistt Columbia, Ontario, Alberta and Quebec tend to have proportionately more subjects dealing specifically with

anadian questions than community colleges in other parts of the country.

Across Canada, subjects with Canadian content are often regional or local or specialized studies. For example,
seventeen colleges have native stpdicsiprogrammes'or subjects.' ° In British Columbia, several colleges offer B.C. studies.
One Ontario college, located in the industrial heartland of that province, offers a labour studies programme.

There tends to be a greater emphasis upon Canadian content in liberal arts areas of the curriculum than in the
technical and vocational fields. Also, there tends to be greater emphasis upon Canadian content in some_ lectuiicar areas
than in others. For exampre., business programmes provide Canadian content primarily in economics, law and political

,subjects.
) 3 8 ,
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In contrast, the Commission was struck by the fact.that student-On engineering technology programmesappeared to
have little opportunity in their technical subjects to study about Canada or about' the possible effects of their work on
Canada. The exceptions are at colleges that require that,students in engineering complete liberal arts subjects.

It may be that many teachers of engineering use Canadian examples and stress the importance of relating engineering
principles and practices to Canadian physical and social conditions. was not apparent from the Commission's
investigations. ,

If this is indeed the case, and if other parts of the technical and vocational curriculum are similarly lacking Canadian
orientation, as appears to be true at a number of institutions, then there is a serious need for community colleges to
undertake a thorough review of their-curriculum. Again, the Commission emphasizes that vocational and technical subjects
should have Canadian content just as much as liberal arts subjects. Proficiencrin vocational and technical skills and
theory are of minimum value unless they go hand in hand with an appreciation and knowledge of the social, political,
economic and environmental milieu in'which they are to be applied.

U

Canadian "'"irntent

Mile there js alac of Canadian content in the curricula of some colleges, the Commission was greatly impressed
what other colle s are doing to develop Canadian content. A number of colleges are experimenting successfully wit
fundamentally ew and different approaches not only to Canadian studiis but t9 further education itself. The few
examples jhat follow are particularly noteworthy but are not,at all isolated cases.

Mount Royal College is de.velo a biling ampus (Blackfoot and English) on the reserve at Gleichen in Alberta.
The curriculum is heavily oriented, to the interests, eds and culture of the native peoples. Those involved aim have

the campus become an independent entity administere by the Blackfoot themselVes by the end of 1975. This rocess has
already begun; for example, native people serve on t Board of..,Governors and on die,faculty.

At Camosim College in Victoria a programme o ve studies has been set up for, and with the co-operation'and
participation of, the native people. A majority of the subjects are offered only to the native people in they area.

. , ,

Niagara College of Applied Arts and Technology offers a certificate in.labour-stadies covering a wide range of subjects.
emphasizing Canadian content, for example: Trade anions in Canada; Development and Role; the Colle5tive Bargaining
Process+.ixi Canada; and the Role of Women in Canadian Trade Unioni.

.., .

At Dawson College in Montreal the Humanit,ies Department has launched a number of subjects i an effort to fill tie
gaps that exist in traditional' textbooks. For example, in the subject Living Canadian History studenIs examine the efforts
of the textile, tobacco, electrical, boot-and-shoe an&fur workers, of plumbers and of seamen to form unions. In another
subject, Les solitudes a Montreal, the faculty aappts literally to extend the clgssroom into the city: In addition to
lectures and group discussionS; students are encouraged and taught to use video-tape equipment in their term projects,.
Meetings and seminars with social workers, with community organizers and witircivic political figures are ,also a feature.

Humber College and Sheridan College in Ontario and Capilano College in British Columbia arc examples of colleges
involved in developing curriculum and community services for Canadian women. Programmes range from disciplinary
studies of Aiomen,in Canada (history; sociology, literature) to `outreach' or community service programmes designed to
stimulate interest in and aveareness of the challerige facedrby Women and the problems plaguing them socially, politically
and vcationally.

Common to each of these examples, and to numerous courses like them at community colleges across Canada, is a
concern with community and the use of local human and physical resources. Together they indicate the potential of the'.
community colleges to fulfil a real need in society for community-oriented study, teaching and training in. short, in a
special sense, Canadian studies.'
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Fora variety of reasons, community colleges in Canada face special problems in developing Canadian studies. In almost
every case, these problems relate to the fact that in most parts of Canada community colleges are relatively new to the
educational system.

Because they are new their ro s not always clear to the public. Some briefs to the Commission suggested that -
community colleges are not yet sun f their own identity.

Throughout the course of the C mmission's work, the Commission encountered some feeling across Canada that
community colleges are quasi-, or rhaps even pseudo-, universities attended by students who are not qualified to be
accepted at a 'real university'. With p haps a degree of conscious or unconscious academic snobbery, some members of
the university community share this view. Certainly, there is some lack of undertstanding that community colleges are an
important part of the educational,system in Canada, that their role is distinctly different from that of universities and
schools and, because they are different, their probleins and opportunities must be dealt with differently.

There is is a widespread but false,assumption, for example, that the curricula of community, colleges do not require
special textbooks-or other printed materials and that'publications de,signed.for universities or senior high schools are
entirely appropriate for use iri iximmunity colleges. Conseqpently, books and articles are noll being published in adequate
numbers to meet the specific needs of community collegesAn the absence of Canadian matjials id some fields'
community colleges are relying almost exclusively upon non-Canadian publications.

Part of the problem is that teachers in community colleges are seldoth provided with enough time from their regular
duties and With enough financial support to do research, to write and to publish. As indicatedin the chapter
audio-visual and other media support for Canadian Studies, some teachers are trying to make up for the lack of'
Canadian printed materials suitable for use in the community colleges by employing media materials. But, here again,
tdachers do not have adequate time and encouragement to become proficient in the use and production of such materials.

Community c ege libraries also need furth6 development. Many colleges have access to university and public libraries,
but community L legeS also require library,collections that,are selected with the special needs of the college curriculum
in mind. This is an area in -which private funding would be particularly helpful, but corporations, foundations and private.
donors tend to overtook community colleges.

A number of community- colleges. in various parts of Canada are offering subjects that make heavy us1 of original
source materials and culturalartificats. In the process they are developing impressive small archival collection's. SeVeral are
collaborating with neighbouring uniyersities and schools in gathering' and using these materials. The Commission
commends this.kind of approach'to other community colle,es. It believes further that much would 'be gained if national,
provincial and local galleries and museums would consider ways in which their programmes might be made more helpful
and more accessible to community colleges, keeping in ind that their needs are not always the same as those of
universities. In turn, community colleges. should explore the possibility of collaborating with local galleries and museums
iodentifying, gathering, organizing and preserving cultural artiacts that have .specific relevance for the curriculum of
c4munity colleges.

.
Colleges located in areas of Canada that do not have cultural institutions could render a particular service to their

Communities by collecting Canadiana, not only fol their own use but for the use of the public. GOvernments and private
donors should support such initiatives.

A further probiem that community colleges face in developing Canadian studies is that they tend to.. be isolated and
dif rent from one another and therefore cannot easily share resources and co-operate in other ways on a day-to-day
bast . Colleges vary greatly from Province to Province, and even within Provinces, in their functions, in their curricula, in
their resources, in their degree of development and in their needs and priorities. Some are located in remote areas, where
regular communication with other colleges. is almost impossible.

Communications between colleges has been greatly helped by the fOrmation in 1970 of the Association of Canadian
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Community Colleges and by the holding of national and regional meetings and seminars n community college questions.
But the ACCC has ha trouble raislog outside funds to support the good work that it is doing and its subscriptions are
not enough to sustain( its oper. tions. The failure of the. ACCC to interest Canadian donors in its work compelled it to'
seek funds outside the c ry. A five-year sustaining grant from the Kellogg Foundation awarded in 1968 enabled the
Association. to organiz a, I begin to offer a varied programme of service to its members, but long-term funding is

I required as well. /
The Commis

particularly t
discussions
ACCC for

'A a ore general point, the Commission stresses that, while many worthWhile and innovative developments are
ccurrYng th,Canadian studies at the com unit* colleges, the fact remains: only 20 out of 147 community colleges in
a ada haveformally designated Canadian dies; and Canadian content in the total curriculum, particularly in the ti

tech 'cal Ind vcicational fields, is seriously lac g at manycollegesr. Unless a reat effort is made to improve this situation,
the en ous potential of community colleges to serve the wider community will not be fully realized.

Nis especially impressed by the work that the ACCC has done to promote Canadian studies,
gh its conference& and its bulletin, Communiqué:

information
0, Indian Studies, which provide opportunities for
,(xchanges of infoation between colleges relatin It-4, anadian studies. The Commission commends the

endeavours and expresses the hope that funds can be found to continue and enlarge upon them.

I. A systematic study of Canada and,of the Canadian content should be recognized as an integral and essential part of
the formal education of students in community colleges.

6

1. There should be .a greater appreciation of the importance and of the opportunities of including Canadian content in
vocational and technical subjects a; the community colleges and of the value of relating theories and skills in these
fields to Canadian conditions.

3. Community college graduates must be prepared lo adapt to change in a society of rapidly changing jobs. Therefore,
there should be wider recognition of the value of including1n the community college curriculum subjects designed to
provide a general education. c.

4. The Commission commends those community colleges that have developed progiammes designed'to provide students
with a first-hand experience of the conditions which they wilI` stibsequemlTh be employed, for example, by travel
and exchanglprogrammes.

.5. Colleges that dd not now'have formally designated Canadian studies programmes or subjects should investigate the
possibility and the desirability of establishing such formal studies.

''.6. Universities should acquaint themselves more fully about urripulum development at the community colleges.

7. Commu ity colleges and universities.should explore more fully the possibilities of co-operating in projects of mutual
interest for example, in mobile programmes, in archival s ollectioni; in the production and use of audio-visual i

materia s, in library acquisitions and in lecture series. ,

.,.

8. The Commission encourages community colleges to hold regular national, regional and local meetings to ,discuss and
deal with common interests, including the promotion ?f Canadian studies. For example, it hop that the Canadian
Studies Conferences held at Banff and at Mont Orford will continue as annual events and wi continue to be held in
different parts of Canada with a view to encouraging interest in Canadian studies in areas of Canada where Canadian
content at community colleges is !now lacking.

4

9. The Ontario institute for Studies in Education and the Association of Canadian-Community Colleges should launch a
joint study of the needs of the community college curricula for instructional materials in Canadian studies.

3
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ing agencies should.then seek out and support qualified scholars to help meet the needs for instructional
Canadian studies/

Id be some m mum representation of the community colleges in the membership of award-granting
the Federal ;overnment, such a' the Canada Council, in orderp help ensure that Canadian scholarship
ing are responsive to the needs of the community colleges.

12. Interested.qualifi d teachers at community colleges should be provided with opportunities to c16 research nd to
write, as part of their regular duties, in fields of direct relevance t the curricula of threolleges./7

13. Publishers in Canada should examine ways in which they night be a le to publish MOR6' materials of direct interest
and relevilnce to community colleges.

'

14. A comprehsive study should be made of the state of Canadian studies at cam nity colleges that would parallel the
) Commission's study of the slate of Canadian studies at the universities. The ssociation of ,Canadian Coinmunity

Colleges might be an appropriate body to commission such a study.

15. Provincial Governments should consider ays in which they could be oif/inofe assistance in'cleveloping the library
holdings of community colleges.

16. The Commission commends the Association of Canadian Community Colleges 'on its endeavours to foster
communication between those who are active and interested in Canadian studies at community colleges and to make
more widely available information relating to Canadian studies at the colleges. It expresses the pe that funds can be
found to cpatinue and enlarge upon these endeavours.

17. National, provincial an9flocal galleries a,,pd museums should consider ways in which their programmes could be made
more helpful and more accessible to community colleges, keeping in mind that their needs are not always 'identical to
those of universitjes. 1

18. Community-colleges should explore the possibilities of collaborating with local galleries and museums to identify, to.
gather, to dirganize and to preserve cultural artifacts of direct relevance to the curricula of community colleges.

19. Colleges located in areas of Ca Oda that do not have art gallerieg' and museums should consider instituting a
programme tc collec't Canadia a for both their own and the public's use. Governments and private donors should
support such m iitiatives.'

20. Plans should be
Can/ adian North

egun for the d pment in the near future of one and perhaps two community colleges in the
/
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FOOTNOTES:

1Gordon Campbell, Community Colleges in Canada. (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Press, 1971), p. 7.

2 S ta t istic s Canada, Advance Statistics al Education 19 73-74, Information Canada, (Ottawa: August 1973); pp. 14-15.

3lbid, Table 8, p. 31.

IbtlfTable 2, p. 25.

5 James E. Pag6, Ctlnadian Studies in the Community College (Toronto: The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1973).

6 At most Community colleges, a programme is a course of stucljes co sisting of several subjects or disciplines. Thus, a pro mme or course on
economics might consist of, say, five subjects, each dealing withi fferent aspect of this field.

7Quebec Department of Educatio

8 Ibid. There is no sequence to

Cahiers de l'Enseignement ollegial, 74-75. pp. 0-94 0.95,

e levels.

9 1n thistase, interdisciplinary means an examination of topic from the perspective of several disciplines Simultaneously; or, plit another way,
there is some tinning of disciplinary lineS.

k. 1°A review of native,Studies in Canada, with reco

1

endations, appears in a separate chapter of the Conimission's Report.-
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Archivts and Canadian Studies,
Of all national assets archives are the most precious; they are the gift of one genetation to.anothef and the. xtekOf our
care of them marks the extent of our civilization.

. _

The Canadian Archives and its Activities
Ottawa; 1924.

0-SINGLE SUBJEC , as Sir Arthur Elknighty's words remind ,us, is of greater importance to the future of CanadianN studies thpn the state o ur country's archives. Such a statement may at first appear exaggerated,.but a momenes.re-, .

flection should convince e that it is the simple truth. Without the resources of our many archives, original re-
search on the development of our ociet in itutions or culture would be impossible. In the same manner, the pore compre-
hensive the mation's archival resources .y 10,.. come, thegnter will be our opportunities for research *nIQ the.natu14 of the
eanadian historical experience. e-Comrn- i sion has already pointed out the achievement of self -k wWge depends,upOn
a fearless examination of)) ndividuat and co ective pasts-Co sequently Canadian stu_dies-; -in all fields, should dkplay a e

,..--' k

certain historical jas': From tits it will be Clear that the future ality of Canadian studies is directly linked to the
condition an esources Of Canadian archives. it is-not too muc to say that Canadian archives are the foundation of
Canadip tudies.

Fortunately, the new generation of. Canadian archivists and the leaders of ii ihajor national archival institutions are
well aware of the importnt nature of their.responsibilities,,aird-ifieY have embarked on a number of initiativesjtsi-` be---
discussed later in this Chapter) that should begin to accord to archives their proper stature and role within-the Canadian
community and to co-ordinate their efforts within a-regional and nationalc-plan. It is now time for the.universities)4

'Canada, and for the public, at large, to recognize the' significance of thes/efforts and`the role that they haveto
within them-.

There are two fundamental and closely elated disks that will determine the fUture of Canadian archives. The first has
to do with the development of public awareness, awareness-othe importance of archival resources, of the location and
potential development of these resources and of the skills required both to establish an'a to make full'use of archival
resources. The second concerns the development of a-national and regional plan to co-ordinate archiial activity, to serve
as a framework for archival diffusion and to promote collections development in a rational manner throughout the
country. In boi11 of these essential areas of.activity, the universities of Canada and the wider Canadian public have an
indispensable role to play and important responsibilities to assume.

The Development of Canadian Archives

Archival institutions have existed in Canada for more than a , and over the course of years they have/done a
remarkable job of gathering records relaqi)ig to our past. Without systematic collection, policies, without the support -of an
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historical manuscript commission and without adequate financial assistance from any level of Government, they acquired
military, land and Goverunient records, and papersvaccumulated by individuals and historical, religious and business
organizations oriboth sitif, of the Atlantic. Of necessity, archivists relied heavily upon private donations. While efforts
were made to implement automatic procedures to transfer historical records from certain Governthent departments to the
Archives, success was uneven in<the various Provinces, although it was easier to develop systematic acquisitions policies for
transferring Government records than for any other type of pote rchival material. The most significant acquisitions of
private and business records came from those in uals inns who possessed some sense of their own historical
importance.-Collections were occasionally initiated on the basis of the personal interests of some archives personnel and
were not always successfully pursued following their departure. Consequently, the holdings of many archival institutions
are often haphazard, incomplete or composed of quite unrelated accumulations of documents.

Fortunately, pr ssional archivists recognizeifirom thy start the potential scope of their work and adopted a broad
interpretation of their role, as the following passage from the First Report vf the Ourecnt of Archives for the Province of
Ontario. reveals:

The documents appertaining to the history of a Country are now classed among its most valuable possessions., But
history has'assumed a new Meaning with the advance of civilization, and, today, the Records 'of Government, once
the students richest mine, 'share their importance with the ephemeral memorabilia which concern the life of the
people. The historian's point of view hasundergone a radical change. A knowledge of the social conditions of a
nation is a first requisite to the study or writing of history; hence the high value now placed upontfamily papers,
diaries4ccount books, etc., which contain the humbettsds of social and family life. The laws reflect the public
needs, and-in order to legislate wisely and intelligent y, the social atmosphere and environment, the sequences in
social development, must be known. Hence also the importance of documentary history in which a traveller's
Journal may rank with apolitical despatch; and the reason why papers from private sources, municipal, educational,
and ecclesiastical reports and documents on the one hand, and State papers on the other, are given a place among .

public archives. The one is the raw material for the generathistorian, the other for the history of public affairs. Legisla-
tion is the expression\in legal form of the hopes, ambitions and necessities of a people, The public archives should furnish
material to show how,political and social exigencies influence the laws and how,in turn, the laws affect the common
weal.'

However, in spite of 'this open attitude to collections development, which is not, uncommon today, most' collections,
_even in an archives'- area of specialization, are incomplete. This. is certainly not surprising. Documents survive by chance,
having somehow escaped wastebaskets, rats, moisture, disintegration and house-cleaning. Many people believe either that,
on the "One hand, their papers or those of individuals in their family have no value, or that, on the other, their papers I.

may be too sensitive to for the eyes of posterity. In either case, papers are committed to the garbage or the furnace.
_

,,

The Commission welcomes all efforts that will reduce uninformed destruction of doeurnents and allow archivists and
researchers to decide what is most worth retaining in the papers they acquire. This goal could best be achieved by
promoting a, higher level of public awareness about the functions of archival institutions and the contribution that any set
of papers may make to future research and understanding even when their value is riot immediately evident. The ,papers
may be useful because they complement other documents or because of the queitions they may raise or-help to answer,
This is particylarly true today, when archives are used by ,a variety of researchers with different interests and methods.

The Commission recommends that the Archives of Canada undertake a programme to promote public awareness of the
potential value of private papers and other archival material, and that the universities of Canada co-operate i this11

programme in various appropriate ways,.some of which. will be discussed more fully in the following sectio s of this
..-

iii: "aptex.,

The Commission is pleased to be able to recognize the enterprising spirit of the current generations of Canadian ,-
archivists, who are more determined than ever to reduce the role of chance in the, acquisition of archival materials by
employing more systematic methods of collection and by informing potential donors about their faciliti4, interests and
requirements. The Systematic National Acquisitions Programme of the Public Archives of Canad and the work of the
new Yukon Territorial Archives offer two examples that illustrate the success, of this approach. In 7 the Public
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Archives began its pregramme.to bring order, continuity and 'a greattr measure of completeness' to its collections. The
recently developed Yukon Territorial Archives is working actively to determine the location of materials to supplement its
collection and to obtain papers, photographs and slides, newspapers, government and institutional records, and maps fron'i
local sources and from other collections in Canada and the United States.

Ode of the primary tasks that must precede systematic collections 'development is the location of such material as may
be available for collection. A great deal of material of potential interest to Canadian studies is presently preserved in the
hands of private individuals and institutions as well as in the collections or( eral and provincial archives, universities,
libraries and historical societies. The Itnion 1.ist of MatittscriptstiorVnadtatf ositories, published by the Public Archives
of Canada in 1968, has done a great deal to guide researchers in Canadian studies to material preserved in archival
institutions and major libraries. But it falls short of ptoviding-guidance as to the location of essential resources in other
places. C'onsequently', there is an urgent need for a comprehensive national guide to all known archival resources in
Canada. The litonunission therefore recommends that the preparation of a national guide should be immediately
undertaken under the leadership of the Public Archives of Canada in cooperation'with other federal, provincial and
private archives The Commission recommends, further, that adequate funds to support this important project be made
available by the Federal and Provincial Governments.

The Commission believes that universities and university archives have an important role to play in the preparation of
such a national guide to archival resources by helping to locate and describe the potential resources of their respective
regions. Some universities, such as Memorial University, Universite de Moncton, Queen's University and the University of
Western Ontario, have already demonstrated considerable interest in locating and developing the archival resources of their
region. At the Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi, in particular, a group of professors and students have undertaken to
locate and describe all the archives of their region. The Commission recommends that all Canadian universities give
consideration to the ad( ion of similar projects appropriate to their character and regional location, and that they
participate in this way in the reparation of a comprehensive national guide to archival resources.

However, even if all archival material of interest to Canadian studies were to be located and briefly described in the
manner proposed above, proper repositories would he required to lirovide for its acquisition, preservation,. cataloguing and
consultation; and these 'repositories should he equipped with suitable buildings, conservation conditions, trained staff for
acquisition and cataloguing and facilities for consultation. Such repositories do not exist in sufficient numbers at the
present time. Moreover, where they do exist, a certain measure of rivalry has been allowed to develop between
institutions, and such competition has occasionally.produced unfortunate results. Competition between archivists for .

similar material serves neither the public interest nor the interests of the archivists themselves, particularly if it tends to
drive prices tO excessive levels.

it

The questions of competitive practices and the co- ordination of acquisitions are receiving considerable attention from
the archival community, for the Commission noted frequent references to these issues in many of the briefs submitted to
it on the subject of archives. For example e brief from the Archival Association of the Atlantic Provinces (formerly the
Association of Eastern Provincial Archivist commented upon the need 'to rationalize and develop the archival resources.,
of'Atlantic Canada'.

Several proposals have been put forward to facilitate planning and rationalization in the acquisitions field with the
objective of maximizing the advantages or more active acquisition programmes and of minimizing the costs of competition
for individual institutions and the Canadian archival system as a whole. One commentator has suggested that a registry of
archival programmes might he established following the creation of a clearing-house for information on the territorial and
thematic jurisdiction of existing programmes. To avoid arbitrary judgements concerning the limits of programmes, a 'court'
of arbitration might be formed to deal with conflicting claims, although its exact composition and terms of reference have
not been spelle4,1mt.

Certain archival collection's such as those relating to urban development will have very distinct regional significance;
others, such as the papers of religious organizations with widespread membership will be of local, regional or national ,
interest depending on the research perspectivl. Ethnic group archives, which are developing rapidly in Canada, are also.
important from many different perspectives -The Commission was pleased to observe, therefore, that although major
efforts are being expended to create a National Ethnic Archives in Ottawa, microfilm copies of-related records such as the
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files of the Immigration Branch are being distributed to provincial depOsitories, and plans are ISeing,made to exhibit
documents in Otta,tva and elsewhere.

For these and many other reasons the Commission does not believe that the solution to the development and
rationalization of Canadian archival resources lies elusively in the nlargement of federal and provincial archives,
desirable as such enlargement may be in its own ri t. The Commisrs on believes instead that the answer should be sought o

in the creation of a national network of regional archives, well equi ped and properly staffed, which would work in close
liaison with provincial ;mil federal archives and in collaboration wi universities,_ historical societies, sthdyl boards and
other appropriate institut ons and authorities. i .

l'o avoid rivalries, duplication of effort and unnecessary expense, the archives of,a given region should probably be
concentrated in the proposed regional archive. The network of regional archives could be used for the loan between
archival institutions of(documents ertlier in their original form or in the form of microfilms and other copies, from
federal, provincial antrother regional archives. As a result of the constant improvement of systems of communications and
of copy ing, the final location of the originals will become less and 'less important, but regibnal archives will remain,
essential for searches, for the acquisition of documents and.for consultation, diffusion and utilization.

The proposed national network of federal, provincial and regional archives would help to solve oa number of the
problems to which reference has alteady been made. It would prevent competition for the acquisition of documents,
particular private papers. It would ensure that matedl acquired is nolonly properly preserved, but arranged, catalogued
and made easily accessible to researchers, not merely accumulated in vaults or reserved for the use of only a few .
privileged students. h would also help to ensure that the widest possible selection of documents will be preserved and
that no potentially useful collection of papers may be destroyed because they do not appear to li'e of sufficient national
or provincial or academic interest.

As in the case of the promotion of public awareness and in the preparation of the national guide to archival resources,
the Commission believes that the universities have a potentially important role to play in the formation of a national
network of regional archives. The regional archives should be located in large towns, which are a centre of activity within
a giCen region, and usually in towns with kuniversity, because university staff and students would be among' the prime
users of archival material. In fact, the Commission believes that. in many cases, the regional archive could and should be
located within the local university and he administered by it, although its doors should be open to all serious researchers,
including members of the general public. The Commission believes that there.are many benefits to be gained from such an'
,niangeinent, including closer ties between the university and its regional community and better communication and
cooperattpn between academic researchers and professional archivists.-Obviously, there are many cases,where such a rule
will not he an appropriate one for a particular university. But there may 'be, iist as tonally cases where it would be
appropriate, as a number of universities. including those already mentioned above. have shown by their imaginative and
commendable efforts to collect and preserve the archival resources of their region. The'Commission rellnurtends that
every university give careful consideration. to the possibility of undertaking such a role in the proposed national networks

of regional archives and that in all cases close ties should be established between the university and the regional archive.

V

Archives and the University

The Commission believes that the universities have au important role to play in the development of the CanadianNakehival
system. Three spec i fica4 cas irr which the universitieseartantl should-beof assistance-to arrival work have already been

noted:noted: the development of public awareness of the importance of archives and. of the value of potential archival'anaterial;
the preparation'of a compreheirSive national guide to archival resources: and with the proposed national network of
regional archives, some of which should he located within the universities themselves.

Naturally the kind o'r role that the Commission proposes for the universities raises questions about the universities'
attitudes to archives in general and to their own in particular. The Commission's inquiries indicated that many universities
have no firm policies regarding either archival development or even the management of their own records. In fact, only a
few Canadian universities have given any orderly consideration to this subject at all. And it is clear that many university

I
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archives lack the necessary financial resources to carry out adequate programmes.

The ommission believes that 'the universities should begin by putting, their own houses in order and that there are
niinim m archival services that every university shoulOmmediately assume. These relate to the ecords of the university
itself and to those of members of its staff. In some universities archives play an active role in records management for
administrative purposes; but in all cases university archives should assume responsibility for housingrecords documenting
die policies arni history of the university. These will include: administrative records of presidents, vice-presidents, deans,
regiskrars and other officials; the minutes of Senate, of the Board and of other councils and committees of the university, I

including student and faculty associations; and the publications of the university. University archives should also ensure
the maintenance and care of audio-visual recordsof university funetions, including taped material, film and photographs,.
either independently or in concert-with university media centres. This is an important service deserving continued
budgstary support to provide qualified staff, a uate physical storage facilities and appropriate security arrangements. In
addition to \the general interest that such university ollections may have, they are an essential source of support and
information Aar the study of Canadian higher education.

The Commission would go further to stress the need\for universities and related institutions such as art galleries,
museums and research institutes to develop archives to keep permanent records of their resident scholars' basic data,
much of which never appears in manuscript or publication form, although it could be of considerable value to future.
students and researchers. Universities Would, therefore, be well advised to make arrangements with faculty members for
the safekeeping of research findings that ,might contribute toward the further study and understanding of their particular
fields of interest. Initiatives of this sort.would codiplement some recently established granting policies that encourage
scholars to make copies of their research data available for subsequent use by'otberi as a condition of financial support.

However, the Commission does not believe that the universities' archival role should stop here. Ar chival material in
many forms is central to the research and teaching function's of the universities, and an\arciiival acquisition polity for
certain original documents and microform. copies of other appropriate materials should be recognized as an integral part
of a university's academic development policy, Archival Use in universities-is most commonly associated with graduate'
study and faculty research. Nevertheless, the Commission was pleased to note that a growing number of univ*ty courses
at the undergraduate level encourage students to make direct use of archival materials. These are, in fact, essential sources
for several new aspects of Canadian studies in the curriculum to-which scholarly attention has only recently turned. .

By acquiring and making available Acal users ardiival material in microform from the major national aqd'provincial
archives throitgh the proposed network of regional archives, the universities will. be able to support a\markedly wider
variety of teaching and research and., at the same time, they will assist in the process of archival diffusion within their
particular regions.

But the Commission does not believe that the universities' role in archival development should stop here either. There
a a good reasons why universities should collect, process and maintain collection's of original material, in particular i
ni erial that is of loca and regional significance or that is associated with fields o special interest tp the university or t

.'0.;ert in of its faculty. As oted, a numbe of Canadian univers20t.iave already Sho what can be accomplished in this t
'area. The Universite de Moncton has de eloped a' strong collection of rare books and papers concerning the Acadians of
th rej,On. Memorial University of New oundland's regional folklore archives and the collection of the aritime History t .

- Crbup \fer examples of similar praisew rthy initiatives. In Ontario Queen's University and the Univer ty of Western
)ntario ve developed substantial and immensely valuable esat:tions of papers and records relating to thehistory of

their regions. And in Quebec the Commission has already singed out for commendation the work of the group at the
Universite Quebec a Chicoutimi, which has undertaken to 'Survey and catalogue the arclibial resources of the region.
The Commis on believes that these imaginativ and valuable programmes point in the direction that other universities
should follow. .

The Commission's vision of the universitie role within the national network of regional archives gives to them a
pivotal role in the national system. On the o e hand, they would be the local agent in the diffusion, programme of the
archivalsystem and of the major national stitutions, making their resources available to scholars, students and the public
Within the local community. Ansi, on the o t. hand, the university should provide leadership'toWard the devel4nfent of
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the archival resources of its own region and should serve, in some cases, as the regional archive.and as the channel /
through which the resources of the region maySte made available in microform to uses throtighout the wider national
archival system. This is yet another of the important ways in which the universities efin and should assist' their own
immediate communities to 'achieve the self - knowledge that, as this Report has urge4 throughout, is essential for health
and growth in the lives of both individuals and societies.

Obviously, if the'.Gniversities are to assume the important responsibilities that the Commission proposes, they are going
to require adequate financial support. Dunng the course of its work, the Commission has observed the reactions of some
universities to the budgetary implications ofuleclining or stabilized enrolments. In at least one institution serious
consideration is being given to cutbacks in spending for staff, accommodation, and services in the university archives. If
financial pressures increase and specifically designated funds are not forthcoming, other universities may be tempted lo
make budget cuts in the area of archives and will certainly not be tempted to initiate archival programmes where they do
not already exist. Therefore, the Commission strongly recommends to Federal and Provincial Governments that archives be
considered an !essent I \element of a university's academic development and of its role as a public institution, and that
adequate funding be p +/Wed sPecifically.for this iniffortani facet of the university's work.

Another irnmartaittContribution that the university system can and should..make to the development of Canadian
archives is perhaps more closely allied to theuniversity's traditional teaching role: the traltiing,of professional'archivists
and chnservators. If the proposed network Of regional archives is to be established, it will be necessary to staff them with
competent professionals. This will put an added strain upon the supply of professional, conservators and archivists.
Adequate training facilities for archivists do not presently exist, and the Commission Urges 'Canadian universities to give
consideration to their potential role in the training of Canadian archivists and to archivial education in general.

4tIe

The continuing development ()Nile Canadian archives system cannot be separated from consideration of the changing
requirements for staff training in the field-of archival services. The expanded and diversified operation of archives in
Canada has brought..about new challenges for archivists and thbse associated witfi them. Today's archivist must be familiar
with a greater variety of procedures and techniques, than his or her predecessors and must-be 'able to respond to a broader
range of demands from the research community. MOreover, the bulk of pesent holdings, coupled with the inferiority of
most modern paper, has forced archivists to adopt safer and generally more complex methods of Storage, while keeping
storage costs below the normal office expense level. The increasing number of archivists has opened opportunities for the
development of professional associations that allow archivists to exchange information on The latest innovations and
techniques. The ad hoc archivistsget-togetherS of the past have been replaced by strong professional associations ancaoy
regional workshops on matters of corriMori interest. These and other factors have stimulated more thorough aETroaches to
archiVal training. The old apprentice system has been abandoned in favour of more formal educational opportunities.
Archival.journals and new sletrels are now more frequent and more useful. College and university level courses have
recently been offered, and more are projected.. Seminars, involving researchers as well as archivist's, are likely to become
,available on a regular basis..All of lhese activities indicate that the archival profession is adapting well the 'clerketiStodian
has been replaced by atrained and sophisticated expert.

A

tin the past few yearsarcliivist-s h devoted considerable attention to the training and qualifications of those entering
the profession. In recent summe a short course'on Archives Principles and Administration has been offered by
Carleton University and subsequently by the Public Archives of Canada in association with the Archives Section of the
Canadian Historical Association. Specialists representing various elements of the Canadian. archival community have led
discussions on basic archival techniques and on the archival problems peculiar to this country. Consideration is also given
to the increasingly complex issues associated with the use of computers in archives work. Students emphasize either the
field of archives or records management. Other courses to provide training for a few students each year have been
available at the following universities: Alberta, New. Brunswick. McGill, Queen's dnd -Laval. Although these programmes
have helped to meet basic needs for trained archival personnel in most of Canada's major repositories, some collections
remain in the care of staff whose formal .qualifiCations (nothwithstanding their admirable enthusiasm and dedication) are
non-existent.

Archivists generally agree on the need for three principal types of archives training: first, the existing summer .

programme that combines study of elementary archival theory with the practical techniques of archival arrangement and
storage; second, short courses, seminars and workshops on specialized problems of information retrieval; third, graduate
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level training typportupities in archives administration. This last-named need could be met in the first instance by a single
postgraduate course to be included a more broadly based MA programme.,Such- a course would need the support of a
Wide range Of experienced archivists and academics, Moreover, IT should include study of such subjects as the'histOry and
principles of archives administration in'Europe, Canada and the United States; comparative administrative history; the?!.
archival administration 9f emerging nations, records management apd the archivist; manuscripts; special collections;'and
acquisition procedur and evaluation techniques. ractical instruction and in-service training experience at several,types of
archival instituti s might also be incorporated into uch a programme.

^

The Co mission recommends that the university syst m, in co-operation and consultation with leading Canadian
'archivists/and archival Institutions, take immediate steps t ensure the rapid establishment of graduate programmes to

ain professional archivists in both our official languages. e minimum requirement is for two separate programmes to
be established, one at a major university of each language; or or one programme to be established dt a major bilingual
university.

The Commission also recommends that the university system explore he needs of Canadian at:chives and other
institutions fortrained professional conservators and take steps to meet these needs.

In addition to the training of more professional archivists, efforts to provide archives with better qualified patrons
would also contribute to the more effective use of archival resources for Canadian studies. Neitherprofessors nor students
always have:sufficient knowledge of research methods and detailed finding aids to make the best use of visits to archives.
The Commission, therefore, recommends that Canadian universities offer gradtlate students, and perhaps senior
undergraduates, in any discipline, a credit or non-credit course in archival procedures and methods; The Commission has
in mind a course along the lines of the Universite de Montreal's history course on Archives publiques et priveei' relatives a
l'histoire du. Canada francais,or a similar course offered at Universite Laval.

The Commission also-recommends that Canadian universities take fuller advantage of opportunities to have archivists
on campus as visiting lecturers or advisors in Canadian studies.

'The Public Archives of Canada
The keystone of the Canadian archival system is the Public Archives of Canada. For over one hundred years the Public
Aichives has played a dual role as an essential arm of Government and as an important research institution. In the former
rola it is charged with management of Federal Government records and with the. responsibility for ensuring that the federal
-administration is fully documented for the formulation of public poTicy.,fn the latter role it is responsible for acquiring
from any source all significant documents relating to the development of the country and of valueto Canada, and for
providing suitable research services and facilities to make this material available to the public. As a i-sult of its
conscientious fulfilment of these two riles, the Public4Archives of Canada has acquired a wealth of documentation on
every aspect of Canadian life, on politicaLeconomic,stientific, social and cultural affairs. It has bec6e tkie indispensable
source for research on Canada.

However, as it enters its second century,- the Public Archives is challenged by new circumstances and opportunities. In
order to continue to fulfil its, prdper role in Canadian cultural and public life it will require new resources and an
increased scope of activity. The Commission would' like to take this opportur.4y to draw The attention of the-Canadian
public in general, and of public officials in particular, to the needs and opportunities -by whiCh this important Canadian .

institution is now confronted.

The first and pressing need is for a new legislative framework and mandate. The Public Archives of Canada still
operates within the terms of the legislation of 1912, which established it as a separate department under its present name.
The provisions of the act of 1912 are nolonger adequate for the allarged responsibilities that the Public Archives must
now assume. The mandate of the Public Archives must now enable and ertcourair it to conduct or sponsor research
studies in the archival.field and to undertake projects to ehsure better and wider utilization 'of archival resources and
greater cultural benefit for certain areas of society, including cultural minorities, underprivileged sections of the
population and thp schools. The Public Archives must also be encouraged to share with other institutions its knowledge
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and experience in the fields of conservation and restoration, microrecording, automation, the management of records and
the administration of both historical and administrative archives. Therefore, the Commissibn recommends to the Federal
Government that it immediately undertake, ip close consultation with the. Dominion ArChivist and other officials of the
Public Archives, to draft a new legislative mandate to replace the aet of 1912, and that such legislation should be
presented to Parliament at the earliest opportunity.

A second need is for adequate physical facilities for the Public Archives. At present itis housed in the building of the
National Library, but it is clear that space available in the building will not long suffice to house both these important
national institutions. The Commission recommends that planning now go forward for the expanded physical capicity that
will be required. However, the Commission wishes to point out, both to the Federal Government and to the Public
Archives and National Library, that the present arrangement has certain advantages for researchers that should not be
entirely lost when new space is provided. The co-existence of the public areas,,reading rooms and research facilities of the
Public Archives and the National Library has greatly assisted researchers, who have been able to exploit the resources of
both institutions virtually simultaneously, thus providing for substantial economies of time and energy. The'Cotrunission
hopes that the advantages of the present arrangement will be preserved as much as possible under future arrangements.
The Commission therefore recommends that responsible officials seriously explore the p6ssibility that the new space to be
provided might house storage and administrative space for one or both institutions, while the public rooms and research
facilities could be retained under one roof. It is `obvious that such an arrangement would require that the new space In
lOcated immediately adjacent to the present building. But this requirement must be met in any case, even if the new
building is to house the Public Archives alone. The two institutions must not be too far apart physically, or it will cause
undue inconvenience to researchers and to the public. Therefore, the Commission recommends that the new building be
located immediately adjacent to the present National Library building:

Diffusion Programmes

The Public Archives has recently initiated an ambitious and highly commendable diffusion programme that:is an
extension of its earlier services relating to publications, exhibitions and inter-library loans. The new programme will
include a greater number of publications of documents, several travelling exhibitions, the sale of copies and facsimiles,
microfilms, miciofiches, slides,, and the like. The most novel approach and, from the point of view of researchers, the .

most important initiative will be the deposit in the ten provincial archives of microfilm copies of the Public Archives most
important holdings, such as the papers of the Prime Ministers of Canada and other material in great demand by
researchers, including documents of regional significance.

It is obvious that the diffusion programme undertaken by the Public Archives is of immense value to researchers and
an important first step toward the establishment of the national network of regional archives proposed in this Report.
The Commission wishes to commend the Public Archives for its diffusion programme and recommends that the'
progranime be continued and expanded. It understands that a lack of funds has prevented the appointment of two liaison
officers to the staff of the Public Archives, whose duties would include assistance in the organization and description of
holdings of small institutions and liaistin with universities and research centres. The Commission regards these
appointments as vital to the development of a national archival network and recommends to the Federal Government that
adequate funds be made available to the Public Archives to permit the appointment of liaison officers.

Other initiatives of the Public Archives, which are important for the same purpose, include the Union List of
Manuscripts in Canadian Repositories, first published in 1968, and the National Union Catalogue of Maps in Canada, now
in preparation. The Commission commends the Public Archives for both projects and recommends to the Federal
Government that adequate funds be made available to complete the latter project as soon as potsible and to prepare
revised editions of both works at regular intervals, perhaps every four years.

Mention has been made above of the papers of Canada's Prime Ministers and the Commission wishes to draw attenti
ts

bn,
to the importance for Canadian studies of the arrangements made for these papers and for those of other prominent
public ,officials. Canada has been fortunate that the papers of a great many of her leading public servants, including all
but two of her former Prime Ministers, have been deposited in the Public Archives of Canada where, after a suitable lapse
of time, they have been made accessible to scholars and researchers. In the United States, by contrast, the tradition has
been to regard Presidential papers and the papers of other senior political figures more in the light of personal or private

s
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property, and as a result, they have been scattered throughout the country. In recent years the American example in this
matter, as in so many others, seems to have exerted an influence on Canadian practice, and a number of men and women
prominent in public life have indicated a wish 'to make some personal disposition of their papers, rather than entrusting
them to the Public Archives. The Commission would regret the adoption in Canada of this American practice in the field
of public records and official papers. It, believes that, in general; records prepared at public expense and in the course of
the performance of public duties are and should be public property. Moreover, the Commission notes the practical
considerations that argue in favour of the location of the papers of prominent, national leaders in one repository,
including the enormous assistance that such an` arrangement provides to scholars and, through them, to the Canadian
public and to its erstanding of Canadian history and public affairs. Similarly, at the provincial level, it is in the public
interest and it ruakes good sense for the papers of leading public servants to be entrusted to the official archives of the
Province.

Therefore, the Commission recommends that appropriate federal and provincial parliaMentary committees study the
question of the disposition and preservation of records, documents and papas related to the public service of men and
women prominent' in Governmental affairs, and recommend procedures and guidelines that might apply in such matters.

National Film Archives

Another important but still fragile initiative of the Public Archives of Canada is the National Film Archives. An ad hoc
constituent division of the Public Archives, the National film Archives was established in 1972 after a three-year
acquisition and conservation programme of the Public Archives had begun to make up for some seventy years of Canadian
neglect. As early as 1932, F.C. Badgley, Director of -the Canadian Government Motion Picture Bureau (predecessor of the
National Film Board) noted that 'there is no organization or institution, Governmental or otherwise, in this country
specifically charged with, or.undertaking the collection of historical films, nor has there, to my knowledge ever been any
direct effort in this direction.' Despite the efforts of the National Film Board (which acted as an unofficial repository for
films on nitrate stock until 1967, although never funded to do so) and of the private Canadian Film Institute, this
observation remained true until the beginning of the Public Archives' acquisition programme in 1969, by which date more
than half the film documents produced in Canada between 1898 and 1951 were believed lost. It has been estimated that
of some sixty-seven Canadian feature films known to have been produced before 1939, only seven have survived in any
form.

Obviously, a nation with,a serious desire for self-knowledge cannot allow such destructive negligence of its non-print
documents to continue and the Public Archives, is to be commended for its programme of acquisition an pfeservation of
Canadian, films. However, the Nation'al Film-Archrves operates at a disadvantage when it exists on only ad ad hoc bast.
The Commission therefore recommends to the Federal Government that the National Film Archives be established on a
permanent basis, as a divigion of the Public Archives of Canada, and that it be %formally granted exclusive authority under
the Dominion Archivist for the selection, acquisition and conservation of film and television resources of enduring
historical, cultural or social value to Canada, with authority to document and diffuse these resources for scholarly and

of(cultural purposes.in addition, the National Film Archives should become the ultimate archival rep ory for materials
produced by the National Film Board and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, as well as for ma erials produced in
the private sector. The Commission has received numerous briefs and submissions, from university and college teachers
emphasizing the importance of making tapes of television broadcasts available for classroom use, as well as in research,
and ',it regards the development of policies for the selection and preservation of broadcast materials as an urgent priority.
In it opinion, the. National Film Archives should not only become the repository for the immense quantity of film and
videotape now held by the CBC but should atto monitor and videotape current broadcasts through direct network feed,
selecting those thCit'deems of value for permanent preservation. ...

At present the - National Library Act requires all Canadian book publishers to deposit two copies of every Canadian
book with the National Library, but no such regulations govern the deposit of non-print materials. The Commission
believes that it is high time similar deposit requirements were extended to cover the film as well as the book-publishing
industry, precedents for which can be found in a number of countries. Therefore, the Commission recommends to the
Federal Government that either the Public Archives Act or the Copyright Act be amended to require the deposit with the
National Film Archives of at least one copy of every Canadian film, either produced or distributed in Canada.
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One of the'mpst pressin matters requiring immediate action in the field of film conservation concerns the chemical
composition of most early anadian film. Before 1951, all 35 mm film was printed on a cellulose nitrate-base, the
chemical composition of which is Atrethely volatile. Consequently, this film must be storedunder special conditions in

f:
order to slow down the inevitable process of deterioration. The Public Archives of Canada has recently acquired special
vaults in which to store nitrate film and has alsdnade efforts to reprint some of the nitrate onto acetate or safety stock.
However, much unique Canadian material still exists solely on the unstable nitrate basbnone of which will be safe until
it has been transferred to another medium. As this is an expensive process, and,in view of the urgency surrounding the
preservation of film resources, the Commission recommends to the Federal Iliervernment that sufficient funds be made
immediately available to the National Film Archives for the miquisitionland preservation of those film documents in the
greatest _danger of being destroyed or damaged, in particular the 35 mm film existing only on cellulose nitrate base.

Activity Abroad

Another significant feature of the Public Archives of Canada's contribulion to our natioal self-knowledge has been its
long-standing programme of recovering or making copies of records in France, England and other countries relatinrto
Canada, often through the efforts of its bianches.MiParis aracLondon. The Commission wishes to commend the Public
Archives for its invaluable' achievements in this area. It believes that significant new opportunities still exist in this field
and that the scope of the archival recovery programme in Britain, France and other countries might ilow be profitably
expandedItoinclude business retords, family papers, church documents, local newspapers and similar materials. This
subject is discussed more fully in the chapter of the Commission's Report 'devoted to Canadian studies abroad, where it
is recommended that substantially increased financial resources shotold be mad$ available to the Publi Archive's to enable
it to broaden and accelerate its excellent' work in this field.

Sme Selected Speciai,Topics

Business Records and Archives

Scholar!; have yet to investigate extensively the field of Canadian buginess history. Though some significant studies have
been published and otteers are in progress, many opportunities for business 'history research remain open. In ad n,
scholars from other disciplines, notably sociology and economics, are making greater use of the papers and rec ds of
Canadian .business institutions in their own research. However, liberal. access -to the historic records of Canadian businesses
is a prerequisite: the Commission heard froirta range of sources, including historians, economists, sociologists, scientists
and archivists, that real difficulties are still encountered in acquiring access to;business records for research purposes. The
records of banks and of crown corporations were frequentlycited in this regard,

Difficulties have been, ascribed to a number of causes: a persistent failure to appreciate the research significance of
business records and companvapers: the'conceinpf existing businesses for confidentiality and discretion segardin& access_ _ _
to certain materials and their desire that. research have onlyia positive, public relatioi)s value; the cost and scarcity of the
,space and staff required for storage, analysis and management of voluminous record,, the large proportion Of which is
eithcfr routine or duplicate: and the international character of businesses operating iri,Canaaa that often results in a wide
dispersal of relevant materials, for example, from a subsidiary in Canada to its parent in another 'country".;,-

Over the course of years most archival institutions (including many universities) have acquired the records of firms or
businessmen as part of their. normal acquisitions programme, However,. the processing of business,records generally
amounted to little moro than storage and no systematic approach to the collection of business records was ever adopted.
Existing business collections are certainly not comprehensive ands. as one observer has noted, as a consequence of neglect,
much Of the documentation for the early economic .history of our country has disappeared and can never be replaced'.

Although a few comPanieS such as Eaton's. MolsOn's Breweries, the.Canadian Pacific Railway, Bell Canada and the
Hudson's Bay Company have established company archives for more orderly records keeping, many others-have been
reluctant to incur the additional costs of such undertakings. In other instances, business firms have simply not been well
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enough advised on procedures for creating company archives or have not been fully aware of the value of their records to
contemporary research. Many more records might have been obtained from businesses ceasing operating or merging with
other firms if a watchful eye had been kept on these occurrences.

I
Business records have research value far beyond their obvious significance in the story of any particular company. They

may, for example, provide essential information relating to urban development, international trade, national economic
trends, including investment patterns and wages, labour relations and changing consumer preferences. On the other hand,
business records are not the only source of research.mattrial for business studies. The records, of labour organizations,
local Governments and Chambers of Commerce will have much to say about the operation of businesses in Canada.

Business and related organizations should be encouraged to preserve, arrange and ensure access to their histbrical
records whenever this is *propriate. T ommission believes that there are substantial opportunities for increased
c tion between businesses and p blic archives that should help to achieve this result: There is some evidence that
serious investigation of such opportunities is being undertaken. The proposed Canadian Business Studies Council,
recommended at the 1973 annual meeting of the Canadian Historical ssociation,,,was intended to prepare a:-eentral listing
of all business archives now available for resewh-ln subsequent discuss' n, it was suggested ;that information on what is
being dbne elsewhere might be very useful to histOrians and to archivists ho have occasion to approach business
executives in regard to specific records.

,
The Commission recommends that buSiness corporations and organizationS4develop sound record,s management and

archival programmes to be administered either internally or through the facilities of an established archival institution.
The Business Records Committee of the Public Archives of Canada has already offered a number of services to any
company contemplating an archives programme. As outlined in the Archives Association Bulletin, May 1974, these
services include: .

sending an officer of the, Archives to advise the 'Company regarding types of information that areeiseful to
. historians;

reviewing the company's records schedule toensure `that hi really valuable 'records are desigryfated for permanent
retention:
advising the company on equipipent and preservation techniques;
training acorporate archivist who might be appointed by the company, such training to be given by-inviting the
appointee. to come to Ottawa ,to observe methods of archives operation;
enrolling the corporate archivist in thearchives coursc,offered to archivists whohave at least one year's full-time
experience in their job.

The Commission recommends that Canadian businesses avail themselves of- rvices of this nature.

The oininission is concerned that a potential threat to -the adequate docunient/illok of Canadian business life and
history is presented by the activity of international bilsiness corporations in Canada. If companies based in foreign
countries were to decide to repatriate to their country of orisirl documents and fecords relating to the activities of
branches or subsidiarieS operating in Canada, -an important source of information on Canadian business would be lost. Foi
that.reason the Commission believes that it is time for red study of this matter. It recommends to the Federal
Government that a parliamentary committee or other appropria imittee of inquiry be askeetiistmly problems

\cf.relating to the disposition of Inisiness records and papers and 'to propose ropriatelegislati e controls upon the expoft\
of such documents. It may be that the committee might also wish to consider 1 application of` controls to/nher.
international organizations operating in Canada, including labour unions,- charitable a ,cultural associationncl/the like.

Native Studies and Archives

Elsewhere in this Report, the Commission discusses importance that it attaches to the development of nativ
studies within the overall context of Canadian studies. Obvious he full development of native studies will depend upo
the scope and wealth of historical resources upon which scholars in the-fiqd of native studies will be able to draw. And
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the richness of native historical resources will depend, in turn, in large part upon. the resources and contribution of
Canadian archives.

Alreadythe current interest in land claims research has greatly stimulated the use of native sources within Canadian
archival repositories. And certain initiatives have shown that the archival community can and will respond to the growing
need to provide adequate resources for native studies. The Commission notes with interest the recent acquisition by the
Public Archives of Canada of a ubstantial bo'ily of records from the Department of Indian Affairs and its predecessors. It,
was also pleased to observe th the foyrteenth annual Canadian Conference on Historical Resources,,held in Regina in
October 1974, was substantially\ evoted to the theme The Canadian Indian and Historical Resources'. '

The Commission wishes to emphasize the importance of archives,to native studies, to the definition of native rights
and to the development of public policy relating to the native peoples. It wishes to draw attention to the need for a
systematic approach to the development of archival resources for native studies, to the need for adequate consultation
and the co=ordination between the various-groups, agencies and authorities concerned with K-ative studies and archives,
and, above all, to the necessity for the involvement of the Native peoples themselves in the planning process.

a
For this purpose, the Commission rec mends the formation of a Committe on the Development of Nat4(e ArChival

Resources with representatives from the rchival, academic and native,communities as well as from appropriate
Government agendies and private b dies, he task'of the committee should be to survey the present state of Canadian
archival resources for native stud , to assess future needs, and to develop proposals and procedures for the future
development of native archives. ch aicomMittee could perhaps be formed under the aegis or the new Society of
Canadian Archivists in full co- operation with 9e groups mentioned above. )
Newspapers

fi \ .
Archivists and librarians have Iiig ,recognized that no primary sources

#
are more complete/ than newspapeis, and they

have encouraged systematic microfilming of them, chiefly through the sponsorship and leadership of the Canadian Library
Association. Newspapers and periodicals remain invaluable sources for, understanding communities and:special interest
groups, and the wor f microfilming new runs of more local papers or publications of additibnal groups will continue to
be rewarding. Thi is especially true i light' of new research directions that emphasize that the basis of community and
identity in Canada must be exam' d at the local as well as at the national and regional levels. Besides allowing wider u e ----')
of newspapers, microfilming en res the survival of materials that might ,disintegrate over time. The, Commission wishes o
.commend the Canadian Librar Association for its micropublication programme, especially in newspapers and Governmilt
documents. It also wishes to ommend the Donner Canadian Foundation for its support of the systematic 'microfilming of

anadian periodicals.
--....,...

The ..mmission wishes to draw attention to the need for appropriate indexes and finding aids in order-to make
Canadian -...." 4111 4.= .pers a more usefa),*primaryAource for scholarly research. At present tUere exists only one newspaper
index in Canada, n index of Le Devoir eittit'of the editorial pages of other selected'french-language newspapers)
prepared at Universite Laval. The COmrnission welcomes and commends this initiative but deplOres the lack of such an
index for any English-lafignage newspaper, a lack that is a serious handicap to research on contemporary affairs and issues
as well as to future historical work'. The Commission urges upon the newspapers themselves, upon the funding agencies
and upon the university community the need to provide researchers with an index to at least one leading English-language
daily paper in each region of the country. It recommends to the Canada Council and the Social Science Research Council
that they explore the possibility-of 'providing adequate funds to support the preparation of a comprehensive index-for-at
least one leading English-language daily newspaper in each region of Canada, and that similar funds be made available to
support the existing French-language index.

Copyright z

The restrictions and the uncertainties of the copyright laws in relation toyip fished documents represent a serious
potential handicap to scholarly research in Canadian studies. Until nowl-such repositories as the Public Archives of Canada
have adopted-a liberal policy of making available to researchers cr ies of all their material for research only, unless
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specific restrictions are placed by either Governmental or private donors, and this practice is authorized in France, England
and Italy: But the responsibility still remains with the researcher to obtain proper clearance if he or she wants to quote
from these documents or otherwise make use of them.

Since it is essential for scholars to have the widest possible freedom to use and quote front documents and archival
material in general, the Commission recommends to the Federal Government, and to the Minister of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs in particular, that in the current revision of copyright legislation special consideration be given to the,
status of archival material, and that the new Act permit the mostliberal use of unpublished documentsjor
non-commercial purposes.

The Organization of Archivists in Canada

During the pqt several years, Canadian archivists have undertaken studies of their organizational and administrative needs
and objectives at both the regional and the national levels.

Regional associations in Quebec, the Maritimes and Western Canada are making significant contributions to the
development of archival services through communication among their membership acid contin mg assessment of
programmes and needs. For example, the Archival Association of the Atlantic Provinces inc ded the following in the list
of factors that encouraged its formation: _

47.

a. Increasing pressure ,on the part of the public universities; schools, historical societies andindividuals upon
pch archival resources as presently exist ih an accessible form;.

b. a rapid increase in the number of purely amateur bodies in the region that were establishing local museums and
archival collections;

.
c. a growth of administrative sophistication on theliart of municipal and other institutuions, which is in turn '
leading to a much greater awareness of the need to keep their own working records in good order and in retrievable.
form;

d. a general interest in the history of the region, which has arisen as a result of work being done in univ ties
here, which in turn has led to the education of large numbers of students in the affairs of Atlantic Cana

. .

e. the attention being, paid by,Provincial Governments, ei if:11 for increased information retrieval effilency or for
educational or economic (e.g. tourism) purposes;

f. the new and important uses to which archives are being ut by ?4cial, medical and other scientists.-.

1111any of the long-term needs anticipated by the Archival Association ofthe Atlantic Provinces and other regional
associations are among the issues discussed in this chapter._

At a national level, too; attention has been given to organizational arrangements in the archives field. The Archives
Section of Canadian Historical Association established a Committee of tite,,F/uture to consider several 'major issues
relating to the development of archly-Al associations,, including the possible formation of an association of Canadian ,
archivists and the relations between archivists and researchers from various disciplines. In the April 1972 edition of the
Archives Section Bulletin Ian Wilson. then Chairman of the Archives Section, related these two issues in his, editorial,
'A Society of Canadian Archivists? '.

Debate has centred on a number of problems. Would we lose more mombers than we would gain by separating? Is,

an association of a few hundred members scattered across Canada a 'viable entity? Are We in fact hindered in our
work by our tie with the Canadian Historical Association? Some Of these questions deal with intangibles;
intangibles which include a growing sense of professional identity, and an assessment of the degree of enthusiasm
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and royalty which a separate association might engender in all 'Canadian
historical manuscripts, records management; or in cartographic, pictorial

archivists be they working in'the field of
, or sound archives.

The Committee of the Future investigated the' desirability and feasibility of forming a national society of archivists and
record keepers and enccluraged active clebate'On his topic not only among the membership of the 4rOives Section, but
also throughout a.larger community Pt interest id tified through consultation witlreg sociylimal asatiOns.

""st\

.
Recommendations formulated !by the Committee of the Future as a result,of,its research. were adopted at the annuals
general meeting of the Archives Section, 7 June 1974. The recommendations call for theformation of an independent
society of Canadian Archivists on or about I July.,4975, and provide for planning procedures during the intervening
period. The Commission warmly welcomes this decision and wishes to encourage widespread support for the new
association. However it is anxious to see stein taken to ensure that the valuable associations that have developed between
archivists and historians through the work oflhe Archives Section of the Canadian Historical Association are maintained
and further cultivated. It hopes, ton, that the new society of Canadiarvarchivists will continue :4P emphasize liaison and
co-operation with individuals and organizations throughout the Canadian academic community.,

.4 ... " i

Conclusion

Canadian archives are the foundation of Canadian studies, and the1.develOpment of Canadian studiee4),vill depend in large
measure upon the satisfactory development of Canadian archival resources. Fortimately, Canadian aO wellhivists seewell

.

aware ofithe importance 6F their t*sponsibilities. They now deserve recognition from all quarters for their past
4. o. achievements; and they iioth merit and require adequate financial support in order to consolidate Suckessfuttirogr4inrnis.,... , - t .....

nd to develop future servides. The Commiss s-Arionlookward to an era of growing, public awareness of the ,nnportajnce of
anadian archives and-of support for their work. Above all it looks forward to the,crealtilin oea c0-ordinOted natjdnal ..i... . .

...i .

n ork of regional arc es to provide a framework, for the inicroforriT diffusion or the holdings of our major national ..

and provincial archives ab4 to promote collections development in a rational manner throughout the country: The ; ,I

Commission's visibn of a national archival system assigns to the universities a pivotd1 role as local agents for the diffusion,,.
programme and catalysts in the developntent ot.the archival resources of their respective.Iegions. Archival programmes.
are another, important area of Canadian studies through which the universities of Canada should serve their own
communities and assist, them to gain that measure of self-knowledge essential foi healthy developrnent.

Recommendations',

s'' L//
t...

f ;

. ,. . .. . , .. ..,

I , The Commission recommends.tnat the archives and archivistsiorCanada undertake a programme to promote public 4

awareness of the potential value of private papers and other archival maeria, and the universities
..,

l t l d that th es of Canada
. ?2, .

co-operate::in this programme m various ppropriate, ways...
...

2. The Commission recommends that the peparation of a national guide to all known archival resources iii Canada ,

be.immediately undertaken under the le dership of the Public ArchivesIA Canada in co-operation with other federal,
provincial and private archives. The Coniiission recommends that adequate funds to support this important project
be made available by Federal and Proviii ial Governments.

.! ' . ...
.

3. The Commission recommends that all Canadian universities participate, in ways appropriate to their character and ,

region, in the preparation of a comprehdnsive national guide to archival resourCes. . ,

4. The Commission recommends the creation of a national network of regional archives.

5. The Commission recommends: that, in many case's, the regional archive be located within the !odd university and be
administered by it that every university. giveonsideration to the possibility of undertaking such a role in the
proposed national networkof regional archives: and that, in all cases, close ties be established between the
university and the regional archive.

.

6. The Commission recommends 'that every university atsume,certain minimal archive services

327.
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the university itself and to those of the in bers of its staff, including basic data and research fintlings that _might
be of considerable value to future students and researchers.

7. The Commission recommends that the universities acquire archival material in microform from the major national
and provincial archives, which will enable them to support vnarkedly wider variety of teaching and research and, at
the same time, w. 'assist in the process of archival diffusion within their particular regions.

8. Thp Commission recommends that the universities provide leadership toward the development of the archival
resources of their regions and that they collect, process and maintain original archival material that is'of local or
regional significance or associated with fields of special interest to the university, or to certain of its faculty.--..c

9 The Com fission strongly recommends to Federal and ProVincial Gov,ernmetirrt, hat archives be considered an
essent eltment of a university's academic development and of its role as a public institution, and that Wes:prate
funding be provided specifically for this important facet of the university's work.

10. The Commission recommends that the university system, in cq:operation and in conshltati *th leading. Canadian
archivists and arcitiVal institutions, take immediate steps to ensure the rapid establishment of raduate p ogrammes
to train professional archivists in both of qur official languages. The minimum requirement is for two arate pro-
grammes, on'e at a majnr university of each language, or fof one programme at a major bilingual unive sity.

IL, The Commis ion reZO'm ends that the university system. explore the needs of Canadian archives and other
institutions for ai d ;rofessional conservators and take steps eto,meet the needs that exist ,for teaching and
training in this field.

V12. The Commission recomi, ends that Canadian universities offer graduate students and senior undergraduates in any
cdiscipline a creditor en-credit course in archival procedureS and methods.

a

... 13. The Commission reco mends t at Canadian universities take fuller advantage of opportunities to have archivists on
campus as visiting lec urers or dvisod in Canadian studies. -

,.-
14. The Commission recommends to the Federal Government that it immediately undertake, i close eo-operation with

the Dominion Aichi ist, to draft a new and expanded legislative mandate for the Public Archive§ of Canada, to
replace-the act of 'I( 12, and that such legislation be presented to Parliament at the earliest opportunity.

15. f;.The-Commission re ommends to the Federal Government that planning now go iWa for the expanded physical-
444 capacity that will b required to house the Public Archives of Canada. i

(
16. The Commission re -o mends that. reSponsible officials of the Public Arc iiks and the National Library, andsbf teeI./ . ,

.Delpg-tment of the Secretary of State, seriously explore the possibility that the new space to be provided might
tions'e storage and dministrative space for one or both of these institutions, making it then pdssible for some of the

1

'Public rooms and search facilities of both to be retained under one rocit. .

'\
17. The Conimission r commends that the new building be located immediately adjacent to the present National

. ' :Libraiy building.

18. The Commission recommends that the diffusion programme of the Publi
.

Archives be continued and. expanded,

19. The,Commission i commends to the Federal Government that adequate! funds beinade available to the Public
Archives to permi the appointment of liaison officers, whose duties world include assistance in the organization
and description oil holdings of small institutions and contact with nive shies and research centres.

20. The Cominission pintitends the Publi t Arcjtiives for the preparat on of he, Union List of Manuscripts in Ca adian
Repositories and he National Union Catalogue of Maps and roc inmen s to the Federal Government th adequate
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funds be made available to complete the latter project as soon as possible and to prepare revised ed ions of both
works at regular intervals, perhaps every four years.

21. The Commission recommends that appropriate federal and provincial parliamentary committees study the question
of the .o'Wnership, disposition and preservation of records, documents and papers related to the public service of mpn
and women prominent in Goyernmental affairs, and recommend procedures and guidelines thht might apply in( such
Matters.

22. The Conuhission recommends to the Federal Government that the National Film Archives now be established on a
permanent, basis, as a division of the Public Archives of Canada, and that it be formally granted excltsive authority
under the Dominion Archivist for the selection, acquisition and conservation of film and television resources of
enduring historical, cultural or social value to Canada, with uthority to document and diffuse these resources for
scholarly and cultural purposes.

23. The Commission recommends to the Federal Government that either the Public Archives Act or the Copyright Act.,
be amended to require the deposit with the National Film"Archives of at least one copy of every Canadian film,\

. either produced or distributed in Canada.

24. The Commission recommends to the Federal Government that sufficient funds made immediately available to the
National Film Archives for the acquisition and preservation of those film document 'n the greatest danger of being
destroyed or ,damaged, in particular the 35 min film existing only on cellulose nitrate e. ,)

, 25. The Commission recommends that business corporations and organizations d lielop sound records management and
archival programmes to be administered either intern or through the facilities of an established archival
institution.,

.26. Thee ommission recommends that Canadian businesses avail themselves of the archival dvisory services offered by
the Business Records Committee of the\Public Achives of Canada.

27. The Commission recommends-to the Federal Government that a parliamentary committee or other appropriate
committee of inquiry be asked to study, problems relating to the disposition of the business records and:papers of
international corporations operating in Canada, and to propose appropriate legislative corkrols upon the export of
such 'documents. The committee might also wish to consider the application of such ontrols to other international

_organizations operating in Canada, including labour unions, charitable and cultural ass iations, and the like.

_ ,da
28. The Commission recommends the formation of a Committee on the Devlopment of Native Archival Resources with

representatives from the archival, academic and native communities; as dell as from appropriate Government
agencies and private bo es. The task of the committee should in to survey the present state of Canadian archival

.\ \ resources for nativestu es, to assess future needs', and to develop proposals and'protedures for the future
. development of native archives. Such a committee could perhaps-be formed under the 'aegis of the new Society of

- 'Canadian *Archivists, in full caoperation with the groups named aboVe.
\ P°.

.

29. The CoMmission recommends to the Federal Government, to the Canada Council, and to the Social Science
Research Council that they explore tV possibility orproviding adequate funds to support -the preparation of\l ..

comprehensive index for at least one leading English-language daily newspapr in es ch region of Canada, and that
similar funds should be made availableho support the,,existing French-language

30. The Commission recommends, to' the Federal Government, and to the Minister of ConstiMer and orate' Affairs.
in particular, that inthe current revision. of copyright legislation special consideration be given to the s of

-------.archival material and that the new act pekinit the most liberal use of unpublished documents; for non -commercial.
'purposes.

3 J As noted in its chapter on
N

4

Canadian studies abroad, the 'Commission strongly supports the microfilm and retrieval
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. programmes now being conducted abroad by the Public Archives of Canada of documentary and other archival
materials that bear upon the history and affairsc9his country. It recommends that substantially increased financial
resources be_made available 'to the Public Archives table it `to broaden and accelerate its excellent work in this
field.

1.00TNOTT

'First Report of the Bureau of Arc inves° for the Province of Ontario (Toronto, 1904), p.

0
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Audio-Visuil Resources a d Other
Media Support for Cada n tudies_

SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES OF COMMONICATION are central to Canada's history an essential base for her develop..
ment and for the tics that unite her disparate regions. Increasingly, complex audio-visUal media, particularly in electronic
form, have been taking their place alongside other, more traditional modes of communication as a major force for.the

development of this country. One writer has noted that: ,.

Canada is an extensive television user and a producer of some size and scale, in two languages. We have a large
state-owned radio and.television systeM, extensive commercial production and broadcasting activity, and now a
rapid growth in local and community television ... although we are new to feature filin'Production, a promising
st has been made, and in the field of documentary rim, we are in fact one of the larger producers internationally

ith an outstanthng reputation of,which we can quitefegitimately be proud.1: .

The written or printed word has alwaysteen and will continue to be the basis for teaching and research at the
post-secondary level. Other forms of communication, however, can quite clearly make an important contcibution to
teaching and research. For this reason, and because of the pervasive influence of uon-print media, the Commission
thought it important to assess their actual and potential impact upon Canadian studies. This astiect of the Commisfan's
work relates directly to the third of its terms of reference., which instructs the Commission to ikquire into 'the location
and extent of library holdings and other resource materials relevant to Canadian studies, and access to these materials'..

For the purpose of this chapter, media materials refer to all the major forms of non-print recorded information
whether on film, audiotape, disc or videotape. .

In the preparation of this chapter, the Commission held meeting's and corresponded extensively with many e> erts in
the audio-visual field. These included teaNiers experienced in the use of instructional media and representatives of both

ipublic and private agencies engaged in the productionsof media resources, among them the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (CBC), the National Film Board of Canada (NFB), the OntarioEducational Communications Authority
(OECA) and private film distiibutors The Commission also received many briefs and informal submissions on this subject.
In addition; the Commission consu ed media: directors (or persons in Cher comparable positions who are-concerned with
media resources) at universities a colleges across Canada, who replied to specific questions about the availability and use
of audio- visual and other media aterials for Canadian studies at the post-secondary level. It also consulted personnel at a
number of Canadian community, colleges that have an active interest in this field and at six American unive cities that
have Canadian studies programmes.
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, The Commission quickly discovered that many public and private agencies produce a great deal of audio-visual and
other media materials that have enormous potential for enriching Canadian studies. Holiever, real need exists for
substantial statistical data and information about the nature and extent of these materials and the use made of them in
the educational system. The commission was able to begin to gather some valuable information and to form some clear
impressions that, it\1\41opes, will contribute tb a helpful analysis of educational media use in Canada by indicating trends,

.directions, plobknk. nd opportuniti6 in this field.).

The Media as Instructiowit and. Research Tods\:.'
, a

,, -. .
The teaching potential of audio-visual media attracted the attention of a few Canadian educators two decades ago:2 But it
was not until the 1960s that many institutions of'higher education cho'se to experiment "seriously with audio-visual.
equipment and techniques. Educatiqnal`televisioni,oi ETV, attracted particular attention.- .

-....,

',In retrospect, much of the iiiiiivewrimentation'of the.1960s took'place in a climate of divergent and sometimes
contradictory expectations. For example enthusiasts were convinced that educational television would reVolutio0ze
teaching, improve ii dramatically and mark a turning point in education comparable only to the advent of the printing
4Ss. Others were suspiCious and resentful of its coming. Some academic 'administrators looked on educational television
facilities cynically.. They saw them as expedient, economical devices facilitating at least'more, if not necessarily better,
teaching per dollar. Opin nislwas sharply polarized among students and faculty members 'alike on the value of ETV
experiments ,varying fro, considerable hostility to great enthusiasm. On the whole, the glamour medium of the sixties,.,
educational television, has not fared %Jell in many institutional cost-benefit,analyses.

The results of those early experiments with instructional media haveivfn mixed. Some of the media enthusiasts of the
. , -.,

sixties have becomedisillutioned in the seventies: Indeed, throughout the Canadian academic community there has
developed a core of,iisiatance to the educational.iiie of electronic technology. ' !

4

For the most part, teachers whd4lo use educational technology are ones-who feel comfortable in handling -media,
rargely because they hale' had the interest and the oppar3unity to learn how na use the media and how the media can

utility. As one brief to the Commission express it, educators should view media as `enabling tools of
assist,their \caching. Their attraction tanon-print resources, then, is not based on a revolutionary concept of education,

-elc.:but on. shedt-
acCess ana%research that ishould not be overlooked, but,always egarded as tools rather than ends in themselve

I -.
. .

In view of the experience that today's students have witt them, the Commission believes that media can be very
1important to( Is. A former Commissioner of the National Film Board of Canada reminds us that 'eighteen-year-olds

entering univ rsity have seen about 5,600 hours of television; they have seen over 500 feature films ... and (yet). they
'have perhaps read 50' books on their own initiative'.3 Indeed, taday's high school graduate probably has spent more than
twice as much time watching TV and Movie's as attending classes. ,

A number of briefs to thcComtnission urged that more educators than is now the case should consider using
audio-visual and other media resources as teaching aids. They stressed that films, tapes, slides, rAordings and the like have
enormous capacity to stimulate discussion and participation among students. Such resources can &ing a topic to life
through bold and imaginative visual or audio interpretation, illuminate facets oa question in mays that printed materiel
sometimes cannot, and communicate ideas, impressions and ,information with speed and clarity. The words of one such
brief, from a young history professor, sum up the view expressed to the Commission. by may y other members of the
academic profession:

A judicious use of electronic media can take some of-the "dullness" out of the "ditch waters" too oft characterizing
the way Canadian hist6ry is taught. Film or tape can communicate more of the drpma and testy f Canada's
physical geograph the dynamism and vitality of our urban centres, or the solitude, strength an passion of our

-.$national environmen .
gutty and strife that so often go undetected, or the cultural herit ge of diversity

straining for survival,

Briefs emphasized, too, that in many fie ere is a serious lack of Canadian books and journals and that

J2
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innovations and developments are occurring so rapidly in the sciences and in other areas that printed materials cannot keep
pace. In such cakes, non-prinomaterials, if widely and readily available, cc ild help fill part of the gaps.

At the same time it must be realized that' there is also a serious lack of Canadian electronic materials ('software').
According to statistics Ouvided to the Commission by the National Film Board, 79 per cent of films and audio video aids
used in Canadian schools currently comes from foreign sources. Some briefs and many letters to the Commission,
particularly from teachers, expressed the view that if schools could get Canadian audio-visual Materials, espedially films,
more readily and in greater numbers and variety, they would replace the foreign-produced materials now in use.

A number of briefs also pointed out the value of media as instruments of research and other professional activity. For
example, some scholars are using audiotape to record the personal recollections of Canadians who can remember the
details and imliressions of important d'evelopments in this cotntry during the last century.' A few Canadian universities
are pioneering in the field of 'teleconferencing', an electronic means by which interactive meetings, conf rences and
lectures can be held with participants from 'different areas remaining where they are. At other univers les (for example,
Glendon College of York University) students are encouraged to make use of the institution's medj acilities to pare
audio-visual presentations in lieu of ess4s.

The Commission was interested to learn; too, that several universities in Canada are attempting to adapt techniques of
modern communications to provide ineuction' to increasing numbers of people who do not live near a university and
cannot uproot themselves to obtain ar education. For example, for those persons living in rural areas and in the scattered
pockets of settlement that are in the vast reaches of that Province outsi e the St. Lawrence Valley and its immediate
environs, the University du' Quebec is using broadcast, videotape casset es, tape recordings and telephone hookups, books
and travellinteachers to create a 'tele-university'. Memorial Univeisity of Newfoundland has already had considerable
success with ETV programmes serving-. ommunities throughout Newfoundland/Labrador. The University of.AthabaSca in
Alberta is expetirnenting with the.'Open University' approach, an Ryerson's 'Open College' in Toronto makes extensive
use of broadcaA television and radio in offering courses for credit

4i-brief, a vast opportunity exists for the development a'ridl.tfe of electronic materials relating directly to the needs
and priorities of teaching and research in Canadian studies. The appr priate support and encouragement are required to

--rap the full benefit of this opportunity,

The Availability of Information About the Use of Instructional Media,in Canada
In an effort to assess the extent to wl :

anadian universities are actually making use of media in Canadian studies, the
Commission sought information and views from officers of the university and college media centres across Canada.
Unfortunately,the.Coincisston soon discovered that many media centres did not have access to information on the
content or the extent of media.proditolians used at their iversity. The problem is best reflected in a repl§ from one.
Ontario University:

. there is little in our record .of television production done . last year which would justify their class 'cation as
Canadian studies. However, our record is concerned more wit hours of use, costs, etc., and not so much ith
content. Some departments have small television recording and playback units which they operate themselves. I do
lot know whether any of this material could be,classified as Canadian studies.... There is.... a significant amount

audio- and video-taping done for the Departthent of Music. ...in addition, the Fine Arts Department has a laige
lectitin 'of slides and uses audio-visual projection equipment regularly. Undoubtedly, some portion of the Music

and Fine Art teaching programme could be classified as Canadian studies.

The problem of assessing information about media materials may well bedtime serious/or media centres in the
foreseeable future, since it seems that interest in the purpose and content of media holdings will grow. Information
about 'hours, of use, costs, etc.', however administratively valuable, does not serve to encourage the use °fawn prim,
materials. Wh'at is needed is informat on relating to the content of available media holdings. For this reason, the
Commission recommends that medi ntres at post-secondary institutions incorporate into their cataloguing and related
information systems previsions to record more detailed descriptions of the content and objectives of their media holdings.
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Moreover, at many universities, the role of the media centre should be broadened. In theory,.a media centre is an
administrative unit organized within the university to provide university-wide comprehensive professional and technical
services in the use of instructional media to improke learning.6 In relity, however, most of the media centres that exist
at thirty-three universities are not much more thanlePositories for the collections of media materials. They do not
produce media materials themselves, they do not 410,:nduct programmes to help teachers-learn to use media or to'select the
Most appropriate medium for a specific task, nor do they provide adequate stwport personnel to facilitate the use of such
materials.

The Commission believes that media centres should be given campuswide responsibility for instructional media and
educational technology and should be provided with the resources needal,to fulfil this responsibility. Among its dutievs a

--media' centre should act as the principal agency for purchasing, collecting and making available electronic media materials,
.arraligejor the use of media equipment within the university, produce itself all kind§ of software with'the specific needs
of the cur ulum in foind, and provide guidance and instruction to faculty members on the use of electronic media in
educational an search programmes.

The media centres should also have some responsibility for keeping records about the use of media materials in all
parts of the university.-.The directors of the media cent made clear in theirrespopses to the Commission that.a good
deal'of media activity at most universities takes place independently of their operations: They do not keep records about
such activity and often are unaware that it is taking place. One reason for this'is the facility. with which individual

,teachers can make direct'loan arrangements with the National Film Board or other agencies. Another is the increasing
popularity among many educators of portable videotape recording and playback units: Such equipment is often purchased
and controlled by individual schools, faculties and departments, rather than by media centres. A further complicating
-factor is that, the product created with these devices often is and is intended to be ephemeral. That is, materials are
frequently videotaped by professors or students, used as teaching ads within the classroom for as long as necessary and
thengrased with-out ever having been classified or catalogued. The inexpensive, portable videotape recording unit is used
like an electronic blackboard. Neither as glamorous nor as threatening as a television studio, it:is simple and flexible.

The Commission does not suggest that media centres should be cluttere with information about hardware and
software. But much would be gained if they shared with the universitic i aries responsibility for the storage and retrieval
of information relating to electronic media. At present, media centres aid university libraries tend to divide resources on
a media basis rather than a functional basis. Consequently, neither the cella centres nor the libraries have comprehensive
information about the use of electronic media throughout the university. Close collaboration between the two would help
make available the comprehensive, up-to-gate information needed to ena le teachers to find out quickly 'and easily what
media resources are available on a particular subject at any one time wit in the uuiversity. The availability of such
information could help to minimize. duplication in the acquisition of the e resources and greatly increase opportunities for
their use.

The Commission received many b refs pointing to the need for much more information about the availability and use
of media in Canadian education as a hole, including statistical data on software and hardware. These stressed that the
lack of such information now discour es the exchange and sharing of media resources both locally and interprovincially.
According to one brief, the annual pro I I of educational audio-visual products within the Provinces across Canada at
present costs between $15 aid S20 million ann Ily. The brief goes on to say:

Most of this material remains within the p ovince of origin and must surely represent much unnecessary dupliclition.
However, little progress has been made to p vide effective distribution of these materials even though they could
conceivably provide one practical method ofreducing the use of imported material. One must surely ask, in a
period of shrinking budgets, whether the interests of Canadian education are being served. as each province tries to
go its own way.

In some Provinces a great deal of data about the use of media is already available. In addition, the Education Division
of Statistics Canada has setup a new section devoted solely to the collection'of statistics on education facilities and

13i ment information. This section -has completed an extensive and detailed study of instructional media in universities
of the'Atlantic Provinces for 1972.7 The study is a valuable document, which, while not sensitive to discrete disciplines or
interdisciplinary areas like Canadian studies, clear indications of media use in Education, Fine; nd Applied Arts,
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Humanities and related, Social Sciences and related, Agricultural aild Biological Sciences, Engineering and Applied
Se prices, Health professions and occupations,'Mathematics and Physical Sciences . Statistics Canada completed a similar
study of the use of media in Ontario universities last year covering the period January to April 1972.

The Commission welcomes and encourages these initiatives by Statistics Canada: At the same time, it wishes to point
out that there still exists no on-going national inventory or audit of instructional media in Canada. To meet this need, the
Commission believes that a national study should be undertaken to gather information about present media resources,
about their use and availability, about the needs of the.various educational levels for media resources, and about
constraints on media use. ' .

A second, complementary study should be conducted to identify common curriculum requirements for Canadian
scathes across the country. This is not to suggest that there should be a common curriculum or that certain topics of
study should be placed at certain school grade or university year levels. What is needed is an analysis of existing curricula
at all levels of the educational system, from coast to coast, to identify general needs. Public and private enterprises should '
then be encouraged to make these needs a top priority in their media production programmes. In making this latter
suggestion, the Commission recognizes that there will be a continuing need for many highly useful materials produced -
outside Canada, particularly those dealing with subjects not dire\eltr.r.elated to Canada..

The two studies should be conducOd by Statistics Canada in co-operation with the Council of Ministers of Education.
The post-secondary dimensions of the studies should be carried out in concert with the Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada, the Association of Canadian Community Colleges and the Department of the Secretary of State, and
in close consultation with the professional and learned societies and the Canadian Association of University Teachers.

There is also a need for a standard procedure across Canada for the classification and retrieval of media materials. At
present there are almost as many classification systems in Canada as classifiers; practically every ingitution employs its
own method. As one brief described the situation, this is the mess the libraries were in before the Dewey Decimal and
the Library of Congress Systems came into widespread use and facilitated the inter-library loans'. Toward achieVing a
uniform Canada-Wide classification system for media materials, the Commission recommends that the National Library
convene a national conference, funded by the Department of the Secretary of State, to bring together representatives of
the National Film Board, the Canadian Film Institute (CFI), the public libraries, the Public Archives, provincial, archives,
the provincial departments responsible for post-secondary education, universities, community colleges, and others
interested in this field. The object of the conference should be to begin an orderly consideration of the various
classification systems for media materialsolkw in use or being developed, with a view to rationalizing them into a uniform
network that might be integrated into existing international systems.

The Production,'Use and Exchange of Media Materials in Canadian Studies
N. by Post-Secondary Institutions

The Commission requested from the media centres at Canadian universities information about the amount of media materials
available to support-Canadian studies at their institutions, about the accessibility of these materials, their use and the
demand for them, and about arrangementi for exchanges of media nrcalerials, including loan, rental and sale. Finally, the
Commission asked this question:

4

Would you comment on-tlie frequency of the use of non-print materials by your faculty, especially in subject areas
which include Canadian content? What, if any, are the implications for the extension and deFlopment of Canadian
studies courses and programmes of non - print materials?

'Several media centre directors were not able to provide a detailed response because at their institution media
productions are owned and held putside the media centre: nevertheless, replies were generally informative. One
university reported that audio-visual materials had low use in all disciplines as a result of budgetlimitations on
procurement or production of these, resources. Another declared that it had no media materials relating to Canadian
studies. Two universities noted frequent use of media materials available through campus libraries. One respondent stated
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that audio- visual usage was increasing dramatically, doubling each year. Another said that audio-visual materials were
extensively used in all areas, with film rentals being particularly important. This respondent foresaw continually increasing\\,demand. A community college reported that 16mm films were used exte ively and expected further increases in the use
of all audio visual aids. Another university determined th there had been(If 200 per cent increase in the use of these
materials over the past three years, despite budgetary cu backs. A western university respondent reiYorted that:

'Twenty films were shown during the summer semester by our Reading and Study Centre, mostly for non-Canadian
students. In the Faculty of Inter-disciplinary Studies there is a Canadian studies programme which incorporates
courses in the history and geography of Canada. One History course borrows about six films a semester, and a'
Geography course has been using around 20 films per semester on the physical geography of Canada, the
development of Northern Canada, Eskimo and Indian cultures, etc. The Department. of Modern Languages in one of
their French courses borrows about twenty films a semester dealing with French Canadian life style ... (We are on
a tri-semester system here). Most of our slide/sound sequences are used in class presentations bOthon and off
campus. During the course of the last academic year, presentations with Canadian content amounted to around
thirty ... Our experience in the last few years has indicated increasing usage of non-print materials in many courses
throughout the university (including Canadian studies), and we have no reason to suppose that this will change.

A number of universities reported a marked increase in the use of the portable videotape recording unit,. A western
university, for example, informed the Commission that:

The utilization of materials [in your area of] interest, is on the increase. Recently we completed an order of 862
slides. 862 copy negatives and 1,305 prints of old photos collected in connection with a study of Ethnic Settlement
patterns in this province-. The same study experimented with 1/2" video and audiotaping. It is still continuing. We
are just reaching the end of the opportunity to talk with the last of the pioneer settlers of the prairies. Many ,

photos and early artifacts just disappear with their passing, so our historians in particular are collecting the
materials of recent history. .

In comparison with the apparently growing use of 1/2" videotape, there appears to be some levelling off, or 'perhaps
even diminution, in the use of on-campus studio television. This may be due in part to the advent of the portable
videotape recorder and video cassette (playback) unit. Moreover, the cost effectiveness of rather elaborate studio
production in a single institution is being' questioned. Television studio components are subject to high maintenance costs
and technical obsolescence. In addition, there is a growing appreciation of the adaptability of less expensive media:
overhead transparencies, 35mm slides and inexpensive audiotapes synchronized to slide sets, for example.

Another development of interest is noted by the Director of the Department 'of Communications Media at an Alberta
university:

There is ... a trend, small hut.significani, toward the compiling of presentations from a variety of sources. any
professors are requesting the production-learning packages in order to present a specific unit or concept. These
packages may consist of visual/audio materials assembled from a variety of sources and transposed in various
formats (videotape. 35mm slides, audio cassettes) using one or more media of instruction. Consequently, I would
hazard a guess that were you to conduct a follow-up survey in five years' time, you would probably find that
although commercially produced materials would still he used as supplementary learning, there would be. more.

udemand for packages designed and produced within universities for both group and individual studies.

The Commission asked he media centre directors to estimate their production of media materials for Canadian studies
within the following categories: videotape, 16min film, slide sets, audiotape and 'other', The totals indicated that media
centres produced substantially more audiotapes than-any other type of media, with videotape ranking second, well ahead
of 16mm film, slide sets and other media. 13ut the responses also indicated that only a few universities account for most
of the production of audiotape and videotape. For example, a singleuniversitrproduced about 35 per cent of the
videotapes reported and about 60 per cent of the audiotapes reported. Another university produced about 20 per cent of
the videotapes. In contrast, the production of films was dispersed 'throughout a number of universities. This is surprising
in 'view of the fact that Tilm-makirftr, demands considerable time and expense and meticulous care. Because of its relative
durability film is probably re-used more often than materials from other media.
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The Commission asked the media directors the following question relating to media exchanges

Does your institution exchange, lend, sell or rent audio-visual materials produced within your institution to other
educational institutions? If so, would you outline briefly the scope of this activity and whether your department
has a policy with respect to the circulation of this material?,

Their responses indicate that the exchange of media material between educationallinstitutions is limited. Even'
neighbouring universities do not normally exchange media materials. When exchanges do take place, they tend to be ad
hoc rather than directed by an exchange programme or policy. Several universities indicated that private agencies handle
the sale and rental of their media productions. In one such case, the university noted that the health sciences productions
dominate exchanges. in short, there is among Canadian universities and colleges a great diversity of policies and practices
regarding the exchange, loan and sale of media materials. However, it is not clear how significantly this diVersity of
arrangements seriously hampers the use of audio-Oisual material. Even at those institutions that presumably do not usually

wsell, rent or lend materials, it may be that a potential borrower or purchaser would be able tosecure media materials by
making is suitable arrangement with the director of media or the 'faculty member for whom the M4aterial was produced:

:Indeed, there is one catalogue of institutionally-produced instructional media materials that implicitly advocates ihis
approach. The catalogue describes the format and content of each media unit and supplies the address of an institutional
representative with whom negotiations may be undertaken. Entitled'the Canadian Instructional Media Textual Catalogue,
(1973),8 it lists approximately eighty units produced by post-secondary institutions. Many of these are useful fob
Canadian studies.*The majority of the productions listed are in videotape or film format. This is admittedly an. ad' hoc
arrangement; none the less it is a useful beginning.

Generally, the current situation is unduly confusing and hardly encourages theacademic community to test the
possibilities of interinstitutional co-operation. The media directors of Ontario universities have attempted to remove some
of the obstacles to interuniversity exchange and co-operation-in the electronic media field by establishing the Higher
Education Learning Programme Survey (HELPS). Co-ordinated by Dr G.A.B. Moore of the University of Guelph, HELPS
is a survey designed to catalogue those materials in Ontario universities available for exchanges (whether by loan, rental or
purchase) and for which the university holds or can obtain distribution rights. AA initial survey has already been
completed. The next phase of this project is to expand the initial title information into a complete machine-readable
catalogue and description.

The C-ommission welcomes this new initiative by, the media directors of Ontario universities and strongly encourages
the edia directors of universities and community colleges in other Provinces to consider undertaking such a catalogue of
their m erials. A general catalogue of productions available for exchanges across Canada might then be possible'.

The Commission therefore recommends,,,further, that the media centre directors at eac1 university review and examine
the flexibility of their universities' policies and practises concerning interinstitutional sales, loans and exchanges. If
necessary, policies should be liberalized in order to maximize the possibilities for exchangek of media materials among
educational institutions and to promote any other opportunities for cotoperation.

The Commission notes with interest that an ASsociation for Media and Technology in Education in Canada (AMTEC)
has been formed, bringing together from across Canada individuals and groups interested in media productions, including
audio- visual experts, broadcasters, librarians, graphic'designers and otters. The Association comprises the former
Educational Media Association of Canada and the Educational Television and Radio Association of Canada. The
Commission welcomes the creation of AMTEC and believes that, with proper planning and assistance, it can do much to
bring abflut greater communication and co-operation between those active in the media field in Canada. In view of the
important role that AMTEC can play in fostering the production and use of media resources for educational purposes, the
Conimission believes that the Council of Ministers of Education and the Department of the Secretary Of State, or the
Department of Communications of the Canadian Government, should exarfi ice ways in which they could be of assistance
to the work-X the Association.
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Media Materials Aked from External Sources

The Commission asked the media directors out their acquiiitions of media material from outside sources for the
teaching of Canadian studies. Some problems cam to light immediately. For example, one respondent stated that:

The University ... hgs available a wide selectio ational Film Board films and of CBC tapes. Individual
professors, e.g., in history, have slide collections ofA own which are used in many lectures and seminars. It is
virtually impossible to answer this question completely in a eaningful way.

Notwithstanding the difficulty that some respondents encountered in estimating the amount of externally produced
material acquired for Canadian studies at their universities, it is clear that such mat vials are quite frequently used,

//especially the National Film Board's 16mm films: MoreoVer, an examination.of NFB alogues indicates that the Board's
productions contain a very high proportion of Canadian content. Hence, for the purposes this analysis, a majdity of
NEB productions are assumed to be Canadian in content. The Commission has made the same. umption -regarding CBC
materials, even though, in both cases, some proportion of their production is not specifically related to Canada. Such
assumptions are necessary because of the sheer volume of items involved and the lack of information about specific titles.
The Commission believes that these assumptions will not be misleading.

Responding institutions gave the following breakdown of figures for each' audio-visual unit purchased or otherwise
acquired from external sources:

Table I

Medium. Source . . Number of Units

Videotape Other post:secondary institutions 9
Ontario Educational Communications Authority 52

Private distributors, Government departments, and foundations 1

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation* 34

Total videotape 96

lointn I' din National Film Board free loan** 1,56?

purchase 27$
unclassified 166_

Sub-total, NFB 1,999

Visual Iducation Centre (distributor of CBC films) I" -.. . 25
. .

Canadian Film Institute 104

Other post-secondary igitstitutions lire 9

Private orst7tIejito s, Government departments and foundations 145

MiscelliTheous 49---- 7
4 ' ' t ' - Total Film 2,331

Audiota.pe Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 74

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (Learning Systems) 147_

Total Audiotapes 221

Records Canadian 13rJadcasting Corporation' 3

Total Record.11 s (Discs) 3

Slide Sets National Gallery

Total Slide Sets . ' 4
, .

C
* Reports of CBC videotape holdings noted that they had `restricted' usage since they'have been recording off-air, a process not

-legally sanctioned. . . -:. ,
** In Prot/tct.> with one university. NIB figures were used if those universities were unable to estimate NFB film usage.
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What is perhaps most significant about thesefigu es is the dominance of an older medium, film, and the impressive
showing of inexpensive audiotape productions. The illn figures offer a convincing demonstration of the National Film
Board's special capacity to produce valuable resources for Canadian studies. The CBC, does quite well in audiotape
distribution through CBC Learning Systems; but lacI of access to the Corporation's television and film production
provoked a near avalanche of comments, a 'miter to be discussed later. 4

The CBC Learning Systems Branch is credited viitl performing a useful and valuable service. Some idea of the scope of
this service is found in a le r to the Commission from the Director of CBC Learning stems: We do business with

tual every university in anada and some in the United States .... In an average onth we ship .. :11,500 audiotapei
(of half-hour or one hour duration); 380 recordings (205 of music, 175 of speech andkoetry)'. Learning Systems also
ships 3,000 books based on CBC programme material each month. .

Given these figures, it is altogether likely that the CBC Learning Systems' contributie to Canadian studies is
inaccurately reflected in the replies of the media directors. Being relatively inexpensive, arning Systems materials are
probably purchased more often by departments than by media centres, accounting for a comparatively low figure being
reported by the media centres. Another reason that CRC Learning Systems' audiotapes were not extensively listed by the
media centres is that many university libraries purchase such audiotapes, although, as noted earlier, libraries tend not to
be involved in the acquisition, cataloguing and distribution of films,- videotapes or other audio-visual materials.

The number of films distributed by the Canadian Film InStituterd
)

of audiotapes distributed by the Ontario
Institute ko,r.Studies in Education,1° reflects well on these orga.nizanons.

The Ontario Educatifmal Communications Authority appears to be the only majOr Canadian sup lier of educational
videotape. The nature and extent of OECA's contribution to university courses is indicated in the Hollowing list of
programmes sold to Ontario universities for the period May 1971 tp August 1973:

Table 2

Series Title r-----=,4,Number of Programmes Purchased

Urban Geography 6

Canadian Poets 2
Lpisodes and Issues in Canadian History 0 4

The Law and Where It's At 2
Concepts in I' eonomics 4

Arctic Contrasts 2

Canadian. Mosaic . 1

Issues in Canadian Law 1

21

'Ontario' Art Seen 2
True North 2
Fye. on Academe 7

Landmarks 1 . 3

Ilan-Dennis Report
Renc.ontre Avec 1:1crivan .6

64

The OKA' I distributed educational videotape -even more widely among Ontario colleges of applied arts
technology than among the Provincc's universities. Two hundred and six videotapes were sold to the colleges. While the
number of OECA productions sold 4o Ontario universities'and community colleges is encoulraging, the Commission was
surprised to learre that it was not several times that amount in view of the quality of many of these productions.
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Indeed, the Commission was surprised that the total number of acquisitions by universities and community colleges of
each type of instructi nal media from the various .soUrces was not larger. Not only are the figures generally low, relative
to what one might re4sonably expect, but it is clear from the responses to the Commission's survey that a large .

proportion of these acquisitions are for 'use-in
<ii

film and media courses rather than as teaching aids elsewhere in the
curriculum. °

)..)

Perhaps, then, universities and conununity colleges have yet to. appreciate fully the potential of media for developing i
courses and programmes irCanadian'studies and in other fields. Part.of the reason-for this appears to be that media

Vfliproducers and agencies have not been sufficiently active in encouraging their use as supplements to prin iaterials. The
Collimission therefore recommends that opportunities be provided for Media producers to communicate ortnation
about their pro/.1uctions directly topeclucators.Forvextimple; educational media production agencies, including the National
Film Board, CI3CLearning-Systentg, L'Office *du Film du Quebec, the Ontario Educational Communications, Authority,
the Canadian Film Institute and other agencies -shoUldll invited to meetings of the Canadian Learned Societies in order
to demonstrate media support materials that could be helpful in the teaching of specific disciplines. Such an approach
would go a long way toward making more leachers aware of the variety and quality of non-print materials that are

...
particularly,saitaltIe for classroom, use.r ,,.

4 -

The Commission discovered, tow' that universtly.departino.pts wishing to use audio-visual giateilals often face
llifficulties ybtaining fiords within the university for thii,parpose. In most ecrucational institutions salaries and 'building.
maintenance account for most 06.64..total operating budget..Sinceneither maintenance nor salary costs are easily cut,
institutional supplies are especially vulnerable in.limes of budgetary -austerity. One department at a western Canadian
university, the third largest department of that university, lost its entire film rental and purchase budget because of the

university's budget cutting. Consequently, it must limit screening to materials purchased over three years ago. Previously,
all teachers in that department had been active users of media in their courses. This case is not :an isolated example.
Therefore, the Commission recommends that universities and community colleges r iew.their budgeting with an eye to
enabling faculties and dePartments and individual teachervito obtain the maximum benefit from audio-visual.materiali.
Universities and colleges should alSii draw' to the atti>tion of Government, whirl warrantedjinancial constraints on their
ability to use such materials. .

The Mitional Agencie's

The National Film Board

Both the National Film Board's productions and its distribution facilities drew uniformly favourable comm rrt in briefs
and letters 10 the Commission. The statistic's presented in Table I underline the value of the Boards special role in
support of Canadian studies. Yet this information conveys only part of the contribution of the NFB to Canadian
education. The Board provided the Commission with a detailed summary of_its transactions with 'Canadian colleges and
universities. These figures indicate a' significant increase in the sale,of 'film by NFB to Canadian universities and
community colleges in the period 1970-7l, 1971-72 and 1972-73.
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Table, 3

NFB Sales to Universities and Colleges for the. Past Three .Years

Province`

British Co lumbi
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Man.0oba
Ontario
Quebec
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Princt. /Award Island
Newfoundland and - Labrador

1970-71 1071.72
-le'

17 . ; 62-
-74 , 134
23 28
21 . 29.

"226 225
98 77.

/ 413 j 10
0.. 0

.14 7
.d

477 ',,, 613

1972-73,
66

165
65
74

415
1,404*

6
0
0
5

2,200

*In 1972-73, the NEB offered a special price for s sol to public libraries, universities, comMunity colleges and other
-'institutions whose use of its productions for educa purposes extended to the general public. Inthat year, several
CEGEPs that had not previously bought many NFB films took advantage of this new prograrnfrie by making bulk
purchases. This expkiins in large part the dramatic increase in sales in Quebec in 1972-73 over the previous two years.

)

Sales figures represent a fraction of overall NFB' distribution. Figures for the free loan, or bookings, of Board films to
colleges and universities over the same period are presented in the following table:'

. Table /4

NFB Loans to Universities and Colleges

Province / 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

British Columbia. 1,283 ,. ',`2,795 ,3,264
Alberta (and NWT) 2,008 1,928
Saskatchewan *- 746 736
Manitoba 946 1,,175 48
Ontario 1,919 .10,214 8,886
Quebec 6,718 11,148 12,743
New Brunswick 961 954 1,030
Nova Scotia 1,379

.
2,479 v 2,347

Prince Edward Island 19
.

19 19
Newfaundlarid and Labrador 820 j 906 1;190

A

16,739 )32,354 33,824
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In both its-sal'es,and loans, then,
substantially. 'File Board's.:,efforts d
it should he noted that while the
and colleges is still less than might
potentiil for'educational use.

L.

e li
is tional Film Board's services to Canadian colleges and inktersities are growing

monstrate an extraordinary contribution to education in this country. Again, however,
otal number of sales. and loans is .'impressive; th4Luse ofFB services by universities

e expected insview of the generally high quality of NFB priliductions and their

,,-.. It is worth noting, too, that a National Film Bolrd survey of films used ,in Canadian universities and colleges from
1'970 to 1972 indicated that the 'I tinrin film titles most actively used in universities and colleges during t at period
represented

4

... a type of film whichis experimental *nature. Apart from two or three exceptions to4th statement, these
films appeal to the sensibilities, enhancing feeling andawareness, rather than interpreting conten infOrmation as
subject matter in the traditional sense. Possible conclusion: he experimental is more in demand by institute of
higher learning than the traditional content-oriented film.

-A number of universities'and colleges stated that they do not use 'content-information' type films because-the believe
such films to be unsuited to the needs of their curriculum.. The point wa made by others that the film mediu is not
itself well mined for instructional purposes. The Commissidn does not agree with this latter view. It belieVes that quality
films, planned to meet the needs of educiitional institutions, can be valuable learning tools. .

There is of course merit in the suggestion, advanced in several riefs, that film producers such 8 the National Film
Board shouldlkofk more.closely wall educators both to appraise t present and future needs of educational i ntions
for film and-nil-ensure that some reasonable number of films is produced specifically' with these needs in . Cartact
between film producers and educators is now largely. ad hoc and on an individual basis. More formal and ore regular
communication between'the two is required. T .

Toward this end, the Commission recommends that the ASsOciation of Universities and Colle es o Canada'and the
Association of Canadian Community Colleges establish a joint standing committee on audio -vi rata d othei media
resources. I his committee should maintain continuing relationships with the National Film Board, he Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, and other producers of media materials in Canada. It should explo th these producers the
possibilities and oppoitunities for collaboration and help them to appraise present led future n ds of ethicational. ---
institutions for media materials.

The following are s.oine of the matters to which the proposed standing comrnicte'Dmight ad ress itself: the
identification of parts..of the curriculum requiring audio - visual materials; the nature of audio-villa' materials. st

appropriate to meet th : in-service resting of such materials as aids for catalysts to effec ive learning; trends in
Canadiap social. cultull and educational affairs that might suggest particular areas of concentra ion for producers of
media materials in the context of Canadian stu'dies: the possibility of joint research in the foreca ing'of such
pr goinines:,the identification of current media programmes that might be most effectively utilize in Canadian
universities; and opportqnities for involving other agencies of Government in such matters.

The Canadian Broads. isting Corpor tion

.
As noted earlier. Ire post-bib:lib:8i d,i tribution of CB(' radio materials, through ('BC Learning'Systems, is meetin a real
nsed and rece4ing considerable cre it. Bin many briefs and letters to the Commission expressed strong aissat action

Aith the faet.that9BC televised .iaterials Of potential educational value are simply not made. avail-able, even., r

educational purposes. except fo a limited number of CBC films that arc, ironically, sold through the America owned
private distributor. Visual F(14. %Ilion Centre (VEC), based in Toronto.

The following quote from one brief is (if the views expressed to e'CommissiOn on this subject:

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation is supposed to act in the interests of the taxpaying .people of Canada. But
its oliscuraqtist attitude prevents educators tiom having ready access to at least some of that Corporation's televised
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programme offerings for post-broadcast use in thhlassroom. Surely, for example, in its news library, the CBC must
have extensive film and/or videotape footage from dobuthentaries which would be of inestimable value to the
history teacher interested in a wide -range of topics. For that matter, teachers in virtually every discipline - from

A 1r

astronomy to biology, td music, to theatre, etc., etc. can conceive of some useful programming., Either the CBC4
must change its priorities on its own initiative, and remove its scandalous roadblock, or thp Government of Canada

,must require such changes in the recalcitrant child it has created.

It is clearly a very contentious area and one that provoked a Qtiebec university to request that the Commission
attempt to 'influence' the Corporation on this subject:

In the field:4 Canadian studies we deplor e-the fact that the, invaluableoprograms that the CBC produces and
broadcasts onus subject are in practice n available to our universities for purposes of study andAsearch. Wet
hope that a Commission such as yours can have, an influence on this public corporation that will result in making
accessible to educational institutions a greater number of ihese,productions.

Early in its investigation the Commission concluded that it should draw to the attention of the CBC the concern and
distress expressed to it by educators in all parts of Canada about the post-broadcast inaccessibility of those of the CBC
productions that are of potential interest to educators. Before commenting itself, the Commission believed that the CBC
should be given an opportunity to explain or comment on its 'educational use' policies. The Corporation's pirectoi of
Films respqnded to this invitation, on behalf of the. President of the CBC, In a letter dated 30 October -1973. The salient
points-of the letter arein the following extract:

Are schools Able to have free access to CBC produced TV and radio programmes?
-

-kno. For all practical purport everything that is broadcast is protected by copyright, and it it not
possib bol authorities or anyone else to use uncleared programmes without infringing copyright.

In the major 'of cases, the rights of others are involved. In acquiring a license to broadcast feature films or series
for example, CBC rarely.if ever has the right to authorize other uses. Almost invariably, for these kinds of pro-
rammes, non-theatrical rights (which include educational use) would not be available or would have been assigned

els here.

Programmes oduced by or for CBC contain, in the majority of cases, copyrighted elements that must be cleared
fore other uses can be authorized. In some cases such clearance is not possible, or can only be effected at con-

siderable- expense. r

If your estion a so means 'free of charge', the answe, is no. We expect schobleto pay for the use of those pro;
grammes tha n be clea7d for educatIonal purposes, as they already pay for just 'about every other service they

What strategies or services e t now and Might be developed to make audio and 'Video tapes widely available to the
schools and, still ensure a just ret to the artists and technicians who make the'programmes?

<4;

At present we have been able to clear an' ake available a limited number of television programmes oduced in
English. The 'current total is about 46. For a. number of reasons we have not yet released any television r radio
programmes produced in French. Those television programmes that are available can be purchased through the Visual
Education Centre in Toronto. A good selection of ra 'o tapes are available for educational use through'an activity
in the CBC Toronto called "Lear ing Systems?:

We have beettgiving careful attention t he whole area of fu er use of CBC television programmes in order to
determine whether the majdt problems, ind financing, can be solved. We hope to be able to make some pro-
grammes available in future, but the extent to whit s service will b eveloped cannot be predicted at the
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\
The Commission believes that such a reply t's tbtally unsatisfactor s a response to the legitimate requests of educators

to usq after-broadcast programmes produced for or by the CBC when thes rogrammes are of possible value for
instructional purposes. The Commission sees only limited validity to the CBC's a ment that copyrights and union
agreements prevent it from m king available more materials for instructional use. Movies.andtooks and materials from
other media are also copyright NJ, yet these have been made widely available for educational use.

.

'Surely it should not be impossible for.the Corporation to work out provisions to be included in union and production
contracts at would allow appropriate CBC programmes to be used for instructional purposesbefore non=paying student
audien, s. As one brief to the Commission stressed: 0

If [the ('B(' and the unions] try to work [such provisions) into a tight bargaining session, when the contract is .

reviewed, then it will be u ed as a lever to compensate for all kindsof other exogenous variables. Rut,if they 'sat, ,
down in the peace and quiet Ofa period after a new agreement has been signe&to look at what They collectively
can do to enrich the education expe ce of youngsters, they will find that the uniobleaders have children also
and that they have great expectations for :This might need a change of attitude on the part of the .

management of CB(', but if it does, I would it that it is about time.

Tht dmission by the CBC that it currently makes available only forty-six prints of its televised programmes produced
in Engli.h and none of those produced in French and that these are marketed through a foreign-owned private
di st or is nothing less than shocking.;, Several briefs described the situation in identical terms, as a 'national \scandal'.
The Commission concurs in this view and considers it completely unacceptable that so few CBC programmes are made
available for educational purposes. It is adding insult to injury that min these few iirogrammes, which have been paid for
in large part by the Canadian public through taxes, are then sold back to Canadian educational institutions by A private,
foreign-based entrepreneur. . , r

What is more, it is the private diitributor, not the ('BC, that chooses which programmes will be made available for sale
in the whole North American market..This means that the programmes chosen are inevitably those that will sell well in
the United States. Consequently, their relevance for Canada is not at all assured. Moreover, the.purchase of CBC
productions through the VE(' is very expensive: a comparable programme bought from the-privately-owned CTV network
would normally oost only half; as much. ,

Under current CBC policy it is virtually impossible for edhcators to meet some of their specific needs legally. One
respondent noted that, at her university, the Department of Political Science ... would like to use more material than
they do at present ... the problem is that they want very current material from the CBC whickii forbidden fruit.

It should be noted that, in such a situation, some university teachers already disregard the 14w and record materials'
off-air that- they consider to be 'tally important for instructional purposes. The Commission's statistics indicate that
thirty-four such, recordings were ac her] in this way by various departments at Canadian universities and community
colleges ,in 1972-1973. But many teac s informed the Commission that they do this weekly, if not daily. Thus, it is
quite possible that such 'pirated' materials were not listed for,the Commission as a matter of prudence and that the actual
figure is probably many times higher., If this is the case, then CBC policy IsJeading to widespread use of an illegal
practiceamohgst teachers as the only means available to obtain some broadcatt.materials of educational value.

In short, a great deal of TV. material produced by the CBC that is of value for Canadian studies for example, the
Tenth Decade, Fir Person Singular, The Days Befoie Yesterday) is either not made available' at all or is available.only at
a high price throug a commercial distributor. The Commission believes strongly that this raises serious and fundamental
questions about the distribution policies and, indeed, about the role itself of this publicly funded agency.

a.

An interesting suggestion for coping directly with the problem of off-air recording was offered in a letter from a past,
president of the Educational Television and Radio Association of Canada and Director of Education Television, Memorial
University, Newfoundland:

With the advent of off-air videotape recording at will by both educators and the public, some policy should be
clearly stated that will enable bona fide use at

o'-
reasonable

3-1 ,i
rates for educational material obtained in this manner.

.

<
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By short-circuiting the physical .distribition of materials, great cost reductions should follow as all equipment and
materials would he borne by operators of the off-air recorders. It is basically a legal problem akin to xerography in
libraries, resale is not at issue, only royalties and mechanisms to contribute to them. Perhaps an educattonarversion
of AS('AP !American Society of Composers and Performers] might be considered, whereby a central group collects'
an redistributestlees for usel to the producers as their material is used"

italic used

'This isbut one possibility worth considering as a means to gain legal aceess.t6 CBC televised materials for non-profit
educitional use. Doubtless there are others. In any event, it is clear that educational institutions now urgently need access
to CDC television material for non-proft, educational purposes. Further, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation is
neglecting its responsibility to help meet this need.

It is well to point out that the ('BC, under the Broadcasting Act (1967.68), is given the authority to respond .

effectively' to the needs to which the Commission refers: Under Section 39 (I) g, the 'Corporation has the power ... to
publish, distribute and preserve, whether for conation or otherwise, such audio-visual material, papers, periodicals and
otherliterary matter as may seem conducive to the otrposes of the Corporation ...'.

A case can he made fi4-t1t8 ,publicalion and distribution of educational audio-visual materials being 'conducive to the
purposes of the Corporation', especially in the light of Section 3 F of the Broadcasting Act, which states that 'facilitiei
should he provided withinsthe Canadian broadcasting system for educational broadcasting ...'. Given modern audio-visual
technology, the provision of educational broadcasting facilities arid the publication of audio-visual material 'are; de. facto.
closely linked.

With these considerations in mind, and supported by the comments of many interested members of the public, the
Commission strongly recommends that the management of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, in negotiating with
writers, musicians, peFformers and other interested parties, undertake to establish an acceptable procedure whereby CBC
televised documentaries and similar productions of interest and value to Canadian teachers and scitelais can be made
available. to educational institutions free or at fair cost by sale or lease and/or by payment for use of off-air recordings.

In addition, because access by educational institutions to programmes produced by either the commercial television
networks or the Private television stations is not much easier than access to ('B(' television programmes, these producers
-should consider ways in which their programmes can he made more available to educators.

Other National. Agencies

The National Museums in Ottawa produce a wealth of media, materials that are .ropriate as teaeh'ing.aids for a wide
variety of subjects. These include colour slides, audiotapes and films, as well as replicas of artifacts. Substa ntial parts of
these-collections are available to educational institutions on either 'a loan or sale basis. The same is true or some provincial
ps..killeries and museums.

Elsewhere in its lOort the Commission stresses the important role that works of art, artifact's; iuseum holdings
can usefully play in enriching Canadian studies. In this cicapter the Commission merely brings to the attention of the
academic community the fact that media services are provided by cultural agencies and that a la geproportion of the
media materials produced are potentially very useful for Canadian studies and for other fields. So a these materials
have been produced jointly by several agencies. For example, a series of slides with narrative-,and explanatory mmen
on aspects of Canadian histbry is being co-produced by the Multi -media Division of the Nat,ional,Film {bard and the
National Museum of Man. The slides are based on archival materials and these, with their texts, have been produced w
the active participation.of university teachers from across Canada.

Tlie'Commission commends the National Museum's for the initiatives which they have already taken in the field of
media production and encourages educational institutions to make fuller use of theseCaterials. The Commission urges the
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National Gallery, in c 'ncert with provincial and local galleries, to undertake similar programmes, for there is ti striking
lack of and oth r representations of Canadian paintings, architectural monuments, sculpture and tbe.-iVeorative arts
at all e ucatic al ewe s.

/Om of univ rsities and various galleries have built slide collections of Canadian art, architecture and artifacts on
their own inn Hive c er a numher of year's. While helpful, such a fragpionted approach can be wasteful of time, effort
and mousy. W at is seeded is a planned largerkprogranime-crtadeproduction, covering all phases of the field in a

CanadaA' wide perspec ive. Such a programme should be directed by competent art his s and other experts. A basic
collection of slides iould be available for secondary school use, an expanded collection fo undergradtiate use, and still
more specialized co lections might be arranged for use in postgraduate study.

The CommiSsioi further recommends that the Association of Universities and Colleges of Cana and the Association
of Canadian ('omn unity Colleges work closely with national and provincial museums and galleries to develop a procedure
by which universit es and colleges are informed at regutar intervals about the range of media materials available om these
museums and gall vies.

AV

Audio -visu. Archives for Canadiari Studies
A number of bri is to the'Commission have expressed concern alilitit the fact that a great deal of irreplaceable material,
suitable for use n Clina n studies, has been destroyed over the years because of the lack of an adequate repository and
archival progra me for th tIm, radio and television 'productions of networks, agencies and stations. The Commission
shares this concern. While Ca da has.earned a distinguished, would -wide reputation. in the field of film and eleetronles,
we have not ye made adequate rovision to preserve. Canadian films, television programmes, and other media
productiiins,_b th documentary at fictional, that are orical, sociological or scientific significance. An exception to
this is the exc Ilent work which the nadian Film Institute is doing, u efforts itav-e been hampered by a lack of`,.,
funds.

Ont-ya le of the filinsreforilings from Ca da's,past survive. Of the sixty-seven pre-World War 11 features made in
Canada, only seven.are known to exist today. As atter of policy, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation generally
preserves onl two or three programmes of any televi n series. Recently, public opinion was aroused by the revelation
that the CB .had preserved only three reels of the Plou 'may series of the 1950s, despite its obvious historic
importance as a visual document.

Much v uable radio material, which would be a useful source'of information on the development of Canada as well as
a good in ex of Iiterary.and dramatic standards, has also bben permanently lost. Miireover, Canada has no national
program e to collect recorded,interviews with oigstanding Canadians despite the fact that it is now one hundred years
since the invention of sound recording.

The isatcui recognizes that complex technical considerations, expense and,lack of proper storage space are
'obstac the preservation of- media productions. Nevertheless, Canada is doing much less than it can do, and much less
than any s her countries are in,fact doing, to collect, catalogue and store under controlledcpnditions audio-visual
mate ials of la ing4importatiee. Tapes, interviews, feature films, news reels, short films, musicals and recitals will

,
undo htedly pr userii for future reference and research

he Commission is ouraged to learn that the Canadian Governmentlas. recently begun a complete review of the, -
concerning the Public hive's of Canada. Consideratioh is being given to granting to the-Archives more extensive

p wers over the disposition of archival materials of national agencies, as well as to providing for the acquisition of
chival imaterials of private- agencies sue ras the' Canadian Television Network. The aim is to insure that all valuable

nedia materials are properly identified, collected, catalogued and preserved-by,traiped perionnel. Towards this end,
agreements have already been concluded with a number of public ageneies.Ahe Conimission-welcomes this, initiative but it
believes that the programme should be greatly accelerated. TheTederalCovernMent should also consider ways by which
it could encourage the identific,ation and preservatiOn of media materials of long-term value produced by local television
and radio stations.' 2
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Similarly, those Provincial (iovernments that have not already done so should initiate programmes lo ensure that all
Media documents produced by their various agencies are also properly identified, collected catalogued and preserved by. ,
trained archivists and librarians.

It should he noted that a number of Canadian university media centres have recorded the presentations of visiting
lecturers, public 'panel discussions and similar special events. Over time, these could become very valuable archival
resources. This is one way, of course, for a university tiS acquire'imd use material about prominent public figures without
encountering vajor problems of copyright restrittions. The Commission recommends that any university and college
media centres not regularly recording activities and events at their institutions that may be of lasting interest be .

encouraged to undertake such a programme. A national inventory should then be kept Of the programmes undertaken by
each centre

Media Studies and Training in Canada

In recent years there has been a substantial increase in the number of Canadian universities and community colleges
offering instruction in the media. In educational technology, twelve universities offer courses leading to the bachelor's
degree, seven universities offer courses leading to the master's degree; and one university offers a PhD degree. Such
instruction is aimed at teaching individuals to produce and use media materials in regular educational programmes, in
continuing education, or in industrial training. Eleven universities and seven community colleges offer film courses or
programmes. These are primarily concerned with the study of film as an art form and of films as social and historical
docu

Several rids to the Commission made the point that, while there has been a ma ed increase in the number and
quality of %rich cottlrses and programmes, there are still-too few opportunities for anadian students to pursue their
academic interest. in the media field unless they go outside the country for their education. One brief stressed the need
for a specialized university'programme in Canada to turn out film producers. Another brief urged that a separate graduate iz
film school be established.. Still other brief$ argued for an increase in the number and size of grants from both federal an
provincial sources for projects using ordev::loping modern communications techniques such as film, audiotape and

.

videotaRe, others urged increased funding fur die preparaffion and production of media directories and catalogues.

These questions are necessarily related to the broader' issue of how to ensure that Canadians have a quate
opportunities to develop the skills and knowledge required for this country to make full use of the nefits afforded by
modern communications for educational purposes and also for artistic, cultural and journalistic purpo . With thi
briiader issue in mind. the Commission urges that the Department of the Secretary of State and the Coo it of M nisters
of Education. working closely' with the Association of Universiti and Colleges of Canada, with the Assoc" of
Canadian Community Colleges, with interested public and privat agencies and with teachers' associations, undertake a
complete review of existing programmes and course's of media stu y and training. in Canada. The object of the review should
be to'assess present and future needs for programmes and courses of this kind. It should alsp assess the effectiveness and the
adequacy of existing funding arrangements for media production, training and study. ''

4

Conclusion
This analysis of the use of media in Canadian studies courses and programmes bears many interpretations and eviduations.
'The Commission's oven& impression is that non-print media are. being.used fairly extensively in Canadian post-secondary
}nst-itutions, this applieS especially, it seems, to Canadian studies. Moreover, such usage is increasing: Nevertheless,among
`Many teachers. and arming some university administrators, tie outright rejection of non-print media as teaching devices is
stiH not uncommon.

The Commission believes strongly that modern communications techniques have much to offer in terms of
supplementing prrtte-thwaterials and enriching courses 4r1'd programmes in ways that are sometimes not possible with
printetl materials. Consequently, it recommends that universities and colleges develop procedures to acquaint themselves
more fully and on an on-going basis with the possibilities of instructional technology. They should examine their
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budgeting, and consult with Governments and private doors where necessary to raise funds, for the purpose of making is
possible for faculties and departments and individual teasers to obtain the maximum benefit of instructional media.
Finally, each university and college should adopt a comprehensive policy for acquiring, storing', distributing and using
non-print materials and fbr informing teachers about the availability of such materials.

Recommendations
I. Universities and community colleges should develop procedures to acquaint themselves more fully and on an on-going

basis with the present and potential value for research and teaching purposes of audio-visual and other media
resources.

2. Universities and community colleges should review their budgeting with an eye to enabling faculties and departments/nd individual teachers to obtain the maximum benefit from audio-visual materials. Universities and colleges should
also drab to the attention 6,ovenimint and tve donors, when warranted, financial constraints on their ability to

.. .use such materials.

3. Each university and college should adopt a comprehensive policy for acquiring, storing, distributing and using
non-print materials and for informing teachers about the availability of such materials.

4. Educational media productiyn agencies should be invited to meetings of the Canadian learned societies in order to
demonstrate media suppyrtimaterials that could be MOW to the teaching of specific disciplines and in order to make
teachers awati/of the variety and qua ity of non-print materials particularly Suitable for classroom use.

5. The role of the media centre at ma universities and colleges should be broadened so that it has campus-wide
responsibility to purChase, colle and make available electronic media materials; to afrange for the use of media
equipment within the pniversit to produce all kinds of software with the needs of the cureculum in mind; and to
provide guidance and instructio to faculty members on the use of electronic media in educational and research
programmes.

6. Universities and community colleges should review and examine the flexibility of their policies and practices
conceminginterinstitutional sales, loads and exchanges in order to maximize the-possibilities for exchanges of media
materials with other edlicational institutions.

7. Toward achieving a standard ('anada-wide classification system for media materials;, the National Library should
convene a national conference, funded by the Department'of the Secretary of. State, to-bring together representatives
of the National Film Board, the Canadian Film Institute, public libraries, the Public Archives, provincial archives, the
provincial departments responsible for poSt-secondary educationowniversities, community colleges and orther interested
in this field,.

8. The Commission strongly encourages media centre directors at each university and college to undertake, and to keep
up to date, a catalogue' of their materials available for exchange and for which they hold or can obtain.distribution
rights. A catalogue of such media productions, available for exchange across Canada, should then be published and
revised regularly.

10.

University andcommunity college cataloguing and related information systems should include provisions for the
collection of more detailed descriptibns of the content and objectives of their media holdings.

Media centies and libraries of Universities and colleges should collaborate more closely in the storage and retrieval of
-

information relating to electronic media.

1 I. The Council of Ministers of Education and the Department of the Secretary of State, or the Department of
Communications of the Canadian Government, should examine ways in which they could assist the work of the
Association for Media and Technology in Education in Canada.
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I Statistics Canada and the Council of Ministers of Education should conduct a comprehensive survey of the availability
and use of media resources and of constraints on media use. ,

13. A second, complement' ry stud) should he conducted to identify common curriculum requirements in Canadian
studies across the coin ry. Public and private enterprises should then be encouraged to make'the servicing of these
requirements a top prit rity to their media production programmes.

14. The Commission urges the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and the Association of Canadian
Community Colleges toestablish a joint standing committee on audio-visual and other media resources. The
Committee should maintain a continuing relationship with the National Film Board, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation and other producers of media materials. It should explore the possibilities and opportunites for
collaboration with these agencies and assist them to appraise present and future needs-of educational institutions for

' \...."
such materials.

15. The-Canadian BroadcastingCorporation, in negotiating with writers, musicians ,̀ performers and othe interested
parties, should undertake to establish an acceptable procedure whereby ('BC- televised documentaries and similar
productions of interest and value to Canadian teachers and scholars can be made available to educational institutions
free or at fair cost by sale or lease and/or by payment for use of off -air recordings.

16. Commercial television networks and prilhate television stations should also consider ways in which their programmes
can he made more readily avail' ble to educators.avail'

. .

. ,

17. The Canadian Government shot Id greatly accelerate its programme of ensuring that all valuable media documents
produced by its agencies are propel-ly identified, collected, catalogued and preserved by trained archivists and
librarians. -

18. Those Provincial Governments that have not alrcah done so should initiate-programmes to ensure that all media
documents produced h, their various agencies are also properly identified, collected, catalogued and preserved by
trained archivists and ibrarians.

19. 'The Canadian Goveri rent should consider ways in which it could encourage the identification and preservation of
media materials of Ion: -term value produced by local television and radio stations.

20. University and cominunity college media centres that are not yet regularly recording activities and events at their
institutions that might he o lasting interest should he encouraged to undertake such a programme. A nation-al
inventory should then h kept of the programmes undertaken at each university.

t,

21. The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and the Association of Canadian Community Colleges should
work closely with national and provincial museums And galleries to develop a procedure by which all universities and
commuryteges are informed at regular intervals about the range of media materials available from these museums
and galleries. Such information should then be widely circulated to teaching de artments within universities and
colleges.

".'The National Gallery, in concert with,, provincial and local galleries, should undertake a programme to develop a
comprehensive collection of slides and other representations of Canadian paintings, architectural monuments,
sculpture and the decorative arts for use at all educational levels,

23. The Department of the Secretary of State and the Council of Ministers of Education, working closely with the
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, the Association of Canadian Community Colleges and with
interested public and private agen4s, should undertake a complete review Of existing programmes and courses of
media studies and training in Canada. The object oe the review should be to assess present and future needs for such
courses and the effectiveness of existing funding arrangements for media production, training and study.
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IOOTNOTIS

James Beveridge, 'Culture and Media in Canada', The American Review of Canadian Studies, Vol: 3, No. 1 (Spring 1975), p. 135.

21'or a good, short history of the use of educational technology in Canadian universities, see 'The Growth of EducatiOrii0 Technology in
Canadian Higher Education' by G.A.B. Moore, British Journal of Educational Technology, Vol. 3, No. 1 (January 1972), pp. 33-34.
3

11ugo McPherson, 'Why Read Canadian? Three Lectures and a Coda', a paper delivered to theOntario Association of College and University
Libraries, Toronto, 11 May 1973.

4'Software' refers to the media material produced. 'Hardware', on the other hand, refers to the equipment of apparatueinvolved in the
production or presentation' of the material.

-,51'urther comments and recommendations relating to oral history appear in the chapters of the Commission's Report dealing with curriculunk
and archives. r 4.

6Moore, p. 38.

?instructional
Media In Universities of the Atlantic Provinces, 1472, published by Statistics Canada and available from Information Canada,

Ottawa, pp. 35. Price 75 cents. /
structional Media,8.1r he Canadian Instructional Media Textual Catalogue (1973) is available through Mr Anthony Hineoke, Chairman

Dumber College, Box 1900, Rexdale, Ontario

9 (.atalogues of films available through CFI e be o ined from the Canadian Film Institute, 1762 Carlin venue, Ottawa, Canada, ,K2A 2117.

10A
list of materials available can be obtained from the Ontario Institute for Studies in duiation, P,u6lie Relations, 252 Bloor Street West,

Toronto, Ontario.

I t
obtain information about 'productions available through the Ontario.Education Comm ications Authority, inquiries should be directed

to the Videotape Programme Service: VIPS Distributions. OUCA, Cioada, Square, 2180 Y ge Street, Toionto,' Ontario, M4S 2C1. Existing.
VIPS catalogues list over 1.500 programmessupplied at modest cost( A 30-minute progr me dubbed ori.I /2" videotapC, for example, costs $4
plus an additional $11 if OITA supplies the videotape. Prices vary depending on the I gth of the program-me and the videotape format. VIPS
programme service is available on standard 1/2" and I" videotape formats and tta\ii 'anted extent, in the 3/4" cassette format.

The Commission notes with pleasure'that the OR'A offers for sale a special grou or the Authority's own programmes plus acquired materials
in Canadian studies.

12
Additional discussion of this subject and specific recornmendations concerning the National Film Archives are coOtained in the chapt

the Commission's Report dealing with archives.
s

\
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The Private o or and Canadian Sttidies

HROUGHOUT ITS REPORT the Comm ssion has emphasized the importance of the role of Government in helping
to advance Canadian studies through funding amtencouragement. But Govetnment by itself-cannot, and indeed should
not, bear the whole burden of assistance for the growing needs of Canadian stuOies. The active support of the' private

sector is also vital. ,. .

...,

The pri'vate donor individualsjoundations, corporations, service clubs, community organizations anil labour unions
can usefully assist Canadian studies not only by supplementing financing from public sources but by funding4ndependent* -- -

as well. Private donors, because of the independehce and flexibility afforded by their private status, can sometimes support
initiatives that Governments feel unable or disinclined td undertake, or they can do so more effectively. Frequently, for
example, the private donor can fund projects that are experimental and innovative While Government might have to withhold
its support because of the political risks or because of some other possible implications that may be involved. Government is
also more indlined to feel the need to attach 'strings' to grants. This is often unhelpfUl, particularly in a field like4Canadian
studies; which, because it is relatively. new, requires flexiOility and opportunity for experimentation. Indeed, it is essential
that sore Canadian studies be clearly distanced from any suggestion of Government influence or dependence on Government.
The support of the private donor fn such cases is therefore especially iMportant. An example Of an area of'Canadiares in
which private funding may often be more appropriate than publiC funding is the study of the lights of the native-peoples

. because it involves an investigation of the activities of GovernMent itself. Another area in which the same consideration
applies is the analySis and research of problems of public policy. .

Today, when Governments at all levels, of all political complexions and in every part of the country, are attempting to cut
hack the rate of increase in public expenditures on education, the need for private support assumes added importance. Again,
this is particularly true. in the field of Canadian studies. Since Canadian'studies programmes have been initiated only recently
at many universities across Canada, they are often less able than more established programmes to survive university budget
slashing. Should Cut-backs in faculty be necessary, Canadian specialists, often theiast hired and still untenured,. may
sometimes be thefirst to be let go. Outside private financial assistance has helped to head off this problem ata number of
universities. but such suppOrt is still urgently needed at other institutions.

Beyond such considerations, it is essential. as a matter bothOf principle and ofpractice, that universities in Canada not be
wh Ily dependent for funds upon Government or upon any tither single source. Total ernmeht suppoit of universi
brin s witjl it the risk of total Government control. A degtee of private fundigg 1te1ps to ens the independence and integr
of scholarly activity.
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Unfortunately, men and women of wealth and corporate interests.in Canada have not seized the philanthropic vocation as
eagerly as their cou_nterparts in many other countries. Consequently, Canadian universities cannot always depend upon even
minimal private funding in their planning., The fact is that private gifts represent a very small part of the total budgets of most
universities and, at most, the proportion that they represent is actually decljning. With the great expansion of education in
Canada in recent years some decline in this proportion was perhaps inevitable. Nevertheless, universities must be watchful
that a reasonable proportion of increasing university costs is borne by the private sector.

A number of briefs to the Commission stressed that private industry in particular is not contributing as much as might be
expected to higher education, An examination of the record of corporate giving in recent years tends to support this view.
According to the figures prepared by the Conference Board,' the average rate of corporate giving in 1969 for the entire field
of education, health and social service represented only .87 per cent of pre-tax profit, actually costing the companies
concerned, through tax deductibility, considerably less than one-half oT one per cent of their profits before tax. As the
former Director of Research of the J.W. McConnell Foundation pointed oilt, 'a total of slightly more than $18 million from
130 of the largest corporations in Canada is not exactly an amount of which they can be itc1'.2

Nor has this level of donation support from industry for social improvement incre sed appreciably in subsequent years.
While it is true that there was a 7 per cent decline in pre -tax corporation profits in 197 duringrthe economic slowdown
experienced by the cOuntry.at that time, there have been sharp r es of growth in th e profits each year since then.
Befdre-fax profits increased.by 16 per Cent in 1971 and by 20 pef cent in 1972. In 1973after-tax profits for all corporations,
including- those in the resource and service sectors, rose by 43.2 per cent to $7.53 billion. The after-tax profits of
manufacturing companies in 1973 rose by an average of 42 per cent to $3.7 billion, followings 23 per cent gain) i 1972.
However, this surge in profits ha's not been followed by anything like a corresponding increase in the charitable giving of
Canadian corporations. The level of giving of Canadian corporations remains in the general area of .8 per cent of net profit
before taxes, compared to a level of giving of 1.08 per cent of pre-tax-profits by corporations in the United States.

N\.,
While many corporations have a record of thoughtful, generous and sustained giving, many others have done much less

than their share. A recent study of some 400 industrial, financial and service industry companies, which together
contribute almost 40 per cent of the estimated corporate giving in Canada, revealed that 10 of these firms gave very nearly
half of the total contributed by the 400 companies. Other studies indicate that the leveLof corporate giving in Canada by
companies controlled in the United States continues to be, on average, lower than the level of giving lyy Canadian companieS
u er Canadian control..

.;-

There thus, both scope and need for nbstantially more corporate sup til(for Canadian higher educatiOn. he money is
there. It is upNto the universities to go a get it. NN

Briefs to the Conimission were also somewhat/critical of the activitieS of foundation They made the point *t
foundations and private philanthropic agencies have certain obligations to the commun demise of their tax-free status and
because, often, their original capital was deriyed from the community. Yet, in some ca es, It s suggested, foundations may
not be fully meeting these obligations. Concern was expressed, for example, that the funding p tices of some foundati ns
are unduly cautious and conservative; that sonic foundations have, in fact, fallen into a rut in term f wha and who t ey
will and will not support; that sonic foundations have not always been as willing as might be hoped to e grants to pr cts
-du original and pioneering nature; and, particularly,that foundations have.ndt been sufficiently active/ supporting catises,---,_
that are relevant to the requirements of our society, including the promotion of scholarly and intelleetu tactivitythat is
distinctly Canadian.

A skaternent by a senior officer of a large and active Canadian foundation typifies the theme of many briefs regarding
foundatiO s: 'It may be seriously asked whether a number of foundations do not function in an environment that is too far ,
removed fro the major issues and most pressing needs in Canadian life,to prompt the most effective use of their resOurces.'S

An examination the activities of Canadian foundations does indicate that they usually give their support to traditional
. charitable and educatio al programmes. There is, Indeed, 'little evidence in Canada, or in the United States, to support the
contention that foundatio s/providc substantial amounts'Of money for venture capital or that they are on the leading edge of
knowledge'.3 Thisfiendency in foundation praCtice is unfortunate on a number of counts. It has meant a failure on the part
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of most foundations to recognize adequately the special, opportunity that they have to assist new undertakings that not
qualify for support under established prograMmes of Government and private funding. At the post-secondary level, it has
resulted in comparatively modest support to date for new areas of teaching and research, including Canadian studies.

"Nevertheless, the Commission wishes to note that a number of Canadian foundations have in'recent years been giving very
substantial help to new programmes at the universities, including some significant support for various aspects of Canadian °
studies, and it wishes to commend and encourage this activity.

During the course of its work, the Commission found a good deal of unce ainty and uneasiness' across Canada about the
role and influence of foreign foundations in shaping academic and social p ides in this country. This concern extended both
to foreign-based foundations operating in Canada as part of their interna opal operations and to those Canadian foundations.
that might be described as multinational because of the fact that, alth gh they are incorporated in Canada, they originated
as the off-shoot of a parent foundation or corporation in another ntry and in many cases still maintain close ties with the
parent body. Such continuing tie may be reflected in interloc g boards of directors, in-some common policies and
attitudes and in administrativ ractices and working arra ments. Markpeople, both inside and outside the academic
community, posed to the mmission this question: ose national interest is being served by the priorities established in`
Canada by such found ons and by the conscio unconscious orientation of the projects that may_receive their iiipport?

Concern wa,&-alSo expressed'that mt rational foundations, while operating in Canada under Canadian or Provincial
Government charter, may sornet s lack adequate Ci6dian representation on their boards and amongst their senior officers.
The Commission's inquir* indicated that there are charitable foundations, incorporated in Canada for the declared purpose
of assisting Cana educational and cultural development, that have few or even no Canadians on their gdverning board.'
Such sits ns invite criticism and misunderstanding, even when the fOundations concerned may be doing very good work.

lid unfounded speciilation about the role of foreign-based
an examination of the record of their giving:makes clear that

adian national interests and remarkably considerate of them. When
, they have done so rfbarly always without attempting to influence or

distinctively Canadian shape and underlying values of the projects cOncerned. Indeed, the record shows that both
atio'ns, such as the Carnegie, Ford, Mellon, Nuffield, Rockefeller and many others, and Canadian multinational

h as the Donner Canadian Foundation, have given generous grants on many occasions to assist programmes of
ch about Canada and to strengthen the distinctive interests of the Canadian scholarly community. Such

a

thes
they ha
Change th
foreign foun
foundations, st
teaching and rese
grants have included support for the Humanities Research Council, for the Soqial Science Research Council,. for various
national studies and projects undertaken by, the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, for the launching of
Canadian studies programmes, for the purchase of university library collections of Canadiana, and for an extensive array of
specific projects relating to Canadian needs in research, teaching and publication. Many of these grants have been particularly
helpfu in meeting the problems of schoilkly communication in this large and developing country. It 'was, for example, the
Carnegie Foundation that helped to bring into being the Canadian Library Association through its support of a Canadian
Library Council in 1942. Today, it is a generous grant from the Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan, that has made
it possible for the Association'of Canadian Community Colleges to initiate a varied programme of service to its members and
to do so at a time when this new Association was unable to obtain in Canada adequate support for this purpose either from
Government sources or from private donors. Beyond this as noted in the section of-this Report on Canadiailitudies abroad,
a number of foreign foundations have actively suppOrted Canadian studies outside Canada as well.

er of 30 per cent of all foundation-suppoited by Canadian universities comes from
In some years well over 50 per cein of the total value'of all foundation grants

The Commission encountered a good deal of misinformatio
multinational foundations. Contrary to such speculatio

oundations have in most cases been sensitive to Ca
e made grants in support of education in Canad

On average, something of the o
foundations based in the United State
received by Universities in this country has come from foreign or multinational sources..

The Commission notes, tdo, a prpblem of regional imbalance in terms °Me kication and granting policies of foundations
within Canada. Because of the pattern of industrial growth, a large proportion of,the foundations chartered in this country
are located in central Canada. Approximately one-third are located in Ohtario. The activities of many foundations are often
restricted to the Province, community or region in which they are located-. In some cases this situation may result from-the
conditiOns or the strongly expressed wishes stipulated by the original donor and sometimes incorporated specifically in the
foundation's_ charter. But in other cases, it may be more a matter of habit and practice that have placed geographical,
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limitations upon the range of a foundation's operations. In either case, this situation creates problems for academic
enterprises in other parts of Canada by limiting the sources of potential private support open to them. It is particularly
unfortunate that many worth-while.and significant areas of Canadian studies, which by their nature may often be more
naturally and effectively developed in locations other than central Canada, are in this way denied access to important sources
of independent funding for new and innovative programmes.

The Commission invites foundations that at present limit their activities to one part of Canada only, whether by charter or
by habit, to explore the possibility of broadening the scope of their activities in ordp,x, to be able to serve all parts of the
country. In the long run, such an approach will be in the best interests of the communN and region in which the foundation
is located, as well as being in the best interests of the larger Canadian immunity.

A similar problem of regional imbalance exists in terms of the distribution of corporate donations, again because of the
historical pattern of industrial development' in Canada. While the available information is far from complete, it indicates that
in 1972 for each $1. of corporate-giving per head of the provincial population received by beneficiaries in Ontario, only'$0.63
wastoceived in Quebec, $0.66 in British Columbia, $0.59 in the Prairie Provinces, and $0.43 in the Atlantic region. This
pattern was repeated in 1973 when beneficiaries of corporate giving received, per citizen, $0.96 in Ontario, $0.74 in British
Columbia, $0,56 in the Prairies, $0.5 I in Quebec and $0:48 in the Atlantic/Provites. As with the problem of regio al
imbalance in the activity of Canadian foundations, this regional imbalance in Canadian corporate giving creates diffi -tildes for
a balanced development in all parts of the country of teaching and research about Canada, with appropriate loal an regional
emphases. A more equitable distribution of corporate giving-across Canada is desirable.

The most serious difficulty, however, that confronts those who wish to seek support for Canadian.studiesTrom
foundations is that most Canadian foundations still do not make sufficient information available to tte public, in any
systematic or regular way, about their interests, activities and resources. Of the 200 most active Canadian foundations, only
18 publish reports, and these vary in the regularity of their appearance. Many make almost no information available except
their name and address and some are reluctant to provide even that.

etc

It is in this failure to report publicly upon their activities that most Canadian foundations are open to serious criticism.
Their failure to' o so makes it extremely difficult for those interested in finding support for new academic programmes to
know where and how to apply. V

In this situation, the work done by the AUCC in publishing in 1973 ACanadian Directory to Foundations has been
particularly helpful. Building upon earlier editions, in 1966 and 1969, of the Association's Guide to Foundations, the
Direchiry provides more information about Canadian foundations and other granting agencies than has ever before been
available in one place of reference. The new Directory has entries for 300 foundations and granting agencies, an increase from
108 in the 1969 edition. However, many foundations did not reply to the editor's requests for information. Some that did
reply, including a number of well-known and significantly endoWed foundations, declined the opportunity to provide entries
and others made only very limited informatiodavailable. Consequently, much remains.to be done in the development of a
truly comprehensive directory that will provide even the basic information essential for those who must seek founddtion
support for their work. As the editor of the Directory noted, finding infonhation on Canadian foundations is still,
unfortunately, too much like a game of roulette.

The Commission commends the AUCC for tilt important service it has provided in publishing the Directory despite the;
obstacles encountered and expressedthe'hope that it will be possible for the Association to continue this service by publishing
progressively more complete editions at regular intervals in the future. It would greatly increase the usefulness of the .
Directory if future editions could include more information about the specifiot fields of interest of each foundation, an index
to these fields of interest and a statistical analysis of foundation and agency giving: Such information would assist universities
to identify potential sources of private funds ior specific purpoies.

Development of the Directory in this way will or' course require the cooperatiOn of the foundations and it is very much in
their interests that they sh6uld give this co-operation. Failure to provide reasonable amounts of htformation about their
activities, at regular intervals,-leaves the foundations open to charges of cronyism and to the suspicion that their activities
may not fully merit 'the tax-free'status they enjoy.it'is only through complete disclosure of their activities that foundations
Will gain public confidence and pul5lic res'pect. -

'3J.
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The Federal and Provincial Govemmentslave been lax in chartering foundations without requiting of them some minimal
standards of public reporting upon their activitits. In resp4se to a recent inquiry, only two 9f the ten Provirites,..Kanit'oba
and Quebec, were able to provide even a complete list of the foundations located within t di boundaries. Similarly, the
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs was able to provide only elementary information of limited value about the
foundations that have bee&Incorporated by-the Federal Government.

In the United States these and similar concerns have caused foundations to be the subject of four Congressional
investigations, and they are now the subject of an increasing number orboolcs and rticles in that country. Six House
Committee reports within the last decade have been extremely critical of foundatio i , d' about one -third of the major Tax
Reform Act of 1969 dealt with them, making sighificant legislative_changes eir 'tatus. In 1969, in an atmosphere tense.
with charge and counter-charge, an independent Commission on Foun ions and P ivate Philanthrophy, composed of fifteen
nationally recognized leaders in education, business, labour and ural affairs, wa established to examine the situation, to
evaluate foundation activity and to propose guidelines for fu ure foundation develo ment. While noting areas open to
criticism, the Commission affirmed the enormous contribution being made by foundations topducation, to research, to the
arts and to social develoenient hi the United States. It recognized, in particulat, the importance of enlightened foundation
support in stimulating advances in new approaches to knowledge.4

-A major conclu of the Peterson-Commission was that private philanthropy has a special role to play iti a pluralistic
societ e the oPportunity that exists for private donors Y6 alleviate the pressures to cittiform, if they are sensitive to
the values of cultural, and educational diversity,. This suggests. the even greater value of the service that private philanthrOphy
can give hi Canada by supporting progranimes and activities that are sensitive to the more extensive cultural and educational
diversity in this country. i .. /. , . , . - ,

If private philanthropy has not been sufficiently helpful to higher education in Canada, it is partly because the Canadian
academic community, unlike its coubterpart in the United States, has not adequately appreciated the private donor as a
potential source of support for its wort.. Nor has it made itself sufficiently knowledgeable about even the fundamentalsof , ,

private fund raising. In the wojds of a brief to the Commission from an officer of one of canada's largest foundationg:

. .
pervasive

..0... the lack of aggressiveness of many potential recipients is one of the most es impressions which aoundatidn
officer carries away from the Canadian scene. Many though by no means atl,- researchers and programme
coollinators simply do not understand the idipctrtant contribMion Which foundation's couldonake to their work, and to
their field in genertl. They do not take the trouble to be infamed,of the foundations' fields of endeavour. When they
do make contact with a funding source, their applications are often prefunctory pr premature.

Paradoxically, the implicatioirof these comment's for Canadian studies ig that, if Canadian educators ate to take full -

ad1antage of opportunities for private funding, they will have to follow the example set by their American colleagues, who
.. have frequently been much more aggressive and professi al in these matters. The programme officer in charge of a division

of one of the largest foundations in, the world, which is bed in the United States, suggested, to the Commission that the key
to successful private fynd raising is to cultivate and maintain close relations with the private philanthropist, be it a .
corporation, a found1ation oran individual:

It is a question of exchanges of ideas, visits, information flows, etc. At times the process look's like a cross between a
love dance and a prize fight, and it can be very time-consuming and frustrating. Not many Canadians have trained
themselves in the 5rt, and this has been costly to them. For example, I seldoin see a Canadian academic entrepreneur in'
My areas of responsibility comparable to the innumerable Americans who bring us ideas, act as sounding boards, an
tell us of their Own interests and capacities. There has always been a distaste for this type of. dialogue in Canada.

-. Many Canadians have a picture of foundations learning about opportunities for grant making by osmosis or a. e-
line letter and then distributing funds like manna from heaven. It ,isn't so. One of the main obstacles to greater activity
by American foundations in Canada today, I believe, is absence of mind.

In attempting to raise funds, universities should keep in mind the fact that fund raising is a highly competitive, hig
professional activity, which requires the utmost care, sensitivity and planning. One award-winning professional university
fund raiser in the United States has described the competition in that country as 'almost warlike'.5 He stresses that university
fund raising seldom brings an instant response; that it requires desperately hard work that must be sustained fiver long pe 0
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of time; that it involves systematic and thorough preparation and follow-up; that it costs money to raise money In his
university's experience about twelve cents for every dollar raised; and that, with artistic, environmental and other groups
becoming increasingly actiVe in seeking financial support from private sources, universities must continually develop
imaginative and far-seeing programmes to obtain their share. Canadian. universities would do well to heed this advice.

411S'
They should appreciate, too, that, while immense concentrations of wealth have not existed in Canada in such profusion as

in the United States ancfsOme other countries, there are ample opportunities to raise funds Within Canada itself from private
sources. Too often universiti ignore this fact and automatically assume that they must look Outside the country if their goal
requires substantial private pport. The truth is that Canada has a large and growing number of indePendent foundations
and many corporations a public-spirited citizens = that are able and willing to help if properly,approached. Canadian
private donors have amply demonstrated their capacity to assist, and in some casesto spur, the university community to take
major steps forward. Moreover, there are numerous indications that teaching, research and publication in the field of
Canadian studies is of special and increasing interest to many potential donors, provided that worth-while proposals are
presented to them in an effective manner. There have been hundreds of grants and gifts, large and small, from private donors
within the last few year relating to specifically Canadian studies. These include, simply to pick a few examples, a series of
significant-grants from the Donner Canadian Foundation in support of native studies; substantial contributions from the Ford
Motorompany of Canada for the development.of Canadian studies programmes; grants and gifts from numerous sources to
support scientific inquiry relating to the St. Lawrence estuary, to freshwater biological research, and to the Canadian forth;
gifts and bequests to dgvelop thd Canadiana Collections of various university libraries; and extensive grants to universities and
university-related institutions to support the preservation and study of Canada's rich artifactual heritage.

Drawing upqn the Canadian Directory' t?Touttdations and other sourcesthe Commission was able to make some
assessment of the interest, or potential interest, of Canadian foundations in Canadian studies. Of the 217 foundations listed in
the Directory, 54 appear to have an 'exclusive' commitment to support Canadian studies, 9 have a 'substantial' commitment
and 17 have 'some' commitment, while the remainder (137) have no clearly stated policy. There are, thus, a good many.
Canadian foundations with an identified interest in Canadian studies. Yet an examination of the number of applications
received by those of-these foundations that publish annual rt-irtsndicates that they have by no means been flooded with
requests for assistance from Canadian universities and college*

, While Canadian private donors have made a valuable contribution to Canadian higher education, they can and should be
encouraged to do much more. In particular, they should p-encouraged to seek out more effective ways of dispersing th
grants to meet specifically Canadian needs in higher education. In order Apt, to spread limited resources too thinlya so as

to achieve the must usefurresults with whatever funds may be available, donors should be encouraged to focus it support ,

on a specific area of studiest and research. Amongst the many fields of study relating to Canada that offer a Ititude of
opportunities for support by the private*o or are: the geography and geology of the country; the oce shores ands Ves;

the mid and far norfh;bilingualism and cult tal pluralism; federalism and comparative political in utions; Ca
international relationships; and a vast range f social, cultural and edonomic studies that cry for atte n. Thes and
other areas of Canadian studies need indepen ent private support, over and above wicat begainetifrom Gove7iment, to

..,
attract and encourage 'teachers, to open up ne areas or aspects of research, to fost criticalthouglit; to develop library
resources, to purchase or build speotal equipm nt, to review the techniques-of aching and research and to support the
publication of critical analyses and scholarly findings.

tr

The Commission notes that there has been so e growth in t practice by private donors of entrust g beitiefactions to
award-granting agencies of the Crown, such as th Canada C ncil, to be held and administered by t c.m for the'suPPort,
encouragement and recognition of Canadian studies: Suc n arrangement can often be helpful to rivate'donors by relieving
them of adminiitrative chores, and it can at the same ti e often enable award-granting agencies o plan and mobilize- /,resources in support of worth-while projects to bette effect. /

Another Way in which private donors can a: 1st Canadian scholarship is through the &nation of personator family papers,
works of art and artifacts that might have i rinsic tr

,

lue and lasting historical, sociol 'cal os.cultural interest. Canada, unlike
some other countries, has not yet develop d much p cticaPexperience in encaura individuals, through taxation policy ,. e.
and other means, to donategifts in ki to universit es or public bodes. Appr sifeguards against possible abuses are

. c-I 4 ". .
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of course necessary. But much could be do in this field. Recommendations on this subject ,appear in the' sections of this
Retort dealing with archives and the Canadia t rtifactual heritage.

-^ a '
In stressing that universities can do much more to raise private funds within Canada, particularly for studies relating to

. Canada itself, the Commission is not suggesting that torelgn-based donors should be overlooked. On the contrary, there Is
plenty of evidence that still more support could, with planning and initiative, be obtained frOm foreign, donors. By
foreignbased donors, the CoMmission does not mean, however, only philanthropists and philanthropic organizations in the
United 'States. Far too often, when seeking funds outside this country,Cahadians think only of Unipd States foundations

..and corporations without appreciating that pare also many foundations, and potential corporatod individual donors,
in bther parts of the world with vhich Canada Has, longstanding cultural and economic ties, for example, in Britain, France
and elsewhere in Western Eur 'Que.' Unfortunately, through sheer, oversight Canadian universities are missing' opportunities to
garner funds for th work frointhese sources. Several large a tive foundations, based in various European countries,
have ipidiCated to the mmission that they would welcome pplic lefroin Canada but Out m some years they do not
receive cm one Canadian lication. ey are puzzled th this shoul so.

The comments made g a recent sit to , by Peter Brinson, the Direct& fthe Calouste Gulbenkian
F. . ndatiop for Britain and the m monwealtkonde e this poibt. The Gulbenkian Fou flan distributes nearly $17

Ilion a year around the world, with t . this Money go to the arts and the rest to educate naland scientific
terprises. In a press inter View Mr. Br son . 41 ted: We are ommonwealth office, tod, but We-can't seem to find

ne in Ckada who wants our mo y. ?tall seems ve steribus. send out leafleti and brochures ever year, but we
meagre response.'6 Representatives of sizable Frenc teh, Be , German, Swiss and Italian four ions

ments to the Commission. One other major British foundation ev xPressed a degree of anxiety tha
so little interest in,its granting programMes. It was concerned that, ite A specialeffort on its par

academic community have become so tenuous. .._

get a v
made similar
Canadians heye sho

0 its relations with the Cana

It is clear from the omments of these any : 1 r potential foreigndonors that Canadian studies would offer rea of
some Particular interest nd potential support for a nu .lem if the Canadian academic community would on
acquaint them more hilly ith its current needs. An excellent opportunity oiists-for Canadian-universities to approach

.-- private donors abroad with ojects that show careful attention to the natural opportunities for study and research that are
inherent in the Canadian situa 'on. Proposals for comparative studies, and for co-operative studies, involving Canadians in
joint scholarly progjammes with eachers and'researchers in other countries, Would often be of special interest to some
foreign donors.

, .' ,

i
It Should be noted, too, thatsforeig foundations are generally in a position to make grants to Canadians and to Canadian

nstitutions without suffering any tax disadvantage in their own country by doing so, whereas Canadian foundations are
discouraged by the terms of the Canadian Lncome Tax Act from)nalcing grants outside Canada. It is important that Canadian
foundations shoulfi be on an eqUal footing with foreign foundations in terms of their ability to make grants abroad. Apart
from the embarrassment-that the 'present situation causes to Canadians, it may well stifle the developmen't of Canadian
studies a6road;which could.' urn make an important contribution to scholarship M this country..

. .

In concluding this chapter, the Commission stress again that universities need' to be More professional in their efforts to -'"--

raise funds from private sou es bethey foundationsorporations or individuals, domestic or foreign. This-may not
happen unless they develop t expertise necessary to raise funds moit effectively. Possible approaches toward ails end might .

,include conducting some info ation sessions an seminars on fund raising for academic purposes either as A part of the
general meetings of the AUCC or at another-time Some regional and local workshops on this subject might also be helpful.

, MorenniverSiqes-might consider soliciting expert advice on an on-going basisrather than just at the time of major fund raising
Campaigns. In addition, individual universities might wish to consider encouraging some members of their own staff to gain a .
competence in this field. .- '

,

Emphasis in the past has perhaps been too much-on raising money for ricks and mortar. There,are indications that many
private donors would now welcome a shift from this to a new emphasis on port for operational purposes, for specific
programmes and projects in teaching and research. Such a shift in emphasis wi involve a shift in the apparatus and
techniques of fund raising as well. Within this new'emphasisran opportUnity to s portprOgrammes of teaching an' research
in Canadian studies will often beof interest to private donois7, -'
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Above all, there must be a greater awareness among Canadian universities that fund raising, for programnies as well as for
buildings, is an important aspect of their operations, which, if handled with care arid Sensitivity can greatly enhance their
capacity to serve not only academic goals but the wider community as well.

Recommendations

1. Government should not bear the whole'burden of assistance fdr the growing needs of Canadian studies: active support
from the private sector is also vital.

2. Many fields of study relating to mg derange pf scientific, social, cult-Ural and economic subjects,
offer abundant opportunities 'or support and participa n by the private donor.

3. The Commission commends t attention of private don s the particu&r need of Canadian studies for their support,
both as a relatively new field of academic i erest that must mpete for funds with more firmly established fields of
scholarly inquiry, and as an area of acad is work in which p ivate funding may often be more appropriate than public

o funding. For example, when an investi ion of the activities Government itself is involved.

Private donors should place greater em asis in their funding policies upon those fields in which Canadians can develop
a unique or special capacity or expertise or in which they can capitalize upon the natural opportunities for study and
research inherent in the Canadian situation.

4.

5. There is both scope and need for substantially more corporate support for post-secondary education in Canada.

6. Canadian foundations should make available to the public on a regular basis adequate information about their terms of
reference, areas of interest, record of activity and financial resources.

7. Foundatiohs should-be more closely in touch with one another so that useful information can be exchanged and
unnecessary duplication avoided. Towards the same end, universities and colleges seeking support for special or

.,-*/
large-scale projects i their to private dshould do more to co-ordnate ther approaches o prvate onors. , -

The Commission urges foundations and other private donors to recognize more fully the special opportunity that they
have to assist experimental and innovative undertakings, including those in the developing field of Canadian studies,
that may not qualify for suppoct under established programmes of 'Government and university funding.

(
9. The Commission commends to the attention of private donors the special rdle that private philanthropy can play in

Canada by supporting research,.teaching and other activities that are sensitive to the rich cultural and educational
. .

9
diversity of this country. .. ..

10. The Commission commends to private don4rsthepractice, which has already been followed to good effect by some
philanthropists in Canada, of entrusting benefactions-4.d award-granting public agencies, such as the Canada Council, to
be held and administered by them for the support, encouragement and recognition of Canadian studies:

. i . .jL.....? 1). Foundations that at pres nt limit their activities to one part of Canada only, whether by charter or by habit, should
explore the possibility broadening the scope of their activities in order to be able to serve all parts of the,country.

b7ad
, .

.

12. Similarly, the Commission re mmends a more equitable distribution of corporate giving across Candela intermsiof

e
regional balance.

. .

,

13. Greater attention should be directed by the Canadiau academic community to the .possihilities for obtaining
support, particularly for studies'relating to Canada, from potentially interested foreign donors. Proposals fo .
comparative studies and for cooperative studies, involving Canadian academics in joint scholarly program s with

act ers and researchers in other dountries, Would often be of special interest to some foreign priOte dono s.
- 3t .4
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0,

14. Universities must ensure that the terms and purposes of grunts awarded N them by multinational or fa gn-based

foilndations and corporations are in harmorvith Canadian interests and scholarly.values.

I S. The chairman ofthe board, a majority of board members and a reasonable proportiop of the senior staff of foundations
chartered and operating in Canada should be Canadian citizens.

1 b. The Commission recommends tjtat the Canadian Income Tax Act be amended so as to remove restrictions on the ability
of Canadian foundations to make grants outside the country for philanthropic purposes that meet approved criteria.

17. The Canadian academic cormunity should recognize more clearly tha it now does- the significant help that the private
donor can bring to its work. It:slibuld acquaint itself much more fully ith the diverse possibilities for obtaining
support froTsf rivate donors and it should do far more to acquaint pot ntiaintrivate donors with its needs.

PI

(18, ' Universities should review the traditional emphasisin their fund raising programmes on raising money for bricks and
mortar. Many private donors would welcome a shift away from this to an emphasis on support for operational
pur oses, and for specific programmes and ilrojects in teaching and research. Within tills new emphasis, an opportunity
to (upport teaching and research in Canadian studies will often-be of interest to private donors.

19. Univeesitiesshould adopt a more professsional approacbin their efforts to raik funds from private sources and should
establish staff and administrative arrangements that recognize effectively the need to devote systematic and sustained
attention to this endeavour. -

20 , Universities should solicit expert advice about fund raisirig on an ongoing basis and not just at the time of major
fund raising campaigns.

,t.

21. The AUC, in co-operatiort with other interested organizations, should sponsor information sessions and workshop on
the subject of fund raising tbt acarldniic iltdposes`.-.

the Commission commends the At ('C upon the useful service it 'has provided in publishing A Canadian Director i of
Foundations and recommends that the Association continue this service by publishing progressively more compl, to ,

editions of the 0/rectory at regular intervals in the future.

23. hutute editions'ot the.Drectory shouldsinclude more information about the specific fields of interest of the
. foundations, an mdcx to these fields of interest and a statistical analysis of foundation and agency giving.
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